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NOTE TO PART I. 

In this part is reproduced the bulk of the evidence submitted 
.. to th" Commission in the form of written memoranda in reply to the 
• H.t of. subject. ciroulated in August 1929. In preparing this voluma 

the Commission have sought to retain all IIl&tter likely to be of per
manent interest to students of the subject, and not available elsewhere. 
Material supplied to the Commission which hu already been printed 
and pub~ed elsewhere h&B in general not been reproduced. Where 
memoranda have been abridged all considerable omissions have been 
indicated in the text. 
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LIST OF SUBJEOt'~. 
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(1) Origin 0/ Labour. 
(il Extent of migration. 
(ii) Causes of particular streams of migratiolJ. 
(iii) Changes in recent yearS. 

(2) Contact with mi •. 
(il Extent and frequency of return. 
(ii) Extent of permanent labour force. 

(3) MetJuxls of recruitment. 
(i) Existing methods. 
(ii) Possible improvement. 

(iii) Public employment agencies. 
(a) Desirability of establishing. 

_ (h) Possibility of practical schemes. 
(4) Extent and elfeds of disturbance of famuy life. 

, (5) Recruitment of 8eamen. 
(i) Existing practice. 
(ii)Effect of changes introduced in Calcutt&. 

(iii) ~uggestiong for impro\·ement. 
(6) Recruitmentfor A88am. 

(il Need of retention of control. 
(ii) Administration of preaent system. 

(iii) Composition and working of Assam Labour Board. 
'(iv) Defects of existing Act and system. 

(v) Possible substitutes. 
(7) Ynemplaymsm. 

(il Extent and character. 
(ii) Extent to which caused by--

(a) Retrenchment or dismissals. 
_ tb) Voluntary retirement. 

; (c} Other causes. 
(iii) Possible methods'of alleviating and remedying distress. 
(iv) Unemployment Insurance. 
(v) Application of International Conventions relating to un

!lIllployment. 
(8) Labour" _.". 

(i) Average duration of employment. 
(ii) Extent of casual employment. 

(iii) Absenteeism. 
(al Extent, 'Charl>Cter and causes. 
(b) Seasonal or otherwise. 
(e) Time and wages lost. 

(9) Apprlmtices Ad, 1850. ' 
Value of • 

• This word should be.read &8 indicating puera.l1Jt &he "change. in corupoait.ion of the 
labour It&!! of an undortakin&. ' 
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U. IHd Organisation. 
(10) Details oj organisation, administrative and 1ieparltment4l. 
(ll) &kction oJmanagif1!/ staff. 
(12) Recruitmem and !mining oj supervisif1!/ staff, superior tmd BUb

ordinate.' 
(il Methods in foroe. 

(ii) Facilities for training and promotion of workmen • 
.. (13) lWalions bettveen staff and runk nnd file. 
. ·(i) Relations generally . 

. (ii) Value and defects of system of employing jobbers. 
(iii) Works Committees: their constitution, extent and achieve

ments. 
(iv) Works Councils and Indu.'ltrial Councils. 

(14) Timekeeping, piecework, contract and attend4nce registers. 
(i) How and by whom kept and checked. 
(ii). How and by whom wages actually paid to workers. 

(Ui) Oontractms as i'Tltermetliariei. 
(i) Extent and charactsr of work given on contracfl. 
(ii) Extent oi sub-contracting. 

(iii) Control exercised over working conditions. 
(iv) Effects. 

m BoIl8lDg. 
(16) Extent to whick Musing is 'Provided. 

(i) By employers. 
(ii) By Government or other public agency • 

. (iii) By private landlords. ' 
(iv) By workers themselves. 

(11) Facilities Jot' acquisition oj /n.nil Jot' workers' 1oou8es. 
(18) N atwe oj fJ()C(Yfflmodation proWkti'fl each class. 

(i) In relation to workers' demands. 
(ii) In relation to best type from health point of "iew. 

(iii) Provision made for lighting, conservancy and: water supply, 
(19) Utilisalion by tcot'kef>s oj accommodation available. 
(20) Rent-rates; in various classes. 
(21) Special problems arising in connection wit" tJaf'ious cUuIQ of 

Musing. 
e.g. Subletting; . 

Occupation of employers' houses by tenants in other employ; 
Eviction. ' 

(22) Moral effect on fI)orkef' of indus/riol housing conditions. Improve
ments tried ana w.flges/ed. 

lY. Health. . 
(23) Gemral "taftl. conditions of worke,. •• 

(i) Figures of mortality. .' 
(ii) Birth rate and infant mortality • 

. ~ethods of registration. 



(iii) Working conditions
Ca) at work places; 
(b) at home. 

(lv) Dietary. 
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(v) Physique. . > 
(vi) Effeqt. of disturbance of sex ratio in induatrial nities. 
(vii) Relation bel()veen houaing and mortality. 

(24) Extent oj medical Jacilities provided. 
(i) Byemployers. 
(ii) By Government. 
(iii) By other agencies. 
(iv) Provision for women doctors, trained midwi:ves or dais. 

(25) E'xtent to whick medical Jacilities are utilised. 
(i) Generally. 
(ii) By women. 

(26) SanilMy armngements, (a) at wm'" places, (h) at Mme. 
(il Latrines. 
(ii) Drinking water. 

(iii) Bathing and washing. 

(27r-Extent and nature oj ojJU:ia! supervision. 
(i) Work of Board. of Health in special Meas. 

(ii) Inspection of plantations. 
(iii) In mill and other industrial areas . 

. (28) Suitability oj existing Factories and Mines Acts and Rules. 
(i) Control of temperature in factories. > 

(ii) Control of humidification in cotton mills. 
(a) .Nature of action taken by Local Governnients. 
(b) Results. . 

(29) Disease. 
(i) Prevalence of industrial diseases. 

(ii) Prevalence of cholera, malaria. hookworm and other tropical 
diseases. 

(30) Siclcne$s ins1tra1lC •. 
(i) Suitability of International Labour Convention. 

(ii) Possibility of introducing othp.r systems. 
(iii) How to mert difficulties ariaing from non·acceptability of 

Western medicine. paucity of medical.> men, migration of 
labour. finance. 

(31) Maternity benefits. 
(i) Extent and working of. exiatmg schemeS (including allow

ances given before and after childbirth). 
(ii) History of central and provincial Bills. 

(iii) Possibility of legislation. 
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V. Welfare (other than Health &Ild HOlISing, but including Edueation). 
(32) Extent of ti!elfarp. ...".k, . 

• (i) By employers. • 
(til By other agencl< ... 

(33) Emplqy1l.ent of Welfar. Ojficers and workers. 
(34) Nalure of ollter Welfare aetiw~, (a) by employers (b) by other 

agencies. 
(i) Provision for refreshments, shelters and c""ches. 

(ii) Provision for physical cult;ure, recreation and amusements. 
(.iii) Other activities. 

(35) Results ru.J.i,m>ed. 
(36) P,m;i.i",. of liduca1ional facilit~ by employers

. (i) For adult workers. 
(ii) For half-time workers. 

. fiii) For workers' children. 
(iv) Extent to which u,ed. 

(31)' DesiJ'Ohiluy and possibility of prOt~on for old age and prematU11l 
retirement. 

(38) Co·'¥"ation. 
(39) Possiln.1ity and desirahility of a ,<;u,tutory Miners' We(1are. Fund. 

VI. Education. 
(40) Facilil~ for general educa1ion in indtWtria1 areas. 

(i) Of children not in employment. 
(ii) Of children employed in factories. 

(iii) Of adults. 
(41) Faciz;t~ for indtWtria1 and wcational trtFining. 
(42) EJ[ect of edlWalion on standard of living and industrial e.fficief!CY 

, 'of worms. 
vn. Safety.· 

(43) Existing ,'egulations in fac/qr~, mines, railways and docks. 
(44) Inci.denoe of acciilents i" f~, mi .... , railways and docks. 
(45) Causes. 
(46) AccidtmJ. preveluion (including "Safety First " propaganda). 
(47) Accidents ,in non-regulated establishments. 
(48) First-aid atul medical relief. 
(49) Stringef!C!/ of inspection and enforcement of regulations. 

(i) In industry generally. 
(ii) In seasonal industries. 

(50) Effect .. po .. safety of hours, health, light and 1DOTking conditions 
generally.' 

vm. Workmen's Compensation. 
(51) Workmen', Compensalioll Act. 

(i) Extent of use. 
(ii) Comparison with extent of possible claims. 
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(illf Effects on industry. _ 
(iv) Availability and use of insurance faeilities:and valne-from 

workers' point of view. 
(v) Desirability of compulsory insurance by einployem. . 

(52) Deairohility of extending Act to otAet octmpations. -
Possibility of providing against insolvency qf employers ... he 

might be so covered. 
(53) SuitdJility oj prwisicm relating 10-

(i) Scales of compensation. 
(ii) Conditions governing grant of compensation. 

(iii) Industrial diseases. 
(iv) Machinery of adruinistration. 
(vJ Other matters. 

(04,) Desirability of legislation O'/l lines of Employers' Liability Act, 
1880. 

IX. Bou:rs. 
A. Faclories. 

(55) HOfJJS worked per week and per My. 
(i) Normal, i.e. a. determined by custom or agreement. 
(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime. 

(ill) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and homa 
during which worker is on call. 

(56) Days 11)(JTked per week. 
(57) -Effect oj 60 hcrurs restMion

(i) On workers. 
(ii) On ind,,-try. 

(58) Effect oj Mily limit. 
(69) PoBSilnlity oj reductiO'/l in fIIIlZim4. 
(60) ltite1'!Jah. • 

(i) Existing practice-
(a) In relation to' fatigue. 
(b) In relation to workers' meal times. 

(ii) Suitability of the law. 
(ill) Suitability of hours during which factory is working. 
(iv) Number of holidays given. 

(til) Day of rest. 
(i) Existing practiCe. 

(ii) Suitability of the .law. 
(62) Eumpting prwisWns and the _ mak oj them. 

]I. iliuM. 
(63) Hour. worked per My and per.....m. 

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement. 
(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime. 
(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hours 

during which worker is on call. 
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is!) Days worked per week.. 
165) 'Effed vf rest,jdion of hours. 

ti) On' workers, " 
, (ii), On iIidumy. 

(56) P~sibi!itY of ffllUci1lf/~ma. 
(67), Suilabi1itr oj eM law relati1lf/ to shifts. 
(68) PosSibility of imroduci1lf/ an effective daily limitatUm. _ 
(OO) I_Is. 

(i) In relation to fatigue. 
(ii) In relation to workers' meal times. 

(iii) Number of holidays given. 
(70) Day of rest. 
(71) Adequacy of tNti1lf/ provisions. 
(72) Exempti1lf/ provisions and use made of tkm. 

Co RailWays. 
(73) Hour. worked per week and per day. 

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement. 
(il) Actual, i.e. including overtime.' 
(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hours 

during which worker is on call. 
(74) Day. tlJorked per week. 
(75) lhUmt of application of IntemtJtionallAbour Oon-mom reuuiKg 

ta-
(i) HollIS. 
(il.) Rest days. 

(76) I_Is. 
(il In relation to fatigue. 

(ii) In relation to workers' meal times. 
(iii) Number of holidays given. 

(77) Possibility of regukUion. 
D. other Establishments. 

(a) Plantations. 
(b) Docks. 
(e) Other industrial establishments. 

(78) Hour. worked per week and per day. 
(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement. 

(il) Actual, i.e. including overtime. 
(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hOlllll

during which worker is on call. 
(79) Days worked per week. 
(80) Desirability of regfl14tion. 
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X. Special Questions relating to Women. Young Adults ao4 Children. 
A. Factories. 

(Sl) EJfea of 1922 Act on employment. 
(S2) Admission of inffJ//!l8 to falltories. 
(S3) Suitability of regulatUms jOl" women' 8 Work. 
(84) Suitability of regulatUms aJfecting children. 

(i) Hours and intervals. 
(ii) Minimum and,ma.ximum ages, 

(S5) Double em~ of children (i.e. in mare than one eotaiJlishmene 
in same do.y). 

(S6) Work and training of young adults. 
• Facilities for apprenticeship. 

(87) Extent of" blind alley" empw1f1""'U (i.e. extent to whick children 
are dismissed on reaching fun age). 

(88) Comparative merits of double and single shiftsystemsasaJfecting 
health of women, young adults and childr .... 

(89) Work of women and children in falltories not subject to Act. 
(i) Use by local Governments of section 2 (3) (b). 

(ii) Advisability of extended application. 

B. Mines. 
(90) EJfect of Act of 1923. 

, Suitability of certification provisions. 
(91) Exclv.sion of women. 

Ii) Suitability of regulations. 
(ii) Probable effect on industry. 

(iii) Economic effect on workers. 
(iv) Speed of withdrawal. 

C. Other Eslablishmenls. 
(92) Need for regulation. 

n. Special Questions relating to Seamen and Workers in lDland lia'rip-
lion. 

(93) HOImJ of work. 
(94) Ratiom and accommodation, articla of agreemeftt, cfc. 
(95) Indian Merckam Shipping Act. 

(i) Existing provisions. 
(ii) Need of revision. 

m. Wages. 
(96) Prevailing rates of wages (lime a,flll piece) and ~ earnings. 

(i) In industry. 
,(ii) In surrounding agricultural areas. , 
(iii) Difference between money wages and money value of all 

earnings. 
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(97) Mooem<mts in reCent yt;MS. 

(i) Increases and decreases. 
(ii) Reasons for variation. 

(iii) Relation to prices and cost of living (pre-war ano pos.,.war). 
(iv) Relation to profits. 

(98) 11_ sent to fJillages. 
(99) Payment in kiM aM allied problems. 

(lOO) Extent aM effect oj payment through oontmcIor8, sub-controctor. 
ew hecu1111£n. 

(101) Metlwd affixing 1IX1!Je8. 
(i) By negotiated agreements. 

(ii) Other means. 
(102) Basis of payment few ot"erlime aM Surtday work. 
(103) Extent uf sta:ndanlisaJion. 
(104) Effect of wage-cha'1lges Oft labotJ,r supply. 
(105) jllinimum wages. 

Advisability and possibility of statutory establishment. 
(106) Deductions. 

(i) Extent of fining. 
(ii) Other deductions. 

(iii) Utilisation of fines. 
(iv) Desirability of legislation. 

(107) Periods uf U1Oge-p«yment (day, week ew month). 
(i) Periods for which wages paid. 

(ii) Periods elapsing before payment. 
(iii) Desirability of legialation-

(a) to regulate periods; 
(h)'M prevent delay in payment. 

(iv) Treatment of unclaimed wages. 
(108) Indebtedness. 

(i) In village. 
(ii) In industrial area. 

(109) Bmlll. and profit sharing schemes. 
(i) Nature and effect of schemes which are or have been in 

operation. . . 
Iii) Basis of schemes. whether production or profits. 

(110) Annual 0,. otJ'PT lea,.". 
(i) Extent to which taken by workers. 

(ii) Extent to which countenanced andtor assisted by employers. 
(iii) E"i;ent of consequential' loss to worker of back.lying wagea. 

(Ill) Desirability of Fa;" Wage .. CkLuse in public c(mtrarfs. 

XIII. Industrial EfficiencY 01 Workers. . 
(112) Cmnparati,'I! cllanges in PJ!icie'ncy of Indian 'Wewlrer. in recent 

years. 
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(115) Effect on proauction of
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Southern India Cham· 
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62 Mr. J. liargreove. 

53 Mr. W. E. Bentley 

Ma.n&geI'~ Ca.m.&tio Mill, 
.Madras. 

.Menager, BuokiDgham 
Mill. .Madras. 

54 Dr. G. P. RaghavW Medioal om ... , c.nu.tic 
.Mill. 

55 Misa M. Soge, M.A. Joint Prinoipal. The 'Buc-
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Son India. 

-' "--

25 Vyrah ....... 
.. J 

.... niva Bao .• 
26 If' 

_ Mr. Ramanujulu 
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66 Mr. Selvap&thy • 
Chetty 

lrIadru. Labour Union. 
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BoPreaetltativca of tho 

191-192. 
G.·213S. 

1M-1M 193-218, 
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164-187, 218-241, 
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66 Mr. A. G. Leach, Secretary to the Govern· ~ 
I.C.S. ment of Madras, Labour 
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67 Mr. J. Gray, O.B.Ep Commiasioner of Labour, 
LC.S. :Madras. 

37-56 

88a Mr. S. A. Cartledge Chief Inspeotor of l!'ootories; 66--80 
Madr ... 

68b M. R. Ry. M. Klish. Offg. Chief In_tor of 
naawami Ayye.r Factories, Madras. 
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aminod.orally) 

811 Copt. N. R. Uhheya, Direotor of Publi. Health, 
• UL8. :Madras. -

68-74 

70 Mr. W. E. Smith. Offg. Direotor of Publi. 
M.A.,I.E.s. Inatrnotion, Madr .... 

74-76 

71 Mr. W. M. Browning Bnrm& Sholl Oil 'IlH 
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1 ~.gl India, Ltd. 
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til 
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Mills Employees Union, 
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Col. R. MICarrison, Dinlotor. Nutritional Re
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Coonoor. 
• 

76 LowIia •• .. Woman worker, Nonesuch 
Tea Eetate, Coonoor. 

77 Jebakanti 

78 Lazarus 
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Mistri" Nonesuch 
Eetate, Coonoor. 

Proner. 

Tea 

79 Palani&ppan 

80 Angappan .• Worker, 
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Do. 

81 Lt.-CoI.L. L. Porter. 
O.B.E~ V.D. 

82 Lt. Commander L. 
G. Elkington. 
R.N. (reid.) 

MIUllIging Dirootor, None. } such Tea Estates Co., 
Coonoor. M._, Ibex Lodge 
-te, Coo""r. 

"3 Mr. L. A. Hawke ." Manager, Singara Tea 
Eat&te, Coonoor. 

84 R&yappan 

85 Mr. E. Holden 

86 V a.lljammAI 

87 Raupmma! 

88 Lntbm&ri 

Do. 

Manager, Kaleeowar Mills, 
CoImbatore. 

Woman worker, Coimba
toni 81'8' &; Wvg. Milia. 

Do. 

Do. 

80 G ....... pnkaoam •• Man worker. Do. 

90 Mr. W. E. Winter .. 

III Mr. J. F. Cheohire •• 

92 Mr. Yo Howard 

va ,Thangamani 

Managing Dirootor.} § ~. 
Mill Manager. ,g J~ ~ 

.§ ." '" .. rw .. ving Manager. <'5.i!' ~ .!l 
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0.-386G • . 

95 Savari Mutthu .. Wl" Do . .. .. 337.0:-3673. 

97 Maranney · . Do. .. " 337-338. 
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24 Su Mr.J.E.Sam/ Manager. Pacb.maIai · . 338-351. ... _te, Valparai. . G.·3680 • 

20 VyrahVaD _ - (An"",a!'; Hills). 

26 y. ·..Ia1Vlh: Ireland 
. ",nett 

'-.!t. 
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100 Mr. W. H. Martin •• 

101 Mr.J.E.Sampsoo 
Ref:tatives of the .. 361-373. 

102 Mr. E. Johnson .. Iai Planters' 0.·3869. 
Aa!ociation. 

103 Mr. A. W. F.lIfi!Ia •• 

104 Dr. J. E. Measbam 
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Hills). 

107 Palani Ammal .. Do • .. .. 376-876, 
G.-4136. 

108 Cheng&malan .. Worker, Do. .. .. 376-377, 
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0.-4152 end 380. 
0.-4166. 

-IlO Potta.kar&n · . Mistri, Do. .. · . 37S-1J8O. 
G.-4100. 

III Mr. F. L. Sohwinde Managtlr, Do. .. } 380-384. 
112 Mr.EricJolmooo .• _Group Manager. Mudis .. 0.-4167. 

Oro.pof _tea .. 
U3 Sir Foirl ... Barber Gooeral Manager 1 Lower . 

Paml&i 
i14 -Mr. J. C. Blackham Group Manager Estate .. 384--396. 

I (ADam&- G.-4216. 

U5 Mr.A.Foote Managor ) Iai Hilla). 
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llB Mr. N. S. Ramaa- P.-..l<lent, Labour Union, 239-255 397-414, 
wamy Ayya.ngar Coimbatore. 0.-4303. 

117 Mr. E.l!'. Thomas •• Collector and District .. 4:14--421, 
Magistrate~ Coimbatore.. 0.-4636. 

liS P# Audiah Naida .. Late Tohsildar of ParJi.ki· 265-_ .. " 
modi (Madras). 

J Mr. E. O. Powell .. Pr.sident, The Cordite 265-260 .... 
F .. tory Labonr Union. 
Arnvankadu, NiIgiris, 
Sonth InWa. r 

" .... te 

, .. . Mr. A. C. Wood· Collector of Nellore · . 260-262 --. -" .... 
houso. LC.S. 

• 121 Mr. A. O. Green .. Superintendent~ Govem- 262-269 -.-ment Press. Madras. 

122 M. R. Ry. Diwan Director of Industriea. 270-2"11 .... 
Bahadur A. Appa- Mad,... 
dural Pillai Ava,r. 

• gal,M.A . 

123 Rev. A. Andenon .. Gunupur. Madraa .. 271-272 ..... 
124 Coehln Cbamber of Coohin 

Commerce 
.. · . 272-273 .... 

126 Rev. H. St&ooker -. Jeypore. Vicagapta.m · . 273-274 . ... 
126 Mr. O. G. Annetrong, Chairman, Madras Port 274-278 " .. O.B.E., M.C., V.D., TruSt. • M.Inst.T. 

127 Th. Madras United Madras .. .. 27S--281 . ... 
SPinnins and W .... 
ving MillII Co., 
Ltd. 

· 128 Mr. H. M. Hood, Registrar of Co-operative 281-283 .... I.C.S. Sooiotieo, ~ 

129 The Madras AIumi- Madraa .. .. 283-287 . ... 
ni .... Labour 
Union 

130 Roo SahIh V. Kri. Seoretery, Mal&bar Ilia- 287-288 05,. 
IhnaMenon triot Oo-operative Bank, 

Ltd., Caliout. 

131 Mr. C. Ba.mdev .. ~t 01 the Madras ~ _".0 B.A.,B.L. Government Pre. La.bour 
Union. 

182 Mr. C. Bundanana EtJ Koppaka, V~ 29t>-1l98 ..... Raja tamDiatt. . 
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133 Mr. Rajaiah D. Deputy Colleotor on speoisl 
Paul, M.A. duty .. Forest Panohayat 

Officer" Madras. 

1M Mus MuHyilJaraki 

.J 
24 &. . Mr. J. A. s.(..ru. ... 

I. il'L.C. : 
'IIi. Vyrahvan ..-

lb. "'fV1..-~. G. Ranga, 
B. Litt. (Oxon) 

Representing the Women's 
Eduo&t\onai League, 
Calicut. 

Member. Servant. of India. 
S'"'!"tl<-Calicut .. 

Belmoral, Kankanadi, 
South KaDara. 

Paehaiya.ppa's 
Madras •. 

138 P. W. D. Workers' Madraa 
Union • 

139 The Corporation Madras 
Workehop Labour 
Union 

'I411 Mr. Nadirshaw 

• HI 

Cowasjae Wadi .. 

Mr. George S. l.s&ac. 
B.A •• L:.r. 

Manager, the New Cotton 
Gin '" P..... Factory. 
Tiruppnr. Distt. Coimba. 
tore. 

Engllih AMistant, Voorg. 
heea College, VeUore, .and 
the Secretary & Trea.snrer-. 
tho Adult'" M ... Eduoa •• 

. tion Society, N el1ore, 
North Aroot. 

142 Mr. R. Subapatbi Preoident, Tho Madras 
MudaIiar Printers· Labour Union . 

1f3 Kati Cbattu 

.lh-COORG • 

. 
Wo-rker~ HaDeri Coffee 
E.tate, Santhaghurry, 
(Mercara), Coo'll' 

1" Chikka Matalig.. Work ..... Do. 
(with hia wife) 

145 Mudd .. thappa 

148 Girri. 

147 Mr. J. H. Sprott .. 

Worker, 

Miatri. 

:qo. 

Do. 

Manager of the Ba.Uori '" 
Santaghorry CoHee 
Est.te. Coo'll' 
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149 Mr. P. J. Tipping •. Repreoontetino of the 
Ooorg Plan ..... ' Asoo-

148 Mr. J. S. H. Morgan } 

. 150 Col. H. Kurland . • ciation, M_ 

151 Mr. J. H. Sprott •• 

152 Mr. A. B. Chengappa Planter, Coorg 
M.L.C. 

lOS Reo :&bad.. K. 
Subbayya 

Do. 

1M HoneeJen Ku.rombll Woman worker., Pollibett& 
Coffee Pl&ntati0D8# 

155 Bhiml&, (L&mb&ni Worker, 
.... tel 

Do. 

lOS Ramdu, Do Do. 

157 Mr. H. B. 
Babington 

M. 'Maoager, Do. 

lOS Mr. A. B. Madap& Owtler~ Heroor Coffee-, 
Plantetiooa, Sidapur, 
Coorg. 

:1:61 :::r .. Woman worker,. Kuhar 
Coli .. Estete, Coorg. 

Do. Do. 

J&Ori(~ Do. Do. 

162 Mr. N. K. Gaeapeiah Maoager, Do. 

163 Mr. G. W •• PriestIy, 
I.C.S. 

1M Major F. R. Thorn. 
too, !.IdA 

165 Reo Bebad.. K. 
Chonsappa 

}

Rep"" 
_ta-
tivee 

Civil Smgeoo of th 
Coorg 
Ad· 

DistrioU!agiotrate mini&
tratlOI 

165 Mr. P. R. Tbim. Planter, Coorg " 
IDayy& Punj", 
M.L.C. 
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S Mr.C.C.~ .. 

", 7 Mr. H. D. Sinolair 
I, 

Agent 

Chief Auditor & 
Accountant. 

Chief Tl-anspor. 
tatiOIl Soper
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Traffic Ma.nager. 

• 8 Mr. R. D. Thompsou Chief Meolumi. 
"" oat Engineer. 
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11 .Mr. W. E. Moral> .• Press S"perin' 
teodent. " 

12 Mr.N.Grayeon •• Arobitoot. 

13 Mi.8yedllledllM •. 

l' Mr.A.S.Femand .. 

16 Mr. S. M. Sundra-
ohari 

TheMadrae 
and South· 

ern • 
Mehratta 
Railway 

16 Mr.K..V_ •• 

17 Mr. Thoman 

Repreeentati.... of the 
.Madraa and Southern 
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ployees' Union. 

18 Mr. G. KriaImamurti 

19 Mr. Labhmi_ 
y&DIl 
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pageo-
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23 Ilr. H. A. Reid 
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Indian 
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26 Mr.~b "Srinivasa Assistant 
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26 Ilr. P. Govindaraj 

27 Mr. T. V. K. Noidu 

23 Mr. S. Mohan 
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00 Mr. Mudalamuthu 
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ao Mr. B. V. My .. 
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President, M. S. M. R1y. 
Nou.Workalmp Employ. 
ees' U~ Madras. 

31 Mr. EmeftKirk .• l 

all Mr. A. Ekamb ...... 

33 Mr. P. S. Kriahna.
..,amylyer 

M Mr. A. SUDJira.. 
murthy 
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35 Ilr. R. R. BlrmaJDu. 
~. 

36 Dr.E. V.N.Nayudu 

37 Lieot.-Col. H. A. J. 
Gidney, K.L.A. 
UI.s. (Retd.) 

BepreaentatiVeB of the 
South Iudia.n Railway 
L&buur Union, Coim
butore. 

g ... Preoident, South Indian 
Ra.i.lway Employeea' 
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PREFACE. 

This memorandum follows the terms of the questionnaire issued by the Royal 
Commission and therefore does not deal with the conditions of agrleulturallabour. 
other than labour employed on plantations. But although an enquiry into the con
ditions of agricultural labour. other than that employed on plantations, is not included 
in the terms of reference to the Commission. this Government consider that without 
such enquiry it is impossible to obtain an accurate idea of the general labour conditions 
in the province. As some of the succeeding paragraphs of the memorandum indicate. 
agricultural labour and industrial labour are often so closely inter-related that a 
man may spend part of the year on agricultural labour and part on industrial labour ; 
and even a man employed continuously on indnstrial labour often lives in a village 
along with the agriculturists. or returns to it whenever he can. If. therefore. attention 
is concentrated solely on the conditions in industries and on plantations, the appre
ciatiQIl of the general standard of living amongst the labouring classes in the province , 
cannot be anything but imperfect. 

Secondly. it is not clear why labour on plantations is regarded di:fferently from 
other forms of agricultural labour. From the point of view of the labourer the 
conditions of ordinary agricultural labour merit enquiry as much as, if not more 
than. the conditions of plantation labour. A general sketch on •• Labour and its 
.Movement", by the late Sir George Paddison. is annexed and will serve to illustrate 
this point which the Governme!1t COllSider to be of considerable importa.nce. 

NOTE BY THE LATE SIR GEORGE PADDISON. K.B.E.. C.S.I •• I.C.S. 

Labour IUIII Its lIIc>vemmL 
Sh'mglh.--Cultivatio-.. in this Presidency supports as workers and dependants 

ao.OOO.()OO out of 43,000:000 inhabitants as enumerated in the census of 1921, m; 
7 out of every 10 persons. Of these, farm servants and field labourers number 3 out 
of every 10 as is shown in the following table :- . 

Class. Total Men. I. Women. I Dependants. 

Farm servants .. . . 2,927,459 961,911 630,055 1,335,493 
Field labourer.! .. . . 5,323,686 1,354,260 1,676,339 2,293,087 

Total .. 8,231,145 2.316.171 2.306,394 3,628,580 

This gives only one labourer for every four acres of cultivated land. including 
irrigated land in the Presidency. A very large number of peISOns. however, classed 
as cultivating owners and tenants are also labourers, but the exact number cannot 
be calculated. In a number of typical villages at the Mcent resettlement in BeUary 
and Anantapur districts, 28 per cent. of the farmers combined with their own job 
that of agrlculturallabourer. In Tanjore district. a. typical delta district. there IS" 
regular system of tenancy which is practically a wage contract, the landowner 
giving his tenants a share of the crop in lieu of the wages but advancing a considerable 
proportion of the cost of cultivation and often employing other labourers to help 
them in reaping and transplanting the crop. Often, too. the smaller owners or tenants 
assist each other without any payment in times of urgency such as transplantation 
and harvest seasons, 

The village workmen who chiefty aff~ the agriculturists are the blacksmith and 
the caIpenter and the farm labourer proper, The pa.nchangamdar, who predicts the 
weather and is paid. by the farmeB. can hardly be considered a labourer. The 
blacksmith and the carpenter belong to particular castes and their job is generally 
hereditary. Their pay is sometimes in the shape of a. plot of land held free of 
assessment on condition of service and in addition (if the land is not enough to support 
him) a percentage of the crop given at harvest time, calculated on the basis of so 
much for each plough. Sometimes a cash wage is given. These workers are generally 
~ofl. 
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The farm labourers proper are divided for the purposes of the wages census into 
plougbmen. sowers and transplanters. weeders. reapen and harvesters. and others. 
As a matter of fact. in this Presidency. except pJougbmen whose special duty is to 
look after the cattle, these workmen are all the same persons. It is true that at the 
time of transplantation or harvesting. extra labour may be secured if possible. The 
sowing is frequently done by the farmer himself as it is a difficult task. If seed is 
broadcasted and even if a drill is used as each seed is dropped in by hand into the 
hopper. it requires care to see that the right amount of seed is used. The herdsman 
who looks after the cattle or goats is generally a small boy or an aged man. Trans
plantation of rice is genemlly done by women, reaping sometimes by both men and 
women, but often women are engaged in carrying the crop to the stack or threshing
fioor on their headsr Cotton-picking. tea and coifee plucking and ground-nut picking 
are also done by both women and men. 

Wages given in different districts vary a great deal. In the agency tracts of 
Ganjam and Vizagapatam. the average for an ordinary unskilled labourer is only 
about 2 annas a day; similarly in the northern part of South Kanara. in Vizagapatam 
and on the Deccan plateaux which is mostly unirrigated land. wages are low. The 
higher wages are to be found in the delta tracts near large towns and large centres 
of industry. or near the hill stations. For example, in Tanjore. Trichinopoly and 
Madura (in the tracts irrigated by the Cauvery and the Periyar) 6 annas or over is 
generally paid; near Kodaikanal. Coonoor and Ootacamund, similar labourers get 
8 annas; the wages in Saidapet taluk. close to Madras. are over 8 annas a day. while 
in Conjeeveram and Madorantakam taluks in the same district but farther from 
Madras, it is just over 4 annas. Ploughmen get rather more than oniinary agricUltural 
labourers except at such times of urgency as transplanting or reaping seasons when 
the occasional labourer also gets more than at other seasons. But it must be 
remembered that ploughmen. as a rule, take part in harvesting and reaping. All 
these figures must be taken with a certain amount of salt as very frequently wages 
are paid in grain and the exact rate at which it should be commuted is Dot easy 
to estimate. Moreover, an agricultural labourer frequently gets a number of 
perquisites such as cloth. a pair of shoes, money for betel or tobacco and an annual 
sum in cash. The same persons will be paid at different times in cash and in grain. 
Without vouching for the absolute accuracy for the figures, it may be said that an 
OTdinary labourer gets between 5 and 6 annas. ploughmOll between 6 and 1 anOllS. 
and those engaged in reaping and harvesting about 7 aIlnas. As a rule, but not 
universally, women get less than men, in most cases about two-thirds of what the 
men, get. In the last census the number of women employed in proportion to the 
men showed a reduction from 1.187 to 996 to every thousand men. This is a sign 
of increasing prosperity. Another distinction between classes of labourers is that 
between farm. servants and occasionallaoou:rers. On the face of it. the farm servant 
has a better time of the two as he frequently gets one or two daily meals, and in 
bad seasons is kept on at the expense of the farmer, whereas the daily labourer has 
to go to some other district in search of work or to migTate generally to Burma or 
Assam from the north of the Presidency, to Ceylon or Malaya States from the south. 
and from the west coast to the plantations of tea. and cofiee on the Anaimalais. 00 
the Nilgiris. in Mysore or in Coorg. 

The most fortunate type of the farm servant is one whose caste approximates to 
that of his master and who U lives in ". Such a man is often treated. as one of the 
family and shares their fortunes in good aud bad time.s. On the other band, a large 
number of these fann servants, especially of the low castes, who have no access to 
their masters' houses, are frequently very badly off. They are given an ad'\I'a!Ke on 
some special occasions such 'as a wedding. and nominally the loan is to be repaid 
by service. If the workman is invaluable the master takes care that this loan shall 
not be worked oB. and this man is attached compulsorily to his master for life, and 
sometimes also his sons inherit the debt after their father's death. If the farm is 
sold the farm servants and the debt are taken over. The OJL1.y way of their Jree.piog 
from this f~ of servitude is emigration. 

After an inquiry byMr-. Gray, O.B.E.. I.C.S., the present Registrar of Co-operative 
Societies, great efforts are being made by Government to change this state of affairs : 
co-operative credit societies are being formed specially for the low caste labourers. 
house-sites are being acquired for them, schools are being started. water-supply 
improved, in many cases a well.is being <iug. for the first time ",-here before they were 
dependent on water from irrigation channels or \\-ere waiting at the well open to 
higher castes for some one to come and draw water for them. Land is being assigned 
to them wherever available either in the form of allotments which is the usual 
method adopted or in large blocks where colonies are being started and worked 
generally on a co-operative basis. The position of these labourers is worse in the 
mirasi districts of Chingleput, South Arcot. Tanjore and Trichinopoly. In these 
distri.cts a few high-uste persons called mirasidars claim, rightly or wrongly. to 
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have a prior right over all the land in the village. including unoccupied areas and 
including the house-sites of the labourers: It is in villages of this type that emigration 
is most frequent as the low-caste labourer has no chance of acquiring any land and 
is at the mercy of his master. being liable to be expelled from the only land available 
for the house-sites if he should offend him. Great etloI1s are being made to improve 
conditions in this respect also. house-sites are being acquired and money advanced 
by: loans from Government through co-operative societies and though the landOwneIS 
objected most strongly when this work was begun and sometimes refused to employ 
their own labourers for some time, they soon found that the labourer who has a 
house of his own is much less liable to run away. has more self-respect. has acquired 
a habit of thrift. has frequently. in order to repay his instalments of the loan. given 
up drinking and is much more a valuable asset to his master than he was when he 
had no hope of improvement. 

Conditions oj Ii/e.-No statistics are available showing the hours of labour. It 
varies in dilferent districts both as regards the time of starting and leaving work 
and the number of hours worked. In one distric~ the workers wait till the morning 
mists are cleared before starting. in another in the dry heat of the east coast or the 
Deccan, they start earlier to bave a longer time oft in the burning hea.t~ The Madras 
labourer works long hOUTS but works fairly leisurely. The whole family orten set out 
together for the fields. the baby is strung from the branch of a tree watched by one 
of the elder children, while the father and the mother are a.t work. Sometimes the 
mother arrives later than the rest of the family as she first sees to her household work. 
The mother will leave her work to give her child nourishment, and in the midst of 
the day they aU foregather under the shade of the tree to rest and have their meal 
On the whole, there is no articulate desire for any regulation of the hows of labour~ 
and it would be impossible to enforce such regulation even if it were insisted on. 
Similarly. it would beimpossib1eto ~t on accident or sickness insurance or maternity 
beneftts. The mother will not stay away long .from her work after her child is born. 
Nature does not require it in the case of persons bred in the open air in a hot climate. 
A real danger is the ignorance of the midwives whose insanitary methods may cause 
danger both to mother and child. Great efiQrts are being made to train these women. 
but the Indian labourer is very conservative and often prefers the old ways. There 
is no regular weekly rest-day. but Hindu and Muhammadan festivals are frequent, 
and Muhammadans and Hindus in this Presidency attend them all. 

HealtlJ and sanittdion.-Hookwonn is almost universal and though it does Dot 
often kill. it largely increases the danger from other diseases, and reduces the 
efficiency of the labourers. EBerts are being made to stamp it out, but this is by no 
means easy owing to the habits of the ordinarily bare-iooted labourers. Of epidemics, 
plague, cholera and fevers are largely due to the insanita:ry SUIToundings. Here 
again, efforts are being made by lantern lectures and other propaganda to educate 
the labourens. in more sanftary ways. Water-supplies are being improved. less 
congested house.-sites are being acquired; on some of the plantations especially. 
improvements are being made in these directions. This question. however. is rather 
a matter for the health officers to deal with than. a mere layman. 

R6Ct'eanon.-The ordinary labourer has not the time or the money for any elaborate 
form of recreation. His chief deligbts are a festival. a marriage ceremony, singing 
songs, or beating the tom-tom. The telling of stories is- a source of constant delight. 
If money can be secured, a pilgrimage is sometimes undertaken to sacred places. 
There is also the toddy and the a.rra.ck shop, which sometimes absorb too much of 
the ,labourers' earnings. 

SCMcUY, famitu and 'WMtnploymem.-The elaborate system of famine-relief. 
which has been organized by the Government of India and the local governments 
over a. series of years will doubtless have been explained in detail by other and more 
experienced writers. The Government attempt to maintain the normal level of 
subsistence but Dot of comfort. In consequence. during these periods, migration to 
other and more favoured districts or to more distant parts increases: It is in the 
season of scarcity that the problem of unemployment becomes important. In ordinary 
years, there is no lack of employment amongst most of the labourers, except in the hot 
weather when some of the labourers find it difficult to get continuous employment 
throughout the week. . 

ll[ig,ation,-There is a normal movement of popula.tion every year from the 
poorer districts to the highly irrigated tracts of the deltas. The number who so 
move cannot be ascertained. But thousands move every year from Vizagapatam .. 
from the uplands of Goda.vari. Kistna and Guntur to the lands watered by the Kistna 
and the Godavari. In some cases these people. finding conditions favourable# settle 
down in the districts to which they have come. As however these tracts consist of 
almost an unbroken sea of ~gated rice fields they crowd very often on mouuds 
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rising out of the waters and their congestion is a serious problem which has been 
dealt with by acquisition of better sites and raising the level of the land acquired. 
'Wherever possible, land in the possession of Government or taluk boards by the side 
of roads or channels is being allotted free. Similarly there is an inflow of labour in 
transplanting and harvesting seasons in delta tracts of Tanjore, Trichinopoly and 
Madura. From the West Coast, large numbers go every year to the tea,. coffee and 
rubber ,Plantations on the Nilgiris. in Mysore and Coorg. from Salem to the coHee 
plantations on the Shevaroys; from Coimbatore they flock to the An airna1ais to the 
tea plantations recently starteq there; from Ramnad. Madura and Tinnevelly a
very large number go annually across the borders to Travancore. They generally 
stay on these plantations from 10 months to a year and then return to their own 
villages. They are recruited by maistris who receive some commission and also 
receive some money for advances to the labourer which is repaid out of his wages. 
The hours of work on these estates is about 10 hours a day including an hour's rest 
at noon, but. generally speaking, the labourers are set a certain task which they may 
complete in their own time. It they do more than the task they are paid by weight 
according to the amount they have plucked. The men earn from 7 annas to 8 annas 
a day, women 5 anna! and children 3 or 4 annas. In some cases the estate pays the 
expenses of the labourers; coming and returning to their villages. In the matter of 
educational facilities~ medical attendance and the water-supply~ they are better 
looked after than they are in the plains. What they dislike is the cold and the wet 
on the hills as compared with the warmer weather :in the plains. In fact if they do 
not find conditions better they would not go as the Indian labourer is a great lover 
of his home. The chief migration in India itself is to Assam and Burma. This is 
different from the migration to Travaneore" Mysore and Coorg mentioned above. as 
there the labourers go and return as a rule in a single year and if they do not like the 
conditions there~ they are able to return without much difficulty. Assam and Burma. 
need a long and expensive joumey. In fact they are a good deal farther and more 
difierent from the conditions at home than in Ceylon. The total number recruited 
to Assam last year was 13.684 of whichGanjam and Vizagapatam contributed 9.000. 
Owing to the immense demand for labour in this and other tea growing area9 con
sequent upon the rise in the price of tea, an effort to open up new districts in 
Assam was pushed on too quickly at first and a number of labourers returned. This 
was due to the fact that the emigrants did not understand the conditions under which 
they were recruited of the places to which they were coming. The proper method 
of recruitment to which they have now returned is to send to each village a person 
who has worked for some time in the plantation and can explain to the people what 
the Conditions are like and what they may expect. 

No figures are available for the annual migration to Burma where the Madras 
labourer ~oes to work in the rice fields and in the rice-mills as the Burman is not a. 
labourer by nature.· Probably about 12.000 go. every year. Most of them go 
from Ga.njam~ Vizagapatam and Godavari in the north of the Presidency. A 
certain number go from the south-Tanjore~ Madura., Ramnad. Malabar and 
Tinn~y. -

With regard to emigration outside India.. the assisted unskilled labourers who are 
almost entirely agricultural labourers can only at present go to Ceylon and Malara. 
A few have recently also been sent to Mauritius and there is talk of re-open~g 
emigration to British Guiana. For practical purposes. the only places outside India. 
which afiect this Presidency are Ceylon and Malaya. The boom in tea has enormously 
increased the demand for labour in Ceylon and similarly in Malaya the demand for 
work on the Singapore Docks and also the removal of the embargo on the export of 
rubber have very greatly increased emigration to that colony_ Representatives of the 
Government of India are stationed in both these colonies to look after the- interests 
of the Indian labourers and considerable improvements in their conditions have 
recently been effected in both the colonies. On an average~ 90.000 persons a year 
went to Ceylon .as agricultural coolies in the last five years. A very considerable
number of them were persons who had been there before. To Malaya as many as 
70.000 were sent last year. A greater part of the emigrants both to Ceylon and Malaya 
came from the Tamil districts on the East Coast, Trichinopoly. North Arcot. Mad1l;ra. 
Tanjore and Salem also contributed a considerable number. Tinnevelly~ considenng 
its proximity to Ceylon. sent remarkably few. 

On the whole, according to the Jatest Census report for the decade up to 19216 

this province suffered a net loss of a million and a half of labourers in excess of 
emigration over immigration. Since then there- has been a steady increase every 
year in the number of emigrants. This of course necessarily means that the demand 
for those agriCUltural labourers who stayed behind increases and conditions of em· 
ployment are also growing better. The Jabourers who return from Ceylon or Malaya 
with considerable savings and the wider idea of the world must necessarily increase 
the ambition of those who stay in their own villages. However unpleasant it may be 
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to the farmer in India. on the whole the lot of the labourer is improV€d by tbis 
emigration so long as the conditions in the countries to which he emigrates are 
carefully watched and provision is made so that he can return if he wishes to do so. 

COtU'lusion.--On the whole the lot of the agricultural labourer is not so bad as 
would appear to be from the low wages which he receives. His wants are few: owing 
to the fact that there is no cold weather be need spend very little on his clotbes4 
In time of scarcity he certainly sufters. but the alternative of migrating either to other 
parts of India or to Ceylon or Malaya give him the chance- of improving his lot. 
Wages though very low show a continuous tendency to rise. Even the depressed 
classes whose lot is far worse are beginning to improve~ through the action of Govern
ment and of few. too few~ social workers. And if these efforts are redoubled.. educa
tion is made universal .. water-supply. sanitation and housing are taken even more 
vigorously in hand than they are at }8"eSeDt. a great advance may come in the next 
ten years. 

JllEMOIUUlDUIIL 

PART I. 

L-Becruilment. 
1. (i) In the Presidency of Madras. the recruitment of labour for industrial 

concerns is mainly local. Most of the factories are situated in the larger towns and 
the workers. skilled and unskilled.. employed in these fa-ctories are as a rule recruited 
from these towns themselves or from the adjoining villages. Workers of whom a 
specially high degree of skill is expected are sometimes brought from a distance but 
these cases are believed to be relatively few. Some migration of labour does take 
place. as in the ease of field labourers seeking employment in seasonal factories. e.g .• 
in the- ground-nut season; but such migration is very tarely from any great distance. 
But the recruitment of labour for the tea. and coffee plantations of the Malabar, 
Nilgiris and Coimbatore districts involves migration from much longer distances. 
Some labour is obtained locally for plantations but the bulk of it comes from areas 
outside the planting districts proper, e.g •• from the plains portion of Malabar~ from 
Trichinopoly. TinDevelly~ etc. -

(ill Tbe chief cause of the migration of agricultural labourers to plantations or to 
seasonal factories is lack of continuous and remunerative employment in their own 
villages. 4ck of local employment may be due to the regularly recurring stoppage 
of agricultural activities between seasons, or to unfavourable seasonal conditions 
aft'ecting the demand for labour. The labouring classes in this Presidency are ordi
narily of a stay-at.home character and it is only the stimulus of need or the lure of 
better and more regular employment that induces them to migrate. 

(ill) No conspicuous change in regard to the recruitment of labour for plantations 
or for industrial concerns has taken place in ~cent years. 

2. (i) Factory workers recruited. from villages near the :factories retum to their 
villages as a rule whenever they have an opportunity. e.g., if they have to cease work 
on account of strikes~ reduction of stafi. illness. etc. In this way they maintain 
contact with the villages. Labourers recruited for plantations from. other districts 
generally return to their villages for a few months every year. 

(ti) The permanent (industrial) labour force in this Presidency is comparatively 
small. Many of the labourers on plantations recruited from other districts retum 
)'Ear after)'Ear to the same estates. 

The total number of industrial labourers (including casual employees) in establish
ments containing not less than ten persons is less than 200.000. while the total number 
of labourers on estates is about 50..000. ' 

3. (i) Except in the case of labour from Assam .. for plantations in the Presidency 
and for emigration overseas~ recruitment has not been systematized. The applicant 
for industrial employment presents himself at the factory gate. For isolated casual 
vacanciea. the ordinary method of recruitment in the bigger factories (apart from the 
formal putting up of a notice on the gate) is to leave the matter to the foreman or 
maistri of the branch conoemed. who fulds some one employed in a similar capacity 
in a smaller factory on less advantageous terms than the larger factory can offer. 

(ti) No suggestions. 
(ill) The question of establishing public employment agencies has twice been 

considered in recent years. The result of the inquiry made in ]921 W&. overwhel
mingly in fa.vouro! the view that no useful purpose would be served by the establish
ment of a system of such agencies. In 1928 the matter was again examined as it was 
suggested that recent industrial developments in India might have been such as to 
modify to some extent the situation which had led the Government of India to decide 
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in the negative the question of the establishment of employment agencies. The 
examination then made showed that in this Presidency the position had not changed 
substantially since 1921 and that there was nothing to indic.a.te that a puhli<: employ
ment agency would be of any use. The main reason was that thongh aspirants for 
employment would probably resort to such an agency in lar~ numbers. employers 
would seldom or never use it. since they find it easier and more'satisfactory to recruit 
the labour they require through the medium of their own servants or by picking it 
up at the factory gates where an ample supply is generally to be found. 

5. There is practicaJIy no deep·sea maritime population in this Presidency and 
recruitment of sea.~ is of no practical impo~ce. 

6. The recruitment of labour for the tea gardens of A"isam is conducted under the 
general supervision of the Assam Labour Board. The Board itself does not conduct 
recruiting operations; its functions are confiM to giving advice to applicants for 
local agents' licences and to exercising general supervision over recruitment. The 
actual recruitment is carried Gn under the auspices of the Tea Districts Labour 
Association. which is composed of representatives of companies in the Assam valley. 
etc. Only one form of recruitment is now permitted.. viz .• recruitment by garden 
sardars licensed under the Labour and Emigration (Assam) Actof 1901. Under that 
Act local agents may be licensed for the purpose of rep1'egenting employers in all 
matters connected with the supervision of the garden sardars within the local areas, 
Licences for garden sardars are granted only to bona fide labourers on the books of the 
tea gardens a.nd each licence must be countersigned by a Magistrate in Assam. Such 
sarda-rs when sent to recruit must. on arrival in the district from which they intend 
to recruit labour report themselves to the local agents mentioned above. The sardars 
work under the supervision of the local agents who usually give them advances 
which co-me from the Assam Tea Districts Labour Association. The association 
charges a commission on all coolies recruited through its agency. 

This system has been evolved as the re.sultof numerous enquiries and commission~. 
'and was strongly recommended by the Labour Enquiry Committee of 1906. It IS 
believed to encourage emigration by families. and since the activities of recruiters 
are carefully supervised. the system is believed to be free from serious abuse. No 
serious defects in the system have been pointed out by District Magistrates on the 
working of the Act. In this Presidency the bulk of recruiting for Assam bas for many 
years been carried on in the districts of Ganjam and Vizagapatam especially in the 
Agency tracts of those districts where the people are hardly yet sophisticated. 
Apart from the c;ase of Agency tracts where it would not yet be safe to abolish 
control. experience in recent years has shown that precaution is particularly necessary 
in districts where efforts have been made to open up new areas to recruiting. It is 
therefore essential that control over recruiting should be maintained in all districts 

... of the Presidency. 4 

As the existing Act has become exceedingly difficult to interpret owing to numerous 
additions and alterations. the question of repealing the Act and enacting a simple 
measure instead is under the consideration of the Government of India. 

7. (i) and (il) There is no doubt unemploynlent. in the sense that there are 
numerous a.pplicants for employment who are unable to obtain it. But as a rule 
such unemployment is that of persons seeking jobs for which they are not qualified. 
e.g .• high schod!. students trying to get skilled artisans' jobs. young men who on the 
strength of a. course in a technical institute aim at highly paid engineering appoint
ments before they have bad any practical experience in the lower ranks. Such 
misfits are lamentably conunon. but very few cases have come to notice of men 
adequately equipped for speciftc industrial employment who remain long out of a job. 
Unemployment as understood in Europe is not a feature of the industrial life of 
this Presidency as it is essentially an agricultural province and there is no need to 
take action on the lines indicated in the international conventions. 

8. (i) and (ti) Nearly one-third of the number· of registered factories in this 
province are of a seasonal character. Such factories are. gradually increasing in 
number. The employment which these factories offer is necessarily casual and lasts 
only for limited periods during particular seasons. These seasons. e.g .. the cotton· 
ginning or the ground-nut decorticating season. do not exceed four months each 
and if allowance is made for the fact that in many of the seasonal factories ground-nut 
decorticating and cotton-ginning are both carried On the workets will normally find 
employment there for about six months in a year. 

Labourers generally stay on plantations from ten months to a year and then 
return to their villages. 

9. As far as this Presidency is concemed~ the Apprentices Act of 1850 bas been. 
of little value to the trades. or employers of labour or to the apprentice. The Act 
appears to have been originally designed to pro-vide adequate protection and 
guardianship to orphans from military orphanages and charitable institutions and 
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to regulate their training in suitable trades and occupations with special reference 
to ma:rine work. The provisions of the Act were of such a nature that they could 
not be aVililed of by the general youth of this Presidency. Military orphanages 
and charitable institutions being few and far betwE:en.. and opportunities for marine 
work being limited. the Act has remained more or less a dead letter. The desirability 
of suitably amending the Act so as to render it useful to all classes of apprentices 
desirous of learning various trades was first suggested by the Committee on Industrial 
and Technical Education of 1922. In accordance with this suggestion a further 
committee was appointed in 1924 to examine the whole question. Its main recom
mendations were that provision should be made for a mutually binding indenture 
between the employer and the apprentice in certain specified trades. that certain 
safeguards should be provided against one employer enticing away the apprentice 
indentured to another employer. that the minimum age of an apprentice should be 
restricted to fifteen so as to ensure a minimum standard of general education and that 
provision should be made for the settlement of disputes between an indentured 
apprentice and his employer and for ensuring the strict observance of mutual 
obligations. The Government of Madras after carefully considering these recom
mendations came to the conclusion that the time was DDt ripe for the introdu.:tion 
of legislation on the lines proposed. 

11._ OrguiHtiOD. 

1 J. In the larger and more important industrial concerns, the selection of 
managing staff is wen made. but in the smaller concerns men with little or no 
experience and without suitable trai.r:ing or qualliications aTe sometimes appointed. 

12. (i) and (ill The training of persons for subordinate superviSing posts in various 
industries is now undertaken at the Madras Trades School run by the Industries 
Department where lads of good education are put through a. course of theoretical 
and practical training in technological subjects such as electrical engineering. 
mechanical engineering. printing. etc. The courses are designed to tum out· men 
suitable for employment as foremen. supervisors and chargemen. There are also 
other institutions such as the Government Engineering College. the Chengaivaroya 
Naicker Technical Institute. the Government Textile Institute. etc., where 
subordinate staff aretrained incivilengineerins, weaving, etc. The above institutions 
adequately meet the present need for subordinate supervising statl. At presentJ 
recruitment of supervising staff is made in two ways: (i) by direct appointment 
of men technically trained in the above institutions and in institutions outside the 
Presidency and (ii) by promotion of able workmen who have put in long and satis
factory service. Until recently it was the usual practice of -employers to choose 
from among their workmen the foremen and supervisors required for the various 
departments. These foremen and supervisors were generally by no means weU 
educated nor were they technically trained in a school or institute. They were 
mere craftsmen with long experience of the particular class of work in which their 
workshops were engaged. and as long as the work carried out did not can for 
technical knowledge they served the purpose well. T,hey. however. look{d down 
upon the educated apprentices attending eve-ning classes and to that extent acte.d 
as a drag on the progress of apprentice education. The introduction of special 
machinery and precision tools and the increasing tendency to adapt and fabricate 
various kinds of machinery in this country has necessitate.d the {mployment of 
educated and technically trained men as foremen and supervisors, and in consequence 
direct recruitment of suitable technical men with practical experience is resorted to 
more frequently than before. There seems to be. howevel'. no unifor-m system of 
recruitment not any recognized minimum standard of technical training that may 
be considered as suitable for direct recruitment. Facilities for training and promotion 
of workmen in this Presidency have improved considerably during the past few years 
through the medium of Government and aided industrial schools. There are at 
present about 60 industrial schools in dift:erent parts of the Presidency. where boys 
.are trained for various kinds of trades as craftsmen. These schools tum out skilled 
artisans who would in future form the cream of the labouring class. 

An attempt has been also made by the Industries Department to raise the general 
level of the working classes of the future by instituting a preparatory section iu the 
Madras Trades School for prospective workmen. In this section, sons of workmen 
are put through a three years' course of generaieducation with a bias towards industry. 
The course includes training in drawing. metal work. elementary science. hygiene. 
good citizenship, etc. The Department of Industries is also tackling the difficult 
problem of the education of the adult workmen by instituting evening classes in the' 
Madras Trades School. The increasing numbers tha.t enrol themselves for these 
classes is a healtby sign and it is contemplated to expand this section in various 
directions in the near future-Ii 

B. 
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13. (i) As stated a.bove~ the usual practice until recently has been to promote 
workmen of long and satisfactory service to the positions of foremen and supervisors 
and not·unnaturally these men do not always command very much respect.from their 
former comrades and co-workers in the rank and file. The complaints of the men 
h.a.ve in many cases been. against the n tyranny" of the foremen of the :factories 
rather than against the strictness of their employers. 

(ii) No works committees are functioning anywhere in this Presidency except 
in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. Madras. where the welfare committee. as it 
is called. is working very satisfaatorily. 

15. (i) and (ll) In the ease of industrial concerns. the work that is given out on 
the contract system generaUy falls under one or the other of the following classes : 
Loading. unloading. receiving and despatching of goods, weighing of finished articles 
and the curing of raw produce. In the case of seasonal factories it is Dot uncom.mon 
to let the factories themselves on contract, but no precise information is available as 
to the extent to which the system prevails. nor is there information regarding the 
extent to which sub-contracting in industrial C01lcems prevails. So far as letting 
f)Ut on contract of seasonal factories is concerned. the extent must obviously depend 
in part on the ua:tu.re of the season as afiecting the particular produce dealt with in 
those factories. 

(Ui) All labour employed in .. registered factory, whether employed directly 
by the owner, occupier or manager. or indirectlytbrough contractors, sub-contractots 
or other intermediaries, is subject to the regulations prescribed in and under the 
Indian Factories Act. but the contractor himself. unless he has taken the whole factory 
on contract, is not responsible for compliance with these regulations. 

16. (il to (iv) The percentage of each kind of house in this Presidency for the 
five decades ending with 1921~ is as follows:-

Terraced 
Tiled •• 
Thatched 

1871. 
7·2 
7·8 

85·0 

1891. 
9·4 
8·9 

81·7 

1921. 
12·1 
10·2 
77·7 

In Madras City there are more than 25.000 huts and one-roomed buildings having 
150.000 workers and labourers; in Madura. 9,326 huts and kach& dwellings having a 
total labour population of 50.000; in Tutieorin 3,276 simiJa.r houses wherein 16.000 
people live; in Mangalore 6,500 kacha houses and thatched huts accommodating 
about 30.000 people; and in Vizagapatam 5,320 kacha buildings accommodating 
about 30.000 workmen. 

By the exertion of the Labour department and the co-operative building societies 
and a number of local authorities. some houses have been built for the poor workmen 
in the City of Madras and in a few other towns. Manufacturers. industrial firms. 
zailway companies and harbour authorities have to some extent provided for the 
housing of thm employees. In the City of Madras, a leading finn has provided 
houses at Re. 1-8 per mensem for a few o-f their workmen whose monthly income 
falls short of &s. 30. There are still many labourers however without shelter. 
In Madras City. in the vicinity of the Esplanade and Harbour. the working population 
that squat in the streets and in the narrow verandas of godowns number over 1.500 
or 400 families. 

At the Golden Rock, Trichinopoly, the South Indian Railway Company has built 
houses for the- workers in the New Railway Colony. At M.a.dura. the Madura Mills 
Company has provided houses for 675 labourers {which is about 10 per eent. of the 
total number of labourers actually working in the mills) in I\n area close to the mills. 

Out of 1.480 registered factories in this Presidency only 211 factories provide 
housing accommodation for employees and these too as a nile only for a small pr0.
portion of their employees. HousinJ accommodation for labourers at Mettur is 
provided by Government in connecbon with the Mettur Project Works. Almost 
all the plantingesta.tes in the Nilgiris, Malaba.r and Coimbatore districts provide lines 
for their coolies. 

Existing legislation provides for: (1) Expenditure on model dwellings and the 
encouragement of co-operative building under rule 40 of the Finance Rules in Schedule 
IV of the Madras District Municipalities Act. and under rule 4 (a). Schedule Vof the 
Madras City Municipal Act (a number of local authorities including Madras. 
Vizagapatam. Madura and other cities carried into effect some great clearance; 
but there is much to be done in the- shape of slum clearance and model dwellings) ; 

• (2) Provision of sites and the construction of houses for the labouring classes within 
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town-planning schemes under 5e<:tion 4 (h) and (I) of the Madras Town-Planning 
Act. For iinancial assistance for such schemes, Section 32 of the said Act provides 
for the creation of a Provincial Town-Planning Fund. The fund has not been 
constituted. 

On a. smaller scale certain municipalities. viz .• Vizagapatam, Madura. Madras ... 
Mangalore. Tuticorin. Cochin~ Ca.licut. etc.~ have undertaken to prepare civic surveys 
which will also deal with the general housing COIlditions in their cities or towns.. 

18. Coolie lines on estates are generally fairly good. Accommodation provided 
by factories generally consists of rows of eight or ten rooms each 10ft. by 8 ft. or so 
with a veranda along the front of the row. A protected water-supply is available 
only in a few cases and in many cases tht;: sanitary arrangements are not satisfactory. 

The following recent statistics regarding tenements in Government eheries in 
the City of Madras indicate the housing conditions of the workmen at Madras :-

Character of d~ling. Number of Number of Monthly Area of room 
dwellings. rooms. rent. in sq. feet. 

(i) With one room only 

(n) Withoneroomand veranda 
(iii) With two rooms 

(i) With two rooms •• 

(ii) With three rooms 

A.~Th.tded h .... 
640 640 

310 310 
271 342 

B.-Tiled_. 
51 62 

100 300 

Rs. a.. p. 

180 
to 

2 00 
(per hut). 

Do. 
200 

to 
280 

(per hut). 

140 
to 

380 
(per room). 

Do. 

64to~ 

64 to SO-
120 to 216 

64 to 100 

64 t<> 100 
The above figures relate to twelve labourers- cheris which occupy a total extent 

of 30 acres of land fetching an annuallea.se rent of about Rs. 16200 to Government. 
Seven thousand and twenty-two workmen (or 1.751 families) including coolies~ 
cartmell. utters. weavers, spinners. constables. goldsmiths~ beedi-makers, sweepers. 
bricklayem6 boatmen. motor-driven. rickshaw-wallahs and fishermen live in these 
cheris. 

20. No rent is charged as a rule for housing w:ommodatinn provided by the 
empJoyeJS and even when charged it is only nominal. 

IV. BaaIth. 
23. The Director of Pnblic Health is of opinion that the health conditions of 

industrial labour are not genenilly good. In the absence of any organized system 
of record-keeping of cases of sickness and death among industrial employees no 
statistical evidence is available as to the ultimate effects of industry on the health. 
of the worker. 

24. Very few factories ha .... provided dispensaries in charge of medical officers-.. 
Some maintain ftrst-aid appliances; some engage part-time medical officers and a 
few have got hospitals of their own. But these remarks apply only to large concerns 
and most of the factories do not pnlVide medical facilities at all. :Medical facilities 
in the planting areas are excellent. 

In towns, the local bodies or the Government have established hospitals where
medical aid can be got, but the factories in these towns are in many cases at 
considerable distances from the hospitals. 

Mission hospitals are sometimes located in industrial centres, e.g., the Mission 
Hospital at Ranipet where.Messrs. ParTy and Company have a large factory. 

25. Where medical facilities are available they are generally utilized by the 
workers except in case of minor ailments~ when they resort to indigenous treatment. 
Women workers would probably make greater use of medical facilities it it were 
possible to arrange for their treatment in aU cases by lady doctors. 

26. All factories have to provide latrines for their wolken, unless exempted from 
the relevant regulations. Such exemptions are few and they are not granted unless 
extensive uninhabited waste land is availa.ble in the neighbourhood. In most cases 
however. the provisioD of latrine accommodation is inefiective as the operatives do 
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not use them but prefer to resort to the open fields. This reluctance to use the 
latrines provided is probably due, in the case of factories in rural areas to the 
inadequacy of the scavenging arrangements. 

27. Half-yearly inspections of factories including tea factories in plantations are 
made by the Factory Inspection stafi; District Health Officers, Municipal Health 
.officers and the Certifying Surgeo~ also pay periodical visits to factories in their 
areas. The Director of Public Health and his assistant have been appointed 
additional Inspectors of Factories. 

28. Suitability of existing Factories RuJes.-Due care is taken to prevent 
excessive temperature in factories by the enforcement of proper ventilation. 

The Ventilation and Humidification Rules framed by the Local Government for 
regulating the degree of humidity in cotton mills have been in force for two years 
and have been working satisfactorily. 

30. The question of ratifying and accepting the draft conventions and 
recommendation of the 10th International Labour Conference concerning sickness 
insurance was definitely opposed by the two Houses of the Central Legislature and 
the Government of India decided not to introduce any comprehensive scheme on 
the lines of the Convention. However. the Government of India were of opinion 
that the possibility of introducing some provision for sickness insurance required 
further examination. The question was accordingly referred to certain bodies and 
persons it~.terested in labour in this Presidency. As such a question had never been 
considered in this country, and as there was no systematically collected information 
on the subject~ the opinions received were somewhat general and represented 
conventional attitudes rather than an informed study of the question. On the one 
hand employers generally were opposed to the scheme on the ground that it imposed 
only an addi.tional burden on industry to secure an illusory benefit for the workmen, 
and on the other hand, the proposal was welcomed fervently as ostensibly designed 
to secure for labour a further share in the advantage of enlightened civilization. 

After a careful consideration of the existing conditions in this Province the 
Government have come to the conclusion that any scheme of sickness insuranee 
would be impracticabJe and is not necessary. The labourers themselves would be 
unwilling to share the cost of any such scheme, the labour population is ftoating and 
it would be difficult to provide the necessary medical facilities. 

.31. MaI#nity b,n'jils.-(i) Extent and Working of Existing Sc"""s.-Precise 
information on these points is in most cases not available. The schemes are 
voluntary. the benefits vary with the- enlightment and generosity of the particular 
employers, Messrs. Binny &: Co, allow three months'leave to their female operatives 
during pregnancy and an allowance of 4 annas a day. On some estates on the 
Anamalais in Coimbatore district, female coolies are fed free for one month before 
and one month after confinement. On other estates in that area, a maternity 
allowance of Rs. 3 is paid, and the mother is fed at estate cost for three weeks and 
looked after for a few days by a woman paid by the estate. On other estates 
maternity allowances ranging fro~ Rs. 3 to Rs. 5 are paid while on stiU other estates 
free feeding of the woman for two weeks before and three weeks aiter confinement is 
arranged. 

In industrial undertakings in this Province women ordinarily stay away from 
work about the sixth to the eighth month of pregnancy. but some work right up 
to the time of delivery. Women do not return to work within one month after 
delivery. but they UBUally take two or three months and in some cases even sUc 
months. Ordinarily women have no difficulty in retaining their employment in spite 
(If absence on account of pregnancy and confinement. 

(iii) Possibilily .f Legisl"w...-Legislation in respect of maternity benefits may 
prejudicially affect the employment of female labour as there may be a tendency to 
aVOId the employment of women or to reduce their wages to compensate for the new 
burden. Legislation would also be difficult to work in the present conditions 01 this 
Presidency as a great proportion of female labour is casual and seasonal labour. In 
spite of these considetations, a step forward may be taken as the principle involved 
is sound. The necessary provisions may be made by an amendment of the Indian 
Factories Act rather than by a separate epae.tment. 

V. Wellare (other _ Health IID4 HollliDg. "'" _udiDg UU_lion). 
32. It is impossible to treat the industrial worker in isolation in this Presidency 

for the good reason that he does not live in seperate eommuunities. For example. 
the Adi·Dravida. in Madras who is employed in the mill or factory lives in a paracberi 
among members of his" community following a. great variety of other occupations 
while the castel artisan or factory employee similarly lives among other people who 
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earn their living in difierent ways. The opening of a public park or recreation ground. 
an additional dispensary, a new ward to a hospital. improved drainage. a co-operative 
society. a new school~ are benefits which the operatives equally share with their 
neighbours and it is to the general extension of such activities that one must look 
for improvement of the conditionS under which the operatives as well as the other 
section of the work-a-day communities live. Any attempt to show what is actually 
being done would require a complete analysis- of the work of the Department oI 
Industries. Co~operation and Education. all municipal activities and of the work of 
the various educational and philanthropic agencies of a non-officia1 character. 

A large proportion of the labour employed in this Presidency is of a casual nature 
and in some cases labour is supplied by eontractors and is therefore not wholly under 
the control of the factory owners. The coolie who one week is carrying bags of rice 
in a factory may the following week prefer to labour in the fields. Besides this. many 
of the factories are of a seasonal character and so provide employment only during 
particular seasons. With such a large proportion of labour of this kind, there is not 
much scope for welfare work except in big establishments of a permanent nature and 
in railways. The small factory owners can neither pay nor arrange for these schemes 
nor can the casual labourers expect such concessions from their employer as their 
employment itself is not permanent. The only concerns that have regular welfare 
schemes for their employees are the larger undertakings like the Buckingbam and 
Carnatic Mills. Madras. the Madras and Southem Mahratta Railway and the South 
Indian Railway_ There is also a Welfare Committee in the Government Cordite 
Factory. Aravankadu. There are a few outside agencies which are doing welfare 
work for laboUTel'S. e.g .• the Madras Social Service League, the Triplicane Sociological 
Brotherhood. and the Y.M.e.A. These agencies do a certain amount of welfare work 
outside the factories. chiedy for the Adi-Dravidas. 

Of late. some of the registered Trade Unions in the City of Madras (the Madras 
Labour Union in particular) are helping the workers by giving them legal advice in 
regard to the recovery of compensation under the Workmen's Compensation Aet. 

3S. The I. All-India Industrial Welfare Conference, 1922 .. held in Bombay passed 
a resolution that social service organizations. be asked to take up the work of training 
welfare workers. and urging the establishment of workers' committees in all industrial 
establishments but nothing further seems to have been done on these lines. 

34 and 35. Many iactories have a provident fund, gratuity or pension fund schemes 
for the benefit of employees who retire on account of old age or after a specified 
period of service. Each factory bas its own roles for the payment of these funds 
In some cases, the employees are required to contribute a small percentage of their 
pay towards the fund and. the employers conbibute a moiety and allow interest on 
the accumulated amount. The actual payment of the employers' contribution is 
conditional upon the good. conduct and service of the men. 

In other cases, the employers do not require the men to wbscribe to the fund. A 
bonus of one to one and a half month's pay is granted to the monthly paid staff in 
almost an the factories managed by Europeans. In factories owned by Indians a 
bonus or presents of cloths and money are distributed on Deepavali or Ayudapuja. 
holidays and other important festival days. Money presents of about Rs. 5 are 
given to girls on attaining puberty and Rs. 10 for marriage, Rs. 5 for deaths (burial) 
are also giveo. 

36. Seventy factories registered under the Indian Factories Act have provided 
schools for half-timers and in some cases for employees' children also. There are 
also schools for adult workers, one night school at Aravankadu, one atthe Buckingham 
and Carnatic Mills. Madras. and one in Coimbatore town run by the Y.M.e.A. and 
attended by mill bands who want to better their prospects in the mills. 

There are schools for the children employed in factories at Nellimarla and 
Chittivalasa in the Vizagapatam district, at Peelamedu in the Coimbatore district 
and at Beypore in Malabar. Seven salt factories have schools attached to them and 
there is a part-time school attached to the Cordite Factory at Aravankadu in the 
Nilgiris. At Madras the Buckingham and Camatic Mills maintain one day school 
and one night school. The day school is an elementary school with five standards 
and has a technical section attached to it in which carpentry. tailoring. black·smithy 
and tin-smithy, turning. fitting and weaving are taught. The night school has eight 
standards and includes a commercial class for advanced English and typewriting. 

There are two part-time estate schools in the Nilgiris. one at Glenvans and one 
at Kullakombay. There are also three estate schools in the Palani hills, Madura 
district. 

There is one recogniz~ school in the Anaimalais and a number of unrecognized 
ones. 

The South Indian Railway are maintaining primary schools at certain important 
centres on the line. for the education of European and Anglo..lndian children. Only 
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nominal fees are collected, In respect of the children of Indian employees whose 
pay is Rs. 100 or below, the Company pays subject to certain limitations one-half of 
their Middle School or High School fees for three years. Apprentices are given 
training in the special school-provided by the Company. The Madras and Southern 
Ma.hra.tta Railway maintain Indian schools at some places on the Railway where 
children of employees are given education on payment of small fees according to 
the .salaries of the employees. 

The Madras Elementary Education Act has been framed with a view to the 
ultimate introduction of compulsory education. There are ordinary schools 
maintained by local boards and private agencies. It may be generally stated that 
it is possible for the children of all workers in ·industrial concerns of any size to 
secure a general elementary education. . 

38. Co-operative societies for the supply of the ordinary domestic requirements 
of workers are to be found in connection with some of the larger industrial concerns, 
particularly the Railways. Credit societies for employees are also to be found in 
connection with some of the larger concerns. Co-operative societies for building 
purposes have also been organized in stray eases. 

VII. Safeb'. 
43. The Chief Inspector of Factories reports that the 'regulations in force. for 

securing safe working in factories. are adequate. The fencing and guarding of 
dangerous machinery are on the whole well attended to. The danger involved in 
not fencing tp.e dangerous parts of machinery is explained both to employers and 
employees by the Factory Inspectors wherever necessary and constant efforts are 
made to see that the orders issued by the Inspectors for the rectification of defects 
in this respect and for the safety of ways. works and plant are complied with. The 
wearing of tight clothing' by persons replacing belts, oilers and drivers is being 
enforced and the attention of the factory owners is drawn to the importance of 
.a.Uowing only trained and experienced men to replace belts, etc. 

44. and 45. The number of accidents in factories is about 1.300 per annum of 
which 10 to 15 are fatal. The incidence is highest in Railway workshops, Cotton 
spinning and weaving factories coming next. A very large proportion of the 
accidents are of .. trivial cluuacter. 

Most of the accidents are due to carelessness on the part of the operatives, which 
in turn is due to ignorance and illiteracy. Careful measures are being taken to 
-educate the workmen in ordiuary prudence but results can only be attained very 
gradually. 

46. Aaeid#m ~fllion.-Measures have been taken to educate the worker in 
ordinary prudence. viz: .• the amendment of the danger notice to make it more com~ 
prehensive and instructive to the workmen. Proposals are also under consideration 
for printing and for free supply to factory owners aDd managers and their employees 
of a book illustrating the dangerous parts of machinery and showing how to fence 
them. the object being to make them realize by pictoral visualization the dangerous 
parts of machinery which requires careful handling and to educate them in the 
methods of avoiding dangers. 

But the average Indian worker's psychology is not very responsive to such ideas 
of .. Safety First." In the majority of the factories in the mufassal at least we 
must for some time rely on the preventive regulations of the Indian Factories Act 
and on the deterrent effects of the Indian Workmen's Compensation Act. When 
circulating for opinion the resolution adopted at the Eleventh International Labour 
Conference regarding the prevention of industrial accidents. the International Labour 
Office. Geneva. suggested that a works' investigation of every accident might be 
useful in tending to prevent a recurrence of accidents of tl?-e same kind. H Works 
investigations .. and joint action on the part of the employers and employees may 
be feasible in the larger factories. . 

47. Accidents do occur in non-regulated establishments.- Le .• in unregistered 
factories, but no statistics are available. 

48. Factories employing SOO or more persons are required by law to keep Drst-aid 
appliances ready and a.vailable at all times. 

49. Slring_ of Insp.m ... aM Enfo. .. _ of R.gv/<J&ns.-The regulations 
on this subject are being strictly enforced both in industry generally and in seasonal 
industries. The number of prosecutions launched against factmy managers for 
default during each of the last two years is 72 and 52. 

50. Effect of HeaJlA. HOtIf'f, Light ana Working COHditions ott Acci4enls.-The 
Chief Inspector of Factories reports that the health of opel'3tives working in ginning 
:factories at night is affected by the inadequate lighting arrangements. Reliable 
data are not available. 
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vm.-Workm ... '. Compensation. 
5L {i) The Workmen's Compensation Act came into force from 1st JulYk 1924. 

The extent of its use in this Presidency will be evident from the following statistics :-

)924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

Year. 

As reported by employers. Number of 

Number 
of 

accidents. 

S34 
.372 
503 
569 
632 

~ \ cases filed 
Amount of in the 

compensation court of the 
paid. Commissioner. 

Rs. a. p. 
4.191 1 () 
9.299 3 6 

18,9()7 6 10 
81.899 5 8 
27,395 14 5 

3 
31 
96 

175 
237 

(0) Comparison with ute,., oj possible &laJnIS.-5uch a. comparison is not possible. 
as no information is available as to the extent of possible claims. 

(ill) The Act has had no noticeable effect on industry. 
(iv) So far as this Presidency is concerned. only a few employers have covered 

their liabilities under the Act by insurance. This is not.due to lack of facilities for 
insurance but to apathy and lack of foresight on the part of employers. Many of 
the smaller factory owners are ignorant of their liabilities under the Act and of the 
advantages of insurance. For a small employer~ especially. insUlallce would seem to 
be pa.rticularly desirable. 

Insurance :is optional under the Act. Compulsory insurance bas not been 
instituted. 

The value of insurance from the point of view of the workmen cannot be over
estimated. First and foremost is the security afforded in regard. to the payment of 
any compensation for which he may be eligible under the Act. The claim of" the 
workman for the compensation for which he is eligible becomes a. secured debt. in 
case of liquidation when the employer is insured. Secondly~ workmen who meet WIth 
accidents are generally urgently in need of compensation and any delay in payment 
ca.uses great hardship to them or to their dependants. Insurance may save delay 
in. the payment of claims. Thirdly. insurance tends to minimise disputes between 
employers and employees. An employer who has insured is Dot so likely to contest 
a really good. claim as one ~ho has Dot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

52. The benefits of the Act are at present extended to a large proportion of the 
workmen who are employed in organized industries and to some others whose 
occupations are of a hazardous nature. but they have not been extended to agricultural 
labourers. domestic servants or menial servants. 

As rega.rds. the question of extending the Act to other occupations generally. 
the only limiting factor to the inclusion of all classes of workmen within the .scope 
cf the Act should be the possibility of fixing responsibility for payment of com
pensation. Adopting this criterion. workmen employed in factories which can be 
notified under Section 2 (3) (b) of the Indian Factories Act. may be brought within 
the benefit of the Act. and Clause v in Schedule II of the Act may be altered so as to 
include all workmen engaged in handling heavy ma.terials in or at godowns and 
warehouses. whether for the purpose of loading a ship or otherwise. It is. however. 
unnecessary to extend the scope of the Act to labourers in plantations other than 
those in factories on tea estates to whom the Act already applies. The labo.ur force 
in plantations, excepting those employed in factories~ consists of agricultural 
labourers; part of the labour is seasonal and accidents are rare; the nature of 
employment does not expose the labourers to the risk of accident and there is no 
liability to occupational disease. It would be difficult to administer the Act if it 
were extended to them. 

As regards provision against insolvency of employers. security could be obtained 
only by a system of compulsory insurance. Such a system is neither necessary nor 
would it be practicable. The Commissioner for Workmen's Compensation has 
reported that no such contingency has arisen till now in the administration of the 
Act in this Presidency. 

53. (i) The scales of compensation at present provided by the Act are fuadequate. 
The majority of accidents occur to workmen earning between Rs. 15 and Rs. 25 
per mensem. In cases of fatal accidents. the deceased leave on an average not less 
tha.n four dependants and the maximum compensation admissible is not enough to 
maintain them even for a short period. In cases of non-fatal accidents resulting in 
permanent disablement. the injured workmen are entitled. toa lump sum compensation 
of only So few hundred rupees and they have to maintain themselves and their 
.dependants with this amount (and any small additional sum they may still be able 
"to eam} for the rest of their lives. T7\ a.lmost all cases of serious (but non-fatal) 
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accidents. the injured workInen lose their posts; and as a. rule these men are unable 
to get any employment suitable to their impaired physical condition and even if . 
they do the pay is very smaU. The Indian Act does Jlot provide for any separate 
additional. allowances for the chil~n of deceased workmen such as are provided for 
in the corresponding Acts of certain western countries. The minimum scales of 
compensation may be raised generally at least in respect of poorly paid workmen. 

(ii) No compensation is payable in respect of the first ten days of temporary 
disablement; In such eases the system of H dating back" the waiting period may 
be adopted and it may be from the fourth day of disablement. Compensation is not 
paya.ble for accidents which are attributable to the fault of the workmen themselves. .. 
In the majority of contested claims the dispute centres round this proviso and the 
employers attempt to take undue advantage of this provision, though the plea bas
seldom been successful. The Act requires evidence of wilful disobedience of orders 
expressly framed for safety. The standard of management and discipline in factories 
in this Presidency rarely justifies the inference without the most incontestable proof 
tha.t adequate precautions have been taken to prevent ignorant workmen from 
running risks of injury. The English law is even less lenient to employers, since 
under it even proof of wilful misbehaviour on the part of an injured workman does 
not exempt an employer from liability when the accident results in death or serious 
permanent disablement. 

(iii) So far as this Presidency is concemed~ no application for compensation for 
in4ustrial disease has been received. 

(iv) Machinery oj Administration.-In the Madras Presidency the Commissioner 
of Labour is the Commissioner for Workmen's Compensation. The Commissioner is 
also in charge of the administration of the Indian Factories Act. and the combination 
of these functions in ODe officer has obvious advantages. 

IX.-Bo1llll. 
A.-F#ckwies. 

55. About 300 factories ·observe 8 hours a day and 48 hours per week: about 
250 factories observe 9 hours a day and 54 hours per week; a.bout 900 fJLctories 
observe 10 hours per day and 60 hours per week. Including overtime the working 
hours per week do not exceed 66~ and in exceptional cases ]2 hours a day and 72 hours. 
a week:. 

56. Factories generally work only six days a week. 
57 and 58. The 60 hours' restriction and the 10 hours' ordinary daily limit are 

not only advantageous to the workers· but have not adversely affected the monthly 
outtum. 

59. The Chief Inspector of Factories suggests that the maximum weekly limit 
may be reduced to $4 hours and the daily limit to 9 hours. 

60. (i) and (ii) IntmJals.-An hour rest at mid-day is allowed in most factories. 
The proviso to Clause (a) of Section 21 of the Indian Factories Act introduced by the 
amending Act of 1926 bas been welcomed. and is working satisia.ctorily, The Com
missioner of Labour considers that no further legislation in respect of rest intervals 
seems necessary: but that if 9 hours in a day is accepted a 2-hour recess may be 
ananged; some factories do in fact give 2 hours' rest for mid-day meal.,.. 

61. Day of Resl,-Sunday is generally observed as the weekly holiday. \\'here 
SUnday cannot be so observed a substituted day in accordance with Section 22 (1) (a) 
and (b) of the Indian Factories Act is allowed as a holiday. In some cases the local 
weekly shandy (i.e., market) day is observed as the weekly holiday in lieu of Sunday. 
In the opinion of the Commissioner of Labour the law in regard to the weekly holiday 
requires DO alteration. 

62. Exempting Provisions and the Use mad. of tAe..-Exemptions are granted 
sparingly and only for adequate reasons. 

D.--Olher Esl4blishmettts: 
78 and 79. PlantatitmS.-The hours of work are usually about 8 per day and 

Sunday is generally a holiday, Work on Sundays and in the evenings is often 
available but is not compulsory. 

Pods. • Dry D()CRS. 
(a) N ermal hours worked per day

(i) From Monday, to Friday :-
Tuti~rin--'! a.m. to 12.30 p.m. J 8 h 

1.30 p.m. to 5 p.m. OllIS. 

Cochin-7.30 a.m. to ]2 Doon. 8 hours. 
I p.m. to 4.30 p.m. 

~aturdays
Tuticorin-8 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Cochin-7.30 a.m. to ]2 noon 

I p.m. to 3.30 p.m. } 7 hours. 
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Dry Dodls. -eontd. 
(b) Normal hours worked per week-

47 hours at each of the docks. 

17 

(til Occasionally overtime is worked as necessary on extra 
payment. 

Days worked per week-6 (normal). 

1----llpeciaI QuestioDs relating 10 Women, Yo"", AdullB and Children. 

A.-Facttwies. 
8]. It is reported that the 1922 Act has considerably ameliorated the conditions 

of employment of women and children. and the employers prefer adult labour to 
women and children. 

82. Admission of infants to factories is much restricted. but infants are still seen 
in some cair factories in the west Coast. 

83. Suitabiiity of Regulat ..... for w ....... ·s W ... k.-The Commissioner of Labour 
considers that in respect of women an 8-hour day and 48-hour week {the time of 
beginning of work in the morning not to be within 2 hours after sunrise} may be fixed 
and that legislatioD on these lines may be underta.ken. He also thinks that employ4 
ment of women in the blow rooms and spinning rooms of textile mills should Qe 
prohibited. . 

84. S14UabiJity of Regulaliom Affecting Chilhm.-The CommissioDer of Labour 
is of opinion that regulations may be made prohibiting the employment of children 
in textile mills. 

85. DO'tlbJe Employment of ChiU,.en.-No case of double employment of children 
has been detected. 

88. The existing system of working periods for women, young adults and children 
is satisfactory. The double-shift system is not generally in force, but factories work 
throughout With different sets of persons for different periods. 

I set 
II set 

III set 

I period. II period. 
6.30 to 10.30 1.30 to 5.30 
7.30 to 11.30 2.30 to 6.30 

9 to 2. 3 to 6. 

The single--shift system is in vogue in some factories for more than 6 hours at a 
stretch in respect of young male adults, but provision. is made for mid-day meals,. 
though not at a fixed period. The above system works all right and does not affect 
the health of young male adults, women and children. 

89. 'WDI'k of WOtU1J and Chi/hm in PGdories not Swbjed to Arl.-Unregistered 
factories mostly employ women and cqildren in preference to male adults as it pays 
them to do so, and they are worked at odd houts without proper intervals or weekly 
holidays under dangerous and insanitary conditions. Some factories have come to 
know of the provisions of Section 2 (3) (b) of the Indian Factories Act, and bence 
purposely keep down the number of workers in their registers to below ten~ though 
.ordinarily more than 10 pe1"SOns and at times even more than 19 are employed. 

Only a very small number (about a dozen factories in all) have been notified 
-under Section 2 (3) (b). Owing to inadequacy of staff, the proposals f.or further 
notifications under that section have been held up. Unless they are also brought 
under the Act, such factories may create unhealthy competition, especially where 
-there are other registered factories in the locality engaged on the same work. The 
tendency is to start small concerns with only a few employees in order to evade the 
A<:t. The Commissioner of Labour is of opinion that all factories using power. 
irrespective of the number of persons employed, should be brought under the Act. 

Mention may be ma.de here of the difficulties which have arisen in connection with 
the question of the employment of children under 12 years of age in coHee garbling 
sheds in coffee curing factories in this Presidency. The employment of such children 
is prohibited under the Indian Factories (Amendment) Act. 1922. There are 14 or 
15 coffee curing factories on the West Coast employing on an average annually about 
3.500 women. The coffee curing firms represented that the prohibition of employ4 
ment of children should be removed on the ground that the work of garbling was 
.carried out entirely by women and children. in healthy open sheds on a piece-work 
basis, the families working together in groups .• Owing to the easy nature of work, 
it is customary for women to_ bring other children as well as their own to work~ 
thus freeing the elder women for more strenuous work elsewhere. These firms 
express serious doubt whether if this labour is lost it would be possible to replace 
it especially during the seasOD of heavy demand from January to May which could 
not be extended owing to the monsoon. This particular occupation bas many 
features which distinguish it from factory employment as contemplated in Section 
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2 (2) of the Indian Factories Act. The children are not directly employed, They 
are not paid by the management. They come with their mothers and supplement 
their earnings. They are not included in the register maintained under Section 35, 
Like the women they accompany, they have no fixed hours of work and can come 
and go as they like. Their work is light and safe. and is carried on in healthy sheds, 
and in the absence of machi.nery and other ordinary concomitants to factory' work, 

Two methods have been suggested by which the coHee curers can continue to 
employ children under 12 without breach of the law. One is to wall off the garbling 
sheds and separate them in such a way that they do Dot form part of the factory at 
all. and the other is to instal a creche for the children outside the factory but close 
by it, in charge of a competent matron who can look after the children when the 
mothers are working. The objection to the creche method is that it would merely 
serve to segregate the infants whom there is no intention to employ, and would not 
meet the case of children between 6 and 12, whom the cotlee curers desire to employ 
and whose labour goes to augment the income of the -employees themselves. The 
remedy of walling oft the garbling sheds from the main factory building is being 
tried and has been found .atlsfa<:tory. 

m.-WAGES. 
96. Tbe rates of wages paid for certain classes ofindustriallabour are as follows :

Average daily rate of wages paid • 

Main classes of la.bour. 

Engin&-driver 
Fireman 
Oilman 
Fitter 
Turner 
Rivetter 
Boilersmith •• . ~ 
Blacksmith 
Moulder 
Carpenter 
Bricklayer 
Compositor (printer) 
Machinist .• •• 
Weaver (cotton) man 

Do. boy 
Spinner (cotton) man 

Do. boy 
Weaver Gnte) man 

Do. boy 
Spinner (jute) man 

Female coolie (gin) 
Male do. 
Female do (press) 
Male do. 
Female do. (rice mill) .• 
Male do. 
Female coolies in fields 
Male do. 

In all factories in 
the Presidency_ 

-.

. 
In factories 

in the 
Coimbat<lre 

district. 

1928. 
Rs. a. 

I 12 9 
o 13 2 
o 10 11 
I 3 0 
I 6 6 
o 14 5 
1 8 I 
I 7 5 
I 4 2 
I 6'"'1 
1 3 1 
1 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 910 

0 7 6 
0 5 10 

057 
0.7 3 
062 
o II 9 
056 
o 9 II 

p. 

, 
Prevailing 

rates outside 
the factories 

in the 
Coimbatore 

district. 

1928. 
Rs. a. 

I 4 0 
o 10 0 
0 7 (j 
o 12 (j 
o 14 0 
o 12 0 
o 14 0 
o 14 0 
o 14 0 
o 12 0 
o 12 0 
o 12 0 
o 14 0 
0 7 0 
0 3 0 

046 
070 
050 
080 
046 
070 
040 
060 

p. 

The rates of wages for labour on plantations are generally about 7 annas a day 
for a man~ 5 annas for a woman. " annas for a boy and 8 annas for a girl. 

97. Mov6msn' in Hcent yetWS.-It is doubtful if the figures mentioned above are 
sufficiently reliable to afford a basis for comparison. On the whole there has been 
a slight rise in recent yean in industrial wages. 
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99. There are very fe'"A factories in this Presidency in whi-ch payment of wages is 
made in kind. It is the practice in many factories to supply necessaries such as rice 
at or- below market rates and to recover the cost thereof from the wages of the work
men concerned attbeend of the month. This system isnever10rced on theemployees; 
on the other hand it is looked upon as a privilege. 

A few factories run stores for their employees at which necessaries are obtainable
below bazaar rates, and recover the cost of the supplies made from the wages of those 
concerned. This system again is voluntary and is of great help to the workmen. 

101. We have not yet reached the stage in this Presidency at which wages of 
industrial labour are fixed by negotiated agreements. There is no agreemen't, nor 
unifonnity of system, amongst different industrial concerns of the same kind regarding 
thea :fixing of wages. The wages of plantation labour are however fairly uniform. 

lOS. 'The question of standardization of wages naturally presupposes some 
standardization of work and in the majority of factories, there appears to be no 
attempt at such standardization. There are two industries of considerable importance 
{textile and printing) which appear to o1Ier a fair scope for standardization of both 
work and wages. In other industries, conditions are hardly favourable for any attempt 
at standardization. 

105. If standardi%ation of wages is difficult, the fixing of a minimum wage is at 
present impracticable. No minimum wage based on the cost of living could be 
fixed as low as many wages that are actually being paid.-and eagerly sought. No. 
serious attempt has yet been made to estimate the cost of living in the mufassal and 
the estimates made for the City of Madras are open to criticism. An attempt to fix: 
a minimum wage at present would involve impracticable 'compiexjties of calculation 
or by an arbitrary avoidance 01 such complexities would risk throwing hundreds out" 
of employment. 

106. The Chief Inspector of Factories estimates the extent of deductions from 
wages at about· 25 per cent. of the total wages paid. An enquiry made in 1926 
revealed that fines are not often imposed. especially in the smal1er industrial concerns 
but that some of the bigger factories occasionally resort to fining in order to enforce 
discipline or to punish culpable neglect of duty or wilful waste of material. Legisla
tion to control or regulate fines was considered neither desirable ncn'practicable. It 
was pointed out that if the system of lining was abolished or brought Wlder control. 
employers would have no alternative save to resort to more severefonns of punish
ment such as reduction, dismissal~ etc. 

The amounts collected in the shape of fines are utilized for the general benefit 
of the employees. . 

107. In most of the larger industrial concerns wages are paid by the montb. In 
some of the smaller concerns payment is by the :fortnight. Seasonal factories pay 
by the week, Daily payments are common in the case of piece-work. In the case of 
monthly payments, six weeks' generally elapse before a new worker can receive his. 
pay for the first month. A Bill to enforce weekly payment of wages was introduced 
in the Assembly in 1924 but it did not receive any appreciable support from this
Presidency. The Bill made no attempt to ensure punctuality of payment which is. 
far more important than payment at frequent intervals. . 

The question of legislating for the purpose of preventing undue delay in the
payment of wages to industrial workers was taken up in the following year and 
general opinion was sympathetic towards the object in view. But there was a con
siderable volume of opinion against the proposed legislation on the ground that it. 
was not practicable -or desirable.. 

Unclaimed wages. are it is understood, treated as a charity fund. 
108. The indebtedness of the worker is heavy especially in the case of plantation 

labour where it is reported that 75 per cent, of the wages are taken away by money-
lenders on pay days. . 

109. Proiit-sharing schemes are not in operation. anywhere in this Presidency. 
110. No statistics are available as to the extent to which annual leave is taken 

by workers or countenaaced and/or assisted by employers. except in the case of the
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills, Madras. In those mills the average number of days. 
leave gyo.nled. per employee. excluding Sundays and substituted holidays, but in
cluding holidays for festival days is 15'S days for the Buckingham Mills and 17·4 
days for the Camatic Mills for the half-yea.r-Januaryto June, 1929. For these mills. 
absence (i.e., without leave) per employee- is ·69"'days and 1·24 days respectively 
for the same half-year. lhe Choolai Mills, Madras, recently agreed to allow each 
employee with five years' service privilege leave on half pay for 15 days per annum~ 

xm.-Indualrial ElIIcienoJo of Workert. 
112. It is reported that there has been a great improvement in the efficieucy of" 

Indian workers in recent years. but no precise infonnatiOD is available on the point. 
• • • • • * • • 
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XIV.-Trade CombinaiiODl. 
117. (i and ii) Exact information is not available as to the extent to which em

ployers are organized into trade associations or combinations. But there is little 
.doubt that the employers' organizations of various kinds in the Presidency include 
the bulk of the larger employers of'industriallabour. 

As regards. the organization of employees it may be pointed out that the average 
-daily number of operatives employed in the 1.393 registered factories in commission 
in the year 1928 was rougbly 137,000, of whom about 6,400 were children. Even 
taking into account all the industrial establishments containing not less than ten 
persons the total number employed in such establishments is probably Dot more 
than 200,000, The figure (200,000) gives a rough idea of the industrial population 
which may be regarded as organizable for Trade Union purposes. No information 
is available (nor is it easily obtainable) regarding the membership of unregistered 
Trade Unions. Several of the ten registered Trade Unions which are now in existence 
in the Presidency have not yet submitted the annual returns which were due at the 
·end of July, It is not therefore possible to give "tatistics of their membership. 
At a rough estimate. however. the total membership of registered trade unions is 
probably 18,000 to 20,000. 

] ]8. Effects of OYglinwtion on (i) Industry: (ii) Conditicns of WOTkns generally.
Materials are not available on which to base an estimate and in any case most of the 
trade unions are still of comparatively recent origin. There are indications however. 
that, with the growth of trade unions. some of the employers who were formerly 
inclined to be unsympathetic are showing a greater appreciation of the workers' point 
·of view and are more readily responsive to their complaints and d~. 

] 19. Perhaps the most noticeable activity of the employers' organizations is their 
-discussion of. and the formulation of the employers' views upon, the numerous 
proposals involving legislation or other action by Government in matters a:ifecting 
labour and industry~ which have been before the country in recent years. 

So far as the trade unions are. concerned the nature of their activities has been 
·described in the extracts from the annual administration reports of the Labour 
department which are printed as Appendix A. Many of them, especially the un
registered trade unions. come into prominence. only when there is an impending 
labour dispute and at other times are practically dormant. In the case of the Madras 
and Southern Mahratta. Railway Employees' Union strenuous attempts are now being 
made to increase the membership and thereby to strengthen its position and increase 
its claims to be representative of the workmen. The Madras Labour Union for 
"Textile Workers is endeavouring to assi,st workmen or their dependants in the 
prosecution of claims under the Indian Workmen's Compe.nsa.tion Act. 

120. Imlividual TroU Unions,-A list of registered trade unions showing ill 
.each case the da.te of registration is given below ;-

Name of Trade Union. Date of Registration. 
(1) The Buckingham and Camatic Mills Employees' 

Union, Madras • . 20th June. 1927 
(2) The Madras Labour Union for Textile·Mill Workers. 

Madras . • 24th .. 
(3) The Madras Government Press Employees' Associa-

tion, Madras 19th Nov,. 
(4) The Public Works Department Workers'. Union. 

• Madras .. .. ,. .. •. .: 7th Apr., 1928. 
(5) The Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway Ell)· 

ployees' Union. Madras • . ~. , . . . 12th May. 
(6) The South Indian Railway Employees~ Association. 

Trichinopoly . • 14th July, 
(7) The Madras Aluminium Labour Union. Madras • ~ 1st Aug., 
(8) The Ranipet Labour Union. Ranipet 3()th 
(9) The Madras Electric Tramways and Supply Corpon.-

tion Employees'· Union, Madras .• ... .. 18th Jan.. 1929. 
(10 }The Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway Non-

Workshop Employees' Union, Madras. •• • • 5th Feb.,-

A certain amount of information under this head. is available in the paragraphs 
-on labour unions in the annual administration reports of the Labour department which 
.have been printed as Appendix A 
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121. (i} and (ii) The Trade Unions Act. 1926. came into force in this Presidency 
on 1st June. 1927. Of the ten unions which have been registered. one (the Madras 
Government Press Employees' Association) is defunct owing to the orders of the 
Government issued in May. 19286 prohibiting Government servants from becoming 
or continuing to be members of a registered trade union. It is too earJy to gauge the 
effects of the Act. 

(iii) Possibk ammdments.-As the Act stands at present, it is permissible for 
haU the executive of a trade union to consist of persons not employed in the industry. 
It is difficult. of course. to resist the argument that a curtailment of the outside· 
element might deprive many unions of the education and knowledge of affairs which 
are laf:king in their own ranks. But control of unions by outsiders and the political 
exploitation to which it is only too apt to lead have obvious disadvantages and when 
so much depends on a good understanding between employer and workmen it does 
not seem expedient to thrust between them the irritating intervention of irresponsible 
outsiders. It is a question for consideration whether it would not be better to reduce
considerably the proportion of outsiders who may be members of the executive of 
trade union$:. 

xv . ..:....Iudnatrial DisptJ.!e&. 
123. ExJeni of Stf'iku "nd Lock-outs.-Infonnation under this head is given in the

relevant sections of the Annual Administration Reports of the Labour Department 
and reports from the Commissioner of Labour, which a.re printed as Appendix B. 

124. (i) Concilwicn 4114 arbiIYation mac4inery.-About 1920, the incTeasing 
numbeT of labour strikes in the country suggested to the Government of India the 
consideration of the question whether legislation could be usefully attempted and a 
machinery devis:ted to prevent such strikes. In December, 1920, and January, 1921, 
the Labour Advisory Board carefully considered the question in the light of the 
legislative enactments in force in the United Kingdom (the Conciliation Act of 1896~ 
and the Industrial.C-Ourts Act of 1919) and of such information as was then available 
regan:ling the nature and working of the legislation in fcirce in some of the countries 
in which effect had been given to the principJe of compulsion, The Labour Advisory 
Board recorded its conclusions as follows :-

(1) In recording its conclusions noted below the Advisory Board wishes to premis~ 
(0) that external action under legislative authority' should be regarded solely all
supplementary to mutual negotiations between the parties concerned and resorted 
to only when negotiation has failed to secure a·settlement. In all cases the possibilities 
of a settlement by mutual agreement should be fully explored. and in the opmion of 
the Board it is desirable that in all industrial concerns of such magnitude that direct 
personal touch with the different grades of employees is no longer possible, measures. 
should be adopted to regularize and facilitate the discussion and arrangement of 
differences, (b) It is essential to the successful working of any external machinery 
for promoting conciliation that both parties should accept and accord recognition to 
each other's organizatiO'n Of' representatives, and legislation must tberefore pre
suppose a settlement of the question of the constitution and functiorls of unions or 
federations of employers and of employees. (e) The Advisory Board in its recom
mendations has had regard solely to' conditions in the Madras Presidency. It has not 
been in a. position to advise whether legislation applicat.le to all~India would be 
possible. 

(2) If legislation to promote conciliation where a deadlock has arisen between 
the parties to a dispute is to be attempted it is essential that some department of 
Government should have the responsibility laid upon it of keeping in touch with the 
circumstances. of anticipating the possibility of labour disputes arising. and of asking 
for information as to their origin and progress and the issues in dispute with a view. 
should a dead-lock arise. to take such further action as is provided for by the legislation 
to be enacted. The Advisory Board is of the opinion that it is desirable that there 
should be statutory recognition of that responsibility. 

(3) As regards the methods of promoting a settlement to' be adoPted by the 
responsible department should intervention become necessary, the Advisory Board 
is of the opinion that the legislation should lay down that the first aim should be to 
bring the parties together again to settle their differences by discussion, such dis· 
cussion if necessary and by mutual agreement. to le.in the presence of a conciliator, 
and that should conciliation fail provision should be made for endeavouring to secure 
a reference to arbitration. 

(4) The Advisory Board recognizes that cases may arise where endeavours to 
secure either conciliation or enquiry may fail. and to meet such cases is of the opinion 
that provision should te made authorizing the Government to appoint Courts of 
Enquiry into trade disputes. if necessary, irrespective of any applkBtion from either 
party. and empowering such courts to summon witnesses and if necessary to put 
them on oath. , 
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(S) The Advisory Board is not at present prepared to recommend that acceptance 
·01 the awards of arbitrators or of the recommendations of such Courts of Enquiry 
should be made compulsory. They trust that in conformity with the experience of 
-such courts in this Presidency and, they believe. in the United Kingdom. the publicity 
given to the findings of a court and the weight of public opinion in favour of reasonable 
recommendations will as a rule ensuI'e' their acceptance by both sides. The Advisory 
Board recognizes that courts of enquiry are more appropriate to important or general 
·disputes, and while other cases may arise in which they may be desirable considers 
"that they should not be resorted to except wh.ere real justification exists. 

(6) As stated above. the Advisory Board isnot in favour of giving legal force to 
.awards or to the reeommendations of courts of enquiry. nor is it prepared at present to 
advocate the introduction of the principle of compulsory arbitration in any other 
form. There is~ however, one class of disputes in respect of which they consider 
'that the community is entitled to claim that its interests shall be considered by both 
parties. namely those affecting public utility services. They have carefully considered 
the measure of protection which should be given and have come to the conclusion 
that there should be a legal prohibition against any Iock-out or strilre being declared 
in connection with any such service unless due notice has been given of the intention 
to do so, and until one month has elapsed from the date of the notice. The Advisoty 
Board does not anticipate any real difficulty in defining such public utility services. 
They realize, of course, that here as elsewhere the absolute enforcement of such a 
prohibition may not be possible, but they are of the opinipn that such a statutory 
-prohibition would have a deterrent effect and that neither party would as a rule 
be likely to risk alienating aU public sympathy by defying it. Further, this interval 
·of a month will allow the conciliation and investigation machinery provided for above 
to be set in motion. 

e7} The Advisory Board is of the opinion that subject to the provisos referred to in 
paragraph 1 legislation on these lines is desirable and would make it possible to guard 
.against and to deal with labour disputes more satisIactorily than is possible under 
existing conditions. 

The qnestton of conciliation and arbitration machinery was again considered in 
1922 and 1923 but without definite results. In 1924. the Government of India 
.:onsidered that the position had considerably altered since 1920 and that the time 
was ripe for undertaking legislation with a vi: to assisting in the prevention and 
"Settlement of trade disputes. They pnbJ.i:ih draft Bill to make provision for 
..enabling the investigation 'and settlement of trade disputes. The Trade Disputes Act 
however was only passed a few months ago. 

(iv) ] oim sl«ntli", macllinm-y for regukUilm 0/ ,elalimu belw~nt emp~$ lI1I4 
"UXJ,kpeople.-No such maehinery exists except in the Buckingham and Camatic Mills 
where there is a joint committee ealled .. The Welfare Committee" containing 
representatives of the employers and of the employees. 

(v) Opj>orluttityajfo.d.d to flJOf'kp.opu of """'i"" 'ef>~.-So far as known 
there has been no complaint that such opportunities are not afforded. whether the 
representations are made by individual workmen or by the union authorities 011 their 
behalf. 

125. T"ade Disput4s Act,-The Act· came into force on 8th May last and no 
rules have yet been framed for setting in motion the machinery provided by the Act. 
:So far there has been no necessity to utilize the machinery in. this Presidency. 

XVI.-Law of MasIer and _to 
127. The Workmen's Breach of Contract Act. which was enacted in the year 

1859, was finally repealed with effect from 1st April. 1926. The only information at 
~resent available regarding the effect of the repeal of the Act relates to the plantations 
m the Anamala.is in Coimbatore district, It was .recently brought to notice that 
maistris on some of the estates there complain that the repeal of the Act has hit 
them hard, by making it difficult to recover advances and that many eases occur 
in which advances are taken from two Il1aistris with no intention of workin.g under 

·either. 

128. Types oj c01fI"act coHtmtmly in tJ.$t'.-As regards industrial labour, it is not 
customary for employers to enter into agreement with their workmen as to the con· 
ditions of employment. . 

A3 regards labour on plantations the only information available relates to the 
Anamalais. The labourer there is required to work for periods ranging from 240 to 
·300 days a. year at eight hours a day. 
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129. The Madras Planters Labour Act has been repealed with effect from 1st 
January, J929, The Workmen's ~reaeh of Contract Act also was repealed with 
-effect from 1st April 1926. No information is available regarding the extent to which 
the ordinary civil law is used for enforcement of contracts between employer and 
labourer. 

130. Mad"tlS Planters Labour Act, 1903.-The Act was repealed with effect 
from 1st January. 1929. 

The Madras Planters Labour Act I of 1903 provided among other matters. for the 
imposition of penalties. for breach of la.bour contracts. Modem public opinion regards 
with disapproval the existence of penal laws against one class of the community. and 
the tendency of recent legislation is to abolish all such laws leaving labour contracts on 
exactly the same footing as other civil contracts. The abolition of penal provisions 
has been effected in the oolonies where Indian labouT is employed and it was difficult 
to justify the retention of such provisions in India.. The repeal of the Workmen's 
Breach of Contract Act XIII of 1859 gave to planters in the two districts (Malabar 
and the Nilgiris) to which alone the Madras Planters Labour Act of 1903 was a.pplied. 
a statutory control over their labour which was not enjoyed by any other employer 
of labour in the Presidency. It was therefore considered desirable to expunge from 
this Act all provisions imposing penalties on labourers and as the effect would be to 
deprive the Act of its principal features the entire Act was repealed. 

132. EmpIoy."s t.tnd Wo,.kmen's DJspuU Act. Is,t Used .>-It is not used so 
far as known. 

XVIl.--AdmiIlistralion. 
136. It is the duty of the labour ccmmissioner to watch and study at all times 

the conditions of labour, particularly industrial labour, throughout the Presidency and 
to keep Government informed by periodical reports of its movements and tendencies 
and of the existence of any friction or disputes between employers and employees 
which tend towards actual strike or lock-out. The settlement of labour disputes and 
prevention of strikes are important features of his work. but his interference in such 
disputes is limited to tendering his offices to settle them. In the case of disputes 
affecting the internal administration of a railway~ he may interfere only if both sides 
agree to his intervention. but he must obtain the previous sanction of Government 
in each case. Labour questions other than the administration of the Indian Factories 
Act are dealt with by the local government in the public works and labour department. 
District magistrates in the mufassal ~d the commissioner of police in the Madras 
City keep the commissioner of labour in,formed of all labour movements and disputes. 
The administration of the Indian Factories Act and the rules thereunder is carried 
out by a staff consisting of a chief inspector of factories. five factory inspectors and 
one assistant inspector of factories under the control of the commissioner of labour. 
The functions of the inspection st:afi do not include any concern with the economic 
conditi<n;lS of factory labour beyond the formal matters to which the prescribed 
returns and reports: apply. Matten relating to the administration of the Indian 
Factories Act are dealt with by the local government in the development depa.r:tment. 

138. Factory workers in this Presidency are generally illiterate, and have very 
little knowledge of :factory legislation except perhaps in regard to the matter of hours 
of work. 

139. (i) Detalls of the existing fac1:oxy inspection staff and the number of districts. 
factories and employees in their respective circles are given below.in a tabular form :-

Number of factories. 
Number 

Circle. 

I I 
of 

Perennial. Seasonal. Total. employees. 

I. (C.I.F. &: Asst. I.F.) 134 - 134 34.866 
Il. (1. F.) .. .. 216 13 229 16.515 

III. (I. F.) .. .. 178 86 264 12.881 
IV. (I. F.) .. .. 82 174 256 10.446 
V. (I. F.) .. .. 226 56 282 32.785 

VI. (I. F.) .. .. 196 88 284 29.480 

Factory inspectors are required to· inspect aU factories other than seasonal 
factories twice yearly. and aU seasonal factories at least once during each season of 
work. In practice, however, they find it difficult to work up to this standard. 
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(il} Uniformity of administration in the various provinces can be secured only 
if there is an exchange of views and mutual <liscussion of the difficulties in the 
administration of the Act and Rules between the officers in charge of the adminis
tration of the Act in the several provinces. This can be achieved by an All-India. 
Conference of Factory Inspectors. One such conference was held in 1924. 

(ill) The Act is rigidly administered in this province. 
(iv) The Dumber of prosecutions launched and ~ number of convictions obtained 

during the years from 1920 to 1928 were as under :-

Number of factories 
in respect of which Number of Number of 
prosecutions were persons pe"""", 

launched; involved. convicted. 

1920 20 32 29 
1921 11 14 II 
1922 S 9 9 
1923 30 34 30 
1924 53 63 56 
1925 68 86 78 
1926 84 94 90 
1927 145 160 150 
1928 87 100 86 

The above statistics show a gradual increase in the number of prosecutions till 
1921 and then a noticeable reductioll in 1928. The large reduction in the number 
of prosecutions is to be regarded with satisfaction. Endeavours are made to 
concentrate on the essentials of factory control. and a considerable advance was. 
made during the year 1928 in the exercise of discretion by the inspecting staff. 

XVlII.-Intelligence. 
143. (i) and (ii) Statistics in respect of the following subjects are collected in this· 

PreSidency . 
. A. Fadory laboul'.-(a) The daily average rate of wages earned by various 

classes of labour employed in factories; (b) number of factories arnmged by districts
and classified according to the particular industry; (c) accidents to worken; employed 
in the several factories classified under the respective industries; (d) average daily 
Dumber of personsflnployed in different industries according to districts; (e) average· 
daily number of persons employed classified into adults and children; (f) particulars 
of intervals, holidays and hours of work of employees in factories. These statistics. 
are prepared by the factory inspection staff and published every year in th~ annual 
administration report prepared by the chief inspector of factories. 

B. Wages census,-A quinquennial wages census is taken, showing in respect of 
homogeneous tracts and districts, the average wages of certain artisans (as well as 
of farm servants employed in agricultural labour). The:first census was taken in 
1908 and the fifth in 1926. These statistics are collected througb the agency of the 
revenue department. The Commissioner of Labour is entrusted with the duty of' 
preparing the census. 

The quinquennial wages census relates only to rural and urban wages, and not 
to industrial wages. A census of industrial wages would be possible only if a large 
trained staff is employed for the purpose and legislation is passed making it obligatory 
on the employers to furnish the necessary statistics. 

C. Lab0t4,. in I'Jantations.-With the assistance of the Chairman of the Anamalai 
Planters' Associations, statistics were collected by the Commissioner of LabouJ' in 
January last. from certain estates in the Anamalai Hills regarding the areas from 
which the labour force is drawn. the castes of which it is composed. the occupation 
of the labourers in the plains, the period ordinarily spent annually in the hills and 
at home respectively, the extent to which the same individual labourer returns year 
after year, the method of recruitment aild other special difficulties involved and the 
wages earned by men. women and children togetber with the value of concessions. 
and their consumption of food and other necessaries. 

D. LabOfW sJmes.-District Magistrates and the Commissioner of Police in 
Madras. when reporting to the Commissioner of Labour about strikes or lock·outs. 
furnish the following information: {a) the places where and the dates on which 
strikes or lock-outs occur; (b} the factories, etc .• involved; (c) the full strength of 
such factories; {d) the number on strikeQr locked out from such factories; (~) whether
a trade union has been formed. and if so .. such details of its organization as may be, 
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available; (f) specific demands of those concerned: (g) any other item of special 
interest or importanee concerning the labour situation; (h) the extension or reduction 
in the number of faetories, etc .• affected; (i} the trend of events; and 0) the date 
and terms of settlement. 

E. T,a4e tmi0n5.-Under Section 28 of the Indian Trade Unions Act. and the 
rules framed thereunder, registered trade unions submit to the registrar a return for 
-every official year showing the number of members in the union and the receipts 
and expenditure under general and political funds. 

(iii) The information collected under items A (other than wages) D and E above 
is reasonably aecurate. The figures under item A relating to wages cannot be 
regarded as particularly reliable and considering the agency and method by which 
they are collected, accuracy can hardly be expected. Information under item C is 
.accurate so far as it goes. Information under item B has not very much bearing on 
the problem of mdustriallabour. 

145. Nature of Spuial I ...... ligatio ... Conduch4.-:An attempt (initiated by the 
Government of IIIdia) was made in the year 1921 to start a systematic collection 
of working class fa.mily budgets and the fixing of an index number to ascertain the 
fluctuation in the cost of living. The lines of enquiry were laid down in Bombay 
under the guidance of representatives of the Board of Trade. It has been in practical 
application in Bombay for several years and a similar investigation has recently 
been made in Rangoon. In Madras. however. the idea. was dropped. A spirit of 
research--semi-philanthropic. semi-scientmc-manifested itself during the troubled 
years of 1917 and 1918 in a few unpublished, or sparsely-circulated. pamphlets on 
the cost of living for working men in Madras. the minimum wage, and so on--efforts 
associated with the names of Dr. Gilbert Slater, the Rev. D. G. M. Leith of the 
Kellett Institute. and a number of students. In 1917 their enquiries resulted in the 
publication in the press of certain calculations which arrived at a .figure of Rs. 17 per 
mensem as the minimum on which a family consisting of husband and wife and two 
children, could subsist in the City of Madras. Economic conditions changed so 
rapidly immediately afterwards that another attempt was made in 1920 by the 
same group (known as the Triplicane Sociological Brotherhood). The 1920 estimate 
gave a ftgure of Rs. 22-8-10 per mensem. but some members of the group regarded 
this a!i too low. especially in the item of rent. which they preferred to raise from 
Rs. 1-8-6 to Rs. 3 per mensem, giving a total of Rs. 24 per mensem. Numerous 

. criticisms were made of the various items in the estimate. The estimate for food. 
(tot.alling Rs. 17-10-4) was based not on actual. but on conventional data~ i.e .• it 
represented the prevailing price of articles of jail diet, the standard being selected 
as representing scientific precision. The allowances for rent~ clothing. and miscellan
eous, were criticized as low. The absence of any provision for liquor consumption 
was commented on, and it was pointed out that with an ascertained expenditure on 
AtTack and toddy in Madras City of 71 lakhs in a yea.r~ the average monthly 
consumption per head of the drinking population (which was put at 300,000) must 
be Rs,2, or Rs.8 for a family for four-a somewhat disturbing factor in a. total 
~timate of little over Rs. 20. 

APPENDIX B. 

El<traoll from the Adlllinialration Report 01 tho Lahour Department Relating to 
I!ldustrial Dilpulea. 

(See 123 of Memorandum.) 

1820-21, 
5. Indus'rial Dispuks.-The labour situation in Madras. especially in Madras 

City. was. greatly disturbed, particularly in the first half of the year. on account of 
~he rise in the cost of living and the consequent demands of the employees for 
merea.sed wages. A number of industrial strikes occurred both in Madras and 
elsewhere. Throughout a great part of the year questions connected with these 
strikes made almost exclusive demands on the Commissioner's time. In Madras 
City alone 30 s~kes occuned during the year. The predisposing causes of this 
unrest were manifest. The great and continuous rise in prices throughout 1919 
.~used an economic upheaval. Wages~ in spite of temporary palliatives such as 
nee allowances.. bonuses. etc .• had failed to keep pace with the increase in the cost 
o~ livf.ng and strik~ ~e incr~gly numerous, while unions sprang up in all 
dtre{;ti?ns~ mostly ill-organ~ ~d W1~h.. a plethora of self-appointed leaders.~ many 
beton~g to the extreme section m politics. The employers refused to recognize or 
neg()t~t~ with such leaders. and their connection with the unions simply hampered. 
negotiations. 
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In the earlier strikes the main issue was one of wages. and in some of the more 
important cases a settlement was anived at through the mediation of courts of 
inquiry. The recommendations of these courts. of which leading public men in 
Madras were members. were readily accepted by the employers so:fa.r.as an adjust
ment of wages and other conditions were concerned. In others the mediation of His. 
Excellency the Governor had most happy results. In some of the Ia.ter strikes. 
questions of wages became almost subordina.te to issues of a much more far-reaching 
nature. Much eloquence was expended at union meetings on arguments derived. 
from syndicalism. and national guildism and their influence was manifest in some 
of the claims put forward on behalf of the workmen. To such demands the employers 
opposed a fiat negative; the right to manage and'conduct their business was to them 
not matter for argument ,or arbitration. 

With the shifting of controversy to these more subtle grounds was also evidenced 
a distinct effort on the part of political wire-pullers to manipu.late the trade union 
movement on behalf of non-ccroperation. By the end of the year political infiuences 
had largely usurped the place of these economic demands which were prominent in 
the earlier part of the year. 

The strikes had not been free from disorders. sometimes of a serious nature~ and 
in order to secure a fun inquiry ioto the causes of labour unrest. and an examination 
of remedies. the Government proposed in July. 1920, the appointment of a committee 
containing representatives of both employers and employed, but this proposal had 
to be abandoned owing to the refusal of the Central Labour Board to nominate 
representatives on behalf of the employees. This short.-sighted. action on the part 
of the advisers of labour simply delayed to its own detriment the examination of 
problems closely affecting its interests. That examination has since been taken up' 
by this department with the aid of the Labour Advisory Board. 

11l21-l!I! 
5. LaIxnw ami All.,,; Subj.c/$-(i) ImIvslrifll tlisp1<I8s.-The labonr situation in

Madras remained unsettled during the greater part of the year. No less than 
33 strikes occurred during the year. of which 19 were in Madras City. though most of 
them were of minor importance. The most serious and disastrous of these strikes 
was in the Buckingham ana Carnatie Mills6 Madras. Government have already 
been informed in full detail of this unfortunate affair. Through the agency of the 
Welfare Committee excellent relations now prevail between the employers and 
employed. There is~ therefore. nothing to be gained by reviving the bitter animosi
ties excited by the etruggle. The strikers surrendered unconditionally in October .. 
1921. 

19l!I!-l!3 
5. LabOlU'-(i) Labour disputes.-It is pleasing to note that the labour situa:tion 

was on the whole very quiet during the year. Twenty-three strikes occurred during 
the year. but almost all of them were not of much importance. 

Of the 10 strikes that occurred in Ma.dIas City, 2 were in printing presses. 1 in 
aluminium works, 2 in iron foundries. 2 in a cotton mill. 1 in an oil installation. ] in 
a clothing depot. and 1 in a railway workshop. Of the remaining 13 which occurred. 
in the muiassal, 2 were in cotton mills~ 2 in jute mills. 1 in a railway workshop. 1 in 
a brick and tile works. ] in a rice mi.l.l and 6 othets in miscellaneous occupations. 

The demands in ]3 cases related to pay. in 2 to leave and hours. in 4 to personal 
ma.tters~ and in the remaining 4: . to other causes. 

The strikers were successful in 6 cases, partially successful in 4 and unsuccessful 
in to; in the remaining 3 cases the results were indetinite. ,-The strikes lasted for' 
periods varying from 2 hours to 89 days. 

1923-24 
5. Labcur Disf'""s.-As in the t>revious year. the labour situation was generally 

calm. Only 13 strikes occurred dunng the year. and these were of minor importance._ 
Of the ]3 strikes that took place. 4 were in cotton spinning mills" 2 in jute mills6 

2 in printing presses, 1 in a cotton ginning press. 1 in engineering works. and 
3 others in miscellaneous works, 

In 6 cases the demands related to pay. in 3 to bonus and in 4 to other causes~ 
The strikers were successful in 2 cases and in others they failed. The strike8 -
lasted for very short periods varying from a few hours to 11 days. 
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1824-26. 
4. Labotw Disp1IW.-The most important was the strike of the firemen on 

the metre gauge and of the firemen. drivers and workshopmen at Podanur# etc .• on 
the broad gauge of the South Indian Railway. After prolonged discussion and 
negotiation the strike was brought to an end through the intervention of the District 
Magistra.te~ Mr. H. A. B. Vemon§ I.C.S. In connection with the trouble at the 
Podanur workshop the Commissioner visited Coimbatore and discussed the question 
at length with the Collector and the District Superintendent of Police. He also 
intendewed Mr. Reynolds. District Loco. Superintendent# about 20 of the workmen. 
and Mr. Kirk# & theosophical worker and leader of the men. 

Of the fourteen strikes. seven rela~ to scavengers. carl-drivers. drainage 
workmen. etc.# employed in municipa.lities~ three to textile workers, two to railway· 
men, one to boatmen. and the remaining one to agricultural labourers. 

The demands related to pay in six cases, to personnel in one and to other ca.uses 
in seven. 

The strikers were successful in two cases, unsuccessful in five~ and partially 
successful in four. The result was indefinite in one and not known in the other. 

The strikes lasted for periods ranging from a day to a fortnight. The strike of 
the Podanur railwaymen was of the longest durat:ion. 

1826-28. 
4. LaIxm,. Dispules.-The labour situation has been generally very calm. There 

were four strikes during the year~ the most important of whJ.ch was the strike of the 
weavers of the Mall Mills arid the Spinning and Weaving Mills. Coimbatore. con~ 
sequent on the announcement of a reduction by 20 per cent. of the wages of weaven 
employed on Da.rrOW looms. This strike was novel in the form of the fight it put up. 
resembling. as it did. a $alyagt'aM. The men turned up for work on 25th April. 
1925. after mid-day meal and sat down beside the looms on the floor refusing either 
to work or leave the premises. They remained without food or water ~ 3.30 p.m. 
-the next day. when the Collector. Mr. A. R. Cox. I.C.S .• interfered and persuaded them 
to leave on the following conditions. Wages at the old rate were to be paid for 
:March and at the new rates for April. and that the masters and men should meet 
in a conference and arrive at an amicable settlement regarding the rates to be paid 
from 1st May, failing which the Collector should settle the dispute. They met on 
28th May. 1926. but. could not agree. The Collector decided that from 1st May 
wages of weavers working 'two" looms should be reduced by 15 per cent. and those 
working a single 100m 12!- per cent. -

Deduction in wages was also the cause of a strike in seven weaving mills in 
Mangaiore. In some cases men resumed work on the reduced wages and in others 
the percentage of reduction was fixed at :ruut the rate originally proposed. 

Towards the end of the year the sea.vengers employed in. the Port Trust. Madras. 
struck work as a protest against the- dismissal of one of them for absence without 
leave. Little inconvenience was caused as some of the latrines were built OD the 
ftush-out system and new men were'speedily engaged to carry on the work. The yard 
watering- and sweeping coolies went on strike in sympathy but soon resumed work. 
The strike collapsed as the anticipations of sympathetic strikes by other unions in 
the city were not realized. Those who returned to work were taken as new hands. 

1828-27. 
4. Labcu,. ruSPUW.-Except for the strike on the Bengal-Nagpur Railway which 

affected to some extent the menials and skilled workmen of Walta.ir and Vizagapatam 
stations no strike or lock-.out of a serious nature took place during the year. 
Nevertheless two ca.sesof dispute took serious turn and might baveled to grave results 
but-for the good sense displayed by the parties. For some time before July, 1926, 
the hardships of the women employees of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills were 
represented in somewhat lurid colours at the meetings of the Madras Labour Union. 
"The management of the mills thought it better in the circumsta.nces not to emplo.y 
any female labour at all and in July, 1926. served a. month's notice of discharge o.n 
about a hundred women workers. The Madras Labour Union at once adopted all 
available methods of protest. A public meeting was arranged under the auspices 
of the Women's Association to protest against the action of the mill authorities. 
In the meanwhile, a deputation of the labourers waited on the ma.nagement to 
explain their point of view and the manage~ent withdrew the notices on the day 
previous to the public meeting. At the meeting the management was thanked for the 
generous action. 
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In August, 1926. the South Indian Railway decided to send the first batch of men 
from their workshops at Negapatam to the Golden Roek shops in pursuance of the 
plan to transfer the entire staff of the workshops to the latter place. The Agent 
issued certain instructions regarding the conditions under which work should start 
in the new place. Among the changes made was included the withdrawal of the 
concession of three days' absence without leave. and the men felt that this was an 
infringement of established rigp.ts and refused ~o go to the new station unless the 
old rule was restored. For a time there seemed no prospect of an agreement. The 
Agent referred the matter to the Commissioner for arbitration. The union of the 
men wished to send a deputation to the Commissioner before deciding to accept his 
arbitration but he replied that if he was to arbitrate he could not hear the union in 
advance. Eventually the men consented to accept the Commissioner's arbitration. 
Sir George Paddison went to Negapatam in November. 1926. heard both sides an4 
pronounced his award which was favourably received by both parties and has, on the
whale, been adbered to. 

Two cases of lightning strikes occurred during the year. one in the Madras Electric
Tramways aDd the other in the Choolai l\o1ills. In the former about 2SU drivers and 
conductors refused to go OD. the line one afternoon as a protest against the punishment 
of dismissal and suspension inflicted OD two men. This action was not approved by 
the other workers and the TramV'l-aymen's Union condemned the hasty step taken 
by the drivers and conductors referred to. The men were therefore obliged to go 
back to duty. The workers of the Choolai Mills submitted a list of their grievances 
to the management. the chief demand being a half-yearly bonus. Impatient of the
deJay in getting a reply they struck work on ·the 24th January, 1927. but resumed 
wOJ'k immediately on the persuasion of the Madras Labour Union which inti.mated. 
to them that they had ~ot the sanction of all the men for this extreme cour.;e. 

1927-28. 
4: Lalwu, Dispvtes.-There was unrest during the first half of the year in the 

City of Madras. and in August and September the unrest spread to Coimbatore. 
The worst period was during April and May. when there was acute trouble in the oil 
ndustry, beginning with a strike among the workmen of the Burma Oil Company 

on account of reduction of the staff made by the company and the removal of certain 
benches in the machine shop which were previously provided for some of the men. 
The union of the oil workers became very active and the management was asked to
concede a series of demands. Official and unofficial mediation had almost succeeded 
in bringing the dispute to an end when. unfortunately. on the 10th May. 1927. a 
lorry coming from the Burma Oil Company installation at Tondiarpet was attacked 
by riotous strikers and set on fire.. A fight ensued between some of the Burma Oil 
Company stafi and the strikers and police intervention became necessary. 

In the general excitement which then prevailed. the workmen of the Asiatic
Petroleum Company and Standard Oil Company struck in sympathy. Violence 
rapidly subsided, however, after the collision with the polioe. and wiser counsels. 
gradually prevailed, with the result that the men returned to work on the 17th May. 
19'27. In view of the better relations then established between employers and 
workmen. the criminal cases ensuing on- the fracas of the 10th May were withdrawn ; 
and proceedings taken under the security section against Mr. Singaravelu Cbetti were 
dropped, on his undertaking to refrain from inciting to disorders. 

The strikes of the oil workers were foUowed by other strikes of considerable 
importance in the Diocesan Press. Messrs. Massey & Co •• and Government Public ... 
Works Workshops. The strike in the Public Works Workshops ended in a few days .. 
but those in the other two concerns lasted for three or four months. The leaders. 
failing to secure what the men demanded.. attempted to bring about a general 
strike of all the labourers in the city. This idea. howtl'VeI'. did not find favour 
with the other workers~ who had been the spectators of the sufierings caused by 
the strikes. " , 

In Coimbatore three strikes occurred during the year. On the first two occasions 
they passed oft without any serious incidents. But on the truro occasion there was. 
a general strike of all the labourers in the 3 mills. the Coimbatore Spinning and 
Weaving Mills, the- Mall Mills. and the Kaleeswarar Mills. The trouble first arose on 
the 16th August. 1927. in the Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving Mills owing to the 
suspension of three weavers who were charged by the police for assaulting a member 
of the company's staft. As the other weavers refused to work the loom oi the three 
suspended men. three men were brought from the Mall Mills. but they were 
intimidated by the other workers. The following morning the weaving section of the 
mills broke off work ten minutes after it had begun and sat do\\"'11 bv their looms. 
The infection spread rapidly and all the Workers in the mills were on Strike in a few 
hours. The news of the trouble reacted on the other two mills in the city and the-
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men there followed suit, Thus about 4>800 workers of the three mills struck work and 
refused. to leave the mill premises even after closing hours. Police assistance bad to 
be called for and it was with great difficulty and by the exercise of much tact that 
"they were a.ble to eject the men. There was some rowdyism and stone-throwing in 
-the streets, but nothing serious happened. _The strikers held frequent meetings. and 
there was a procession of the strikers and their sympathisers. Legal proceedings were 
instituted against Mr. N. S. Ramaswami Ayyangar, the President of the Coimbatore 
Labour Union. for inciting the labourers to violence. After prolonged attempts at 
negotiations the strikes came to an end on the 9th and 10th September. 1927. 

The Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway men at the Perambur Workshops 
were much agitated over the orders of the management, issued as a measure of 
-economy, to cut down the hours of work with a consequent reduction of earnings. 
"The situation eauspl anxiety for some time, but fortunately nothing untoward 
happened and the activities of the union were confined to sending deputations to 
meet the Agent to discuss with him their grievances. • 

Considerable discontent bas been caused also in the South Indian Railway Work~ 
shops by the decision of the administration to conceDtra~ all the workshops ata single 
~entre. viz .• Golden Rock. with consequent large reduction in establishment. There 
was much talk of a general strikel but fortunately at the interview which the men 
had with the Agent in December, 1921. it was decided. that nothing should be done 
by either party till the result of the enquiry to be made by a Committee appointed 
hy the Government of India was known. 

1928-29. 
Labou,. Disputes.-The most important event of the year was the extensive and 

violent strike on the South Indian Railway consequent on reductions in the 
Railway workshops owing to. concentration at Golden Rock and the introduction 
.of improved machinery and methods. 

Strikes were threatened in the Choolai (Textile) MiUs. Madras, at intervals 
during the year. The employees> chief grievances related to the piece-work system 
which had been introduced in the Carding and Spinning Departments in August. 
1927, and to the decision ta.ken in May, ]928, to put the weavers in charge of two 
looms instead of one. Certain other grievances were also put forward at the same 
-time. e.g., in the matter of sick leave and maternity benefits. After some controversy 
the ma.nagement agreed to raise the spinning rates by 10 per cent. There still 
remained the other points of dispute, and on the ] 7th August. 1928. when an attempt 
was made to put a few weavers on two looms. a strike occurred. The men howevel' 
returned to work the next morning. presumably on the understanding that a. 
-committee of experts would, as suggested by the Labour Commissioner. be appointed 
to advise as to a suitable rate for a second loom. the rate offered by the management 
(viz., half of tha.t for the :first loom) being considered unacceptable. A committee 
was accordingly appointed, and in the course of the following month produced a 
report which led to a substantial increase in the rates paid for the second loom and 
to the active consideration of the other grievances and defects. After further parley r 
several concessions were obtained from the management. With the exception of 
.one or two slight outbreaks of discontent subsequently. tranquility was on the whole 
maintained in the mills during the year . 

• , 
The most important strike in the mufassal. next of course to the South Indian 

Railway strike. was the strike in the Chittivalsa Jute Mills in Vizagapatam district. 
The ·strike 'Was serious both because of the large number of men involved and of 
the number of days the men remained out of work. The strike began on 17th 
January, 1929. when 2.000 men out of a total strength of 2.144 downed tools. The 
chief demand of the workmen was fortbe grant of a half-yearly bonus of]O per cent. 
of their wages for the Pongal festival. After some time the Labour Commissioner's 
intervention was sought by the workmen but Defore he actually reached Chittivalsa. 
the strike was brought to an end (on 4th March, ]929). as a result of negotiations 
conducted by a local union of the strikers of which Mr. V. V. Girl was the President. 
The men were given a 10 per cent. increase of wages in aU cases where the former 
pay did not exceed Rs. 10 or Rs. 12 per mensem.. Various other concessions were 
also given. 

From lit April, 1929, to 3rd August, 1929. 
•• ••••• 

A strike occurred on the 2nd April.- in the Mall Mills. Coimbatore. The cause of 
the strike was the dissatisfaction on the part of the labourers with the remuneration 
.:lffered to them by the management for working two looms instead of only one as 
previously. The number of men at1ected was 100. The Labour union representative 
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informed the Commissioner of Labour that the trouble arose partly !rom. the 
retrenchment of some 200 weavers, without notice (owing to shortage of work) and 
partly from the low rate offered for work on the second loom. The strikes spread 
on the 6th to the Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving Mills and the number a.fiected 
was about 600. The Commissioner of Labour visited Coimbatore on the 19th April. 
1929. and interviewed the management; Messrs. Stees & Co .• and had a talk with 
the men. As a result of further negotiations. the employees 01 the Spinning and 
Weaving Mills returned to work on the 23rd April~ 1929, and those of the Mall Mills 
on the 24th April.. 1929. The terms of settlement offered by the management and 
finaUyaccepted by the men were that weavers werking on two looms up to 50 in. 
width should be paid at 75 per cent. of the old rates for each loom and those attending 
to 1 i looms of over SO in. width should be given 85 per cent. of the old rate for each 
loom worked. The management stated that these rates conformed to those ruling 
in local competing mills. As a matter of concession. the weavers of the Spinning 
anq Weaving Mills who worked two looms in March were paid at the old rates. 
Practically all the looms in the Spinning and Weaving Company and more than 
three-fourths of the looms in Mall Mills were reported to be working on the 26th May# 
1929, and it was antieipated that the rest of the looms would be fully at work as 
soon as suitable orders were available. 83 men of the Coimbatore Spinning and 
Weaving Mills and 118 of the Mall Mills have been thrown out of work as a result 
of the introduction of the two looms system.. These men were paid only for the da}"$ 
they worked and no notice of discharge was given to them. nor payment made in 
lieu of notice. because they struck work without notice and thereby broke the terms 
of agreement. 

The workers in. the Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills (Cboolai Mills) 
went on strike on the 12th June. 1929. as a result oran assault of a mill hand by a. 
Gurkha watchman at the gate. Certain. officials of the Madras Labour Union for 
Textile workers interviewed the agent who informed them that he had dismissed the 
watchman concerned. The men~ however, were rather excited over the incident as 
a similar assault had been made & few weeks ago by two Gurkha watchmen of the 
mills on the Manager of the Madras Labour Union for Textile workers. All the 
workmen. numbering about 2,000. took part in the strike. The strikers originally 
demanded the dismissal of all the other Gurkha watchmen. hut on the advice of the 
union officials this demand was not pressed and the men returned to work on the 
13th June. 1929. apparently satisiied with the action of the management in 
~issing the watchman who actually committed the assault. 

The employees of the Weaving Department of the above mills, some 400 in 
number. struck work on the 16th July, 1929. alleging. (i) that the wages they were 
getting were not in proportion to the work turned out. (il) that the wages had fallen 
considerably as a ·'result of the cutting down by the management of the rates per 
unit and pattern of work. and (ill) that accounts for the actual work turned out by 
each weaver, were not properly maintained by the management. The employees in 
the other departments in the mills did not participate in the strike but the manage
ment did not want them to continue at work while the weaving department was 
idle. They accordingly put up.a notice declaring a lock-out until further orders. 
As a result of a series of conferences between the management and the representa
tives of the Madras Labour Union in the presence of the Labour Commissioner 
the mills were re-opened and normal work resumed on the 25th July. 1929. on the 
understanding that an expert committee woul4 be ~ppoillted ~ rel)Ort W the 
Labour Commissioner on the following lines :-

(I) To report to the Labour Commissioner ..... hether, sin.., the introduction of the 
two-lOOms system. there has been any alteration in the basic rates on which wages 
in the weaving depa.rtm.ent are calculated. and if so. to indicate the nature. ext~Dt 
and time of the alteration or alteratioDs~ 

(2) To examine and report to the Labour Coinmissloner on the figures of 
production embodied in the statements which have been furnished by the manage
ment of the Choolai Mills at the conferences in the Labour Commissioner's office on 
the 23rd and 24th July. 1929. for each of the twelve months ended June last. 

'(3) To report to the Labour Commissioner whether the production in the weaving 
department at an}t< time since the beginning of November last has been seriously 
affected by the inferior quality of the wa..rp and weft supplied. 

The Committee has made the necessary investigations and its report is almost 
ready. 

PA:RT U. .' 

OondiliollJl of Labour ill lIineL 
The mining industry in this Presidency is insignificant. The total labour force 

employed numbers less than five thousand and the mines are for the most part OpeD 
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pits of no great depth in which quarrying is done by unskilled. and often casual. 
labour drawn from the D~hbouring villages. The statement below shows tb 
Dumber and nature of these mines :- . 

M.i,nerals worked. District. 

Manganese 

Magnesite 

Mica 

Bazytes 
Corundum .. 
Asbestos 

r Vizagapa.t&m 
•• ~ BeUary 

lKumool 
•• Salem 

{
Nel10re •• 

. • The Nilgiris . 

Kumool 
Salem 
Cuddapah 

I.-Bearuilment. 

Number of 
mines (in 1928). 

9 
5 
I 
4 

75 
3 (2 Were closed during: 

the year). 
6 
2 
2 

I. The Iabouren employed in the mines in Salem. Nellore. Cuddapah. Kurnool 
and Vizagapa.tam districts come from the neighbouring villages. Only three of the
five manganese mines in BeUary and the mine in the Nilgiris employ imported labour. 
In the Nilgiris~ ordinary labour .is local. while skilled labourers to run shafts ant 
imported from outside the district. In Bellary the imported labour comes from the
Mysore State and Bombay Presidency and only for a short period in the year. 

The supply of labour in Salem and Cuddapah districts is subject to seasonal 
variations; there is a shortage of labour during the harvest season and a slight 
exeess during drought. The labourers prefer agricultural labour to industrial Jabour_ 

2. (i) Generally the labourers resort to the mines for work in the morning and 
return home to their villages in the evening. 

(ti) Twenty per cent .. of the labourers employed in the Nellore district and 5(} 
per cent of those in the Cuddapah district reside in huts provided for the purpose 
in the neighbourhood of the mines. No permanent labour force is employed in the 
mines in the Vi%agapatam district. The extent of permanent labour force in Bellary 
district is not known. . 

3. Labourers are not recruited on any definite basis. Villagers know when la.bour 
is in demand at the mines ~d offer themselves for work. The selection is made by 
the managers of mines. In Salem and Vi%a.gapatam districts the labourers are 
engaged through the agency of contrac~. but no writt~ agreements exist. 

8. In most of the mines employment is continuous throughout the year but some
of the less remunerative miea mines in NelJore work only for six months in the year. 
Under 5 per cent. of the l&bourers employed in the mines in the NelJore district are 
casual employees. . 

IL-lilafl Organisation. 
11. The selection of managing staft rests with the proprietors or directors of the 

mining companies. In Salem district and in the manganese mines of Bellary and. 
Vizagapatam the managers are educated persons with technical qualifications. In 
the Nilgiris the one mica mine is under personal supervision of the proprietor. 

12. In the Salem district. quarry superintendents and clerks are selected by the-" 
managers. Intelligent and capable labourers are appointed as maistris by the 
managers in consultation with quany superintendents. No such system appears. 
to exist in other districts. 

12. The rela.tions between laboureI$ and employers are generally satisfactory. 

15 .. In the Salem district the quarrying work is mostly given OD contract. The 
contractors select an area for quarrying. SUbject to the approval of the manager of" 
the company. and the labourers work directly under these contractors who pay them 
their daily wages. SulH;ontracting is discouraged by the company and has been 
practically closed. Payments to contTa-cton;: are subject to check measurements. 
by the manager who has also the power to cancel the contract at any time. The 
contractors have to follow the rules and conditions laid down by the company which 
has reserved to itself the power of cancelling the contract at will, In the 
Vizagapatam district also a similar system of entrusting the workof mining manganese 
ore in mines to contractors is prevalent: these contractors have sub-contractors 
who get the work done. The system of engaging contractors as intermediaries does 
not appear to exist in other districts. 
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mo.-Housing, 
16 and 18. In the NUgiris suitable house accommpdation is provided by mine 

-owners while the labourers in Vizagapatam district are not' housed near the mines • 
.as no imported labour is engaged. In the Salem and Kumool districts tru! provision 
of housing accommodation has not been found necessary as the labourers reside in 
the neighbouring villages. Most of the labourers employed in the mines in the 
Nellore district reside in· th~ surrounding villages; they go to the mines in the 
morning and return home in the evening. Such of the labourers as reside about the 
mines are supplied with building materials with which they construct huts of the 
type they are accustomed to live in. In Cuddapah district some of the labourers 
.are provided with'huts, while in Bellary district huts have been provided for the 
labourers employed in three of the five manganese mines. 

19. In Nellore those 1abourers~ who reside in the mining area occupy huts 
-constructed for them.. Out of 35 huts provided for the labourers in the Cuddapah 
district only 12 are occupied by workmen. . 

20. The housing accommodation provided by the mine owners in the Nilgiris. 
-Cuddapah and Nellore districts to their labourers is free of rent. Information in 
respect of Bella.ry district is not available . . 

IV.-IIeaIth. 
23. The general health 01 workers a.ppears to be satisfactory. Vital statistics 

·are not available fQr birth-rate and infant mortality among the labourers. but there 
appears to be no striking difference between the mine areas and the rest of the district 
in this respect. It is reported that the birth-rate and infant mortality have not 
been adversely affected by the special nature of the work done by the labourers in 
the mines in Salem district and mica mining does not appear to dect the health 
·of workers in Nellore district as mines are mainly worked on the open cast system 
and tunnelling is not deep. Watersuppiywasreported to be inadequate in Mostoi the 
mines in the Ne110re district and the District Health Officer has recommended that 
-every mine owner should be called upon to sink a sanitary well at his mine and also 
that the mine owners should stock medicines for cholera 'and for simple ailments. 
Instructions have been issued to the mine owners to carry out these recommenda
tions. The supply of drinking water in the mines in Salem district is reported to be 
adequate. In Vizagapatam district the labourers employed in the Vizianagram 
.Mining Company obtain drinking water from the wells in the neigbbouring fields. 
The resting accommodation in the mines at Kanjamalai. Salem district, has been re
p<>rted to be inadequate and the District Health Officer has suggested the construction 
of three more huts to be used as tiffin sheds for the labourers. In Cuddapah district 
malaria prevails and at every change of season there is wide spread fever. In 
Bellary district malaria prevails in the mines of Thummaragudi throughout the year 
..and as a preventive measure the mine owners administer quinine to the laboUrers 
twice a week free of Cost. During the rainy season the cold winds from the Sandur 
Hills a.1fect the health of the labourers in the mines of Tonasigeri. 

24. The magnesite mines at Suramangalam. Salem district. maintain a dispensary 
which is in charge of a medical officer who attends for two hours a day twice a week 
and when necessary daily. Three medical attendants are provided by mine owners 
for work in Garvide and Garbham mines in the Vizagapatam district. The labourers 
-employed in the mines in the Nilgiris are sent for treatment to the hospital on 8. 
neighbouring tea estate. Labourers in the mines in Cuddapah district are atWnded 
to by a whole-time doctor attached to the mines. A small dispensary is also 
maintained. The District Health Officer. Nellore. reported "that the surgical outtit at 
most of the mines in that district was inadequate and the mine owners have been 
instructed to rectify the defect. A dispensary is also maintained. by the mine owners 
·at the Thummaragudi manganese mines for the benefit of the. employees. 

25. The average attendance at the dispensary attacbed to the Garbham mines 
in the Vizagapatam district was thirty during the year 1928 out of a total of 124 
Jabourers employed in this mine. First aid is rendered iu eases of accidents in 
Nellore and the labourers (both men and women) in the Cuddapah and Salem districts 
freely utilize the medical facilities provided. , 

26. Sanitary and conservancy arrangements in the mines in Kurnool and Salem 
-districts are reported to be adequate. Sanitary wnditions on the mines in 
Vizagapatam. the Nilgiris~ and Nellore d4tricts are reported to be fair. The doctor 
-employed for the mines in the C\lddapah district is in charge of the sanitary 
arrangements and on the whole sanitation is reported to be satisfactory. No special 
-conservancy anangements exist at present at the mines in Nellore district. Govern
ment have issued orders that the bore-hole type of iatrine should be erected on 
the surface of the mines for the use of the work people. In the Garbham mines each 
bouse is provided. with a private latrine. 
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27. No special Boards of Health' exist for the inspection of mines in this, 
Presidency. The mines are inspected by the District Health Officers who report to· 
the collectors on the sanitary conditions and suggest improvements. In Salem 
district the District Medical Offi.~ also inspects the mines. 

28. The existing mines rules appear to be suitable. 

V.-Welfare (other than HeaIIh and lIolWng, Imt includiDg Education). 
Owing to lack of competition. prices of foodstuffs and clothing a:re somewhat 

high in Nel10re district and one or two mine owners in this district supplied these 
necessaries to the labourers emplo.yed under them at moderate prices. The practice' 
is not general. . 

There are no schools at most of the mines for the education of employees or their 
children. The establishment o.f such schools near the mines appears hardly practic~ 
able as the mines are generally scattered and most of the emplo.yees return to. their 
homes in the evening. In Salem district. however, there is an aided night school' 
for the benefit of the labourers at Suramangalam. and about 44 labourers attend 
the school every night. 

IX.-Houra. 
B.-MINES. 

63. (i) Hours worked per day and per week in the mines in the several districts. 
are:-

District. 

Nellore 
Cuddapah 
Salem 
Vizagapatam 
The Nilgiris 

The houtS of work are as below:-

Hours 
per day. 

7 
8! 
9 
9 
7i 

Nellore {8 a.m. to 12 noon }7 hours. 
2 p.m. to 5 p,m. 

Sal~ {7 a.m. to 12 noon }9 hours~ 
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 

Cuddapah -< 10 a.m. to 1.30 p.m. 8-1 hours. 
r 7.30 a.m. to 9.30 ".m. } 

l 2.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. 

Hours 
perweek~ 

42 
51 
54 
54 
45 

(u) No overtime is worked in the mines in. Cuddapah. Kumool and Nellare· 
districts. Fitters in Cuddapah district work overtime one hour a week. The· 
actual number of hours including overtime may be estiD;lated at ten hours and 
the spread over at 11 hours in the Salem district. Average bours worked per week 
during 1928 ranged from 9 to 56 in the Vizagapatam distri~ 9 to 48 in Kurnool 
district and 46 to 54 in Salem district. In Cuddapah and Be1lary districts the average·. 
hours worked per week were 51 and 48 respectively. The Peripai and Garbham 
mines in the Vtzagapatam district worked 48 and 54 hours per week respectively. 

64. AU the days with the exception of Sundays in Nellore. Vi2agapatam and the 
Nilgiris. Mondays in Salem. and Thursdays in Cudda~ are working days •. 

65. Effect of Restrict._ of HOW's. 
67. Suitability of It.. Law Relatin{ 10 Shifts, 
68. PossibiWy of Inuoducing an Effective Daily Limttation.-Sixty hours~ 

restriction per week bas proved beneficial in the Salem district and the limitation 
of 8 hours per day appears reasonable. There appears to be no necessity for these
measures in other districts. 

69. Intervals are as follows :-
Nellore 2 hOUIS between 12 noon and 2 p.m. 
Salem 1 hour between 12 noon and 1 p.m .• or 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. 

as the workmen come at 7 or 8o·clock. 
Kurnool 1 hour between I p.m. and 2 p.m. 
Cuddapah I i hours (9.30 a.m. to 10 a.m. and 1.30 p.m. to 2.30 p.m.) .. 

This interval is workers' meal time. 
70. Day of Rest.-The Hindu festivals and Sundays in Nellore and Vi.zagapatam;. 

Mondays in Salem and Thursdays in Cuddapah are holidays. 
71. The existing provisions are adequate. 

X.--8peoial QuealiODl Relating to Women, Young Adalia aDd Children' 
B.-MINES. 

90. EffBeI of Ad of 1922-Suitabilily oj w-,ification P,ovisiOHs.-The certification. 
provisions appear to be suitable wherever applied. 
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91. Es&lusWn of Womsn.-W~)Jnen have lately been excluded from work in the 
mines in Nellore and Cuddapah districts. The entire exclusion of women labour 
would result in hardship to the labourers' family from a pecuniary point of view. 
Husband and wife prefer to work together at the mines. Owing to the exclusion of 
women 50 per cent. of the workezs in the Cuddapah district left service and have 
secured employment elsewhere. In the magnesite mines at Suramangalam. women are 
engaged in dressing and cleansiog the mineral after extraction, before calcination. 
Children are employed in carrying as headloads baskets of spoils from the workspots 
to the trolleys for conveyance to the spoil banks. Women and children are not 
employed for work in the nights at the above mines. 

XIL-W-. 
96. In the NUgiris district the daily average number of persons employed in and 

around the mines that were at work during the year 1928 was 74. of whom 50 were 
men and 24 women. The average wages paid to an unskilled labourer was 8 annas 
and to a skilled labourer Re. 1·1·0 per day. In the Vizagapatam district the daily 
average number of persons empJoyed in and about the nnnes was 193 as against 
356 in the previous year. All of them worked on the surface and none worked 
underground. In the Salem district the total daily average number of persons 
employed in the magnesite mines (Government Hills) at SnramangaJ.am was 674 
males and 463 females on open workings and 143 males and 2 females on surface. 
the daily &overage earnings being 6 As. 9 pies in the case of males employed on open 
workings, 6 annas in the case of males employed on surlace operations and 3 As. 6 pies 
in the case of females. In the Jaghir Hill mines the dally average number of labourers 
employed was ISO males and 107 females and they were paid 4 As. 8 pies per diem. 
In the Kanjamalai mines the da.ily average number of male and female workers was 
18 and 24 respectively. In the KUTambapatti magnesite mines the daily average 
number of persons employed was 30 males and 6 females in the open workings. and 
7 males and ]0 females on suriace. the daily average earnings being 4 As. 10 pies 
and 2 As. 6 pies in the case of males and females employed on open workings 
uspeetively. and 6 As. 3 pies and 3 As. 7 pies in the case of males and females 
employed on surface operations respectively. In the corundum mines the daily 
average number of labourers employed was 12 males and 19 females. The male 
workers received 4 annas and female workers 2 anna! a. day. The wages paid to 
labourers in the Nellore district were 4 annas to S anna.s for men, 3 annas to 4 annas 
for women and Ii annas to 3 annu for children. In the Kumool district the average 
daily number of persons employed in and about the mines during the year was 51 as 
against 65 in the previous year .. the average daily ea.mings of a labourer ranging from 
10 to 12 annas during the harvest seasons and 6 to 8 annas at other times. The 
average daily number of persons employed in the asbestos mines in the Cudda:pah 
district during the year was S4 males and 12 females in the underground workings 
and 173 males and 52 females on the surface. The daily a.verage earnings in the 

. case of unskilled male workers employed underground were As. 6~lO while 
.skilled male labourers employed .on the surface were au an. a.verage paid 
Rs. 1-2-1 and unskilled labourers 9 annas per day. The female labourers employed 
both underground and on the surface were paid 5 annas per day. In the BeUary 
district the average daily number of persons employed in the mines was 232~ of 
whom 174 were men and 58 women. The wages are paid in cash .. 

105. Minimum W age5.-There has been no complaint about the adequacy or 
-otherwise of the wages at the mines. 

106. De4U&1ions.-Nil. Labourers are very rarely fined. 
107. The periods of wage paymeqt in the several districts are as follows :-

District. 
Kurnool 
Cuddapah .. 
Salem 
Nellore 
Vizagapetam 

Periods of payment. 
Daily or weekly. 
Daily or fortnightly. 
Daily. 
Fortnightly .. 
Weekly or monthly. 

In·the Kumool and Nellore districts the payment is made on the following day .. 
week or fortnight as the case may be and there has been generally no complaint 
about this system. In the Nellore district there have been one or two complaints 
of delay in the payment of wages and in these cases the mine owners disbursed the 
pay on receipt of a warning from the collector. No legislation appears to be necessary 
-or called for. The undisbursed wages in Nellore remain with the employer until 
they axe claimed. 

lOS. A· certain amount of ind~btedness is reported among the labourers in. 
Hellore and Salem districts. 
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Sta"m~'Jt. 

I I I 
Name of port and source of Hours worked per week, Days worked Desirability of Wages. Other information ;; informatimt. per day. per week. regulation. of interest. l' 

48 bours a week and eight Menials-Rs.12-18. Labour iIJ paid at 
;:::j 

Cocanada. Port Officer .. 6. Nil. .!"' 
hours a day, Skilled labour-Ro. local rates in re~ 

'd 20-50. gard to menials e Men in charge of but very much 
dredgers - Rs. higher for ~ained 

!"' 120 to Rs. 490. men. 
Cochio. Port Officer .. .. Labour is casual and is had on All through the No regulation ap- Wages are as The hours of work 

contract by parties. week as per re- pears to be neces- agreed to be- on board steam-
ql1irement. essary. tween contrac- ers. other .ea 

tors and ooolies. ft0ing vessels and 
'censed lighter, 

etc., working ves-
sels. are between 
sun-rise and sun-
set with intervals 

No daily, weekly 
for meals. 

Mangalorc. Port Officet .. No (\Xed hours. Work accord- Same as in column Regulation could During tbe South-
ing to the amount of cargo 2. Practically no not be benencial or monthly west monsoon 
to be handled. Work on work during the to the labourers wages. months. no work 
contract system. South~west mon~ or to the em- Coolies are paid by is available for 

soon months of ployers. as work contractors atso the coolies. but 
June. July and 15 on contract much per ton. the contractors 
August. system. ad vance money 

to the coolies un~ 
der them and re-
cover it during 
the working sea-
son. 

Mandapam. Marine Supcrin.: Pier staff 8 hours a day .. All days. Re.t is Nil. - Nil. 
tendent, South Indian given by turns. 
Railway. Mandapam. 

From 6 a.m.· to 6 p.m. on Six; seven, if work Negapatam. Port Officer .. None. The labour- Paid at the rate of Nil . 
steamer days. Overtime is is ava.ilable. era work of their six to nine pies 
not usual. They arrange own free-will per bag. accordR 

amongst themselves the and are only too ing to distance ... 
actual num.ber of hours of glad to get more carried for land~ '" work. money. ing ,or loading. 

n 



Name of port and source of 
information. 

Neg.patam ...... n.td.. A. K. 
Mohamad Mohideen Mari~ 
car, Deck Passenger Broker 
and Dubash. British India. 
Steam Navigation Com~ 
pany. Liroited. Negapatam. 
through Port Officer. 

Negapatam, A. Seenimatbar 
Rowtber. Nattami for 
cooJies. Negapatam, 
through Port Officer. 

Cnddalore. South Coromandel 
Chamber of Commerce. 
Cuddalor •. 

Tuticorin. Tutieorin Chamber 
of Commerce, through Port 
Officer. 

Tuticorin. Indian Chamber of 
Commerce. Tuticorin, 
througb Port Officer, 

Houn worked per week, 
per da.y. 

Eight hours a day. There i. no 
cuatom in practice as to the 
hours of work a. coolie !iJbould 
work in a week. There is no 
agreement in force regard
ing the normaJ houffJ< of 
work. For night work. full 
day's wage is pa.id. 

6 a.m. to 6 p.m. with two 
hours' rest m the interval. 
At times of emergencies the 
labourers work even on Sun
days and other holidays. 
They are used to work in 
batches whenever caUed for 
during the hours noted 
above. 

Labourers employed are gene
rally and mostly paid on the 
piece~work system. 

No regular hours; time or 
work depends on amoun t of 
cargo to he bandied. 

Sixty bours per week and ten 
houn per day {rom 7 a.m. to 
6 p.m. Coal landing coolies 
do night.work till 12 mid. 
night. They have quarters 
within foreshore and are on 
call at all hours of the day 
and night. 

Days worked per 
week. 

Depends upon the 
nature of the 
work and the 
time re9,uired hy 
the coolies to do 
it. No regular 
system in prac· 
tice. 

Six days. Eacb 
cooUe is used to 
take one day'. 
complete fest in 
a week. 

Six days i provid
ed there is work. 
On Sundays 
steamers are not 
working and Ca.lM 

go is rarely 
handled. 

Six. 

Desirability of 
regulation. 

No regulation is in 
force at present. 
The present sys .. 
tem in practice 
is quite safe and 
the work is car
ried on safely. 

Eight hours' work 
per day from 7 
a.m. to 11 a..m. 
and 2 p.m. to 6 
p.m. is desirable. 

Employers and 
labourers are 
•• tisfied. No 
need for regula .. 
tion. 

Highly desired. 

Wages. 

Re. I. 14Il1ln ... 12 
annas and 11 an .. 
nas per day. 

Re.2, 12 annas. to 
Ro.4. 11 aun .. 
per 100 bags ac· 
cording to the 
distance over 
which thor have 
to be earned. 

VVork through 
oon t raotors . 
Wages paid not 
lmown. 

Coolies are paid 12 
rumas per day. 
Lightermen earn 
per month Re. 
12 to 15. 

• 
Other information 

of interest. 

The present system 
is very satisfac-
tory. 

Coolies carty heavy 
loads and lighter. .~. 
men a.re under-
paid. 
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Mr. J. GR.~Y, O.B.E., 1.C.S .• Commissioner of Labour. 

Practically all the information at my disposal on the various matters included 
in the schedule of subjects falling within the terms of reference to the Royal Com
mission on Labour in India. was submitted to the Government of Madras in the 
beginningof August1a.st. and has been included in Part I of their printed memorandum 
already submitted to the Royal Commission. The repetition in my evidence of the 
greater part of that memorandum would serve no purpose and I shall accordingly 
confine my written evidence to those matters in regard to whieh I am DOW in a 
position tosupply additional information or to bring theinfonnation already embodied 
in the Government memorandum referred to above up to date. 

With regard to Section XIV-Trade Combifltlli ..... item (117)-E_ oj 
OrganizaticM Q/ EMpkryees. the total membership of registered trade unions on 31st 
March last. according to the annual returns of those unions~ was made up as follows !-

(I) The Buckingham and Camatic Mills Employees' Union, 
Madras • • .' • .. .. .. • • .. 2.060 

(2) The Madras Labour Union for Textile Mill Workers, 
Madras . • 4.035 

(3) The Madras Government Press Employ ... • Association 
Madras .. .. • • .. • . • • .. Defunct 

(4) Th. Poblic Wodts Department, Workers' Union, Madras 352 
(5) The Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway Employees' 

Union. Madras • • 7,334 
(6) The South Indian Railway. Employees' Association, 

Triehinopoly .. 250 
(7) The Madras Aluminium Labour Union, Madras .. 196 
(8) The Ranipet Labour Union, Ranipet •• . . • • 312 
(9) Th. Madras Electric Tramways and Sopply Corporation 

Employees' Union. Madras 1,190 
(10) The Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway Non-

Workshop Employees~ Union, Madras 884 

Total •• 16.613 

The M. & S.M. Railway Employees' Union has added very considerably to its 
strength during the last few months and its present membership iB. I understand, 
about 15.000. and SO the total membership of registered trade llDions in the 
Presidency is DOW probably about 25,000. 

t2(). Indivi4tUJl Trade Unions.-A list of the ten registered trade umons in 
this Presidency. showing the dates on which they were registered, is given in Part I 
of the memorandum of the Madras Government, referred to above. There are, 
however, several other trade tlnions in the Presidency which have Dot applied for 
registration under the Indian Trade Unions Act. 

Registered Trade UniODl. 
1. T"M Bdingluun and CtJ1'nal-i& Mills Employees' Union, Madra.s.-This 

union was started in 1926. Early in February of that year some of the workpeople 
of these mills approached the management and stated that they were anxious. to 
form under the new Trades Unions Act a union of their own under their own coDtrol~ 
but before doing SO would Iik. to ascertaln what attitude the management would 
take in the ma.tter. The reply of the management was that they would readily 
accord their- recognition to a Jegally constituted trade union of the workmen. Several 
meetings of the union were held in April. 1926. for drafting rule8 to regulate the 
working of the union. The union was fi.nally registered in June. 1927. The member-, 
ship of the union on 31st March last was 2.060. The mills emplo-yees number 
about 10,000. 

As will be seen from the history of the Madras Labour Union there has been 
much controversy and bitterness of feeling between that union and the Buckingham 
and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union. and although attempts have been made at 
various times to amalgamate the two unions they have not met with any success. 

2. Tiu Madras Laboul' Unicm for Textil& MiU Workers. Mwas.-The following 
extract from a compilation in my office gives the early history of this union :_ 

The very' early history of the Madras Labour Union is the .same as that of the 
labour movement in Madras. Through the e1fo-rts of the members of Sri Venkates&. 
Gumritha Varshini Sabha~ the union was formed on 21th April, 1918" under the 
Presidentship of Mr. B. P. Wadia. The formulation of the grievances of the work
people of both the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills and some of the ooncessions gnu>.ted 
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by the management of the mills, the opening on 26th May, 1918, of a provision stores 
for the benefit of the members of the union. the renting of a room and the opening 
of a library by the tmion on 21st September. 1918. were the circumstances which 
made the union a. popula.r institution among the workpeople of the mills. Mr. Wadia 
pressed for further concessions to the mill bands. The following represent the struggles 
carried on by the union with the management of the mills. 

The chief demands made by Mr. Wadia were a rise of 20 per cent. in wages and 
the extension of the time for mid-day meal from forty minutes to one hour. Time 
was allowed to the management to consider the demands. but as no reply was received 
from the management eveD after some time, Mr. Wadia resumed the agitation and in 
his address to the labourers on 13th July, 1918. he reviewed his work in the labour 
field. referred to his interview with His Excellency the Governor in regard to his 
connection with the union and His Excellency's advice to him, and also advised 
the labourers not to strike work since such a step on their part would be attributed to 
his instigation and would probably result in proceedings being taken against him 
and the union under the Defence of India Act. 

·Th, Firsl Lo&k-<n<l-(281JJ 0&/0 ... , 1918 10 30111 0&/0 ... , 1918}.-From the 
formation of the union there was unrest in the mills. and on many oceasions tills 
led to acts of insubordination on the part of the employees. Though the usual time 
for beginning work was 6.15 a.m.~ the weaving department had been granted a. 
concession and allowed to come ill up to 6.30 a.m. Now the spinning department 
demanded the same concession which the management refused to grant. On 26th 
October, 1918. the management put up a notice to the efiect that the gates would be 
closed punctually at 6.15 a,m~ On 28th October. 1918. the concession granted to 

. the weavers was done away with owing to the demands made by other departments. 
About half the number ef weavers turned up 1a.te on 28th October, ]918, and the 
other half who went in refused to de any work. Under these circumstances the 
mill authorities closed the mills en 28th October. 1918. The men remained eut for 
three days and on Mr. Wadia's advice to them to resume work, they went back to 
work on 31st October. 1918. The men were quiet during the lock-out period. 

Th. Sucm4 1.<Jck-'-(27'h November, 1918, 10 16th December, 1918}.-The men 
keenly felt their defeat in the fust lock-out. They would not have yielded so easily 
had it not been for the advice of Mr. Wadia who said that their strike or 1ock-out 
would interfere with the munition work the mills were ca.nying on. But no such 
higher considerations appealed to the labourers and they grew restive again with 
the result that within another month, the mill authorities declared the second lock
out. The immediate causes of the lock-out were the suspension of a jobber in 
conn"ection with an assault on the weaving master of the Carnatic Mill and the retusa.l 
of the men to work unless the jobber was taken back and the refusal also of the 
men to give the names of assailants in this case, as well as in another case of assault 
on the manager of the Buckingham Mill on the same day. The management closed 
the mills on 21th November 1918. The management demanded that the names of 
the assailants should be furnished by the employees. The demand was not conceded. 
and Mr. Wadia advised the men to hold out. collected subscriptions from the public 
for "maintaining the men and also requested Mr. Gandhi to come down to lead the 
men. On 7th December. 1918, the management put up a. notice ofieriDg to :reopen 
the mills excepting the weaving department and promising a full day's wages to 
the men for working from 6 a.m. to 12 noon every day. They wanted an expression 
of regret from the weaving department men if they were to be taken back. Mr. 
Wadia advised against resumption of WOl'k by the men. On 10th December. 1918, 
Mr. C. F. Andrews arrived on the scene, baving been sent by 11k. Gandhi. who could 
not come himself owing to ill-health. Mr. Andrews intervened on behaIi of the 
WOl'kpeople, and the mills reopened on 17th December. 1918. the conditions of the 
settlement being. that the manage-ment would ;pay seven days' wages for- the lock-out 
period as an act of grace and not as a legal nght. that the management refused to 
refer to arbitration the points on which they were at variance with the workpeople 
and that they declined to take back the dismissed men. 

During the lock-out period. the strength of the union considerably increased~ 
because the men joined the union in large numbers for the purpose of receiving relief 
money. Women workers were also enrolled as members. and ehil. labourers as 
associates of the union. Generally speaking. the men were quiet and kept themselves 
within bounds during the lock-out period. During the daily meetings, Mr. Wadia 
and the other political workers who came to his help indulged in violent denunciations 
of the capitalists and the Government 

On 23rd November~ 1918, the union rented a bungalow on Rs. 50 per mensem, on 
Perambur Barracks Gate Road. for the location of the union office and for holding 
meetings. Mr. Wadia then turned his attention. to constituting the union on regular 
lines and a committee was appointed to look after the co-operative bank of the union. 
A fund was in the meanwhile started for acquiring a permanent building 10r the union. 
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The united spinning and weaving mill employees were eligible for membership 
in the union. A small number of the employees of this min had joined the union, 
and at their instance, the workpeople there agitated for concessions similar to those 
granted by the management of the Buckingham and Ca.rnatic Mills. On 2nd October~ 
1918. they left the mill in a body at 5.35 p.m. instead of at 6 p.m., the usual time~ 
The manager of the mill drew Mr. Wadia's notice -to the conduct of the men and 
Mr. Wadia thereupon mediated and brought about an amicable settlement between 
the employers and the employees there. 

During the yearz 1919. the union grew in strength and importance. Better 
counsels seem to ha;ve prevailed with both the labourers and the management, and 
difierences between them were settled without pushing matters to the extent of 
declaring a strike or lock--out. The union celebrated its first anniversary on 13th 
Aprilz 1919. Mr. Wadia left India in May to go to Ameriea to attend the International 
Labour Conference. and Mr. Arundale acted as President during his absence. During 
the latter part of the YeeT, the union began to discuss the question of further con
cessions for the men on account of the steadily increasing price of food-stuffs and 
other necessaries of life. but it was only in 192() that a formal demand was made 
to the management. 

In tbeirmeetingof 2nd February, 1920. the union drew up a list of their grievances 
and sent it to Messrs. Binny & Co.~ managing agents of the Buckingham and Carnatic 
Mills, in the name of the executive committee of the union. By this time the capitalists 
in the city had begun to view with apprehension and disfavour the influence of 
outsiders in the labour union. The management of the millsl therefore. asked the 
union whether the executive committee was composed of employees of tbeBuclcingham. 
and Carnatic Mills. This the union resented. Very soon troubles began to crop up 
in the mills. On 8th February, 1920-, two firemen who had been detailed for duty 
stayed away from work without specifying any grounds for their action (these were 
men detailed for duty on Sunday in order to attend to the engines). Thereupon the 
management put up a notice to the effect: that the engineering staff men working for 
seven hours on Sunday would be paid It days' wages. Mr. Arundale disapproved 
of the action of the men in practising passive resistance in thatform. On lZthFebruary, 
1920. the representatives of the mill-hands interviewed the directors who promised 
the following concessions to the men: (1) (a) increase of 10 per cent. to those who 
drew one rupee and above per day; (b) 15 per cent.. to those who drew between 
9 annas and one rupee; and (c) 20 per cent. to those who drew less than 9 ann.as ; 
(2) 2 annas per rupee as rice allowance to those who drew between Rs. 25 and Rs. 75 
per mensem, and S annas for those drawing up to Rs. 25; (3) houses to be built 
for mill employees; (4) gazetted holidays and six to Jifteen days privilege leave; 
(S) bonus would be increased from 5 per cent. to to per cent. At the same time the 
management condemmed the influence of outsiden in the union and asked for the 
co-operation of the men which should be shown by turning out better work, and 
further stipulated that no further increase wa,uld be gr.mted for another two years. 
The men were dissatisfied with the conditions and advocated a strike~ but Mr. 
Arundale dissuaded them. The Labour Commissioner intervened and a court of 
enquiry was appointed. In their meeting of 8th March, 1920, the labour union 
approved of the .. award .. of the court of enquiry, viz., (I) grant of 4 annas rice 
allowance per rupee, (2) increase of 20, 25 and 30 per cent. in wages, (3) full pay for 
gazetted holidays, (4) minimum wage to be not less than 9 anna. 7 pies, (5) .. fort
night's privilege leave after five years, (6) establishment of a contributory provident 
fund instead of the gratuity fund. On 23rd Ma.rclr, 1920, the management declared 
that they would not grant gratuity to men with less than ten years' service. and that 
the 4 annas rice allowance would take effect only from March 15th. On 23rd March, 
1920, the union representatives interviewed the managing director in regard to a 
disagreement with regard to the interpretation of the award and since they could 
not come to any agreement, the men struc~ work the same day. This was the third 
dead-lock in the mills and the first strike of 1M mill nnpJo:yees. As soon as the men 
struck work. Mr. Arundale advised them to resume work and promised 1xl interview 
His Excellency on their behalf, but the men were stubborn. His Excellency advised 
the labourers through the Labour Commissioner to join duty and promised a sym
pathetic consideration of their case. After prolonged persuasion from the leaders. 
the men joined duty 00 27th March, 1920. During this strike the men were reported 
to have assaulted the menials of the European assistants of the mills ou thetr way 
to and from the M~ Market. The men resumed work and then consented to the 
interpretation of the award by the Labour Commissioner. 

After the termination of the strike the men went on with the union work quietly. 
They celebrated the second anniversary of the union in the middle of the year and 
subsequently organized a grand welcome to Mr. Wadis.. their president~ who returned 
to Madras on 8th August. 1920. Mr. Wadia thee resumed charge of the duties 
of the union president from Mr. Arunda1e. Ie October, 1920, troubles again 
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commenced, this time only in the Buckingham Mill. owing to the passing over of the 
claims of one, Natesa. Mudali, a side jobber, for promotion which, the management 
statec:L was due to the unsatisfactory nature of his duties. but the labourers believed, 
was due to his active working for the cause of the uniou# the labourers began to 
practise n passive resistance U in the mill. A number of men who were offered the 
vacant place declined it; the head jobber when ordered by the manager to look 
after the duties of the vacant jobber's place refused to do so~ and the weavers refused 
to work there. The management instituted & campaign of dismissals and about 
fifty men were dismissed in a few days. This fight between the employers and the 
employees culminated in a disturbance in the weaving shed on 20th October~ 1920. 
Naturally the disturbance bas been dilferently described by the management aod 
the labourers. According to the management a seenon of the weavers refused to 
work the .. dhobby looms n prescnbed for them and to a.ttend to its repairs; they 
refused as wen to work the ordinary looms and demanded that they must be paid 
their allowance of 4 anDas a day. which the management refused. Thereupon When 
the weaving master (Mr. A. Bent1~) went inside his office toom a number of weavers 
went and sat at the doorway of his office room and would not allow him to go out. 
When* after waiting lor a long time. he attempted to get out the weavers assaulted 
him and threw spindles at him. and when he took out a revolver he had in his pocket 
they rushed at him, snatched the revolver from his hands and assaulted him and 
chased him to the manager's office. The labour version was that when the weavers 
went to the weaving master's room and explained matters to him he got wild. took 
out the revolver and pointed it at them to shoot them when they managed to snatch 
it away from him. Anyway. the revolver was taken by the labourers at once to 
Mr. Wadia. The mill worked that day~ and the next moming* 21st October~ 1920. 
the management declared a Iock..-out •• in view of the assault on the weaving master 
and the general tnrbulent attitude of the workpeople/' Thus commenced the third 
Jock~out. this time only in the Buckingham Mill. After about a fortnight the manage
ment put up a notice giving the numbers of the employees dismissed in the various 
departments (about 150 in number) and specifying the conditions under which the 
rest might return to work. But the men were stubborn and did not take any notice 
of that or the subsequent n-otiee the management put up. The union held meetings 
every day, appointed a H lock--out committee U with Mr. Wadia as president and 
set about working in right earnest to defeat the employers. In the meanwhile 
Mr. Wadia went to Bombay to a.ttend the All-India. Trade Union Conference meeting. 
and on his return brought a few looms and started work in the union premises. 
Money was collected in Bombay. subscriptions were raised from the Carnatic Mill 
employees and relief money distdbuted to the lock-out men. About a month after 
the lock..-out Messrs. Binny and Co. filed a snit against Mr. Wadia. and the other 
members -of the lock-out committee for interfering with the workpeople and dissuading 
them from working and thereby causing serious loss to the company. and claimed 
damages to the extent of Rs. 7S,OOO. They also applied for an interim .. injunction .. 
against the defendants. which was "first granted temporarily and then made permanent 
until the disposal of the civil suit. Then the labour union opened correspondence 
with the management and Jaid down their conditions preparatory to opening negotia
tions. viz.~ that the union be recognized as then constituted; the H gagging" order 
and the law snit must be withdrawn and there should be DO victimization of any sort. 
The management did not view the proposals favourably, and nothing resulted from 
the communication. The Carnatie Mill men, who had been quietly working during 
an this time came out finally on a .. sympathetic strike" on the 24th January, 1921. 
But in the meanwhile Mr. Purushothama Das Thakur Das of Bombay and Mrs. Besant 
opened negotiations on behalf of the men, and as the result thereof a settlement was 
arrived at whereby the management promised to take ~k all the dismissed men 
except 13 ringleaders and also to withdraw the civil suit if Mr. Wadia and other 
outsiders would lea~ the union for the workpeople themselves to manage. The 
management enforced the other oonditi-ons as regards pay, gratuity, bonus. etc .. 
which they had already notified. Both the mills reopened on tbe27th January~ 1921. 

If this lock-out was important from a La.bour v. Capital viewpoint~ it was still 
more so from a. police standpoint. In the early days of the iock-out various cases 
of assaults on the mill assistants who were still working in the mill qccurred. The 
men who had been locked out attacked the police and the motor Jorries conveying 
coolies from the harbour to the mill for doing temporary work in the mills. The 
men were comparatively quiet in November, but as soon as the High Court judgment 
extending the injunction order against Mr. Wadia and others came out the men began. 
to get -out of hand and made organized attempts to attack the mill lorries. One 
such attack was made on 8th December. 1920. evening and another on 9th December. 
1920. morning; and in view of the gr-owing menace and danger the police lorry under 
Deputy Commissioner of Police, Southem Range, escorted the mill lorry on the 
9th evening. It was on this day that the attack became severe and that the polioe 
opened fire on two occasions under orders of Deputy Comm.issioner of Police .. Southern 
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Range. and Commissioner of Police, being driven to that extent by the violent attacks 
of the mob who had collected on both sides of the road to throw stones on the lorries 
and the police. Fifteen were injured as a. result of firing. out of whom two died. 
The police also sustained injuries. On 10th December, 1920. morning, there was 
an attack inside the mill lasting' for a few minutes. but everything was quiet after 
that~ though the locked~ut men indulged till the very last in attacking the ooolies 
who went to the mill for work before the termination of the loek-out. Needless in 
say there were meetings held to condemn and protest against the action of the police 
in opening fire on the 9th December. 1920. and in one of the meetings an independent 
committee of enquiry was also appointed. with what result no one as yet knows. 

The bulk of the men felt greatly relieved at the termination of the loek-out. 
After the troubles of 1920-21 there was a lull for some time in the activities of 

the union.' In November. 1921~ it Was reported that the union had 'become a. 
rendezvous of unemployed hands who had no hope of ever being re-employed in the 
mills. Meetings of the union were few and far between and subscriptions were not 
collected. .. 

But in Ma.y~ 1922. it was reported that a vigorous propaganda was going on for 
the purpose of reviving the union and that a number of Adi-Dravidas who bad 
recently been thrown out of work for misconduct or other reasons were joining the 
ranks of the union workers. Hoping that the revival of union could be brought 
about by depreciating the WeHare Committee. the union propagandists did their 
best to induence the bulk. of the workpeople to boycott the committee. but their 
efforts did not meet with great success. The leaders were handicapped in their 
efforts to revive the union by the lack of cohesion and solidarity amongst the work
men. Appeals were made to the men by recalling the prosperous days of the union 
and contrasting the position to which the union had fallen. But the workmen 
remained indifferent~ and there were very little signs of activity in the nnion until 
the last quarter of 1923, when new office-bearers were elected and Mr. Arundale 
became the president. Frequent meetings were then held and a definite set of rules 
for the union was drawn up. About the middle of 1924 the union began to interest 
itself in general problems a:ffecting labour~ and at the instance of Mr. Arundale it 
passed " resolution in June. 1924. that Mrs. Besant and Mr. Arundale be elected to 
represent the union at the British Commonwealth Conference to be held in London in 
August that year. and also passed a resolution urging upon the Government of India 
the necessity for early legislation for the registration of trade unions. The union 
also resolved to make a representation to the management of the Buckingham and 
Carnatic Mills and to the Choolai Mills; and also the local Government to introduce 
a system of weekly or fortnightly pa.yments of wages instead of monthly pa.yments. 

For some time after that. little was heard of the activities of the union until in 
December. 1925, Major Graham Pole, Mr. Ernest Kirk and Mr. V. Chakkarai Cbetti 
addressed a meeting which was apparently convened for. the purpose of inducing 
the workmen to take an iaterest in the Trade Union Congress. 

On the receipt of news that the Trade Unions Act had been passed, vigorous 
attempts were made to resuscitate the Madras Labour Union. Several meetings were 
neld in Much, 1926, to which leading politicians were invited to address t:h.e union~ 
At the same time, a section of the workmen of the Buckingham and ~tic Mills 
who were dissatisfied with the way in which the affairs of the Madras Labour Union 
were conducted started a new union of their own. Each charged the other with 
intimidation for the purpose of compelling workmen to join. Mr. Sbiva Rae, who 
was at the time President of the Madras Labour Union, attempted to persuade the 
Government to bring infiuence to bear on the. employees of the Buckingham and 
Carnatic Mills to join the Madras Labour Union and. at the same time, Mrs. Besant's 
paper made severa1·violent attacks on the management of the Buckingham and 
Carnatie Mills~ charging them with having created a. Dew union and compelling 
their employees to join it. The management. in a letter to the paper. denied these 
allegations i" toto. During April, 19~ the Madras Labour Union continued to 
hold meetings to protest against the formation of a rival union. The charge of 
deliberately creating a rival union formerly levelled against the management of 
the Buckingham. and Carnatic Mills was later modified. into one of active sympathy 
with the promoters of the rival union and allowing the canvassing of membership 
of the new union within the premises of the mills. Mr. Kay. the managing director 
of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. declined an invitation to attend a meeting 
so long as the union indulged in violent and unjust attacks upon the management. 
Ultimately. the Madras Labour Union realized. that its attempts to stifte the birth 
of the new union were a failure and it began to attempt to petsuade the new union 
to join it by preaching that any genuine labour union ought to be independent of 
the support of the employers. About this time the Madras Labour Union redrafted 
its rules with a view to seeking registration under the Trade Unions Act. In May, 
1926, it was reported that the exis.tence of the rival union was receiving less attention 
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than in the past~ the only complaint against it being that subscriptions for it were 
forcibly collected. Mr. Kay~ the managing director, was, however, exonerated by 
the spokesmen of the Madras Labour, Union from any share in this alleged forcible 
collection of subscriptions for the new union and it was also admitted that he had 
promised to enquire if definite cases were brought to his notice. The Madras Labour 
Union made attempts about this time to get recognition from the management of 
the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills, hut recognition has never been conceded. 

The grievances of textile workers. especially in the Choolai.Mills.~and the attempts 
to improve their economic condition by formation of co-operative societies in order 
to free them from debt were the chief subjects dwelt upon at the meetings held in 
May, 1926. Mr, Shiva Rao interviewed the directors of the Choolai Mills in Bombay. 
and got an assurance from them that the grievances of the employees would be 
enquired into if th~ were properly set fort:h. He asked the employees to present 
a list of their grievances to enable him to do so. Dismissal of workmen without 
payment oi a month's wages and dismissal of pregnant women were the two grievances 
brought to notice. The union at this time was also interesting itself in bringing to 
the notice of the authorities cases where compensation for injdries resulting frotn 
accidents was due but had not been paid. The union held the first special meeting 
for women employees about this time and the starting of a Baby Welcome and 
Welfare Home at an early date was promised with the hope that it would in due 
course develop into a maternity hospital. 

In June, 1926. the attacks against the rival uoion which had shown signs of 
abating, were revived with greater vigour. The election of Mr. T~ V. Subramania. 
Pillai as deputy president of the new union was claimed to deprive it of its main 
ground for existence, as it introduced outsidezs into the conduct of its atlaits.. 
Althougb Mr, Ernest Kirk and others urged the two unions to amalgamate. the 
bickerings continued. In July. 1926. a month's notice was served on the women 
workeIS in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. The Madras Laoour Union took 
up their cause and held several meetings to denounce the action of the employers. 
Mr. Shiva Rao~ the president of the union, started correspondence with Mr. Kay .. 
the managing director of the mills. A public meeting to protest against the action 
of the mill management was held under the auspices of the Women's Association 
OIl the evening before the meeting of the Legislative Council. The managing 
director had, however, cancelled the notices the previous evening on the representa:tion 
of a deputation of the employees. So at the public meeting the management was 
tha.nked for their generous action. A situation which might otherwise have had 
serious developments was happily averted. In November, 1926. Mr. Pethick 
Lawrence~ who was on a visit to Madras, addressed the union and enunciated the 
principles of unity* self-respect and self-reliance as necessary for the amelioration 
of the condition of the labour. One afternoon, in February. 1927. a few boys of the 
spinning deparlm<!nt of the Buckingham and Carnatie Mills. who bad reached the 
age of 15 that month' (when they ceased to be boys under the Indian Factories Act). 
disappointed at not getting an increase of salary for want of vacancies walked out 
of the factory. The management explained the position to them and assured them 
that when vacancies arose in the higher grades they would be appointed. The same 
evening. the Madras Labour Union held a meeting where the action of the boys in' 
taking it upon themselves to come away was condemned and the boys were advised 
to go back. The next day the boys returned to work possibly as a result both of 
the assurances of the management and the condemnations of the Laoour Union.. 

In March, 1927. the main topic that came up for discussion at tbeweeldy meetings 
of this union was the dismissal of over 100 workers in the spinning departlllent of 
the Buckingham. and Carnatic Mills_ The trouble originally arose on account of the 
discharge of some six: boys in thespinniogdepartment. The other men in that depart
ment resented this discharge and as a protest struck work. The management put 
up a notice next day stating that those who did Dot return to work the following 
day would be considered as discharged. The union did not approve of the action 
of the men in having gone on strike without its consent and urged them to return 
to work. The men~ however. did not return to duty until the 7th March, when all. 
except some 157 men~ were taken back. Within a few days, a few Jl101'e were taken 
back, but lOS were still kept out. The union agitated both at its meetings and in 
the press on behalf of these 105 men who were kept out. but the agitation was in 
vain. In April~ 1927, the union decided to give maternity and death benefits to its 
regular members. A noteworthy feature of the activities of the union about this 
time .is that at the third anniversuy meeting held on 30th April~ Mr. Chambers~ the 
managing director of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills, was present. In June~ 
1927. the union was registered uuder the Trade Unions Act. In December, 1927. 
Messrs. Purcell and Hallsworth. members of the British Trade Union Delegation. 
who were visit".ins: Madras for the purpose of studying labour conditions* addressed 
a meeting of the Madras Labour Union. They described labour conditions in Madras 
in very unfavourable terms and exhorted their hearezs to strengthen the union.. 
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Since the beginning of 1928. tke union has devoted itself mainly to attempts at 
ameliorating the condition of labourers in the Choolai Mills. In March, 1928~ Miss 
Matheson and Miss Wingate. members of the Na.tional CIlristian Council. visited 
Madras in the course of their tour in India to study labour conditions> and after 
inspecting some of the mills addressed a. meeting of the Madras Labour Union. 
They pleaded for mass education and greater care for the workets' health. An 
importantstep in the progress of the union was taken about this time by the formation 
of a branch for women workers under the leadership of Miss Patwardhan. In 
July. 1928. the union put forward certain grievances in the Buckingham and Camatic 
Mills, particularly the hardships of requiring one weaver to work six Northrop looms~ 
the alleged unfair penalization of jobbers and the unsatisfied demands for 
the establishment of a provident fund.· The description $iven in Part I of 
the printed memorandum of the Madras Government subDiitted to the Royal 
Commission. of the various strikes and labour troubles in the Choolai Mills, 
Madras, during 1928 and the first seven months of 1929, shows the part played in 
those struggles by the Madras Labour Union. 

3. TluJ MadFtIS Gowrnment Press Empw".er A$$cwi4lion~ Mahas.-The 
refusal of the Superintendent. Government Press* to consider a request for increase 
of wages and the transfer of two or three men who took a prominent part in making 
the request are alleged to be responsible for the resuscitation in January, 1927. of 
the Government Press Labour Union. which was started in 19-21. but since then had 
ceased to work. The technical section of the Government Press formed its membezs. 
At the inaugural. meeting in January. 1921, the aim of the union was announced to 
be not to work against the employers but to represent the grievances of the men 
and improve their conditions. At another inaugural meeting held in February. 
1927, Mr. S. Satyamurthi, M.L.C .. was eleeted patron; Mr. K. Bashyam, as president; 
Mr. T. Govindaswami Mudaliyar, printer, as working president; Mr. S. Subramania 
Ayyar, as vice-president. Mr. Bashyam, the president, informed the men that he 
had had an interview with the Superintendent, Government Press~ and that the 
superintendent had promised to consider their grievances sympathetically so far as 
it lay in his power. The union was registered under the Indian Trade Union Act~ 
on 19th November, 19.27. At a meeting held in May, 1928, the union passed a num&r 
of resolutions ~ue:sti.ng the Government to recognize the union and to institute 
a committee to enquire into the hostile attitude of the superintendent and his personal 
assistant towards the members of the association and into the disproportionately 
severe punishments infiicted on the employees who were member.; of the association, 
and requesting consideration of an increa.se in the wages of the piece-workers. The 
president of the union soon afterwards asked the Commissioner of Labour to cancel 
its registration under the Indian Trade Unions Act, but as his application did not 
comply with the provisions of the Act on the subject, it was returned for revision. 
The president's action was prompted by a Government order which had recently 
been issued forbidding Government servants to become or continue members of an 
association which has sought or may seek registration under the Trade Unions Act. 
U Government servant" is deD.ned in the Govem.ment Servants Conduct Rules as 
including every person holding or exercising any civil office, other than a menial 
office, under the Government. The union is for all practical purposes defunct. 
although the fonnaJities necessary for the cancellation of its registration have 
not yet been completed. 

4. The PUblie Works D~arlmenI W07"RM,s" UKion.Matl1'4S.-The union came into 
existence in the month of July, 1928. In the following month it prepared a. list of 
grievances and submitted them to the superintendent of the workshops. He replied 
that he was not cognizant of thf3 existence of such a uruon. Dunng the exatement 
which followed the strike of the oil workers in Madras City in May. 1927, the men 
in the Public Works Workshops went on strike. The union alleged that it had been 
representing the men's grievances since August~ 1926, and that no heed was paid 
to them. But the real cause of the strike was sympathy with Massey and eo/a 
employees, who had gone on strike on May 25th. 1921. ThePublicWorksWorksbops 
men were out from 31st May to 2nd June. and again struck work on 9th June~ 
demanding an aU-round increase of pay instead of the increase according to grade 
and servicewmch the superintendent had suggested. A deputation oftbe employees 
waited on the Honourable the Minister for Public Works. and on his promising to 
consider their grievances the men resumed duty on the 16th. Some increases in 
wages were subsequently given. Little has since been heard of the activities of 
the union~ though it occasionally holds meetings at which reference 15 made to the 
lack of interest in the unlon evidenced by the poor attendance and by arrears of 
subscriptions. The union was registered under the Indian Trade Unions Act on 
April 7th. 1928. The membership on 31st _last was 352, the totall1umber of 
employees in the workshops being about l~050. 
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5. Th8 Ma41'M and Souib"" MaJmuta Railway Employus' Union, Madf'as.
~e ~ly history of tbis union as recorded in my office is as follows :-" Though 
It was In the Perambur workshops that some of the earliest known strikes in the city 
took place, no organization appears to have been formed then except a few tid hoc 
strike committees. No proper organization existed at the time the labour movement 
began .in the city. And when the Madras Labour Union wa'J started primarily for 
the mill employees. some of the Perambur workshop men also joined that union. 
fhroughout the whole of 1918 Mr. Wadia organized an association called the Maha
JaD.opakara Sangam for the benefit of the Peram bur labourers. This appears to 
have been an institution more for social welfare work ,than for the improvement of 
labour conditions. But ea.rly in May, 1919, Mr. KalyanasundaraMudaliyaraddressed 
a body of workpeople and formed a labour union for them with one Ranganatbam 
Nayudu as president. This union was not able to do anything: substantial, for a 
counter-movement was soon set on foot by another section of labourers. It was 
rumoured that this counter-movement received some support from the railway 
authorities. Mr. V. O. Chidambarnm Pillai. the president 01 this rival union, was an 
ardent Congressman. and his efi-orta were directed to form a union under the auspices 
of the Congress. Violent controversies ensued between these two organizations for 
a short time. On February 10th, 1920. both the unions were amalgamated and the 
present Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway Employees' Union was formed 
with Mr. Arnnda1e as the elected president thereof. Shortly after the fonnation of 
the union the men formula.ted their grievances. Since the management did not 
reply to their communication for some time the men began to get restive, and on 
8th April, 1920, discontent showed itself in the refusal of 20 men of the blacksmith 
depa.rtment to do overtime work. The agent6 however, issued a circular in May. 
1920, granting slightincrea.ses to the men and consolidating all allowances and adding 
them to the pay. oonceding privilege leave and ordering fresh passestotheemployees 
to travel in trains. The circular was extremely disappointing to the men and a 
strike in the workshop threatened. The position created by the agent's' circular 
was rendered worse by the Arkonam situa.tion, where a number of men were dis
missed, tuXOrding to the m.en's veISion. for their activities in the Arkonam branch 
of the union. A large number of men in the Perambur Union advocated a strike, 
hu\: Mr. Arundale deprecated the idea, and the bulk of the men afterwaros supported 
him. After that the idea. of a strike was dropped; but occasionally the men of 
individual departments stopped work suddenly for some grievance or other particular 
to their department. Thus, on July 15th, 1920. the foundry department men struck 
wOTk owing to the dismissal of one of their men and the refusal of the authorities to 
take him back as demanded by them; and on July 26th, 1920, the locomotive and 
carriage department struck work for a similar cause. These departmental 
strikes did not develop into a general strike on any occasion as the 
locomotive superlnte11dent pacified the men and promised consideration of. their 
representations.'· 

In November~ 1921, it was reported that the'union was not working at all, and 
that, with the exception of a certain maistri and a, small clique attached to him. 
practically no one was taking any interest in the union affairs. Subscriptions were 
not being collected, and weekly meetings were not being held. So much party spirit 
existed among the men that any united action at that time was impossible. In 
Mareh~ 1922. the following report was recorded: .. The union is showing signs of 
revival. Of late weekly meetings of the union are being held. which are addressed 
by a few workers and Mr. Cbakkarai Chetti. H In the following month it was recorded 
that though weekly meetings were held more regularly than before, the attendance 
was very poor, that in addition to the Adi-Dravidas who ha<.'l seceded from the union, 
quite a large number of caste Hindus of the workshops were now open enemies of 
the union. The way in which the union was conducted was not approved of, and 
the men did not desire to have the leaders of the non-co-operation party. in the union. 
Vigorous propaganda was carried on by some members to discredit the union and 
dissuade the men from a.ttending its meetings. At a meeting of the union in April. 
1922. only about 150 of the workers of the PeTambur workshop$ attended. At that 
meeting sUb&estions were made for the opening of a co-operative society and for 
constructing a building or getting a rented one for locating the union. .In June. 1922. 
it was reported that though meetings were held regularly they were poorly attended 
and very few leaders turned up. The subj~ts discussed related mainly to kbaddar 
and Charta propaganda. and even this wa:; carried on only by a few of the union 
enthusiasts inside the workshops. There being DO unanimity among the workpeople, 
the union was gradually dwindling in power and importance. During the whole of 
1923 the meetings of the union continued to be poorly attended. The union became 
more active in the following year (1924). In April it drew up and submitted a list 
of grievances relating to pay, gratuity. Jeave, latrine accommodation, etc. The 
agent asked the men to elect a representative from each department to form a depu
tation to discuss the grievances. But the men were UDwilli.og to do so for fear of 
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victimiQtion and accordingly decided to request the agent to call a meeting of all 
the men. Later in the year the union passed a resolution requesting Dr. Besant 
and Mr. Anmdale to represent it at the British Commonwealth Labour Conference 
in London and to insist on the necessity of extending the franchise to the working 
classes. It also authorized Mr. Anmdale to represent its grievances to the Railway 
Home Board. The union was reorganized. in July, 1924. with a new set of office 
bearers drawn from the employees of the t'ailway. apparently in order to get the 
union recognized. by the Agent. This question of recognition was discussed by the 
Agent with the Perambur worksrops' representatives at a meeting held in August. 

About the end of the year~ it was reported that the executive of the union was 
negotiating with the .railway company for the recognition of the union and for the 
redress of the men's grievances. also that the union had framed a draft set of rules 
and regulations and submitted them to the loco superintendent for approval. About 
this time, the secretary stated that the stre~ of the union had increased to 5,600 
and that the Arkonam union had been a.ffiliated. 

In 1925 the union ~ a vigorous propaganda, authori%ing the secretary to 
tour on the line to get the support of the branch unions~ station-masters, etc., for 
holding a conference of all the railway employees which they thought would greatly 
increase their strength. The members agreed to contribute a day's wage to meet 
the expenses of the conference. After much -correspondence between the agent and 
the union officials and the Commissioner of Labour, the question of the recognition 
of this union by the railway company seemed to be almost settled (in August, 1925). 
The agent at last consented to meet the union officials and discuss the points in dis-
pute. The agent's chief objection to recognition appeared to have been the naming 
of the union .. the Madras and Southetn Mahratta Railway Employees' Union " as 
he persisted in regan1i.ng it as a union of Perambur workshop employees only. To 
this objection the men pointed out that their union consisted. not only of the workmen 
of the Perambur workshop hut also the employees at Cooty. Guntaka1~ Arkonam 
and other places. The agent considered that the rules made no proper provision for 
the inclusion of employees other than those of the Pera:~bur workshop and for the 
proper organization of branches in other centres and replied that he could not consent 
to the recognition until the constitution was altered to make proper provision :for 
that. The other objection related to the grievances of individual employees which 
the ugunt said should not be taken up by the UIlion. 

After a full discussion with the loco superintendent of the railway~ the union 
altered its rules agreeably to the suggestions of the railway agent so as to provide 
for membership of all the employees of the Madras and Southern:Ma.hratta Railway 
Company. 

In October~ 1925, the officials of the union interviewed the agent and it was hoped 
that the union would be recognized shortly. The union was doing vigorous propaganda 
work for enrolling more members and started blanch unions for the employees at 
Salt Cotaurs, Rayapuram and Central Station. But the agent did not approve of 
branch unions in the city and suggested that one union would do for the whole of 
Madras and one or two branches at important stations for the up-country employees~ 
The total strength of the union then was 8,352. 

Negotiations in regard to the recognition of the union by the agent were still in 
progress in November and December. 1925. The rules of the union were further 
amended to meet the views of the agent. The accounts of the union were audited. 
by an auditor of the railway company. 

Major D. Graham Pole. Messrs. Ernest Kirk and B. Shiva Rae addressed. meetings 
of the union in December, 1925. The need for a strong organization was impressed 
on the men and they were advised on the question of their organization and. conduct. 
Mr. Shiva Rao gave an account of his work in England on behalf of the union. At 
one of the meetings in December a -resolution was passed urging on the Government 
of India the immediate necessity of appointing a committee of enquiry as recommended. 
by the Legislative Assembly on 5th December, 1925, to go into the details of the 
grievances of a serious nature said to exist among all cla.sses of employees on the 
Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway, to take evidence from workers' J'epresenta
tives and to formulate measures fur their redress. 

The first conference of Madras and Southem Mahratta. railway employees was 
held in Madras on 6th and 7th January, 1926, under the presidentship of Mr. N. M. 
Joshi. Most of those who had come for the Trade Union Congress and the Railwa.y~ 
men's Federation attended. the conference. The attendance on the first day was 
only 120~ but on the second there were about 3,500 workmen. On the Sth January 
the labour lead .... 14...",. Joohi, Roo Sahib Chandrika Prasad, V, V. Girl, Ernest 
Kirk~ Thengade and others were taken in procession. 

Panchakshara Achari. the CbaiJm.an of the IeCeptiOU committee~ welcomed the 
delegates in a short speech in Tamil and in doing so said the conference was to voice 
the grievances of the Madras and Southern. Mahratta Railway employees and to ask 
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for their redress. Mr. N. M.. Joshi. the president of the conference, made an extempore 
speech. He referred to the necessity for strengthening the union and having sufficient 
funds to carry on their work. He then dwelt on the attitude of the agent of the 
railway in imposing conditions for the recognition of the union and on their grievances 
as to wages. leave, medical relief, provident fund. gratuity, housing accommodation. 
etc. The secretary of the union then read a history of the union since its inception 
in 1919. 

Duringtbe second day's proceedings the office-beareI3 of the union were re-elected. 
At a meeting of the union held in February. 1926. Messrs. E. L. Ayyar and 

Gnanamuthu were deputed to go to Delhi to represent their grievances to the 
members of the Legislative Assembly which was then discussing the railway budget 

The second annual conference of the union took place on the 8th and 9th January ... 
1927. No reference was made in the annual report to the strength and financial 
condition of the union. A great fall in the number of members was attributed to 
the .. fixing of the subscription at a day's wage instead of a flat rate of an anna per 
month." Several resolutions. relating to the- men's grievances were passed by the 
union. At a meeting of the union held on 24th January. 1921. the resolutions passed 
at the conference were explained to the men. The attendance was very poor and 
the meeting had to be adjourned precipitately owing to the disorder that was caused 
by the men on lower wages who grumbled that in spite of their regular payment of 
subscriptions, the- union had not done anything for them. In April, 1927. the union 
sent a deputation to the agent to discuss some of their- grievances. but were greatly 
disappointed at the reply given. In May. 1927. the union was agitated over the 
orders of the management cutting down the hours of work. It was at one time feared 
that the situation would become serious but the agent's assurance that the order 
restricting days of work to Monday to Friday would be reconsidered if the men 
showed a better outturn helped to pacify the men. Again, the stiIfening of rules 
about absenteeism made the men uneasy. The management however agreed to 
restore the original hours of work and to resume work on Saturdays. and this satisfied 
the men for the time being. Shortlya.fterwa.rd.s (i.e,. in July, 1927) a deputation of 
the union representatives waited on the agent, and the question of minimum wages 
fur skilled and unskilled labourers, wages for commercial holidays and the recent 
orders about absenteeism were discussed. Much satisfaction was expressed at the 
friendly way in which the agent met the men and discussed their grievances. A 
special meeting of the union was called on 3rd August. 1927. to consider the order 
of .suspension passed on 72 workmen that morning. A workman of the .stores section 
died on 1st August. 1927, and all the workmen applied for permission to attend his 
funeral on 2nd August, 1927. The foreman refused to grant the permission applied 
for~ whereupon the men handed him an application for leave for transmission to 
the works manager, and left the workshops in anticipation of sanction, The next 
morning when they $Vent to work as usual, they were informed that 12 men who 
were signatories to the leave application were suspended from duty for the day. This 
created a stir among them and some of them suggested a strike. But they were 
dissuaded by the president and secretary of the union. On 31st December, 1921, 
Mr. HaJlsworth opened the third conference of the Madras and Southern Ma.hratta. 
Railway Employees at Madras. Mr. S. Srinivasa Ayyangar was elected as the 
general president of the union. In February, 1927, a. deputation of the union waited 
on Sir Francis Couchman and laid the grievances of the men before him. As a result. 
the authorities appear to- have agreed to the raising of the wages of unskilled workers 
to ten anna.s a day. 

The union was registered under the Indian Ttade Unions Act on 12th May. 1928. 
This gave a stimulus to the union and vigorous propaganda was undertaken all 
along the line to enlist memoers for the union and to organize branch unions in 
important centres. In July. 1928~ the old question of the attitude of the agent to 
the union e.ga.in came into prominence~ Complaints were made at union meetings 
that he ignored the letters addressed to bim and that the promised increase in the 
wages of coolies and menials had not taken place~ nor the rise in the pay of clerks 
and that their request for payment of wages on commercial holidays had not been 
attended to. Reference was made at a meeting of the union in October, 1928, to 
the retrenchment in the Arkonam workshops which was ascribed by the speakers to 
the new practice oi buying machine parts. etc., instead of having them manufactured. 
in. the workshops. 

In January. 1929~ the annual Railway' Employee's Conference was held under 
the presidency of Mr. V. V. Girl. One result was a change in the personnel of the 
executive of the union~ the office of I. General President n (till then beld by 
Mr. S. Srinivasa Ayyanger, M.L.A.) being abolished and the joint presidents being 
converted into vice-presidents. The new president is Mr. V. V. Girl,and Mr. R. Shiva 
Rao became a vice-president. The former joint president, Mr. Panchaksbara Achari. 
an employee in the workshops, is no longer an office-bearer. It may perhaps be 
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conjectured that he was regarded with too much favour by the employers. and if 50. 
his replacement by a non-resident president and a vice-president who is president 
of the largest union in Madras (both of them being outside the industry) must 
perhaps be reganled as a retrograde step, 

The other joint president of the Madms and Southern Mahmtta Railway 
Employees' Union, Mr. S. V. Ayyar, apparently severed his connection with that 
union. and became president of a new union formed by certa.in members who seceded 
and started a union for non-workshop people only. The new union applied for 
registration under the Act and this was bitterly opposed by the older union. The 
objections were untenable and the union was registered on 5th February. 1929. 
The membership on 31s"C Ma.reh. 1929~ was 834. 

In May last, the Madras and Sonthem Mahratta Railway Employees' Union 
started a joumal which is to be its" official organ for ventilating the grievances of 
its members and to keep them informed from time to time. about the efforts taken 
by the union for its advancement. At a meeting of the union held in July, 1929~ 
satisfaction was expressed. at the attitude of the agent regatding various grievances 
of the employees put before him by the llllion officials. In the month of August, 
1929. the members of the union were agitated over the proposal of the authorities 
to start staff committees in the Traffic Department .. The union had broadcast a 
circular to all the employees of the Railway warning them against these staff 
committees and urging them that the underlying idea is to undermine the inftuence 
of the union. At almost every meeting of the union since~ reference has been made 
to the danger of these committees to the union movement. The strength of the 
Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway Employees' Union on 31st March, 1929~ 
was 7,334. It is now reported to be 15,000. 

6. TM SouIA Indian Railway EMPloye"- Cl1Jh'al Associatiotl. (Registered under 
the Trade Unions Act under the name of the South Indian Railway Employees' 
Association. Trichinopoly).-The union was started in the year 1921. The objects 
of the a.ssoe.iation were to promote a spirit of eo~operation~ unity and mutual help and 
brotherhood among the railway workers, to encourage the formation of local railway 
unions and close federation of such unions through the organization of the Central 
Association .. to improve the conditions of railwaymen and promote their interests by 
securing for them from the railway administration adequate living wages. reasonable 
hours of work, deeenthousing aeeomznodation. to settle disputes between the railway 
and the employees and regulate the relations between them by collective bargaining 
or otherwise .. and to develop and improve the morality of the employees. 

The original office-bearers of the union were railway employees themselves. 
In April. 1921, a conference was held to decide on the constitution of the union. 

The conference also passed several resolutions requesting a minimum wage of 
Re. 1-8-0 and Re. 1 for non-eoolies and coolies per day, a 44~hour week. house rent 
allowance of 10 per cent of the wages. It also pointed out to the agent ,. the 
undeserved and disproportionately severe punishments meted out to the staB' ". 

At the first meeting of the union held in Februa.ry~ 1922. it was resolved that all 
the unions should be composed of railwaymen only .. that the office of the central 
association shall be where the president resided. that the increase granted to the 
station-masters and assistant station-masters being inadequate. the agent be 
requested to adopt the time-scale of pay recommended by the special conference of 
the. South Indian Railway Employees. that pending sanction of the time-scale of 
pay the increase be modified $0 that the minimum of the higher grade may be above 
the maximum of the lower grade, that the agent be advised that it is not the 
intention of the Central. Association to approach the managing director in any case 
provided the agent will settle the question of the time-scale of pay. etc.~ before the 
managing director leaves India. . 

It was reported in April. 1922. that the union had no funds as the other unions 
affiliated to it had not yet remitted their,contributions. 

The ~d· conl~ren~ of the ~ti~n w~ held at Negap;.tam in ~ch. i924. 
when several resolutions relating to pay. leave. allowances. and other questions 
relating to the welfare of the labourers were passed. It is gathered that the agent 
recogniz:ed the union in 1924. 

The third conference of the association was held in Ma,., 1925 •. under the 
presidentship of Mr. A. Rangaswami Ayyangar, M.L.A. The cohfereuce was mainly 
intended for improving the position 01 the subordinate employees of the railway, 
such as station-masters. assistant station~masters. clerks. guards. etc. A series of 
resolutions relating to pay, promotion. provident fund. leave. hours of work. and 
other matters for their welfare were passed at the conference. 

The union held a special conference in the year 1927, for taking steps to get the 
association registered UDder the Indian Trade Unions Act. The association was 
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actually registered on 14th July, 1928, under the name of the South Indian RaIlway 
Employees' Association, Trichinopoly. The memheIship on 31st March, 1928, was 
250. 

I have no detailed information about the activities of the branch unions of this 
union except that of the South Indian RaIlway Labour Union, Negapatam, the 
hlstory of which is given separately. • 

7. Th. Madnu Alumtniwm LabolW Union, Mwas.-Tbe first time that this 
union. came into prominence was in May, 1922,. when over 300 men employed in the 
Indian Aluminium Company went on strike. . • • • • • . 
• ••••••• The management gradually took in 
new hands and the strike collapsed, many of the strikers being eventually taken on 
on as new hands. Tho full strength of the factory was reached early in September. 

After this unsuccessful strike the union does not appear to have displayed much 
activity. It was registered on 1st August,. 1928 .. and the number of members on 
31st March, 1929, was 196. 

The uniol1 celebrated its 12th anni"""""Yon 12th July, 1928, and passed resolu
,tioos. the most important of which were (i) to request the management to introduce 
a provident fund scheme, and (ii) to request the company to make labourers who 
have put in five years" service permanent members of the company's service. 

8. TM Ren».,,' LabOU1' UnUm, RtJni.pet.-The union was organized as the result 
of a strike in MessEs. Parry and Co.'. factory at Ranipet in July, 1921. But nothing 
further was heard of it until another strike in January, 1928. led to its revival,. Oll 
the advice of Mr. B. $hiva Rao, President of the Madras Labour Union. 

It was registered under the Trade Unions Act OIl the 30th day of August. 1928. 
and its membership 011 31st March, 1928, was 312, out of a strength of about 700 
employees in the factory. 

As a protest against certain disciplinary measures taken by tho local agent to 
enforce greater regularity of attendance and better work on the part of so~e of the 
employees, tho workmel1in Messrs. Parry and Co.'sfactorystruck work on April 29th, 
1929. but they returned to work again on 1st May. It is significant that the men 
did not put forward their grievances and demands through their registered trade 
union. 

9. The MadnIs Ekdrit; TramUlllYs ...., Supply ~ Employ..s' Union, 
Madya.s.-The early bistoty of this union as recorded in my office is as follows :-

t. Within & short time after the formation o,f the Madras Labour Union the 
employees of the tramway company laid foundations for the formation of a union 
for themselves. On August 3m. 1918. a batch of conductors and motormen ap
proached Diwan Bahadur Kesava Pillai and asked for his support. Mr. Kesava 
PiIlai directed them to Mr. Wadia. since tho latter had by the time progressed fairly 
well with his work in the Madras Labour UniOIl. On 6th August, 1918, & hatch 
of about 150 men went to Mr. Wadia and represented their grievances to him. These 
men appear to have been actuated more by an anxiety to get their grievances 
redressed than to form a. union. The chief demands the men then made were: (1) to 
increase their shifts from 2 to 3, (2) salaries to be Ro. 20, Rs. 25. and Ro. 30. (3) settle
ment of a fixed period of leave, (4) absence from duty should not entall1lne, (5) no 
:fine to, be levied for tritling causes, (6) the Traffic Superintendent should not use 
insulting language to the men. Mr. Wadia counselled patience and advised against 
a strike~ and the men accordingly sent a petition to the joint manager on 16th 
August. 1918. asking tor increase of pay. (2) 8 hours' duty. and one month's leave 
with pay. Since there was no reply. the men (who had in the meanw!Ule formed 
themselves into a union) sent a second petition on 26th August. 1918. threatening 
strike within 24 hours if no reply was received in the meantime. No reply was 
received within that time and consequently tIw mMI IWftI ox sWiJu Oft. 27tll .due_t. 
1918. T"is ",,,,'110 fi,st #riM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(A detailed account of this and two following strikes which took place in 1918-20 
is omitted.) .- . 

The union. after the termination of the third strike. sunk into ·comparative 
insignificance for some time. and though sundry misunderstandings between the 
management and the union arose from time to time. nothing serious happened owing 
mainly to the clever and tactful handling of ·the union by the management. The 
president. Mr. Venkataramanjulu Naidu. was on the 'Whole a sobering influence. aruL 
while most oi the men had great regard for him. the management treated his views 
with great consideration. Unfortunately. however, the out:9iders--other labour 
leaders-wanted to assert their rights and their interests in the unioD~ and about 
June, 1920. Mr. Vonkataramanjulu Naidu had to resign owing to a di1Ierenco. of 
opinion in ~d to such a comparatively small matter as the use of the Wl10Il 
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premises. The withdrawal of Mr. Venkataramanjulu marked the downfall of the 
union both in the estimation 01 the management and in the eyes of the men them
selves. The union was a prey to outside political inftuence. 

There were wide difierences of opinion between the management and the men 
still in regard to the provident fund rules. and the men were complaining in a series 
of letters to the management that reduction in establishment was being given effect 
to irrespective of the senices of men and that a former pledge given by the fum 
that only the most junior men would be turned out in case the establishment were 
to be reduced was not being redeemed. Meanwhile H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught's 
visit to Madras on the lOth January. 1921, was announced, and the union leaders 
advised the men to send another ultimatum to the management asking for the appoint
ment of an enquiry officer to look into all cases of removals of men from service and 
demanding a reply within 12 hours. The Labour Commissioner intervened at this 
stage, attended their midnight meeting and advised the men to refer the grievances 
to him according to the last condition in the previous settlement; but this advice 
was not heeded. Though the strike lasted for one month and sixteen days the 
termination of the Buckingham Mills strike on the 27th January was a signal that 
this strike would also either collapse or come to an end soon. During the course 
of the strike the strikers committed a number of assaults on the new employees 
engaged by the company. Various efforts were made both by members of the public 
and by the Labour Commissioner to bring about a settlement but none succeeded.. 
and the men finally surrendered on the 26th February. 1921. One of the engines in 
the Madras Electric Supply Col'poration got out of order meanwhile, and when the 
Madras Electric Tramway men surrendered. the management could not take all the 
men back at once even if they were willing. 

'With the collapse of the strike in February. 1921, and the starting of motor 
bus services in the City. the union practically ceased to exist. Attempts were made 
to collect subscriptions, but the response was practically nil. and the union held no 
meetings for a considerable period. The only signs of activity which the union 
exhibited during 1922 and 1923 were a poorly attended meeting in October, 1922, 
and another in October, 1923. At the latter meeting Mr. E. L. Ayyar exhorted the 
men to revive the union activities and pay a monthly subscription of 4 annas per 
member. In February. 1924. the union held several meetings to discuss certain 
grievances o.f the members. In March, 1924, as the management refused to recognize 
the union because the president was an outsider. an employee of the company was 
elected as president in place of Mr. E. L. Ayyar. Mr. E. L. Ayyar made an attempt 
to send an elected deputation of the men of the union to wait on His Excellency the 
Govomor~ but nothing came of this attempt and representations were then made 
direct to the management. These representations elicited no reply. apparently 
because the newly elected president was already under notice of dismissal at the 
time when he was elected. Very little was heard of the union after this until July. 
1925. when it was fonna.lly revived under the presidentship of Mr. E. L. Ayyar. In 
the following month Mr. E. L. Ayyar became the patron of the union and Mr, 
Surendranath Arya was elected as president. Mr. Arya. it is alleged, supported the 
candidature of one Mr. Vasu Naidu against Mr. E. L. Ayyar in the Corporation· 
election. This created a sensation among the workers, who severely condemned 
Mr. Arya and the secretary. Mr. Sriramulu, and at a meeting in September 
deposed them and elected Mr. E. L. Ayyar and one. R. Subba.rayalu. an ex.tramway 
employee. as president and secretary respectively. In October, 1925, the union 
submitted a list of grievances relating to pay, gratuity. hours of work~ inadequacy 
of sW!. et<:. The company agreed to meet Mr. E. L. Ayyar. the president of the 
union as a private gentleman and explain to him their attitude on the various points 
-raised by the union. In the discussion that took place later on, the company 
practically agreed to accede to many of the demands of the men. 

The union did not come into prominence again until January. 1927, when. as a 
protest against the dismissal of a conductor for absence without leave and the 
suspension of a driver for misconduct, the second shift men (about 250 drivers and 
conductors) refused to go on the line one afterQ:oou. Work was continued with the 
morning shiftmen 50 that no inconvenience was- caused to the public. The manage
ment notified that if the men did not return to work the next day they would be 
considered to have been dismissed. The men held a meeting the same night under 
the auspices of the union and resolved to work the next day and requested the 
management not to indict punishment OD. the two men. Mr. E. L. Ayyar. the 
president, took them to task for their precipitate action taken without the sanction 
of the uniou. 

The activities of the union towards the end of the year 1921 were chiefi.y confined 
to holding occasional meetings at which (1) the heavy fines inflicted for trivial 
offences. (2) unjust dismissals, and (3) framing of a set of rules for securing registration 
under the Trade Unions Act. were discussed. 
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In the month of September. 1928. there was a. stir in the union. Shafi Mohamed. 
the then president. and E. L. Ayyar. the then vice-president. were ousted from their 
offices (the latter apparently due to his accepta.nce of the appointment of legal adviser 
to the company, a position which the majority not unnaturally regarded as ineom~ 
patible with bolding offices in the union). Messrs. Surendranath Arya. and Dandapani 
Pillai were elected as president and vice-president respectively at a midnight meeting 
of the union. There was. however. some cli,fference of opinion among the members 
about the new selections and the afiairs of the union were in a confused state. Both 
E. L. Ayyar and Mr. Surendranath Arya were convening meetings of the union, 
each claiming that he was the leader. The union was registered on the 18th January. 
1929, A series of conversations took place in the latter half of March, 1929, between 
representatives of the union and the agent and the agent.designate and the Com~ 
missioner of Labour. The result was embodied in a number of agreements providing 
for the recognition of the union by the employers subject to various stipulations and 
for the manner in which grievances and other matters should be represented to the 
company. This represents an important step in the formation of a. definite under
standing between employers and the union of their employees. 

During the last few months the union has passed resolutions protesting against 
indiscriminate dismissals and reductions in. the traffic department~ requesting the 
authorities to introduce a provident fund scheme. urging a reversion to the old system 
of treating Saturdays as full holidays for the purposes of wages to the employees ; 
disapproving the attitude of the organizers of the Madras Electric Tramways and 
Supply Corporation Athletic Club6 the st:art:i.ng of which (the union considers) is 
calculated to weaken the union and appealing to the authorities to re-entertain 
the men in the workshops and car-shed, whose services have been terminated without 
sufficient reason. 

The membership of the union on 31st Marcil, 1929. was 1.190. 

tli!regiMed l1DloD1. 
1. Kerosene Oil Worke,.s' Unionk Madt'a,r.-The early history of this union 

as recorded in my office is as follows ;-
This is a union of all the workers in the three oil companies. viz .• the Asiatic 

Petroleum Company, the Burma Oil Company, and the Standard Oil Company. 
This union was formed on March 27thp 1920, 

Long before the formation of the union there were troubles in one or other 01 the 
installations. During the fust outburst of labour activities in the City in December. 
1918. the Burma Oil Company men struck work. their grievances being inadequate 
pay. heavy fines and ill-treatment of the employees. But fortunately Mr. C. F. 
Andrews. who was then in Madras in connection with the second Buckingham and 
Carnatic Mills lock-out, immediately interceded on behalf of the men and brought 
about a settlement the following day. Again the men struck work on February 1st. 
1919, owing to the dispensing with the services of about 70 men by the "company 
on account of their abandonment of the installatiou at the harbour. But there 
again the men did not long remain out but joined dury on February 3rd, 1919. 
During the year 1919 the individual installations formed separate unions; it was 
reserved to the beginning of 1920 to start the combined union of the employees of the 
three installations under the presidency 01 Mi. V. Chakkarai Chettia.r. (A detailed 
account of three strikes which took place in 1920 is omitted here.) 

It was reported in November, 1921. that the union had been showing very little 
activity. 

A meeting of the Asiatic Petroleum Company workers was held in December, 
1922. and 100 men were present. Reference was made to the attitude of the manage
ment in dismissing about 37 men on the aUeged ground 01 reduction of establishment. 
It was pointed out that the management were taking new hands and also worked 
overtime. and that the so-called reduction was made only to get rid of the union 
men and to break the union. It was announced that a sum of Rs: 150 was awarded 
by the committee from union funds to a workman whose services w.ere dispensed 
with by the management in recognition of his services to the union as its secretary 
and in view of the fact that his services to the union was the real cause of his dis~ 
missal. AnDther sum of Rs. 250 was awarded to the other removed bands. 

In May, 1926, the workmen of the Burma Oil Company held two meetings to 
compose the difterences among the members and to revive the activities of the union 
with a view to restore it to its former position of importance. 

The union was very active in the early part 011927 when theTe was acute }about' 
trouble in the oil industry (see Part I of the memorandum s.ubmitted by the 
lI4adras Government). 
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In September of the same year the workers of the Asiatic Petroleum Company 
held a meeting to consider how the funds of the union were to be invested. 

In January. 1928. Mr. S. Srinivasa Ayyangar addressed a meeting of the Asiatic 
Petroleum Company workers suggesting the registration of the union under the 
Indian Trade Unions Act. 

Some 120 oil workers were discharged by the Burma Oil Company consequent 
on the amalgamation of the Burma Oil Company and the Asiatic Petroleum Company. 
But happily this led to no untoward consequences. although it was a similar reduction 
which among other causes led to a strike in the previous year. 

The revival and reorganization of the unioo was considered at a meeting of the 
oil workers io April. 1928. when Mr. Singaravelu Chetti and Mr. Shiva Rao spoke. 
Mr. Gnanamuthu. secretary. M. and S.M. Railway Employees' Union. exhorted the 
men to have their union registered undeI'the Indian Trade Unions Act. 

In November. 1928. several meetings of the unions were held at which the 
speeches were mainly devoted to attempts to revive the union as an active force. 
and to amalgamate it with the workers in the Toodiarpet installations. 

2. Tke Madras COYjxwaticm Scavengn$' Umon.-My 4e(X)rd$ dQ not show when 
this union was started, but in November, 1921. it was reported that the union had 
recently shown new signs of life and had elected Mr. E. L. Ayyar as president and 
Srimmulu of the Tramway Union as secretary. The union displayed no further 
activity until November. 192.2. when a. meeting of the Corporation Scavengexs was 
arranged for the 25th. A large number attended, but no discussion took place as 
neither the secretary nor the speakers turned up. 

The union held a meeting in March. 1924~ when it was resolved that the maistries 
of aU depots should meet in a. committee and 'wait in deputation on the Corporation 
authorities to discuss their grievances regarding pay and distribution of rice. As 
a result of the representations made by this deputation the Coiporation decided to 
grant the scavengers an increase of Re. 1 per head and supply of four full mea.sures 
of rice. 

In April, 1925. the scavengel'S met to consider their grievances in connection with 
the reduction of establisbment ordered by the Corporation owing to the introduction 
of new methods of collection and disposal of pails by motor lorries and decided to 
ask the authorities to reconsider their order or at least to give them their former 
wages. 

In May. 1925. the scavengers met again, and resolved to request the Corporation 
to give effect to the increase of 8 annas promised in the previous year. For about 
a year after this the union exhibited no signs of activity. Attempts were made in 
May, 1926, to revive its activities in view of a proposed resolution of the Corporation 
for the extension of the :O.ush-out system of latrines. After that there was again no 
sign of activity for some considerable time. On 19th April, 1928. the scavengers of 
Pudupet Depot went out on a lightning strike without e\«m consulting their leaders 
as a protest against the new system of taking muster by which the coolies were re
quired to appear a.t a. conveniently chosen centre for each division in lieu of the old 
central DJIlSter system which was inconvenient and led to fraud. The strikers were 
persuaded to return to work on the same day_ The union by a resolution at its 
meeting on 21st April gave an ultimatum to the Corporation claiming that if its 
requests were not granted within a fortnight, it was free to take such direc:t action 
as might be necessary. But in view of the clear statement made in the press by the 
Commissioner of the Corporation on the whole question the demands of the strikers 
received no public sympathy. 

The union held a meeting in July~ 1928, to remind the CommissioneroftheCorpor
ation of their requests to have the muster taken at the division instead of at the 
depots. to arrange payment of wages and distribution of rice on days other tha.n 
Saturdays when they had to bold their weekly union meetings. and to stop the 
frequent transfer of men to distant depots. 

I have heard very little about the activities of the union since then. 
8. The CorptwatUm Works1JOP Employees' Ummt.-The earliest mention of this 

union in my official records is in November. 1922. when it was reported that the 
union which had. for some time been defunct was likely to be revived. A feeling of 
dissatisfaction was prevalent at the time among the men owing to non-payment of 
a gratuity. said to have been promised. The union showed little signs of activity. 
however. till May, 1926. when it held two meetings at which the lack of harmony 
among its members was deplored. 

The union held a meeting on the 26th April, 1928. at which some of the speakers 
complained that the Corporation was getting its requirements from local ftrms on 
contract instead -of getting them carried out at the workshops. This. it was pointed 
out, led to a decrease in the volume of work and consequently some of the men were 
thrown out of employment. Such temporarily discharged men were obliged to call 
at the workshops daily to see if they can be reinstated~ or else run the risk of losing 
their employment permanently. 
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Mr. Chakkarai Chetti, the Chairman of the meeting (speaking no doubt partly 
in his capacity as a Councillor). pointed out that some insecurity of service was 
inevitable. . 

4. Th, Central LaboUY BoaI'4.-The Central Labour Board came into existence 
some time before the middle of 1920. 

In March. 1922. a meeting of the Board resolved that all the trade unions in the 
City should be reconstituted, that the labour leaders should be asked to take special 
interest in the matter of reviving the unions and that the unions should be run on 
the lines laid down at the second mission of the All-India Labour Conference held at 
Jarria.. 

In December. 1922, the Boa.rd resolved to hold a labour conference in Madras 
and requested all labour unions to send their delegates to the conference. An appeal 
was also made to the Indian National Congress to grant the Board some funds for 
la.bour propa.ga.nda. . 

But the proposed labour conference did not take place till 16th February, 1924. 
A public meeting under the auspices of the Board was held on 22nd August~ 1923, 

and tlie following resolutioll5 were passed :-
That certain trustees be appointed U to administer the balance still unspent out 

of a grant of Rs. 30,000 by the Provincial. Congress Committee and to hold the 
properties bought out of the same for the benefit of the labourers in Madras." 

The Provincial Labour Conference was held under the auspices of the Central 
Labour Board on 16th and 17th February~ 1924, under the Presidentship of Dr. 
Varadarajulu Nayudu. The weakness of the labour movement which was attributed 
to the interference of Government in the struggle between capital and labour and a 
series of resolutions for the betterment of the conditions of labour were the chief 
matters talked about. 

I have no record 01 the activities of the Board since then. 
5. Massey &- Co. W CWkShOP Employaes~ Union.-A union for the workers of Messrs. 

Massey & Co. was newly formed during the month of May. 1927. As a result of the 
dismissal of 29 men from the workshops about this time the men went on strike. 
Apparently the men alleged that the dismissal was the result of the formation of the 
union. Daily meetings of the union were held and the strikers were successful in 
bringing out the men of the P,W.D. Workshops in sympathy. Messrs. Singaravelu 
Chetti. Adikesavalu Naicker. and ·Chakkarai Chetti advised the strikers to hold out 
giving them hopes of a speedy settlement. But the management started recruiting 
new hands. 

The strike was called oft on 18th July and the management agreed to take back 
the men as work was 'found for them. They were unable. however. to re-empIoy all 
the strikers and in August it was reported that frequent meetings of the unemployed 
residue were being held. I have heard nothing since regarding the activities of this 
union. 

6. TM Diocesatt Printns' Union.-A union of the Diocesan Press employees 
which was practically defunct. was revived in March~ 1927. with Mr. D. K~dai as' 
its President. A list of grievances relating to leave. overtime. and piece-work was 
jormuJated. On 30th April. 1927. the Superintendent oj the Press dispensed with the 
services of a few men and when the gates were opened two days later. the"Dlen about 
200 in number refused to work unless the dismissed men were reinstated. It was 
alleged that the dismissal of the men was due to their taking an active part in the 
afia.irs of the union. 

The union held frequent meetings and appealed to the public and to other unicns 
for financial help to carry cn the strike. Attempts to bring about a settlement 
proved abortive and the strike dragged on for some months. The men returned 
to. work unconditionally. but it was not possible to re--entertain all of them 
at once. 

Since this set back the union appears to have been dormant. 
7. Th& A,.uvanRadu CordiJ#. F~ Labosw Uttion.-Th.is uuion owes its inception 

chielly to Mr. S. R. Narayanan, a local (Coonoor) vakil. and Mr. N. S. Ramaswami 
Ayya.ngar. of ~batore. An inaugural conference was held at Coonoor on the 23rn 
and 24th August, 1924. when resolutions on. the following and other SUbjects were 
passed. ' 

{I} The minimum da.ily wage for labourers should be Re. 1 for men and 10 anuas 
for boys instead of 12 annas and 8 annas tespectively~ in view of the higher cost 
of living on hills. 

(il) Promotions should be based upon ability and service and without distinction 
of race, . 

(ill) A provident fund should be started. 
liv) A gratuity should be given of atleast one month's pay {creach year ofservice 

over three yean. -
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(v) Reglllarlyemployed men on da.ily wages should not be forced to take leave and 
all such regular daily-wage earners should be converted into monthly paid workeB. 
. (vi) Danger allowance should be given to workers in sections where superiots 

enjoy it. 
It was also resolved that no strike or suspension of work should be undertaken 

without a three--fourths majority vote of the general body and without the consent 
of the advisory board by a four-fifth majority. 

r have no further record about the activities of the union till August. 1925. On 
the 29th and 30th of August. 1925. another conference was held under the president
ship of Mr. C. V. Venkatarama Ayyangar. in which various resolutions regarding 
pay. leave and other benefits for the labourexs were passed. 

In june, 1926. the union instituted a Qeneftt eall fund to provide against sickness. 
old age. dea.th~ etc. The Hon'ble Sir C. San.karan Nayar paid a visit to the meeting 
where this was discussed and gave the men some advice. The third conference of the 
union was held on 28th September. 1926. under the presidentship of Mr. Suren.dranath 
Arya. The Superintendent of the factory was also present. Various resolutions 
regarding pay,leave. etc., were passed. 

In March. 1928. & meeting of the union was assembled to consider a Government 
Order requesting the union to refrain from affiliation with the All-India Trade Union . 
Congress. As the alternative to a refusal was the non-reoognition of the union. it 
was decided to agree to the disaffiliation. 

8. TM Madras HtlTbmw aM PorI T1'VSt Workmm's Union.-The union was started 
in <k:tober~ 1925. with Mr. v. L. SasUi and Mr. N. Sriramulu. as its President and 
Secretary respectively. Efforts were made iII,. November. 1925. to secure admission 
to the union of all the workmen employed in the Port Trust. including Anglo-Indians. 
But the majority of the Anglo-Indians disliked the idea of joining a union run by 
men with no 10C1f.S standi in the Port Trust. The President and the Secretary of the 
union sent a letter to the Chairman of the Madras Port Trust asking him to grant 
them an interview for the representation of the men's grievanees. The chairman 
refused on the ground that the President and Secretary were outsiders. 

In March of the following year. the scavengers in the Port Trust struck work. 
as one of them was dismissed for repeated absence without leave. No difficulty or 
inconvenience was felt on account of the strike and the men who .went out simply 
lost their jobs. Attempts were made to induce the corporatiOD scavengers to strike 
in sympathy. but without success. At a meeting of the union held in May, 1926. 
Mr. SingaIavelu Chetti was appointed as president in place of Mr. V. L. Sastri. 

In October. 1926. a special meeting of the union was held under the presidentship 
of Mr. Singaravelu Chetti to get signatures for a memorial protesting against the 
dismissal of five workmen for loss of their admission tickets. Sixty men had already 
signed and 20 more signatures were obtained at the meeting on some persuasion. 

I have no records of activities of the union after that 
9. Tu Mad¥as Pr$xJeys' UttiOft.-The union is said to have been in existence in 

August. Is'll. with a membership of 7.000. but I have no record of its earlier activities. 
It was apparently dormant for a long time, but in August. 1925.attem.pts were made 
to revive it. A meeting of printers working in Mount Road and the neighbourhood. 
was held for that purpose. About 200 attended and Mr. Arya. was elected president. 
and Mr. V. L. Sastri. vice-president. After that the union held frequent meetings. 
and an attempt was made to start a branch union for the benefit of the printers in 
Georgetown. 

In November. 1925, Mr. V. L. Sastri presented a memorial to Messrs. Addison 
and Co., on behalf of the printers employed by that fum, complainingagainst the rules 
in vogue regarding gratuity. permission to employees to answer calls of nature. 
attendance, leave. etc.. and also regarding the dismissal of four employees. The 
management replied that the grievances were imaginary and even if true. were only 
trivial. Mr. V, L. Sastri wanted to send a reply to the company based on information 
obtained from the workers themselves. but as no members of the union would come 
forward. to give information, he himself wrote a reply to the company pointing out 
to them the false notion they entertained as regards the aims and objects of the- union 
and. requesting an interview for personal discussion. Apparently nothing happened 
and the union became dormant again until about July. 1928, when the union held 
a ~eeting at .which the non-payment of subscriptions and the lack of interest in the 
umon were discussed. 

10, r.w CA.Ui.tUsa Labour U ....... -The worker.! of the Chittivalsa Jute Mill, 
numbering about 3.700. struck work on 16th january. 1929. on various grounds, 
the chief among which was the refusal of the management to gmnt half-yearly 
bonulJ. The strikers held several meetings and in one of these held on 31st January. 
1929. it was resolved to form a labour union. The union asked the Labour Commis-
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sinner to intervene. But before he could do so the .strike was settled. One of the 
terms of settlement was that the labour union should be recognized as long as it 
works on constitutional lines. 

In March. 1929. the union applied for forms of application for registration of the 
union, but there the matter rests and no application for registration under the 
Trade Unions Act has yet been received. 

11. Railway LalwuYMS' Union, Negapatam.-The union was started in 1918. 
with Mr. V. P. Pakki.riswami Pillai as its life-president. All coolies employed 
in the N.egapatam loco and general stores department, including clerks and others 
who might be selected by the members at the general meetings were eligible to 
become members. The chief objects of the union were :-{1} To safeguard the 
interests of members; (2) to afford facilities fer imparting general and technical 
education to the members and their families and to educate them in general; (3) to 
establish co-operative stores, banks, and workhouses for the benefit of members, and 
(4) generally to improve the status of members and to promote their welfare. 

AU the workmen in the railway workshop were enrolled as members and by August. 
1921, the total number of members had risen to about 3,000. The members were 
of three grades and their subscriptions were fixed at 8~ 4 and 2 annas respectively. 

In April, 1923, the agen~ South Indian Railway, decided to cut down the weekly 
hours of work by making Saturday a. non-working day in the Negapa:tam worksbops 
in pursuance of the recommendations of the Inchcape Committee. The union 
protested against this proposal and made representations to the agent.. Though the 
agent refused to recognize the union (until it was run by the men's own representatives 
for the welfare of the men and not for political exploitation). he agreed to revert to 
the old system of working subject to a reduction of the working hours by half an hour 
daily. 
. An association called .. The Progressive Labourers' Union" was formed at 
Negapatam. It was a small inner association formed among the members of the 
wider labour union of Negapatam and consisted of those few mem.be~ some 150 
or 200 in number. who alone paid their subscriptions regularly and who objected to 
the continual alterations of the rules of the larger union which had been attempted. 
by the other members. The majority of the members of the larger union were in 
default and had lost interest in the union. They tried to get a refund of the subscrip
tions paid and one member even brought a suit in the local Munsif's Court. Failing 
in this they secured an alteration of the union"s rule to allow a refUDd on death 
or ~etirement less any subscription unpaid. The object of the new union was to 
prevent similar changes. This matter threw an interesting light upon the apathy 
of the majority of the members. 

The union came into prominenee in connection with the labour disputes between 
the railway authorities and their employees in 1927 and 1928. These disputes 
are briefly described in Part I of the memorandum. .submitted by the Madras Govern
ment. Since the collapse of the general strike the union seems to have been dormant. 

12. The Cointbatore Labour Union.-In a report received in September. 1921. it 
was stated. as follows :-

.. This union draws its members from the spinning and weaving mills at 
Coimbatore. It has a fixed constitution and a set of printed. rules, 

.. The Executive Committee consists of 100 members alI of whom are drawn from 
the labourers. The funds of the union are made up of subscriptions and donations." 

.. The present strength is reported to be about 5.000. Meetings are. held every 
Saturday after 6 p.m . 

.. The president, vice-president~ the two elected seeretaries and the manager are 
political workers. The two working secretaries are employed in the mills. 

Until about November, 1924, the union showed little s~ of activity. In that 
month, the Coimbatore Labour Conference was held UDder the anspices of the union 
and resolutions rela.ting to hours of work, wages, lea.ve and various other matteD 
were passed. 

The aeti vities of the union in connection with the mill strikes in Coimbatore in 
]927. are briefly described in Part 1 of the memorandum submitted by the Madras 
Government. 

Nothing was heard. of the union after the collapse of the strike in September, 
]927. until April. 1929, when a strike occurred in the Coimbatore Spinning and 
Weaving Mills. and Mall Mills. The president of the labour union askfd the 
Commissioner of Labour to intervene. The Commissioner 01 Labour proceeded to 
Coimbatore and discussed the matter with the management of the mills and with 
the meD~ After some further negotiations the men returned to work. 
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Willi .. ga,d io Sed .... X!7-Ind ... 1rial _isp_. m... (123)-Extent of strikes and 
lock-oms. information is given up to 3rd August last, in Append.ix B of the Government 
memora.ndum. The following paragraphs bring the information up to the date of 
writing. vis .. 18th October. 1929 i-

A strike of two days' duration occurred in July on the Achur Tea Estate in 
Malabar district. About 700 out of a total of 1.296 coolies joined the strike. The 
cause was as follows :-

The estate is divided in. two by the Achur river which is crossed by a suspension 
bridge. Leaf from the northern side of the river is brought across the bridge to the 
factory on the southern side. On 21st June. 1929. the bridge gave way owing to 
the coolies overc.row.iing OIl it and a coolie was drowned. The bridge was repaired 
and thrown open to the coolies again on 12th July. 1929. During the time when the 
bridge was under repair the leaf had been taken across the river in rafts at the expense 
of the estate by 'Coolie$ working under a certain maistri. This maistri and some 
other coolies combined to prevent the women coolies who were bringing leaf from. 
the northern side of the river, from. using the bridge when it was reopened. The 
argument used was that the bridge was not safe. The leaf plucked on the northern 
side of the river on Saturday the 13th July~ had to be thrown away as the estate 
superintendent insisted that the bridge which had been put in good order should be 
used instead of rafts for bringing the leaf, as the latter method would cause 
unnecessary expense to the estate. On Monday the 15th. the coolies on the northern 
side of the river struck work. On the 16th. coolies from the southern side (the side 
on which the factory lies) were sent to pluck leaf on the northern side; but the 
maistri mentioned above intimidated them.. The dispute was amicably settled on 
the 16th by the intervention of the local sub~inspeetor of. police and all the eoolies 
except a few working under the maistri referred to began to use the bridge 
as before. It is reported that the whole trouble was engineered by the maistri who 
was anxious not to lose the profitable source of income which the supply of rafts 
afforded him. while the bridge was out of action. Steps have been taken by the 
estate superintendent to prevent overcrowding on the bridge; a watchman has been 
posted at each end. 

It is reported that the collapse of the bridge was not due to any negligence on 
the part of the estate authorities who had it inspected by an engineer in February 
last, The engineer suggested certain repairs whieh ha.d been carried out before the 
bridge gave way. 

In Part I of the memorandum submitted to the Royal Commission by the Madras 
Government reference is made to the appointment of an expert committee to report 
to the Labour Commissioner in connection with the strike which commenced on the 
16th July last. in the Weaving department of the Madras United Spinning and 
Weaving Mills (Choolai Mills). The committee reported on 6th August, and copies 

, of the report were at once communicated to the management of the mills and to 
the union. No :further developments have taken place. The weavers continue at 
work as usual, A copy of the report of the expert committee :is appended. 

During September there were two brief strikes in the Madras United Spinning 
and Weaving Mills (Choolai Mills). The circumstances are as follows :_ 

Choolai Mills strike, 5th September. 1929.--On 5th September. 1929,themanage
ment of the mill dismissed a jobber and another workman who were in charge of a 
roving machine as the steel cover of the indicator was found to have been damaged. 
The labourers working in the roving department approached the management with 
a request to have the dismissed men reinstated; but they were asked to wait till 
the return of the local agent of the mill from Bombay. The local agent arrived on 
the morning of the 17th ,and was approached by the men with the same ~uest. 
But he is reported to have refused to interfere in the matter. As a result of thIS, all 
the 125 men of the roving department of the mill downed tools at 12·30 p.m. on 
17th September. 1929. The secretary of the Madras· Labour Union for Textile 
Workers interviewed the management and pointed out to them that in the absence 
of reasonable proof to show that the two dismissed men were responsible for the 
damages, it was not fair to dismiss them. The local agent replied that he would 
consider the matter and pass order on the 29th September. 1929. On this assurance. 
the men resumed work on the moming of the 18th September. It is understood 
that the two dismissed men were taken back on the 21st September. 1929. 

Choolai Mills strike on 23rd Septembn~ 1929.-It appears that the management 
of ~e Madras United Spinning and Weaving Mills, Chooiai. Madras. were preparing 
a hst c;f operatives who had put in five years' approved services since 1st January. 
1924. 10 order to find out the number of men eligible for privilege leave according 
to the terms of agreement arrived at after the strike in. April~ 1929. It is said that 
when some of the operatives applied for leave application forms they were informed 
by a. member of the clerical staff of the mills that 7, days· wages in lieu of privilege 
leave would-· be paid to all men who were eligible for the leave. The operatives of 
the roving department of the mill who were ignorant of .the terms of agreement 
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demanded on 23rd September. 1929. that 15 days' privilege leave on half payor 
7. days' wages in lieu thereof should be gra.uted to them immediately. As the 
management did not concede this demand. about 70 men of the roving department 
struck work and persuaded others to join them. .After the midday mealhour all the 
2.047 operatives struck work. On the forenoon of the 24th September. Mr. Shiva 
Rao, the president of the union, interviewed the management who asked him. for an 
assurance that lightning strikes would not be resorted to in future. Later in the day. 
he told the strikers that the management were not yet ready with the list of persons 
who had put in nve years' service, but that the list would be completed by the end 
of September. He also told the men that the management would pay leave pay to 
those who were granted privilege lea.ve~ on the third Saturday of the following month 
and in the case of those to whom leave was refused~ a sum equal to half their wages 
for the period of leave to which they were entitled but which was refused would be 
paid in January of the following year. He found fault with the men for having gone 
on strike without consulting the union. In the evening he again met the strikers 
and got an assurance from them that they would not again go on strike without 
informing the union. He told the men he would see the Labour Commissioner next 
day. and discuss with him the grievances of the men who at present are not allowed 
to take their privilege leave by instalments. He also said he would discuss with 
the Labour Cmnmissioner the question of the payment on the usual pay days of 
the wages for leave periods. 

The strikers resumed work on the morning of the 25th on the assurance that either 
privilege leave or wages in lieu thereof would be given to the men eligible therefor. 

Mr. Shiva Rao interviewed the Commissioner of Labour on the 28th September. 
and put forward certain grievances of the men. The C-ommissioner advised Mr. 
Shiva Rao to pla.ce the demands of the mill workers before the management in the 
form of a letter explaining the various demands in detail. 

Mr. S. A. CARTLEDGE. Chlef Inspector of Factories. Madras. 
IV.-&eaJlll. 

26. (ii) Drinking water is provided in all factories on a scale of one gallon per 
person per da.y. The water is not always good as there is no proper supply in some 
pla.ces. The supply is from tanks# shallow wells and canals. In towns where a 
proper supply is provided by the Local Boards it is usual to provide taps for the use 
of the operatives. 

(ill) Practically as provision. 

28. (i) There is no provision in the Factory Act for the control of temperatures in 
factories; it is practically impossible to make rules for the control of temperature as 
the majority. say, 7S per cent. of factories. could not instal the necessary plant. also 
the cost would be prohibitive. Factory Inspectors, where possible. insist aD the 
provision of fans to improve ventilation. A great deal of the exce..cslve temperatures 
in factories is caused by the methods of constructing. e.g.~ corrugated iron walls 
and roof without water spraying appliances. 

(il) (a) An investigation in connection with humidity was made by Mr. Maloney 
in 1921 and 1922 and. as a result. humidity rules were made in 1926. 

(b) Owing to favourable weather conditions in this Presidency the rules are 
seldom if ever contravened. 

Vll.--&feIJ'. 
44. The number of accidents, the percentage of persons injured to the average 

number of operatives employed in the factories for the last ten years is as follows :-

Number of persons injured. Average 
per 100 

Yeu. Fatal. I Serious. Minor. Total. operatives 
employed. 

1919 .. .. .. 1 6 643 656. ·01 
1920 .. .. .. 6 5 133 744 ·73 
1921 .. .. .. S 4 979 991 ·97 
1922 .. .. .. 13 6 862 881 ·80 
1923 .. . . .. 8 41 889 938 ·81 
1924 .. .. .. 11 196 179 986 ·81 
1925 .. .. .. 15 210 601 1.092 ·88 
1926 .. .. .. 15 201 961 1.263 ·99 
1927 .. .. .. II 260 962 1.233 ·92 
1928 .. .. .. 12 258 1.088 1.358 ·99 
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The accidents for 1928 were classed as follows :
Caused by machinery moved by mechanical power 
Cuts ,. 
Falling we;ghts 
Carriage. wheels 
Bums.. •• 
Hot liquids and molten metals 
Flving splinters .. 
Treading on splinters 
Trapping between bodies 
Falls •. 
Missing the mark . 
SUps.. •. .. •• .• 
Handles of hammer~ etc .• breaking 
Shuttles !lying 
Electric shock 
Escape of steam and fumes 
Rebounding of bodies 
Snapping of chains 
Miscellaneous •• 

Total 

195 
39 

309 
17 
46 
19 

248 
28 

120 
44 

7 
42 

9 
15 
1 
2 
7 
1 

209 

1.358 

51 

The statement below gives the important industries in which the accidents 
occurred and the percentage to the average number of the operatives employed 
in them:-

Men. Women. Children. ~ ... 
e~~ .0, 

j !;: S, ... 
Industry. w::s1; 

.; .; 
k 

.; 
~ 

":l " 
~ " .; :s " ~ " :s ~~ 0 0 0 0 .g i! 

~ .S ·c 
~ ~ 

.. -;. 
);l &: t8 I'. .J! ~ ~..,(l &: 

Cotton and 
spinning 
and weav-
ing .. - 65 152 - 2 2 - 1 1 223 31.036 ·72 

Cotton gin 
and press 2 5 8 - 2 1 2 - - 20 18.929 -16 

Rice mills I 7 4 - - - - - - 12 15.994 -07 
Railway 
workshops - 56 661 - - - - - - 717 16.658 4-25 

Othen .- 7 117 255 - 2 4 - I - 386 54.156 ·71 

Total 10 250 1.080 - 6 7 2 2 1 1.358 136.973 ·99 

45. Causes are varied; but a great many of the accidents are caused by careless
ness also by the workmen being unable to appreciate daogerous conditions. 

46. Danger notices in English and the vernacular are hung in all rooms in which 
machinery is in use. At the M. &: S.M. Rly. Workshops at Perambur an officer 
inspects all fences and guards periodically to see that they are in good condition. 
every accident· is investigated and if any provision can be made to prevent similar 
accidents. orders are served on the manager to put things right. A majority of 
accidents occur in railway workshops and the Commissioner of Labour inspected the 
railway workshops of the M. & S.M. Rly. Co., Perambur_ in connection with the 
accidents and expressed his opinion that the precautions taken were excellent. 

. 49: (i) ~d (il) InsPecti~ ~d enior~ent ~f regwati~ns is' und~ the· direct 
control of the Chief Inspector of Factories. On the first inspection of a factory a 
full and detailed report must be made by the Factory Inspector. on: second and sub
sequent inspections a further report.. but less detailed, is made out. On each report 
orders are served for defects found and these are checked at the next inspection. 
A ropy of each list of orders by the Factory Inspectors is sent to the Chief Inspector 
of Factories for scrutiny~ orders and amendments if the Chief Inspector- of Factories 
trunks necessary. 
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CollectoTs# District Health Officers# m~cipal health officers in municipalities 
having health officers. Director of Puhllc Health and his assistants are all additional 
Factory Inspectors. On the whole 543 visits were paid by the Additional Inspectors. 

50. The result of enforcing the regulations has been to reduce the tendency f9r 
illegal overtime work; improvement in lighting and working conditions generally. 

JX.-JIoulI. 
55. The number of factories in which the nonna! weekly hours were not above 

48 was 277 for men and 250 for women; above 48 and Dot above 54 was 232 for men 
and 187 for women; and above 54 was 810 for men and 675 for women; for children 
working not above 30 hours the number was 37 and above 30 was ]57. 

62. Exemptions are granted subject to the condition of 66 hours per week and a 
fortnightly holiday in very special cases. 

Number 

Class of Factories. of 
Fa<:-

tories. 

Water p u m pin g 
stations. 

a 
Electrical generating 2 

Stations. 
Forage presses .. 1 
Breweries and distil- S 

leries. 
Coff .. factories .. IS 

Tea factories .. 80 

Ice and soda: factories 5 
Rice.miIIs .. .. 462 

Sugar factories .. 8 
Gas works .. .. 1 
Tile factories .. .. 52 

Tanneries .. .. 6 
Kerosene tinning and 8 

packing-Oil instal-
lations. 

Fish curing .. 2 
Railway workshops •• 20 

Turmeric - polishing 6 
factories. 

Cordite factories .. I 

All factories .. -

Exemprnms. 

Exempted 
from 

sections. 

21 &22 

21.22&28 

22 (I) (b) 
22 

22.27& 28 

21.22.26. 
27& 28 

22 
22 (I) (b) 
and 26 

21.22 <!: 28 
22 
22 

21 &22 
21.22.27 

and 28 

22.24 & 26 
21 & 22 (I) 

(0) 

22 

21& 22 

22&26 

Remarks. 

The period of exemption from sec 
tions 21 and 28 is for January .. 
February. March. April and May 
Exemption for section 22 is for 
curing yards only> 

The pstiod of exemption from sec
tions 27 and 28 is for March to 
November inclusive. 

Only labourers employed for the 
putpose of steeping. boiling and 
drying of paddy. 

Work of persons employed in burn
ing of bricks and tiles. 

:Work of all persons from section 21. 
lD respect of section 21. the number 

is to be fixed by the Commissioner 
of Labour. 

In respect of section 21 .. the number 
is to be fixed by the Cpmmjssoner 
of Labour. 

Only work of persons engaged in 
the manufacture of acids. re
covery of acetone and steam pro
duction. 

Work of persoos .. ngaged in pack
ing. bundling of in.Wled articles 
or the receiving and despatching 
of raw material and goods. 

In addition under the powers conferred on him by the local Government the Com
missioner of Labour has exempted a certain number of persons of 39 factories from 
the provision of sections 21. 226 21 and 28 to attend to running repairs. 

It.-Women and Children. 
82. There are only two classes of labour recognized under the Factory Act 

(except in special process). vu .. children and adults. Children are allowed to work 
in factories on condition that they are DOt below 12 years of age and that they are 
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medically fit and work only six hours maximum. per day. The number of children 
employed in factories is given hereunder for the years 1922-28. Persons below 18 
and women are not allowed to work in certain classes of work involving the use of 
lead compounds. 

N_.f childr ... .,..pw"ed infaG/ories.-I922. 7.334; 1923.6,807; 1924,7.112; 
1925.6.428; 1926,5.841; 1927.6.708; 1928.6.366. 

83 and 84. Existing regulatiollS appear to be suitable. 
85. The department has not detected any cases of the employment of children 

in more than one factory in the same day. 
S? This department has not come across any cases where children have been 

dismissed on attaining the age of 15 years. 
89. (i) There are ]8 factories on the register of factories that have been notified 

as factories under Section 2 (3} (b). All "these have been so notified on account of 
(I) the bad conditions of the factory itself; (2) the excessive working hOUIS of the 
persons employed; (3) employment of children below 12 y .... of age; or (4) the 
employment of women at night or from a. combination of the above. 

(ii) I am of opinion that the provisions of Section 2 (3) (0) sbould be extended 
so as to include premises which are WOTked under bad conditions and which cannot 
be brought under Section 2 (3) (tI) of the Act, I, therefore. recommend that in the 
case of Section 2 (3) (b) the number of persons employed should not be specified in 
the Act. Each case would be submitted to the Commissioner of Labour for his 
decision. Many employers at present purposely keep the number of employed down 
to below the specified number .. 10 .. [Section 2 (3) (b)] to evade the. notification of 
the premises and so escape supervision. Although it has nothing to do with the 
factory inspection department, it is often noticed that a great many small premises 
employing less than ]0 persons commence work similar to that of a factory that is 
under the Act in the same locality, This often causes unfair- competition as the 
unregistered premises work with: child and female labour for longer hours than the 
registered factory is allowed tok and give no holidays or proper rest periods. 

I may, however, state in this connection that unless the stafi of this department 
is strengthened the above recommendations cannot be carried out. 

106. (i) and (iv) Deductions.-An investigation was made in 1926 by th(Chief 
Inspector of Factories and it was found that the fines imposed are hardly worth 
taking notice of. In small factories fines are seldom levied. An avel'3.ge of four large 
concerns paying on the whole a salary of Rs. 2.92,100 per month was taken and it 
was found that fines imposed came to -18 per cent. Fines are generally levied for 
late attendance, bad work and insubordination. The fines collected usually go to 
the gntuity fund. 

107. An enquiry was made in 1924 and I give below-in a tabulated form the 
results of the enquiry :-

BmbliWnent. 

Cotton and spinning mills 
Cotton ginning and pressing mills •• 
Jute spinning and weaving mills 
Engineering works •• 
Iron and steel works 

Brick factories 
Cement works 
Flo-ur mills 
Printing presses 
Rice mills 

Sugar mills 
Tanneries 
Coal mines 
Mica mines 
Tea gardens .• 
Docks (port trust work) 
Tramways 
Municipalities 

Local Government factories 

Period of NUmber of dayt, nonna.lly 
payment elapsing between ron· 

(daily, weeklyt elusion 01" period of work 
monthly. etc., and actual payment. 
Monthly. • 12 to 15 days. 

Monthly .. 
Do. 

Fortnightly 
\Veekly .. 

Monthly •. 

Monthly •• 
Daily. weeldy and 

monthly. 

Fortnightly 

Monthly 
Do. 
Do ... 

{
Do .•• 

Fortnightly 

10 to 13 days. 
10 days. 
10 days. 
At end. 

2nd Saturday. 

7 to 20 days. 
At end. 

10 to 12 days. 

Paid on 8th. 
Paid on 10th. 

Do. 
I to 8 days. 
4 days. 
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XVD.-AdmiDistration. 
138. In my opinion there are very few work people with any knowledge at aU 

of the provisions of the Actl even the parts of the Act concerning the work people. 
139. (i) The staff in the province is inadec.iuate to efficiently carry out the Act 

and I give below the average number of inspections made by each factory inspector 
for five years :-

Average numbeY of impectitms during 1M pan flue yeMS 192410 1928. 
Chief Inspector of Factories and personal Assistant 193 
Northern circle • • 522 
Southem circle •. 334 
Central circle 389 
Western circle •. 441 

(iii) There were 1.480 factories at the end of the year 1928. Figures for the last 
ten years commencing with 1911 onwards show that 512 factories have been 
prosecuted for a total of about 2,700 violations of the various sections of the Act. 
TIle amount of fines imposed averages to about Rs. 20 per count. 

(iv) In view of the smallness of fines imposed. prosecutions have little effect. for 
it pays at times for the factory owner to violate the provisions of the Act, etc. 

All circles ate visited each year by the Chief Inspector of Factories who makes 
check inspections of factories in different districts, any laxness or ineJlicient 
inspection work is reported. to the Commissioner of Labour. 

lR.Ry. M. KRISHNASWAMI AYYAR AVARGAL, ACTING CHIEF 
.'NSPECTOR OF FACTORIES, MADRAS, deted 9th September, 1929. 

L-Beeruitment. 
(1) The population of the Madras Presidency according to 1921 census was 

42,794,155 persons. For every 100 persons. 75 are engaged in agriculture. 15 are in 
induStries. 6 are in trade and 4 are in miscellaneous occupation. 

The industrial population according to 1921 census was 2·4 millions. The 
number of persons depending on them for existence was 2·9 millions. DedUcting 
the factory labour from this 2·4 millions .. 2·3 millions of labour population are not 
subject to any statutory control. 

The number of persons who migrated to other ilaces in India from thisPresidency 
was 911.000 and the number of persoDS who DUgrated outside India was 814.000.~ 
The number of penons born outside this Presidency who emigrated into this 
Presidency was 210,000. On the balance of immigration and emigration. Madras 
has lost over Ii millions of her population. 

Out of 100 enugrants 55 go to Ceylon. 20 to Malay States and 25 to plautations 
in the Nilgiris, Wynaad (Malabar), Coimbatore districts and to Assam. 

The average daily number of ol?eratives employed in factories were 136.973 in 
19.28. 134.074 in 1927 and 127,411 m 1926. The increase is due to the increase in 
the number of factories. Of the 186.973 operatives employed in 1928 .. 6,521 were 
employed in Government and local fund factories and the rest in private factories. 

Thirty.-one thousand and thirty-six operatives were employed in cotton spinning 
and weaving mills and 5.845 were employed in jute spio.ning and weaving mills. 

The total number of women and children employed during the last five Y'''''' 
were:-

Year. Women. Boys. Girls. 

1924 25.429 4.722 2,390 
1925 26.884 4.006 2.422 
1926 27.096 3.746 2.095 
1927 30.860 4253 :'.455 
1928 32,095 4:091 2,275 

The increase in women is due to the increase of factories arid the employment 
of adult labour in preference to child labour accounts for reduction i,n child labour. 

(ii~ The chief cause of migration to plantations is due to want of continuous 
work m their own places. 

(iii) There is no <:ba.nge worth ment:!'XUng in the method 01 recruitment in 
recent years. -

2. (i) Labourers working in the plains very frequently visit their villages for all 
important festivities and also dwing the period of any temporary illness. The 
plautation worker generally returns to his village every year fur a month or two 
during the monsoon time. 
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{il} There is permanent industrial labour in the textiles and ·printing works in 
the cities of Madras. Coimbatore and Madura; in the latter two centres ouly textile 
workers. 

3. (i) There is no systematic Way of recruitment of labour. Generally thQ 
worker calls at the factories and through the maistris or jobbers or foremen to find 

,work. 
(iiI The present system of recruitment for plantations by which tbe labourers. 

without any independent advice are made- to believe- by the persons responsible for 
recruitment the existence of conditions which do not really exist must be modified. 
The recruit before he is called upon to sign any contract must be made awa.re~ by an 
independent body of persons who ought not to have any interest, :financial or other
wise. with the organization which recruits these labourers~ of the actual oonditions 
of their contract. I mean by the above that these peISOllS must be info,:med in 
their language of the climatic conditions of the places to which they are asked to go. 
the probable expenditure that they may require for their maintenance there, and 
the wages that they would earn. 

(ill) No desirable effect is feasible. 
7. I may say that 75 per cent. of the- population who take to agriculture are

never unemployed; the brief period during which they have no work is really not 
unemployment. As regards the other 2S per cent .• 15 per cent. of them are in the
establishment of factories -and other industrial concerns. and it might be taken to 
be practically certain that about foor-iifths of them are never unemployed. It is 
only therefore-one-fifth that area1lected by retrenchm.ent and dismissalsforinefficiency. 
Retrenchment is chiefly the direct consequence arising out of the replacement of 
human labour by mechanical power. This can be obviated only by industrial 
expansion of the country which must be the work of time-. 

Unemployme-nt of others can also be solved by bringing under cultivation vast 
areas of lands and development of irrigational facilities on a large scale. 

8. Absenteeism may be generally put doW1l to 10 per cent. and provision has to 
be made for 10 per cent. absentees in general. But I have generally observed that 
the number of absentees increases considerably after a day's respite (Sunday) and a 
day Of' two after the pay day in each month. This is due to the excessive indulgence 
the workmen are addicted to on holidays. and their consequent disinclination to 
resume WOTk on the next day. To minjmize this kind of a.bsenteeism. the concern 
itself may adopt the couxse of finding some kind of entertainment which will tend 
to relieve the monotony of the week's strenuous labour, on a holiday. This may 
have- the desired effect and. if it has, the number of absentees without any real cause 
will be minimized. It may also be noted that the number of absentees willapprecia.bly 
increase- during the marriage season and during the sowing and the harvesting seasons 
also, when the agriculturists by promise of a substantial increase in the daily wages. 
divert a number of casual labourers to do work in the fieldS'. This class of diversion 
is particularly noticeable. in the deltaic tracts in this Presidency. 

D.-BtaI! Organjulioll. 

The recruitment of persons .who are appointed as administrative and depart
mental heads of a concern may be- considered. to be satisfactory. I believe there 
ought to be some improvement in the selection of managing staft". It is these persons 
who are generally placed at the head of the supervising staii. superior and subordinate. 
Consequently unless the ma.naging sta1l consists of persons who are technically 
qualified besides possessing practical experience the management will not be efficient. 
The present procedure as it obtains in many of the bigger concerns is to ignore the
claims of really qualified men who are available and to bring in raw men and place 
them at the head of affairs and leave the actual task of supervising to persons who 
may be practically qualliied and who have no theoretical qualifications. and hence 
are devoid of organizing capacity. For instance. if the Jobbers are grafted on to the 
supervising stafi they certainly do not possess the capaaty for organiza:tion although 
they may carry on theii duties mechanically. This must be remedied by the appoint-. 
ment of qualifted men. both theoretically and. practically. with a. knowledge of the 
loeallanguage and the customs of the people to assist the management of the concern. 
In this connection special mention may also be. made of tea estates where the necessity 
for qualiiie-d men wbo are required, and .are not employed is felt. If for instances. 
tb. agricultural graduates. say from tbe AgricnIturai College. Coimbatore. are 
employed under the planter to supervise the field work the quality and quantity of 
the work turned out will certainly be more satisfactory than at present. 

14. For regular employees attendance register is kept by timekeepe!S and for 
contract labour by contractors or their clerks, if any. Piec&-work rates are shown 
in the price lists prepared by mill staff and approved of by the workers' representative 
tbrough tbeir jobbeno and are prepared by tb. mill stall in each manufacturing section 
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where the productions are recorded. They are finally sent to the manager's office 
for audit purposes. Wages are paid in cash by the cashiers or shroffs in the presence 
of jobbers, and in some- instances in the presence of assistant masters. 

IS. The work turned out on contract system is ma.i.nly one of loading. unloading. 
receiving arid despatch of goods. weighment of finished goods~ and Guring of raw 
produce. The extent of sub-eontract varies with the seasons of the industries con
cerned. The concern bas no control over this class of labour but they are within the 
protection afforded by the Factories Act, and the notified manager of the concern 
is aIl3Werable for any breach of the factory laws. Under the provision of the Act 
the manager on whom the responsibility primarily rests, is competent to prove 
that the breach was occasioned not by any neglect of duty on his part but by reason 
of some act referable to the contractor. In these cases on occasions there is the 
difficulty of tracing out and bringing home any violation of law relating to the 
hours of employment and periods of rest. This is only a difficulty arising once in a
way and generally this class of labour is very essential for the working o! the concern. 

lV.-Health. 
23. The health of the operatives is generally good in the plains and abnormal in 

the ·plantations. 
24. Few factories provide dispensaries in charge of medical officers. Some 

engage part-time medical officers and a few have got hospitals of their own. These 
remarks apply only to large concerns and most of the factories do not provide medical 
facilities at all. Medical facilities in planting areas are good .. but the recruits as a 
rule are poverty-stricken, due firstly to the state of their health (brought about by 
their stay in unhealthy tracts, as most of the plantations are) and during the first 
few years of their migration, succumb to malaria and other intestinal diseases. There 
is a great room for improvement. The dispensaries where the coolie has free access 
are as a rule in charge of compounders. These dispensaries on estate lands are badly 
kept and these compounders do not pay the required attention to their work. The 
qualified doctor is not easily accessible tc? a coolie. except on emergent Ocea.siODS_ 
I would therefore suggest that the medicine that is to be given to any invalid should 
always be prescribed by a qualified doctor, at least of the rank of an L.M.P., and Dot 
by compounders who know no more than dispensing. Towards this end it is highly 
desirable that these dispensaries should be put in cbarge of an L.M.P .• or if that is 
not practicable an L.M.P. should be deputed at least to visit these dispensaries every 
day. These L.M:.Ps. maybe under the control of the resident Medical Officer who. 
I take it. would at least be an L.M. & S. This suggestion is made because it will be 
too much to expect of the doctor in charge of the group hospitals who has already 
taxing work to bestow the attention that is requisite to these dispensaries. Railway 
workshops maintain dispensaries under qualliied doctors. In towns the local boards 
or the Government have established hospitals where medical aid is obtained. but 
these are generally at considerable distances from wayside factories. Some mission 
hospitals also exist in some centres. Midwives are employed in some estate hospitals. 

25. The medical aid is generally utilized by the workers except in cases of minor 
ailments when they have recourse to indigenous treatment. Penluasion is needed to 
make the workmen to avail of the medical aid. Women do not like to- take treat
ment where lady doctors are not employed. 

28. Mill ventilation and humidification are problems that have exercised the 
minds of the vast majority of mill-ownerS. It may be said that in a way this problem 
has been solved. Due care is taken to minimize the excessive temperature and to 
extricate the vitiated air by the enforcement of the Act to install propeller :fan.L 
The ventilation a.nd humidi..ficatiOl1 rules framed by the local government have 
mitigated the excess in humidity used in the weaving department where. a discomfort 
to the operatives was great. The existing rules are working fairly satisfactorily. . . . . 

SI. There are few concerns where free medical aid for labour- cases and small 
sum of money are offered during the maternity period and they are:not worth mention-
ing. No scheme therefore exists at present. . 

A private Bill to place maternity benefit OD statute was introduced in 1924 but 
with no success. Government should undertake legislation. Such an action will 
receive public support and sympathy and will be no sudden innovation in India. 

V.-Wellare. 

37. It is cert..uuY desirable' that 'there' ought to be a provision ..;.".. for old age 
and premature retirement. In case of such workmen as continue in service of the 
concern for a fairly long periOO6 a provision started on the lines of a provident fund 
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wherein the concern undertakes to contribute an amount equal to that which the 
employee is called upon to subscribe (this may vary according to the earning capacity 
of the subscriber) will answer the requirements of the situation. But the difficulty 
will arise in case of the proprietary concerns and in the case of workeI1li who do not 
serve for a long period. and in such cases it may be possible to grant bonus of one 
month's wages for every 12 months of approved service, to accumulate such amount 
in a bank, the concern having no rights to utilize that money. and pay each. workman 
when he leaves the service the accumulated bonus standing to his credit on that day. 
There must be a condition that the amount once paid into the bank as a bonus to 
a particular workman belongs from that date onwards to that workman. 

38, Oropera.tive credit societies and stores do benefit the workers. When a 
worker arrives at an industrial town he is generally penniless and it takes four to 
six weeks before he can get his wages in his hands. He is consequently obliged to 
borrow from a money-lender or from a Chetti grocer to buy the necessities of life 
to maintain himself. In case of & marriage or a funeral he is obliged to borrow at 
a prohibitive rate of interest from a greedy Marwadi. A co-operative store where 
the necessaries of life chiefly rice and other condiments of unadulterated quality 
bought and sold at a price little below the prevailing market rate will be of much 
help to the labourer. I have felt the necessity for the above chiefly in plantation 
districts where the quality of rice supplied to the recruit by the estates is much 
inferior to the quality obtainable in the plains. 

Similarly if a credit society is started by the employers for the employees workers 
may take advantage of such societies and save themselves from the usury money
lenders. 

It is only in Madras that Messts. Binny &: Co. have given these benefits to their 
workeIs. 

IX.-Rours. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
57. The effect of 60 hours restriction and 10 houts ordinary daily limit is 

conducive both to the industry and the worker. The monthly outtum has not in 
any way been affected. 

58. The maximum daily limit of 11 hours a day gives opportunity to workers to 
enjoy another half a day on Saturdays. But to be employed for 11 hours continuously 
during hot months is not conducive to the health of labourers especially to women. 

59. It is suggested that the ma.ximum be reduced to 54 hours a week.. i.e.~ nine 
hours a. day. 

60. One hour rest during midday is observed in most of the factories and the 
provision of half-a.n-hoor rest for eight .and a half hours in a day is welcomed and is 
working satisfactorily and no further legislation in respec.t of interval seems necessary ; 
but if nine bours in a. day is accepted. a two-hour recess may be arranged--some 
factories do give two hours rest for midday meal. Generally" four holidays in a 
month are granted. 

X---8pecial Questions Relating 10 Wom .... Yonng Adults and ChlId:ren. 
81. ]922 Act has considerably ameliorated the conditions of employment of 

women and child labour. and the employers prefer adult labour to women and 
children. 

82. Admission of infants to factories is much restricted but still a good number 
of them are found in coir factories along with their parents in the hanking rooms 
where volume of dust is caused. Under the law power has been given to the inspector 
to prohibit the presence of little children in factories if in his opiniOn such presence 
would involve danger to them. By experience it is found that employers invariably 
come to know of the presence of the inspector in the vicinity and are able to remove 
the children out of the work -rooms to schools or playgrounds and thus escape 
detection. A most stringent provision is therefore required to prohibit the presence 
of children anywhere within the ~recinets of a factory and thus protect them being 
present along with their parents mside the factory near dangerous machinery liable 
to accidents. and also at such working places as produce volume of dust and fine 
impurities in the course of manufacturing articles the inhaling of whid will bring 
on diseases on them. 

83-. Long hours of work are detrimental to the health of 'Women in tropical 
countries. for they have to attend to domestic duties as well. The time taken to 
go and return to and from the factory should also be considered when fixing the 
working hours. The ]922 Act though ameliomted their condition in other directions 
has not improved their working hours which still continue to a maximum of 11 hours 
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the daily llihit. In respect of women an eight-hour day and 48-hour week is preferred 
and legislation on these lines may be made. the time of beginning of work in the 
morning not to be within two hours after sunrise. Women should be prohibited 
from employment in the card room and spinning .room and willow machines of 
textile mills. • 

84; The existing system of working periods for children is sat:isfa.ctory. The 
periods of their employment is generally divided into two portions, half the period 
in the forenoon and another half of the period in the afternoon with an interval of 
three hours between these two. A single s1ilit synem is in vogue in some factories 
chiefly in textile mills where children work six hours at a stretch with a half an hour 
interval within this period. 

88. The existing system of working periods for women and young adults in rice 
mills is of double shift system as stated below :-

First set 
Second set .. 
Third set .• 

Flrst period. Second period. 
6.30 to 10.30 1.30 to 5.30 
7.30 to 11.30 2.30 to 6.30 
9 to2 3 toS 

etc .• the factory working tbroughoot the day without stoppage. This system is 
popular amongst them when compared with single shift extending over 11 hOOTS 
for women and young adults and six for children. The long interval between one 
shift period to another shift period helps them to attend to domestic duties especially 
women. 

89. Unregistered factories mostly employ women and children in preference to 
male adults as it pays them to do so and they are worked at odd bours with no 
interval and no weekly holiday and under dangerous and insanitary conditions. 
Some factories have come to lmow of the provisions of Section 2 (3) (b) and hence 
purposely keep down the number of workers in their registers to below ten to evade 
Factory Act, though ordinarily more than ten persons and at times more than 19 
are also employed. Only a very small number about a dozen factories ha.ve been 
notified till DOW under section 2 (3) (b). Owing to the inadequacy of staff the 
proposal for notifying further is held up. Unless these are also got under the Act. 
these factories create UDhealthy com~etition in the locality, especially where there 
are other registered factories dealing m the same trade. The present day tendency 
is to start smaller concerns with· few persons to evade the Act. All factories using 
power. irrespective of the number of persons employed. should be brought under 
regulation. Large numbers of children are employed in match factories. tobacco· 
curing works .. beedi factories {country~made cigarettes)j cashewnut~curing works. 
coil" fibre worksj woollen carpet manufacture. aluminium industries and tanneries. 
In the above no power is used. They may be brought under Section 2 (3) (b)~ 

XD.-wagu. 

97. There has been an increase of wages by 20 per cent. in the casual labour 
employed in seasonal factories during the current year~ The groundDut cultivati~ 
has extended over all dry land areas and dd:orticating factories have sprung m 
almost every important village centre. 

105. Impracticable to :fix maximum and minimum. However, a minimum 
wage may be fixed for plantation labour considering the unhealthy tract of the 
country :-

Men 
Women 
Boys 
Girls 

Annas'l ~ . 9 With payment fol' one weekly holiday 
# • 7 and half wages durinll the period of 

: J iIIn_ 

101;. D"ucli~,u work out on an average about 0·25 per cent. on 'the total wages. 
No legislation is needed. Fine amount is generally utilized for cltarity purposes. 

107. All seasonal factories pay the wages of coolies on shandy days. In other 
concerns, fortnightly: and in cities monthly. Generally two weeks elapse before 
payment when payment is made monthly. No legislation is desirable to regulate 
the periods of payment. Unclaimed wages are treated as charity fund. 

10~. Indebtedness heavy especially in plantations. Pract;ca!ly 75 per cent. 
o! the wages ate taken away by money·lenders on payment days. 
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xm.----Indoslrial Ellioien~ of Workers. 

In all my experience an Indian worker as an absolute standard had never been 
inefficient. At the same time I must say that. in individual concerns, there are 
workmen who are found to be inefficient due to their not turning out sufficient work. 
Tha.t in my opinion is not due to inefficiency on the part of the workmen but to 
other causes (which I shall detail. later) which mak!, him sluggish. 

An Indian worker is as efficient as a foreign worker. but. due to the surroundings 
and the facilities which a foreign worker bas, it is possible that he may exhibit a. 
greater amount of efficiency than the Indian worker. But placed under the same 
conditions and atmosphere, I am sure an Indian worker will turn out as much and as 
substantial a work as a foreign worker. 

I shall now proceed to illustrate these. 

An Indian worker is expected to work usually for 11 bours a day and mostly 
they will have to work in pJaces where there is little or no ventilation and there is 
absolute penury of fresh air. The direct consequence of this is after he works for an 
hour or two. he gets totally exhausted and there is nothing to which he can resort 
to relieve his exhaustion. These are due to three causes, fiTstly, the concern does 
not provide satisfactory working conditions. does not provide proper sanitary and 
health conditions. and does not provide facilities by which they can have some kind 
of stimulant like coffee or tea within the concern itself to relieve them partially at 
least of their fatigue. Therefore if the concern should cut down the working houxs 
from long period that now exists:into a fairly reasonable period, it can be expected 
that the quantity of work turned. out by a labourer tJer hour will subs.tantially increase 
for the reason that the labourer with the prospect of enjoying recreation after an 
early hOUT in the evening will work with increased energy and thereby exhiUt his 
full energy. Secondly. theworking conditions must be altered to increase theworking 
efficiency. In this connection a comparison of the conditions existing in two wills in 
this CitywiU domonstratewhat I have to say clearly. The Binny Mills is situate in a 
building which has high roofs. and a fairly'large area of moving space. well ventilated 
and having an extensive compound all around it. They have provided up-to-date 
machinery.and they are prepared to act on any advice given to theD1 towards the 
working of their concern. Accordingly the JabourerempJoyed by them finds on enter
ing on his duties an atmosphet'e eminently suited to the exhibition ofhic; full capacity. 
They provide him with tiBn-sheds and resting places and afford such facilities as a 
labourer ought to have to relieve him of monotony and exhaustion. On the other 
hand I have found in the ChooJai Mills that these facilities are non-existent and they 
have not chosen. to take any advice which is being repea.tedly given to them. Under 
these conditions one must expect a lower outtum of work from a labourer there. 
That doesnot mean that that particular lahoureris not capable of better work. Given 
the proper facilities he can eertainly be expected to be more efficient. It is very 
essential that a labourer in cities should be provided with housing accommodation 
byconcems. If tbeydo not do it. the labourer perforce takes shelter in most unhealthy 
quarters. which causes him to be sick. oft and on. It is the concern which is the 
loser by the sickness of a workman~ 

Production oI labour will be eminently satisfactory 'by the standardization of 
wages and by certain changes in the method. of disbursements. Ordinarily a labourer 
of a particulat' class should be given the same wages in whateve!' concern he ma.y work 
and this will put an end to labourers precipitously aDd without notice running from 
concern to concern. Greater efficiency may be expected if a particular workman. is 
made to work in the same concern for- a fairly long time. This can be achievt'd by 
standardization in such well-established industries as printing and textiles. This 
brings on to the next subject of alterations and methods of remuneration. The con
cern must start a co-operative society which must provide the labourer with the 
necessities of life according to his condition aDd his cash payment of wages must be 
only the suq>lus over and above that required for tIla1cing him the above provision. 
This method will tend to put an end to the temptations on a lat,ourer to expend as 
much as ~ble on drink and other noxious drugs. This system will also discourage 
a petty money-lender from advancing moneys to a labourer and sitting tight on him 
on the pay day and deprive him of the last pie. thus driving the labourer to ag.ain 
launch on the road of borrowing. It is therefore highly essential that only the 
necessary amount of loose cash should reach his hands. If this:is achieved the bane 
of existence of alcohol and drugs will cease, his dietary will improve and his efficiency 
will leave nothing to be- required. 

Migration of workers has got some salutary effect on indigenous labour. Vrhich 
increases in efficiency on comparative study. 
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XV.-JntlnJtrial DiQute.. 
]23. I fully endorse what the Bombay Committee on Industrial Unrest says:

U The frequency of the strikes without notice. the absence of any clearly defined 
grievances before strilring. the multiplicity and sometimes the extravagance of the 
claims put forwaTd after the strike has begun and the absence of anyeffeetiveorgani~ 
mtion (except perhaps at Ahmedabad) to formulate the claims 01 the operatives-and 
to secure respect for any settlement which. may be made'" 

Fifty per cent. of the strikes centres on the wages. Twenty-five per cent. of the 
strikes includes disputes over demand for the dismissals of particular individuals 
and for reinstatement of persons dismissed or victimized. For the remaining 25 per 
cent. of strikes no particular cause can be found. They may be due to the instigation 
of the rowdy element or to wire-pulling of any political body of men who control 
labour unions. 

eli) Owing to economic conditions peculiar to this Presidency. sbikers cannot 
keep away long from their work. starviDg their families and children. They are often 
of a very shortduratioD exceptln one or two cases. and I may as wen put it they are 
all lightning ones. So far as this Presidency .is concerned .. the strikers are always 
peaceful and capable of doing no mischief to the property of the concern or to the 
public. 

(iii) Generally workeYs' Ieptesentatives who are members of some union meet 
the management and negotiate. 'When such negotiations prove futile. they, both the 
workers' representative and the management, approach the Labour Commissioner 
who with the aid of an expert committee fonned for the time being from persons 
outside the concern, and the strikers. gives his award. 'Ibis award is very often 
accepted but it is not binding on both the parties. 

(iv) Strikes should be viewed with alarm. They cause national 1098 in the 
prod. uction of wealth. Every citizen much more the Government should deem it their 
duty to intervene and settle without any delay. otherwise~ they will be disastrous 
to the worker and theconcem .. 

The worker during the strike period is generally excited and his health impaired, 
having no regular work to do and ca.rowom _g penniless and fmding his dependants 
at home on starvation. 

124. So far as this Presidency is concerned the results achieved by the Labour 
Commissioner in getting through strikes may be said satisfactory. However, plated 
ashe is, it is too much to expect from him that hecoukl settle alldispute.sand prevent 
the occurrence of strikes or lockouts. 

No use is made of the Act of 1860. 
There is no joint deliberation between employe.n and workpeople in any ind: ____ "'_ 
Workers are not organized. The capitalist does not budge an inch in extending 

any cor~cessions or in redressing any grievances unless he is moved by a large body of 
workpeople. There is no love lost between employer and employee ~n this country. 
Both sides are not free from blame. Workers do not ask for legitimate grievances 
nor do the capitalists understand the workers' difficulties and try to meet them till 
at the last moment when it will be too late to mend matters. -

There should be goodwill and sympathy on the part of the employees and without 
these virtues, no amount of legislation will ensure favourable atmosphere in any 
industrial centre. The employers should recognize the trade unions. The workers 
should be- educated to form a council cd their own to be known as Workers' Council 
for each class of workers. The employees should arrange a monthly or fortnightly 
discussion; when they are unable to arrive at decision on any matter. then only tlris 
should be referred to .. cy the workers to their trade union. who may approach the 
employer and try for settlement. If no settlement is reached even at this stage then 
only the matter has to be mened to a conciliation board, whic-h should be appointed 
for the occasion from body of men with knowledge of trade. having no interest either 
in the concern or in the workers under dispute. Tb() award of .this body should be 
binding on both. 

125. The Indian worker has no education and DO organizing capacity. He 
easily falls prey to any ill~advised leader. He does not realize what the consequence 
of a strike to him is. The present Trade Dispute Bill contains provisions relating to 
illegal strikes and lock-outs, which provisions may work all rlghtin the 'Vest, butwiU 
aggravate the ca.uses of discontent and fructify the object of the legislation. He should 
not be punished for his action caused. by an outside agency. Strikes a.re no doubt the 
greatest epidemic and should not be allowed to rage. and at the same time- the 
legislation should be framed. in such a way as could be worked without opposition. 
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XVIL-AdminIIIraIiou. 
134.. Iftkf'ftaliOHal La1xnw Or.tafti.rmiMt.-This organization has ~e to stay~ 

Labour sends one or two delegates annually to this Conference. Its deliberations 
are carefully watched. This organi2:ation has given en impetus to trade unions. It 
effect on the Legislative Councils is very salutaryand-all partiessinktheirdifierenees 
when a discussion centres aroond the labour subject. 

Breach of facto;.y Ja~ ~ ~ome & very' co~on ;,nth ·fac~ ~ers.· In 
the absence of very frequent cheeks. they do not choose to conform with the provisions 
of law. This necessitates prosecutions. Breach of factory law do in certain state of 
afiairs lead. to minor COD5e<\Uences but in others to more serious consequeneesinvolving 
risk of human lives, e.g •• VIolation of rules regulatiog health. safety and employmeut 
will lead to very serious consequences and such actions must be repressed with a very 
strong hand by infiicting deterrent punishments. To achieve this result it is essential 
that the officer who is called upon to administer the penal provisions of the Factories 
Act should be well versed with the nature of the offence oommitted and the conse
quences that will flow from it. Nextly the provisions themselves must. instead of 
providing a. uniform punishment, irrespective of the gravity of the offence as a.t 
present. provide the Magistrate with sufficient power to mete out punishments in 
relation to the demands of justice required under particular bituations. The first 
mo,", oonsequently ought to be to alter the peual provisions of the Factory Act by 
providing punishments which ought to be severe or lenient according to the nature of 
the offence committed. Secondly as an administrative poliey~ only experienced 
Magistrates most prefembly " District Magistrate who by experience <:aD under
stand the degree of culpability involved in any breach of factory laws should be 
vested with ju~ction to try these oftences. 

xvm.-InleJligenoe. 
Labour intelligence may broadly be diWled into (0) labour popola.tion and (0) 

labour wages. In regard to the former this may again be sub-divided into (I) labour 
inside the factory and (2) labour outside the factory. Taking first into diseussion now 
the existing method by which we gather information is by calling upon each factory 
owner to maintain a register of workers employed by him. In carrying this. into efiect 
I have often found that easuallabourers who number about 25 per cent. on average 
and 50 per cent. on seasonal factories. are not included in the registers kept. In 
spite of the fact that the necessity for keeping this register is euforced by peual 
clauses provided in the Factory Act~ yet the actual work of maintaining the register 

"10; entrusted not to the hands of very responsible :persons. so much so when the register 
is called for. for the ascertainment of statistics it lS possible (mostly in minor conceI'DS. 
about 10 per cent. of the total number of factories) that the statement is not very 
accurate. To remedy this~itwi11 be necessary so farat least as the permanent labourers 
in a concern are concerned to maintain a register of daily attendance. This will 
certainly give the most accurate information possible required for the statistics. 
As for the casual labourers. as the present system obtains it may not be possible to 
ascertain the exact number of them employed in a particular year~ for the simple 
reason that. even in the course of one day. the contractor who employs- them makes 
them to work in two or more factories in each for an hour or more. For gathering 
statistics in respect of this kind of labour that the contractors must be licensed or 
certified and he should be required to maintain & register of persons employed by him 
and statistics which will show as to how many labourers under him were employed 
in a particular locality for what period and for what wages. This kind of information 
taken along with the register of attendance kept by the factory will give a very 
aceumte information. Next as regards the labour outside a :factory as a.t present 
there is no data available .. But the Labour Officers in charge of districts may be 
directed to gather this information and iumish the same &0 that the annua11abour 
statistics may be complete. 

Nextly regarding Jabour wages. at each inspection of a factory~ the officer who 
inspects gathers infonnation regarding the wages obtaining in the factory and this is 
mostly accurate. As for wages outside a factory. we try to gather information mostly 
through other district officers but we are not in a position to testify to the accuracy 
of this information. To t:hi.!,. class of labour the labour officer must be requested to 
asoertain and give the information. 

1 may say that the asoertainment of this information also should be made by the 
factory' inspection sta.:fl who are teclmically qualified. but they are not .able to do it 
:for the ~as.on that they have already too much work. If they are slightly relieved 
of the strain of their emting work it is possible that the task of the ascertainment 
of the information may be entrusted to their hands. in which <:ase the statistics which 
they will gather will be eminently satisfactory. 

(884' D 
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ConeI_. 
In conclusion 1 may state that so far as this Presidency is concerned. industry 

prevailing here may generally he cIassilied into (a) textiles (jute and cotton), printing, 
engineering. brick and tile works. match works, etc.~ which when worked in a proper 
direction will tend to inerease the national wealth of the country and (b) rice mills. 
groundnuts decorticating., cotton ginning and pressing, oil extracting which tend 
rather to- enri~ the pockets of individuals than substantially help in any national 
advancement. 

I first consider that the working of heth classes of industries particularly the latter 
class is not very satlsfactoIY' The former are industries settled on firmer basis and 
they can be made to work pre-eminently well by a. proper organization of labour 
as the standardization of wages, minimizing of migration. etc., which I have dealt 
with in the proper places. In the- next class~ the most fatal defect is the want of any 
permanent establishment to manage any particular concern. What I mean is this : 
the rice mills which are fairly numerous in the Godavari. Kistna and Cauvery deltas 
are not. generally speaking. in the hands of a particular respoll5ible person. They 
are given on short-term leases to persons mostly midd1eclass men with not very 
much financial credit. In short. I may call them commission agents, and DO more. 
The interest that they take in the concern may be equated in terms of the money that 
they will be able to get and it is sure that such interests can never advance the- concern 
as such. If they make money, they pocket it at the end of a year or two and leave the 
concern to whoever may come in after them. If they do not make money. tbeysimply 
seek the aid of Insolvency Courts and this procednre Dot only hits them but also 
hits the concern which is at a standstill for a fairly long time thereafter. Needless 
to say that the labourers as a class will be the worst sufferers. These frequent changes 
involve additional labour on the inspecting officers for it takes a. pretty long time 
before a new lessee can be made acquainted with the factory legislation. 

Probably this class of industry may he encouraged and he made to thrive hetter 
by acquainting these millowners of a comparative study of this class of industry. 
First they must be made to understand that the number of coocerns in existence now 
is totally in disproportion to the yield the country is able to give. They must also 
be made to understand the evils that arise out of unhealthy competition and the good 
that will result from sustained and centralized activity. in which case the system of 
irresponsible leasing out may also he put an end to. Nextly they must he educated 
as to how such and similar kinds of industry are worked and thrive in other parts 
of Iodia. This educative work inay be undertaken by the Co-operative Department. 

For the purpose of increasing the administrative efficiency of this department 
I would suggest the facilities being given for two officers of a Presidency for a 
coniparative study of the lines of adm.in.i.stration obtained in other provinces. This 
will not only suggest methods for improvement but will also tend towards the 
unification of labour. A round table annual conference may be arranged in difierent 
industrial cen~ tmder the lead of the provincial administrative heads, where they 
may review and discuss the. several administrative reports~ with special references 
to the prevention of industrial accidents. the enforcement and the extent of applica
tion of the exemption provisions and the existing bureau through which the labour 
intelligence is obtained. This will be an occasion when officers of one province may 
inspect the factories in localities outside their province and gain a knowledge of the 
factory conditions obtaining in such places. Chiefly they can gather information 
about their weUare activities (inside and outside)~ sanitation including humidification 
and ventilation. It is only these that increase the efficiency and contentment of labour 
and by introducing in their own places whatever they find really good in outside 
factones, they ¢all realize their desired object. 

This is only a preliminary suggestion fOT further advancement. My next step 
will be the Suggestion to depute a factory inspector annually to go to foreign COUll~ 
to study the factory working conditions and to suggest improvements based on his 
study, as far as the conditions of this country will permit. 

CAPTAIN N. R. UBHAYA, D.P.H., ACTING DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC HF.ALTH, 
MADRAS. 

L-lleeruitment. 
4. The labourers employed in the industrial establishments and plantations 

are usually drawn from the adjoining and in some instances even distant districts. 
It is not infrequently the case that a large proportion of the labourers leave their 
families behind in their native villages before they seek employment. It is obvious 
that if the workers' separation happens to he of a prolonged duration, it will adversely 
affect the family ecouomkally and socially. . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
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DL-JiouIIng. 
16. (i) In the case of large plantatians. housing accommodation haa been provided 

in the great majority of cases. 
In the case of other private industrial establishments, a. few concerns have 

provided housing for a small proportion of their employees as for example. the 
Buckingham and Camatic Mills, Limited~ in Madras City .. and the Madura Mills 
Limited. in Madura. 

The only large undert-doking in which Government have provided housing for 
the labourenJ is the Mettur Project. . . 

(ill The provision of housing by Government is ConfiDed practically to the 
depressed classes. . . 

(hi) It may be stated that the great n>ajority of the labour population in 
industries live in rented houses. 

(iv) It is only in a small proportion of cases that workers have at their own 
cost provided themselves with honses. 1 he proviBion of housing in this category 
may be classed under two groups .. viz.-(J) where the land as well as the house 
belong to the workers. and (2) the house belonging to the workers while the land is 
leased. 

IS. (i) Geoerally speaking. excepting in the case of housing accommodation 
provided in recent years by the Government and to some extent by public agencies 
as the railway and a few private concerns as the Buckingham and C.arnatic Mills. 
Limited .. of Madras, it may be stated that the houses provided for the workers are 
extremely unsatisfactory considering -the demands of the workers. Generally 
speaking. the houses consist of a single room, the dimensions varying from 50 to 
]20 square feetz the average being between 80 to 100 square feet. In a few cases" 
a small verandah is provided in front of the houses. a portion of the verandah being 
used as a fireplace. In other cases" a single room has to be utilized as the kitchen" 
store and sleeping room~ 

(a) The number of houses is not only inadequate to meet the workers· demands. 
but as a rule .. their condition from the health point of view is also very unsatisfacto-ry. 
Generally, speaking most of them are low-roofed and grossly defective in ventilation 
and lighting. in many cases~ the houses are situated back to back. 

(iii) It is only in a small minority of'instances that employers have provided 
satisfactory arrangements regarding conservancy and water-supply. In other cases 
these are either entirely wanting. and if they exist at aU. they are of an extremely 
primitive type and objectionable from the public health standpoint. 

]9,' If the rents are reasonable. housing accommodation provided by the 
employers or other agencies. is. as a general rule. availed of by the workers. 

20. In the case of houses provided by Government or by the employers, the rents 
prescribed are reasonable, probably not exceeding Rs. 2. In the cases of houses 
rented from private landlords, the rent pel" tenement may be said to vary from 
Rs. 3 to 5 or even higher. • 

22. The housing conditions exert. as a general rule. a very adverse in1hience on 
their morals. This is probably due more to the insufficiency of the accommodation 
and disposition of the houses resulting in lack of privacy than other reasons. If 
improvement in this direction is to be achieved, it is necessary that a certain minimum 
slandard for bouses should be preseribed. 

N.-Health. 
23. (i) and (il) In municipalities. notification of births and deaths is compulsory 

by statute and registration is done by Registrars of Births and Deaths {mostly 
whole time employees) appointed by Municipal Councils. As regards rural areas~ 
collectors of districts who are authorized by law to declare notification of births and 
deaths compulsory have introduced this measure in about two-thirds of the 
Presidency. 

Generally speaking, it is extremely difficult to get the vital statistics of the labo~ 
population for judging their health conditions. In the first place, the industrial 
workers do not as. a rule reside in circumscribed localities in a town (or village). 
Secondly, even if the}~ live in 'Well defined. areas, information of their numbers in the 
ward or districts in whicb these localities are situated is not a.vailable in the QenSUS, 
and as such. ita im possible to calculate the vital statistics rates among this population 

(au) D2. 
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for purposes of comparison with the corresponging rates in the population of another 
area. which is more or Jess identical \Vitb the former excepting the nature of 
employment of the population. Thirdly. information of occupation as recorded in 
the birth and death registers is very often of an extremely vague nature. 
As important as. if not more than. any of the above is the fact that. in this country 
the industrial labour population is~ unlike in Western countries, not a stable one 
but is changing frequently by the influx of fresh and healthy recruits from villages 
and the efH.ux of the old hands who very often incapacitated by .illness which thl'OWS 
ti1em out of employment.. return to- their villages to die: in such easea the vital 
statistics of the industrial population in a locality may be apparently better than 
that of the rest of the popu.1ation in the area whilst as a matter of fact, the reverse 
may actually be -the case. LastlY. the labourers are affected not only by the 
industries in which they are employed but also by their housing and other factors 
associated with environment~ and- the difficulties in assessing the share of 
each of these factors in causing damage to health are almost insuperabJe. Unless 
therefore a regular research is instituted, it is almost impossible to get statistical 
eviden<:e of scientific value to judge the rela1ive heatlh conditions of the workel'3 
different "industries. 

23.liii) ( .. )In thecaseofconcemsmanaged bylargecapltaJistsand theGovemment 
it may be' stated tha.t as a rule the working conditions in the workplaces are satis-
factory. In the case. however. of smaller industrial establishments. conditions 
regaming health and comfort of the labourers are generally defective. 

(6) The only important industry in which it may be said. that home-work is being 
carried 011 19 weaving and dyeing or both. Oniinarily the houses of the people 
employed in this industry are hardly sufficient for living purposes and the use of 
the premises forvocationa! purposes generally rend"", them insanitary and cramped. 

(iv) The staple article of dietary of the working classes in this Presidency is rice 
with a small quantity of vegetables. Occasionally. about once a week. a small 
quantity of meat is consumed. Generally speaking. the diet of the workers is 
deficient in its nitrogen content and vitamines,. On account of the difficulties in 
getting milk and also in view of its cost, milk is rarely used even in the case of 
children. 

ApartfTom the quality of the <fu>tary, itisdoubtful, if on account of the e<oJlomic 
conditions a.<t a result of low wages. largeness of family and loss in wages as a result 
of frequent sickn-essJ the quantity of food is sufficient. Also. drinking propensity 
which is quite a common feature among the working classes (men and to some 
exteI!t even women) aliects indirectly their dietary by the economic drain on the 
wages. 

(v) in view of the facts mentioned in (iv) above. the pbysique of the working 
classes can be con~ as only below par. . 

(vi) The only two industrial centres in which there is a marked disparity between 
the male and female populations are Calicut and Mangalore wherein there is a 
predominance of males to an _t of about 3.000 in a total population of 82,000 
in the case of Callout and 54,000 in Mangalore. . . . . . 

24. (i) The management of a few of the very large industrial concerns have 
provided individually or jointly qualified medical aid. In a few other instances, 
compounders are employed for prescribing and dispensing medicines and rendering 
Iir.ot·aid •. In by far the great m&jority of ....... , however, medical assistance is not 
provided by employe",. 

(u) j!:xeepting the medical institutions maintained by the Gove~ment for the 
civil population and the institution maintained in Mettur irrigation project where 
the major portion of the population consists of wOTkers, DO other facilities under the 
auspices 01 the qovemment agency exist in other places. 

(iii) The only othel' agencies worth mentioning as providYlg medical assistance~ 
are the local bodies: these institutions as in the case of those maintained by the 
Government, cater to the needs of the general population iucluding the working 
classes. . 

(iv) The provision maiie by employers of labour as regards the maintenance of a 
staff of women doctors, trained midwives and dhais is practically negligible. 

25. (i) and (ii) Genenilly speaking. it may be stated that the limited medical 
faCilities which a,n, provided are availed of bY the workers including women especially 
in cases where surgical assistance is needed. 

26. (i) The latrine accommodation provided at workplaces can. on the whole. be 
considered to be satisfactory but the number of in.w.n ... in which this is UDSUitabie 
or inadequate is not in any way insignificant. . . . . . . . 
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(iij In tho great ..... jority of cases, it may be stated that drinking .... tor is 
provided. in workplaces but it is extremely doubtful whether, save in a few instances 
where a protected water-supply exists, the quality of water is satisfactory. 

(iii) It is only in au extremely limited number of instances that bathing or 
washing facilities are provided in tile workspots. 

27. (i) There is no Board of Health anywhere in this province~ 
(ti) In view of the fact th .. t plantations present health problems peculiar to 

their own. a special Health Officer assisted by a subordinate staff has been working 
since June. 1921. and is in charge of the plantations in three districts~ viz •• 
Colmbatore. Malabar and the Nilgiris. 

(ill) The official organisation in connection with the supervision of labour in 
industrial as well as non-industrial ~ in the Presidency consists of :-(4) Factory 
Inspectors whose duties relate to inspection of factories and the working of the 
provisions of the Factories Act. (b) Additional Inspectors of Factories consisting 
mostly of District Magistrates and Health Officem of municipalities and Districts, 
(el Officers of the Medical department who are certifying surgeons. (d) Labour 
Commissioner and District Labour Officers whose duties pertain to the health and 
welfare in general of the working classes. 

28 (i) and (ti) A copy of this office correspondence· containing amendments to 
the existing legislation, Factories Act, etc ... Annexure II. is herein enclosed. 

29 (i) No statistics are available regarding the prevalence of industrial dise .... 
in this Presidency. 

(ii) Especially in the plantatioos. malaria and hookworm may be said to. be 
more or less endemic. It may also be stated that outbreaks of relapsing fever are 
not uncommon in the planting districts. As regards cholera and other water-borne 
diseases, except in so far that migration of labourers and defective housing conditions 
result in greater chances of the introduction and dissemination of infection. other 
circumstances regarding outbreaks of these diseases are more or less the same among 
the workers as in the rest of the population. The outbreaks of a. few other diseases 
notably malaria are fa'YUI'ed by migration and congregation of labour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

31. (i) Excepting the monetary grants given to women by the managements of 
a. few plantations. it is doubtful whether any other scheme exists in this Presidency. 

V.-Welfare (other than Health and HOUBiDg. wi including Education). 
32. (i) and (ti) With the exception of welfare work, recreatioo facilities. reading 

rooms, gymnasia. excursions. etc .• provided by the railway and one or two large 
industrial eoncerns~ it is doubtful if facilities have been provided by other employers 
of labour. 

33. Probably. the Buckingham and Camatie Mills Company of Madras is the only 
employer of labour in this Presidency which has provided. welfare officers and workers. 

34. Vide remarks under (32) above. 
35. The experience gained from the working of the welfare activities initiated by 

the Buckingh ..... end Camatic Mills Company for the benefit of their employees is 
very satisfactory. 

VII.--8afety. 
48. Suggestion has been made in the amendments in the Factories Act that there 

should be a statutory obligation on employers of labour to provide :6.rst-aid and 
medical relief. 

x.--8peaia\ questi .... relaliDg to Women, YOUDg AduJlII and ChildreD. 
82. It is of the greatest importance that in the case of factories in which women 

exceeding a certain number are employed. creches should be established in order 
that infants may be taken proper care of. . . . 

XVII.-AdminialratioD. 
139. 140 and 142. In so far as the sanitary aspect of the administration of 

factories. mines, plantations~ docks and other industrial establishments is concerned 
there should be a special bureau of Industrial Hygiene attached to the office of the 
Director of Public Health. The executive officers of the department should possess 

f"') DS 
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statutory powers of inspection, direction to the owen to execute such proposals 
as may be made to safegua.ni the health of the workers, and of enforcing the law in 
these respects. 

_50.1. 
z.eu... I ...... Ill. A.cti",! DiYBeto. of Public H.a1Il1. MaM .... to IlIo S .... tary to 

Go •• """"". Loea1 S./f-G ...... menl (Purnic H6a1IlI) 1M~.nt. R. No. 759-3-Sany. 
tlaud 23Yd July. 1929. 

Royal Commission on Labour. 
According to tbe census of 1921. tbeproportion of population in Mad ..... Presidency 

depending f()r their livelihood on the importa.n.t occupations was 88 follows :-

AgricultuTe 
Industry 
TIBd .. and Prof_ 
Others 

Per cent. 
71 
13 
9 
7 

Total 100 

H the population supported by agriculture is classified according to the sub-
gTOllps of this occupation. 29·72 out of 30·65 millions depend OIl ordinary cultivation 
for their sustenance: as regards the balance of about 9i la.khs. about " lakhs are 
supported by rearing and tending of livestock, about 2 Iakhs depend on plantations 
and gard .... and the rest OIl other subsidiary occupations relating to agriculture. 

The important industries are classified below according to the proportion of 
population depending OIl them for their livelihood :-

·Textiles ... ~_.~ __ ~ _____ ._ ~r. 

Industries of dress 
Building industries 
Food industries 
Wood •. 
Others .. 

Proportion per 
1.000 industrial 

population 
dependent an 

234 
228 
119 
113 
lOS 
191 

1.000 

Most of these industries. especially the first two items which occupy the foremost 
rank, are situated in a few cities and towns or their immediate neighbourhood. 

• • • • & • • • • • • • • • • 

The recommendations for the amelioration in their conditions of labour referred 
to in the foregoing paragraphs are indicated in the following summary :-

(1) Housing.-Local authorities and employers of labour should individually 
and jointly be Obliged by law to provide directly or by meaDS of co-operative efforts 
suitable housing accommodation for the working classes. 

(2) Provision of medical facilities by employers of labour. including periodical 
inspection of emplo-yees, first aid~ treatment. etc. 

(3) Amendmeot of Workmen's Compensation Act on lines ho.ral to the workers. 
(4) Enactment of an Insurance Act: for workers anal0eous to the Eng:1i.sh Act. 
(5) Enactment of Maternity Benefit -Act. . 
(6) Prohibition of employment of pregaant women. eight weeks before and eight 

weekS: after confinement. . 
(7) Provision by employers of labour or by local authority of creches in cases 

where large numbers of women are employed. 
(8) Encouragement of the formation of trade unions on proper lines. 
(9) Establishment of arbitration boards pOssessing statutory standing. 
(10) Establishment of Governmental labour bureaux or exchanges in each 

district. 
(11) Restrictions to control the exploitation of labour by Kanga.nis. recruiting 

agents and such like persons or agencies. 
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(12) Improvements in the hours of working which should in no way exceed the 
limits prescribed under the English Acts. 

(13) Encouragement of the formation of standing committees of the employers 
and representatives of the employees to settle grievances* etc. 
~ (14.) Encouragement of the formation of social welfare agencies by the joint 
efforts of the local authority and employers of labour for doing social work in the 
workplace and in the homes of the workers. 

(IS) Encouragement of the provision of amenities as cinemas. recreation grounds, 
libraries. sports. excursions and so forth for the workers and their families. 

(IS) Formation of co-operative banks. stores" etc.~ towards the encouragement of 
thrift among the employees. 

(17) Feasibility of a provident fund system for the employees. 
(IS) Maintenance of a proper system of record keeping with respect to the health 

of the employees. . 
(19) Standardization of wages. 
(20) The creation of a special bureau of industrial hygiene in Director of Public 

Health's office. 
It will be seen from this summary that the co-operation of the State, the employer 

and the employee and also the general public is required in the solution of the labour 
problem. • 

With reference to paragraph 9k an investigation for determining the comparative 
mortality among the industrial and the Don-industrial population of cert:ain towns 
is being started and every possible endeavour will be made to- complete it before the 
arrival of the Commission. The report of the investigation will be submitted as 
soon as it is ready. 

In as far as factory labour is concerned~ copy of my letter R. No. 77I.3fSany., 
dated 16th July. 1929. to the Commissioner of Labour, containing suggestions for 
amendments in legislation is herein enclosed for the information of the Government. 

An,"""e No. II. 

Copy of letter R No. 771.3/Sany .• dated 16th July. 1929, from the Director of Public 
Health. Madras. to the Commissi-oner of Labour, Madras. 

The references hereunder correspond to the Factories Manual of 1925. 
(I) Sectio .. 4. Svb-section (5).-Inasmuch as it is definitely stated in the sub

section that the Local Government can decide the powers to be exercised by the 
several inspectors. the necessity for the sub-elause H and the inspectors to whom 
the notices are to be sent" occurring at the end of the sub-section is not apparent. 
Another reason for recommending the omission is that. as the additional inspectors 
entrusted with special branches of factory administration are the best judges of the 
improvements to be carried out in the factories with reference to those branches. 
greater expeditiousness will be secured if they are authoriud to issue notices and 
take subsequent action. 

(2) Sections 7 od S.-I am strongly of opinion that those who are classified as 
children for purposes of employment in factories should, when they subsequently 
enter the class 01 adults. be examined a second time and granted an age certiftcate 
by the certifying surgecn. 

(3) Certifying surgeons are not as a rule inspecton of factories, and their thances 
of exercising the powers conferred on them under Section 8 (tI) are extremely limit~ 
whereas health officers. onaccount of the greater opportunities they have of inspecting 
factories. will be able to examine the cert:i.fied children. and in case they find that such 
children are no longer fit for employment they should be authorised to prohibit the 
factory managers from employing such ~. 

(4} SuJion 13.-1 think: that no exception should be made in the case of factories 
as regards the provision of sanitary conveniences. The proviso under this section 
may, therefore, be omitted.. 

(5) Si!cliotl14.-Analogous to the sub~section under Sections 11, 12 and 16 there: 
should be a. sub-section under Section 14 to authorise inspectors to issue notices 
upon the factory managem to provide suitable water supply where such provision 
has not been made. 

(6) There should be definite legal provision authorizing Local Go...rnment to 
direct whenever necessary the factory managers to provide housing. medical relief. 
and such other conveniences and amenities. A section embodying th~ subjects 
(aoalogous to the sections in the Planten' Act-Repealed) should be introduced. 

( ... ) D4 
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(1) Next to Section 14 there &hold be- a. new s-ection under which factory managers 
should be compelled by law to provide bathing arrangements and suitable mess
rooms for the employees. I think the time has come when the question of intJ'Ow 
ducing a Workmen's Insurance Act similar to the English Act but adapted to 1 ,cal 
oondition& should be introduced. At any rate. legislation is necessary as regards 
maternity and children's benefits. 

(9i Section 19.A.-This should be extended to women especially wbo are preg-
nant. . 

(10) n.e Local Government shnuld have the powers of directing factory employees 
to provide maternity relief and nursing for the pregnant women and to opeD akhes 
for the children of the employees. Also the factory managers should be prohibited 
from employing pregnant women during the six weeks before confinement and 
four weeks after. Women after the third month of pregnancy should for the 
putpose of hours of employment be considered as children. 

(11) If a factory inspector·lind. any sick or incapacitated person being employed 
in any factory he should be autborined by law to prohihit the factory managers 
from employing such persons until they are certified as tit. 

(12) Every factory manager sbould be compelled by law to maintain registers 
or cards for individual employees recording therein all illnesses aDd any other par
ticulars that may be prescribed by the inspector. 

(IS) Persons suffering from sueb of the diseases as are notified to be infectious 
under the local boards and MUDicipsl Acts sbould be prohibited from being employed 
in factories. Factory managers sbould be compelled to report cases of infections 
diseases and of all births and deaths to the officers of the Public Health Department. 

(14) SwiQn 21.-As the conditions relating to the physical constitutinn of the 
]abourers~ the environment in the factory as well as in the homes. wages paid to the 
employees and such other circumstances affecting the latter's health are in this 
country much more adverse to health than the corresponding conditions in England 
and other western conntries. the hours ot employment of men~ women and children 
should not under any circumstances exceed the hours prescribed in the factory 
legisiation in England. . 

(15) SetU ... 'Sl.-A sub-clause (P) should be added to authorize the Government 
to frame rules regarding health, safety. well-being and comfort of the employees. 

(16) Secti ... 59.-UOOer the schedule the Government should have the executive 
power ?f adding to the list in the schedule. To the schedule as it now stands, the 
manufacture of sulphuric acid may be added in view of the fact that Jead vats are 
invariably used in its manufacture. 

(17) In view of the intimate relationship between economic conditions and the 
health of employees, 'the Local Government should have statutory power of 
standardizing the wages of employees. 

(18) It may be stated definitely in the Factories Act that the proVisions contained 
therein are in addition to those contained in other statutes as the Local Boards and 
Municipal Acts. 

Mr. R. G. GRIEVE. M.A., F.R.G.S., Director of Public Instruction. Madras. 

It is not possible for me to supply a comprehensive statement in respect of the 
various aspects of education falling within the purview of the Royal Commission. 
This it due to the fact that all educational activities in this Presidency do not come 
under the control of the Director of Public Instruction. The Salt Department has 
seven schools attached to salt :factories: some schools for nshennen and their 
children are run by the Fisheries Department: Industrial schools are controlled by 
the Director of Industries; Labour ~f which there are a JaIge number-by 
the Commissioner of Labour; and Agricultural schools by the Director of Agriculture. 
Any memorandum by the Director of Public Instruction is. therefore. necessa.riJy 
:incomplete. but subject to this reservation the following remarks are offered.. 

With reference to item (36) in the schedu1&" the provision of educational facilities 
by employent-there are few cases in which such fa.cilities have been provided. 
for adults, half-timers or children. There are, however. notable exceptions. I 
may instance the excellent day and night schools maintained by the Buclring
ham and earnatic Company-tbe former for half-tmumo and children. the latter 
for employees in the mills. The boys' d .. y achooI has 888 OIl the rolls and the 
night school for adults 372. Two schools for girls have also. been recently started. 
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Again. in the Cordite Factory school. Aravankadu. provision is made {ClIO about 
100 children. and for part·time workers and apprentices. There are three other 
examples of schoois for factory children: one in Vizagapatam district. with 
83 children on rolls; one Dear Coimbatore for cotton factcny children. with 39 boys 
and 22 girls on rolls; and one in Malabar. 

The general conclusion thus is that little so far bas beeD. dODe with· two exceptional 
cases to be referred. 10 below~ and some employers seem to be indi.fterent or hostile 
to the provision of educational facilities for any of the three categories referred 
to in item (36) of the schedule. The two exceptional cases are the milway 
admioistntioo and the pooling commnalty. 

The Madras and Southern Mahratta and the South lodian Railways have for 
long maintained a number of schools for the children of their Anglo-Indian: and 
Iudian employees. The policy to be adopted as regazds these schools in the future 
is at present under considemtion. largely because it is cxmsidered anomalous that 
railway funds should be expended on what is essentially a provincial transferred 
subject. The present position is that these two railways maintain in this Presidency 
16 European and 6 lodiau schools. with a total strength of 945 and 883 respectively. 

As regards the planting community. there are a number of schools for the clrildren 
of employees on estates. including aided schools. and at a recent meeting of the 
United Planters' Association of South India. the question of making some provision 
for secondary education also was considered and appnwed in principle. 

Turning to item (40) in the schedule. there are for the children of workers in 
industrial concerns the ordinary schools maintained by local boards and private 
agencies. and the general statement may safely be made that it is possible for the 
the children of all worken in industrial concerns of any size to secure .a general 
elementary education. For children actually employed. in factories and for adults 
b.ardlyany provision is made dinJctly. An exception is the night school rnn by the 
Y.M.CA. in Coimbatore. which is attended by mill hands who wish to better their 
prospects in the local mills. 

Indirectly. a certain amount is done for adults; but so far only the fringe of 
the problem of adult education has been touched. A large number of night schools 
exist. but many of these are really continuation schools, while those attended by 
adults. illiterate or semi-literate. hardly seem to fall within the terms of reference 
of the Royal Commission, attended as they are for the most part by agricultural or 
casual labourers. Those. again. that are roo by philauthropic societies have primarily 
in view the uplift of the depressed classes. 

In brief~ it may be stated. subject to modifica:tions arising out of statements by 
the Commissioner of Labour and tl\e Director of Industries, that. SO far as .schools 
·under the Educational Department are concerned. with some noteworthy exceptions. 
little is done directly by employetS or other agencies~ particularly for adults and 
half-timers. but that the widespread facilities for general elementary education 
render it nonnally possible for children of employees to obtain education.. 

Mr. T. AUSTIN. I.C.S .• District Magistrate. Ganjam. 

I. (6) As chairman of the As5am Labour Board from September. 1924. to April, 
1928. I had the opportnalty of visiling both tea gardeJls and recruiting centres. 

(i) I consider that it is necessary 1:0 retain eontrol over recruitment for these~ 
among other, reasons. The majority of coolies come from jungly and backward. 
tribes and are quite unsopb..istica:ted. There have been, in the past. a great many 
abuses. In spite of the present strict control. attempts are still made to kidnap 
minors of both. sexes and to mislead othem. Most of these attempts are, undoubtedly. 
now nipped in the bud. There is a shortage of labour in most _ gardens; with 
uncontrolled. recruitment, planters would be tempted to employ unlit agents. who 
would be rewarded by results.. Such men are still about and would be at once ready 
to take up their. old calling. 

(ii) I can think of nothing better than the present system, which aims at recruit-
ment by cooties. who have worked 011 a garden of their own relations and friends; 
they have experienced work in Assam. know what they are ~ruiting othenl for and 
can explain it to them. 

The system of ldcal agents~ as carried on by the Tea Districts Labour Association, 
is good. so long as the right kind of officer is employed and he keeps in touch with 
local officials, missiemaries. etc. 
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(ill) The Assam Labour Board, as constituted at present, is too large and contains 
representatives of planters and of their Calcutta firms. As chairman. I looked OD 
myself as the coolies" representative; and the Board looked to me to advise them 
on legal matters as weD as on matters that came to my notice during my tours. It 
is an advantage that the chairman should be a Government servant; but the Board. 
should be smaller and should contain representatives trom the recruiting areas. 

(iv) The existing Act is fuU of anomalies and anachronisms: it needs to be 
replaced by a short simple enactment. It would not require a very smart la.wyer 
to pick holes in the Act; it is doubtful whether any of the proceedings, nominally 
taken under it, are really legal. But it is loyally worked by all concerned in the 
spirit in which it was framed. Thus the main defect of the present system is that it 
is only workable by consent. Another defect is that it is not elastic enough; DO 

provision is made for recruitment :in new areas, for instance. These defects can 
only be cured by Iegislation. 

(v) It has been the expressed intention 01 Government and the tea industry to 
aim at free recruitment. Assam is undoubtedly handicapped in comparison with 
other industries in India; lrom this district, lor instance, thousands go annually to 
Burmah, with no such control. But, for the present" I think that some control is 
still needed for Assam; until that is removed, DO substitute is needed for the present 
system, provided that it be simplified and made more elastic by legislation. 

Others can speak. with more intimate knowledge than myself. of actual conditions 
in Assam. I can only say. generally. that in some districts greater attention needs 
to be paid to housing. medical needs and education. although the industry. as a whole. 
are fully alive to this. Coolies. as a rule, are happy and well-treated on the gardens. 
Wages are a difficult SUbject and I will not discuss them. Missionaries and others in 
touch with the coolies at home generally agree that they benefit by going to Assam ; 
this is tJ'Ue~ at any rate of the hill tribes of the Ganjam agency. 

SRIMA..." SREE VlKRAMA DEO VARMA MAHASAYA. Vizagapatam. 

1. (6) Though there are two jute mills and one or two manganese mines in the 
district. I am not in touch with the various problems connected with the labour 
employed in those concerns aIUi the relations between capital and labour. The most 
important labour problem. that has been engaging the serious attention of the· 
administrators and the public men interested in the economic weUare of the district 
is the recruitment of labour from what is known as the agency tract of the district. 
for the Assam gardens. Successive agents to the Governor most notable among 
whom is Mr. L. T. HMris. C.S.I .• drew the serious attention of the Government to 
the necessity and desirability of closing the agency traets to the recruitment of labour 
for Assam. The power of the.capitalist behind the tea gardens of Assam. overrode 
all principles of equity and economic necessity and the agency tracts still continue 
to be denuded of the already scarce basic population of the area. If the natural 
laws of supply and demand and the attraction of higher wages and continued employ
ment, as set forth by the a.uthorities. as the causes for the lI.ow of population from. 
Jeypur to Assam were true. I would respectfully throw a chaUenge to the authorities 
to place before the public a statement showing the total number tha.t left the agency 
tracts for Assam. the number that returned to their home a.nd the wealth in savings 
they brought back. the number that stayed back in Assam on account of superior 
climatic and eCOtlomlc conditions and convince the public that recruitment is for the 
benefit of the people recruited. I would also ask the authorities to explain the need 
for a costly and elaborate organization with the legislative and executive C(H)peration 
of the Government direct and indirect. fOUDd necessary for the so-ca1led freewill 
emigra.tion of the agency people. Certainly this is nothing short of modem slavery. 
legalised by modern Acts to enrich the Assam plantations with "human manure from 
the agency tracts. I question the wisdom of the Government in allotting millions 
of money for the development of the agency tracts by the provision of roads. 
railways and anti~malaria methods~ while permitting the areas to be developed to 
be depopulated by emigration to another province for its development. This is 
simply robbing Peter to pay Paul, 

The contractors of the Raipur Railway find it difficult to. get local labour 'and 
I know of two contractors who. brought down men from Cuttack~ Sambulpur and other 
places to the Rayagada section of the Railway. An impartial scrutiny of the reasons 
for the inability of the P.W.D. divisions in the agency to spend at least a part of the 
amount of the allotment money would reveal the fact that the scarcity of the labour 
from: the local areas~ the sickness of the labour taken from the plains ~ the main 
reasons. If the emigration was free, why should a number of well dressed sirdazs 
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with attractions of gramophone and harmonium penetrate into the jungle villages 
as decoy elephants in the khedda operations t It is, therefore, clear that emigration 
to Assam is a state-aided institution and the sooner the agency tracts are closed the 
better for the district. The time is not far distant, when the Maharajah of Jeypur 
will have only a rent-roll without a peasantry to cultivate the fertile virgin nelds of 
his estate. ~e will be compelled to have a sch~ of ~tion from the Unit~ 
Provinces and the landless people of the Godavan and Krishna Deltas, should tins 
stream of emigration go on for a decade more, and the indigenous population. will 
vanish as the Red Indians of America and Maories of New Zealand. I am. therefore~ 
strongly of opinion that in the in,terests of humanity and in the interests of economic 
future of the district, which is sure to foUow the completion of the Vizagapatam 
and the Raipur Railway with the network of feeder miJ:ways to join it; and in view 
of the great need of labour fur all the development schemes on hand and to be
proposed. I would strongly press on the Commission and through it the Government 
of India to completely close the agency tracts to the :recruitment of labour for Assam. 
and to penalise any attempts of individuals or associations who place before the 
simple aboriginal folks the imaginary attraction of the Assam fields and decoy people 
into emigration lands. I am confident that as a result of the Commission's 
representations. this blot of the existence of slavery in British Territory will be 
wiped off by the nation, that spent millions of money to liberate foreign sIave8. 

CAPT. F. R. STEELE, LOCAL AGENT OF THE TEA DISTRICTS LABOUR 
ASSOCIATION, BERHAMPORE, GANJAM, MADRAS. 

L-Recruilment. 
L (i) The district of Ganjam is inclusive of an agency tracts division in which 

two aboriginal tribes reside. The !{honds, in the north-west area and the Sowras. in 
the south-west area. Both tribes migrate to tea estates. Other castes from the 
plains area who also normally emigrate to tea gardens are :-Bowris~ Dandasis. 
Kapus, Kamma.rs, Madigas, MaIas, and Panos. 

The average movement of labour from this district to tea estates is approximately 
2.000 per annum. The Tea Districts Labour Association year commences on the 1st 
September. and ends on the 31st August. The brisk recruiting months are generally 
between. February to June and the slack months between September to December. 
The busiest month during the year is March. The slack season may be attributed to 
the advent of rains, when ploughing operations are commenced and the harvesting 
seasons. when labour is absorbed in its own precincts. 

I attach sta~ for the past three years of the movement of labour, by castes, 
from this district, as also those for sirdats, received from gardens, .during the 
corresponding periods. 

Migration to Burma is also popular and a free flow takes place ann~y~ The 
labour migrating to Burma. however, is practically confined to males and generally 
from the plains areas of the district. A small proportion of Khonds have ventured. 
to cross the sea but not yet the .Malia (hill) Sowra, though his brother the Kapu 
Sowra (plains Sowra) migrates fairly freely. 

I give below as perhaps being of interest a schedule of wages as obtained, (al 
in the district (b) at Burma. and (c) on Assam tea estates :-

Area. Season. Males. Females. Children. 
In the district NOIl'harvesting 

Burma 
. ~ ~on-pl;~ 

6 as. to 8 as. S as. to 4- as. 2 as. to 4- as. 
R •. I to Rs.I-8 
6 as. to 8 as. 4- as. to 5 as. 2 as. to 3 as.' 

In the district Hatvesting. 
Burma 
Assam Plu~sea.son 

8 as. to 10 as. 4 as. to 6 as. 3 as. to 5 as. 
Re. I t<> Rs. 1-8 
6 as. to 12 as. S as. to 12 as. S as. to 5 as. 

The castes who normally emigrate to Burma. are the Pali and other fisher castes 
(some fisher villages are nearly denuded ()f men) Kapus~ Malas, Chegudi. Reddis, 
Kelinga and Madigas: Practically 1;1.0 women emigrate and in parts of the district 
almost every village has someone in Burma all the year round. 

·Printed in abridged form. 
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The three ports from which emigration to Bwma takes place are :- GopaIpur, 
Barnva and Kalingapatam. Gopalpur is reputed to ship 1.800. Barnva 8.000 to 
lO~OOO and Kalingapatam 8,000 every year. and receive as many retwnmg~ 1 am 
not in a position to vouch for these figures but one of the Canadian missionaries in 
the south of the district informed me that he would not be surprised to leam that 
at least 2 per cent. of the male adult population are in B1lI'JDa.. 

The period of absence at Bunna is usually one year. The nature of the work is 
agricultural, factory, shop~ and warehouse--the fisher castes work on boats and the 
Malas become domestic servants. 

The lowest wa.ge is abont Re. 1 per diem and fairly large sums of money are 
remitted home~ per money orders-one post office in the south with its branch 
offices is reported to average payments of Rs. 40.000 per mensem-most of this 
money, I am given to understand, is received from Rangoon. 

(il) The general cause is economic. The contributing factors being drought, 
caste questions, KhtlmIJari and VeUi systems and such other factors as make the 
lot of the labourer a ruord .... d 'Ieedy olle. 

From " perusal of the castes mentioned in Subject 1 (i), it will be easily observed 
that the labour which emigrates is of the so called ~'lower U classes. The caste 
question and the- status of the untouchable in the ~1adras Presidency has a particular 
bearing on migration. It is notorious that the lower classes are given no encourage
ment by the upper classes and no opportunity for eoonomic or social advancement 
and· for a very good reason-the Zamindars and other .. higher" castes find it 
considerably to their interests· to exploit the slave mentality of the lower and 
labouring classes. In this distriet botb the Kloambari system, as practiced by 
landownem and the yetti system, as practised by the Government exist, 

The KhambtJri system is that which binds for generations to the same family of 
employers a labourer OIl a wage of bare subsistence~ usually however. paid in kind. 
The cases of these unfortunate victims vary~ but generally speaking are due to debts 
incurred during poor agricultural seasons or for maniage and other ceremonies. 
The labourer is bound down to serve his employer in whatever capacity the latter 
may require-the recognised rule is for the labourer to cultivate a portion of his 
employer's land, for which he is to receive payment in kind at the end of the harvesting 
season. This payment takes the shape of a cart or two of the harvested crop and is 
suppoaed to give the man an income of from Rs. 5 to Rs. 7 a month .. but in practice 
this is far from. the case. Since the labourer receives his paymen-r annually at 
barvestingtime and has to subsist in the meantime. he isobliged to keep on borrowing. 
in kind, from his employer with the result that at the end of a year. after interest 
on capital loaned is added and borrowings during the year have been deducted from 
the man's portion of his- grain~ the Khambari:finds he has increased and not reduced 
his original debt to his employer. . 

Similarly in the Yetti system as practised by the Government exists in the agency 
tracts, the Sowras or Khonds (more especially the Sowras. owing· to their seclusion 
in tracts ill-served by roads) are at the mercy of the Bisso}"'is (headmeu of Muttahs-
a Muttah consisting of a group of villages) and there are no taxes. and $owraa are 
permitted free hoJdings in unreserved forest areas all over their country, in return 
for which they have to render service to the Government whenever required. This 
service takes the form of road making. building. coolie labour for touring officen:l and. 
in sbort, meet all the demands for labour as required by the Go~ent for various 
purposes. The Bissoyis are apt to exploit this free labour to their own ends. as it 
rests solely with these gentlemen to nnd the necessary labour whenever required 
by Government, and touring ofticel'S. 

Migration to Assain therefore ofiers to the emigrant facilities which he:finds next 
to impossible to obtain in his own home. 'Vork is obtainable aU the year round 
011 gardens and every opportunity is given the labourer to better his economic and 
social status. Travel broadens outlook and this is as true with the lower classes as 
with his more fortunate brethren~ The once timid and down.trodden Sown. 01' 
Madiga. after a spell on a tea garden. returns, not only pbysicalJy improved but also 
in his bearing and social status. and inclined even to be domineering and to demand 
a. say in all matters governing his social welfare. 

Away from the influences of his cute SUperi0I3, the untouchable reaches a higher 
standard both of living and personal freedom, so much so that the higher castes 
are for this reason very much against his migrating at all and particularly to Assam 
where these tendencies are more easily acquired. 

(iii) The good results obtained with regard to the Sowra migration during the 
year 1926-27 were due almost entirely to the action of Government during that and 
the previous year. in enforcing their forest protection policy. Sowras are accustomed 
to cultivate patches for a year and then move on to new patches cleared. by 
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.. jbuming U or clearing by fire. The- new polky was regarded as int.erfer9nce and 
roused considerable resentment. and the Sowra was forced to seek a means of 
subsistence and migrated to tea. which presented itself as a. solution of his difficulties. 

NQ other changes within my knowledge are noticeable-I took over charge of 
this agency in April. 1927. having come up from the Ceded districts after working 
those areas for about three yearsa 

Possibilities exist for an improved ftow of labour from. the southern portions of 
this district. Migration to Burma of late has not offered the same scope as heretofore. 
it being believed that the supply is far exceeding the demand, and it is therefore 
likely that 1:1$ excess will divert its attention to tea estates. The popularity of 
Burma over Assam is not merely because of the higher wage earnable at Bunna
Assam. with its free housing. firewood. bonuses and medical attention. etc.. all 
combined, offers as good a wage--but,. is because of the short period of migration 
lone year) as against tea employem requiring permanent settlers. • 

2. Ii) As will be' observed from the statistics attached in connection with 
Subject 1 II). the number of sird'ars· received from gardens exceeds the migration 
figure. It is througb means of labour returning as sirdars that contact with villages 
is maintained. A labourer may be anything from six months to three or four years 
on aD estate before he is consigned as a sirdar. The a.verage period is between one 
to two years. The selection and consigning of labourers as sirdars usually rests 
with the garden managers though. on occasioDS$ local agents make certain 
recommendations in this connection~ 

A certa.i:n percentage of labour has not returned as sU-daIs since migrating. while 
on the other hand, a small percentage return annually as •• on leave " or U name 
cut Ok coo~ese having more or less resolved to sever their connection with 
gardens. 

Fully one third of the sirdan consigned in any one year fail to return again to 
their gardens, while so far as the Sowras are concerDed at least 50 per cent. remain 
behind. Several of these however. return .. t IiLter periods. after they have spent lill 
their saviDgs and are once again forced to do so for eoDnomiC reasons.. 

This agency has not so far dealt in short term labour but it is quite probable 
that this system will eventually be introduced. Labour recruited under this system 
would be repatriated after the expiry of definite periods. 

3. (i) Labour is recruited by means of the sirdari system. working under Act VI 
of 1901. The sirdar is a. licensed employee of an estate and is consigned to the charge 
of a local agent in the recruiting district of which he is either a native or in which it 
is desired he should opezate. 

(1) The local agent is also a licensed individual whose duties are to receive, register, 
instruct, advance and generally supervise the operations of all sirdars consigned to 
his care. He has also to ensure their recruiting in accordance with the conditions 
of the Act and bring to the notiCit of the district magistrate and Assam Labour 
Board, any infringements or illegalities committed by them. 

(2) To register all recruits as brought in by sirdars. expIa.in terms and conditioos 
of the estate to which the recruit is a potential emigrant. ensure that the RCruit 
understands these and that he has not been induced to emigrate by coe~ or fraud. 

To illustrate: A sirdar on arrival from his garden comes up for registration 
before a local agent who then runs over eonditions. wages earnable, etc., on his 
estates. with the sirdar and satisfies himself that the man has a true conception of 
his duties as a recruiter. pays him his first advance and sends him out into the district 
to recruit. 

The system of advances varies even. in a single district and is dependent on the 
distance the sirdar has to travel to his village and his means of getting there. In this 
district two systems are adopted ~ (a) The payment of a small:first advance sufficient 
to enable the sirdar to subsist for, say, a fortnight~ and at the same time have a little 
ready money to move about and a.rrange for coolies. This advance is usually Rs. 15. 
On the sirdar subsequently reporting and making a deftnite promise of coolies 
arranged and his ability to bring them io, a second advance is pa.i<L This amount 
is usually Rs. 10. (b) The payment of a consolidated .first and second advance for 
sirdars whose homes are at a considerable distance from the local agency. This 
advance is usually Rs. 20 for the agency tracts sirda.rs and Rs. 25 for those SirdaIS 
who are residents of one or other of the native states of Baud. Daspalla or Nayargarh. 
from which states recruiting is also done from this district, but from where we have 
of recent years had very poor results. 

On sirdars bringing in recruits these are registered by the local agent, conditions, 
etc .• explained as already stated and the emigrant forwarded to his garden through 
the agency of Challan peons-tbese are association peons who take charge of sUdan 
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and coolies and safely conduct them from one forwarding agency to another till they 
eventually reach their destination. The association mainWDI forwarding agencies at 
convenient and important junctions en route and where~ as a ruIe6 hot meals are 
provided. 

As the sirdar is himself a labourer on his estate and when down in the recruiting 
district naturally recruits in the viciuity of his own village. ~ up relations, 
friends and caste people~ the system so far as the potential recruit 18 concerned is 
an ideal one and hard to improve upon. It stands to reason that a man who.is himself 
a labourer 00 an estate and has personally experienced all the existing advantages 
and disadvantages is by far and away the best person. to acquaint friends and relations 
of these facts, with this additional advantage to the recruit, that. should he at a 
later date discover that the sirdar has misled him in any respect. he will have 
unlimited opportunities of extracting retribution. since the sirdar will h.imself be 
working along with his recruit on the same garden and at the same work. This 
latter factor in itself acts as a great retarding influence on sirdars who might otherwise 
be led to paint too rosy a. picture of a garden's advantages. 

(li) r can suggest 110 possible improvements to the present sirdari system which 
I consider, in the interests of the emigran:ts~ the best system in Jorce. 

The sirdari. system however is undoubtedly a very costly business. A great 
proportion of sUdan prove unsuccessful in recruiting labour~ During the season 
192&-27 the average coolie recruite<I per sirdar was 1'14, in 1927-28 '62, and in 
192&-28 'SO, and I believe I am correct in stating that at no time has the average 
exceeded 1·3 adults. 

The only suggestion I would thus urge would be to increase the efficiency of the 
sirdar while still. maintaining his unique characteristics and this can only be done 
by -removing existing restrictions and permitting the sirdar more license and freedom 
to utilise and tum to good account the assistance of his relations or friends in his 
activities in search of labour. 

I see no reason to suspect or apprehend the springing up of the professional 
assistant to the slrdar. Local agents ca.n be trusted to do their duty m ensuring 
that no recruit is permitted 10 emigrate by fraud. misrepresentation or coercion, 
and the fact that adva.nces are limited and that local agents are. as a whole, against 
the introduction ·of professional recruiters~ would~ in my opinion, successfully keep 
out this undemable type. 

While on this subject I would like to say that I consider that more license should 
be given to local agents who should be permitted not only to carry on propaganda 
work in the district. but also to have the power to deal with coolies who come in 
voluntarily and to be able to send them up to the gardens they might select or to 
an estate where labour is required. 

(ill) As can already be derived from my report I am against the formation of any 
such agencies. These professional bodies would merely have a 1inancial interest in 
the recruits and the result would be detrimental both to the recruits aDd to the 
gardens. 

4. Recruitment to tea gardens differs from the seasonal migration to Burma in 
that family life is not disturbed. as gardens prefer the family group and facilities 
for. all members to earn a wage are offered. 

I give below statistics of family groups, single males and single females who 
have emigrated through this agency for the past three years. 

Season. Family groups. Single males. Single females. 

1926-27 
1927-28 
1926-29 

5.369 
1,783 
1,470 

244 
'148 

136 

A fair proportion of single males later take up their families. . 

216 
117 
127 

Single females are detained until enquiries are made and they are sent forward 
only if the consent of the husband or legal guardian is forthcoming and after the 
requisite detention as laid down by the rules has been carried out .. 

6. (i) I consider that the retention of some control is necessary~ if restrictions 
are to be removed and sirdars and local agents allowed more freedom, but control 
by the district magistrate in the recruiting di$trict is aU that is necessary. 

Local agents come under the OOll.tinual supervision and eye of the district magis
trate, working as they do in the same district and an additional supervisory body 
such as the Assam Labour Board is~ in my opinion. superfluous. 

Local agents would continue as at present is the ease, to report illegalities. enter 
into correspondence with and give eVidence at prosecutions as and when authorised 
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by the district magistrate and. provided some guar.antee against an arbitrary 
cancelling of a local agent's licence by a district magistrate is possible. I can see no 
reason for the continuance of this additional control by the Board. 

TABLE (Abridged). 
Seasons. Emigrants. Sirdars. 

Savaras. Others. Sava:as. Others. 

1926-27 4.428 1.191 4,013 1.286 
1927-28 I._ 507 2,405 797 
1926-29 1.156 408 1,603 836 

Total 6,886 2,108 8.021 2,919 

Mr. G. T. H. BR..-I.CKEN. I.C.S., District Magistrate and Agent to the Governor, 
Vizagapatam. 

1. Evidence is offered only under the head I. Recruitment, (6) Recruitment for 
Assam. 

2. The relevant Ad is the Assam Labour and Emigration Act XI of 1908 as 
amended by subsequent Acts. Recruitment in this district is by the Tea Districts 
Labour Associa:tion. Most of the labour recruited is from the tract known as the 
.. Agency." Too Agency is inhabited mainly by hackward bill-tribes. wbo require 
special protection. For this reason. the Agency is administered under specialla.ws by 
the Collector of the district who. for this purpose. is styled U Agent to the Govemor:~ 
The agent to the governor is assisted by special assistant agents. The agent to the 
governor has full civil and erimin,al powers and exercises the functions of Sessions 
Judge. Speaking generally. the administration is of a more paternal character than 
in the more advanced. parts of India.. 

3. The following are the figures of recruitment in the last three years :-

Number of laboureIS Numberof dependants 

Name of depot. 
despatched. despatched. 

Men. I Women. Men. 1 Women. 

1926-27. 
Waltair .. .. .. .. 1.978 1 689 I 523" 

1927-28. 
Waltair .. .. .. .. 523 167 119 97 
Koraput .. .. .. .. 1.917 525 186 175 

Total .. .. 2.440 692 305 272 

1926-29. 
Waltair .. .. .. .. 515 202 III 

~ 
Koraput .. .. .. .. 3.043 816 407 275 

Total .. .. 3.558 . 1.018 SI8 396 

• No dIStinction as to sell:: is made in the figures furnished. 

The principal recruiting station in the Agency is Koraput where the Tea. Districts 
Labour Association have a sub-agent. It will be observed that there has been a 
steady increase in recruitment. 

4, The Act has worked satisfactorily and there have been very few complaints 
of illegalities .. Thereweretwocases of kidnappingbysardaISin 1926--27; in 1927-28 
no offeQces were reported; and in 1928-29 one only. 

It is the int .... t of the Tea Districts Labour Association to see that recruitment 
is done properly and that labourers are treated well for two reasons, (1) The Associa
tion are anxious to attract as much labour as possible and for this reason alone they 
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naturally treat the labourers well in order that theymay give a good account of the 
conditiooa to their friends and relatioDS on their retum.. The fact that recruitment 
is on the increase speaks for itself, and (2) The Association know that malpractices 
woald lead to the immediate closing of the Agency "to recruitment. Actually in 
practice the agents of the Association have shown themselves most anxious to comply 
with all the provisions of the Act and they co-opemte readily with Government 
officials. In the matter of recruitment the only real danger is illegal recruitment by 
sardars whose interest it is to recruit as many persons as possible. Care is taken that. 
as far as possible~ undesirable persons should lIot act as sardars. When any matter 
against a sardar comes to light steps are taken to have his licence <:a.ncelled; but as 
already stated~ offences are the exceptiOJl~ 

Objection :is sometimes taken torecruitment forthetea gardens on the ground that 
it depletes the labour supply in the Ageney which is not sufficient for the cultivation 
of aU land available. 011 the other hand, it may be said that recruitment is a valuable 
outlet for labour when crops fail and work is not available. Wage"1 in the tea gardens 
are fai higher than those paid in the Agency and the general e1fect of mjgration to 
Assam is to improve the standard of living and raise the wages of agriculturalla.bour. 
Recruitment for Assam is also tending to bring to an end the system known as the 
If Goti .. system under which a. man practically sells himself into bondage for life as 
an agricultural servant. As a rule. these .. Goti .. servants are fairly well treated by 
their masters but the pra.ctice is open to abuse and is in principle most undesirable. 
The following quotation from the District Gazetteer is 01 interest :-

U The rate of interest on loans extorted by these SaDdis is 100 per cent .• and if 
this is not cleared off in the first year. compound interest at 100 per unt. is charged 
on the balaoce. The -result is tha~ in many instances, the cultivators are unable to 
pay in cash or kind and become the gutis or serfs of the sowcars, for whom they have 
to work in return for mere batt&, whilst the latter take to manipulate their accounts 
in such a manner that the debt is never paid oft. A remarkable instance of this 
tyranny was brought to my notice a few days since-: a ryot some fifty years back 
borrowed Rs. 20; he paid back Rs. 50 at intervals and worked for the whole of his 
life and died in harness; for the same debt the sowcar claimed the services of his 
son, and he too died iD. bondage leaving two small sons. aged 13 and 9. whose services 
were also claimed for an alleged arrear of Rs. 30 on a debt of Rs. 20. botrowed 50 
ye&I3 back. for wlW:h Rs. 50 in cash had been paid in addition to the perpetnal 
labour of a man for a similar period." 

I have no suggestiODS to make for the improvement of the Act but it seems to me 
of the utmost importance that recruitment in the Agency should continue to be most 
strictly controlled. The Agency people are~ as a rule, simple, truthful persons. 
easily ,imposed npoD~ and tooreadily tolerant of extortioD. and oppression. They need
protection both against others and. it may be said, against themselves. It will be 
many years before ~ are in a position to stand up for their own interests. 

Mr. W. C. ASH. Engineer..m-Chief. VIZAGAPATAM HARBOUR CONSTRUCTION 

PART I. 

_end. 
Work was begun on the construction of the harbour in 1925. The main items 

comprised in the programme which is being carried out by the Government of 
India. through tho agency of the Railway Board are the dn:dging of the bar at the 
mouth of the present entrance chann.~ the deepening and widening of the channel 
for the entry of ships. tbe provision of water room for ships in the swamp tying to the 
west of the Vizagapa.ta.m town to which the entrance chaDnellea.ds a graving dock 
and the construction of quays equipped with transit sheds aad 'provided with road, 
railway and oth&r facilities. The reclamation of considerable areas of swampy land 
;. boU>g __ ......... ult 01 the thedging __ . T~~ of these features 
will be gathered from -the attached key plan.. 
. The most important section of the work;' that incWded in the dredging and 
recla.ma.tiOIl programme. and this is being carried out malnIy by departmental ageney. 
The greater part of the work on the remajnjng features is being executed on the petty 
contract system. 

• A statement of the departmental cadre is contained in Ann"""", I.' and it will 
be seen that the number of workmen engaged is- 1.043. whilst the outdoor supervi.sin&: 
eta!! number 52. 

• Not printed. 
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The number of men engaged by the various contractors. BQCtuates very COIl~ 
_bly. The present total is about 1.500. but this is likely to be exceeded in the 
Deal' future. The n1lDlbe:r of contractors at the present time is 20~ and the total 
value of the CODtncts DOW' UDder executiOll by those COIltIactots is about .. lakbs. 

The expenditure saneUoned for the scheme is 250·31 lak:hs and revised estimates 
amounting to Ro. _ lakhs are being presented. Of this amount large sums are 
being expended on land and on interest charges. and the _ sum to be spent on 
labour. plant, and materials for construction may be taken at Ro. 187·78 lakhs. 

The time ""luUed for the """""tiOD of the dredging prognil!lme is 10nger than 
that which would nonDally be zequUed for canying out the rema.iJlder of the work; 
and the programme of the latter. being thus spread O11to employs fewer people than 
would be expected on a work of this ~tode. It has. therefore. been unnecessary, 
so far, to recruit labour from far afield. . A great number of the coolies employed on 
earthwodl:: and building operations live in the villages surrounding the harbour 
property. whilst others reside in the town. lD the dry season this force is supple- . 
mented by labour recruited by contractors over a radius of 20 miles or so. These 
people only take up work: on the- harbour when it suits them and they work inter
mittently. returning to their fields when these demand their attention. 

The dredging and reclamation work being done main1y by mechanical elIort. the 
muster roll here also is a short one in comparison with the expenditure incurred. 
The various craft- have the normal crews required for the classes of work on which 
they are engaged. and the oDly materials moved by hand are the spoil dredged into 
certain ba<ges not fitted witb hopper dooIs and coal for the dredgels. 

The numbers eogaged on the project being limited by the cireUlllStaru:es referred 
to and outside aocommodation being available in the vicinity. it has not so far been 
found necessary to provide d_lIings for the Iabunr. Medical attention and fresh 
water are fu:r:ni.shed. but the need has not arisen fm the construction and maintenance 
of coolie lines with correspooding COIISen'aIlcy lighting and other arrangement,;. 
Latrines have been provided at the workshop and at the quays. 

The only employees who inhabit the working area are the crew of the dredger 
.. Vuagapatam." who sleo:p on board the_ 

Thirteen units of qllartem ha..., been ert!d:ed for employees de!!ignated .. npper," 
" senior .... and •• lower" subordinates at Dondaparti. near Waltair railway station. 
These are avallable to harbour employees of these respective grades for rents of 
10 per oent. of their salaries, the .. economic rents" being Rs. 50 2 annas. Ro. 2Q. 
4 """"". and Ro. 17 II aonas. The distanoe from the work is considerable. and 
the shopping centres .. schools. etc.~ are also :rather far away, whilst the site is no 
healthier than the toWil area.. There is. therefore~ no very keen demand for these
quarters. 

Five houses have been built for the senior ofticers in Waltair. and one is hised for 
the eagiDeer-in-<:hief. 

The main difficulty regarding the <:OBStruction of further quarters is that whilst 
the haroour p : 3] ample land the sites. which will eventually be suitable. are now 
marshy and have to be reclaimed. The poeition of _ and future possibilities 
can best be OlEpIained at site. 

The scales of pay may be gathered from Annexure 1.* They are based on current 
rates. though in certain cases the harbour. as will be explained, pay to labour less 
than they receive elsewhere and in others mon!. Competition is experieneed during 
the season for exporting ground-nuts, but there are no engineering works of any 
magnitude in the district to draw either skilled or unskilled labour away from. the
harbour. Refereooe to the bonus, depending on the voInme of work done, for wlW:h 
certain stall are eligible. will be found below. 

The leave rDIes applying to departmental staff are brielly stated in Annexure II 
in wbich reference is also made to- certaiD: amendments which have been recom
mended to meet _in. wlW:h baMships have been_. 

The rDIes regulating the genaaI proWlent fund, contribUtions to which are 
voluntary. are issued by the Secretary of State for India in CounciL Temporary 
monthly-paid estaNishment of the superior service (i.e.. above Rs. 20 pee mensem) 
are eligible for subscribing to the fund. There are at present oDly 2~ subscribers 
~ a total of 150 eligible. 

This fund does not carry any form of booms and oDIy allows for <OD1ponnd 
interest. on the empio-yees~ subscription at the mte as lloti1ied. by Government from 
time to time. 

* Not printed. 
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Measures were taken early in the progress of the" work to make the harbour area. 
as free as possible of malaria.. A cut-oH drain 5.800 ft. long was constructed. at a 
cost of Ro. 46.375 along the foot of the Yarada Hill. which forms the southern bound
ary of the property. It has succeeded in its object. and the surrounding area, 
which was formerly a bad breeding ground for mosquitoes, is DOW quite hea.lthy~ 
The inhabitants of certain villages in the southern area. were strongly infected with 
malaria and, as an additional precauti~ the villagers were moved to fresh sites over 
two miles further westward. All likely breeding places are oiled ooce or twice a 
week~ and the harbour area is kept as free of mosquitoes as the lack of activity OD. 
the part of oeighboliring authorities will pennit. Copies of statistics and partieuIara 
furnished to the Malaria Committee of the League of NatiollS at the time of their 
recent visit are attached.. There is a certain amount of loss of time each year owing 
to outbreaks of malaria" but untilloca1 bodies co-operate in anti-malaria measures 
this has to be faced. 

With regard to other diseases an abstract will be found in Annexure IV of the 
statistics of the harbour dispensary. The staH there engaged consists of one medical 
officer, one- assistant medical officer~ one compounderz one ward boy. one peon. one 
chowkidar and waterman. and one'sweeper. They are under the control of Major 
Anderson. I.M.S., in charge of the King George Hospital. Vizagapatam. who is the 
chief medical ofScer of the harbour. 

Free medical attention and medicine is given to all harbour employees reporting 
sick. 

A crkhe, for small c.hildreu of coolies coming from a distance, was erected at a. 
cost of Rs. 1.000. and a contribution of Rs. 250 per annum paid to the local welfare 
committee towards the cost of running. 

Very little use was made of this, particularly durlDg the last year. and it has now 
been closed down. 

Departmental employees are eligible as a privilege for certain railway passes. 
Passes are also given to all recruits from a distance. and they are also issued. subject 
to certain conditions~ on completion of service. 

Coolie labour, both departmental and contract. is recruited largely on the family 
system. and employment at suitable rates is given to the wiv<s and children as well 
as the husbands. 

There is in Vizagapatam & considerable colony of Anglo-Indians, but by no 
means all the posts for which they would generally be eligible have been lilled from 
local sources. On the other hand .. large percentage of posts of this nature. as 
well as those referred to below under c. Control.·· are occupied by men from the 
locality. 

There appears to be no widespread discontent with rates of pay. VIherever 
there are local sources to tap there is no difficulty in recruiting from these sources, 
though the conditions limit the supply for reasons to some of wbich reference has 
been made. 'When complaints are made they are at once investigated by the 
officer-in-charge of the division. The engineer-in--chief is invariably informed and. 
investigates personally if necessary. In most cases the grievances have been 
found to relate to minor matters. No trade unions are known to exist among 
the labour. 

n.-DredgiDg DiYlsion---{al W ... _. 

5.«/,,""1: H "",".-The deck and fire crew of the suction dredge .. Vuagapatam .. 
are recruited from Calcutta, being mostly drawn from the Chittagong district. Their 
rates of pay (Annexure 1) are based OIl those obtaining for the same class of men 
in ocean-going shipe. They are recruited through the Serangs and "0 difficulty 
has been experienced in getting all the labour requUod. 

They Ii .... 00 board the dredger. They draw a ration allOwance of Ro. 10 per 
month in addition to their pay, and are further included in ,th. dredging bonus 
scheme~ the amount to be distributed among them depending. on the dredger>s 
output. The average increment of pay on account of bonus works out at 10 
percent. 

When not laid up for overhaq}~ the dredger works 18 hoQlS a day in two equal 
watches. The lascars, greasers, Bremen and trimmers. however. work for four hours 
at a stretch~ with eight hours' intervals. There is also a shift from 12 midnight to 
6 a.m. When the dredger is not working~ l'1lDning tepaizs and maintenaDce are 
carried out. 

The shifts OIl the dredger are so amwged that each' man in tum changes from 
1irst to seoood shift and then on to the maintenance shift. 
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The minimum number possible are employed on Sundays. Boiler cleaning has 
to be done each Sunday, and when this is completed and no other urgentrepaiIS are 
required the men go off duty except f.or the small "standby 'section whioo must be 
kept on the dredger. The amenities available to the crew on the dredger are free 
sleeping accommodation. cooking utensils6 coal. and unlimited water supply. The 
men apparently prefer sleeping on board, as the conditions are better than they are 
used to ashore. 

The pjpe line Khalasies during dredging periods, from the nature of the work. 
have to put in on the a.verage 12 hours per day~ Consequently they receive during 
these dredging periods an extra. allowance of approximately SO per cent. of their 
pay, in addition to participation in the bonus scheme. 

On- Floating S"'/f.--Orrtain of these have been recruited locally among the 
boatmen and fishermen. They include the crews of tug, ]aunch~ barge, dipper 
dredger, boatmen and hands engaged on the ftoating pipes 01 the suction dredger. 
Such of them as are emp10yed on jobs in connection with the work of the dredger 
•• Vizagapatam ., are eligible for bonus. 

W OI'ksJ\ops.-The skilled sta:ft employed on the maintenance and repair of dredging 
and other machinery are generally recruited loca.lly~· but occasionally men from 
other places have been brought in. They work normally from 7.0 a.m. to 5.0 p.m., 
but a skeleton shift a.lso works from 5 p.m. to 2.30 a.m. Overtime is worked on 
Sundays and weekdays~ when occasion demands. in accordance with the Indian 
Factory Act; Ii homs are allowed on each shift for meals. 

Miscellaneous.-'There are also employed about 700 tradesmeo~ kbalasies and 
coolie labour on shore. mostly in connection with reclamation work. Their rates 
of pay are shown in Annexure I. Their hours of work are from 7.30 a.m to 5.0 p.m., 
with 1 i hours 011 for meal hours. They also work from 7.30 a.m. to noon 00 
Sundays. 

(b) ~ SUP"";';on. 
The mechanical and dredging staHs are respectively responsible to the mechanical 

and dredging superintendents. 
The engineer-offic.ers on the dredger" VWlgapatam .. comprise a c1rief engineer. 

two 2nd engineers and three 3rd engineers. The dredging masters are two in number. 
These grades are filled by Europeans and Anglo-Indians, suitable Indians with the 
necessary qua.liD.cations not having so far been fortheom.ing. First or second class 
Board of Trade certificates are beld by all except one officer. They work the two 
normal 9-hour watches. taking first and second watch on alternate weeks. They 
draw on the average 10 per cent. by way of bonus in addition to the rates of pay 
shown in Annexure I. 

The living aecommodation on the U Vizagapatam U beiDg limited and the officers 
being for the most part married men living with their families. house allowances are 
given in lieu of quarters. the scales being Rs. SO for married and Rs. 25 for single 
men. They appear to find qua.rteIs without difficulty in Vizagapatam. 

Dredging Op8I-alms.-These posts are filled by Europeans and Anglo-~ndians. 
The operation of the dragline excavator and the dipper-dredger" Waltair" requires 
considerable experience. good physique. mechanical knowledge and nerve. The 
duties comprise the supervision of the stail engaged on the macbines as well as the 
operations of the controls. 

No member of this staff occupies quarters refezred to in Part I. 

DI.-Worka Division-(al W ... -... 

The works division employ about 450 coolies. khalasies and tradesmen. The 
rates of pay are given in Annexure I. Their hours of work are from 7.30 a.m. to 
5.0 p.m., with a It-hour break at noon. They also work from 7.SO a.m. to noon 
on Sundays. They are :recruited locally either in the town or neighbouring villages. 

A large amount of work is done on the petty contract system. and at present 
about 1.500 workmen are employed under contractors in this manner~ Most of this 
is coolie labour from the surrounding villages. 

(b) 0u/$i40 Supmmton. 
The outside supervision is carried on by three inspectors of works. overseers and 

su~verseers on monthly pay. They are for the most part "Indians of the upper 
subordinate type with a few Anglo-Indians. Their rates of pay are shown in 
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Annexure- I. A number of them belong to Vizagapatam. but others have been 
recruited from a distance. They are classed. as temporary subordinates and are 
entitled to lea.ve shown for this cla.ss in Annexure II. Of this staff, four occupy 
quarters :referred to in Part Ie 

• IV.--Control. 
The engioeer-in-chief is assisted by a deputy engmeer-in-chief, two ·executive 

engineers. and three assistant engineeIS. Of the last,. two are Indian officers and one 
Europea.u. and the remaining posts are held by Europeans. The post of chief 
draughtsman and office superintendent are held by Europeans. 

The design and clerical staffs in the engineer-in-chief's office comprise 39 members. 
of whom 6 are Anglo-Indians and 33 Indians. The audit officer and his stad do 
not come under the engineer-in-chief. 

The numberS of the staff, ,not comprised in the dredging and works divisions, 
occupying the quarters and houses referred to in Part I are :-Europea.n officers. 2; 
Indian officers. 2; Indian SVbordinates. 8. 

(Annexure I. containing scaIes of incremental pay of a large nnmber of grades 
emplnyed on harbour works is not printed). 

An2UXW" II.-Lean Rt.tks m Fon., 
I. r..a.. odmissibu to Te",p.,,,,,, Sv/xwdinalu.-Navigation Officers. Dredging 

Masters, Operators, Engiooers of dredgers .. VizagapataD>." .. Waltair" and 
"Mndlark." 

Foreman, Sub·Assistant Surgeons, Accountant. and Office Clerks. Storekeepers 
and Sub·Storekeepers. Store Clerks. Surveyors. Dra.:ftsmen~ Tracers. Overseers and 
Sub-Overseers, Time Keepers~ Inspector,.Watch and Ward~ Compounder, Crane 
Drivers .. Store Sirears .. Chargemen. 

Leave is granted to the above noted subordinate employees, holding a purely 
temporary poat, provided that the gtant of the leave involves no expense to the 
Government. On this condition. such employees are granted :-(a) leave on leave
salary equivalent to full pay up to one-eleventh of the period spent on duty. subject 
to a maximum of 4 months at a tin..e~ or (b) on medical certiftca.te. leave on leave
salary equivalent to half pay for three months at any one time~ or (e) extraordinary 
leavewitltout pay for 3 months at anyone time. (S.R.285.j 

2. W01'RHNn and LaboUl'lf's.-A labourer or workman when temporarily absent 
from work owing to injuries received while on duty is granted leave on full wages to 
such extent as may J?e considered necessary. Compensation, as provided for in the 
Workmen's Compensation Act is also paid to such workmen as are entitled to the 
same. FOT the purpose of this rule the following are classed as workmen~ on this 
construction :-nremen. kbaJJasis, tide readers, boatmen. maistries. carpenters, 
blacksmiths, labourers. 

3. M",ials.-Thefollowmg are classed. as menial employees of thisconatru-ction:
duftries., jamadar-watch and ward. peons, chowkidars. hospital attendants. 

The above on completion of 2 yea.rs~ approved service. under special circumstances 
are granted certain of the privileges given to the temporary subonlinates as detailed 
above. at the discretion of the Engineer-m-Chief. 

4. CMval Le41J8.-(i) Casualleave is granted tothe foUowingsubordinateemployees 
up to a limit of 15 days in a calendar year :-(a) All subordinates-permanent lent 
to the coostruction. (b) All subonlinateo-temporary (other than workmeo). (e) 
Serangs and Tindals only. ' 

(ill Casuallee.ve not exceeding 10 days in a calendar year 3 granted to the follow
ing :-(a) Peons; (b) Duftry; (e) Record Searcher; (4) Jamadar. watch and ward ; 
le) Hospital attendants; and (f) Chowlddars. ," : 

L.a.e HullS p,opo,od.-(i) A. the proviso under S.R28S quoted above puts the 
SuperiQr Dredging Staff to a considerable JOBS, it has been proposed to the Railway 
Board to waive the same in their case only. ~ Sanction is a.waited. . 

(il) The marine ratings who are not at present eligible for my leave have been 
recommended to the same privileges as other works subcmJinates. 

(ill) The Junior Marine Ratings have been recommended to be granted leave as 
follows :-(a) leave on leave-salary equivalent to full pay up to 1/22nd of the peried 
spent on duty aubject to a maximum of 42 days at anyone time. or (b) on medical 
certificate on half pay for one month ata time. 
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VlZAGAPATAM IIARlIOUR OONSTRUCTION. 

Average fM'Itthly cost oj IempfWQ"Y anti-malarial nuasU1" in IIuJ Ha,bour A"a. 

These figures do not include the cost of any prophylactic measures but only anti-mosquito control. 

Plots I to 5 South side KaDchari- Waltair, Anti· 
under re- Manganese 

areas ~to palem and, Lova EastPoint. malaria 
Particulars. c1amatioJl. Depot Site Old a1· Karasa Ga.rdens. Vutagedda drainage Total. 

Eastern Re .. Areas. kapuram. Areas. and Har- pipeline 
cl8,mation. bour Park. works. 

R. a p. R. a. p. R. •. p. R. a. p. R. a. p. R. a. p. R. a. p. R. •• p. 

Supervising .. .. .. .. . . 33 5 9 33 5 9 26 11 0 17 12 8 8 14 3 8 14 3 4 7 5 133 7 I 
Labour-Oiling .. .. .. .. 28 11 9' 28 11 9 23 10 6 13 8 3 6 12 3 6 12 3 3 4 9 III 7 6 
Labour--Geueral .. .. .. .. 29 14 3 29 14 3 26 5 0 17 8 8 812 4 8 12 4 10 4 10 131 7 8 
Oils-Crude, Kerosine. Castor .. .. 6 4 3 6 4 3 10 0 7 5 0 3 3 12 2 4 0 2 1 8 8 36 14 4 
Other Consumables . . .. .. .. 2 0 9 2 0 9 2 7 0 2 9 0 1 14 0 I 10 6 0 4 6 12 14 6 
Tools and Plant .. .. .. .. 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 2 1 2 4 0 2 4 0 1 10 6 15 0 7 

. 
Miscellaneolls .. .. .. .. - - - - - - 0 7 6 0 7 6 

102 8 9 102 8 9 91 6 1 58 811 32 5 0 32 5 6 22 0 2 441 II 2 
or £33 per 

month. 

Part l(b)-Total cost to date from January, 1927, of Temporary Measures-Ra. 9,942, or £746. 
Part II-Total cost of permaoent works earried out to date :-Cut·oJf drain on south sid. (completed)-Ra. 45.879, or £3,440. 
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1
1926'1 (Aug~ 
Dec.) 

1927. 11928. 11929. 

I. Endemic Diseases (Malaria, Beri-beri, 293 921 750 512 
Dysentery). 

Afakoria--I926-214 1927-769 
1928-S59 192~47 

II. Epidemic and Infectious Diseases:- 13 52 69 167 
(Cholera, Small-pox. Influenza. 
Dengue, Measles, Mumps, Typhoid). 

IlL Accidents :-
A.-Major · . .. · . 10 71 76 64 
B.-Minor. · . .. · . 380 1,463 1,707 2.055 

IV. Acute Surgical conditions :-Acute 
Abdomen and acute inflammations 

38 182 196 185 

and abscessess. etc. 
V. Diseases 01 Women and Labour and 14 15 24 24 

Peurperium. ~ ~ · . 
VI. Other Diseases including resp"iratory 944 4.100 4.926 5.597 

system. nervous system. skin, eye, 
ear, etc., Dot included in the- above. 

VII. Total number of new admissions 1.692 6.804 7.748 8.804 
VIII. Average daily attendance .. .. 36 56 60 65 

IX. Average daily labour .. .. .. 1,720 2,078 2.038 I._ 
x.. Number of treatments adminstered-

Males .. · . .. .. 1.544 6,152 7,024 7,973 
Females .. .. .. · . 148 752 724 631 

Prnenliw i1W&Wliilliotrc. m.:-
Cholera .. .. . . · . - - 486 -
Small-pox •• .. .. · . - - - 354 

J THE TUTICORIN LABOUR UNION. 

The Madura Mills Co .• Ltd., Tuticorin. under the management of Messrs. A. and F, 
Harvey. is the only leading concern in Tuticorin. where a large number of workeIS 
are employed, and as such the conditions of those laboureJS are very highly unsatis
factory and disappointing. 

Wag6s.-Wages prevalent in the mill at Tuticorin are extremely low. These 
wages are- hardly sufficient for the workers for bare living on chiefly rice without 
nourishing food. Although almost aU of the workers are meat eaters, meat is 
occasionally taken by them, say about onc;e in a fortnight. and that in a small 
quantity as a great luxury. and fish. It is. therefore, very essential that the wages 
should be generally increased by at least 75 per cent. 

The following are the rates of wages now paid to male and female workErS. 80 
far as we known in the labour union :-

Mixing 
Blow room •. 
Card room •• 

Drawing 
Slubbing 
Inter 
Inter back .. 
Rowing 
DofIers 
Spinning •• •. 

.. (half-timers) 
Reeling 
Bobbin 

Males. Females. 
Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

15 12 0 8 0 0 
15 12 0 8 0 0 
18 0 0 12 0 0 

and 
15 12 0 
15 12 0 
13 12 0 
13 12 0 

'13 12 0 
15 12 0 

12 8 0 
12 8 0 
12 8 0 

10 12 0 8 12 0 
10 12 0 8 12 0 
4 6 0 " 6 0 (Do1I.rs) 

Ii pi.es and 2 pies per chittam.. 
II 4 0 
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Supervisirm of Worket's by Maislries.-The relations between the workem and 
the maistries who control them are never cordial, but there is always keen tension 
between them. The chief reason for this is that the maistries are given absolute 
and unfettered power and control over the workers* both male and femaJee and 
these maistries exercise and utili.ze these control and powers even outside the mill 
compound to their own advantage~ Further, it is a very regrettable fact that these 
maistries are set as spies to closely watch the movements of the workers-outside the 
mills. The chief object of such spying is to prevent the workers from forming a 
labour union or even attending any labour meeting. It is on account of such scan
dalous spying that no small difficulty was found in fonning the present labour union. 
Even now most of the members of the union wish that their membership should 
remain confidential and not known to the maistries or employers, and are afraid to 
attend open public labour meetings. It is~ therefore* required that the maistries 
should not be given unfettered control over workers; their powers must be restricted. 
and they should not be set as spies to watch the workers' movements outside the 
mills. 

WomeJl; Wo,.AtTs.-More than half the numbers of the workers are women.. It 
should be noted that. even for work in the rowing ca.rd-room~ slubbing. inter, spinning~ 
reeling departments~ work in carding and rowing is very hard~ but wages are lower 
for them than for the men. This system of employing women workers in the card
room is nowhere else in existence. and should be strongly ~demned and put an 
end to. Further. the scandalous sytem of men and women working jointly on the 
same machine especially ill the card-room, should also be strictly prohibited. There 
is no reason why the women workers should not be employed solely for the spinning 
and reeling processes. Whatever may be the function of the women workers~ it is 
essential that the system of control of women workers by male jobbers or maistries 
is to be condemned. and those jobbers or ma.istries should be substituted by females. 

The manager oCthe Tuticorin Mills has strictly prohibited the bringing in of a 
single baby within the mill compound or even outside the gate to be fed by the 
mother. The women who are mothers are. therefore, obliged to leave their babies 
in their huts in the company of an old woman after making the baby take a good 
draught of solution of palmyra sugar in water. It is on account of these babies Dot 
being cared for by their mothets during the whole day from 5 a.m. to 6.30 p,m.. that 
child mortality is very high in the workers' circles. It is, therefore. indispenable 
that a creche is erected near the mill for the benefit of women workets with babies. 

H ousing.-About half the workeIS are dwelling in the town of Tuticorin and the 
rest live in the neighbouring villages two or three miles away~ and in a few cases 
even more; work begins in the mills at 6.30 a.m .• and hence all the workers. especially 
those from the villages. should never :fa.il to wake up not later than 5 a,m., when the 
long whistle of the mills is sounded. A deplorable sight it is to see these folk actually 
running ~ the streets so eady as 6 a.m. All these discomforts are on account of lack 
of housing for the workers near the mill. The low wages prevailing have been 
already alluded to. and out of su~ wages the workers have also to pay rents. ranging 
from Rs. 210 to Rs. 5 per mensem, and even paying these rents disproportionate to 
their income. they are obliged to live only in highly insanitary houses. Several 
families are found in a small dwelling. each dwelling consisting of only a single room 
used both as kitchen. bedroom. etc., with or without a small verandah. Considering 
the low wages paid in the mill at Tuticorin. the high house rents prevailing and the 
want of houses in proximity to the mill and sanitary arrangements. it is required 
that good sanitary houses with at least two sufficient rooms and a verandah are 
constructed near the mill for the use of the workers a.t a low rent. 

Leav~,-Wbatever long service any worker might have put in no leave either for 
sickness or as privilege leave is granted with full payor even on half pay. Leave 
to workers is always granted without pay, and that, too, when absolutely necessary 
say on account of sickness which prevents enabling a worker from attending to his 
usual work. We know recently of a case when a workman was granted leave without 
pay on account 01 his sickness. the expenses of the medical treatment were met by 
the manager and are now be.ing recovered from that workman's wages in instalments. 
Under these circumstances it is required that sick leave to the extent of 20 days 
per annum is granted to the workers on full ~y and also with an allowance for 
treatment of sickness. The said allowance will not be pressed for, if free medical 
aid is provided for the sick workers. Apart from sick leave. the privilege leave of 
15 days per annum. with full wages should be granted to all woneIS with two years' 
service and over. Women workers while not only being granted the above leave. 
should also be granted three months' leave on full wages when in conditions of 
maternity_ The grant of the above maternity leave is particularly needed for the 
mills at Tuticorin. as unlike in other places more than half the workers here are 
women. 
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w"".w"l H"",s.-N"", the lI1ill is worked for'10 hOllIS a day. from 6.SO a.m. to 
5.30 p.m., with an interval of only one hoor in the noon, from II.SO to 12.36. This 
greatly affects the health of the workers. Yhe reductioD of the working time to 
eight hours & day is necessa.ty for the- workers. 

Lm:A of Tiffi .. R • ."..-It has been pointed out before that about half of the 
workers proceed to the mills from the neighbouring villages and the others live in 
the metropolis. Even for the latter, One hour's interval in the noon is hardly 
sufficient to go to their houses to take the noon meals and return to their work in 
the mill in time. Hence all the workers, m&le~ female and children, are obliged to 
take their noon meals anywhere outside the mills. and it is a pitiable sight to see 
these unfortunate folk sitting at noon on the open bench and the adjoining streets 
amidst dust and in the intense beat of the sun. Only recently. when stroDg public 
feeling was roused on account of this. the mana.gers have now prohibited the workers 
from taking tiffin in the streets outside the mill, aud they (the workers) are being 
compelled to take tiffin anywhere within the mill compound itseH. There being no 
fit place within the compound, the workers,are now taking food in groups near the 
coal heaps and even Dear the latr!!te. To put an end to all the. above difficulties it is 
abeolutely nee<ssary that the erection of a lit tiffin hall is undertaken by the mill· 
owners for the use of their workpeopIe. 

Etl""tIIi<m4l Fa&ililies I" Htilf-timef'S.-Moat of the workers are illiterate. Night 
and day schools may, therefore. be opened and educatioua1 facilitiea for half-time 
workers are imperatively necessary. 

Bonus """ p,.~ Fuftd.-There is no system of bonus or provident fund for 
the workers. It is. therefore* necessary that a scheme of provident fund is adopted 
for the benefit of the workets. 

Conelusion.--It is to redress such grievances as are· mentioned in this memo
randum that the present labour unio~. Tuticorin is struggling. _ The manager of the 
mill tried his best to prevent the formation of this wriOIl by prohibiting the workem 
from attending any meeting held for the purpose. by setting spies to watch and 
report if any of the mill workeD attended that meeting. .As such it cannot be 
expected that the millowner will recognize the present 1tDion in any way of their own 
accord. It is. therefore. requested that they ahonld he made by legislation to 
recognize such a union. as ours.. 

While the wages of the workers are required to be increased by 75 percent .• it is 
also necessary that a co-operative credit system is organized among the workers 
themselves, as at preseJit they are usually borrowing money at 25 per cent. per mon~ 
and occasionally some are borrowing for their urgent needs at 3 annas per rupee 
per me.nsem. 

In conclusion, for the betterment of the- state of a1fairs of the workers, we recom
mend the grant of adult franehise and the right to trade unions to elect their own 
representatives to the various legislatures in adequate numbers. There should also 
be reservation of seats for labour in all the legislatures and local bodies. • 

../ M.P.. S. R. VARADARAJULU NAIDU. 

TlI8 cO!l4ili4!ts of LtJbovnn jn 1M T.Idi/. Mills ;., Mas-. 

R....-..iImen.I.-The labour is mainly from villages. and the majority of them have 
oettled in towns; near the mills. taking houses. The recrnitment is done through 
the maistries and jobbers who have to he paid bribes from Ro. 15 to Ro. SO. Even 
for promotions. they have to pay some such amounts.· It ('au be safely said that 
1lOIl6 can get employment in the mills unless he pa.ys some bribe. The establishment 
of a public employment agl!ncy is very essential.· . . 

W,,&"u :-The wagea are lower than what is paid in'Mad .. smills. They are as 
foIlows:-

MixiDg 
Blow room 
Cardroom 
Roving 
Intermediate 
S1ubbing 

Rs. 15-7~ 
16-5-() 
17-5-0 
16-4-0 
17~ 
17~ 

Spinning 
u doffers 

11-2~ 
6-4-0 

with rommjssion from. 2aa. to- 2i as per day. 

with commission Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 • month. 
fer moroing workers and Ro. S-8-O for evening 

worken. 
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Roving dofiers were getting 0Dly Rs. 10-S-4l for full timework. hut from December 
last. it has been raised to Rs. 12. Some worlrelS in buudling and carding departments 
were getting Rs. 10-7-0, are now paid Rs. 12. 

Paste picking and reeling workers, who aye all women, work 011. piece work.. The 
former ea.m per month Rs. 7 to Rs. 9. and the latter earn Rs. 11 to Rs. 13, which is 
considerably less than the earnings of Madms workers. where the rates per unit of 
work is higher. 

Sick leaw tDUl pnvi~ ~.-There is no arrangement made for sick leave or 
for privilege leave. Not even a full time doctor is employed in any of the mills, 
but in Madura mill, there is a compmmder. The D.M.O., I am told is the consulting 
doctor, but he only attends to the European assistants when theY are ill. 

Tifftfl- sheds-There is no place for the workers to take their midday mea1. They 
take it sitting on the road. in the hot SUB. Evezy gust of wind deposits the street 
dust in their food. -

MalntJily benefil.-No maternity benefit is given. Women are sent away on the 
7th month of pregnancy, and are reinstated after confinement by the maistry's 
discretion. mostly after the usual payment of bribe. 

C,..td:e.-It is a pitiable sight to see hundreds of women sitting on the high road 
in very i..nsanitary condition feeding their babies between 9 and 9.30 a.m. for want 
of a creche. I may add there are nearly 2~OOO women including girls employed in 
the Madura Mills Company alone.. 

Eduealiots.-These being spillIli.Ug mills~ employ a considerable of half timers. 
both boys and girls. but no attempt has been made to open schools, suited to them, 
either by the employer or by the municipality. The majority of labourers know 
either to read or write. The percentage of illiteracy is greater than among the 
labourers in the Madras city. 

H"""s of _.-There has been UDiversal complaint against 10 hours of work. 
as that is felt as a heavy strain. on workers. They suggest 8 hours a. day. 

Hovrittg.--Only the Madura. Mills Company have built about ]76 houses for its 
workers. over 7000, and charge them a rent of Re.]. Other labourers live in private 
houses paying a rent of Rs. 2-8 anna.s to Rs. 4-8 annas, for a room 8 it. by 10 ft.. 
with a verandah, in front. Some live in huts built at their cost. paying a ground 
root of 12 annas to Re. I a month. 

Itt4eb~dness.-The indebtedness of the work people in these parts is appalling. 
It is mainly due to the low wages they are paid. They even pay' ISO per cent. interest 
on short loans. and 20 to 30 per cent. on long term loans. It is very essential 
that something should be done in this direction. to assist them to borrow money at 
low interest. The ruin of many a family of labourers can be traced to the exhor
bitant interest they have to pay. I have come across cases when even 1 of their 
earnings is being paid as interest,. and the principal remaining the same even after 
years. 

Compnsaticn.-Even after exhaustive enquiries, I have not como across 50 far. 
any case where compensation has been paid. But I have come across many cases 
where no compensation has been. paid after the Act came into 1orce~ who are still 
working inside the mills. They have been paid for the period. they were in hospital 
half wages1 and some even full wages. and were reinstated and given some light 
work. The labourers were not even aware of the Act till November last. 

G ...... al.-Th ..... is a practice of working beyond 5·30 p.m. whenever there is 
stoppage of work during working hours to make up for the cessation of work.. T.his 
imposes a hardship on workers. All festival holidays have to be eompensatea by 
working on the following Sunday. I am further informed that the engine is not 
stopped immediately the whistle is blowu. In Meenaksbi mill. the engine i. never 
stopped and people are let off for food by batches. In practice. theY were not having 
one full hour for midday meal. After my representation, it is regulated after 
December last. The system of women working under the supervision and control 
of maistries has been productive of all the evils tbet can be expected. It is the same 
in even a typical village mill as in Ambasamudrum. It is absolutely essential that 
women alone should be employed as maist:ries in departments where women work. 

Labour tlftiots.-The Union was formed in November last and we have applied 
for registration. We have been asked 10 remit Rs. 5 as f~. The attitude of the 
~ployer8 of the Madura Mills Company has unfortunately been hostile. One 
Important officer of the mill has been carrying on an intense propaganda against the 
Union. He has been summoning a couple of workers from each department to his 
office and persuading them from joining any union or attending its meetings. Some 
have even been threatened tbet if the Union is firmly established they would be 
dismissed. A regular Dumberof spies mostlymaistriesand clerks are set to watch and 
£nd out the prominent members of the Union. These regularly come to ourmeet:iDgs: 
to note and report against tlwse who attend the meetings 8Dd answer any questions 
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put to them. I may add that the majstries are all well paid. The head IIWstries 
are paid from Rs. 35 to Rs. 60 a month, with Rs. 2 to Rs. 5 as commission. per day. 
As a result of the system of the daily commission, the maisbies take very good care 
to extract work from labourers~ and especially from the spininng boys. Occasional 
beatings have been reported to me. The wages for these maistries are even higher 
than what is paid in Madras in those departments. I strongly urge incorporation of 
a statute in the Trade Unions Act;., making it obligatory on all employers to recognize 
registered unions. Otherwise ~ difficulties of organizing labour unions is indeed 
insepara.~ as the workers are victimised. 

Factory Act.-InStances have been brought to my notice where there'has been 
a. breach of the Act. It is rather hard to prove, as the employees would not come 
forward to give evideuce~ specially in out of the way places. I was told they even 
work before the time and close after the prescribed hour. Reports as to overtime 
work not being properly remunerated reach now and then. It would have a salutary 
arid deterent eftect on the employer if the Act is so amended as to include imprison
ment as one of the punishments. 

Tltanks.-Our thanks are due to the employer of the Meenakshi mill who readily 
expressed his willingness to recognise our Union. 

Provision lot" 014 Age.-The system of Provident Fund is being suggested by 
workers to enable them to be provided for in old age. It is not an uncommon sight to 
see labourers in destitute condition some even begging after years of service in a mill 
or a factory. The State should also aid in this direction for establishment of such 
.. fund. 

Papanasam Mill. 
This is a typical village mill. There are .. bout 2,500 people in the mill. The 

wages here are lower than what are even paid in the Madura mills. They are as 
foUows:-

Rs. a. p. 
Mixing 15 0 0 
Blow room 15 n n 
Card room 15 0 n 
Roving 15 12 n 

u dofier 9 8 o (full time.) 
Intermediate 15 12 0 
Slubbing •• 15 12 0 
Drawing •• 15 n 0 
Spinning.. . . 8 6 n 

• ~ half timers 4 6 0 

Reeling and waste picking departments are on piece work. The former earn 
Rs. 6to Rs. 7-8, and the latter Rs. 8to Rs. 11. The conditions of work and treatment 
here are deplorable. It is an unwritten law, to caU the manager as big master by 
one and all, including clerks and maistries. It is a common thing for the labourers 
to remove their upper cloth and put a full namascaram by raising their hands above 
their head with an adequate bending of the body. I am told this came into vogue 
when the manager saw a Zemindar being given such & salutation, and sa:tisfied 
himself that his claim for similar respect was not unworthy of him. It is a rare 
thing for workers to approach anywhere near the manager to make representation 
of their grievances. The clerks and maistries never allow anyone to approach him 
by discouraging and even threatening them. Applications have to pass only through 
the time-keepers and they seldom reach the manager. They are the judges of what 
to pass. It is a common thing fur laboureIS to work in the homres of these maistries 
clerks and time-keepers after the mill hours. and do all kinds of domestic work. 
including massaging and giving them oil baths: In harvest season they have to work 
in the fields of these maistries during the nights. Even WOlI\eD. have to do domestic 
work such as pounding rice and assisting in cooking in the 'houses of these people. 
It is only by this kind of work and pleasing the maistries that they can hope to remain 
in their jobs. Even leave can be obtained only after the maistry signs the slip. 
Appointm.ents~ promotions, and dismissals are an done on tho representation of the 
maistries and clerks oo1y. It was complained to me by quite a large ntlmber of 
workers that the production of their outturn was not being accurately recorded by 
the clerks. If leave is asked for a da.y, I am told they are given three to four days 
leave, and hence the labourers seldom ask for leave. The ftnes are all made by the 
maistries and clerks which at times even amounts to Rs. 2. Some of the clerks told 
me in confidence that some of them have even been fined Rs. 5 for very slight 
mistakes. I have said these openly in the meetings. and thousands cried out their 
approval. The plight of women workers is more pitiable. They all' nned in an 
indirect way. For .... y fault their banked yam migbt be taken away and thus they 
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ma.y lose their days earning. This is a very reprehensible way of punishment by the 
maistries. They have to leave their children in the department itself. between the 
reels which is full with cotton dust. It is & commQn thing for maistries to beat the 
spinners. and even a month ago, the spinners struck work for alleged beating by 
maistries. and with much persuasion they were made to resume work after a day. 
It is a surprise that the employer should pay so low a. wage having many material 
advantages over other employers in Madras and elsewhere. The engine hero is 
propelled by the water of Thambambarani which is stored in a tank for this puzpose. 
He has the cotton market at his door. The ground charges and running expenses 
are insignificant. He saves coal and other incidental. expenses which form a oon~ 
siderable part of working expenses in a textile mill. l;Iis yarn is mostly consumed 
by the local weavers and merchants. His market in China and in the East is in no 
way a negligible factor. It can. be truly said of his yarn that it is of Indian cotton .. 
Indian labour. and Indian weavers and merchants. But from the point of wages. 
it is miserable and even men with long periods of service extending over 30 years 
get surprisingly low wages. There is neither any system of provident fund. sick 
leave. privilege leave. maternity benefit, not even a doctor. There is neither any 
tiffin shed. nor a stall where workem can buy some eatables in the morning. No 
welfare work of any kind is done. The nearest hospital is six miles away. The 
workers live near about in villages in huts of their ownz paying a ground rent of 
eight to twelve annas. I may add that the rent here is 20 per cent. less than in 
Madura.. The same amount of indebtedness prevails among the workers. The food 
taken by the workers here as well as in Madura is hardly enough to nourish their 
bodies. It consists of cold rice twice a day and hot rice and a. kolambu with or 
without vegetable in the nights. Once in a weekz they buy a. little meat or fish to 
give them the advantage of its smell rather than its quantity. Very seriousaUegations 
were made that the engine is started 10 to 20 minutes earlier than the prescribed 
time. The cleaning and oiling take place only after the whistle is given. and thus 
it is over ten hours work. The spinners are made to clean during midday interval, 
and as such, do not have full one hour midday interval, 

One peculiar feature of this mill. is it has a clerk posted at the lavatory. whose 
duty is to hurry away people coming there. I was told that lavatory is very bad, 
It is properly cleaned and disinfected only during the time of the factory inspector's 
visit. There is no provision made for the education of half timers. It is surprising 
very much to be told that the work people are discouraged and even threatened 
with dismissal if they read newspapers.. I wa.s told how a reading room started by 
priva~ individual had to be closed down owing to the pressure of the manager. 
as many clerks and a few labourers were frequenting it. 

The other conditions are the same that I have stated with regard to Madura. 
·This being a village. they are enforced with more rigour. The labourers being village 
folk submit to them meekly in their ignoranee. 

Mr. P. J. THOMAS, M.A., B.Litt., Ph.D., PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS; 
UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS. 

I do not propose to present a detailed memotandum in reply to the published 
questionnaire: my object is to indicate briefly what in my view the pressing labour 
problem in Madras is. and how the University Department of Economics (of which 
I am the head) is endeavouring to broadcast sound ideas on the subject of labour~ 
I am myself an employer of labour~ being a rubber planter~ but I shall not for the 
present dilate on it. as I learn that planting organizations here have already sent in 
elaborate memoranda. 

I am here concerned. not so mucli with the well-known organized trades as with 
the little-known. small, unorganized trades. in which considerable sweating is going 
on in this city and in other towns 0.1 the Presidency. Such trades are. for example: 
beedi-making, embroidery. tailoring. building, tanning and furniture making. The 
workers are mostly boys and young men, .generally immigrants,from the mufiussil; 
many are the rift-raft of the community. Often they work the whole day and part 
of the night. earn low wages. are ill-nourished and eke out a. miserable living. Some 
of these trades are also practised by women who work in their own homes (e.g,. 
embroidery, beedi-making). They get the raw material from the middleman 
employer. take advances of money from him. and hand over the finished products 
to him. making thereby small sums to supplement their husb&nds~ wages. In some 
houses, children are made to work the whole day, and the boys who are employed in 
the beedi-making and other trades are said to continue their work till 10 o'clock 
at night. 
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There· is no doubt ·that legislation is needed to regulate the conditions of these 
unorganized workers. and it may very well be on the lines of the swea:ting legislation 
existing elsewhere. with. of course,. the necessary modi1icatiODB to suit the peculiar 
conditions of South India. 

I am at present engaged in canying out a survey of the conditions of labour in 
these unorganized iradesl and in this I am helped by the graduate students who 
receive instruction in the Depa.rt:meDt for the new University Diploma in Rural and 
Social Economi<:s. 

This diploma is intended far those who seek a post-graduate cowse of training to 
fit themselves for engaging in rural and social reconstruction; and the various 
subjects taugh~ e.g.. Social Economics. Labour Problems. Rmal Economics. and 
Co-operation, are such as to give the students a grounding in the theoretical principles 
behind social amelioration work of all kinds. Not only have they to take a written 
examination on the subjects prescribed, but are also expected to present a thesis 
embodying the results of original mv~tion in some subject of limited scope 
connected with the nuaI or urban problems of the Presidency. The central idea of 
the whole COUISe is the study of poverty, in all its myriad forms and phases, and the 
means by whicb it conId be relieved and cured. . 

Such a course would seem to be a suitable training for those looking forward to 
enter Government departments like ~operat:ion.. Agriculture and Labour. or those 
entering the service of mUDicipalities and local boards~ It is therefore hoped that the 
men so trained will later become useful members of the commWlity~ whether as social 
workers on their own account or assalaried employees of provincial or local a.uthorities 
or of voluntary bodies engaged in social service. 

Mr. ABDUL MAJEED, B.A.. GENERAL SECRETARY, THE '29 MADRAS 
YOUTH LEAGUE, MADRAS. 

BEEDY FACTORIES, 

Apt>oimmmJ of "'" Committee liM Tenns of R.f ........ -W. were appointed 
at a meeting of the general body of the League, held on the 15th Augnat, 1929, our 
terms of reference being :-(1) To report upon the conditions prevailing in the 
numerous beedy factories in the city, with particular reference to the sanitary con
ditions prevailing in those factories, and its .ffect upon the general health of the 
workm.n therein; and (2) to repart upon the steps to be ta.ken to prevent the 
employment in those factories of boys of tender age. 

"p,-eli""""". A .. ~.-We assembled for thelirst time OIl the 1st September 
and dIafted our plan of work. It was decided to make swprise visits of some of 
the big factories in the city on certain specific dates, and finally to draw up the repart. 

Ow I mpedicns.-We visited as many as 93 factories in the diHerent parts of the 
city, mostly in Washennanpet. Mannady (George Town) and Triplicane. At each of 
these factories we, in an informal way" discussed with the management of these 
factories and ascertained from them the number employed in their respective 
factories and the rate of wages paid. These have been ill many cases verilied by 
talks with the actual wor~en.. 

Di~ulties S'IWtMU1Jtetl.-The facts stated in our .report are what we observed in 
almost an the factories that we visited. However, we should like to make it plain 
at the very outset that it is possible that there may be some factories: which we had 
not the opportunity or the requioite tim. to inspect (in fact, the ... are .. good .. umber) 
that may be free from the defects noted and, therefore, ideally Ill&Mged and situated. 
It is also possible that the impressions we formed of the factories ~t we actually 
visited may not be- entirely correct. For it must be admitted on all hands tha~ 

,constituted as we were by an unofficial body. we had not the power or the means 
of making as exhaustive an inquiry as we ourselves would have desired. or a com
mittee constituted by the Government can. We. bowever~ wish to emphasi%e the 
fact that though there may be certain omissions and 'commissions, we have 
endeavoured our best to lay down facts as we observed them and Ullderstood them. 
to the best of our knowledge without any taint 01' bias: for prejudices we had none. 

THE REPORT. 

S.a;;'" 1. 
Beedy is an indigenous smoke manufactured 01 powdered tobacco. 1'011ed in a 

kind of leaf wlUch io imported from pacta of the Bombay Ptosideney. A very large 
section of the lower middle and the poorer classes indulge in it pretty freely. Because 
of ita cheapness even boys of _do< age indulge in it. Though it cannot be asserted 
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that anyone community is responsible for the demand for beedies. it can, however. 
be stated with a certain amount of confidence that its use is more frequent and 
common amongst the Muslims than in any other community. 

Though there is no means of ascertaining the total number of beedies consumed 
in the city or the value thereof. we were able to gather from various sources, like 
the budgets of poor typical families. that an average adult smokes about 25 beedies 
a day, the money value thereof being 1 anna. From the same sources we have also 
gathered that the demand for beedies. from those that indulge in it, is rather inelastic. 
Another important fact that we gathered was that the demand for beedies manu~ 
factured in this city is large and wide, They find a market not only in the interior 
parts of the Presidency~ but also outside the Presidency. viz., Burma and the 
Federated Malay Slates. 

Therefore, it is fairly certain that the manufacture of beedies is no longer a. small 
scale industty. It has on the other hand come to stay, and its production is now 
C&Iried on a large scale. 

At the very outset we are desirous of making it plain that the manufacture of 
beedies is not restricted to males only, and that some women as well-particularly 
Muslim women--a.re adepts in the art. It has been brought to our notice that a large 
number of poor and destitute Muslim women, though strictly observing gosha, are 
able to make &, decent and honest living by the manufacture of beedies within doors. 
Such manufactures do not rome under the purview of this report. Nor are we con~ 
cerned with the manufacture of beedies by individuals of the stronger sex in their 
respective homes. What we are concerned about-and the terms of reference make 
it explicit-was its manufacture under one roof by a large number of people under the 
direction and supervision of a common master for either a specific stipulated wage 
or for a wage based on their respective turnout. 

Section II. 
The Indian Factories Act defines a factory as follows :-" Any premises wherein, 

or within the precinets of which. on anyone day in the year not less than twenty 
persons are simultaneously employed •• u 

We addressed ourselves to 1he task of inquiring into the eonditions prevailing in 
only such of the places of manufacture as conform to the definition of a factory given 
above. Therefore, we may at .once say that our remarks and proposals have in 
view only such class of the factories as conform to the definition. in the Indian 
Factories Act. The factories that we visited 1all under two distinct categorie$. 

The first is a distinct place which is used eXclusively for purposes of manufacture 
and Dot for habitation. These factories are housed in places which resemble mostly 
the g~ums of big business houses on the first line Beach. Certain other factories 
of the same class are housed in thatched or zinc..roofed sheds with but only one 
doorway. Thus they are invariably dingy and dark places with scucely any sunlight
or fresh air. The fir.st thing that we noticed in and about these :factories was the 
heaps of the refuse of the leaves used for rolling. It was also obvious that these 
factories were cleaned, and the refuse removed only once in away. on ceremonial 
occasions like Ra.mza.n, Barn-Fat and the like, and certainly not oftener than once 
in a month. On an average the Dumber of people employed in each of these factories 
is about 60. But in certain phenomenal cases the number was as high as 200. 

The second type of factory is a regular house of the type used by the lower classes. 
Part of this bouse is used by the manager or proprietor, as the caae may be, of the 
factory as a habitation for himself and his family. The remaining portion of the 
house constitutes the factory~ The conditions prevailing in and about this type of 
factory is quite the same as noted in the previous paragraph. except for the fact that 
the average of the number of persons employed in this type is about 30. The highest 
number Doted in this type of factoxy was 52. 

There is yet another cross division of these factories. i.e., into those run by 
individual ~nwejwene1W and those run by d~kreder, agents for. and on behalf of$ 
large capitalists. To this division we did not address ourselves. For whether it is 
one or the other, the conditions are the same. The dllference between the two exists 
only in the degree of proprietorship, and in nothing else. 

Sunan III. 
About the sanitary conditions of the factories we have hinted at in the last 

section. As has been pointed out in the aforesaid section. the heaps of refuse in 
and about are in themselves most insanitary. The flooring in most cases is very 
shabby and damp. The harmful nature of the ilooting can be realized only when 
it is understood that the workmen have got to squat on the Jioor. and that no special 
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arrangement is made for p~ of sitting. There is yet another insanitary feature 
of these beedy factories which we noted. In almost none of these :factories we 
visited was there any portion set apart for the workmen to answer calls of nature. 
There is not even anything like a. urinal~ not to speak of a latrine. _ Owing to the 
lack of such arrangements the workmen generally urinate in the public streets.. 
The nuisance caused by this is not a thing to be passed over or neglected. The 
whole street in which the fa.ctory is situated is rendered most i.nsanitaty. and we have 
no doubt whatsoever that it is bound to have a deleterious effect on the health not 
only of the workmen in the factory. but also of the neighbouring householders. It 
is highly regrettable that the Corporation authorities who are supposed to be very 
vigilant in these matters should not be cognizant of this alarming state of affairs. 

The second great anomaly in these factories is that there is no regu1a.r hours of 
work. The factories. are kept open practically throughout day and night, and are 
never closed. One can find the workmen working in any. part of the day and night. 
This is, of course, not always due to the compulsion of the managers or- the proprietors 
of the factory. but due to the greed of the workmen themselves. For the adult 
workmen are being paid on the basis of their reopoctive turnout (vi44 Appendix II). 
Thus in their eagerness to earn more these workmen overwork themselves, and as 
a consequence they are considerably broken down in health. We feel strongly that 
this state of affairs should not be aUowed to continue. The gravity of this can be 
realized when it is understood that a very large number of boys of tender age are 
also employed in these factories and that they are also put to the same strain. In 
the case of boys, because they are paid a weekly wage (tritU Appendix), the proprietor 
or the manager of the factory seldom allows them to go to their respective homes 
earlier than midnight. In this connection we should like to emJ;Jh.a.size the fact that 
this is not an uncommon feature with anyone factory in the Clty. 

The third and the most serious anomaly in these factories is the employment of 
boys of tender age. In the course of our visits to the various factories we have noted 
the presence of small boys in age ranging from 5 to 15 years. The number of such 
boys is considerable (vide Appendix I). and in some factories constitutes more than 
50 per cent. of the total strength of the employees in the factory. The labour of 
boys being cheap, the factory owners prefer to employ boys who could be paid a 
small weekly wage irrespectiveof the turnout (forthe grade of wagenoler Appendix III 
rather than grown-up men who perforce will have to he paid according to the 
number of beedies manufactured. Thus the factory managers try to extract as much 
work from these boys as they possibly ca.n~ and this is done by compelling them to 
work from the early hours of the moming till late in the night, with little or no 
interval. And in case any of these boys show a. tendency to revolt against the trea.t
ment meted out to them~ they are snbjected to great hardships. The parents or the 
guardians of these boys do not take serious notice of the treatment meted ont to 
their children because they have in most cases taken small advances from the 
factory proprietoI1l at times of greo.t need and stress, which they will perforce he 
compelled to repay if they gromble against the treatment metod out to their children. 

In short. the condition of the boys in these factories is nothing short of slavery 
of the worst type. In the course of our surprise visits, not infrequently did we meet 
with the honid sight of boys with their feet chained to logs of wood. On inquiries 
we found that this practice was quite common and was intended to keep the boys 
at work and not skulk away earlier than the master was inclined to let them go. 
And in some of the factories we actually saw the boys being subjected to corporeal 
punishments of the most severe type, even for such ordinary acts of negligence as 
late coming or absence from work for a day or two. In one :factory in Triplicane. 
which we happened to visit quite often owing to its proximity to the office of our 
League, with tea.Is in our eyes, times out of number we stood aghast and wondered 
within ourselves whether nothing could be done to save these boys from the clutches 
of that inhuman and brutal task~master. In the factory we are referring to, the 
manager just in the hottest l?art of the day takes up a cane and goes on indiscrimi
nately tluashing every hoy in the factory. For what fault of the boys 1 For no 
fault. _Simply because the manager of the factory apprehends that the boys may 
be inclined to feel drowsy and therefore his work is hkely to suffer if they are not 
whipped up to activity with the help of the cane. This is & daily OCCUITe.nCe. We 
~ ~hether a similar treatment of children of school-going age can be found in any 
Civilised country i What has the Government been doing? What is the Labour 
Department for? Is it not the duty of the Government to save these children from 
the perdition in which they are now placed ~ 

Semon IV. 
OUt' RecomntMldttliom and Proposills.-We are convinced that no non-official 

agency can in any manner help to remove the anomalies noted in the foregoing 
paragraphs. W. have in an informal manner endeavoured to bring home to tho 
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factory owners the necessity of managing their factories on up-to-date and hygienic 
methods, and to avoid the employment of child labour. It was all of no avail. There
fore. we :feel that it is the imperative duty of the Government to take :immediate 
steps to either mend or end these factories.. We would, however. not suggest that 
these factories should be put an end to. But we would urge that the proposals made 
hereunder be given immediate effect- to by the Government :-(l) The Indian 
Factories Act of 1911 should be amended SO as to bring these factories under its 
operation; (2) pending such an amendment. the local Government should. by the 
power vested m them by Clause 11 (b) of Section 2, Chapter I of Act XII, of 1911, 
by notification in. the local Gazette declare by name individually all the U premises •• 
where beedies are manufactured. to come under the category of a regularly 
constituted .. factory "; (3) a committee consisting entirely of nonooOfficials with 
wide experience in the working of these factories should at once be constituted 
(a) to draw up a list of aU the premise9 which oould be so .. declared .. and (b) to 
detect cases of cruelty and prosecute the ofiending proprietors or manageIS-. as the 
case may be, of these factories before a magistrate. 

APPENDIX I. 
The committee found it impossible to find out the exact number of people (men. 

women and children) engaged in the manufacture of beedies in the city of Madras. 
The experts (men who were engaged in the beedi trade) who were examined by the 
committee estimated it differently. Whereas one witness estimated the number to 
be as high as 50,000. another witness estimated it at 20.000. But the committee 
feels that the exact figure will lie somewhere between the two and they estimate it 
at about 35.000. This 35.000 can roughly b. divided as follows: Men, 20,000; 
women, 1,000; children, 14,000. Total 35,000. 

APPENDIX II. 
. RalesofWsgufor Adults.-Adults are in all cases paid on the basis of the number 

of beedies manufactured. and that is at the rate of 12 annas per 1.000. An average 
adult working by himself for about 15 hours is able to manufacture about 1.500 beedies 
" day, 

Rates of Waces for Childnn.-Boys are in most cases paid on a weekly wage 
basis. whieh depends upon the age and the smartness of the boy. The following 
table of wages may be taken as typical of a boy of avemge smartness, though some 
of the boys who are over smart are paid a liWe more :-

Age. Weekly wsge. 
5 years, about 2 annas .• 
6 u 3 
1 Of 3 U •• 

8 .. 4 
9 u 4 

10 .. 8 
11 u 12 u 

12 H Re.1 
13 H Re. 1-8 annas •• 
14 Rs.2 
15" II Rs.3 

Working hours a day. 
12 to 15 

.. 

/ THE MADRAS PANEL OF LAWYERS. 

Workmen'. Comp ...... tion. 
The panel of lawyers is an institution which has been in existence~ under the 

aus~ 01: the Social Service League, for nearly three years. The idea of undertaking 
workmen's compensation cases free of cost to the victims of accidents originated in 
the discovery. made through the Madras Labour Union. that a large number of those 
whom the Act was intended to benefit were ignorant of the provisions of the Act, 
and even of its existence. Accordingly, a beginning wasmade in 1926. with Mr. K. V. 
Sesba Iyengar and a few other advocates practising in the High Court of Madras, 
who eonsented to take up compensation uses on behalf of injured workmen without 
the payment of any fee. A certain amount of propaganda. also was underta..ken by 
the Madras Labout' Union, not only in the city ofMa.dras~ but also in some of the 
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important industrial centres in the Presidency. with a view to popularise the Work
men's Compensation Act. The result was that the number of cases before the 
Commissioner of Workmen's Compensation showed a marked tendency to increase. 
as is evident from the following ~gures :-

No. of Amount of com- No. of cases 
Year. accidents. pensaticm ftled in the 

paid. Court of the 
Ro. a. p. Commissioner. 

1924 334 4.191 7 0 3 
1925 372 9.299 3 6 31 
1926 503 18.907 6 10 96 
1927 569 31.899 5 8 175 
1928 632 21.395 14 5 237 

During the year 1927-28, the number of cases conducted through the pane1 was 
25. and the a.mount of compensation claimed was Rs. 16.103. of which Rs. 7.357 
6 anuas were awarded by the Commissioner. The cases were from the Buc\ingham 
and the C&rnatic Mills. the Choolai Mill. the &iatic Petroleum Company. the Madras 
Corporation, Messrs. Spencer &: Co., Holme. &: Co., the Saraswati Foundry, the 
P.W.D. Workshop, and the Madras Aluminium Factory and other fiImB. 

It is interesting to observe that at fust employera took advantage of some -of the 
loopholes afforded to them in the Act. under Section 8 (2) by depositinS even small 
amounts of compensation payable with the CommissiOller instead of paying them 
direct. In the Commissioner's report for 1926. occurs the following remark: .. A 
Ieadin8 employer, Who was hitherto payiog to !rio workmen full or half wages for the 
whole period of tempOrary disablement. has now begun strict1y to adhere to Section 
8 (2) of the Act,. with the result that the workmen obtained no wages for the days 
of their disablement and thereafter obtained only half-pay, a!thoegh prior to the 
adherence to the strict rule of law, these workmen obtained in some cases full wages. 
This is causing great dissatisfaction to the workm.en~ but nothing can be done {or 
them..u . 

. The members of the Panel advised the workmen in the cases which came to their 
notice to approach the employeJ'9, in the first instanee. and settle their cases out of 
court if possible; and only when the proper amount due was not paid. or there was 
delay in payment. was a case .instituted before the Commissioner. In the year 
(1928-29), the number of cases undertaken by the panel was 12. The total of 
compensation claimed was a little more than Rs. 4.000, of which about Rs.2,000 
were granted by the C-ommissioner. Altogether. since the institution of the panel. 
nearly Rs. 10,000 have been secured through its services for victims of accidents. the 
total number of cases dealt with being 57. It is a tribute to the work of the panel 
that em.ployers in many cases now deposit the amount of compensation with the 
Commissioner voluntarily. During the year Mr. Sesha Iyengar, the chairman of the 
panel, spoke to seleCt groups in Tinnevelly and Madura explaiQing the work 01 
the panel and succeeded, to a certain extent, jn enlisting the sympathy of the local 
lawyers. A similar panel was also established at Coimbatore. The circular of the 
Govemmentof India, dated 30th Novembec. 1928. regarding the proposed ameudment 
of the Workmen's Compensation Act. was discussed atlengili. Various amendments 
were proposed by the members of the pane1 in the light of experience of the actoa! 
working of the Act. 

PrQJ<JOed Amen_fa to the Act. 

The following memorandum bas been prepared by the Madras Panel of Lawyers 
for Workmen's Compensation cases with reference to the circular letter of Govern .. 
ment of India, Department of Industries and Labour. on the proposed amendments 
to the Workmen's Compensation Act :-

Definilicn of" W."k ........ "-The """e1 is of opinion that a definite forward step 
must be taken in enlarging the definition of If workman .~ in the Act so as to briog 
it into reasonable approximation withthede1inition in the English Act. Section 3 (1) 
of the English Workmen', Compensation Act (1925) deJines "workman .. as any 
person •• who has entered into. or works under. a contract of service or apprenticeship 
with an employer, whether by way of manual labour. clerical work~ or otherwise:' 
There are some exceptions aIld qualifications not relevant to our present purpose. 
Under the present conditions in India. the adoption of this general and comprehensive 
deftnition may be attended with difficulties. administrative and otherwise. The 
imperfect organimtion of Indian industries. the iguorance in some instances. of 
employers. .... d in nearly all ...... of the employed and the absence of. genera1 
system of insurance. are only some of the obstacles in that dirDction. Nevertheless. 
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an advance can be made on tho very limited scope of the present definition of 
.. workman .. in Section 2 (n) of the Indian Act. The panel thinks that it is possible 
to bring within the Act a number of industries now excluded from its operation. 
The planting industry is an obvious instance. as has been noticed in the circular letter 
itself. It may be worth while to consider whether malaria. can be included as an 
occupational disease under Section 3 (2) and Schedule III of the Indian Act. There 
can also be no objection to the inclusion of hazardous industries# organized and 
unorganized. 

With respect to other industries. it is suggested that their inclusion in the Work
men's Compensation Act by referring to the definition of .. factories .. in Section 3. 
of the Indian Factories Act (XlI of 1911) with some alt&atio, willminjrnise many 
of the difficulties contemplated to arise from an indiscriminate extension of the scope
of the Act. In places where conditions ~ suitable, the- Government by issuing the 
necessary note can make the Factories' Act a.pplicable to an industry where 10 or 
more men are employed, It has also to be pointed out that Clause 5 of Schedule II 
of the Act needs redrafting so as to make it clear that it includes all transport workers 
in wharf~ quay~ dock, warehouse. lighter, etc .. employed .. in connection with Ok 

loading or unloading operations. This amendment has hecome urgent by reason 
of a decision of a full bench of the Madras High Court that a workman handling at 
a warehouse in port premises goods taken out and loaded in a ship waiting in harbour 
is not employed fW 1M purpose of loading and is not entitled to compensation under 
the Act. [Ralli Brothem, Madras v. Perumal, 80 LW 121 FBj. 

rM &ok of Comp • ...,ui .... -It is the opinion of the panel that the scales of 
compensation in Section 4 of the Act admit of enhancement, Since such need is 
recognized in the circular itself, the question reduces itself to one of settling the exact 
lines on which such enhancement can be made. The scales mentioned in the recom
mendations of the Seventh International Labour Conference as the minima, appear 
to the panel to be appropriate and suited to the conditions in India jn cases where 
the wages are less than Rs. SO a month. The compensation payable in case of death 
ought also to be enhanced to the equivalent of at least three and a-h?oU years' wages 
in the case of death of adult workmen. 

Disfribvliox of Compen.salilm-Lumj:I SNMS VIWSUS ,"",,"ng gJ'ants.-In spite of the 
administrative difficulties that are likely to attend periodical payments, it appears 
to the panel to be advisable to adopt that method at least in part in cases where the 
compensation is Rs. SOO or more. A scheme like the following may perhaps find 
acceptance: Where the eompensation is less than Rs.500 it may be- left to the 
option of the workman or dependant to take it in a lump sum or in instalments. In 
cases where it is Rs. 500 or more, half the amouut may. at the option of the workman 
or dependant, be given either in lump sum or instalments, but the other half shall 
be paid only in the shape of pensions. 

Tlu W trilittg P~riod.-Section III (i) (a) of the Act enacts that no compensation is 
payable" in respect of any injury which does not result in total or partial disablement 
of the workman for a period exceeding 10 days"~ Section IV (i) (d) excludes the 
10 days from the calculation of the compensation in cases of temporary disablement 
to the workman. Both these provisions cause hardship to the workman. 

(i) The minimum number of days of disability necessary to prove a right to 
compensation is excessive. and must be reduced from 10 to 3 or to 5. The appre
hensions as to the increase in the number of cases entitled to compensation ought 
not to affect the issue. But it may be pointed out that such increase is not likely to 
have serious financial implications. They will merely result in the workm.en getting 
5 or 7 mote da.ys added in the calculation of the period of compensation where the 
disability extends over 10 days and in securing compensation for S or 7 days in 
cases where the disability is for 10 days or less. 

It is difficult to understand the suggestion made against the workman that a. 
reduction in the waiting period is likely to lead to malingering on the part of the 
workman. The workman can malinger whether the period is 10 days or 3. The 
temptation is there .in both caseS. 

(ii) The other aspect of this question. viz .• the claim of the workman who is 
disabled beyond the waiting period to compensation for the whole period of his 
disability~ inclusive of the waiting period, does not admit of much debate. The 
whole period must be the bas~ and not a fraction thereof. The workman is entitJed 
to be compensated for the lost of wages for every day he is forced to be out of employ
ment. 

DeJHndanls.-The panel is of opinion that 'to the existing description of depend· 
ants entitled. to share in the compensation in cases of fatal accidents there must be 
added the following :-Widow~ daughter. widowed sister. widowed daughter-ill-
law, permanently kept concubine. illegitimate children. \ 

" 
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The paneJ is of opinion that a relative who· can claim compensation should 
ordinarily be called upon to furnish proof of depentlence, and the compensation 
payable should not vary with the extent of his dependence upon the deceased 
workman. 

Sub~conlmct<ws.-There can be no objection to the amendment of the Act so as to 
enable the principal or sutH:ontractor who has been made to pay compensation, to 
recover sach compensation from the sub-contractor or principal as the case may be, 
if so entitled in Jaw, without prejudice to the right of the workman to proceed against 
any party he may be advised to do. 

Retums.-In view of the slaclmess of employers in furnishing the statutory 
returns under Section 16 of the Act: in view of the extended operation that is 
proposed to be given to the Act; and in view of the importance which statutory 
:returns possess in enabling the Commissioner to satisfy himself as to the proper 
working of the Act, it is essential that the sanction for enforcing compliance with 
provision as to returns must be :revised by including in the Act itself a section pro
viding for the imposition of a nne up to a. maximum of Rs. 500 for default in sending 
In proper returns. The section may be so dnIfted as to neoessitate proof by tho 
prosecution that the default in the pa.rticula.r case amounts to an evasion of the Act. 
In this connection the ~ desires to point out that cases have occurred in wbich 
the happening of an accident is not traceable In any document kept by the employer. 
It would be advisable to consider the expediency of inserting a provision obliging 
employers to maintain a register of accidents occurring within their premises. The 
panel would also suggest that it may be made a _tutory obligation that notice of 
Sllch accident should be sent to the Commissioner for workmen's compensation within 
Z4 hours of the occurrence. These changes can be introduced by appropriate amend
ments to Section 16 of the existing Act. There cannot be much hardship or difficulty 
in demanding or enforcing such a provision. It need not in any way prejudice the 
employer~ as it will not involve any sort of admission that the accident was one 
arising out of employment. A similar provision exists in Section 34 of the Indian 
Factories' Act (XII of 1911). Such a register and notiJication will obviate the 
great difficulty that now exists in securing contemporaneous -evidence of the acciden~ 
and also in enabling the Commissioner, if so empowered. to initiate proceedings under 
the Act in appropriate cases. With respect to aecidents occurring outside the 
employer'$ premises it would 110t be right to insist on such a provision. 

Fatal Accidents.-The panel recognizes that there is need for an amendment of 
Section 22 of the Act so as to enable the dependants of a deceased workman to apply 
to the Commissioner directly without first approaching the employer. With respect 
to the suggestions oontained In paragraph 14 of the circular letter of the Government 
of India, relating to the initiation of proceedings in cases of fatal accidents. the 
panel would like to suggest that the power to initiate proceedings in all cases and 
not merely in cases of death. for some years be modelled on lines similar to 
Section 190 of the Criminal Procedure Code. Thus. it may be provided that the 
Commissioner may enquire into a case for compensation :-(1) Upon the application 
of the workman concerned. 01' of the dependent of a. deceased workman. (2) Upon 
the application of a registered trade union. (3) On his own motion based upon 
infozmation that an accident for which compensation is payable has occurred. 

The ignorance and apathy of the average Indian workman and the lack of ade
quate trade UDion organization are some among the reasons that would justify such 
a course. The amendment already suggested with respect to the furnishing of returns 
will enable the Commissioner to take action under Clause 3 if he sees reason to do so. 

Dijfieully in 1M Asc".,.; ...... ,,' of Dop.ndents.-This i. a real difficulty under 
Indian conditions and has to be provided for in the manner suggested in the circular 
by causing the names and addresses 01 the nearest relatives to be entered in the register 
at the time of entertainment of the workman. There may be difficulties in the case 
of some employers in carrying out such a scheme, but wherever practiatb1e it sho.uld 
be enforced. The objection to this proposal on the score of the unwimngness of the 
workman to give his wife's name may not apply to'many parts of India. . 

Supf>/muntary D.ptJsU.-No objection can exist to empowerlng the Commis
sioner to call for additional payment where the deposit originally made is inadequate 
in cases of fatal accidents. 

Susp.ns;Ofl of P~ PefUli .. g A Pf14a1.-In cases where an employer is aggrieved 
by an order awarding compensation, he can appeal to the High Court: under Section 30 
of the Act. Pending the appeal he can a..'ways ask for stay of the execution 01 the 
order appealed against. or ask for reasonable security to safeguard his rights to 
restitution in case of his success in appeal. Once the matter comes to the High 
Court, the provisions of Order 41, Rule 5 of the Civil Procedure Code relating to my 
will be attracted UDder the ruling of tho Privy Council in Che1ik.nj Rama &0"1 <:Me. 
(I.L.R. 39 Madras 617.) There appears to be no need. therefore. for the provision 
suggested. 
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Dill ... Points.-The panel has also observed the advantage that would be derived 
in compensation cases from enquiries by an independent and impartial medical 
examina:tion of the injury immediately after the occurrence of an accident. It would 
be useful to consider the desirability of introducing a. clause providing. wherever 
practieable. for compulsory medical examination of the injured workmen by a 
registered medical practitioner as soon as possible after the accident. The fees for 
such examination may be made a matter of adjustment between the employer. the 
workman and the State. 

It may also not be inappropriate to consider the desirability of introducing a. 
provision throwing some sort of obligation on employers to afford reasonable facilities 
in bona tide cases to the legal advisers of injured workmen to acquaint themse1~ 
with the working of the machinery under the circumstances in which an accident 
is alleged to have happened by the workmen. Such ..,. opportunity would help in 
the simpliftca.tionof tbeenqairyand the elimination of unsustainable applications for 
compensation. Schedule I of the Act, which gives a. list of injuries deemed to result 
in partial permanent disablement with the corresponding percentage of loss of 
earning capacity. does not provide for the loss of a. palm. It would be advisable to 
include such a case and estimate the loss of 50 per cent. of ea.ming capacity. 

Psmol PmM....u Disab1 ...... oI.-Seetion 2 (el of the Act defines "partial per· 
manent disablement" as such disablement (other than the scheduled disablement) 
as reduces the earning capacity in II every employment which he was eapable of 
undertaking II at the time of the accident. This is not a satisfactory definition. It 
is unreasonable to oblige the court to enter in every case of partial permanent disable
ment into an investigation into the number of employments which the workman was 
capable of undertaking at the time of the accident and determination of the bearing 
of the disability on his ea.r.uing capacity in each one of these employments. Such 
investigation is bound to be obscure. It is unjust to the workman to be told that 
there is some employment skilled or unskilled which he can follow in spite of his 
disability and that. therefore. he is not to get compensation. A more satisfactory 
definition will be .. such disablement as reduces his ea.ming capacity in any employ~ 
ment which he was capable of undertaking (or in any employment which he would 
have ordinarily pursued) at the time of the accident. The fact that total disable~ 
ment may be proved by the total loss of sight of both the eyes. or from a combination 
of scheduled injuries where the aggregate percentage of the loss of earning capacity 
is tOO per cent. also shows that it was not intended that partial permanent disable-
ment must affect the earning capacity of the workman in all work wbich he was 
capable of underla.king. References may be made to the definition of U partial 
temporary disablement U which requires only a reduction of earning capacity in any 
employment in which the workman was engaged at the time of accident. 

It is the opinion of the panel that the beoefi.ts conferred by the Act upoo the work
men have not been understood by them and availed of to the full extent. Cases 
have arisen in which. workmen have allowed their remedy to lapse in ignorance of 
their rigbts and in ignorance of their duty to apply within the six months' time 
provided under Section 10 of the Act. The panel would suggest that. wherever 
practicable. it may be insisted that the provisions of the Act be prominently displayed 
both in the vernacular language of the V(orkmen and in the shape of pictures, so that 
the workmen may be apprised of their rights and remedies. Such experience as the 
panel has had of the worlci.n.g of the Act has revealed the great need for educating the 
workmen in a clear knowledge of their rights and duties under the Aet. Such 
education would ordina.rily form part of the functions of trade unions. In their 
absence the duty for sometime will, it is belieyed. have to be discharged by the 
Labour Department as the State custodian of the welfare of labour. 

/MADRAS REPRESENTATIVE CHRISTIAN COUNCIL, MADRAS. 

Stalement Oil C(nulition of Labou,. in Madras and Relativ~ Subjects. 
The report of the Conference on Industrial Problems held at Poona. January 14th 

to 15th, 1929. under the auspices of the National Christian Council at which the 
Madras Committee was represented. expresses our own considered opinions on the 
matter. 

[The substance of the recommendations win be found in the memorandum of the 
National Christian Council of India, Poona.) 

~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Nou t.-We would add to the subjects under •• Legislative Action u that there 

~uld be a Work..mop Ad in view of the UDusuaUyunhealthy labour ooruUtions in 
urtain workshops. especially in those where cheap cigars are manufactured, To 
quote from one of our reports :-

Labour conditions in beecli shops are unusually severe. where many young boys 
are employed in crowded conditions for long hours. There are two beedi. shops in 

t88<1 S2 
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Jani John Khan Road. Triplicane. where ten to twelve • • • persons are 
employed; two shops in Ellis Road employing about ten persons each; and also 
quite a few scattered. in Mannady and Washermanpet. In a small room, 2S ft. long 
and 1 ft. broad, we :find two rows of people sitting 'With their legs stretched out for 
almost the whole day. The places are damp and the workmen get cramps and 
rheumatism by sitting in this posture for the whole day. The wages are in proportion 
to the output" and not the number of hours. A skilled workman gets a. maximum of 
twelve annas per thousand beeciies. and it takes him ten hours to earn this wage. 
There are also boys who get only three annas and odd for working the whole day. 
The wages vary from three to twelve annas per thousand according to the quality 
-of the output. The shops are found to be working as late as 9 o'clock in the nigh'L 
The wages are poor and the workmen get no rest. They get bronchial trouble 
because they are forced to sit in the same position for hours with their legs stretched 
~t holding a basket across the knees. The conditions are thus far from satisfactory. 

These shops do not come under the Factory Act because they do not use power. 
Such conditions exist not only in this industry but in many others as well where 
groups Gf pe<>ple by tens and SCGTeS wGrk under one master. 

Nok 2.-With regard to the pa.ragrapb on minimum wage legislation we should 
say that there is at least one industry in Madras where this law. if it were passed~ 
cou1d be used with beneficial results. We refer to the extremely 10w wages of the 
coolies who deal with groundnuts in the Madras harbour. Industries which manu
facture cheap cigars are another case to which this law might be applied with happy 
results. • 

In this connection we would add that the ideal of standard wages should be 
based upon the ability of the industry to pay rather than on the 10cal agricultural 
rates which often border on the starvation line. We know that employers in industry 
cannot get enough hands UDless they pay them at least somewhat higher than the 
local agricultural wages~ but we would adhere to the ideal expressed abOve. It is 
only :fair that the worker should get a due return for his work according to the ability 
Gf the industry to pay. 

NoI4 3.-It has become clear to us through our nVestigations that it would lead 
to very useful and happy results if it could be eoacled that .. .." labourer wwlcing in 
industries using power where the work is 01 &, hazardous nature. should wear a uniform 
during workiog hours (the uniform to be cut bearing in mind the nature of the 
particular industries in question) and that the employing body should bear the 
cost of the same. 

Not. -i.-Under the head Gf welfare <>r labour superviso .... we WGuId add also, 
that $Ome of the employing bodies have done and are doing splendid and praiseworthy 
welfare work. Others have not even begun to do such work for their labourers. 
Welfare WGrk which helps the labourer to combat the drink habit, to escape 
indebtedness and to avoid overcrowding and insanitary conditions. is a strength 
10 industry. Such work proves that the employer takes an interest in his employees 
as individual personalities dependent on him for the amenities of life as well as the 
means of living and not as so many machines to run the actual machines of iron and 
steel. H the Commission can do anything to induce employers. who have not yet 
done so. to begin such work~ its visit to Madras will not have been in vain. 

One of the outstanding needs of this· city is the provision of cheap sanitary 
houses for work people. The Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Company. which has 
taken the 1ead in welfare work is steadily increasing the number of houses provided 
at a modest rental for its work people. But the need of such dwellings in this city 
is still enormous. The conditions obtaining, for instance. in Kurusadicheri on the 
Pexambur Barracks Road until it was recently destroyed by fire, were nothing less 
than appalling especially in monsoon weather. 

Not. S.-Since the presence of a large industrial populatiGn creares difficult 
problems of city life that must be solved. we are of opinion that the civic authori
ties. the employing bodies and the Government should work together wherever 
possible. in making life more worthwhile for the labourer by' giving him. facilities 
for cleaner habits. healthier dwellings, etc.. and "thus.help him to develop a better 
personality and thereby become" better citizen. . 

NoR S.-Under the heading of a training scheme for welfaR work supervisors 
we would emphasise the need for such training being given by the economics depart
ments of the local Universities as there is an increasingly substantial labour and 
industrial population in the country. _ 

Madras City Lifo ....a Lab""".~In the city Gf Madras there were 526.911 people 
in 1921. Out of this Dumber 39 in a thousand were supported by agriculture~ 
370 by industry. 196 by commerce. 124 profj!SSions and 271 by other miscellaneous 
occupations. At that time there were 147 factories in the city using 11.641 h.p. 
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units of steam; 700 h.p. of oil; 776 h.p. of gas; 182 workshops using motor power 
of 1.522 h.p.: also 2.804 kilowats of electric power. Since then these power.; seem 
to have increased by at least 50 per cent. There bas been a steady growth. 

Over 79 per cent. of the total population of Madras City were bom in the city 
itself. The bulk of the remainiDg population are from the adjacent districts of 
Chingelpet and North Arcot. Labour is more stable in Madras than in any of the 
other major cities. Neither are there SO many industries competing for labour. 
Very few women are employed in cotton spinning and in weaving mills. Of the 
total industrial population of about 12.000 in the large Madras mills about 5 per cent. 
are women: 14 per cent. children. chiel!y boys; aDd 81 per cent. men. The 
percentage of children and women employed in cotton and spinning mills in the 
Presidency outside of Madras City is higher~ being 14 per cent. women, 21 per cent. 
children and 6S per cent. men. The above facts indicate that there is very little 
lI.uctuation of population in Madras City proper; and when there is any it is chiefly 
among coolies. 

CfSfA,SU for 1M Migralimt of Labou:r.-Among the causes which impel workers to 
eave home and seek employment elsewhere are, agricultural depression. the prevailing 

joint-family system and the hereditary equal partition of estates at the death 01 the 
father. thus breaking them up into small and ever smaller holdings.. There is also 
the landless labourer who is free to move, and likewise an increasing percentage of 
artisans whose- wares do not find sale in the local market and who are not able to 
compete with the comparatively cheap machine made goods. 

Among the landless labourers are included a large Dumber of the Adi-dravidas 
for whom life in a city is more attractive because of its freedom from easte and group 
control. Again at its best agriculture can provide work for only.seven months in a 
year and then there is not always the certainty of work on all days. So they m.igra.te 
to the cities and return to the village onJ.y on occasions of wedding or death or when 
an epidemic breaks out in the city and that only for a time. 

The lot of the weavers is hard in the villages. They have no capital to buy yarn 
with and SO they take yam from a money lender and this has to be returned as cloth 
within a certain number of days. In the meanwhile for their daily bread they have 
to borrow from the same money lender and thereby their labour is pledged for many 
days ahead. This class of people prefer to give up the work in their villages and come 
and settle down as labourel'$ in the mills for a 1i~ monthly pay. 

PropOStU Jor 4 Pvb/;c Employ.....t A~....".-I .. the Madras City there are quite a 
large number of people who come seeking work. At present there are no public 
employment agencies as such, It would be vuy helpful if we could have one or possi
bly two establishments one for skilled and another for unskilled labour. People 
requiring labour might apply to these bodies which would select from the people 
on their rolls a suitable candidate or candidates. While it would be necessary to have 
a paid secretary for such an establishment~ the governing body might consist of a. 
board of usponsible public spirited men and women some dtosen by the Government 
and others elected by the various philanthropic and other bodies. Minority com
munities might have a private 00ard each for its own community and represent their 
grievances or requirements. if any. to the central board of management. In this way 
we think that it would he possible to guam against difficulties which might otherwise 
arise. Having such a board for each district or group of districts would also solve the 
problems in their respective areas and would be a way of removing some of the 
abuses alleged to be prevalent in recruitment for the plantations. Having such a 
board would also give greater chances for the engagement of labour through such a 
disinterested board and not through people Ix> whom the applicant bas often to giVll 
a lump sum bnbe or a proportion of his salary after employment for a. certain number 
of months. 

Mad,.tJ$ Govemment Labo-tw DtpIl .. ,ment.-While we are than1dul for the services 
which the labour department is rendering to the depressed classes and labour in 
general we feel that it ought to do & great deal more than it is doing at present. 'We 
venture to offer a few suggestions for developing the work which rightly faDs within 
its own sphere. 

It should officially collect statistics on labour and middle class family budgets 
and living for important industrial centres and make them available to the public. 
as the Bombay office has done for the city of Bombay. _ 

It should also have an information bureau where we could get up-to-date infonna
tion regarding labour. its problems. strikes. lock--outs. living condi~ conditions 
of employment in particular industries. and establishments .. etc. 

There is need for a special officer. preferably an Indian. under the Commissioner 
of labour for this who would be in charge of this department under the gaidance of 
the Commissioner. He might be either an assistant labour Commissioner or a 
secoud personal assistant to the Commissioner of labour. 

~) ES 
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Family Bu4gels.-We append .. few family budgets wbich were ",,1leoted in the 
year 1926 and which have already appeared in one of our reports. 

Case A.-Family of five: man (mill hand). wife~ and three children. Income 
Rs.35. 

Rations Rs. 22 Daily expense Rs. 5 
House rent . . Rs. 4 Towards debt Rs. 5 

According to this a debt of a rupee a. MOnth was incurred. 
Total debt, Rs. 360. 

CQS~ B.-Family of three: man, wife, and son. Income. &.25. 
House rent Rs. 4 Stores Rs. 3 
Rice . . . . Rs. S Daily expense Rs. 5 

Saving shown. ~. 7 a month. 
Case C.-Family of six: man~ wife. two children (2 and 10) and two brothers. 

Income: man, Rs. 20: woman. Rs. 4. 
Rent Rs. 3 Tobacco 5 As. 
Rioe Rs. 13 Beta! 8 As. 
Daily expenses Rs. 3-12 ann... Arrack Re, 1 

A balance of Rs. 2-7 annas a month is left which is generally spent on clothes or in 
settling.m&Il debts. 

Case D.-Family of five: Inoome: Rs. 30. 
Rice Rs. 12 Tobacco 
Rent Rs.5 Arrack 
Ston!:s and daily ex-

penses . • • • Rs. 11-12 annas 
In debt. of course. 

10 As. 
Rs.3 

Ca E.-Family of six: man~ wife. two grown up daughters and two sons. 
Income: Rs.30. 

Rent Rs. 5 Stores Rs. 6-9-9 pies 
Rice Rs. 12 Tobacco 8 As. 
Fuel Rs. 2-8 ann... Scavenger.. SAs. 
Dailyexpenses Rs. 7-8 aonas Soap 4 As. S p~ 

In debt. 
Cau F.-A family of thirteen members. They live in a house containing two 

rooms and kitchen. The family's total income is Rs. 83. i.e •• wages of two mill hands. 
Rs. 62 and Rs. 21 from renting three rickshaws. They were ODce a prosperous family 
of workers; but now are always in debt~ IIJe chief"uu bnng dnM. 

Comment.s.-Most of these people live in the one roomed houses clriefiy concrete 
structures. Here and,.fuere a thatched house is found. These are one roomed houses 
which have a kitchen and a lavatory. Sometimes three or four families share a house 
and divide the rent. One such group pays a house rent of Rs. 25. The usual rent for 
a one roomed house is Rs. 4. 

So far as income is concerned most of the labourers are well off. They have a 
higher standard of living than their predecessors of a generation ago. But improvi
dence is common. The chief caues of indebtedness are social customs and certain 
vices. A good deal of money is expended on funerals and weddings and other 
ceremonies. These are the times when they approach the Sowcar or the Marwa.ri for 
a loan; who; with his vicious system of loaning on easy or no security but exorbitant 
interest, cripples the economic Hie of these workers. The usual rate of interest of a 
Marwari is 150 per cent. and most of these labourers take years and years to clear 
debt. Drink is common. We are reliably informed that at least 60 per cent. of these 
workmen drink, but in the course of investigation very few labourers owned that they 
drank. Betting.and gambling also are becoming increasingly common in the city 
where there are so many bucket-shops. These are a serious m,enace to the economic 
welfare of the labourers. But more than all is the drain caused by improvident 
social habits. 

J THE MADRAS ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AND ELECTRIC 
CORPORATION EMPLOYEES' UNION. 

SUPPLY 

. . .. . . ~ . . ... 
Hislory.-This union was first started in the year 1917 and was registered. in 1928 

under the Trade Union Act of 1926, and was recognized by the company in the year 
1929. The total number of members on its rolls is 1,800. 
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Ow C,.,....-The labour movement is not an. antiooQ.pitalist lI10vement in the 
sense that it :is out to destroy capital. It does not believe in the mere negative 
propaganda; it believes in the positiw. gospel of reconstruction~ It believes in 
elevating the labourers who are deprived of their primary privileges and rights and 
on whose unremitting and unrewa.rded labour society lives. It is & movement 
inspired by the sentiments oJ' love and justice for men and women who have to work 
bani with their hands without being properly cared for and rewmpensed. • 

Capital is as necessary as labour. But capital without labour is as barren and 
unproductive as a store of electricity which without a machine cannot display its 
marvellous power~ Similarly. labour without capital is as useless as a. well-built 
machine without electric current in it. Capital and labour must go together. We 
believe in a labour-eapital movement. Every labourer must be looked upon as a 
capitalist and every capitalist as a labourer. Our union believes in the idea of 
service and not in the idea. of protit. Where the latter idea prevails and Mammon 
sits on the throne, there authority. coercion and cruel conceptions of discipline are 
invoked to break the will of the labourers. Where the idea of profit is the dominant 
idea there the creative worker is transformed into a submissive automaton and a tool 
of the boss. but where the idea 01 service is the main motive power~ there kindness. 
undentanding. co-operation and mutual good-will are called 1orth~ and lazy, duU 
careless and irresponsible workmen are converted into willing. diligent and original 
contnnutoIS to the wealth and happiness of this world. 

We do not believe that economic justice will alone solve all the ills and evils of 
humanity. It is something more fundamental and much deeper than the principle 
of economic justice. Economic justice would be meted out only when the employers 
and employees are governed. and controlled by higher and nobler conceptions of life. 
The whole problem is one of inward attitude towards our fellow-beings~ purified. 
sublimated and hqmanjsed by higher moral and spiritual principles of life.. 

E~.-We believe that so long as the employers do not take interest in 
educating their employees there will be misunderstanding and injustice and suspicion 
will prevail in their minds. One of the very :important things which the labourers 
and the capitalists must try to accomplish is the right kind of education for the 
labourers and their childnm. In my travels in western countries 1 rarely came a-cross 
labourers who are not able to read and write. As eyes are to man. so education must 
be to Ii labourer. Labourers must know the facts of the situation before they enter 
into any dispute. They must be well-informed before. they venture· to demand. 
Practi<:al knowledge. right thlnldng. and souud judgment will help the laboureIs 
and the employers to keep themselves away from much. sorrow and suftering. 

Our hearts must be guided by the inspiring teachings of the gospel of love; our 
minds must be ehasten.ed by clearness, lucidity and accuracy furnished to us by the 
goddess ()f knowledge. Where there is no knowledge there will be no atturacy; 
where there is inaceu-racy there will be misjudgment. It is for this reason that we 
demand education for the labourers and their children as the first demand in our 
memorandum. In this connection we beg to infonn the Commission that the union 
intends opening a reading room and au adult night school for the labourers of the 
company at an early date.. 

Jei ... COWteil of EMploy ... aM Emplov ..... -This Joint Council of Empl.oyees and 
Employers more than any other thing will secure the largest possible measure 01 joint 
action between the employers and employees. Such a council will try to settle 
disputes between the employees and employers in an amicable way and produce in 
its dealings a good deal of confidence, considerateness Ipld frankness on both sides. 

We do not believe in the exclusive prerogatives of either the noisy. blustering 
and one-sided extreme labour workers nor in the threats of coercion of some of the 
conservative and narrow-minded p.ro-ca.pitalist-propagandists. Both employers 
and employees are human beings. As human beings it is but natural to elT. Sinless
ness and infallibility are not the monopoly of either class of people. Neither a council 
exclusively composed of capitalists alone can understand the difficulties of the 
labourers. nor a council exclusively composed. of the labourers can understand the 
financial or otherwise difficult problems of the capitalists. It is the tie of friendship, 
fellow-feeling and goodwill prevailing in the deliberations of a joint council of both 
the employers and employees that will enable us to achieve better results than mere 
ha.rsh. and angry words or autocratic and dogmatic assertions. So a joint council of 
employers and employees is absolutely necessary to arrive at proper and just con
clusions. 

Hours.-The baneful effects of long hours on the physical. mental and spiritual 
life of men are innumerable to narrate here~ Long hours ruin the physical frame of 
labourers and rob concentration, attention. retentive memory and introduce into 
their mental life morbidity, irritability, melancholia.. mental indolence. anarchist 

( ... 1 B. 
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temperament and pessimistic attitude towards life. Morally and physically ex~ 
hausted labourers develop an irresponsible, intemperant and indifferent attitude 
towards their wives and children. Spiritually they become materia.listic and 
irreligious. 

Man is not only an animal endowed with tastes and desires for creature comforts, 
but i,s made in the ima~ of God. and is a moral and spiritual being. Enougb facilities 
must be given to bim to develop a keen interest and cultivate a proper taste not only 
for bis daily bread and good habitation but also for beauty, art~ literature and 
sublimity. Is it possible to expect him to behave any better than an animal when no 
chances are given to him, and no time is allotted to him to make himself a fuller man 
and a better social being. Man does not grow in a vacuum; be needs a good environ. 
ment for his growth and development. An artistic atmosphere with books, etc., 
mustalso be placed at bisdisposal so that life maynot become a mere drudgery. One 
great remeqy that can help us to eradicate most of the dreadful evils which are eating 
into the vitals of the working-class people is a shorter working day and a shorter 
working week. Therefore we propose not less than 48 and not more than 50 hours 
per week of six dar"'. l>1>ty O<he<lul .. shall be pooted on which the rest days shall 
be shov.'D.. and not less- than six days' notice shall be given of variations of such a 
schedule to meet special occasions. Hours of labour should be counted from the 
moment the worker leaves his bome. It is unjust to exclude the hours which a 
labourer spends going to and returning from his place of work. 

OIJ61'time.-We believe that no labourer should he allowed to work more than 
]0 hours a day including his overtime, for giving too much overtime to a few people 
and making them. earn a little more than others brings in the problem of unemploy
ment for many and immature physical exhaustion and intellectual, moral and 
spiritual degeneracy to allla.bourezs :-(a) If at all a labourer is asked to work for 
mOTe than eight hours-the time allotted to him-the labourer working in excess 
of his scheduled duty on the rota. of service shall be paid at the rate of time and 
a-quarter for the first two hours and time and a-half after. (b) In the event of an 
employee working voluntarily at the request of the management on his .~ rest day" 
he shall be paid a rate prevailing on that day~ but such time WQl"ked shall not count 
for weekly overtime. 

Luwe._u AU work and no play" will make anybody dull, stunted and an un
productive dwarf. We grant tha.t work is one of the most essential and chief virtues 
which cultivates and develops an individual. It also helps him to make himself 
the master of any difficult situation in which he is placed. It transforms the bar· 
barian into a civilised man~ and without work. intelligence is not possible. Work 
gives man strength and confidence in himself. It enables one to march into the 
unknown regions of God's inexhaustible kingdom with untiring enthusiasm and 
fearless enterprise. Where there is passion for work. there spring up creative and 
original ideas in abundance. but this is just one half of truth. 

Other Half of TJUth.-The other half of truth is that all works are not wholesome 
and that work alone is not salvation. We work not merely for the sake of working. 
It is a means to help us to attain to our ideal of perfection. Work is one of the few 
essential things but "0' 1M only "'ing. If a man is forced out of sheer necessity to 
obtain a few crumbs of bread just to appease the appetite, will he ever emerge from 
his barbarism and animality? Is it the will of God that great masses of humanity 
should pay no heed to the finer aspects of life and be lost, and lost for ever in the 
thought of satisfying their animal wants and nothing mOTe. Is it possible to believe 
that it is the will of God that a. small minority or a considerably big minority-for 
a matter of that even a bigmajority-sbould attain. to the very high ideals of physical. 
intellectual. moral. and spiritual life at the cost of even a single human being? 
But what we daily witness in our country is that millions of men and women are 
sacrificed for the comforts and elevation of a few people. It is no wonder that men 
have lost confidence in the so called friends of labour who have bandaged their eyes 
and are unwilling to see this other half of truth. .~ Too much work" Mr. M. J. 
Savage says ••• instead of elevating a man out of barbarism. crushes him down into 
it deeper still and makes it impossible for him to arise," 

We believe that privilege and casual leaves must be granted to the labourers. 
We suggest 25 days privilege leave and 15 days casual leave excluding Sundays to 
the labourers wbo have to work as conductors. drivers. etc .• in the Tramway Industry. 
all the time standing without any rest whatever to their legs. Gazetted holidays 
when denied to the employees should be compensated for. 

Womm.-Women workers must be given three months--one and half months' 
pre-natal and one and balf montha· post natal-leave with pay. 

hovide"' Fvntl.-Provident Fund should be introduced into our Industry in the 
interests of our workers. We suggest that labourers are requested to pay to the fund 
one anna in each rupee of their pay and a similar amount by the company. This 
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should be given to the labourers at the time of theiT reti.remen t. dismissal, etc. This 
Provident Fund amount must on no ground whatever be allowed to be attached. by 
the company for any offence whatever. 

BO"Itus.-We also suggest to the Commission that they should bring pre::sure on 
different Industrial Companies to institute gratuity. bonus and compensation for Joss 
of limbs. etc. This should be done independent of Provident Fund contribution: 

Housing.-We believe that nobody has paid any attention to the housing of 
our labourers. The housing conditions of our labourers are appalling. We earnestly 
request the Commission to investigate into this matter carefully and see that the 
housing conditions of the labourers are improved. Again and again I had the 
misfortune of witnessing a husband. wife~ daughter, son and sometimes son's wife 
-all living in one room. How could we expect fineness. decency, and principles of 
morality. to be observed under such circumstances? It is a great surprise that our 
labourers are not worse than what they are. 

HuUh.-Health is wealth of the individual: This is an old adage and it must 
be true in the case of aU individuals. be they capitalists or labourers. All are God's 
children. The diseases which attack the working-class people to-daywill attack the 
capitalists tomorrow, We must look upon diseases from a national and international 
stand-point. I hope I do not trespass on the limits of truth when I say that even 25 
per eent. of our labourel'S are not normal in their health and what attention have tb:e 
capitalists or others paid to this fact? It is high time that we should tackle this 
problem with all the sympathy and humaneness possible. 

No proper meal bunks or sheds are found at tramcar termini. It is absolutely 
necessary that at each tram-car terminus a bunk or shed with water-taps should be 
erected by the company where conductors. motormen. etc .• can have their morning. 
midday, and evening meals. A big earthen pot filled with boiled water must also 
be supplied to these meal bunks or sheds. 

It is also requested that latrines and urinals may be constructed at various tram 
termini. as the tramway employees feel very great difficulty owing to want of this 
very necessary convenience. A separate latrine for women labourers may also be 
maintained. 

A regular ambulance corps to carry the wounded labourers alsomay bemaintained. 
WGfes.-We believe that the question of wages must he considered not only irom 

the stand-point of supply and demand but also from the stand-point of humanitarian 
principles of a highly cultured society of an enlightened age. We cannot a1ford to be 
conservative when the question of wages comes. We must be progressive in our 
ideas of distributing wealth among those wbo produce wealth. Wages must be not 
only lifJing minimum-wages for a family composed of a husband, wife and three 
children but must be standard-living wQ(es. We must not compare the wages of 
the labourers who lived in the last century to the wages. of the labourers of to-day. 
For ideas of life~ standards of living. and conception of the value, importance and 
dignity of man : an have undergone a change. What must guide the idea Of distribu
ting wages to the wage-ea.mers is the principle of standard-living. We insist on 
standardising the wages because this will solve many an unpleasant problem caused 
by those who under-sell themselves out of poverty and thereby create misunder
standings and divisions among the labourers themselves. 

:In our opinion the starting wages of anyJabourerin Indiamustuot be below Rs.SO. 
We have arrived at this definite condusion after a long and continued study t.f thou
sands of working-class families in this country. 

At present there is no graded system in the company. They were making 
appointments not according to any particular system but as business grew. We 
desire that a graded system be introduced, and the salaries and promotion ar
ranged according to that system. Wages may be enhanced and promotions may be 
made periodically by the Joint Council of Employers and Employees. It is also the 
desire of the Union that an elaborate and exhaustive manual of rules to guide the 
affairs of the labourers may be printed and cit'culated among the labourers. 

Stabil;wio" 0/ Wagss.-We do not believe in lowering wages again under the 
pretext of financial depression.1inancialloss. etc. Working class bouse-wives should 
be able to budget a head. This is not possible when there is no proper understanding 
between the working c1&ss house-wife and her husband's employer about his wages. 

Pvni.sTtHJetlts. - Punishments must be corrective and reformatory but never 
spiteful, vindictive. coercive or crushing. No fine beyond 2 per cent. of the prescribed. 
salary or wages should be imposed on labourers. Employees of two or more years' 
service are not to be treated as temporary and subject them to various disabilities in 
regard to service privileges in generaL 

RU'ruiiJMHLs.-Employees must be so trained and educated by the company as 
to manage the affairs of the company without seeking help from outside recruits, 
and when temporary or pennanent vacancies occur preference must be given to the 
children or relatives of the company's employees. 
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SOUTHERN INDIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, MADRAS. 

One important feature of labour conditions in India that the Commission would 
require to take notice of is the signal backwardness of industrial conditions and 
industrial la.bour in this country, when they are compared with those obtaining in 
western countries. A due appreciation of this difficulty would require the Com
mission to devote very special attention to the remedying of industrial depression 
as the root cause and the fundamental handicap to higher standards of life of the 
labouring classes. The dangeno of standards of life outrunning industrial develop
ment are only too painfully visible iJl western countries where labour refuses to 
a<:eept lower wages to help the industries over a slump. My committee have, 
therefore, no hesitation in suggesting that the Commission should give due weight 
in their recommendations to the non-applicability of any and every recommendation 
and convention of the International Labour Conference to- Indian conditions. as 
well as to the condition precedent to Labour's prosperity of industrial stability 
to be establisbed in this count%y by means of the tariff, transport facilities, 
government patronage, eheap loans. gua.rantees~ subsidies~ and so on. 

Another factor to which the Commission should give special attention is the 
woeful lack of education. lack of thrift and lack of organization among Indian 
labourers. A sound scheme of compulsory primary education and adult education 
at least in industrial areas is a bad necessity. They should receive regular lessons 
in hygiene, domestic economy, and practical citizenship_ The spread of co-operative 
societies and mutual benefit funds should be encouraged.; employers should be 
induced to institute provident funds and gratuity funds to which contribution 
should be made compulsory; periodical enquiries into indebtedness of the workmen 
should be made so as to check it by threats of suspension or dismissal; and the 
Government should pursue an active policy of gradual prohibition in :the industrial 
_areas. In this way the labour population would be enabled to organize themselves 
and keep the management of their unions in their own hands. wbich latter feature 
has become an urgent necessity. It would also seltVe to bring home a certain measure 
of responsibilitywbich would be an effective deterrent to hasty strikesand widespread 
unemployment. 

With increasing contact with. western standards of labour, Ind.ia.D labour- has 
been perceptibly drifting away froiD. capital at the eost of the industry on which 
both depend for their weU~being. Trade unions are ill-organized and ill~ntroned. 
and the result is that collective bargaining which is one of the fundamental objects 
of trade unions is never achieved. while considerable loss is caused on either side. 
Somt:times even the formulation af grievances does not take place before the strike, 
and there is no attempt at all to settle the difference before the workmen go on strike. 
It is therefore very necessary under present circumstances that an enquiry by a 
permanent tribunal for conciliation and. if possible. arbitration should precede every 
declaratio-n of strike Or lock~out. It is also necessary that Government should interfere 
at a very early stage in all trade disputes, because every strike or lock-out means 
a considerable economic loss to the country in general, and to its own revenues which 
it is difficult to make good even by a long period of active and uninterrupted 
productivity. The Government should further make regular collection of statistics 
in order to keep its finger on the pulse of the labour population so as to 
know the cost of living. the trend of prices. the conditions of particular industries. 
and so on. 

Belore proceeding to give the replies to the questionnaire my committee would 
desire to refer brietly to the seriousness of unemployment in the agricultural labour 
force. . Provision of work for longer periods :is absolutely necessary in order to 
maintain this population on the soil. It can be done by extension of irrigation, by 
improvement of veterinary facilities. by promotion of agricultural and cottage 
industries, and by a very substantial increase in the number of non-credit co-operauve 
societies for the purchase of raw materi.a.ls and sale of finished products of cottage 
industries. 

L-Reoruilment. 
]. (i) Industrial labour required is derived mostly from the same localities or 

neighbouring villages. except in the case of highly skilled workmen; seasonal 
factories , e.g .• rice milling. ground-nut decorticating. jaggery, cotton ginning and 
pressing. etc,. depend to some extent on migrating labour, Long distance migration 
also takes place to mining centres in Myst\t.e~ Behar and Orissa. Bengal, Hyderabad, 
etc. Plantations in Malabar, Nilgiris~ and AnamaJais depend in some measure on 
labour from Trichinopoly, Tinnevelly. etc. 

(ii) Lack of continuous employment througbout the year among the agricultural 
labourers, and want of regular and remunerative employment among others. 
Unfavourable seasonal conditions drive many people either to starve 01' to migrate; 
pres5ure of agriculture as population increases is too great. 
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2. (i) When villages are near, the workmen return to their homes at every avail
able opportunity-festivals, ceremonies. strikes, lock-outs, etc. When their homes 
are a few dist::ricts away they go at least once in a year and stay away for four or 
:five weeks each time. Workmen return home from other presidencies or Malay States 
or Ceylon only once in two or three years and then stay some months. 

(ii} The labour force employed in this presidency in plantations is about 50,000. 
and in other non-agricultural occupations is about 250.000. 

3. (1) No systematic recruitment except for plantations or for ovezsea. emigration. 
(ii) A practical means of improvement would be for the Labour Commissioner 

or other agency to disseminate information through village officers as to avenues for 
employment and conditions of service. 

(iii) Employers would prefer their own agencies; but agency for skilled workmen 
will be practicable and may be useful. . 

4. Migrating labourers leave behind members of their family and it necessitates 
frequent return, The -earning members are frequently separated for long periods 
which leads to extravagance, unneccessary expenditure, and hand to mouth life; 
away from the families depending on them. the incentive to strikes is infinitely 
greater; extravagant and vicious life leads to clamour for higher wages and la.ck 
of interest either in the work or in local environment. 

5. Practically no recruitment of seamen takes place in this presidency .. 
7. Unemployment, if any. among skilled. workmen is only temporary and 

employment agencies would be a help to them; among the unskilled there is real 
unemployment; want of steady employment puts up labour cost and decreases 
efficiency of labour ;. information circulated as to available sources of employment 
from time to time would help them as also adult general education~ and technica.l 
lessons in off-hours. 

(v) Intema:ti.Ollal conventions cannot be immediately applied to Indian conditions 
in their entirety. Industrial life is yet in its infancy in India~ and the application of 
labour standards of foreign countries would seriously l'aise the cost of production 
and. increase unemployment so that the remedy would. be worse than the .disease. 
Moreover the handicap to Indian industries caused by the ~mpetition of other 
countries like Japan. not adopting the same standards and conventions is stupendous. 
Unless India adopts & protective tariff aU roundt labour conditions cannot receive 
much special attention.. 

9. The Apprentices Act. 1850 is particularly intended. for orphans from military 
orphanages and charitable institutions and for seamen. and so it is not quite useful 
in this presidency. The committee on industrial and technical education, 1922~ and 
a special committee in 1924 recommended its extension to other trades also. The 
recommendations of the latter committee to regulate the employment of apprentices 
may be .brougbt into farce. 

IL-8taf1 OrganioatioD •• 
12. T,aining 0/ Sulxwtlinate Staff.-The Government Engineering College, Madras, 

Trades School. Chengalvaroya Naicker's Institute. Government Textile InstitQ.te. 
the Industrial Institute. Madras Railway Workshops and the 60 odd industrial 
schools in the Presidency supply the staff. The increasing use of complieateq. 
machinery and precision tools necessitates educated and technically trained men. 
More industrial schools and workshops are required. All railway workshops take a 
minimum number of apprentices. Adult education in technical lines in evening 
classes should also be given in the industrial schools. 

IIL-Houlling. 
16. Some houses have been built for the poor workmen in Madras City and in a 

few of the larger towns like Madura, Tuticorin, Trichinopoly. Ma.ngalore and 
Vizagapatam. by manu.facturetS. industrial firms. railway companies. port trusts~ 
house building societies, etc, There are still many without a roof over their heads.. 
In the city the workmen who spend their nights on footpa.ths, verandah$ of godowns~ 
and even in streets. with infants in arms and all their belongings spread about them~ 
may be not less than 2,000. 

Only about 15 per cent. of factories house a certain percentage of their workmen. 
Plantations in Nilgirls. Malabar. and Coimbatore provide lines for their coolies. 
Reliance should more and more be placed on general economic improvement and on 
housing co-operative societies than on employers' capital at the present stage of 
industrial-development of the country. 

The present Town Planning Bill intends to create a Town Planning Fund lor 
financing the provision of sites and construction of houses. The District Municipalities 
Act and City Municipal Act provide forimprovement of slums, but a large majority 
of the municipalities have not devoted much attention to this matters , 
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IV.-Health. 
23. The awful lack of statistics regarding sickness and death of industrial popu

lation prevents correct knowledge in this matter. 
(iv) Dietary.-A progressive policy of prohibition would better the health. social 

life, and the economic potentialities of the labour force. 
24. Few factories can be expected to maintain their own hospitals. Most of 

them cannot aiford it; a few otheIs maintain first-a.id appliances and some others 
keep part-time medical men. Rural dispensaries scheme has much lee-way to make. 
and more lady doctors should be available to meet the needs of the female labourers. 

16. Latrines are necessary to all factories under the Act, but present sanitary 
conditions leave much room for improvement. 

30. Sickness insuzance might he tried in selected industrial establishments which 
can bear the extra burden. Indian industries, under present tarift conditions. are 
rather living hand to mouth. Further wages in the country are too low to permit 
a contribution in most cases by the labourel'S* so the Government would have to 
bear a lion~s share. Nevertheless: in industries which are dangerous to health some 
sucl1 scheme is an urgent necessity though at some extra cost to public revenues. 

31. (iii) Prospects of legis1ation for maternity benefit are not bright in this 
province, as female labour is seasonal and casual; moreover, it would discourage 
employment of women or at least lower their wages~ whereas under present conditions 
their earnings are indispensable to the family budget. The results of the new 
enactment for the gradual elimination 01 female labour in underground workings 
should be examined before any more forward steps are taken in that direction.. 

vn.-8afeiy. 
44-46. Accidents are common. The unreported might also be a considerable 

figure. Accidents in unregistered factories are similarly numerous. They are due to 
ignorance and negligence of workers. Posters all over the factory regarding dangerous 
parts of the machinery and methods of handling should be put up. Literature on 
the same should be circulated and workmen should be tested by factory inspectors 
as to their knowledge thus imparted. Joint investigations by employers' and 
employees' representatives will improve matters. Particularly in casualties the 
co-operation of workmen's and employers' representatives in investigation would 
by useful. 

VID.-Wor_'. Com_lion. 
51. (i) The provisions of the Act are still not widely known among workmen, 

The Commissioner may be entrusted with statutory powers for enforcing returns and 
detecting unreported. cases. A universal scheme of compulsory insurance would 
be premature. Employers in hazardous trades may reasonably be compelled to 
cover their liability by insurance. Vital statistics with reference to industries and 
enterprises should be taken for the purpose of determining the lines of extension 
of the Act. It would appear that the case of extending the Act to plantation 
labourers is worth examining. 

53. Q) The scales may be Iibera!ised for the lower paid workmen. 

IX.--JIoun. 
A.-Faclori.s. 

55. Majority of factories work 60 hours per week and 10 hours a. day. Others 
work 8 and 9 hours, 48 and 54 hours respectively per week. 

59. No reduction of hours is necessary now ~ nor even practicable under present 
industrial conditions. . 

60 and 61~ No alteration is advisable at present regarding weekly rest or interval. 

D.-OIII" Establisltmenl$. 
77. (4) Hours of work in plantations should be restricted"to 8 hours a. day and 

48 hours a week because of the hard. life on;the hills. 

X-WomOD, Yo"", lulalla and ChlldreD. 
83. For women 8 hours' day and 48 hours' week is. Ullobjectionable. Their 

exclusion from certain dangerous sections of factory work may also be legislated 
upon-blow rooms. and spinning I'QOms in textile mills, etc. 
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84. Employment of children in textile mills may be prohibited. if not in otherS 
also. Children under 12 are reported to be employed in coffee-curing which should 
not be allowed; though working in open sheds. and though helping their mothexs. 
it .is prejudicial to their education and health. It is reported that the Act is 
being evaded by erecting a wall between the factory and the garbling sbeds. 

m.-wagea. 
103. Schemes for standardization and fudng of minimum wages are premature 

iu India; cost of living varies from place to place; welfare work and other amenities 
also vary. 

106, Fines are small and rare and are often utilised for the geneml benefit of the 
employees. It is a necessary means of punishmeD.t. 

107. In larger industries wages are paid by the month; in smaller by fortnigh( 
and in seasonal. by week; piece work is paid by day generally. Punctuality of 
payment is generally kept up; otherwise the workmen revolt.. 

lOS. The serious indebtedness of WOTkers is an urgent problem. It is reported 
that a substantial portion of the wages goes to money-lenders on pay days in industrial 
areas; the lot of agricultural labour is WOl'Se. • 

109. There are DO profit-sharing or co-partnership schemes in operation. 
no. Leave is granted for varying.periods not exceeding one month per year. 

Some give IS days on half pay. Unauthorised leave is also too common. 

XIV.-Trade- CombiDations. 
121. (iii) A~.-Half the executiVE;: of a trade union is now permitted 

to be peISODS not employed in the industry. This is misclrlevous though it gives the 
advantage of knowledge and experience. It is useful to reduce this proportion 
eousiderably~ Often they prevent goodwill and mutual under.rtanding between 
employer and employee. 

124. Joint standing committees wooId be useinl. 
]25. Trade Disputes Act. passed. recently. came into force on 8th May last. As 

it was a hasty piece of legisistion amendments might be required in the light of 
experience. 

xvm.-Jnlelligonce. 
143. Statisties are at present coUeded for the following :-Fad.." lab<nw-{a) 

daily average nte of wages by different classes; (b) number of factories by 
districts, and industries: (c) accidents to workers in factories in different industries ; 
(4) average daily number of persons employed in different industries according to 
districts; (It) average daily number of persons employed in different industries 
accordiDg to adults and children; (f) particnlazs of intervals. holidays. and hour.; 
of work of employees. 

A quinquennial wages census is also taken. It was begun in 1908. The last one 
was in 1926. This only relates to nual and urban wages and not to industrial wages. 
The information is collected through the revenne department which is already 
overburdened with other duties. The compilation is done by the CommisSioner of 
Labour. Besides the above statistics there are the trade union returns which are 
rarely submitted in time and then only imperfectly. 

Professor AHMAD MUKHTAR, M.A.. Ph.D. Eoon. (Londoo). Annamalai University. 
, Chidambaram (Madras). 

My replies to the questioaaire issued by the Royal Labour Commission in India 
are based mainly on fust·hand investigations carried on by me during the last nine 
years or so. 1 request that~ brief as they are, they may be supplemented by a 
detailed and comprehensive treatment of the subject in my recent books on 4' Factory 
Labour in the Punjab·' and ... Factory Labour in India..n I may add that my 
repbes relate only to the conditions of factory labour. 

L RelnibDeat. 
The hereditary occupation of our factory hands is mainly agriculture. Homeless 

laoouren bring their families with them. But if a labourer bas a borne. his family 
ordinarily continues to xeside in it. He regularly sends a portion of his income for 
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IV.-Heallb. 
23. The awful lack of statistics regarding sickness and death of industrial popu

lation prevents correct knowledge in this matter. 
(iv) Dietary.-A progressive policy of prohihitioo would better the health, social 

life. and the economic potentialities of the labour force. 
24. Few factories can be expected to maintain their own hospitals. Most of 

them cannot afford it; a few others maintain first..aid appliances and some others 
keep part-time medical men. Rural dispensaries scheme has much lee-way to make~ 
and more lady doctors should be available to meet the needs of the female labourers. 

16. Latrines are necessary to all factories under the Act, but present sanitary 
conditions leave much room for improvement. 

30. Sickness insurance might be tried in selected industrial establishments which 
can bear the extra burden. Indian industries. under present tariff conditions, are 
rather living hand to mouth. Further wages in the country are too low to permit 
a contribution in most cases by the labourers. 80 the Government would have to 
bear a lion's share. Neverth61ess in indus.tries which are dangerous to health some 
such scheme is an urgent necessity though at some extra cost to public revenues. 

31. (iii) Prospects of legislation for maternity benefit are not bright in this 
province, as female labour is seasonal and casual; moreover. it would discourage 
employment of women or a.t least lower their wages, whereas under present conditions 
their earnings are indispensable to the family budget. The results of the new 
enactment for the gradual elimination of female labour in underground workings 
should be examined before any more forward steps are taken in that direction. 

vn.-8afeb'. 
44-46. Accidents are common. The unreported might also be a considerable 

figure. Accidents in unregistered factories are similarly numerous. They are due to 
ignorance and negligence of workers. Postel'S all over the factory regarding dangerous 
parts of the machinery and methods of handling should be put up. Literature on 
the same should be circulated and workmen should be tested by factory inspectors 
as to their knowledge thus imparted. Joint investigations by employers' and. 
employees' representatives will improve matters. Particularly in casualties the 
co-operation of workmen's and employers' representatives in investigation would 
by useful. 

VIIL-Workmen'. IlompODSatioll. 
51. (i) The provisions of the Act are still not widely known among workmen. 

The Commissioner may be entrusted with statutory powers for enforcing returns and 
detecting unreported cases. A universal scheme of compulsory iusurance would 
be premature. Employers in hazardous trades may reasonably be compelled to 
cover their liability by insurance. Vital statistics with reference to industries and 
enterprises -should be taken for the purpose of determining the lines of extension 
of the Act. It would appear that the case of extending the Act to plantation 
labourers is worth examining. 

53. (i} The scales may be liberaJised for the lower paid workmen~ 

IX.-IIoa!I. 
A.-Faetori.s. 

55. Majority of factories work 60 hours per week and 10 hours & day. Others 
work 8 and 9 hours, 48 and 54 hours respectively per week. 

59. No reduction of hours is necessary now, not' even practicable under present 
industrial conditions. 

60 and 61. No alteratioo is advisable at present regarding weekly rest or interval. 

D.-Otm EsUWlishme1lts. 

77. (a) Houts of work in plantations should be restricted to 8 hours a day and 
48 hours a week because of the hard life 01;\ the hills. 

x.-Wom .... Young Adults and ChiIdreD. 
83. For women 8 hours' day and 48 hoW'S' week is unobjectionable. Their 

exclusion from certain dangerous sections of factory work may also be legislated 
apon-blow rooms. and spinning rQOmS in textile mills~ etc, 
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M. Employment of children in textile mills may be prohibited. if not in otheI'Sl 
also. Children under 12 are reported to be employed in cofie~ring which should 
not be allowed; though working in open sheds, and though helping their moth~. 
it is prejudicial to their education and health. It is reported that the Act IS 

being evaded by erecting a wall between the factory and the garbling sheds. 

xn.-w_. 
103. Schemes for standardization and fixing of minimum wages are premature 

in India; cost of living varies from place to place; welfare: work and other amenities 
also vary. 

lOS. Fines are small and rare and are often utilised for the general benefit of the 
employees. It is a necessary means of punishment. 

107. In larger industries wages are paid by the month; in smaller by fortnight: 
and in seasonal. by week; piece work is paid by day generally. Punctuality of 
payment is generally kept up: otherwise the workmen revolt. 

108. The serious indebtedness of workers is an urgent problem. It is reported 
that a substantial portion of the wages goes to money-lenders on pay days in industrial 
areas; the lot of agri.culturallabour is worse. • 

t09. There are no profit-sharing or co-partnemhip schemes in operation. 
110. Leave is granted for varying <periods not exceeding one month per year. 

Some give IS days on half pay. Unauthorised leave is also too commoll. 

XIV.-Trade- CombinatiOJlB. 
121. (ill) Amendmems.-Half the executiv~ of a trade onion is now permitted 

to be persons Dot employed in the industry. This is mischievous though it gives the 
advantage of knowledge and experience. It is useful to reduce this proportion 
considerably. Often they ~vent goodwill and mutual understanding between 
~ployer and employee. 

124. ] oint standing committees would be useful~ 
125. Trade Disputes Act, passed recently~ came into force on 8th May last. As 

it was a hasty piece 01 tegislation amendments might be required in the light of 
experience. 

xvm.-Intelligenoe. 
143. Statistics are at present collected for the following :-Pactcry labour-(a) 

daily average :rate of wages by different classes; (b) number of factories by 
districts, and industries; (c) accidents to workers iu factories in different industries ; 
(4) average daily number of persons employed in difierent industries according to 
districts: (e) average daily number of PeISOns employed in different industries 
according to adults and children; (f) particulars of intervals. holidays. and hours 
of work of employees. 

A quinquennial wages census is also taken. It was begun in 1908. The last one 
was in 1'926. This only relates to nual and urban wages and not to industrial wages. 
The information is collected through the revenue department which is already 
<overburdened with other duties. The compilation is done by the CommisSioner of 
LabouT. Besides the above statistics there are the trade union returns which are 
rarely submitted in time and then only imperfectly. 

Professor AHMAD MUKHTAR. M.A .. Ph.D. Econ. (London), Annamalai University, 
• Chidambaram (Madras). 

My replies to the questionaire issued by the Royal Labour Commission in India 
are based mainly on first-hand investigations carried on by me during the last nine 
years or 80. I request tha~ brief as they are~ they may be supplemented by a 
detailed and comprehensive treatment of the subject in my recent books on .. Factory 
Labour in the Punjab ,. and .. Factory Labour in India:' I may add that my 
replies relate only to the conditions of factory labour. 

I.-ReoruiImeaL 
The hereditary occupation of our factory hands is mainly agriculture. Homeless 

labourers bring their families with them. But if a labourer has a home, his family 
ordinarily continues to reside in it. He regularly sends a portion of his income for 
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its support and resorts to his rural surroundings oS and on. The monotonous factory 
life tires out his energies~ and he seeks an occasional relief from it by taking to agri· 
cultural work on the open fields. 

The labourers' services are secured either through co~orkers~ mistris. contractorsi" 
or directly. In upper India they are usually secured direct through information 
supplied by Co-wor~. In Bombay and Ahmedabad the foreman is entrusted with 
this task. In the Bengal Presidency the overseer is the .. Sird&r~" who provides jobs 
to other workers at a price and supervizes their activities during factory hours. 

The average wage-earner tries to make use of opportunities if circumstances and 
conditions allow. The pressure of population on the soil has led to the migration of 
the agricultural classes to industrial areas in different parts of India. The labourers. 
from the United Provinces go to the Punjab. Bengal Assam. Bombay. etc. The 
competition of machine-made cloth has dealt a heavy blow to the hand-loom industry 
and forced the hereditary weavers to shift to the cotton mills. The" Pardeshi 
Bbaiyi." often heard of in Bombay. is a Hindu from the United Provinces. The 
Punjab sends out skilled craftsmen and the North-Western Frontier Province the 
ubiquitous Pathan money-lender~ A large number of labourers from Allahabad and 
the adjoining districts proceed as far as Calcutta and the Central Provinces. There 
is a great potential supply of labour in India. The reorganization of agriculture and 
trade, resulting 10 the elimination of waste# will be an important source of labour 
supply for our growing industries. There is an ever-increasing unemployment 
amongst the educated classes and they could easily be absorbed in the ranks of 
industry if the factory conditions were to improve. The- beggars. mullahs. sadhus.. 
and others could also be turned into a serviceable force in the country. It is no 
doubt true that the illiteracy of the masses. their poverty and want of organization. 
their abysmal ignorance of external affairs, their family aiIection and love of home 
have rendered their position very precarious and prevented them from making a 
full use of their opportunities. But" allowing for these drawbacks, we find a great 
mobility from one place to another. This information is based on figures coUected 
by me in the COUJ'Se of my enquiries# and a statistical account of them appeaxs 
in my recent books. I would further add that it is fallacious to maintain that 
caste has been an effective barrier in the way of the mobility of labour. 

Our workers are not trained from their early life to one particular task as a means 
of livelihood. They lack pennan ... ce. IPa.inly be<:ause the factory conditions presellt 
a dreary outlook. They do not generally enjoy the beneftt of a provident fund or 
a pension scheme. They live from hand to mouth and, when they die. their depend
ents carry on a wretched existence. For a very large number of workers employment 
is un,certain. Its continuity may extend from one day to a few years. The per
manence of labour is more or less dependant on the area of recruitment and the 
conditions of work. The mmover of labour will be very small if the factory is 
situated in a rural area and if its environments are sanitary and attractive. In a 
factory at Sujanpore" (Punjab) the average absence of an operative every month 
was hall a day in 1925-26. It was higher in May-the harvesting season-when it 
rose to-ope day per labourer per month. It gradually went down in JUDe and July. 
In August and September-malarial months-it rose as high as 1· 6 days per labourer 
per month. In another mill. labour is mainly recruited from nual areas nearby .. 
The average absence per operative comes up to only one-third of a day per month. 
It rises. tho.gh very little. in the harveo.ting and IllalariaI seasoDS. 

The average pet:iod of absence increases when the mill becomes dependent partly 
on local and partly on outside labour and when its conditions of work are unwhole
some. It is at its maximum in cotton textile m.ilb in the Punjab~ which recruita 
labourers mainly from the United Provinces. In a cotton mill at Amritsar; about 
10 per cent. of the workers are absent every day. The average ~od of service of 
a labourer in a Sujanpore factory is about seven years. The majority of workers in 
a factory in the Lahore district have been there for many years. In another factory 
near Rawalpindi the average period of service is about foUl' years. But turnover 
rates are high-very high-in urban areas. In a mill attAmritsar the average period 
of service is as low as a year and a.will. and it is ~ than ten months in another 
mill situated close by. 

These instances are taken from factories which I have persoDaUy visited. But 
it is too early to generalize for the whole of Iodin. The migratory character of 
labour may be accounted for by one or more of the :following reasons ;-

I
I) Bad and Ullhealthy housing euviroume .... 
2) Shifting of labourers during the harvesting season. 
3) Indiscriminate hiring and summary dismissals, 
4) Long working hours and distasteful factory conditions. 

(5) Unwholesome habits of Iahourers. 
At present there is no system in vogue in India whereby surplus labour in one 

part may be ohifted 1» areas of greater demand. Io consequence there may re 
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dearth in some parts and plethora in others at one and the same time. Therefote~ 
industrial labour bureaus shOuld be started by the Government in every division 
linked up in their ~ into an industrial labour department for every province. 

But an industrial labour bureau may be a source of danger. It may be instru
mental in supplying cheap labour to favoured employers. It may also help in 
breaking a strike by importing the services of outside labourers. Hence. strong 
trade unionism seems to be a necessary adjunct of a labour bureau. This does not 
mean that initial steps should not be taken towards the creation of labour bureaus 
and federated labour departments for the provinces. Trade unionism will grow 
slowly and steadily and their select officials. as also the representatives of the 
employers~ may easily be co-opted on the bureaus. A labour bureau cannot succeed 
if its duties are relegated to a clerk who sits down and prepares a list of the unem
ploy"ed. Competent persons should be a.ppointed to study the wants of each division 
and arouse trust and confidenee in all concerned. The provincia.llabour departments 
in their own tum should be federated into a national employment service controlled 
by the Government of India.. The provincial departments should. aim at the following 
objects :-(1) They should collect information regarding the reale_antic and social 
condition of workers. (2) They should record the movements of food prices. (3) 
They should encourage and promote goodwill between the employers and the em
ployees. (4) They should maintain a ... conI of industrial disputes with special 
reference to wages; and (5) they should play an. important role in the se~ment 
of industrial disputes. 

The uncertain conditions of work in India. breed disloyalty in the worker. Every
thing is regulated from the cash nexus point of view and the interests of workers are 
often trampled under foot. Under these circumstances it is reasonable to expect 
that the Government should legislate for unemployment insurance and make a 
beginning with industrial workers. 

D~-8taft Organjzation 

The factory managel' puts each man in his place. It is expected that he should 
be an expert organizer. It is also desirable that he should have been " through the 
mill," It is only in well-organized industries that the managers are greatly qualified~ 
In small factories, the manager is sometimes no better than the labourers themselves~ 
except for inlluence. 

The selection of the managing staff presents several difficulties in India. It is 
with much difficulty that the Indians can work their way up in several large-scale 
concerns. Wherever the factories are manned by Europeans, there is a limit up to 
which. only Indians can rise. This racial discrimination is seen at its worst in railway 
workshops where it was expected that the workers--lndian or European-will be 
on an equal footin@'. To take only one instance. The European apprentices in 
one railway workshop get 14 annas to Re. 1.8 annas as wages per day. The Indian 
apprentices. working as their colleagues, get 8 annas to Re. 1 '2 annas as daily wages. 
This preferential treatment creates ill-will and it is mainly for this reason that the 
educated Indian youth does not consider it consistent with his aense of self-respect 
to work under such unfair and inequitable conditions. 

In some factories~ Indian apprentices are seldom taken. The racial discrimination 
must vanish away and Government orders in future should never be placed with 
firms which perpetuate such distinctions. 

The relations between the superior stafi and the rank and file are apparently 
cordial, though complaints of mal-treatment often come within one's hearing. The 
staff generally sufiers from the malady of .. Superiority Complex .. and some sbikes 
could be easily traced to it. The conditions cannot improve, unless and until the 
staff make up their minds to treat workers as partners in industry. 

The system of employing jobbers is defective. Tb.e jobbers sell labour at a price 
and receive regular monthly perquisites from the illiterate workers. The system 
could be easily replaced by industrial labour bureaus whid I have recommended 
above. 

There is a great scope for works -committees in India and an experiment in this 
direction is well worth the attention of factory owners. 

The attendance registers in small mills are not regularly kept. The wages are 
generally paid by one of the clerical staff and the system results in bribery and 
corruption. It is only in very small establishments that the wages are paid by the 
manager. 

The oontTactors act as intermediaries in some mills, e.g., carpet factories. The 
system results in sweating of children and unorganized wor~en. 
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m-RouiDc. 
The extent to which housing is provided by employers, by public agencies and 

private landlords varies from place to place. The workers som~es live in villages. 
adjoining their factories and. in such cases, possess their own houses. The workers. 
are sometimes encouraged to build houses of their own by loans from the factory on 
cheap terms. But such eases are few and far between. Generally, the nature of 
accommodation provided .is not in proportion to workers~ demands and it is often 
seen that workers sub-let their tenements to acquaintances and friends. Over
crowding results. thereby affecting the health of all. 

The workers have a special complaint against the 1a.ndlordism of their employers. 
I know the case of a strike in which whole families were turned out bag and baggage 
and thrown upon the mercy of the public at large. Such instances of oppression 
by employers are not rare. 

Theworke~ quartenare generally very unsatisfactory because of tbefollowing :
{1} Bad ventilation or the entire absence of it. Vitiated a.tmosphere lowers the 

vitality and the>eby increases the susceptability to disease. It decreases both 
physical. and mental capacity for work. 

(2) The rooms are small in dimensions and are genetally overcrowded. The 
workers are herded together in them like sheep. 

(3) Insanitary habits of IaboUTeTS. due mainly to their illiteracy and poverty. 
(4) The streets in which the worlret's' quarters are located in cities are ftltby .. 

Cows and bufialoes are tied in them at night. 
(5) There are no enclosures to these houses. No privacy is possible. 
(6) The workel'B' dwellings have generally uneven and UDceID.ented fioors. City 

alums are never whitewashed. 
(7) No separate baths and urinals are generally provided. Sometimes. latrines 

are conspicuous by their absence. But, wherever they exist~ they are small in 
number. Lighting arrangements are bad. Pure water is not readily accessible
in all cases. Wells~ wherever used. are kept in an insanitary condition. Last but 
not the least, the local boards pay very little attention to the requirements of 
workers. 

(8) Bad moral intluenoe due to congestion and overcrowding. 
An improvement in houses can be brought about in one of the following way.! :
(I) Tho Local Governments may IIoat loans and build quarters handing them 

over to the workmen at a reasonable rent. 
(2) The Government may finance the factory owners and local boards at a reason

able rate of interest and encourage them to provide sanitary accommodation for
workers. It can render further assistance by giving land free as is often done in 
the case of private individuals. , 

Edu.cated labourers are opposed to the creation of landlord employers. They 
are justified to some extent in their attitude and I propose that the factory owners
should be legally prohibited from expelling worken from their quarters in the co"""' 
of a strike. 

IV.-Beallh. 

Wherever insanitary conditions prevail, & high death-rate is lound among persons 
of all ages. In thi.9 eonnection. I would invite the attention of the Commissioners to 
the resolution of the All-India Conference of Medical Research Workers (1926) as. 
quoted in the Linlithgow Commission Report. 

The birth-rates and death-rates are both high~ though it is not possible to quote 
exact figures in relation to factory la.bourers. These are mainly infiuenced by bad 
dietry. physique and houses. The housing environments are extremely dismal and 
gloomy and their eHects are accentuated by bad working conditions. The factories .. 
from within~ present the following ugly aspects :- . 

(I) Bod oanitation--<mnual whitewashing is half-heartedly taken up by small 
employers. Rubbish and debris accumula.te in the premises. The drains are not 
regularly Hushed. The latrine accommodation is not always sufficient. There is a 
lack of .ufficiont supply of gond drinking wM<r. 

(2) Defective ventilation. especially in the ginning factories. 
(3) Artilicia.I humidification in cotton mills is not properly -controlled. 
(4) The hours of work are long and industrial efficiency naturally suffers. 
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Medical facilities are provided by some employeJ'S. The workers benefit thereby ~ 
though it is a fact that they prefer to be trea.ted by a ha.kim who may be wen veISed 
in the Unani or Ayurvedic system of medicine. I suggest that factories should be 
enjoined to keep whole-time or part-time ba.kims. or doctors t:ra.ined in the Western 
system of medicine if the workers so desire. to treat them free. Every factory 
employing SO persons or more should keep a. whole-time physician. Factories 
employing less than 50 labourers should be called upon to keep a part-time physician 
who may treat the ~tients and devote at least two hours daily to them. There 
should be one physic1a.n for evety 200 labourers. The local boanls can also help the 
employers by allowing a <eclUring gmnt for the pwpooe. 

There are probably no medical facilities provided exclusively for the factory 
workers by the Government. It is. however. certain that the employers, the Govern
ment and the local boards can render invaluable service in this direction. The 
provision for-women doctors is not satisfactory. and, wherever they are appointed. the 
labouring women benefit the least. Much useful work has no doubt been done by 
the Countess of Dufferin's Fund, the Lady Chelmsford League and the Indian Red 
Cross Society: but they have so far touched only the fringe of the problem which SG 
greatly a:ftects the masses in the country. 

The physical welfare of expectant motheIS and hom babies should be one of our 
foremost concerns. The indigenous midwives are unclean and unhygienic in their 
habits. and their proper training appears essential. The task can be undertaken with 
success by Local Governments Qd voluntary agencies. It should proceed on the 
following lines :-

(1) There should be 8, sufficient supply of maternity homes for the normal 
confinement of women workers. 

(2) There should be a provision for home nursing, for ailments connected with 
pregnancy and for the diseases of infants. 

(3) . Expectant mother.>, if penniless, must be treated and nourished free. 

(4) Maternity and child weIfa.re programmes should be greatly encouraged. 

The number of latrines attached to working class houses is not al~ys sufficient. 
Sometimes~ no latrines are built and the workem have to go far into the fields to. 
ease themselves. The arrangements for dri..nking water are not always satisfactory ~ 
There are extremely few facilities fOI" bathing and washing. 

ChoIen.. malaria, infiuenza.. plague and consumption take a heavy toll of the 
lives of the workers. Hookworm is mostly prevalent in Southern India. 

Sickness insurance should be made compulsory for workers in organized industries. 
The International Labour Conference. held in 1927. stipulated that the funds for 
the purpose should be obtained by compulsory contributions from the insured 
persons and their employers and. that a contribution by the State should be optional. 
My personal opinion is that a beginning should be made with registered factories. 
and that the difficulties arising from non-aceeptability of Western medicine could be 
easily countenanced by the assistance of Unani and Ayurvedie hakims. I do not 
believe that there is at present a paucity of medical men. On the other hand .. 
unemployment amongst medical graduates is so great that many of them are seen 
working on a miserable pittance, and some others have emigrated to such distant 
places as East Africa, Straits Settlements, etc. Labour is migratory no doubt; 
but this cannot staod in our way. The three parties to contribute towards the 
Insurance Fund are the State. the employer and the workers. The first two are not 
surely migratory and can regularly pay their own quota. The labourer wants to 
benefit by the fund, and <:all pay his contribution regularly. 

The question. of provision of maternity benefits dates back to the year 1919 when 
the first International Confet'P.Dce met at Washington. A convention was then 
passed that the employment of women within six weeks after confinement should 
be legally prohibited, and that they should be at liberty to leave their jobs six weeks 
before confinement without fear of dismmsal. The Convention. also provided for 
matemity benefits. In September. 1924. Mr. N. M. Joshi introduced a Bill in the 
Legislative Assembly to prevent employers from dismissing women six weeks before 
confinement and to provide for maternity bene:6ts. After a heated debate. the Bill 
was thrown out by the House. Some enlightened employers have no doubt 
introduced benefit schemes in their factories. but these are neither compulsory nor 
systematic. The Bombay Government has taken the lead in introducing an Act 
to regulate the employment of women in factories some time before and some time 
after confinement and to provide for the payment of maternity benefits to them. 
Other provinces in India should as well proceed with legislation on the subject at an 
eadydate.. 
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V.-w.1fari (other'than Health anti HoUling,' but Including Edneallon.j 
Welfare work of an extremely elementary nature has no doubt been started in 

several factories. But. even there, it is looked upon not as a duty but as a benevolent 
measure. There are very few factories which try to promote the educative and 
recreative tendencies of workers. Medicines are heely distributed in some mills. 
But besides, there is the creation of harmony and the co..operation of management and 
workers in. industry. This appears through the works-committee where representa. 
tives of employers and employees meet together for the discussion of common aims 
and objects. 

A welfare worker is a necessary adjunct of a wise and successful industrial 
organism. A large factory can procure his services all for itself. Smaller factories, 
situated in a. particular area, may combine together for the purpose. Welfare work 
should proceed on the following lines :-

(Il) Canteens. Food should be supplied at cost price. Messrooms should be 
started and they should be kept as comfortable as ~ible. 

(b) Cleanl.iDess in factories and workers' quarters. Lessons in health. diet and 
sanitation should be occasionally given by cinema. shows, lantern lectures, etc. 

Cc) Medical examination of workers. Physicians and dentists should De provided 
for compulsorily in factories, First..aid and hygiene classes should be !started. 

(d) Judicious recruitment of workers. . 
Welfare work can also be extended in the direetion of the establishment of night 

schools, Sunday schools~ achools for the half-timers and for the children of employers. 
The progress of co-operation in India has been only one--sided. Our activities 

in the field of co-oper8.tion are mainly confined to the credit branch almost to the 
exclusion of several other branches~ equally useful. if not more, Oroperative stores 
and co-operative credit institutions should be started amo~t the factory workers 
by the Provincial Co-operative Departments. 

VL-£ducallon. 

The expenditure of workers on education is exceedingly small. My enquiries in 
the Punjab show that the workers' percentage of expenses on education comes to 
about -02. The expenses increase as the family income increases. Education is an 
asset without which no community can make any progress. Initiative, seU-re1iaDce, 
judgm~t~ character-these are among its chief ends. 

Our educational system is defective and requires much overhauling. As far as 
possible, elementary education must become preparatory education, It should 
initiate the student in the three R's, and create a practical industrial bias in him. 
Free compulsory primary education should be introduced both for boY" ODd girls, 
Domestic environments are still far from satisfactory and, unless the surroundings 
of childhood and youth are improved. no permanent good can be attained. It is the 
influence of the mother that is all-pervading in the early days of one's life. The 
condition of future generations can therefore be immensely improved by women's 
education. which would necessarily include training in hygiene arid sanitation. 
Compulsory primary education is a duty of the State and cannot be enjoined on the 
factory owners as such, The latter can, however, give voluntary financial aid to 
night-schools, Sunday schools and schools for balf-timers and children. 

An attempt should be made at combining industrial-school and apprenticeship; 
thereby enabling the boys to spend half the time in workshops and the other half in 
schools acquiring ordinary academie education. The factory owners, on their part. 
should seriously take up the training of promising labourers in higber work. There is 
usually no provision for apprenticeship in our factories. Every avenue should be 
~lored to improve, not only the skill. but also the prospects of workmen. 

Education of the right type is sure to raise the standard of living of workers and 
add to their efficiency. 

vn.-Sa!ely. 

Accidents occur in several ways. The main causes are the following:- (1) Lead 
POisoning. In industries liable to it, a periodic8.l medical examination should be made 
compulsory. (2) Unguarded state of machinery. Belts and pulleys are still largely 
unfence4 in some of the small factories, Sometimes. the fencing that is in use is 
imperfect and obstructive. (3) Untrained hands are on some occasions employed to 
replace regular workers and an increase in accidents invariably results thereby_ 
(4) Carel ........ 00 the part of the employ.... Many of the accidents reported from 
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the different factories would certainly have been prevented with the exercise of 
proper supervision·. The carelessness may be due to ignorance on the part of the 
worker, or it may be due to his predilection for loose clothing. 

Safety-first devices are thus absolutely essential in factories. But. before they 
are launched. three main things are necessary :-(l) The demand for Safety-first 
must come from the factory owners. (2) Safety-first rules should be enforced with 
the co-operation and consent of workers. (3) Vv'herever possible. Safety-ftrstlnspectors 
should be appointed by the different factories. 

The duties of the Safety·fust Inspector should be three-fold. 
(a) He should impress upon the workers the utility of the Safety-first movement 

by lectures and lantern-shows. First-aid and hygiene lectures may also be given with 
advantage. Rescue demoostrations should be held from time to time. Notices in 
easy readable vema.cu1ars and in the ·form of pictures should be put up at every 
conspicuous place in the factory as well as at the place of danger. and the workers 
thereby warned against danger. 

(b) A record of accidents should be kept. This would assist the inspectors of 
factories in laying down fresh rules for the guidance of the workers in the light of 
new experiences. . 

The prevention of accidents is a business proposition by itself. It is also altruistic 
in character. Some of the accidents are due to blood-poisoning and it appears 
essential that the provision of First-aid should be made compulsory in every factory. 

The Factory Act is not properly enforced and I have laid stress on this point in 
my recent book on It Factory Labour in India.H I am. certain, the stringency of 
inspection and the rigorous enforcement of regulations will lead to a red uction in 
accidents. The shortening of working hours and the improvement of general working 
conditions are also sure to cut down the num her of accidents. 

VDL-Warkmen'. ComjlBDSation. 
The success of the Worlanen's Compensation Act mainly depends on the liberality 

and breadth of view with which its provisions are worked by the Commissioners who 
have been awarded immense powers. Thi.s is an important point and reports on the 
working of the Workmen's Compensation Act show that, but for the personal in
spection of Commissioners. many things would never have seen the light of day. 
It is a pity~ however~ that some Local Governments hold that •• the commissioners· 
intervention comes in only when there is a dispute between the employer and the 
employed n (Annual report on the working of the Workmen's Compensation Act in 
the Madras presidency for the year 1926-Page 1). The employees are poor and 
ignorant and. are sometimes deceived by the employers. Under such conditions, the 
commissioners appointed under the Workmen's Compensation Act should look round 
and see that its provisions are justly enforced. The Commissionerplays a double role. 
He is a judicial officer and passes his judgment on different matters according to. 
their merit. He is also & friend and adviser of the' parties and is expected not only 
to settle disputes but also to prevent them.. 

During the year 1925, the Commissioner for Bombay found tha.t his order for 
compensation in two cases was of no avail as the employers took steps to file their 
schedule in insolvency. This instance brings out the necessity of a nevy provision 
in the Act. whereby the Commissioner may be empowered to a"tt:¥h the property 
of the employer through his District Officer for the recovery of the claim:. 

Compensation is often denied on trilling excuses. and, when it is paid at all, it is 
seldom quite adequate to meet the situation. This applies largely to the case of small 
employers. 

The Compensation Act is. not well known to the skilled workers. and the unskilled 
workers ba.ve got a very faint idea of it. The annual reports of the difierent provinces 
refer particularly-to this difficulty and it appears essential that steps should"be taken 
to advertise the benefits of the Act. This could be done by social agencies through 
popular lectures on the subject for the ignorant masses and through the distributi~ 
of leafiets in easy Teadable vernaculars for the skilled workers and the employers. 
The Government could as well help in this propaganda. 

The administration of·the Act shows that the cases, in which no surviving relation 
of the dead employee has been found. are after all not rare. This fact very naturally 
suggests the desirability of compulsorily registering the names and addresses of the 
nearest relatives of factory workers. It is an established fact that labour in India is 
migratory. Much of it is employed in seasonal factories and disperses after a. short 
interval. The employers benefit if. the dependents of dead workm.en are not traced 

• For further information on the subjea: please refer to my book· on If Factory 
Labour in India." 
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and the Commissioners appointed under the Compensation Act have not been given 
the necessary means to carry out a searching enquiry into every case. Thus. it is 
essential that an amendment should be made in the Act enforcing compulsory regis
tration of the names of dependents. 

The waiting period in cases of temporary disablement extends to ten days. The 
illiterate workmen, who. of course, form the bulk of the factory population, resort 
to the clumsy methods of extending the waiting period to a fortnight. or even more if 
possible. for the ~se of claiming some compensation. It is, in my opinion, 
advisable to curtail the period of ten days to a week. The workmen ma.y thus be 
induced to follow the instructions of the employers, as also of the medical practitioners. 
more vigilantly and carefully. And again. they: must get compens~tion also for the 
waiting period. 

Under Section 24 of the Act, the parties may be reprElS@ted either by a lawyer 
or by a. person authorized for the purpose in writing by the parties concerned. The 
employers have got associations of their own and are well-represented everywbere. 
The workmen, on the other hand. have got very few effective unions to further their 
claims. The Act is new and the process is 80 long-drawn~out that the poor labourer 
is alwa.ys glad to accept a smaU monetary compensation from the master rather 
than bother to sue him. 

The factory labourer is sunk deep in poverty and it is difficult for him to pay for 
the services of lawyers in anticipation of the realization of compensation money. 
Not only that. It is difficult for him to prove his case by direct evidence. His col
leagues. who may otherwise have helped him. are afraid of losing their jobs and desert 
him at the hour of need in dread of the employer. 

The Compensation Act cannot be of much avail unless a radical amendment is 
made in one direction. I propose that the cases of factory labourers should be taken 
up free of charge by Government Pleaders. This will greatly facilitate the task of 
workers and enable- them to get the best they can out of the Act. 

The Indian Workmen's Compensation Act has. so far as my knowledge goes, been 
favourably received by the employees. It is too early to say whether it has in any 
way helped in steadying the conditions of labour and in removing its migratory nature. 
It is. however, certain that the Act~ when liberally amended. will make industrial 
life more attractive. The labourers, secure in their position, will become more efficient, 

. thereby adding immensely to the sum total of wealth in the country. The employer 
will also bonefit as there will be a. steady and continuous source of supply for his 
factory, 

It was believed that the Act will compel the mill-owners to insure their factories 
against· risks under the Workmen's Compensation Act. A large number of factories 
have. for example, insured in the Punjab. But. since cases of insolvency have been 
brought to our notice. I suggest that the Act should be amended to include com
pulsory insurance against accidents on the part of all mill-ownezs. 

Under Section 3 (h) at the Factories Act, the Local Governments have PO'""'" to 
extend the operation of the Act to any factory wherein not less than ten persons are 
at work. whether mechanical power is used or not. So far as my knowledge goes, the 
workers in such factories are not entitled to the privileges of the Compensation Act. 
Again, the workman. as far as the ·Act goes. must be either a manual labourer or 
employed on wages. Thus. students undergoing training as apprentices without 
wages are not eligible for any compensation. The scope of the Compensation Act 
must be widened so as to enable it to cover all fa'Ctories employing ten persons or 
more, or all persons whether working on wages or not. 

The scales of compensation are certainly very inadequate at present, I think that 
they should be liberally enhanced, 

It is true no doubt that the employers are slack in furnishing the statutory returns. 
The fines in cases of slackness ought to be greatly increased and the factory OWDeZS
should be enjoined to keep a register in their office showing the names of the parsons 
injured, the causes of the accidents, their nature. the time at wtrich these occurrifld 
and so on. Any negligence in this direction should be adequately punished. 

IX.-IIomII. 
The excessive tasking of women and children is foond mOTe or less in small factories. 

Well-organized factories try to remain within the pale of the law, The seasonal 
factories show little respect for it and violate the rule of working hours and employ
ment of children as best as they can. The labourers are generally overworked in 
small factories and the nonee of working hours is not generally affixed. 

The cotton-ginnirlJ factories are the worst oftenders in this respect. due mostly 
to the pooling system In force amongst them, According to this system. each. working 
factory pa.ys into a. pool a fixed sum per maund for every maund of cotton ginned 
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The money thus accumulated is distributed among the constituent factories in 
proportion to the number of gills in each factory. The pooling system is in force in 
several parts of India and its uncontrolled nature is the main cause of the regrettable 
sweating of women and ehildren. The law should stop pooling forthwith. 

Several factories work on Sundays and other holidays in defiance of the Act, 
mainly because the fine imposed in such cases is not high enough. Exemptions from 
Sunday holidays are allowed in. some cases by Local governments for work which 
necessitates continuous production for technical reasons. But the worker should 
be secured a six-day weeki although the factory works for seven days. 

Shorter working hours do not necessarily bring down the output per man. They 
may result in an increase of output. The shortening of the working day will. under 
proper supervision, put an end to much idling and loitering on the part of workers. 
The Government happens to be a grea.~ employer of labour and experiments in the 
reduction of hours could easily be tried by them. I suggest that, for the time being. 
the weekly maximum of working hours should be brought doWll to fifty-four. 

X.-8pecial QueoIiOllll Relating 10 WomBll, Young Adnlls and Children. 
No child under 12 years of age can be employed in a factory. But, if he exceeds 

the age of 12, he cannot work unless and until he carries a valid certi.1ica:te or a. token 
thereof of age and fitness on his body. These rules are in conformity with the 
Factories Act but they are not scrupulously observed by mill-owners. Children 
above 12 years of age seldom carry a certifi.cate in smaller mills and the illegal employ
ment of younger children still continues. The double employment of children has 
not come to an end. 

Physical fitness and age are the two essential. conditions for the granting of 
-certificates to mill-children. But in some instancesk physical unfi.tness is the direct 
outcome of poverty and cannot be overcome unless the child is provided with the 
proper means. Under these conditions. it may be advisable to grade the difierent 
employments and issue certificates for definite occupations in dUIerent factories. 
provided the age-limit has been reached .. This principle should be incorporated in 
the Factories Act. 

Women and ehildren all! greatly sweated in umegistered factories and I have 
elsewhere suggested that the scope of the Indian Factories ACt should be extended. 

XlL-Wageo. 
The factory labourers are paid in money. In addition~ a. considerable amount of 

payment in kind exists in several factories. Quarters are sometimes provided 
free or at less than their economic rent. Sometimes. grain is given in the factory at 
prices cheaper than those prevailing elsewhere. 

In several factories workers are employed overtime, whenever necessary. Over
time wages are generally -reckoned at the ordinary rate. In. a large Dumber of 
factories. overtime work is not paid. In ODe factory in the Gurdaspur district 
(Punjab). overtime workers are allowed the privilege of leaving the factory earlier 
next day in proportion to the extra time put in by them. Personally I hold that 
overtime work should never become the rule. as it at present is in small factories. 
And when the labourer works overtime. he should in no case get an overtime wage 
at less than one and a half of his ordinary wage. 

Some workers. e.g., children working in seveml fa.ctories~ are greatly underpaid. 
Trade Boards should be set up in such industries. 

Fines are imposed for faultsi real or fictitious. The faults may be :-(1) absence 
without notice; (2) late attendance in the factory; (3) insubordination, etc.~ etc. 

No enquiry is generally held and fines in several cases are treated as part of 
revenues. I suggest that. ordinarily* Jines should be utilised on workers. As a 
.matter of fact fines should be imposed only in rare cases, and it should. be enacted by 
law that they will in no case exceed a day's wage in one month. 

Wages may be paid. daily. weekly, fortnightly or monthly. More usually they are 
paid monthly with 7 to 15 days' wages always in arrears. In my opinioa. weekly 
payments must be made for workers earning Rs. 50 or less per month. ~ 
unclaimed wages should never accrue to revenues. They may be utilised on the social 
and educational activities of workers. At present, workers are rarely given privilege 
leave on full pay after some period of approved service. I think that one month's 
leave on half-payor 15 days' leave on full pay should be granted to workem after 
every year of approved service. 

Many of the small industries are sweated in India and a fair-wages clause should 
certainly be introduced in public contracts. 
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The mill-bands are largely in debt. My enquiries in the Punjab showed that 62 
per cent. of them were indebted. In two mills at Amritsat', the percentage was as 
high as 79. The Sholapur enquiry stated that no less than 63 per cent. of the families 
reported interest on debt. The intere&t charged is exorbitant. In several cases, it 
is one anna per rupee per week. Aregulation of the rate of interest by the Government 
will be welcome a.t this stage. 

xm~Inanstrial ElIlciency of Workon. 
It is difficult to describe the precise influence which factory conditions exert on 

the operatives. Indirect inferences may however be drawn. I took the weights ,and 
heights of 238 labourers in some of the Punja.b mills in 1927. Of these, about 149 
had been in service for more than five years and a.bout 200 had been working in the 
same factory for not less than three years. I also took the weights and heights of 
495 prisoners in a few of the Punjab jails. The average weight of labourers, taken all 
in all, comes up to about IIS·31b. whereas the average weight of prisoners has been 
estimated at 126·3lb. This evidently proves that, man for man, an average prisoner 
is surely better oil in health than an average factory labourer. 

The unhealthy factory conditions have affected the efficiency of our workers and 
an improvement is possible if the working hours are reasonably reduced. the housing 
conditions made sanitary and attractive and social and educational environments 
changed for the better. 

Alcohol and drugs have their share in bringing down the efficiency of workers 
but these can be removed with proper education and care. 

. XIV .-Trade Combinationa. 
The employers are generally much more organized than the workers and that is 

perhaps only natural. Sometimes, factory~owners are in league with one another and 
make the world hard for the labourers to live in. During my visit to a mill at 
Amritsar in 1927, the manager confessed that he never took in a labourer who had 
been dismissed by another similar factory situated a.t a distance of about 40 miles. 
These two factories a.re the only ODes that produce the same commodity in the 
Punjab. It is therefore diffieult for a dismissed worker to make botb ends meet ; 
unless. of course, he decides to take to a different calling altogether at a greatly 
reduced wage. . 

Trade Unionism will surely strengthen the position of workers. For the time 
being.- we know that several employezs look askance at them and tease the trade 
unionists in several ways. It is a pity that this prejudice should prevail in State 
industrial concerns; but all the same. it is a fact. 

The Trade Uniom- Act needs amendment in the following directions :-(1) 
According to the Act. as it standsz not less than one half of the total officers of a 
registered trade union shall be persons .. actually engaged or employed in an 
industry with which the trade union is concerned •... " I !tuggest that .. one-half U 

should be changed to .. one-third/~ I make this suggestion in view of the present 
illiteracy of workers. (2) The political clause should be based on the principle of 
•• contracting out .. rather than ~f n contracting in. U . 

xv .-Inanstrial Displlteo. 

The causes of strikes are both economic and Ilou-ecooomicz and the workers have 
gained in some and lost in others. There aTe very few opportunities afiorded to 
workpeople of making representations in small factories. though the larger ones are 
now-a-days more accessible. 

The Trade Disputes Act suffers from some serious draWbacks. The workezs in 
publkutillty services are differently treated and no special privileges are held out ~o 
them. The Act also puts an end to sympathetic strikes and it will be no wonder if 
it proves mischievous io th~ long run, 

XVL~The Law of _ and Semml. 
In the carpet·factories. the master weavem are generally allowed advances to the 

extent of a couple of hundred rupees. They bring their own workers. usually small 
children, and pay them in any manner they please. The lump sums, thus advanced .. 
make the master weavers recklessly extravagant With the result that they cannot 
easily enricate themselves from it. The explOitation of their labour thus continues 
from year to year. The system of advances by a mortgage of one's labour should 
come to an end. 
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In one factory in the Lahore district~ the skilled hands serve on individual con
tracts drawn up beforehand. They are usually bound down for a. period of :five years 
before which they canDot leave. The employer, on the other hand. can bid them 
goodbye by serving a notice of three months. Very curious indeed t Lest the worker 
should deceive his master. he is called upon to deposita guarantee fund which is either 
paid down or collected by a regular monthly deduction from wages during the course 
of a year. The guarantee fund amounts to three months' wages. I do not know how 
:far such a contract is legally binding. but I certai.nly think that the Law should take 
no cognisance of such cases. 

XVIL-Admjnjstratioa. 
It must not be supposed that factory legislation. as it stands, is quite perfect. 

There are several factories which employ a large number of workmen without using 
any mecha.n:icaJ power. Carpet factories in the Punjab are an instance in point~ It 
is estimated that. in the PuD.jab alone. about 2.225 workers are dependent upon them, 
and of these. at 'least 15 per cent. are children between 6 and 12 years of age. The 
general condition of these factories can better be imagined than described. The 
defective sanitation. the unclean 1,,"eM. fiOOl'S. and the insanitary yards all tell on the 
health and physique of workers. The workmen aDd apprentices are also excessively 
worked. with sometimes no weekly day ofrest. Theseevilswerenoticed by the Punja.b 
Government as early as 1920. but it is swprising that. in spite of this knowledge. 
the carpet factories were not brought under the Act.' Similarly bad conditions prevail 
in several carpet factories in other provinces and also in some unregistered tanneries. 
The premises of the latter are dirty and insanitary.. Ventilation is extremely defective 
and the working rooms are sometimes frightfully dark. The hours of work know no 
bounds; the workmen are the slaves of their masters. and they can be called to work 
at any time of the day or night. Sports works at Sialkot present the same ugly 
aspect as regards working hours and the employment of children. It is thus desirable 
that the Factory Act should be extended to all premises wherein ten or more than 
ten persoD!i: are at work. 

The average factory owner wants to have his own way and is prepared to shift 
from British tenitory to the Indian States where no labour law prevails. Cases of 
actual migration have come to our notice and it is essential that labour laws should 
be the same allover India. 

Very few of the illiterate workers know all about the labour laws. Mere tra.ns~ 
lation of the Factory Act in the vernaculars of the workmen and putting the same 
on the notice board are Dot enough. Some effective means are necessary to instil 
the provisions of the F.t.Ctory Acts into the minds of labourers. 

The bours of employment and rest intervals .. the observance of holidays, the 
enforcement of sanitary conditions and the fencing and guarding of machinery, 
all rest on a. proper administration of factory laws. The amount of protection given 
to the labourers is determined not by the number of labour statutes but by the extent 
to which their provisions are enforced. Judged by this standard, I must plainly 
admit that the administration of the Factory Act is not quite satisfactory. The 
number of in~pections is small and the staff is not adequate to meet the situation. 
Moreover. some of the mill owners are too shrewd for the inspectors. I suggest that 
the Factory Inspecting Staff should be completely Indianised and their emoluments 
made liberal. The Factory Act should be rigorously enforced and there should be a 
}ltliformity of adnlinistratioD in the difierent Indian provinces. There should be an 
All-India Inspector of Factories with the Government of India .. whose duty it should 
be to bring abeut uniformity of administration iII the different provinces. 

XVIII.-Intelligence. 
I have already made suggestions in this respect in the course of my statement. 

A wage census and cost of living inquiries appear very essential. The investigations 
carried out so far by the Bombay Labour Office have yielded fruitful results and the 
other provinces should follow suit. 

Miss M. AZARIAH. District Seeretary. You,ng Women's Christian Association. 
Bishop's House. DomakaL Singa-reni Collieries. Deccan. 

Grne,al Remaf'ks.-Kumool. Nandyal. Guntuc and Bezwada are growing indus
trial towns with a. rapid increase of ground-nut. gin. oil and rice factories within the 
municipal areas. . Owing to the immediate dependance of these iactories on agri
cultural products the nature 01 the work is seasonal. In spite of the millowners' 
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efforts to keep the factones open throughout the year by combination of ground4 uut 
shelling with cotton ginning or oil pressing the employees are compelled during the
slack seasons to. work as eoolies in building or road repairing for private and muni· 
cipal bodies. The rice factories aftord the most permanent employment. The 
employees are chiefly the poor among the caste people.. and the majority of the 
women workers are widows. On account of the seasonal nature of the work in aU 
these factories there is no distinctly industrial population. Therefore statistics for 
industrial workers do not exist~ and investigation on the part of interested outsiders 
is made difficult by the suspicions of the millowners. and the fear of the employees. 
There is ruinous competition in setting up mills and in raising t1¥ most paying crop. 
For example~ with the growth of ground-nut factories farmers raised ground-nut to 
the detriment of cotton and grain crops. with the result the J>rice of ground-nut came 
down and the cost of food grains went up. The competition in putting up mills 
regardless of the yield of crops in a given area probably accounts for the failure of 
making them paying concerns. 

L-Becruitment. 
Penple from the uplands flock to the delta areas during their slack season in search 

of work. When the rainfall fails even the landed classes make an exodus to supple
ment their income by work in the towns. Reddys~ Thela.gas. Kurruvas, Punch:s.rus" 
Moha.mmedans and outcastes are found among the emigrants. People from H.E.H. 
the Nizam's dominions are often found among the emigrants in Kurnool and Nandyal~ 
and the new railway is bound to facilitate emigration. though as a rule the people 
make their journeys on foot by easy stages. 

2. People come daily from neighbouring villages within the radius of two to fout' 
miles. Since they find fairly regular employment in the town factories. labour fot' 
transplanting and ha.rvesting bas to be recruited from villages further away. These 
people throng the road sides and every available space in the towns 4ft. rouIB to the 
fields. 

1I.--BtaIf OrgaulzolioD. 
14. A clerk is in cha.rgeof the registers in the mills andis-responsibleforsupplying 

t:he labour needed. He is the paymaster and takes a commission of 3 pies on every 
rupee from the labourer. 

15. (i) Work outside the mills (e.g .• canying about bags and similar jobs) is 
generally done by con tract. 

m.-;HouiDg. 

16. (i) nie engineer. clerk and watchman belonging to the reguler staff are given 
free quarters. but apart from them there is usually no housing provided for the min 
hands. They are alloWed to use the verandahs and sheds in a factory and to put up 
temporary huts in the mills~ precincts. Tanneries provide very poor insanitary 
quarters with low mud walls and thatched roofs. No effort is made to make them 
comfortable and decent. In a line of houses in Bezwada the mud partition walls 
that should have afforded privacy were no higher than 21 ft. The jute mill in 
Guntur provides two decent well~built lines of huts and charges 8 annal a block.. 
irrespective of the earnings of the family. 

(ti) Each of these toWQS has at least one chowltry open to all classes. but this 
accommodation is very inadequate. The Labour department in Guntur has given 
free lands along the trunk roact with the result that emigrants squat themselves CD 
No-man's land between these and the road boundary. No arrangements for sanita
tion. light or water are made. and the people are bound to pollute the thoroughfare~ 

(ill) Private landlords allow the emigrants to settle on their land. In Guntur
where this has happenecl the huts are put up in any way; stagnant water stands. 
right round. and the municipal lights on the roads on either side of the settlement are 
the only lighting. and the whole place is a beap of rubbish and dirt. 

(iv) Workers themselves put up sheds in most cases. When they are once allowed 
to squat on any a.vailable space it is very hard to evict them. The municipalities. 
are trying to improve matters. Since the land does not belong to the emigrants and 
they fondly look forward to the day of their return to their own village. even after 
settling down for ten or twelve years. they do not want to put up decent dwellings .. 
and are content to live in miserable huts. 

18. (iii) No provision is made for lighting. conservancy and water supply under 
any of the above conditions. 

22. Morality is very low. No improvements are tried or suggested.. though where 
there are Christians a.ttempts are made to supervise the spiritual welfaTe of the 
people. • 
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IV.-Health. 
23. (ii) The figure; of infant mortality in the municipal areas for 1928-29 are :-

Guntur .• •. 218'5 per 1.000 births. 
Bezwad.... •• 212· 15 
Nandyal 198 

24. (i) No medical facility is provided by employers. 
(il) These places each have a Government hospital. The labour ward~ with four 

beds in the Nandyal dispensary. had no lady doctor or midwife attached to it for 
the wool. of last yea.r. The Guntur hospital is -...ry well equipped. 

(ill) Mission and" private hospitals in these places are very popular and attract 
patients even from outside the districts. 

25. An able physician or surgeon draws cases~ and the fear of hospita.ls is gradually 
disappearing. 

26. (i). (ii) and (ill) Sanitary arra.ngements at the work pIaees are provided for 
according to factory laws and are kept clean by the constant supervision of the 
health officetll. 

At A~.-No sanitary arrangements ,at all. Sanitary an::angem.ents in all the 
towns are very poor. 

In Nandyal there are only a few- houses with private latrines. .. The town is 
dirty and insanitary~" is the remark on the annual administrative report. 

Itt Gtmlsw the Sanitary Inspectors report says ~. Drainage not satisfactory/" 
There are open drains running into the streets and running along the public chowltries 
where migrated labour camps throughout the year. 

In Buwada 13 per cent. of the houses are without latrines. A drainage scheme has 
just been passed but at present according to the Municipal report. U The amount of 
waste water that gets into the streets is enormous. U The drainage of the town is 
let into the Bandar and Ellore canals. In this-connection it may be of interest to 
note that one of the reasoJ1S assigned for the spread of cholera in Guntur district is 
the use of infectpd waters of the rivers and canals. 

27. Each of these towns has & Health Officer. Child welfare centres are being 
opened now but these are all in the experimental stage. 

29. Ii} No resea.n:h done to find out iDdustria.l diseases. 
(ii) Malaria is preva.lent in a.ll these pIaees and the highest figures of mortality are 

put down under It fever"~ Small-pox and <:bolera are estimated in Guntur district 
to come in a virulent form once in seven years and when. cholera. is at its highest 
small-pox is at its lowest. This can_be said to be true of the other places too. Beri
beri claims quite a number of victims each year in Guntur and Kistna districts. It 
is noted in Guntur that it is more prevalent after the introduction of rice mills. 
Legislation about over-polishing rice is suggested. 

V.-Welfa:e. 
32. (i) Nothiog is dooe by the emplQyem. 
(li) No refreshments, shelters or creches are provided for by any other agency. 

It may be of interest to note here that a quarter of an anna is collected on every bag 
brought mto the factory for charity from the middleman merchant who in his turn 
takes it from the ryotwho ra.ises the raw product. This sum is expended in charitable 
feeding during festivals and on grants to teIDplesJ whereas nothing is done for the 
ryot. the real donor, when he oome6 into the town in search of employment. About 
Rs. ~,OOO-Rs. 5,000 are colleeted annually this way. In Kurnool an infirmary for 
cattle is to be founded with this sum. In Guntur it is given to the temples, and in 
Nandyal it goes to feed the sacred cattle in Mahanandi temple. For some time past 
the milk. from these- cattle has been given free to the Child Welfare Centre and free 
of cost to the poor in times of ~pidemie. 

VI.--EdncatiOll. 
40. No schools exist for children from industrial centres. No facility is made to 

enable the grown-up children to attend schools when their parents leave them in 
charge of the houses and the babies. In spite of municipal and private schools 
provision has yet to be made for children of school-going age in these areas as follow&-

In Be-zwada 
In Guntur 
In Nandyal 

Boys. Girls. 
Percent. Per cent. 

nil 35 
23 63·88 
38 71 

• Adult education is not taken up seriously. Children in da.y schools attend a night 
sChool in Nandyal. 
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XII..-Wa"l. 
96. (i) The rate in the factories is the same as that in the surrounding agricultural 

areas# but at harvest time 1 anna. more than the field rate is given to keep the labour ~ 
{ill 8 a.nnas to 10 annas for men: 5 annu to 8 annas for women. 
106. (il No fines are levied on the daily labourers. 
(il) Paid weekly 011 Sunday. or once in ten day.. 
(iv) Wages Dot claimed are credited to the charity fund. at the end of the financial 

year. 
108. (i) In the vii1ages the iieJd labourers take loans a.t exorWant ra~ or interest 

for agricultural or social requirements, and in their inability to repay these loans they 
pledge their service and that of their children to their masters and thus becoDle 
virtually slaves. 

(ii) Some of the labourers take refuge in the industrial towns from their creditors 
and never return to their native places. In the tanneries advances are given to the 
labourer without interest as a ~rety to bind him to the work. 

XVlL-AclminiIIraiion. 
139. Factory inspectors are scarce and their visits are few and far between ; 

in several cases being only once a yea.r. 
The Health Officer who visits oftener has no executive power and his positioD is 

that of an adviser only and therefore DO prompt action can be taken in any case of 
breach of the law. 

CoJtClwsions.-It can be seen from the above facts that the conditions in these 
industrial towns are very bad and the situation needs some eHective action. 

1. Public chowltries or sheds erected either by public or private funds may 
minimise the wholesale squatting on the road sides and on any available space. 
It would help to ease matters if a certain percentage of the money collected in the 
mills for charitable purposes could be utilized for erecting sheds for the mill·hands. 

2. The aanitary, educational and medical facilities should be adequately provided 
for in these towns. having in mind the industrial situation also. 

3. Neither the employers nor the Municipalities nor the Government are taking 
any responsibility for the people who flock to the already crowded areas and for 
those permanent industrial labourers who live outside the municipal limits in their 
own villages. 

4. The rise of mills creates a Dew labour situation outside the factories The towns 
beconie centres of trade and the rich as well as the poor are attracted. to them. 

(a) The presence of the rich who put up new houses creates the demand for coolies 
and the growing municipalities employ many for road mending and other municipal 
works. But for all wch people no proper provision for housing or sanitation is made. 

(b) Coolies who catty loads to and from the factories form quite a permanent 
labour population. In Guntur about a thousand are estimated to make their living 
by this work. Their lot is no better than the other coolies. 

(0) Child labour in the homes beoomes a problem. When parei1ts leave a girl 
between 9 and 1'2 in a bome in charge of it and of the baby of the house, the work 
involved in carrying water and fuel and doing other domestic duties is heavier and 
takes longer hours tha.n the work in a factory. In an industrial centre near Nagpur 
a child weighing 45 lbo. was found carrying a water pot or 38 lb •.. This can be said 
to be true in the areas under survey. 

These situations should be taken into consideration when legislati&1-g for factories. 
5. An expert to study the yield of the crops in a given area and to advise the 

capitalists as to the best locality to open anew factorymayhelp to put it on a buisness
like footing and prevent further fluctuation of labour by insolvency of mill.-owner3. 

6. Legislation with regard to over polishing or rice may help to deerease the spread 
of ben-ben in those areas where it is at present noticeably on the in~. 

j MADRAS KEROSINE OIL WORKERS' UNION. 

This union was first started in the year 1919 with the object of instilling io the 
minds of its members a spirit of comradeship and to better their conditi~uca
tional, social and economic. The union worked with some success until the strike 
in 1920. This dispute between the employers and the union was finally settled by 
the interventiOIl of ~ board of OIlquiry ill the year 1920 and the labourers welf 
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comforted by the conclusions reached by that board of enquiry. This struggle 
resulted in the depletion of the funds of the union and of its mem.bers. At the 
desire of. the labourers themselves this union was revived and it has now been 
registered under the Trades Union Act of 1926. 

There are about 2.000 workers in the various oil companies ca.rrying on business 
in the city of Madras. The prominent amongst those dealing in kerosine and petrol 
in the city of Madras are the newlr amalgamated Burma Shell Distributing Company 
and the Standard Oil Company 0 America. 1 be figure of 2.000 excludes the clerical 
staff employed by these companies. and out of this total number of workers about 
1.400 have enrolled. themselves as members of the union. It is ~cted that the 
other 600 will also join the union shortly. 

The objects of the union are embodied in Rule 2 governing its constitution and 
it has th'e same objects as other unions working for the amelioration of the· condition 
()f the labour class in this country. 

Th6 Objuls of til« Union SMU h :-(a) To render all possible help to the members 
by constitutional methods; (b) to secure to them fair conditions of life and Work ; 
(e) to endeavour to redress their grievances; (d) to render help to provide against 
sickness, unemployment. old age and death; (e) to endeavour to settle disputes 
between employers and employees amicably; (f) to secure compensation for members 
in cases of accidents under the Workmen's Compensation Act; (g) to provide legal 
assistance to members in respect of all matters arising out of, or incidental to. their 
employment; (IJ.) to endeavour to render aid to members during any lock-out or 
strike brought about with the sanction of the union; (t1 to collect information 
regarding the kerosine oil industry in India and outside; 0'1 to co-operate and 
federate with the orga.ni2:ation of labour, particularly kerosine oil workers. having 
similar objects. in India and outside; (ok) and generally to take such steps as may 
be necessary to ameliorate the social, educational, economic, civic and political 
<:onditiocs of the members. 

To start with. the organizers of the union have great initial obstacles to sUrmount. 
Trade unionism in India is of recent growth and workezs have not yet fully come to 
appreciate either the benefits or the necessity of trade union. Another great obstacle 
in the way of proper organization is the illiteracy prevalent especially in the labouring 
dasses. We may state that these two defects have been fully exploited by the 
employexs as is borne out ttom their disinclination to recognize trade unions and in 
their reluctance to accede to the demand of a minimum wages to the workmen. 

We would., therefore, suggest that in ordet that amicable relationship may prevail 
between the employers and the workers. it would be of paramount necessity for the 
employers to recognize all unions of workmen properly registered under the Trade 
Unions Act. The present practice prevalent among some of the firms of instituting 
rival bodies to the existing trade unions, for example. st:arJing bodies like stafi 
committees, etc .• in opposition to unions must be put an end to. 

While dealing with the Kerosene Oil Workers' Union it must also be borne in 
mind that the work has to be done generally by the workers from 8 to 10 hours in 
gaseous vapours emanating from kerosine, petrol and acids, and this has a detrimental 
influence upon the health of the workers, 

It is needless to say that the prime object of any trade union is to develop good 
relations between the employers and the workers and to protect and sec~ to the 
workers fair conditions of life and work, We are of opinion that the following 
suggestions if carried out in the spirit of good will by both parties may result in the 
harmonious working of the enterprise :-

1. In order to develop good relations it is necessary that there should be frequent 
exchange of views between the employers and the membeI8 of the union. 

2. Any general or iI.ldividual grievances of the members of the staff if brought 
to the notice of th& employer through the union must be attended to and in this 
connection it is necessary that in order to weed out the irrelevant grievances the 
union's work should be facilitated by giving it access to official records pertaining 
to the matter. The union should also be supplied with copies of all rules affecting 
the staff issued by the various departments of the companies from time to time. 

3, All service conditions of employers ought to be framed only in consultation 
with the union and should be consistent with the principles :followed in drafting the 
International Conventions of Geneva. . 

4. The service rules should be uniformly enforced among aU the workers employed 
in the various oil companies in India. 

5. PtmisllmMt# and Securi'y of Tm14,.".-Employees of two or more years of 
service are not to be treated as temporary and subject to various disabilities in 
regard to service privileges in general. 
• 
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6. Employees are not to be engaged irregularly·on jobs and dellied the privileges 
enjoyed by the regular or permanent worker. 

7. Incorrect age records should be open for correction at any time and in cases 
of disputes regarding age the employee should be sent for independent medical 
examination if so desired. 

8. Outside recruiting should Dot be authorized when qualified apprentices trained 
in the companies are available for employment. 

9. Periodieal medieal examinations to enable the company to di>Charge .mpi<>yeee 
should be minimised by allowing the employees the right of appeal to independent 
competent medical opinion. 

10. Compulsory retirement should be confined only to cases of criminal mis~ 
conduct. wilinl disobedience, medical unfitness, superannuation age ad proved 
inefficiency. 

11. Punishments should not be inflicted withont proper cbarges being framed and 
allowing the workman a chance to represent his case through chosen representatives 
of the union. 

12. Punishments imposed should not be Dlerely communicated but such com
munications should also contain a full statement of the facts and reasons for such 
punishznent. 

13. No line beyond 2 peT cent. of the prescribed salary or wage should be inllicted. 
14. A right of appeal to at least two higher authorities should be allowed to the 

employee. . 
15. Wag&S.-All wages or salaries should be paid on a fixed date every month. 
18. Workmen should be paid a. minimum living wage consistent with the nature 

of the work and the risk they are exposed to. 
17. Workmen should be put OD a graded system and if the maximum of the 

grade has been reached within three years of that period a. personal increment at 
least ought to be given if there is no higher grade. 

18. There should be a periodical revision of the existing scale of pay if necessuy 
by a joint committee oi ~e el:Oployers and the union. 

19. PiecewtWR SysUm.-The piecework system adopted by the employers is 
defectiVl'. as the remuneration for such work is fixed without any practical basis 
applicable to conditions in India. With regard to piecework system there .should 
be no compulsion to accept the system. but if the syste.In is to be followed the 
folloWing: conditions must be observed: (a:) The test should be the estimated out
turn of an average workman trained to do the job for an actual period of eight hours ; 
(b) there should be a guarantee for continuous employment on piecework jobs. 

2(). AUowancu.-There should be a new set of rules governing allowances for 
workers in the vario1l5 oil companies in India. and the present conditions of the 
country must be taken into consideration in £xing such allowances. 

21. hOf)idenI Fvn4 and Grahli<y RuUs.-All staft, whether on the dally ",to 
system or on the temporary system or above 40 yean. of age at the time of appoint
ment should b. mad. eligible for provident fund and gmtuity. (2) The provident 
fund. bonus should be declared from the beginning of !leIVice and not forfeited except 
in case of misappropriation. {3} The gratuity should be declared at the eJld of every 
year and is should under no conditions be forfeited. 

22. The rate of provident fund and gratuity should be increased ~ the basis of 
commutation of pension rules -of Government wherever they are more favourable. 

23. In. case of retrenchment while in service. additional gratuity should be sanc
tioned equal to the total amount of the subsistence g.raDt required for a period within 
which re-employment may be expected. , 

24. r..av. <mit Holiciay,.-Lea."" roles should be based OD the practice prevalent 
in other trades in India. 

25. Leave reserve of 25 per cent. for ordinary service and a greater percentage 
for tho staff required to perform shift duty should be provided. 

26. Gazetted holida.ys when denied to the staft should be compensated r<>r. 
1:1. BOUt's of Wot'A.-A joint committee oi the representatives 01 the employers 

and of the union should be constituted to deal with the complaints 01 abnormal 
hours of work. 

28. All staff, whether working continuously or intel"Ini:tteutly~ should be given 
the benefit of two days' weekly rest. 

29. All sta1f working continuously or intermittently should have the bene6.t of 
two hours' uninterrupted rest in the day. 
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SO. Clerica:l sta.fi should Dot be asked to work more than six hOUfS a da.y. 
31. No staft should be given continuous night shift duties and provision should 

be made to give change in the shifts every week. 
32. The pauses. whether they be one-break or two-brea.ks. should be fixed in 

accordance with the daily work and should be fixed in consultation with ~e Union. 
83. Overtime work should carry twice the remuneration fixed for ordinary work. 
34. If a worker is employed during the night overtime work he should have a 

day~s leave for rest within two days following such work. 

35. Medical Facililw aM ExamintUions.-In view of the dangerous character 
of the work, it is necessary to have a dispensary fitted to treat emergency cases of 
accidents, etc., at every tank shed. 

36. Defective vision or any ailment of occupational character should be com~ 
pensated for as accident caused while on duty. The amount of compensation for 
injury while on duty should be brought into line with the provisions of the Geneva 
Convention, i.e .• should not be less than two..-thirds of the loss estimated according 
to the Workmen's Compensation Act. 

31. Compulsory counter signature by compa.ny~s doctors should not be insisted. 
upon in the case of cert:i1icates issued by registered medical practitioners.. . 

38. Right of reference to independent medical opinion should be recognized for 
any aggrieved employee. 

39. The employers should in order to prevent accidents and to educate the 
workers conduct a safety-first campaign among the staff. 

40. Worlmun's QmrpmsGtims Act.-The amount of compensation payable to a 
workman for injury while on duty should be increased. Any ailment which is 
incidental to the nature of the work must be brought within the purview of the 
Act, and claims for compensation should not be disallowed for being techni<;ally 
time baITed under the Act. 

41. In view of the illiteracy of the workmen both the employers and the union 
should educate the workmen as regards the benefits of the Act. 

42. Wel/Me W twR.-Employers should have no difficulty so far as the city of 
Madras is concerned. where extensive open spaces are available to provide suitable 
quarters for the employees. 

43. A reasonable rent. not exceeding 5 per cent. of the salary of the workmen 
may be charged as rent in respect of quarters so provided. 

44. Such of those employees who draw Rs.. 30 per mensem or below may be 
provided with free quarters. 

45. Employees not provided with quartets should be paid the actual rents paid 
by them. less the deduction that the company is entitled to. . 

46. The company must also start a common benefit or welfare fund for the sta1f. 
which may be used in consultation with the union to run the welfare institutions. 
such as common reading room, night schools for adult illiterate workmen and their 
children, co-opera.tive stores. sanitation committees. sports,cinemasbows.co-operative 
societies, etc. 

47. Employers should also give facilities to help such co-operative &n.d welfare 
institutions to recover any dues from the workmen by deductions made from their 
salary bills. pay sheet. etc. 

48. Employers should also provide and encourage the starting of maternity 
homes. child weHare. centres, recreation grounds for the benefit of the families of 
the workmen employed under them. 

49. The union should be taken into confidence in any new scheme adumbrated 
by the company for its improvement and also while considering the annual working 
of the company. so that the workmen may have the feeling that they are also being 
treated fairly by the employers, and if possible to create interest in the welfare of 
the company and in its success or welfare. 

The Union begs to place these suggestions before the Royal Commission on Labour 
in the spirit of improving the conditions of labour, in particular of the kerosine oil 
industry in this country. Grievances there are many~ such as low wages. improper 
medical facilities to treat accidents, wholesale and unwarranted dismissals on the 
plea of retrenchment, corruption in recruitment. -the helpless condition of the 
workers. and their indebtedness. the uns.ympathetic attitude of the employers; 
but these are mattens where if certain general principles are laid down by the 
Royal Commission, the practical application of such. principles ought not to be a 
matter of great difficulty if they are approached. in the proper spirit by the employers 
and the union. It must be conceded that the day has come when for the real peace 
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and harmonious relationship between the employers and the employed. the spirit of 
partnership must replace the spirit of suspicion and distrust which is now rampant, 
and it is in this spirit and hope that this union approaches the problem when it is 
p1ac~ng this memorandum before the Royal Commission. 

THE MADRAS PORT TRUST AND HARBOUR WORKERS. 

In the Madras Port Trust and Harbour; there are workmen by thousands 
employed in the various departments. chief among which are :-(a) Engineering 
Department (0) Traffic Department «) Hydraulic Ctane Drivers' Department (4) 
Barge Workers' Department (e) Port Trust Railway Department, etc. 

Common Grievanas.-The following grievances are common to all the workers in 
all the departments and the measures to rectify our disabilities are also suggested :

Wages ate not paid for Sundays and holidays. There has been no general 
increase for several years, and there is no grade system in regard to wages. We 
would~ therefore~ suggest the following measures :-

1. Payment of wages for holidays. so that we get at least 26day'swages permonth. 
A general increase of wages by 25 per cent. for all grades. The introduction of 
grades in wages. (Note :-There are coolies getting 1J annu per day for 10 and 
even 15 years). We cannot live on less than one rupee a day. It should. therefore 
be made -the minimum wage. We must be paid overtime allowances at double the 
rates, particularly on Sundays and holidays. 

2. ,We have no system of leave at all. We should. therefore, get privilege leave 
for 15 days per year with wages. 

3. A free railway pass must be given to all wodrers in the Port Trust and. Harbour. 
4. There is need for a full-time doctor in consideration of the large number of 

worken employed. 
5. We must be granted sick leave with wages on production of a medical 

certiJlcate, -
6. Workers are put to great hardship by dismissals. Therefore. men with 3 years' 

service and more should get a bonus of a month's wages for every year of service 
rendered. 

1. Our tiffin shed is much too small to accommodate the large number or workers. 
There should be adequate extension of it, 

8. There is not sufficient lavatory accommodation for all the workers. 
9. Workers coming late by a few minutes are not admitted at all for the whole 

day .. The system should be introduced whereby workers who come late by I(} 
minutes may be fmOO a small amount. say, an hour's wage. They should also be 
permitted to work for balf a day. if for any reason they are absent for half a day. 

]0. There is consid.erable delay in paying the gratuity to members of deceased 
workers. Payment should be expedited within 15 days. and not be postponed as 
it is now done for 2. 3 and even 4 months. 

II. A convention should be established that relatives of worken should be given 
preference in recruiting fresh labour. 

]2. Workers who have put in long years of service should be granted an adequate 
pension when they retire. 

13. There should be a fixed day for the payment of wages. We would suggest 
the first Friday of every month, and work should be stopped an hour before closing 
time on the payment day. 

14. The rule that workers who are absent OIl Fridays Cannot work also on 
Saturdays should be abolished. 

]5. It would add considerably to our convenience if work commences at 7.30 
a.m. instead of at 7 as at present. 

II. Tally Chfrks.-Tally clerks and other menials have to work for 12 hOUIS. 
both by day and by night. During the day. they at least get an hour's respite for 
food. Bot at night they get no mtervai at aU. and arenot allowed even a few minutes' 
respite to a.nswer calls of nature. They have to work without any sleep from 6 p.m. 
to 6 a.m, 'There are instances also of men being made to work the following day 
after a full night's work. 

III. E"I!i ....... ng Smion.-In tbe engineering department, workers are on daily 
wages. ThEire are men with S. -6 and even more years of service, but who do not get 
even a single holiday with wages in the year. 

2. When a worker meets with an accident in the wurse of his work. be has to 
take leave without pay. 'When he is disabled by an accident. DO compensation is 
paid. As an instance. it may be mentioned that a maistry named Abbu, who was 
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employed for supervising mexpbalting of the roads for more than 10 years !cst both 
his eyes when OIl work as a result of fumes coming out of the boiler . He was given 
only Rs. 100 as compensation, although his daily wages were Rs.1-2 annas. In 
another instance a painter boy employed in the General Stores fell from the sca.ffold.ing 
about 20 feet high, as a result of which be ultimately died. Tbe boy's father, who 
is a watchman in the Port Trust. was given no compensation whatsoever. 

S. Some of the workers who have- been in service for S years and more are sent 
away without notice on the ground that there is no work. 

4. There is no definite increment, nor are there any rules f.or the same. Some 
people with 4 years' service are not given any increment. while those who bave 
been only recently recruited are given one or even two increments in the course of 
the year. 

5. The institution of a Provident Fund would be of great beoefit to the workers 
in the Engineering Department. 

IV. Traffic S"Rmt.-Traffic coolies uumbering over 200 have 1 t hours· duty 
per day. from 6 a.m. to 12 noon. and from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. There are 4 sectioos 
among them. The fourth section which numbers about 30. gets Rs. 0-14annas 3 pies 
a day for the same work as is done in other sections. where,. however. the wages are 
Rs. 0-13 annas tor day duty and Rs.I-2 annasfornightduty. Theyhavenobolidays 
atal1. 

2. Workers with 20. 25 and even 30 years service are temporary coolies. A daily 
wage of a rupee was promised some years ago~ but has Dot yet been granted. 

S. Most of the work is dune by contractors. who charge the Port Trust at 
the rate of Rs. 1-4 ann .. per ton of goods handled. But these contractors pay 
only 4 annas as wages to the coolies and pocket the difference of one rupee per ton, 
The abolition of the contract system is the most urgent need of the workers. 

4. Hardly any consideration is given to long years of service. To mention 
one instance. a worker with 30 yean. of service was given a sum of Rs. 365~10 annas. 
which is much too small in view" of the long period of service. 

V. Hybaulil; era_ Driven.-There are 60 of these driven! who do 11 hours of 
duty per day. 6 to 12 noon and 1 to 6 p.m. Sometime!! they also perform night 
duty from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.: but no overtime allowance is given them. The wages 
per month are from Rs. 22 to Rs. 25. and there has been no increase for the last 
7 or 8 years. They demand a. minimum of one rupee a day on duty for only 8 hours 
per day. and overtime rates for work beyond 8 hours. They also ask for the intro-. 
duction of a system of holidays. 

VI. BMgtl W01'kns.-Tbere are over 300 barge workers. Work begins at 6 a.m. 
There is no interval for food, and no time limit for stopping work. The maistry gets 
Rs. 3(} per month, while the ordinary worker receives Rs. 24. They demand a 
minimum wage of Rs. 30 for the workers and Rs. 35 for maistries. They also want 
privilege leave for 15 days and ]5 days~ sick leave with wages. Some of them live' 
inside the harbour. where they have built their huts. Others come from Royapuram 
and Kasimodu. 

VII. Pori T.,..; RoiIway M .... -Pointsmen and gatekeepers get 12 ann .. a 
day. They work for 12 hours a day. There is no privilege leave~ no sick leave~ 
no wages for festivals and holidays. They demand a minimum wage of a rupee 
per day and the same rights as demanded by the workers in the other sections. 

2. Definite steps have to be immediately taken to stop the disgraceful system 
of bribery rampant in this department in the matter of recruibnent. 

/ THE WORKERS IN MESSRS. RICHARDSON. CRUDDAS AND CO. 

No wages are paid for Sundays and other holidays. Workers must be assured 
of a 26 days' wages in a month. When a. worker is injured inside the workshop~ 
a full day's wages should be given for absence due to such injury. and not half a 
day's wages as at present .. and that only on production of a medi~ certificate. 

There must be a tiffin shed. 
Lavatory accommodation is inadequate. The latrine has only place for five at a. 

time~ while the workshop has 300 workers. There have been ca.ses of workers fainting 
inside the lavatory owing to the bad smell. 

If a worker is late by 10 minutes in the morning. he is fined 2 hours' wages; and 
if a person is absent in the forenoon. he is not allowed to work in the afternoon. 
The first rule sb.ould be modified to a.fine of half an hour's wages~ and the latter 
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should be aboliShed. It a worker wants leave for'an hour in the aftemoouz half a 
day's wages are cut down. This is wrong. Absence for a day without previous 
permission is .penalised with loss of wages for two days, according to a recent order 
of the foreman. 

There is no system of leave at present. We must be given 15 days' casual leave 
per year. and one month's privilege leave. both with wages. 

There has been no general increase in wages except in a few stray cases according 
to the will of the foreman. 

\Vages range from 6 a.nnas a day to Rs. 1-10 annas a day. There must be a 
minimum wage of a rupee a day and the introduction of a. system of graded wages 
with regular increments. The working hours daily are from 8 or 8-30 a..m. to 12 nOOD· 
.and from 1 p.m. to 5-30 p.m. These should be,reduced to 8 hours. 

We have no system of Provident Fund. Such a fund should be introduced for 
the benefit of all workers. 

There is only one tap open at tiffin time. which is utterly inadequate. .. 
There are cases of worken being suspended for a week for a single day's absence. 

This is obviously too severe a punishment and should be done away with . 

.I THE WORKERS OF MESSRS. BI~ AND CO., WORKSHOP DEPT. 

In Messrs. Binnyand Co's workshop# wages range from 13 anuas to Rs. 1-8 annas. 
There has been no increase for the last two years. Workers must have a 25 per unt. 
increase. 

At present they get 10 days' privilege leave. They must have IS days' privilege 
leave in the year with full wages. No wages are paid for festival holidays. The 
same rule should be introduced as is in force in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. 
Similarly, with regard to sick leave, there must be the same system in force. 

It is very inconvenient to be present for work at 7 a.m. Work should commence. 
say at 1-30 a.m. 

There is DO Provident Fund. There must be a. Provident Fund introduced . 

./THE WORKERS OF THE WESTERN INDIA MATCH FACTORY. 

There are nearly 1.000 workers in the Westem India Match Factory at Emavoor 
on the northern outskirts of Madras. about two miles to the north of the toll gate. 
The factory has been at work for a. year. There are a number of women workers 
in the factory; but the majority are men. Several representations have been made 
to the manager about the great hardships of the workers. But so far no redress has 
been forthcoming. ~ was a st:rike three months ago which lasted for three days. 
as a protest against low wages. extended hours of work and other diffi.culties. The 
strike fiuled out however. partly because of lack of orga.oization and partly because 
of the undue pressure put upon them by the local police. In fact., the police have 
been asking them not to join a union, and their inftuence is always exercised on 
behalf of and in the interests of the employer. 

Wages are not paid on any fixed day of the month. bot are disbursed between the 
8th and the 15th. Women get 8 annas a. day. and men from 10 to 14 annas. A few 
maistries get over a rupee. Recruitment is direct and not through maistries. They 
have no bribes to pay and no complaints to make in this matter. 

Their wages are paid only for the actu31 number of days on which they work, 
They have no holidays with wages. Worken are not admitted iDto the factory if 
they go late. 

Worken have no tiffin .. bed; and though tbey are permitted to take their 
mid-day meal inside the factory. a very inconvenient arrangement~ they are neces
sitated to take their food under trees outside the factory eompound~ and they 
are put to great inconvenienoe in this particular during the rams. Heavy fines are 
levied on those who are found taking their meals in the verandah. 

For absence without leave the workmen are very ~vily fined. For. & day's 
absence they are fined half a rupee. in addition to the loss of wages: and mstances 
are not wanting of their having sustained a fine of Re. 1 on this account. Many 
workmen have been fined Re. 1 for absenting themselves on the Kannu Pongal 
Festival day which came off on tbe 16th January last. though tbey had asked tbe 
manager to leave them free on that day. 

It is almost impossible for the workmen to obtain leave from their immediate 
superiors. 

In tbe lavatory there is no provision made for water supply. 
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96 houses have been built and a rent 01 Rs. 6 to Rs. 8 is demanded for each house. 
As such, -only the decently paid clerks can afford to avail themselves of this 
convenienee: and the ordinary workmen find it beyond their reach to live in such 
highly·rented houses. It may also be noted that many workmen live in Madras City 
and in villages fr9m which they have to walk 4 to 6 miles a day to reach the factory. 

The piece-work system. prevailing at present, throws awa.y many workm~ from 
work fur many days in the month and deprives them. of a large share of their monthly 
income. 

GrieuaftCU 0/ 0.. !IIOffteK mMIMrs.-No provision for separate entrance has been 
made for women workers to enter or leave the fa.ctory without mixing with the 
men workers. which indecent practice is enforced on them by the <1pening of only 
one passage that exists at present. 

2. There is no lady doctor to examine ,and report when women workers are taken 
into service, in spite of the fact that they have to undergo 8. thorough medical 
examination; and the women workers find it extremely delicate to undergo. this at 
the haods of the only male doctor of the factory. It is also very difficult for them 
to obtain permission to _we< calla of nature. No provision is at present mad. for 
maternity benefits. 

M_ SUf{Ces184 ftw tluJ ....... 111 of 0.. ............. -The second Saturday of 
every month might be fixed for the payment of wages to workmen.; and the 
working bours on that day might be reduced by an hour without any loss of wage to 
workmen so as to enable them to draw their wages. 

2. There is no system of leave at present. They must be given 15 days' easual 
leave per yearl and one month"s privilege leave. both with wages. 

8. Every workman should get at least 26 days' wages every month, irrespective 
of the number of general holidays that might happen to come during the month. 

4. Workmen should be permitted to enter the factory till 7.10 a.m. without any 
l""'a1ty, after which time the system of deducting haIf·an·hours wages might be 
mtroduced. 

S. Workmen should be allowed to work for half a day if they are absent for the 
other half a day. 

6. A tiffin shed should be ereCted immediately. 
7. The system of exorbitant fines should be considerably modiDed. 
8. The system of monthly wages in preference to the piece-work system should 

be introduced and Re. I per day should be made the minimum wage. 
9. Permanent lavatories have to be constructed with ample water supply~ and 

until they are constructed proper provision for sufficient water supply should be 
made in the existing temporary lavatories. 

10. Special houses for workmen~ on smaller dimensions and lower rent~ might 
with advantage be constructed. 

II. Provident Fund should be instituted for all workmen which would help tbem 
greatly at the time of retirement. 

12. A separate entrance for women should be oonstructed. 
IS. A lady doctor should be appointed for their medical examiDation. 
14. Maternity benefits should be dorded them. 

Mr. A. M. AROKIASAMI PILLAI. HON. SECRETARY. THE ClllNGLEPUT 
DISTRICT LABOUR GUILD, KODAMBAKAM. 

IL-Btalf 0tgs0i0aIicm. 

10. There is a. proprietor and his assistants. sometimes the assistants are related 
to the proprietors. Most of the tanneries are owned by Muhammadans. 

11. Managing sta.ft: consists of MUbammadans, who are usua.lly relatives of the 
proprietors. 

12. We wish to reiterate the fact that supervising work is in the haods of tho 
relatives of the proprietor of a tannery. They are trained :from childhood. So~ 

~ times some ignorant man will be appointed as & supervisor who willleam the work 
m the f;OUt'8e of time. (u) Workmen are not given supervising work. 

13. Relations between stal! and %1Ink and file. (i) Neither cordial nor inimical. 
(iii) Labour is unorganized. 

- p 
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14. Time:keeping. (i) No time.keepers. Tiine for allowing the workmen to go 
home depends upon the will and pleasure of the proprietors. (u) Wages are paid 
by proprietors or Kamasthas. 

m-Houaing. 
(i) In some tanneries the proprietors have built houses for cool.ies~ but not in all. 
(il) No housing has-been provided by the Government or other public ageD.cy~ 
(iv) The workmen usually live in huts. 
17. Facilities for a.cquisition of land for workers' houses.-Nil. 
18. Nature. of accommodation. In order to know this the Com.m.issioners should 

visit the rooms given to coolies. In every respeet the rooms are unsuitable. No 
provision for lightingl conservancy. etc. 

20. In some tanneries the rooms are given free. In some rent is collected. 
21. The rooms are 50 small there is no question of sub-letting. The rooms are 

intended for labourers in the tannery alone'
5 

Evicted at any time by the proprietor. 

lV.Health. 
24. Except in Chamber & Co. there is no medical facility either by proprietors or 

Govemment. The Commissioners should see the means of providing the labourers 
with medical facilities. 

26. S<milary A. ",-C.-Is. 
At Work. At Home. 

(i) Latriues-Nil. (i) Nil. 
(ii) Drinlcing water-Well water. (ii) Well water. 

(iii) Bathing and Washing-No arrangement.' (iii) No arrangement. 
Chamber /I:.co. has provided the coolies with a bath-room. 

29. (i) Prevalence of industrial diseases-Itch and fever. 
SI. No maternity benefits. The Government should provide. 

V.-WeIfare.. 
At present no welfare activities~ either by employers or by private agencies. No 

time for recreation. 
36. The employers have not provided the labourers or their children with 

educational institution. 
37. No pensionk no compensation for accident. 

IX. Bouro. 
55. Ten hours a day in Chamber & Co.; twelve hoUlS in other tanneries. SoJne.. 

times the coolies work till 8 p.m.~ but no compensation is given for it. 
60. (iv) Ramzan. Bakrid. Ponga!. Ayudha Poia are considered as holidays. (Four 

days ina year). . 
(i) No fixed meal times. The duration is not fixed. 

X. Children and WomeD. 
82. ChildrEon from the age of 8 work in it. The wage of children is between 

2 annas to 4 annas. Women form a small percentage in tanneries (except in 
Chamber /I: Co.). Their work is grinding Kattaka. Their wage is from 3 annas to 
3 annas 6 pies. • 

J MESSRS. BINNY /I: CO. (MADRAS). LTD. 

The following report relates to the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. Madras~ 
where over 9.000 workpeople are employed. 

L-Reoiaitment. 
1. Our labour is aU obtained loeally and is now practieally on a bereditary basis. 

The Buckingbam and Carnatic Mills have been in existence for over 50 yeam, and 
lately there has been an increasing tendency ior succeeding generations of the same 
family to work in the same factory. 
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(i) The labour in our Madras mills is DOW very settled and there is practically 
no migration. 

(ii) and (iii) Migr.>tion among our .".".kpeople has declined steadily, particularly 
during the past seven or eight years. and has now practically ceased. Up to about 
ten years ago the hands~ judged by num"beIS only. changed completely once a year. 
although to some extent the same hands were always coming and going. but at 
present the proportion leaving annually is only about 16 per cent. The following 
figures f01' one mill show the steady improvement. 

1908 
1918 
1928 

Total No. of No. of hands who left 

... 
hands. during the year. 

4.501 
5,249 
4,704 

5,633 
3,_ 

768 

The position to-day. as indicated in the above figures. must not be taken to mean 
that there is a complete change over of workpeople every six or seven yean. The 
figure of 16 per cent.given. represents the more casual element among our workpeople, 
and it would probably be more correct to say that 80 to 90 per cent. of the workpeople 
now are practically permanent. 

2.. (i) We believe those workpeople who still keep in contact with their villages 
utilize their annual leave for visits to them. but periodical stays of any length are 
infrequent. 

(u) Practically all our labour can DOW he considered permanent. 
8. (i) We have sufficient applications from sons of workpeople always on the lists 

to nn normal vacancies. These are usually taken on as baH-timers and. trained up 
into the various depa.rtments. 

(ii) As we get all the labour we require, our existing methods can he considered 
satisfactory. 

(iii) We do not think that the establishment of employment eo<cl>anges is 
necessary in this part of the country. As employers we have never any difficulty 
in finding labour to fill vacancies. and. :from. the workexs.' point of view~ we doubt 
whether such an institution would be successful. "'When a. man becomes out of work 
here, he usually retires to his village and does casua1 work, so that it would he difficn1t 
fur an agency to keep in touch: with the unemployed or get hold of them when 
required. 

4. Family life is not aJIected by our present methods of recruitm.ent~ as in 
practically an cases workers are living with their families. 

7. (i) We do not think that unemployment is a. feature here of the industrial 
system in particular, but that there is extensive unemployment in Madras seems to 
be evident from the large numbers who come to the mills looking for work, if it is 
thought that any extra. hands are being taken OIL Although coolie labour can be 
readily obtained. there does not appear to be actual distress in this community. and 
we doubt whether the unemployment question here can be regarded in quite the 
same light as in western countries. The lower grades of labourers. not being so 
specialized or technically skilled as the western workman. are, we think~ more easily 
able to move from one fonD. of work to·another as opportunity occurs.. 

(ii) E_ to which ....... 4 by-(a.) .................. , Of' /lismi$st>/.s: (b) voltmlMy 
reiir.....m: (e).u..r causes. These causes apply only in a. very small degree so far 
as our mills are concerned. 

(ill) Distress in Madras .does not appear to prevail as a. result of unemployment. 
(iv) We consider that in the present state of development of Indian labour a 

scheme of unemployment insurance as adopted in western countries would be 
premature and present great difficulty in execution. Any such scheme would mean 
that a contribution would be levied from both employer and worker and any 
attempt to deduct amounts from workpeople's pay for this purpose wou1d# we 
think, he strongly oppcoed. 

~v) International conventions are usually based on the conditions niling in 
countries more highly developed than India. and consequently there is~ generally. 
difficulty in applying the conventions in this country. 

8. (il We would put the average duration of employment in our mills at present 
at eight to ten years, but the general position now, as indicated UDder Question I (ill). 
seems likely 1:0 improve the average very considerably each year. Many of our 
workpeople have been with us for twenty-nve to thirty years.. 

(u) W. employ casuallahour to a very small extent, chi.By in connection with 
bui1ding operations. • . 

Fa 
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(iii) Absenteeism has greatly improved in recent years. See figures for ODe of 
the mills below~ which may be taken as applicable to both the Buckingham and 
cama.tic mills. 

Total Absentees Absentees 
a.bsentees. with leave. withoutieave. 

--
1908 12·40 per cent. 4· 54 per cent. 7·86 per_t. 
1913 12·86 6·08 6·78 
1918 12·21 6·44 .. 5·77 " 1928 7·60 5·54 2·06 .. 
1928 6·25 5'18 .. 1·07 .. 

It will be seen that the percentage of absentees without leave bas dropped in the 
last ten years from 5·77 per cent. to 1·07 per cent. '!he ,erc:entage is fairly constant 
throughout the year. The time lost is indicated by the-abovepercentagesoiabsentees. 
The amount of wages lost is, comparatively. smaller. as a large proportion of the 
leave is "privilege "leave for which full wages are paid, and medical leave for which 
an allowance i. paid. Fifteen days' privilege leave per annnm is allowed to all work
men after completing five years' service. 

9. The Apprentices Act, 1860, is not of much practical value to us. We think 
that the average Indian boy has not yet developed sufficient sense of responsibility 
to be bound by the provisions of an Act such as might be applied to western methods, 
and his appreciation of the liabilities attaching to a contract is often too vague for 
any formal agreement to have any binding effect. 

IL-Bialf OrgauizaliOJl. 

10. Administration of the mills is controlled by the managing agents. Each 
mill is in charge of a manager and under him are trained experts who supervise the 
various departments, such as carding. spinning, weaving. etc. The dyeing department 
is in charge of a chief chemist, and a number of assistant chemists are also employed. 
A cruef engineer controls the engineering department, and he has several assistants 
to supervise the various sections. A large staff of maistries. jobbers. and other 
subordiDa.te supervisors are alBa employed througbout the mills. 

11. The managing staff is appointed bY the managing agents and selected from 
men fully trained in their respective occupations. 

12. (i) The supervising staff is recruited from the workpeople. and promotion 
from a half.time boy through any department to the post of factory assistant is 
possible and encouraged to the fullest extent. 

(il) Facilities for traiofng school beys are provided in the mills school in manual 
crafts and technioal sUbjects. A practical weaving class giving rather advanced 
weaving training is also in existence~ and this is now in process of being extended 
to embrace other sections of the mill. 

Children of workpeople taken into the mills sChool as infants have the opportunity 
for training and subsequent employment and promotion in the mills until they reach 
the age for retirement. 

13. (i) The relations between the staff and the rank and file are generally quite 
biendly. Any alleged grievance on the part of a workman usually in the first place 
goes before tho ",emher of the sta1f in charge of th!' department, but, if the _ 
is not satistied with the decision, he can appeal to the manager. aDd also beyond him 
to the managing agents. The Workpeop1e's Welfare Committee has proved very 
useful in maintaining good relauous between the staff and the workpeople. Any 
workman who considers he has been unjustly treated can report the matter to the 
Welfare Committee member of his department. who then makes representations to 
the management on the workman"s behaH. Individual cases of a serious nature. 
8uch as dismissals, can also be brought before the Welfare Committee, if the workman 
is dissatisfied. and further enquiry or consideration seems to, be required. 

The Bucltingham and Carnatie ~ Employees' Union' also contribute to the 
maintenance of good relations between the employees and ourselves by bringing to 
our notice matters requiring considention or adjustment. 

We have usually found that the various channels provided-for keeping personal 
touch betwi!:en our workpeopte and ourselves meet all requirements and are appro-
ciated by our employees. At times of general political and industrial unrest deliberate 
misrepresentation is brought to bear on our workpeople by outside agencies with a 
view to depreciate the effects of our organizations, but these attacks have generally 
little effect on the more responsible section of our employees, although they are Dot 
always without mischievous results among the less literate m;mbers 01 our staff. 
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(nl We do not employ jobbers in the s=e in which they are employed in other 
parts of the country, that is as recruiters for labour. 

(ill) and (iv) A works committee was formed for the Buckingham and Camatic 
Mills- in January 1922~ under the name of U The Workpeople's Welfare Committee." 
It "''as started by the managing agents with the object of bringing the management 
and workpeople into closer contact~ and for the discussion ~d settlement of mattexs 
affecting the interests of the workpeople. 

The Committee, whieh has for its president the senior director of Binny &: Co. 
(Madras), Ltd., and the two mill "",-",,!ers as vice-presidents, meets fortnightly, pr 
oftener. if matters arise necessitating special action. The meetings are presided over 
by the president and one of the vice-presidents alternately. ' 

The constitution of the Committee is kept as elastic as possible. and is subject 
·to enlargement as cm:amstances seem to indicate. In addition to the president 
and vice--presidents. it is now composed of twenty-six representatives of the work
people and ten representatives of the management including the following; carding 
master, spinning master, weaving master, chief engineer and chief chemist and one 
of the joint principals of the mills school. Of the 26 representatives of the work
people 22 rep~ the foRowing departments of each mill, and they are elected by 
the workers in their own department: maitager'soflice. 1 ; warehouse. 1; dyehouse. 
1; mechanics'shop, I ; engine and building, I; carding, I ; spinning, 1; shdog,l; 
weaving. 3. The weaving department. having a. large number of employees, necessi
tates a system of communal voting for three candidates. who represent the Hindus. 
Mohammedans and Adi-Dravidas of the department, 

In addition to the departmental representatives there are four general representa
tives for the whole of the mills~ two from each milL who are elected at the same time 
as the other 22. but by the whole of the work:peop1e, irrespective of department. 

The labour rep ....... tatives are elected annually by the workpeopl.e of the different 
departments by secret balloton a basis of communal representation, and the different 
castes and creeds employed in the mills are all represented on the Committee. Every 
workman drawing not less than ten annas a day and having not less than one yea.r's 
service is eligible to vote, and any workman with not less than three years' service is 
eligible for election as a member of the Committee. Representatives of the Sub· 
Committees responsible for the various welfare activities outside the mills. such as 
Athletic Association, Dramatic Society, Workmen's Stores and ViJ.Iage Committees. 
attend the meetings of the Committee once a month and giveareportof their activities. 
Thus the Committee has assumed the character of a general control body in which aU 
welfare activities inside and outside the mills are concentrated. 

In addition to the elected represelltatives of the workpeople, fourrepresentativesof 
the Buckingham and Camatic Mills Employees' Union (two from each milI). 
nominated by the Union, also attend the meetings of the Committee, in order that 
the Union may keep in touch with the activities of the Committee. but it is under
stood that matteN which primarily concern the Union are the subject of direct 
representation between the Union and the ManagemoIlt. and are not dealt with by the 
Welfare Committee. 

The Welfare Superintendent is ex-Oflicio Secretary of the Committee and two-of 
the labour repmsentatives are elected to serve as Assistant Secreta.ries for their 
respective mills. . 

In addition to the fortnightly meetings of the Welfare Committee, the Iahonr 
representatives form a Sub-Committee which meets alternate fortnights to consider 
.... y representations made by tho workpeople and to hriDg any urgent matter.> to the 
notice of the management. and ~ to prepare the relative agenda for presentatio,l 
at the meetings of the full Committee. 

The proceedings of the Committee are printed in Tamil and circulated to the 
'WOrkpeople, who are thus kept informed of what transpires. 

The activities of the- Committee have developed and extended very rapidly in the 
past few years. and we think there can be no doubt that the-Committee is now genuine
ly appreciated by the workpeople and that it forms a valuable link between them and 
ourselves. It has enabled the ma.nagement and the workpeople to get into closer 
toach. resulting in a better understanding of each other's point of view, so that 
misrepresentation leading to strained relatiOll is, we think, less likely to occur. 

14. (i) Timekeeping and attendance registAlrs are maintained hy the Office Sta1i 
and Departmental Staff. separately. 

The Office registAlrs are written up from the workpeoplezs ticlrets deposited in 
receptacles at the mill gates when they enter the mill. The departmental records are 
made up by personal checking. The workpeople'. tickets are distributed in thedepart
ments, and fula1ly the Office and Department registers are checked with the tickets 
issued. 

( ... i 1'8 
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(il) Wages are paid in cash to each individual warkman personally by the Senior 
Officer in charge of his department. The workpeople receive wages slips the day 
previous to pay-day, and this interval alIaws time to adj_ any mlstakes that Dll!Y 
arise. 

15. Contractors as intermediaries are nat empl<>yed by us. 

m-lIooIing • . 
• 16. (i) For the Buckingham it Carnatic Mills employees we have so far built 

three villages containing altogether 459 houses. and another village is in course of 
construction, which will contain, when finished. about 200 houses. Other portions 
of land. have been acquired for housing purposes and fresh villages will in due course 
be constructed. but the difficulty of obtaiuing suitable sites and "the high cost both 
of land and buildings, make the provision of adequate hausing an a large scale a 
slow and expensive undertaking. 

(ii) Government have done very little in the way of providing houses for work
people. We understand that a certain number of. houses have been built by Govern
ment to house labourers in Madras~ but not specially for textile workers. No other 
public agency has balIt houses to our knowledge. 

(ill) A large majority of the workpeople live in the hanses of private landlords or 
in huts in •• paracheries. u 

(iv) Only a very small number of workpeop,le bni1d houses for themselves. Some 
of the workpeople erect huts for themselves in 'paracheries ... 

11. So far as we know. no facilities exist for the acquisition of land for workers' 
hou .... 

IS. (tl) The hauses we provide consist of a verandah,living room, kitchen, washing 
place and yard for eacil workman. (b) We have no details of the hauses balIt by 
Government. (el As a rule a number of tenants live in each house and generally each 
family bas one room only. 

(i) (A) We think that the type of house we provide generally meets the require
ments of the workpeople; (b) and (e) We have insufficient knowledge to oller an 
opinion. 

(ill (a) W. consider that our hanses are .. good type from a health point of view. 
They are weather, :fire, and vermin proof. The lay-out of our villages is made- as 
spaciolls as possible to afford ample opeD area. Our aim. in constructing our villages 
is to prevent as far as practicable future congestion or the possible development of 
potential .. slum .. areas. (b) amd (e) We can offer no opiman on these. 

(ill) (tl) All the roads of our villages are lighted by electricity, hut the lighting 
of individual houses is not provided.. Conservancy is underta.keD by the Company. 
Water-supply is from the Corporation mains and SlIfficient stand-pipes with taps are 
provided. All charges for lighting. conservancy, and water are paid by the Company. 
(b) and (el We have no information in this connection. . 

19. A few years ago the houses provided by the Company became unpopular ; 
this was at a time of considerable outside agitation., butthedemandhssnow grown and 
is greater than the supply. . 

20. Ctll We charge a nominal rent of Rs. 1-8 aonas per manth per hoose, This 
of course is uneconomical from the Company·spointofview. {b) Wehaveuoinforma
tion. (e) Rents for houses privately owned vary considerably acoording to the 
aeco~tion provided and the locaJity. The majority of our workpeople occupy 
portions of houses. generally one room. and pay & rent of Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 a month. 

Our writersz job~ maistries. etc .• usually occupy houses at a rent of round 
ahoot Rs. 10 per manth. 

21. Sub-letting is nat allowed in the Company's houses. 
Occupation of the Company's houses by tenants in other employ is not allowed. 

We are able to keep a check an this practice, and on sub.letting portions of hun .... 
and have very little trouble in these respects. 

The oofy occasions when eviction of individual -..uts seem likely to be ealIed 
for are CD account of rowdyism. misconduct. etc., when. in the interests of the 
community of the village~ it is occasionally necessary to remove undesirable characters. 

22. We consider that the improved housing conditions and the opportunities for 
healthy recreation provided in the Company's viIlagos have a good moral ellect on 
the workpeople woo live there, and wha become, we believe, more healthy, settled, 
and contented. 
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lV.-Healib. 
23. (i) The average annual death rate among the actual workpeople for the past 

five years bas been 0,8 per 1,000. We have no figures relating to the work ... • 
families. 

(il) We have no information. 
'(ill) (4) We eonsider that the working conditions in our mills are maintained as 

sa:tisfactorily from a health point of view as it is possible for us to make them, (6) 
We cannot speak from personal knowledge except as regards the Company's villages: 
<OIlditions there are, we think, satisfactory and genorally better than in other 
pla<:es. 

(iv) We are unable to give detailed particulars. 
(v) We think the physique of our workpeople is probably a little better than that 

of the average workman in Madras •. 
(vi) We have no information. 
(vii) The better class of honse and more spacious layout of the mill villages have, 

we think, an i.nfiueuce in reduciJ:lg mortality, although we can give nO figures. Over-
. crowding is not allowed and the number of cases of infectious diseases recorded in 

these villages. as compared with surrounding districts, proves that life in the villages 
is much more healthy than in the .. paracheries. U Sanitary arrangements are well 
looked after in the mill villages. while in the "paracl>eries" they are practically 
non--existent. 

24. (i) There is a full time qualified Medical Officer and a Dispensary at each milL 
and all workers and their families are given free medical attention and medicine. 
There is also a Dispensary at the School. with two trained Indian nurses in atten~ 
dance. where minor ailments of the children are attended to daily. Additional 
Dispensaries are located in each of the mill villages. and a t:ra.ined. nurse attends twice 
& day to dispense medicine and give advice to women. The .t.fills' Medical Officers 
pay periodical visits to the schools and mill villages for purposes of inspection and 
consultation. 

(tit We:believe that no special provision for workpeople is made by Govemment~ 
but very complete hospitals.a:re maintained in the city where they can obtain treat
ment. 

(ill) Baby Welfare Centres and Dispensaries are provided by the Madras Corpora
tion. 

(iv) Except for the trained nurses in the SclmoI and Village Dispensaries. the 
mills make no such provision. 

No women are employed inside the mills and only a very few, about 140, mostly 
dependants of deceased workmen., are employed on outside work. 

25. (i) The medical facilities provided by the Company are utilized to the fullest 
extent by all classes of workers. Medical leave is granted whenever necessary and au 
allowance of approximately half pay is paid for such leave. 

(il) Women take advantage of the facilities provided. and, in addition to ordinary 
medical leave with half pay, they are given a period of three months' leave with 
allowances during pregnancy. (See also 24 (iv).) 

26 (i) (al Adequat& latrine acoommodation is provided in the mills. (b) In the 
company's villages septic tank latrines are provided. and in the new villa.ge naw 
buifding. we are installing up-to-date ftush-out latrines for" each house. Generally. 
in other places where the workpeople live, the sanitary arrangements are very 
primitive. . 

(ill and (ill) Corporation water is laid on throughout the mills, chutrams and 
villages for these purposes, and, except in times of general water shortage, there is 
an ample and continuous supply. In the mills and ehutrams there is a total of 127 
taps for drinking and bathing. The taps in_ded for bathing and washing are 
generally situated in or neaI' to latrines. and special tanks, each with six taps. are 
installed in the mill compounds, which are intended to provide drinking water. 

In the mill's villages. taps for drinking and washing water are provided for groups 
of houses and generally there is one tap for 15 houses. In the new village which is 
now under COnstIuct!OIl. each house is to have its own water tap. . . . ~ 

28 (i) We know of no existing rules intended to COlltrol the temperature in 
factories. We have given the question of controlling the temperature in our mills 
considerable attention. and find it a most difficult matter to solve satisfactorily and 
economically. The plants on the market for controlling temperatures are not fully 
effective in the type of building we have, which has been found most suitable to the 
Madras climate. 

( ... ) F. 
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We think that legislation to control the temperature of factories to any given' 
figure would be most difficult to apply, taki..ng into consideration the climatic variation 
and the different types of building these necessita:te. We have attempted to control 
the high temperature in the mills in the hot weather by introducing a system of roof 
water spraying. and while this system has been to a certain _t successful, we lind 
the upkeep costs of the roof. due to corrosion. to be excessive. 

(ii) The existing rules r_ding the control of humidilicatiou are suitable. 
Humidification records are kept and are subject to inspectiol1 by the factory 
inspector. 

29 (i) There is 110 disease which can be classed as an industrial disease. directly 
attributable to working in any department of a eotton mill. We are not aware of 
any- industrial disease in Madras. 

(il) Cholera is a seasonal epidemic in Madras, occurring usually in times of water 
shortage in the hot weather. and at such times there are occasional cases amongst 
our workpeople. It is entirely absent at other times of the- year. Malaria is prevalent 
amongst our our employees, particularly during the wet months of the year. 
All our workpeople were treated for hookworm some years ago and only stray cases 
are now reported. 

We take strict precautions agaiost the spread of cholera, smaI1-pox, etc., during 
epidemics, by insisting on immedia.te treatment of all suspected cases. and 
arrangements are also made at such tim.. for the inoculation of the whole 
sta1I. 

Each year a Health Week is organized by the Welfare Committee. Exhibitions 
are held in the villa.ge halls and leaflets and posters, etc.. on health subjects are 
displayed. Lectures are given by the Health officer of the cozporation and others. 
To encourage the workpeopJe to take an interest in these matters. prizes are given 
for the best kept ho ...... in the mill villa.ges, for essays 011 health subjects, etc. 

30. (i) We do not consider that the Intema.tiooal Labour Convention r_ding 
sickness insurance can be successfully applied in India. The scheme is based on 
western conditions and it would. we think, present ~t difficulty in _. It 
is a. questioD~ however. for serious consideration. as some web systAml is 
desirable. 

The scheme demands that contributions to provide relief shall be paid by both 
employee and employer. and the most serious difficnlties confronting the scheme 
would be, we think. in overcoming the workmen*s prejudices, and the attitude 
which would be taken up by the workpeople if any attempt were made to deduct 
money from their wages for such purposes which might present them. with no 
immediately obvious return. 

There is a large percentage of work&zs to whom the western idea. of medicine is 
unknown or distrusted, and dissatisfaction would result if contributions were levied 
from them whilst theJ" declined the European medicines and treatment and bad to 
pay for their own indigenous medicines. 

The Convention provides that sickness insurance :sh.alI be administered by 
self-governing institutions. but we do not consider that labour as a. whole is at 
present SUfficiently WllIl organized in India. to be capable of carrying out its own 
insnra.n:ce. 

(ill) We consider that the difficulty arising from the uon--a.cceptance 'Of westem 
modicme can oDly be met by the progress of education and gradual enlightenment 
as to its bene1its. Our worken, avail themselves of the medicine proyided. but this 
may possibly be due to its being dispeosod free. . • 

The migration of labour in many concerns would be a very serious obstacle to 
any sickness insurance scheme. and so would also the question of finance. and we 
have no suggestions to make to meet these difficulties. 

31 (i) We employ women on building work only; Done ar#\ employed inside the 
mills. Three months' leave is given for childbirth and an allowance is paid equal to 
about half pay for this period. . 

(iii) In all' establishments where female labour is employed we consider that 
legislation should be adopted to ensure adequate leave and allowances during 
progoancy. 

V. WeIIa!e (olher thaD BeaJI;h _ BoaIiDg. I>ut IDoI1uIiq Belaoalion). 

32 (i) We give below some details of our welfare organiA.tion :-
Ed .... """.-Schools for the children of workpoople were started in 1904. For 

further parttcuhu:s, ... answer to 36. 
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CAwhwtls.-Immediately adjacent to the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills are 
two chutIams which are used primarily lor workpeople taIcing their midday meals 
and as a resting place during the midday break. Separate accommodation is provided 
fur dilferent religions and castes. A total of 21 taps are provided in the chutIams 
fur bathing and washing facilities and there are II taps for cold drinking water and 
7 taps for hot water, and " kitcheu in each chutram provides tea and coffee and 
certain &<tieles of food. 

Workf-ple's I,.,Ii ...... -The Workpeople'. Institute is situated near the mills 
and was started in 1912. It contains a library and reading room~ recreation and 
rest rooms fur workpeople and also the weIf&re office. There are also facilities 
provided fur playing outdoor games. 

A portion of the building is also set apart as a lecture room fur courses of technical 
instruction in spinning and weaving. The- institute is now used by a large number 
of workpeople. 

W(Wkmea"s Stores.- The Workmen~s Stores were established in 1922 with the 
object of providing all the n~es of life for our workpeople at a low cost. The 
stores are not run on a co-<>peratiw principle. as no dividend is paid, but purchases 
and sales are 80 regnlated that only a nominal profit sufficient to meet the 
establishmeut charges is made. The capital charges and o_head _ are 
borne by the company. The stores are managed by .. committee consistiog 01 the 
manager and &COOuntant of each mill representing the management and lour 
representatives of the workpeople (two from each mill), elected aunually by the 
workpeople, of whom two representatives of the workpeople are appointed for the 
selection of commodities suitable for the workpeople, 

About 90 per cent. of our workpeople now make use of the stores, and sales 
a.verage about Rs. 1.25,000 monthly. 

AtAktit; Associcm01S.-This was formed in 1922 and its activities are controned by 
a committee of workpeople and the managing staff. Membership of the associa:tion 
is entirely free. but only employees of the company are permitted to be members. 
The company provides all the necessary equipment. There are spacious pla.ying 
fields and also badminton courts and a tennis court. Games such asfootball. cricket and 
hoclrey are organized and aunual tournameots take place lor trophies. In addition, 
an annual Sports Day is held. when prizes are presented to winners in various field 
sports. The Athletic Association is very popular amongst the workpeople, and the 
playing fields are in use on all possible occasions. An annual inter-departmental 
football league was organized in 1928 in which keen interest is shown. and in the 
last tournament twenty __ of workpeople competed. 

D>_ S .... Iy--T_ •. -TheWorkpeople·sDramaticSocietywasorganizedin 
1923 and a committee consisting of representatives of the workpeople was formed 
to manage its alIairs. At the beginning the society was financed by the company, 
who provided elso the necessary properties. Iomiture, etc. It has been a very 
successful venture and its performances are appreciated by the wor.k:people. Small 
fees are charged for admission tickets for workpeople and their families only, which 
are obtained on application to members of the committee at the mill. The public 
are not admitted. About seventy performances of Indian plays have been given to 
an average audience of about 1~500 since the inception of the society. which now. is 
prsctically self-supporting. . 

Village C""""'tWs.-Iu 1923 village committees or "Panchayats .. were lormed 
with lhe object of administering the needs 01 the villages. settling disputes. etc., 
and generally IIWlptiog responsibility for the peace of the village. The aim was to 
get workpeople to take more responsibility for the interua.l management of their 
villages. and the results have been successtul. The village halls are 1Ised for the 
meetings of the committees. 

Likrary tmd Deb4Ii..g S .... ty.-This was Iormed with the support of the 
management in 1926 with So view to broadening the in~rests and ideas of the 
workpeople. Its a1Iairs are managed by a committee of workpeople, and debates in 
both English and the vernacular have been held on a variety of interesting subjects. 
This society is run ent:irely by the workers, the Institute. or 0110 of the village baJ.bc. 
being used for their meetings. 

Ambula1tu Corp.t.-Ambula.oce classes were started some years ago. and an 
Ambulance Corps of workpeople was formed in 1926 and affiliated. to the St. John's 
Ambulance Corps in 1927. to enable workmen to obtain some knowledge of First 
Aid in. cases of sickness or accidents. Its members &re placed in charge of Ambulance 
boxes in departmeo:ts of the mills in order to render first aid in serious 'CaSeS and 
wbeD the doctor is absent. On Sports Days, etc.~ its members are on duty~ and they 
periodically organize demonstrations of Ilmbulanoe aad first aid work. 

CfH>/JwoIi1l8 Socicrty.-This was formed in 1928 'With the object of enabling 
workpeople to obtain loans of money without ge~ into the bands of money·lenders. 
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It was registerea in 1928 with a board of directorS consisting of a president, two 
vice-presidents. a secretary and four directors. A director of Messrs. Binny and Co. 
(Madras), Ltd., was elected as president, the managers of the Buckingham and 
Cama.tic Mills are vice-presidents and the directors are elected from the workpeople. 
The Society started work with 304 members and has now 911 members. and its 
capital has been increased from 4.000 shares of Ro. 5 each to 6.000 shares of Ro. 5 
each. . 

W""'people· s C/ub.-Recently a club for workpeople has been established with 
facilities for indoor and outdoor games and recreation. The club is to be managed 
entirely by the workpeople. through an ele~ committee. and is an experimental 
mea.sure, the development of which should be of considerable interest. Membership 
of the club is open to any workman without distinction. .A club house with reading 
rooms is provided and a. full-sized football ground and also badminton courts are 
in course of construction. 

{il} We have no record of Welfare work carried out among industrial labour in 
Madras by other agencies. 
. We may perhaps mention that our own eJfom have from time to time met with 

considerable hostility from the leaders of the Madras Labour Union, who ha.ve 
publicly characterised. our welfare work as worthless and as U nothing but a trap set 
with .flowers," and have denounced it accordingly to our workpeople. urging them, 
with. however~ little eftect~ not to participate in our o~tions. 

33. We employ a full time Welfare department staff consisting of a secretary, an 
assistant secretary. a games superintendent. and clerks and typists. 

34. A refreshment stall under the control of a contractor and supervised by the 
workpeople is allowed inside each mill, where suitable cooked provisions can be 
bought. These are mostly used byworkpeople who for any reason have been unable 
to get their morning meal before coming to the mill. or have not made other armnge
ments for their mid-day meal. 

In the mill school certain refreshments are supplied free to half-time school 
cbildren. (See (36) (ii).) 

Shelters are provided by chntmms with special ammgemonts for workpeople to 
take their mid·day meal. (See (32) (i).) . 

We do not provide creches as the small number of women we employ make these 
unnecessary. 

35. Fun advantage is now taken of our welfare organization by the workpeople. 
and we consider that a definite improvement in the workpeople's self-respect and in 
the relations between the &taft and the workers throughout the mills is evident as a 
result. 

36. (i) Provision is~made by us for the education of adult workers. Evening 
classes are held at the Buckingham and Camatic Mills school between the hours of 
6.20 and 7.50 p.m. and a youth may continue his studies at this school when he 
becomes a full-timer and his day school course comes to an end. The classes range 
from I to VIII Standard and are recognized by Government. Boys who are successful 
in obtaining an VIII Standard (III Form) Government Leaving Certificate improve 
their chances of promotion in the mills. 

The courses of study are as follows :-Reading and writing in file vernaculars 
(Tamil. Telugu and Urdu). arithmetic, English and hygiene (bygiene up to III Form). 

Special subjects tau~ht in the commercial class are :-English composition~ 
workshop and commercial arithmetic. shorthand~ typewriting. machine drawing 
(special class). A lending library and reading room is also attached to the school 
for the use .of adults. Adult students are a110werl to attend debates of the literary 
and debating society~ health lectures, etc.. as part of their curriculum. 

A further branch of adult education which we have"undrnaken are classes in 
technical instruction for weaven. These classes. which commenced last year. are 
entirely pmctical. and a loom has been erected in 8 separate building in the institute 
compound for demonstration purposes, Two of the European mill officers couduct 
the classes. which this year have had an average attendance of sixty-six men. The 
classes are much appreciated and are now being" extended to comprise practical 
instruction in spinning. 

(ii) and (iii) The Buckingham and Carnatic Mills school was primarily intended 
for the education of workpeop1e's children employed. as half-timers in the mills. The 
school was started in 1964 in one of the mills. In 1908 it was moved. to a small 
bungalow outside the mill compound. It continued. to grow. and in 1912 a joint 
school for both mills. consisting of 10 class-rooms and an administrative block was 
built on the present site. The present school which consists of forty well-lit and 
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ventilated class-rooms (with a total ciass-room area of 23,000 sq. ft.), office and 
technical school. is situated in a compound of 18 acres, which also contains the 
,\Vorkpeople's Institute and playing fields. Children of the workpeople are admitted 
into the school at the age of about five. when they go into a nursery class; this is 
followed by a kindergarten class. and from there they continue through a regular 
curriculum of studies up to the fifth standard. On attaining the age of twelve a boy 
is qualified to be admitted as a half·timer to the mills, provided he passes the certi
fying surgeon. and he then continues his attendance at the school for half the day 
for a further period of three years until he is fifteen year.; old~ when he beeomes a 
full-time worker. The school working hours are 7 to 10.0 a.m.~ 1.35 to 3.45 p.m. 

The general curriculum for day school children is as fonows ~Reading and 
writing in the vernacular (Tamil. Telugu, Urdu). arithmetre, English, moral lessons. 
stories and drama, hygiene, garden work, hand work (clay modelling. duster weaving. 
grass mat weaving, handloom weaving, turning, fitting. blacksmith work. tinker's 
work. carpentry and tailoring). The boys are allowed to buy the articles they make 
at cost prices. Drill and physical exercise classes are held with the assistance and 
supervision of the games superintendent. 

In the technical school all boys over twelve years old are taught hand work for 
certain hours during the week. When they have passed the fifth Standard 
they may work full time in any department 0# the technic-al school; each boy is 
allowed to choose his own subject~ and in that way the boy's natural aptitude is 
discovered. 

A special mecha.nica.l apprentices' class is held in the day school for apprentices 
from the mills; a specia.l class-room' is provided for this purpose# and a special 
instructor. The hours are from 7 to 9 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. The apprentices are 
given leave from the mill to attend these cla.sses~ which really form. part of their 
training. The general educational qualifications are from eighth standard to second
ary leaving class. The course of study is as follows :-

EhIMnl4", G,.ade.-Elementary mathematics. arithmetic, algebra. practical 
geometry. elementary mensuration, workshop mechanics and machine drawing. 

InlenneilitJte GY~.-Mathematies. arithmetic. algebra.. logarithms, elementary 
trigonometry, el.mentary applied mechanics, >J:>a<:hine drawing. 

A dvanud Gnul6.-Higher mathematics. arithmetie.algebra..logarithms~ mechanics 
of solids. strength of materials, geometrical drawing, machine drawing. 

A kitchen is provided where refreshments can be obtained; conjee is given free 
to babies and sickly boys. bread and tea are sold at a nominal rate of 6 pies for 
five days, and a good meal of curry and rice is given free at mid-day to half-time boys 
whose homes are more than 1 t miles from the mills. A separate -building in the 
school compound houses a dispensary where minor ailments are attended to daily .. 
and where boys who are sick or feverish may be kept under observation. The 

"'"t1ispensary is stafied by two full-time nurses and an ayah. and the mills medical 
officer attends "twice a week to see the sick children and to inspect the school. Mill 
leave is given to half-timers reported sick from the school on the recommendation 
of the medical officer. A dispensary is also maintained in each of the mill villages 
and a. trained nurse goes out twice a day with medicines which are dispensed free. 
and advice is given to the village women. A Dhoby Khana is provided in the com~ 
pound where children are allowed to wash their clothes. The young children are 
taught washing in class as a practical hygiene lesson. The school is recognised by 
Government who contribute a. nominal annual grant towards its upkeep. The staff 
of the mill school, which is under the supl;'-rvision of two covenante~ European lady 
principals and two covenanted European lady assistants, is as follows:-

BuclNngham and Cammie Mills D4Y School St4ff. 

English Assistant-5econdary Grade T.T.C. 1 
Elt>mentary- Higher T.T.C. •• 26 
Elementary Higher Gtade P.T.C. ... 5 
Elementary Higher Grad. T.S.L.C. failed 1 
Elementary Lower Grade T.T.C. .. 2 
Primary Grade-Military- Certificate 1 
Student Teachers (untrained) 2 
Gymnastic Instructor (First CIas.s Certificate) 1 
Sports Master (FirstCIassC.rtilicatein Gymnastics Military-. and Passed 

Physical Direct<>r Cnurse) 1 
Ayah for Nu,,",TY Class 1 
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Ted", .. ,,: SclwDl. 
Engineering Apprentice Class Ins_c:tor. A.I. Struct. E. 1 
Weaving Instructor.. 1 
Carpentry Instructor 1 
Blacksmith 1 
Tinsmith ! 
Turner t 
Tailor.. 1 

Qualified full-thne Nurses 
Ayah for Village DispensaIy (for washing younger children) 

Kilene". 
Bake", (Cooks) 

Vi/lag6 SchO<1ls. 
Elementary Higher Grade T.T.C. (women teacheno) 
Student Teache ... (untrained) 

N;,1tt Sclwol. 
Secondary Grade T.T.C. 
Elementary Higher T.T.C .•• 
Elementary Higher P.T.C. .. " .. 
Elementary Higher T.S.L.C. failed 
Primary Grade-Military Certmcate 
CnmmerciaJ Instructor 
Machine Drawing Class Instructnrs 
Librarian 

2 
1 

2 

4 
2 

3 
8 
1 
t 
1 
1 
2 
1 

In addition to the facilities provided by the mill schools a village school is held in 
each mill village for the girls and babies living in the village. The boys attend the 
mill school. These village schools. which were instituted in 19281 have a staff of 
women teachers. There are special Montessori and Kindergarten classes for the 
babies. and lessons in sewing. handwork and drill in addition to vernacul&r lessons 
for the bigger girls. The bealth of the pupils is looked after by the schoo1 nu,..,. 
and through the children the mothers in the village are also encouraged to interest 
themselves in the work of the schools and to attend the <lispensaries. It is hoped 
that through the meclium of these schools the standard of domestic life in the mill 
villages will gradually improve. 

(iv) EmnS 10 ..... h _d.-The mill school is nsed to its fullest possible extent 
by our .workpeople. and there is always a long list of applicants waiting for vacancies 
for their children. We give below the present etrength of the schoo1 :-
D4Y· 
Half-timers-Moming f •• 428 

Evening 420 

Children not employed--S years old 
OverS 

Mechanical apprentices' classes 
Village schnols 

N;,Itt. 
Adult workers 
Youths 
Special classes 

The average attendance in each village school is about SO. 

2S 
677 

848 

702 
34 

116 

1.700 

261 
116 
57 

434 

37. We consider it desirable for large employers of labour to provide for the old 
age and premature retirement of their workers. With this in view the Buckingham 
and Camatic Mills started a ""tuity fund for the benefit of their employees in 
1904. The workpeople make no contribution to the fund and aU workpeople whose 
wages are I ... than Ro. 100 per month co""," under this scheme. The <ODlpany's 
contributionB are as follows :-

Fi.s/ F-a.-A sum equal to S per cent. of the total wages earned by each 
employee is credited to his aooount in the fund at the end of each half-year and the 
accumulated amount is payable at the end of ten years' 'COntinuous service. or to the 
employee'a nominee- at death if this occurs previously. 
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Sw:nul Fttfttl.-A sum equal to 71 per cent. of the total wages is credited to the 
workman and the accumulated amount is payable at the end of seven years' service 
following the completion of the first fund period. 

TlUl'd FtuuJ.-A sum equal. to l{) per cent. of the total wages is credited to the 
workman and the- accumulated amount is payable at the end of 5 years' service. 
iollowing the oompletion of the second fund period. 

F(Mrll Fuml.-l0 per cent. of the wages as in the case of the third fund for & 
further period of 5 years. 

If conditions have been satisfactory during the half-year. the company doubles 
the amount of the contributions. This special contribution has in practice invariably 
been made, so the company actnally subscribes to the fund at the following rates :-

1st Period 10 years l() per cent. of pay. 
2nd 7 15 
3rd 5 .. - 20 
4th 5 .. 20 

For workpeople on salaries of Rs. 100 per month and over there is & provident 
fund the contribution to which is 5 per cent. of pay by the worker and 5 per cent. by 
tlle company. The accumulated amount is payable only when the employee leaves 
the company's service. No workman can be a member of the gratuity fund ~ 
provident fund at the same time. Apart from the gratuity and provident funds. 
the provision of 8. definite old age pension scheme presents SO many pIaCtical 
difficulties that we have not yet been able to devise any means to surmount them. 

At the same time we are not insensible to the needs of individual work:people 
retiring after a record of long and satisfactory service. and in pmctice we do grant 
certain pensions in deserving cases. It has~ however~ 'bl be remembered that in 
very many instances when a workman retires on account of old age. he has not only 
received the amount to his credit in the gratuity or provident funds~ but on his 
retirement work has also been found in the mills for his son or other dependent 
who is thus enabled to contribute to his support. 

VL-£due&tiOll. 
40. (i) There are a fair number of coxporation and mission schools~ which appear 

to be able to cope with the demand for education in this area. 
(ii) So far as we know~ no special facilities exist in Madras except at the Bucking

ham and Carnatic Mills School (described in answer to (36)). and at a Government 
Trades School which caters for the technical education of industrial workers. 

(ill) We have DO knowledge of any educa:tional facilities which exist for adult8* 
uupt in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills School 

41. The Government Trades 5choo! and the Textile InStitute provide facilities 
!or industrial and vocational training. 

42. We are of opinion that the standard of living is improved~ especially when 
such subjects as Health and Hygiene are taught to children. The industrial efficiency 
of workers is improved as they acquire a keener sense of responsibility. 

VD.-lIafsb. 
43. The existing regulations that affect us are those laid down in the Indian 

Factories Act and are, we considerk adequate. 
44. The following statement shows the number of accidents which have oCcurred 

in the Buckingham and Camatic Mills during the past four years 

I Temporary disablement Permanent disablement I I 
I I --' .. 1 Year number of; or 3.CC1-

Requiring Death Total : dents re-
employees :quiringlea leave over Partial Total 

I below 10 days 
i 10 days , 

1926 9.553 138 54 5 .. .. 197 

1927 9.453 76 43 6 .. I 126 

1928 9.291 91 63 6 .. .. 166 

1929 9.178 119 72 1 .. I 193 
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45. The ~ajority of accidents are caused by Carelessness and neglect and a dis· 
.regard of safety rules and precautions, 

46. The Factory Act embodies measures for the prevention of accidents, such as 
rules regarding the fencing of machinery and display of notices. We carry out the 
orders and requirements of the factory inspector to the fullest extent. We display 
large notices in several places in all departments regarding accidents and their 
prevention in English and Tamil. and new hands have their attention drawn to these 
by responsible employees when they commence work. 

48. We employ a full-time doctor and maintain a fully staffed and equipped 
dispensary .in each mill. First-aid boxes are also kept in all departments of the mill. 
We maintain a motor ambulance for the removal of cases to hospital. Ambulance 
corps classes are held from time to time at the workpeop1e's institute to give the 
workpeople instruction in _ aid. (See Reply to (32)). 

49. (i) The inspector of factories carries out his inspections at regular intervals 
when aJ.l notices~ forms .. records. charts§ etc.~ are examined. The mill is also inspected 
on these occasions and recommendations often made for improvements.- etc. The 
regulations are rigidly enforoed. 

50. The regulations regarding hours, bealth and light have led to improved 
working conditions with~ we thin~ a COllSequent improvement in the safety of the 
workers from accidents and sickness. 

VIIL-Workmen'a ComllOJlJatiOD. 
St. (i) We believe that among large employers of labour the Workmen's Com

pensation Act is used to its fullest extent. 

(iii) It has had no eftect on the industry so far as we Me concemed~ as prior to 
the introduction of the Act we had our own provision for compensation. which in 
some respects was on a more liberal basis than tha.t allowed for in the Act. Con· 
sequently, the introduction of this legislation has made little difierence so far as our 
works are conQerDed. 

(v) As regards large employers of labour we do not consider that compulsory 
insurance is necessary. but with regard to small employeIs this may be desirable when 
they cannot show reserves or funds from which. to pay compensation. As applied 
to f~ctories or other industrial concerns, it is difficult to visualise a position in which 
an employer would be actually unable to pay any compensation that might be due~ 
because it seems to us that an employer in such a position must also be -in possession 
of a. certain amount of assets or credit which could be drawn on for purposes of 
payment. t 

52. We think that an organized labour should be brought within the benefits 
of the Act. 

53. {i) We consider the scales of compensation to be adequate .. bu(would approve 
of the minimum scale in Schedule IV being raised to Rs. 12. 

(il) We consider t1le existing conditions are suitable for present purposes. 
(iii) We are una.ble to offer an opinion, as in our mills we have had no cases of 

industrial disease pecoliar to the industry. 
(iv) The machinery of administration appeazs to be satisfactory. 

IX.-HOIIlI. 
F""IQrles. 

55. (i) The Buckingham and eamatic Mills work 58! hours per week. 16 hours 
per day from 6.80 a,m. to 11.30 a.m. and 12.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m .• with an interval 
of ODe hour from 11.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m ... but on Saturday work stops at 4 p.m. 

(ii) Overtime is not worked in the manufacturing processes. 
(ill) We do not employ any syatem by wbich the worker is on call. 
56. Six days per week. Sunday is invariably a holiday. 
57. The Buckingham and Ca.rnatic Mills have been working 60 hours per week 

and less for the past ten years (the present hours being SSl) but conditions generally 
ha.ve changed so much during this time both in regard to efficiency of the workpeople .. 
improved machinery and the types of cloth produced. that, although we coDSlder 
there has been a. definite improvement in results. we are una.ble to say to what 
degree this can be actually attributed to shorter working hours. 
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59. A reduction of the maxima might be possible. bot we do not see any necessity 
for it and we think the probable consequent loss in production 'WOuld be a very 
serious obstacle. 

60. (i) (4) Working hoors are from 6.30 to 11.30 and 12.30 to 5.30. the midday 
interval of one hour therefore splits the working period into two periods of 5 hours 
each. (b} We believe the interval to be at a. satisfactory time for the workers~ meals. 

(ii) We consider the law in this respect to be satisfactory. 
(iii) Our present hours are the most suitable for onr class of work and local 

conditions~ 

(iv) Sunday is in aU cases a holiday and on an average ]0 days· holidays with 
pay for certa.in festivals are given each year. 

See also (IIO). 

61. (i) Sunday is a day of rest for all employees. It is often necessary. however, 
for mechanics. etc., to work on a Sunday to do urgent work and repairs which cannot 
be executed while the mill is working. When this occurs, they are given a. substitute 
holiday according Ix> the provision of the Factory Act. 

(ii) The law regarding the day of rest we consider to he satisfaclx>ry. 

62. We make use of the exempting provisions only as regards Sections 27 and ~S 
of the Factory Act for men in the Mechanics' Shop. etc., and men engaged in urgent 
'WOrk examining and repairing machinery. Exemptions are obtained to cover fi:ve 
to six hundreQ employees. but this of course does not mean that the fuU number is 
always employed. 

L---8peeiaI Questions BeIaIiDg 10 Women, YOUDg AduJto and CbiIdren. 
(Fa&tories.) 

81. The 1922 Acthashad no eHect so far as our mills are concemed. 
82. We do not allow infants inside the mills. 

83. Vt'l'e do not employ women inside the mills or in. manufacturing departments. 
We consider that the existing regulations regarding the employment of women are 
satisfactory. 

84. SNitabilUy of ~ Affeai"lf Clsildr .... -The regulations aflecting 
children we consider are satisfactory. 

85. Double- employment of children is prohlDited by US and does not occur in 
our mills to our knowledge. 

66. Boys are takeo from the mills school at the age of 12 to work as half-timers. 
They eventually become full-time workers and are promoted into other departments. 
where it is possible for them to work themselves up into responsible positions. No 
definite system of ttaining is laid down and promotion depeods on individual merit. 

We have an apprenticeship scheme in operation. whereby we take each year 24-
youths between the ages of 15 and 18 as apprentices in the textile and mecbanjca.l 
departments for a five years course- of instruction. The scale of pay is a uniform one of 
As. 10 rising to As. 14 per day for all classes of apprentices. The educational qualifica
tion required is that a candidate shall have passed the:fifth standard. Textile appren· 
ti&es are trained throngb all textile departments of the mills. 

Mechanical apprentices are trained as fitters. turners. carpenters. moulders. etc., 
and as e1ect:ricians. and. in addition to the technical classes held in the mills school. 
they are allowed one day's leave with pay per week to attend the Government Trades 
SchooL 

Weare co-opera.ting with Government in the training of apprentices and we accept 
each year 12 youths recommended by the Commissioner of Labour and. the DirectOl" 
01 Industries for training. The remaining twelve are recruited 1rom selected boys 
from the mills school and elsewhere. 

We provide a fund for apprentices, as they are not permitted to join the gratuity 
fund. The fum! provides for the equivalent of irr of their total earnings to he paid to 
them when they complete their apprenticeship. No deduction is made from their pay. 

87. Blind alley employment does Dot exist in 'Our mills. A workman can~ if he 
wishes, put his child into the mills school at the age of five and in due course. when old 
enough to work as a half-timer. he is drafted into the mills as vacancies- arise; he 
then continu.es school classes until he is a full-timer. when he may participate in all 
fund benefits and is eligible fer promotion on merit to any position until he retires 
at the age of 55, or 60 in special cases. 
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88. The daylight hours are the nonnal and. ua.tural times for working. an:! we 
consider that workers cannot be as .efficient or as healthy when working on double 
shifts which involve night work. 

XIL-W-. 
96. (i) We give below some representative rates of wages paid in the various 

departments of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. Time workers start on the mini
mum yate for their grade and are gradually advanced by annual increments to the 
maximum allowed, As our labour is becoming more and more permanent and only a 
oman percentage !eave annually. the average wage in each case is nearer the 
maximum than the minimum. 

Coolies in all departments 
Mi';ng _ ctWding.

Assistant ma.istries 
Machine tenters 
Strippers and grinders 
Drawing tenters 
Roller coverers 

Chucklers 
Bobbin carriers 
Do1!ers (boys)-full time .. 

half time 

SUing.-
Head maistry 
Asst. maistry •• 
Sizing tenters-1st class 

2nd class 

w ............. -
·Machine tenters 
Cloth examiners 
Stampem 

Dyn"ff and ji .... hi"ff:-
Bleachers . . . . . . 
Machine tenters-1st class 

2nd class 

Engi ... and boilw •• -
Engine drivers.--<tead 

,. assista.nt ~. 
BoiIermaistry 
Fireman-hea.d 

assistant 
Fire~ ., 
Beiler coolies 

M,clJani. shop.-
MaistJ:ieo-.head 

.. assistant 
Fitte±&-lst class 

2nd class 
.. 3rd class 

Maclllnemen .• 
Moulder&-Ist class 

2nd class 
3rd class 

Tmu WorRwS. 

" .. 

Mimmvm 
Rs.a.p. 

Mm ... ". 
Rs.a.p. 

0126 to 0 14 0 per day. 

1 3 0 .. 180 
0129 .. 0150 
0139 .. 110 
0139 .. 1·10 
o IS 6 I 80 

o 13 9 1 1 0 
o 12 6.. 0 14 0 
076 .. 096 
039 .. 049 

230 .. 2110 
180 .. 200 
1 5 3 .. 1 10 0 
01SO,,130 

o 13 0 " 0 15 6 
0148,,130 
o 14 3 .. I I 0 

." 0 130 
1 20 u 

0139 .. 

1 I 0 
I 80 
I 1 0 

1140 .. 360 
140,,1120 
I 4 0 .. 1 12 0 
190 .. J130 
1 4 0 •• I 8 0 
o IS 0 " I 3 0 
o 13 0 u 0 14 6 

280 .. 800 
I 14 0,.. 2 6 0 
2S0 .. 21l0 
140 .. 2 2 0 
o 15 6 I 3 0 
o IS 6 " 1 3 0 
2 SO.. 2 II 0 
140 .. 2 2 0 
01S6 .. 180 

The average wage of all the men on time work is about Rs. 26 per month, excluding 
indirect payments such as boullS, etc. (See Secticn iii). 
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PUu_lUtn. 
W. give boIow the approximate eamings of some of the grad .. of piece ""'rkms. 

_month. 

CMd'ff(!.-
Head jobbers 
Frame jobbers ~ ~ 
Card jobbers , , 
Slabbing tenters 
Intermediate tenters 
Roving tenten" 

Spi""'''i!.-
Side jobbers .• 

' .. 

Frame jobbers . . . . .• ~ .• 
Doffing jobbers (Doffing boys on time work) 

Twi'"ff(! - dmwi"i!'
. Drawers 

Reachers 

Rs. 83 _ month. 
.. 55 
.. 50 
.. 35 

29 
u 24 

Rs. 58 
u 38 
.. 30 

.. .. 

.. 
_ __ which provides 

. •. Rs. If.heir wages to 
. . rIo is sufficiently 

W 4""" t.. (i) ~ Section 37) is 
W HI1e1's-Northrop looms. . . . . . . . . . . ~:'''''''.. 4i; - ~ ..... ' .~- -lring 

The average earnings of all employees on plec&<work is about Rs. 32 per mODi:; 
O%Clocling indirect payments such as bonus. e1J:. (See Section ill). 

(ill We understand that wages for agricnltw:al <labour are from &. 6 to &. a. 
per day. .-' 
o (ill) In addition to .-aJ wages paid. oor employees receive a haIf·yearly c:\. ~e 
"tonus equal to 10 per cent. of their wages. when a dividend of to per cent. is paid 1. 
..... shareholders. a gmtoity equal to 10 _ eent. or more of their tote! wages after_ 
otipolated period of service. perfect attendance bonuses. etc. They also enjoy tIlt' . 
.Je1lefit of the purchase of provisions at cheap rates from. the workmen's stores. free .redical attention for themselves and their families. the advantage of very low rents 

""pared to ordioary rented dwellings when living in the company's houses. full 
< for all mill huUdays. privilege leave with full pay after live years' service. &ad 

>ineation for their children. 

< During the past ten yearS there has been a gradual increase in wages in the 
, &ad Carnatic Mills. 
L.!o the rates of wages were revised &ad increased, and further increases 
..1 1922. The sta.tement given below for one of our mills shows how the 

average wag. has increased, the gradual annual in""""", being due to our system of 
having minimum and. maximum rates for each grade of time workers~ combined with 
the fact that in the past few years our labour has become very settled. (See Sec. 
I (1) (ill)). 

Year. 
1914 
1919 
1920 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 

~OI1 
A_wage. 1914. 

Rs. Pettentage. 
10·6 
15·0 
22·9 
25·1 
25·7 
26·3 
27·0 
27·6 
28·4 
29·3 
29-7 

41·5 
116·0 
136'7 
142·3 
148·1 
ISS·1 
160·3 
167·9 
176·4 
181),1 

Increase on Increase on 
1919. previous year. 

Pettentage. Percentage. 

52·6 
67·3 
11·3 
75·3 
80·2 
84-0 
89·3 
95·3 
98·0 

52·6 
9·6 
2·3 
2·3 
2·8 
2·1 
2·9 
3·1 
1·3 

(ill) We estimate tha.t the cost of living~ which, in 1919 was 75 per cent. above 
that of 1914, has declined to 55 per cent. in 1929~ Since 1919. wages in the 
:puckiogham and Ca.rna.tic Mills have increased approximately 98 per cent. We have 
based our calculations of the present day cost of living on the price of commodities 
sold at the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Workmeu's Stores. 

The average monthly wage in 1914 was Rs. 10-6 anuas~ and the present average 
is Rs. 29-7 annas, showing an increase of ISO per cent. against an increase in the 
cost 01 living of 55 per cent. This does not include bonuses~ gratuities$ etc., 
amounting from 25 per cent. to SO per cent. extra. as detailed against 96 (ill), 
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(iv) The total amount paid to workpeople on acc'ount of. wages, bonus. gratuity 
fund and compassionate allowance by the Buckingham a.nd Camatic Co •• Ltd. 
(excluding salary. etc .. of managing staiI). compared with tho net profit earned by 
the company for the past seven years, is given below:-

Total wages. 'bonus, 
gratuity fund. etc.. Net profit. 
paid to workpoople. Rs. Dividend. 

1922 31.66.330 31.80.648 20 per cent. 
1923 35.20.475 27,70,885 20 
1924 39,30,377 27,65,660 20 
1925 39,07,261 20,32,195 15 
1926 39,53,808 18,12,452 10 
1927 39.81,067 15.27,258 10·,. 
1926 40,04,641 18,61,081 10, 

In addition to the ordinary dividend paid to shareholders frot}? the Cl;bove profits, 
Coolies'fli also been paid on the 7i per cent. preferen~t¥Shares In the above 

,J a tow "'~ 1?q. a,GO.GOO bas been allocated tel the various benevolent 
MUing and ,yees. 

AssistaD • • • • • , • • • • . • 
• Mac:.hinf' wages are not fixed by any system of negotiated agreement, although 
.- ':;~puble to representations that may be made to us from time to time. 

(il) We fix wages according to the class of work required and according to our 
.. wn opinion of economic remuneration for services. 

102. The Factory Act states that time and a quarter shall be paid to all work
people for all hours worked above 60 in any oue week.. We* however. pay all overtime 

... week days at time and a half and all Sunday work at time and a quarter. 

103. Standardization of wages does not exist in the textile industry in Madras. 

104. The comparatively high rates of wages we pay has~ we think, been a con· 
"tributing factor in making our employees more settled". 

105. Local oonditions vary so much in different parts of the country that we 
think it would be very difficult to establish" minimum wage in all classes of industry. 
that would be fair to everybody. Legislation would. therefore, seem inapp.ropriate 
and better results would be obtained, we thinkz if employers and employees :fixed 
the rates of wages by negotiation amongst themselves. 

106. (i) Fines are imposed for absence without leave, bad work and misconduct, 
In recent years we have made efforts to minimize fines as much as possible. During 
the past year-fines imposed amount to an average of 0·14 per cent, of the wages paid. 
The total amount of fines lor tho past live years is 0'19 per cent. of the total 
wages paid. • 

(ii) No other punitive deductions are made in addition to those noted in (i) above. 

(iii) The amount of all fines is credited monthly to the workpeople·. gratuity 
fund account. 

(iv) So far as we are concerned. we consider that legislation is unnecessary. but 
we have no knowledge of fining in other industries in Madras, In any case we do not 
consider that legislation should be adopted. to reduce or regulate fining. but -rather 
that negotiation between employees and employer ohould be resorted to where 
necessary. " " 

107. (i) All our employees are paid wages once a month. 
(ii) Pay day for our work:people is the nearest Saturday to the 14th of the sue· 

ceeding month. excepting when the 14th falls on a Wednesday. when p~y day is 
the previous Saturday. The maximum period elapsing before Jmyment is, therefore, 
16 days aOO tho minimum 10 days. 

(iii) (a) and (b) Legislation i. probably desirable to ar..complish both objects. It 
would. however. be very difficult to la.y down any definite rules which would apply 
equally well to large a.nd-smaU employers of labour. Saturday. for ma.ny reasone. 
is the most suitable day for the paymentofwages. and the day preferred by the work
people, but the:first Saturday in the month cannot be fixed. because in the case of. 
large employers of labour such. as ourselves. ~ere would not be sufficient time in 
which to work out the wages. etc. In our case there are something like IO.OO()indi

" vidual calculations to be worked out. absences to be checked. questions of sick leave. 
privilege leave. compassiona.te allowance. etc., to be taken into consideration, 
accounts with the .tores and tho co-operative society tn be settled and about 10.000 
separate sums of money to be counted out and checked before payment :is made. 
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It seems desirable that there should be some elasticity allowed to suit different 
conditions. and in different factories and we would suggest that payment should be 
made whenever possible by the second Saturday of the month. and in no case 
should it be later than the third Saturday. or, if a specified day is preferred. the 
16th day of the month. 

(iv) Unclaimed wages are kept in the mills for a period of three months and are 
then returned to the managing agents and credited to the wages account. If 
subsequently a claim is established. the wages are duly paid. 

108. (i) We have no record of this, but believe indebtedness is very prevalent. 

(il) The habit of borrowing money seems to be ingrained in the labouring classes 
in India. We believe that a large propOrtion of our workpeopJe are in debt. but not 
more so than in any other simila.r grade of life. Debts are usually contracted to 
defray the heavy cost of marriage ceremonies, etc., which Indian social customs 
demand. 

109. (1) We have in operation at the present time a bonus $Cheme which provides 
for the payment of a cash bonus half-yearly, equal to 10 per cent. of their wages to 
all employees, when the results of the working of the company is sufficiently 
satisfactory to declare a 10 per cent. dividend to the shareholder. 

The special contribution to the workpeople's gratuity fund (see Section 37) is 
also a profit sharing scheme~ as this money is allocated from profits when the working 
of the company is sutiiciently satisfactory to permit of such alloca.tion being made. 

(ii) The basis of these schemes is profits. 

110. All workers are allowed a reasonable number of days leave per year. One 
day's holiday with full pay is given to every workman on the occasion of certain 
festivals, which average 10 days in the year. In addition to these holidays, privilege 
leave of 15 days per year on full pay is given to every workman who has completed. 
Jive years' service. This is exclusive of sick leave that may be taken on medical 
certificate, for which a special sick allowance equal to approximately half pay 
is made. -

The following statement shows the total holidays and leave given for six: months 
ending 30th June, 1929, for one of the mills:-

Leave granted_ys. Holidays Total Average Absen~ 
Hands for leave leave- per without 

em- festivals. granted. em- leave. 
ployed. Privilege ~MeWcd ployee. 

leave. leave. leave. Days. Days. Days. Days. 

4,194 21.871 7,368 9,850 25,164 64,253 15·3 or 2,919 
30·6per 
annum. 

In addition to the above. all Sundays are holidays. 

(i) Leave is taken to the fullest possible _nt. 

Absence 
per 
em-

ployee. 

Days. 

~69 or 
1·38 per 
annum. 

(ti) We encourage the workers to ask for leave for ceremonies, etc., rather than 
be absent without leave. 

XIIL-,1nd1ll1ria1 Efticienoy 01 WorkerI, 
112. We consider that then!: has been a. slight general increase in the efficiency 

of the Indian worker in our mills in recent years, the increase being more marked. 
among the skilled workers than among the unskilled. although with the stabilizing 
of labour. which has occuzred in recent yea.IS~ all workers continuing on routine work 
naturally become more efficient. 

113. Indian workers are not as efficient as European workers~ and in drawing 
comparisoos we would quote the Rt. Han. Tom Shaw, M.P., in his .. Report..of 
Investigations into the Conditions of Indian Textile Workers, II May~ 1927~ wherein. 
hestates :-" We found as many asnve times as many peop1e working in the cardroom. 
as are to be found working on the same machinery in a Lancashire mill-we found. 
four workeIS employed in Madras on work that would be done by one worker in 
Lancashire." 
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OuT looms are practically all the Northrop Automatic and .: weaver looks after 
six: looms. each weaver ha.ving an assistant for magazine filling. oiling, etc.z which 
is in effect three looms per worker; while in I ancasldre a woman weaver runs 
from 12 to 20 automatic looms according to the cloth woven. The makers of the 
automatic looms estimate that 24 looms to a weaver is a reasonable standard. 

114. (i) In our own case at the present time. migration of workers does not 
affect the comparison as our labour is more or less permanent. 

eli) The question of maChinery does not a1iect th,e comparison, as identicaJ. 
machinery is used in the textile industry in all countries. 

(ill) In our case, comparative efficiency of plant does not affect the comparison, 
as our machinery is equal in efficiency to tqe average in the factories in Europe. 

(iv) We consider that the managing staffs of the mills we control are as efficient 
generally as the management of the mills in Europe. In mills where an inefficient 
managing staff is employed. the general efficiency of the worker is bound to be 
advenlely affected. 

(v) We consider that generally the Indian ~ worker has Dot the stamina or 
PO'""'" of endurance and resistance to disease that the Ew:opean worker has, and 
this must adversely affect his efficiency. 

(vi) The lndtan t=til. worker's health is, generally speakiDg, very inferior to 
the European worker's, and this undoubtedly is a contributory factor in the matter 
of his comparatively poor efliciency, and in this respect infectious diseases, tropical 
fevers. etc., play DO small part. ~ 

{vii} Educatio.Q is an important factor in the comparison. The European worker 
is usually more educated than the Indian of the same grade. Early education is 
probably the most important factor. as it is only when young that prospective 
workers can be taught to -use their hands and eyes in conjunction with a trained 
brain. It is our experience that the better educated workers are the more efficient. 
We find that young men from twenty to twenty-five years of age who have passed 
through our mills school are superior as workers to young men of the same age doing 
similar work who are illiterate. 

(viii) The low standard of living of the majority of Indiau workel'S compared with 
that of the European worker affects their relative efficiency to a. large extent. The 
principle effect is on the health of the workers. which suffers due to inadequate 
housing. the entire lack of sanitary provision and the primitive washing and bathing 
facilities and provision of drinking water in the .. para.cheries .. where they live, 
coupled with the fact that their diet is not as nourishing and sustaining as the 
Europeans. 

(ix) _ Climate has a great e1iect on the comparison., as it is DOt possible to do the 
same amount of work in a. hot climate as in a cool one. The worker's capacity to 
resist fatigue is lowered, and continuous application to routine work in a hot climate 
tends to sla.clmess and inattention.. 

lIS. (i) We have no actual record of the effectou production of changes in working 
hours~ but consider that a reduction in production would almost certainly result 
from a reduction in working hours. The reduction would possibly not be in direct 
proportion to the decrease in hours worke~ as some increase in e.fficiency might be 
expected. . 

(il} Provision of better working conditions. i.e.~ better lighting. sanitary armnge
ments and well-ventilated workrooms all tend to make eonditions more favourable 
for increased production. 

(iii) eo".ideration for the health of workeIll is very Decessary and expenditure 
incurred on health and sanitation enabling worketS to keep themselv~ healthy and 
fit to do their work should make for improved production. . 

(iv) Good housing conditions are an essential factor in making workers contented 
and. in consequence, more efficient. 

tv) The only method we can. think of to increase productioo by altering methods 
of remuneration is by instituting: piece-work rates of pay in all producing depart~ 
moou. . 

(vi) Movements in wage levels leading to aD improved standard of living are, we 
think" reflected in improved efficiency of the worker, resulting:in better production~ 
We have. however, noticed that. among the less responsible type of workman. there 
is a tendency to regard ina-eases in wages not necessarily as an incentive to improved 
production. but frequeutly as a reason for doiDg less work and taking more leave. 

(;.;;;) The ~..;y Indian diet ~ so ';"~y mBerent fr""; that of ,;~ in 
other countries that it is difficult to say what effect it has on production. 

(ix) In our experience we do not find that there- is excessive use 01 alcohol or 
drugs amongtbe workpeopte as a whole~ though of (»UDe, as in all large communities. 
there are cases of intemperance. 
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(x) We have not carried out any detailed surveyor analysis of the exact relation 
of industrial fatigue to production in. our mills. We think that the wide difierence 
in temperament between the Indian and Western workers would make it difficult 
to obtain reliable statistics based on the scientific methods that have been applied 
to the examination of this feature in western countries. Fatigue results in areduction 
in production as the worker becomes inattentive. 

] 16. The education of children and young people who are prospective workers. 
the provision of clean. sanitary dwelling places and a general regard for the health 
of the worker, combined with some simple bonus or profit-sharing scheme. might be 
expected to make workpeople settle down in the district where they are employed and 
increase their interest in their work~ with ~ ~uent improvement in efficiency. 

XIV.-Trade OomhiDatiOlll. 
117. (i) There is an association in Madras called. the •• EmplOyeD" Federation of 

Southern Indi&..'~ We are the only members in Madras Cityrepresenting cotton mills. 
(ii) There are two unions in Madras representing _rken! in cotton mills, namely, 

the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' UQion and the Mamas Labour 
Union. 

lIS. (i) If well organized and run on correct lines we consider a trade union of 
workpeople should have DO adverse effect on the industry~ in fact most employers. 
we think. would welcome such a union of their workpeople. but unions. organized 
by outside politicians and professional men with no practical knowledge of actual 
labour conditions inside the mills and no experience of the economic problems of the 
industries they profess to represent are~ we consider. definitely harmful. In many 
cases strikes in Madras directed t>r such leaders, baving fo< thcir basis no genuine 
industrial dispute. have resulted lD serious losses both to the employers and the 
employees. 

{ii) So far as our mills are eoncem.ed the oontinued improvement of the conditions 
of the workpeople has not been due to trade UDions. which are of very recent growth 
in India. but to our own workpeople's welfare organization.. though we find that in 
practice a properly constituted union conduct-ed on orthodox: principles can usefully 
supplemen.t such activities. 

119. (i) So far as we are aware trade unions in Madras have not yet developed to 
that stage when their funds will permit of any schemes for the benefit of members 
being put iDto general operation on any large scale. A few cases of financial aid being 
granted to members have been reported, but generally speaking such instances seem 
to be rare.. 

(il) From time to time the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union 
makes representations to us with respect to alleged grievances of the workpeople. 
individual and collective. and such representations are always carefully considered. 

120, (il An OTgaDization ca\ling itself the Mamas Labour Union and apparently 
embracing all sorts and conditions of labour came into existence in 1918. at a time 
of considerable political disturbance in Madras. It was about this time~ when 
trade union activities were first engaging the attention of the publie~ that we issued 
a declaration to our workpeople and to the local press, stating that we wonld cordially 
meet more than half-way a properly co:qstituted union of our work:people. but that 
we considered a union, such as had bt>en called into existence by outside influences. 
controlled by representatives who had no praetical knowledge or experience of labour 
conditions in Madras or over the rest of India. and whose primary object was politics, 
could serve no useful purpose as regards either employee or employer.,. and we have 
since seen no reason to alter those views. We are in no way concerned 'With the 
personal politics of those who ma.y control the Madras Labour Union. but we are not 
prepared to concede that the leaders of any particular school of political thought 
have the right to appropriate trade union organizations for the exploitation of their 
own purposes. The Madras Labour Union was organized by the leaders of a certain 
political group in Madras which was identified with the .. Home Rule for India n 
campaign then being carried on by them in Southern India. and formed a subsidiary 
organization of the main body. One of the leaders of this party. whose political 
a.etivities the Government of Madras had. in the previous year found it necessary to 
n:strict. assumed the presidentship of tho Union. 

The workpeople under these infiuences very soon became indisciplined. In. July 
1918. under legal advice we were compelled to obtain from the President of the union 
" public apology for oortain defamatory statements about us. made by him when 
addressing public meetings of workpeopl .. and before the end of tho year there 
were two strikes at the mills. In 1920 there were two further strikes: the second 
of these started in October and eontinued until the end of January. 1921. and was 
i«:Companied by serious disturbances. Whi1e this strike ..... in progress, owing to 
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the continued inflammatory propaganda of the President of the Madras Labour 
Union, and the dangerous consequences that appeared likely to arise as a result of 
his teaching. the company was obliged to apply to the High Court, Madras, for 
protection~ and obtained an interim injunction restraining him from carrying on 
further propaganda among the workpeople. Shortly after this the strike ended 
and we withdrew the case against the President of the Union. The President then 
severed his connection with the union and left India. Labour. however, continued 
in a very disturbed condition, and shortly afterwards. in May. 1921~ there was 
another very serious strike accompanied by rioting. incendiarism and the use of 
bombs and :firea.nns. resulting in grave loss of life and damage to property. This 
strike continued for about five months. until October. ]921. when it collapsed, and 
the Madras Labour Union then practically -ceased to exist and nothing more was 
heard of it for about five years. 

In 1926. with the revival of politiCal activity in India, a. fresh campaign among the 
labourers of Madras was started by the politicianS of the same school as the former 
leaders of the old union the office of President of the Union being again assumed 
by one of the political leaders of this party. They were only partially successful, and 
it was then that a section of our workpeople approached us, explaining their dis
satisfaction with the constitution and methods o-f the Madras Labour Union and their 
reluctance to be identified with it in its revived activities, and asked us whether. in 
view of the trade uninn legislation then pending in India, we should be prepared to 
recognize a trade union of our workpeople. constituted in accordauce with the 
provisions of the proposed Act and officered and controlled by themselves. We 
then reaffirmed our declaration of 1918 and readily consented to recognize a trade 
union formed on the lines our workpeop1e proposed. in which the management of its 
affairs and funds should be under the direct control of the workpeople themselves. 
and on the formation of a union on this basis. called the Buckingham and Carnatic 
Mills Employee!t' Union, our recognition was 'formally given to it at a public meeting 
of theworkpeople held in the Mills Theatre on March 8th~ 1926.. This at onceincurred 
the hostility of the leaders of the Ma.d.ra.s Labour Union, and an organized oompaign 
of intimidation was carried on against the members. At the same time the employers 
and the welfare activities conducted by the mills were subject to constant misrepre
sentation and abuse by the leaden of the Madras Labour Uuion in their public 
speeches and in the newspaper of the political party to whicll they belonged. 

Tbe Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union was duly registered on 
June 20th. 1927, under the Trades Union Act. 1926. From that date it has been 
the recognized channel of communication between ourselves and our workpe:ople 
in all matters aftecting them which come within the scope of trades union activities, 
and in c~tion with oor Workpeople's Welfare Committee. which was estab
lished in 1922 and on whose board the union is now officially represented, it ellables 
constant. direct and close touch to be maintained between the workpeople and 
ourselves in. all ~tters afiecting our mutual interests in the industry with which 
we are concerned. 

The union is ollicered and controlled solely by the workpeople through a repre
sentative executive committee of workpeop1e with, we understand, the assistance 
when required of an advisory boa.rd of gentlemen from outside who are iQterested 
in industrial conditions, and its president and vice-president. with such deputations 
of workpeople as they may wish to introduce. have been given the right of direct 
personal access to the directors of the company at any time that they wish to make 
any representations to us on behalf of the workpeople. 

DUring the four yeam that the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union 
has been in active existence it has demonstrated that such a union. when conducted 
in a COIlStitutional manner, can prove & useful channel for the promotion of mutual 
confidence and understanding between the management and their employees. the 
improvement of their industrial welfare and the- adjustment of practical. difficulties 
as they arise. 

That the union has successfully survived the attacks mad.e upon it at the time of 
its forma.tion. and repeated during the four years of its existence. is sufficient proof 
of its stability and the confidence it commands among the more responsible sections 
of our work:people. and we think it desirable to take this opportunity of repeating 
here what has already been published in the press. namely. that the allegations 
that have been publicly made by the President of the Madms Labour Union and the 
newspa.per N'fJJ IndiA, of which he is the assistant editor. that the Buckingham and 
Camatic Mills Employees" Union is a .. 008':tS unioD.u controlled. by or subordinate 
to the management of the mills are entirely untrue. 

Our aim in aU our relations with our workpeople in the various welfare and other 
activities with which we are concerned is to encourage them to develop & sense of 
responsibility and self-reliance. and to this end we endea.vour whenever possible to 
place the conduct of such activities in the hands of a committee. of workpeople. We 
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have found that with experience the workpeople are very soon able to make a. useful 
contribution towards the conduct of these activities. and we see no reason why they 
should not meet with similar success in the management of the afiairs of their trade 
uuion. We consider it is an ill service to the workpeople and to the industry they 
represent. and to the principles of pure trade unionism that any outside organi%ation 
in the name of trade unionism should attempt to deny to them the capacity to control 
and develop their own UDion in their own way. in the interests of their own industrial 
welfare. and. so long as these developments are carried out on constitutional lines 
we see no reason to interfere with such aspirations of our workpeople by acquiescing 
in external demands to divert to other channels their rights of free intercourse with us. 

(ti) The Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees" Union is officered and con
trolled solely by our own workpeople. but we believe that the labourers have very 
little voice in the affairs of the Madras Labour Union, which, so far as we know, is 
managed and controlled entirely by ou~ers. and is in no way representative of 
any responsible section of our workpeople. 

(ill) Our relations with the Buckingham and Camatic Mills Employees' Union 
are cordial and every facility is given the Union officfais to make representations to us. 

121. Tf'fMk Unions Act, 1926.-(1) As soon as the Bill was introduced our work
people asked us if we would recognise a Union organized and controUed by themselves 
and constituted in accordance with the proposed Bill. We assented to the proposal 
in February, 1926, and when the Act was passed the union was registered in June, 
1921. as the Buckingham and Camatic Mills Employ ... • Union. 

(ii) The Act has not been in existence long enough to judge fully of its effects. 
The trade 1lllion movement seems to have been the subject of considerable ~ 
conception on its introduction into India. but we consider that bringing trade unions 
under legislative control must in the end be of benefit both to the workers and the 
industries concerned. 

(ill) The Act as a whole appeaa to us to be satisfactory so far as opportunities 
for its applicatinn have afforded experience of its working. 

There are, however. two points which have given rise to considerable difference 
of opinion and. although these have already been the subject of representations to 
Government by various bodies. we think it desirable to record our own views. 

A suggestion has recently been made that the privileges and protection afforded 
to registered trade unions under the Act shall be extended to unregistered unions. 

We are unable to appreciate the necessity for any such amendment to the Act 
to cover unregistered unions, as it would appear that registration is the only formality 
necessary to obtain the protection of the Act as it stands, and the extension of the 
Act to include UIll'egistered unions would. only mean that organiza:tions which might 
possibly find themselves unable to meet the conditions necessary for registration 
would obtain an the privileges conferred by the Trade Union Act.. while accepting 
none of its liabilities. 

Such a situation would. we think. make the adjustment of trades disputes still 
more difficult than they are at present, as there would be no recognised authoritative 
body to negotiate with. For this reason we are Dot in favour of any extension of 
the provisions of the Act to unregistered unions. 

The other question which we regard as being of very grave importance is that of 
picketing. . 

In our experience one of the bitterest features of all our labour disturbances has 
been the hostility engendered between workman and workman by the system of 
espionage. intimidation and assault. to which respectable workpeople are subjected 
under the guise of U peaceful picketing ... • not only when endeavouring to carry on 
their daily work but. what is worse, in the comparative isolation of their homes. 

We have found that in nearly all the strikes that have been o~ in Madras 
among our workpeople systematic intimidation has been practised by means of· 
pickets. in many cases armed with lathis, and further pressure has been brought to 
bear by intimidation and a.buse of a workman's family at his house should he go to 
work and leave his family unprotected. 

It has been suggested that the remedy for such activities is obta.ina.ble through 
the ordinary eriminallaw. but under such circumstances this procedure is a course 
which presents great difficalty to the ordinary workman and is one which, for obvious 
reasons, he is extremely reluctant to take. 

We consider that a condition which subjects workpeople to such victimisation~ 
generally at the hands of organized gangs of bad characters. who have little if any 
industrial interest at stake in the dispute for which their services are engaged. is 
one that requires further investiga~ and that some means should be devised by 
which protection can be dorded to respectable workpeople- who are not prepared 
to accept the dictation of the strike leaders. 
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If such meaDS of protection from molestation ·cannot be devised then we CODSider 
that picketing. whether peaceful or otherwise, should be made illegal. 

122. (i) The officials of the BuckiDgham and camatic Mills Employees' Union 
make their representa;tions either to the management at the mills or direct to the 
managing agents. The president and other oflieers of the union have- the right of 
direct personal a<:Ce88 to the managing agents at any time they wi.h to introduce 
deputations of workpeople or make representations Oll trade union matters. 

(ill From geneIal experience we conoider that where a union is intelligently 
conducted hy individuals having practical experience of the indu.try they rep......,t, 
such co-operation proves advantageous. 

xv. _ DiJImteo. 
123. There have been no _ or lockonts at the Buckingham and camatic 

millo ainoe 1921, except a minor oectioual strike of boys early in 1927. ThOT<> were 
strik .. in 1918, 1919, 1920 and 1921. Prior to 1918 there had been no strikeo or 
Iockonts in the millo for over lifteen y ...... 

The causes of our strikes in the past have usually been due to prolonged and 
uncontrolled external agita:tion.and very rarely to real grieva.nces~ which we are of 
opinion can aImoot alwaY' he adjusted through one Or other of the recognised chaonals 
of communication betweeu ourselves and. our workpeople. 

124. As a geneIaI rnio we have alwaY' found our relationo with our workpeople 
are susceptible of adjustment without the intervention of special conciliation and 
arbitration machinery other than exists in our own organizations. 

(iv) Joint standing machinery for regul"tion of relationo between employers ..ad 
workpeople. The Buckingham ..ad Ca.rni\tic Mills Workpecple's Welfue Committee. 
See (13) (iv). 

(v) A workmm usu..uy in the firot pla.oe makeo his perooualleplesentationo to 
the officer in charge of his department. but if not satisfied with the decision he can 
apped in peISon or hy letter to the mill manager, or if be wishes, hy writing direct 
to the mMaging agents. He can also make repreoeotations throogh the Workpeople'. 
Welfare Committee and through the Buckingham and Ca.rni\tic Mills Employees' 
Union. 

(vi) Applicability to Indian conditions of induotrial court. trade boards, joint 
industrial council. From experience of our own industrial councils we see no reason 
why these should not be applied to Indian oonditiono, provided they are properly 
organized and conducted. 

125. We ha .... had no experienoe of the working of the Trade Disputes Act, bet 
think that when a situation arises necessitating its application it should be of value 
m enabling a settlement of disputes to be arrived at. 

o ••• ••• 

138. Our workpeople are kept fully informed of'factory rel .. ..ad regulationo hy 
means of notices displayed. in prominent positions throughout the mill. New legisla
tion affecting workpecple;, placed before the welfue committee and the BuckiDgham 
and earn.tic Mills Employeeo' Union. 

THE UNITED PLANTERS' ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHEI<,.."i INDIA. 
1. ~.-The United Planters' Association of Southern India was founded as 

the result of a. Conference 'between the different PJanteTS' Associations held at 
Bangalore in 1893. Its chief object;' to promote ..ad protect, in ..u puts of the 
world. the interest of the various planting industries in South~rn India.. Membership 
consists of Planters' Associations (of which there are now thirteen in South India) 
and companies, firms and persons connected with and intereste4 in planting. 

2. The activities of the Association include a Labour Department with six 
Divisional Offices under European superintendents. and Indian agencies throughout 
Southern India; a scientific department which at present employs four experts and ,. 
maintains experimental stations for tea. TUbber and coffee respectively at Nellakota. 
Mundakayam and Sidapur: a benevolent'fund whieh assists and relieves distress 
among members of the planting community: & buying agency which obtains by 
co-operation special terms in retom for prompt payment; and a weekly paper called 
the PI..",.,..' C/W"';cIo (fonnded in 1900) which ;, distributed free to ..u plant ..... 
members of District Associations affiliated to the Associa.tion.. and to many 
scientific bodies throughout the world. 
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3. The Association is represented on the lfadn>s Legjslative Council. the CocIrin 
Legjslative Council. the My>ore Legislative Council. the MysOl"8 Representative 
Assembly. and the Travancore Council. by one member each; the Coorg Legislative 
Council. by two members; and the Travancore Sri MuJam Assembly. by fonr 
members. 

4. Tho following are the figures (1928) showing the total area under cultivation 
of the chief planting products:-

Tea Rubber Coffee Total 
lfadn>s 57,2tn 14,025 37.811 109.123 
Coorg 2.913 35,213 30.126 

British Iudia 57.2tn 16.938 78.024 147.249 
Iudian States 57.338 ~.7B8 82,815 193.938 

Total 114,625 70.726 155,639 841,ltn 

5. Of the ahove :-
European pIOprietoIS hold 240.157 acres or 74 per cent. 
Iudian .. 101.020 .. or 26 per cent. 

Of the 240.167 acres cultivated by Europeans. 215.573 una or 89·22 per cent. 
support the Association. The area cultivated by Iudian pIOprietoIS includes a very 
large proportion of small gardens. the areas ofwhich vary between a few cents and an 
acre or two. 

L lIecruitment. 
1. Most of the labour employed on estates iD the Presidency is dmwn from. the 

Province of Madras. Of the total labour force attached to estates in the U.P.A.8.I .• 
77 per cent. is recruited in British India~ and 23 per cent. in Indian States: while 
the estates in British India alone .recruit 85 per cent. of their labour in British India 
and 15 per cent. in Indian States. The map attached to this memmandum in 
appendix A.. shows clearly the main planting areas and the districts from which 
labour is recruited. while the schedule in appendix Be gives a general idea of labour 
migration in Sonthern Iudia. It should be noted that the figures are based on the 
census of labou:rem actually working on estates on September 15. 1928. Many more 
are emJ?loyed at some time or other during the year. as there are seasonal 
fiuctuabODS. and it is estimated that the total number employed during the year is 
probably from 15 1020 per cent. greater than the census figures. 

There have been many cha.nges in regard to the availability of labour in recent 
years. but it is generally agreed that, in spite of the demand for labour on tea and 
rubber estates in Ceylon and on rubber plantations in the Str.lits Settlements, the 
supply in Southern India is easier than it was twenty years ago. This is due to 
various reasons. among which may be mentioned. Cd} the opening up of new tea. 
districts and the increase in wages~ (b) the cultivation of groundnuts. which takes 
the pla.ce of the cultivation of cholam and ragi, and the consequent rise in the price 
of rice. (e) the drying up of wells in certain areas and the resulting economic distress. 
and (eI) the natural growth of population. 

2, Practically all estate labour returns to its villages once a year for a Period of 
one to three months* (in a majority of cases, two months). On the West Coast~ 
labour returns three times a year. and in Coorg twice a year. There is. however, a 
slow but steady increase ill the number of labourers who remain on the estates aDd 
do not return to their villages so frequently. There is also a pronounced tendency 
on the part of labourezs to return year after year to the same estate. It is impossible 
to give actaal figures of those who do so. but 60 per cent. to 90 per ceDt. of coolies 
paid oft at the end of any seasou, return to the same estate aga.in for the next 
season's work. 

3 (i) Labour is recruited in a.lmoot all cases through labenr suppliers ealIed 
u K.a.nganis U in the South. and .. Maistries U in the North. These supplieTS receive 
advances free.of interest from. which they in tum supply advances to individual 
labourers and families of labourers who wish to ~k on the estates~ These advances 
are debited to the labourer's account. and are rec:overed during his period of work. 
Most labourers liquidate their accotlD.ts and are able to return to their villages after 
their fitst season. with a baJau.ce of pay to their credit. This balance is generally 
augmented by a. fresh advance received from the supplier for a new season's work. 
The amount of the advance varies considerably according to the availability of 
labour~ but may be estimated at an average of Rs. 15 per labourer • 

• Not print<Od. 
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On a few ~tes where labour is locally availa.ble~ there is DO advance system. 
and wages are paid weekly. 

In 1894 the Government of Madras drafted a Bill for licensing labour suppliers .. 
but it was abandoned. In 1896 the Government of India appointed the Planters' 
Enquiry Committee to enquire inIH alia. into the system of advances to laboure:rs 

- and suppliers~ and the Committee recommended the Tegistration of suppliers for 
both inland and emigrant labour. The final outcome of the enquiry was the Madras 
Planters' Act No.1 of 1903. which has since been repealed. 

In 1914 a Labour Department was organized under the auspices of the U.P.A.S.I. 
Its aims were to minimise the risk of loss in making advances to suppliers. to assist 
in recruiting generally, to persuade defaulters to return. to the estates or to Tefund 
their dues, to assist the authorities in tracing warrantee! in breach of contract cases# 
to introduce new labour suppliers to estates. to assist in the settlement of inter-estate 
labour disputeso and to examine the prospect of new recruiting areas. A register of 
suppliers was opeQed and has been made as accurate as possible. The administration 
of the Labour Department is under a director and seven superintendents in charge 
of six territorial divisioDS. maintaining 98 agencies, scattered from South Anantapur 
to Cape Comorin. The work of the department is different from the work of the 
Tea Districts Labour Association and the Ceylon Labour Commission which are 
merely recruiting and forwarding organizations. The- U.P.A.S.I. Labour Department 
deals with the same labour every year, and is therefore in much closer touch with it 
during the whole period of its pla.ntation life. It is increasingly made use of. for 
settling disputes between the supplier and the labourer~ and in this way helps to 
protect the labourer from unscrupulous suppliers. 

(ill) There are no such public employment agencies in Madras. 
4. The bulk of labour goes to estates in families. and there is consequently little 

disturbance of family life. 

8. The average duration of employment is ten months on tea. and rubber estates~ 
and six to ten months on coffee estates. In a. majority of cases~ as has already been 
explained. la.bour is re-engaged. There is causal employment only in the caSe of 
local labour and contract labour. 

There is a certain amount of absenteeism. but it is difficult to quote &«Urate 
figures. as they vary ao much according to districts. 

Absenteeism is generally caused by ill-health, over indulgence in arrack. laziness. 
marriage and other festivals. and the groundnut season in the plains when many 
labourers return. The general increase of wag-es in recent years has tended to increase 
the amount of absenteeism as most labourers do not feel &Ily need to work if they 
have earned sufticient for their immediate phy&ica1 needs. It should moreover be 
remembered that it has been the habit of the agriculturist in Southern India for 
generations only to work spasmodically during crop seasons. and to live in idleness 
during the intervening periods. Hence it takes him a long time to get accustomed 
to regular work.' 

10. The following chart gives an indication of the _eta! organization of a 
company--owned group of -estates. In case of proprietary or private estates. the chart 
would of course begin with the Manager :-

Board of Dinoctors 

I 
Estate Manager 

~ts 

I 

Vlsi~Agent 
Group Manager 

I 
I . 

Group Hosp'.ta! Staft 

Estate~rs 
I 

Compounders 

I 
Field !Writers Condl,ctors Fadory tea Maker Clerical Establishment 

I I I 
Labour Suppliers ContractoIs Factory Coolies 

. Field \...bour Contract.!..· Labour. 
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11. Most of the managing staff are recruited. from Britain. although a certain 
nubmer of .. Country .. Europeans are employed. 

12. In the case of the managing staff. the assistant goes .. through the mill " in 
the ordinary way. learning as soon as possible the essentials of the language. 

In the case of writers or clerks. the supply is always greater than the demand. 
They are occasionally promoted from the lower ~ but not often. 

In many cases the supplier is recruited through families, the job passing from 
father to son. 

Good coolies are frequently promoted to be sub-suppliers by a Maistry or Ka.ngani. 
Subsequently they become head snppliers. Managers often select coolies as suppliers 
of a few labourers. and the best of these are gradually entrusted with larger advances 
to increase their gangs and become head suppliers. 

13. On all estates the sta1I has direct contact with the iank and Dle. It is of the 
utmost importa.nce that the manager or his assistant should deal direct with his 
labour. and this is insisted upoD. 

14. The assistant is responsible for the check-roll of the field labour. and the 
headman in the factory (known as the tea-maker in tea. factories)~ under the super
vision of the manager, is responsible for the register of factory coolies. Weekly or 
monthly advances for food are paid direct to the labourer either by the assistant 
or by the maistry to his particular gang. In a majority of cases each labourer has a 
passbook in which a monthly a.ceount is made but, and he is given facilities for check
ing this account any time he wishes. The balance of wages at the end of the contract 
is invariably paid by the manager or assistant manager of the estate to the cooly 
concerned in the presence of his kangani or maistri, and his account is then earefully 
checked and explained. 

15. Contractors are used for felling. clearing. earthwork, weeding, roads and other 
constructional works. Sub-contraeting is not recognized. and is generally dlscooraged 
It does exist in the case of certain small estates and in large constructional works. 
The contractor usually is lent IabolU' from the estate for unskilled work. but engages 
outsiders at special rates for skilled work. 

DL-Houing • 
. In every case housing is provided for labour by the employer on the estate. 

Aecommodation usually consists of lines built of laterite or brick or stone with tiled 
or corrugated roofing. The lines are in some cases scattered and in other cases in 
definite groups. The actual extent of accommodation varies. but on the larger estates, 
it usually consists of & room 12 ft. by 10 ft. or 12 it. by 12 it. with a verandah abont 
12 ft. by 6 it. and a kitchen. This accommodation is used by a family or by 3 or 4, 
individnal coolies. Great dilIiculty is experienced in preventing overcrowding, owing 
to the natunJ. tendency of labour to herd together. It is also the general experience 
that labour prefers liD .. in defurite grOl!ps %ather than in scattered liDes. 

A good water supply is generally a.vailable. Firewood and in many cases latrines 
are provided. Careful arrangements are usually insisted .upon in regard to con· 
servancy for reasons of public health. 

IV.-lIealIb.. 
23. It is almost impossib16 to giV15 accurate figures regarding the death and birth 

rates, owing to the fact that in a majority of cases, births and deaths among the 
labourers take place in their own villages. to which they go for the purpose. 

Methods of main~ statistics also vary. In a few cases they are kept by the 
estate. but in most cases they a.re supplied by the estate to the taluk offices through 
the village officers. 

It is the general experience that the number of births taking place on estates 
tends to increase owing to the medical facilities ofiered. and the practice of giving a 
cash bonos to every mother who is confined on an estate. 

The general physique of labour has also greatly improved in the recent years. 
with good food and steady work. 

24. On every estate medical facilities are available. It is estimated that over 8 
lakhs are spent by U.P.A.S.I. estates annually on medical facilities and free food for 
sick labourers. In the case of the Nilgiris. the Shevaroys. and Coorg. provision is 
made by the Government towards which estates make large contributions. In an 
other cases facilities are provided by the estates themselves. 
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Most of the large companies maintain and equip central hospitals under European 
medical officers with hospitals and dispensaries on each estate under assitant surgeons 
and apothecaries. Increasing provision is being made for women doctors and tra.ined 
midwives. 

25. There is a deereasing reluctance 00 the part of labour to go to hospital. ~ 
in the case of Canarese labour which is very conserva.tive.~ The medical facilities 
provided are being used by women to aD increa.siug extent. 

26. Latrin .. are being increa.siugly provided for in cooIy lines. though laboureno 
are not inclined to use them. In many cases a supply of drinking water is provided. 
This~ however. is not generally necessary. as the stree.ms which flow tbrough estates 
supply all the water that is uecessary for drinking, bathing, aDd washing. 

27. There was at ODe time in the Madras Presideru:y aD AssistaDt Health Officer 
for planting areas, but his appointment has DOW been chaDged to that of Rural 
Health Officer. He has assistants who supervise some of the planting districts. 
Otherwise there is no -official supervision. 

29. There is practically no cholera in planting areas. Hookworm and malaria are 
wid~ but are decrea.sing owing to the- dorts made by estates to minimise their 
effects. Prophylactic treatmont is widespread and malarial areas are treated by 
drainage, etc. On some estates a malaria register is kept. There is aiso a certain 
amount of dysentery aDd relapsing fever. 

30. The Intematinnal Labour Convention regarding Sickness Insurance is 
considered to be unworkable itt these rural commtmities. 

31~ In every case where women live on estates,. & certain amount of leave is 
granted during pregnancy and after confinement, tho time varying in different 
districts. In most cases a bonus is given for the birth of a clrilcL the amount of which 
varies from Rs. 5 to Rs. 2. Generally free food or a1inwance for food ill given to the 
mother during the period she is 011 sick leave. and in every case free medical facilities 
are a1Iorded. 

V,-Welfare (oilier ihan Heonh and BollliDg. bot iIIcI1u1ing EducatioD). 

On some estates there are estate Schools, provided and maintained at the ~ 
of the estate. Children attending these schools are given an ~ meal of milk and 
rice. All estates contribute to the local education cess. and in many cases the children 
of laboureno attend the Local FaDd scllools when they are within easy reach of the 
estate. Proposals are now before U.P.A.S.I. to institute a scheme for a certain 
number of schola.Iships for the sons of labourers to enable them to pursue their 
studies beyond thoordiDary primary standard. 

34. NODwworking children are given a midday meal on many estates at estaa 
expense. In some cases there are provisions for shelters a.wl criches. bu.t these are 
not generally liked by labour. In most cases. therefo~ a cooly woman on tho 
estate ron is detailed to look after 1he <hiIdreo who are left behind in the lines when 
their parents go to work. 

Children of labourers mostly :find their own recreation and amusement. In some 
cases drill is provi<led at the scllools, and there are ocg>sjonally arqwgod sports days, 
cinema. entertaiDments~ etc.~ etc. 

36. There is no general provision for educational facilities f<Jr adolt workers, 
although there is increasiog provision for night scllools. 

1?t1. The dependants of the labourers usually live on the estate, and many of 
them are paid by the estate although they do pmctically DO work. In some cases 
they are found ligh~ and in many ~ nunc ry work. -. 

38. The efforts to start oo-operative societies have not met with success. In the 
case of three which were started by ooecompaoy, two ceased to fuoetioo and the third 
is moribund. The main reason is the reluctance of labour to join these societies. 

Jlt.-JIomL 

The number of hems worked per weok is largely conditinned by the weather and 
""""""at activities. Usually the hears are from 1.30 a.m. to4 and4.30p.m., with time 
off for the mid-da.y meal. Where work is done on contract or by task, it is geueralIy 
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-iinisbed earlier. Factories are not aIlovood by the Factory Act to work more tban 60 
hoW'S in the week. The actual period of work depends to some extent on the demands 
of the season. Six days are worked in the week. Sunday being the usual holiday in 
the case of neId work. and Monday in the case of fa.c:tol'y work. The actual average 
number of days worked per week in connection with field work. works out at about S. 

57. The 60 honrs~ restriction in the case of factory labour is unpopular with. the 
workers. Factory work is considered to be the easiest kind of work on an estate, and 
& reduction in the hoW'S of work and overtime has brought protests from the labourers. 
A :further reduction would increase discontent. 

%II.-wageo. 

96. The prevailing rates of wages are. men 7 aDDaS a day, women 5 ann .. a day. 
childrtm 3 to 4 annas a day. 

Plucking work for women is paid at the tate of 3 pies a lb. A woman can easily 
pluck an average of 22 to 241bs. a day throughout the whole year, This would bring 
her wages to 5 to 6 annasa day. It is difficult to say what the ordinary rates of agri
cultural wages are in the surrounding agricJlltural areas, owing to the fact that em:", 
ployment is seasonal. The Labour Department estimates. however, the average wage 
for the year a.t 2 to S annas a day. 

It is impossible to estimate accurately the clliIerence between money wages and 
the money value of all earnings. It is necessary to add to the actual cash wages 
received, items such as (.) cheap ncesupplied by estates, (b) free fuel, (e) free housing, 
(4) free blankets. (e) in some cases free education, !1l free medical lacilti .. , (g) various 
·matenlity bonuses. Ih) cash presents at holiday times, ('1 bonuses for regular work 
and gifts to the best tea pluck"",. etc. 

97. It is estimated that wages bave increased by 7S to 100 per cent. io tho last 20 
years. and by 15 to 20 per ccmt. in the last 10 years. It should be remembered. 
however, that this comparison does Dot include the extra benefits which labour- now 
receives, and which have sprung up.in the last 20 years. The main reasons for the 
increase in wages bavebeen (.) oompetition for labour from OVe<seaS, Ib) general 
increase in the standard of Jiving. It is very diflicult to estimate the difference in 
cost of living pre-war and post-war. An indication may be gained from the fact 
·that the weekly food advance has increased from 14 annas in 1913 to Rs. 1-4 annas 
to-day; This would presume an inQ'ease in cost of living of a.bout 44 per cent., but 
it should however be bomo in mind that tho issue of staple rice by many estates to 
la.bour mjnjmises this general increase in the cost of living. 

The increase in wages bears no relatiOD. to profits. It is due tOeconomiccoDSidera· 
tions which have been mentioned above, and not to the price which the particular 
product commands in th& market. For exam.ple~ the great slump in tea. in 1920 had 
no effect on wages. Any movement in recent years has been in the direction of au. 
ma:ease. 

98. It is impo"sible to estimate the amount sent by labourers to their villages. as 
the balance at the end" of contract is always taken per.;onaJly and not ~t through 
the post office. . 

101. Wages are generally fixed by district agreements and the amount is dictated 
by economic considerations and by the supply of labour at the time when itis required. 

102. Overtime and Sunday work is paid for a.t the usual rates, but is usually paid 
incasb. . 

103. Wages are usually ~dized according to districts. 

lOS, A statutory establishment of a minimum wage. is not considered advisable 
or necessary. Wages are determined very largely by 10caI conditions. Moreover. 
very few labourers work a full Dumber of days in the week. 

106, The amount of deduction due to fines is negligible, and legislation there is 
not considered necessary. As has been oxplaioed already. wages are usually paid 
at the end of the contract although. in some cases where local labour is available~ 
they are paid weekly or monthly. 

The system is this: When the coaly anives OD. the estate, he starts with a. debit 
which varies according to the advance he has taken. His wages are then credited 
to his account. Tho estate gives him each week an advance for food and clothes. 
This advance is also debited to his account. The accounts are made up monthly 
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and any labourer can see his pay book at aay time.. When he is due to return to his 
village. the acc.ount is settled. and be is given the total amount which is standing 
to his credit in his account. There is DO delay. Payment is made immediately on 
completion of the CQIltract. Legislation on the subject is therefore not considered 
necessary. 

108. Indebtedness is practically =ivenal in the villages, and it is largely on this 
account that it is impossible to recruit labour without paying some advance to the 
labourer in order to help him to settle his- debts. The general experience of estates 
is that advances are cleared off at the end of the contractiu pxact:ica.l1y every ease. 

109. There are various bonuses which are given to labour. In Coorg and the 
Nilgiris, 4 &nDaS bonus is given for 6 days' work; in the NiIgiri-Wynaad a bonus is 
given for work in the hot weather. On two estates in the An am a1ais a bonus is given 
on out-tum. In the Shevaroys a bonus of 6 pies a day is given to unadvanced lahour, 
and on rubber estates 10 per cent. commission on their weekly wages is given for 
tapping for 7 days' work. 

110. As already explained.lahonr .... go hack to their homes at the end of the oon
tract in the natural course of events. Generally speaking, the travelling expenses 
from the estates to the village are paid by the estate one way. In Sonth Canaza, 
where the estates are close to the source of Iahonr supply, expenses are paid both 
ways. In the Anama1ajs expenses are paid one way in the ease of labour living close 
to the estates, and both ways in the case of labour liviDg at a distance. 

XIV.-Trade Combinaliou. 

The employers are organized in the U.P .A.S.I., but there is at present nO organi
zation of labour. The effect of the work of the U.P.A.S.I. has been in<:reased efficiency 
in the industry and improved cooditions for labour-not only on the estate, hut. 
through their increased eamings and welfare. in their own villages. 

XVL-Law of lIasier and SenaoL 
127. The general effect of the repeal of the Workmen's Breach'of Contract Act 

has on the whole been beneficent.. 

128. Attached are to he found types of contract commonly in use (Appendices 
D, E, .F. and G). 

129. The criminal law is not available. now that the Planters' Lahonr Act has 
been repealed, except in Coorg, where the Coorg Labour Act is still io force. In 
1931, however, this Act expires. The civil law is increasingly used for enforcement 
now that the cnminaJ. law is inoperative. 

130. The Madras Planters' Labom A~t, 1903. was only operative in the Nilgiris. 
the Nilgiri-Wynaad, and Wynaad. It was repealed on January 1st. 1929. Sufficient 
time has not yet elapsed to estimate the actual results of this repea1. but the _eral 
impression is that it will be 011 the whole satisfactory. . 

131. The Coorg Labonr Act Is to be repealed in 1931. 

132. The Employers' and Workmen'. Disputes Act is not used. 

XVJL-AdmiJlillrallon. 

136. The work of the Lahonr Department of the Madras Govwnmeot has been of 
no value to labour in planting areas. . 

142. Estates are subject to inspection by Medical and Factory Officer&. 
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A~D. 

Conlraet with Lallom Sup/1li ••• 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT enWed into this •••••. day of. •.••• 192 .• 
Between the Superintendent of ••••••.••••••••••..••.•••••• Estate situated in the 
••••••••.•••....••.•.•..••....•• , ..••• District,Planter (hereinafter called the 
Employer) of the one part. and ..••...•.•.•..••••.••.••.. (hereinafter called fr .• 
Contractor and more particularly described in the schedule hereundc) of the 
other part. 

WITNESSETH that in oonsidoiation of the sum of Rupees •••.•••• , •.•.•.•.• 
(Rs ........... ,) on the date of these present advanced by the Employer to the 
Contractor (the receipt of which sum of Rs ....•. , . , ••.•.. the Contractor hereby 
acknowledges to have received from the Employer) and of such further sum or sums 
as may be advanced by the Employer to the Contractor on account of the work to 
~ormed by the Contractor, the Contractor hereby AGREES AND CONTRACTS 

- fle:~~=t~p~~~J;e~~'!t~:';~~ihlsaA;nr:! 
tract' . ~ .•.•••••.•.... Estate SItuate m the .•.•••.•...••. Taluk of the 
fro .: ... c; •••••••••• District six days in each week for and during the period from 
~ .~.e: ... , ....... to ~ .••......•....••. by himself and with •••••••••••. 

w = .............. female labourers to be pr<>eured by the Contractor from the 
ways. . Villages 
to tbwing Taluk' ••..•••••••••...•.•.•...•••••••••.••.••••••••.••.•.•••.•. 

and to be of the following: castes ............................................. . 
'~not to. be indebted in respect of any labour contract for work on any other Estate 
subscritiingto the Umted Plan"",,' Association of Southern India. 

AND. IT IS HEREBY ALSO WITNESSED that the Employer may in his 
discretion make further advances to the Contractor hereunder either weekly or 
monthly but that he Shallilot be bound to do so. and that. if he make any such 
further advances, they shall be subject to the terms and conditions of this 
agreement.. 

AND THAT, in consideration of the foregoing promises of the Contractor, the 
Employer hereby AGREES AND CONTRACTS :with the Contractor that, " the 
Contractor shall duly and faithfully perform and get performed the work hereir r'P 

mentioned on the part of the Contractor and his labourers to be perfofIIU'l'l 
Employer, subject to the said advance and further advances (if any), will} 
Contractor for such work at the rates of payment~ that is to say :-

For the Contractor ...... . ~ ..... ~ ..... . annas per day of work.. For every n. 
labourer ...... ........ .. annas per day of work. For every woman laboUI\. 
•.••••..•••.•..• annas per day of work. For every cb;ld labourer between the _ 
of ten. and fourteen from ...... ~ ............. annas to ................ annas . 
according to _ and .ibility per day of work. 

For the Contractor a sum equal to ............... -..... per centum of the total 
wages earned in respect of his labourers aforesaid. - - . . 

AND THAT all such payments shall be made not Ia.ter than .••••••••.•••. days 
from the expiration of the month in which they shall have been earned save that as 
regards the last month of work hereunder all payments in respect thereof shall be 
made within one week from tbe.comp1etioD of such month's work. 

PROVIDED ALWAYS, that from each month's total wages eah.ed hereunder. 
the Employer may deduct an equal ..•.•••••••• partof the said advance and further 
advances (if any). and if in anyone month there be not sufficient wages earned to 
enable him to make such deduction~ h:e shall be at liberty to make sllch deduction 
from the total wages earned in any following DlODth either with or without the de
duction in respect of that particular month. 

As witness the hands of the parties the day and year fuat before written. 

A.~E. 

Lallom Conlraai. 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT entered into this ••••.••••• dOoy of ....... . 

192 • • be_ ......... , ....... . Maistry, son of , .............................. . 
the •••.••..•••••• ,. Village ••.••••..•.•• , •••. Taluk .•••• ,. , .••••.•.•. District, 
(hereinafter called the Employer) of tho one part and ...•••••.••••••. Labourer 
(hereinafter called the Contractor, and more partieularly described in the schedule 
hereunder) of the other part. 
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WitusuI.O that. in consideration of the sum of Rupees ....••.•••..•••••..... 
(Rs ............. J on the date of these presents advanced by the EmploY"r to the 
Contractor and of such further sum or sums as may be advanced by the Employer 
to the Cont:ractor 00 account of the work to be performed by the Contractor hereunder-
(the receipt of which sum of Rs ........... the Contractor bereby acknowledges) 
the Contractor herebyAc-s and C""acts with the Employer that helshe the Con
tractor will dig. plant. weed. prune. manure and otherwise work for the Employer 
under the· orders and directions of the Employer or his Agent or Agents on the 
· ............... 'Estate the property" of . ..................... an.d situated ill the 
•...•••.•.....•... Talukof the ...........•••.....•........• , .•.. District being 
· .......... . miles from the Contractor's home six days in each week for and during 
the period from the ••••.••••••.•• day of. ••••••••••••• 192 •••• to the •••••••••••• 
day of ••...••••...•• 192 •••.• 

Au it. is J.nebyalso witnessedth2.t the Employer mav in his discretion ma.kefurther 
advances to the Contractor hereunder. either weekly Or monthly,. but that be ~ 
Dot be bound to do so~and that. if he shall make any such further advances .. they, 
be subject to the terms and conditions of this agreement. f 

Awd 1iIal. in consideration of the foregoing promises of the Contractor,)i 'ha~
pIoyer bereby A ..... tmd Con" .. /J; with the Contracto< that. if the Conm,' of the 
duly and faithfully perform the work hereinbefore mentioned and on the pl.1I'~' 
Contractor to be performed. he the Employer. subject to the said advance and n.. 
advances (uany). will pay the Contractor •..•••........ annas for every day of WOl .... .. 

Au tAaI all such payments shall be made not.Jater than .••••.... . days from tht.. ~l 
expiration of the month in which they shall have- been earned, save that as regards 
the last month of labour hereunder~ all payments in respect thereof shall be made 
within one week from the oompletion of such month's labour. _ , . 

PnNi4etl lIltways that from each month's total w&fit:S earned -·rumm.nder the 
Employer may deduct an equal •.. ..• ~ •..••.. part of the said advance and further 
deductions (if any) and if in any month there be not sufficient wages earned to enable 
him to make such deductions. he shall be at liberty to make such deduction from the 
total wages earned in any following mon~ either with or without deduction in 
respect of that particular month. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
As tvi ...... the hands of the parties the day and year m.t before written. 

APPENDIX F. 
UNITED PLANTERS' ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN INDIA 

(INCORPORA TED) 

LalKmr DeparimomL 
PROMISSORY NOTE 

Between ESTATE and MAISTRY or COOLIE 
..••....•••...•• ESTATE 

•••••.••..••..••..•• 19 ••..•• 
ON DEMAND 1. ......................... son of ••••..••..••............• 

bamlet village 
of the ........... 0- ••••••••••••••• ~ house of the ............... ....... amsom 
of the ..•••.•••••...••...••••.•••••••• Taluk of the •••••••••••••••• Pistriot 
promise to pay to the ~ of •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• Estate in the 
• •.......................•.... .. District the sum of Rupees .... ............. . 
for value received~ with interest at . ......... 0- ••• per centum per annum. 
Rs......................... . . 

. . . . 
PROMISSORY NOTE 
Between MAlSTRY and COOLIE 

.......••.••.••......... Place 

........................ . Date 
ON DEMAND OR ORDER. I. .............•............................. 

son of ..................................... of ... ..................... Vtllage~ 
of •.••••.•••.••••••.••.•••••••.••••••••• Taluk. of •..............•.. Pistrict. 
do hereby promise to pay ....•...•••.•..... (Mmstry). son of •..•••..•••.••••.• 
of •.•••.•.•................•••..••.•.• Village. of .••••••.•••.•••• Taluk. of the 
••.•••••.•••.•••.••••.. • District,. the sum of Rupees .......................... . 
only for value received, with interest at .................. per cent.. per annum. 
Rs. .•••••••••• '" ••••.••••• 

(lIIWl G 
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APPENDIX G. 

COORG LABOUR CONTRACT (under Coorg Labour Act I of 1926) 
Memorandum of agreement entered into this. ~ ~ •..•••. day of ~ # •••••••••• 192 .• 

betwoen .....•......•••••• of .....••••••...•••• Estates. Coorg. hereinafter called 

the Employer. and ..••••••••••••.•....•• ::. of ••••....••.• of •••••• it .•• village 

....•..•........••••... '~::e"""'" .Taluk .•.•••.••..••... Distrfut and 

of ....••...•••..•• -caste and of ....... years of age and having for deseriptive marks 
•••••..••••••••••••.•..•••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••• hereinafter 
called the workman. .•••.•••.•.•..•••..•...••••....•........• ; ....••....•... 

Witnesseth that. in consideration of the sum of Rupees •..•...•...•.•.• this day 
advanced to the workman by the Employer. the receipt of which the workman doth 
"'-,-reby acknowledge, the workman doth hereby contract with the Employer to work 

.••••••••••• Estate in Coorg at .uch work as planting. digging. pruning. handling. 
ching. renovating. harvesting. ploughing. manuring and such other manual 

'1S is usua.Uy dODe in the said Esta.t:e from ••••.••.•••••• day of •..•••.••. 192 .. 
. .••...•.•.. . day of ..•....•••...... 192 .• subject to such leave as may be 

....... ted to the workman by the employer. The workman doth hereby agree to 
_.eCeive as wages .•••....••....•• annas for every day of work. The workman doth 

·~r::~~all ~tre~v~~ ~bo;::;!~~!:nJ ~~ w:;~~ ~ 
of the total wages earned by the workman. 

~_-workman do'tl! ~by declare that he is not under advanoe to any other 
person, and doth furtIlei-agree not to take advance from any other person or to 

hireh
lris 

services for wage to any other persoa until the end of the period of this contract. er 

Signature of or left thumb impression of 
Employer 

Signature of or left tlmmb impres
sion of workman. 

Agent 

Signature of magistrate or other person authorized under the Act. 

j THE MADRAS LABOUR UNION. 

L--II4amitmeDt. 
• So far as the textile industry in Madras is concerned. we are not in a position to 

supply statistics: but it may~ however. be observed that many of the workers come 
from the adjoining districts of ChingIeput~ South and North Arcot. 

Only a small number of our workmen go home once a. year for a few days 
extending to a. fortnight, either to visit their relations or on business.. They also- feel 
the need for a. change. But those who get permanent work in the ~ gradually 
tend to loee their coutact with the villages. 

Recruitment is througp head jobbenJ and jobbers. There are many more work
men in search of employment than there are vacancies. There is, tneretore. no 
difficulty experienced in :fi.l.ling vacancies. There is a regrettable amount of bribery 
prevalent in regard to recruitment. Bribes have also to be given for promotions. 
There is almost a scheduled rate of bribes for first admission into the mill. definite 
recruitment,. promotion. etc. It ranges from about Rs. 10 lor a new man who seeks 
admission into a mill for learning work to Rs. 50 or even Rs. 100 for promotion. 
such as the position of a jobber. This is one of the main causes of the indebtedness of 
the workers. The institution of public employment agencies will oerta.inly effect a 
great improvement in the present methods, of recruitment. Arrangements should 
also be made to train apprentices in the mills~ and lor this purpose, men with a 
certain educational qualification should be taken. There should also be a number of 
industrial and technical schools. so that there may grow up a elass of jobbers. head 
jobbers and foremen of a better type than at present. A beginning may be made 
with public employment agencies in the main centres like Madras# Coimbatore and 
Madura. 
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A number of men come from the villages alone in the beginning; but they bring 
their families later after securing a permanent post. But overcrowding in the houses 
constitutes a serious disturbance of family life. There is no privacy. and as house 
rents are very high in Madras. workers are compelled to take small portions of houses 
for themselves and their families; three~ four or even five families are crowded into 
a small house. 

It is llot possible for us to give precise information based on statistics in regard to 
unemployment. We can only observe from the large numbers of men who collect 
near the mill gates every morning tha.t there is a considerable amount of unemploy
ment. Much of it is. no doubt. due to agricultural distress. There is also a. certain 
amount of retrenchment. One of the main causes for dissatisfaction among work
people is that no reasons are stated for dismissals. Often the workman is told .. 
•• your services are no longer required:' In the Choolai Mill at any rate, officials 
of the union are allowed to interview-the management and ascertain the causes of 
dismissaJ.. But in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills .. we have no sueh facilities. 
Dismissals take place for various reasons. Some of our workers suspect that the 
system of paying gratuity, which is in fcrce in the Buckingham and <:arnatic Mills 
at the end of 10 years of service, is partly responsible for the dismissal of i11en who 
approach the completion of the period. There is ab..'l a. tendency on the pa.rt of some 
of the jobbers and head jobbers to dismiss men, ~~ .by, .doing so~ they get 
opportunities for making new appointments and making an extra. amount in· the 
shape of bribes from the new men. Voluntary retirement takes place in cases of 
workmen who find city life unhealthy or unattractive. The strain of industriar 
occupation is very hea.vy; indeed. so great is the strain. that in the Buckingham and 
Camatic Mills some of the weavers actually suggested a lower wage for themselves 
if they could be given less work than looking after six looms. Another consideration 
in this connection is that jobbers and head jobbers find it an advantage to extract 
the maximum amount of work from those under them, because they reap in the 
main the benefits of increased production. Some also ran away in order to evade 
their creditors who have lent money at high rates of interest. 36 to 75 per -cent. and 
even ISO per cent. The introduction of unemployment benefits will certainly be 
.a. great help to the workers. A beginning may be made with workers who have 
been in the industry for two yeazs and more. But no scheme will work if the workers 
themselves have to make any contributions. on account of their low wages. The 
responsibility will have to be shared by the State and the employers. The causes 
of unemployment. however, lie much deeper. Improvements in agriculture will 
help indirectly but powerfuUy in reducing the number of those who gravitate towards 
cities in search of work. The problem of uuemploymen~ as, indeed. many other 
problems conneeted with industry~ cannot be satisfactorily solved without reference 
to agriculture. 

There is a certain amount of absenteeism. particularly after wages day and 
holidays. The reason is that the workers are in Deed of rest. They have. also .. to 
buy provisions for their families. 

IL~taI! Organization. 
The selection of the managing st.a1I is entirely in the hands of the managing 

agents. Racial considerations often play an important part in the selection. In 
the Buckingham and Camatic Mills. they are aU Europeans, who cannot frequently 
appreciate the difficulties of the workers. The standards which they apply also are 
beyond the notmal capacity of a large number of the workers. 

The entire system of factory ~gement is such that the employer~s almost only 
consideration is to get the maximum amount of production with the least possible 
troubJe to himself. The exercise of practically unfettered control over the workers 
by the jobbers and head jobbers has created a great guU between him and the vast 
majority of the workers. The<re intermediaries are paid comparatively high wages~ 
ranging from Rs. 70 or 80 to Rs. 110 and even more. In return for these high wages. 
which they cannot secure elsewhere. they undertake to keep the mills at work 
without disturbanee~ recruit labour whenever required and. generally. safeguard 
the interests of the employer. Some of them do espionage work at trade union 
meetings. willingly or otherwise. and thus dissuade the workers from joining unions. 
The general compla.iu.t of the workers in the Buckingham and Camatic Mills is their 
too rigid discipline. In the Choolai Mill also, racial considerations prevail. The 
managing staff has practically entirely been brought from Bombay where the Head 
Office of the Mill is located: but a change is perceptible and some of the recent 
appointments are of local men. The reeruitment of the sopervising staff is in the 
hands of the managers and departmental heads. There is bardly any provision for 
the training of the supervising sta1f. If facilities were given. both by the employers 
and the State. many of our present difficulties of the workers would disappear. 

BS 
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Lack of opportunity to rise to higher positions of trust and responsibility acts as a 
grea.t handicap_ The relations between the staff and the rank and iile cannot be 
regarded as friendly OT cordial. In the Buckingham and Camatic Mills. there is no 
doubt a Welfare Committee through which. it is alleged, representations may be made 
of any difficulties of the rank and file. But the workers regard it as a rival to their 
trade union; and moreover. they are afraid to &peak out their minds in the presenoe 
of their SUperiOIS. In the Choolai Mill. there is greater facility for representation ; 
but. on the other hand" the workers have no faith in the staff, There.is so much 
corruption that cordial relations are practically impossible. Numerous cases have 
been brought to light in this mill of miscalculation of wages. From one section alone 
of the weaving department in the January wages this year, no less than twelve cases 
were brought to the notice of the management. in which the workers would have 
had to lose. from their wages. amounts ranging from a few annas to nine rupees. 

Original wage 
Rs. a. p. 

36 6 0 
27 12 6 
19 t4""-ij 
IO III 
21 10 0 
40 IS 7 
36 13 0 
20 2 0 
32 3 0 
30 g 0 
11 4 9 

14 8 0 

Wages as revised 
by the Management 

Rs. a. p. 
39 I 3 
as 8 6 
22 12 0 
20 5 I 
3S g 6 
42 0 7 
41 12 5 
20 12 0 
32 15 8 
32 8 0 
14 I 9 

{
19 15 5i and 
24 15 3t after revision a 

second time. 

In each instance .. the figure was enhanced on a representation being made to the 
management. Cases of this kind had been brought to the notice of the Union :for 
several months; and in November~ 1929. we protested against this systematic miscal
culation. The management gave us an assurance- that steps were being taken to 
put it down, but it was admitted that there was inefficiency in the mill. The mistakes 
1D January were attributed to the negligence of a temporary clerk. But about 25 
cases have been brought to our notice again in February of mistakes which were 
rectified. however. before the final prepara.tion of the wage .receipts. The cases 
for February are mep:tioned below:-

Original wage 
Rs. a. p. 
2912 " 
38 5 0 
45 9 3 
48 6 2 
20 2 2 
209 

46 14 I 
45 0 0 
25 10 0 
40 2 " 4611 6 
42 14 10 
41 14 0 
31 6 0 
28 2 0 
42 10 0 
43 10 9 
45 12 II 
48 0 9 
43 12 0 
52 4 0 
38 0 0 
49 3 0 
23 6 1 
22 10 3 

Wage as revised 
Rs. a. p. 
33 12 A 
43 2 7 
47 6 9 
49 3 5 
22 5 7. 

9 10 11 
41 3 8 
46 0 9 
2915 3 
47 15 0 
47 12 10 
43 13 3 
42 6 0 
32 2 6 
30 0 0 
42 14 0 
44 7 9 
45 II 0 
45 10 0 
45 12 0 
5311 0 
41 10 9 
51 15 0 
24 4 0 
25 8 3 
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In the Buckingham and Carnatie Mills, although the workers have other causes 
for dissatisfaction. they. have never bad reason to suspect that the employer was re
sortin.g to such means of 'Cutting down wages. In the Choolai Mill. alterations in 
the rates for piece work are made without the knowledge of the workers. 

One main difficulty is that of language. All notices are published in English, 
and no real effort is made to acquaint the workpeople with their contents. A good 
deal of ambiguity is introduced in the drafts of agreements between the Union and the 
Authorities of the Choolai Mill. which has led to considerable friction. To mention 
some instances : 

el) From January. 1929, privilege leave was offered for 15 days in the year on 
half wages to those with 5 years' service and over. Subsequently. it was maintained 
by the Head Office that this would a.pply only from 1934. For this and other reasons. 
the workpeople went on strike in April last year. After the strike had been in pr0-
gress for 14 days. a settlement was efiected. But the terms of the settlement were 
not clear to the office-bearers of the Union; they. therefore. asked the authorities 
of the mill for a precise interpretation. They were told that neither the manager nor 
the agent was in a position to explain the draft agreement on which the worker.; were 
supposed to resume work the next day. The officials of the Union were referred by 
them to the legal adviser of the mill. who was responsible for the draft,and who alone. 
it was said. could explain its meaning. Later in the year~ a new meaning was intro.
duced into the agreement regarding privilege leave. It was maintained that the 
workpeople could avail themselves of the lea.ve only in one continuous and unbroken 
period. Negotiations went on for several months. and ultimately in the presence of 
the Labour Commissioner in November. 1929. it was agreed, as a compromise~ that 
the workers could take the Jeave in eertain broken periods. The point, however, re
garding half wages is still unsettled, the management contending that the calculation 
would be on the basis of the average wage for the preceding 12 months. which is 
considerably less than in a.ll cases than half wages for the month during which leave 
is actually taken. The relations between the management and the workers are 
strained because of the workers' strong feeling that no honest and genuine attempt 
is made to solve their difficulties. The experiment was tried of briDging the workers 
into direct relations with the employer in the Choolai Mill. But the results are not 
encouraging. The workers' representatives felt that they are put off every time by 
evasive replies. 

The fotmation of Works Councils. is, we think, desirable in the interests of main
taining cordial relations between the workers and the employers. But the machinery 
provided should be simple. We do not think that the workers have enough organiza
tion and edu<:ation to be able to take part in Distrid and National Councils. In their 
present condition, they will not generally be able to understand the conditions of the 
industry as a whole without the assistance of experts. But, within the limits of a 
single concern. representatives of the workers can do a great deal to ensure fair and 
just conditions of work for themselves*. Employers should consult such Councils in 
regard to internal administration and work in conjunction with them. Rules should 
be drawn up with their approval and consent. All.;ases of disciplinary action should 
be referred to them. Much can be done by a conscientious employer to secure the 
confidence and good-will of the workpeople by con.sult:ing them on all possible 
occasions. These Councils, however. should not be regarded in any way as supplant~ 
ing trade unions. and steps should be taken to prevent employers from dominating 
them. particula:cly in areas where trade unionism has not spread or is weak. 

IlL-Housing. 
Messrs. Binny & Co. provide a certa.in number of houses only fora small proportion 

of their workers. The Madras Corporation has just made a beginning in this direction 
with the assistance of a grant of Rs. 21lakhs from the Government. There is terrible 
overcrowding in the houses round the mills. 3, 4: and S families often Jiving in one 
small house. In one instance. we found 13 iamilies in a single house. Even under 
such conditions, workers have to pay rents which are disproportionately heavy in 
comparison with their wages. The practice of sub-letting is widely prevalent. with 
the result that the poorer workers have to bear the heaviest burden. The rents paid 
by the workers range from 12 annas for the ground to Rs. 2-8 annas or Rs. 3 to Rs. 5~ 
and in a number of cases eVeD more. A big housing scheme is an imperative need in 
Madras. 

*What we mean to suggest is that a beginning should be made with Works 
Councils and the results watched. If within a year it be found that these Councils 
should prove satisfactory there should be an e~ of the experiment to Distrkt 
Councils, and later National Councils~ . 

G. 
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There is a strong sentiment in India. among workers in favour of house property. 
The possibility of owning a house would act as 8. great moral·and economic incentive 
to him. to improve his standard of living. A serious objection to workpeople living in 
houses belonging to the employer is the feeling of constant subordination •. 

Whether he is at work in the mill or at home after working hours. there is ever 
present in his mind the feeling that he is dependent upon the employer. The occupants 
of houses belonging to Messrs. Binny & Co. are a.1raid to join the union openly, as 
dismissal would mean Dot only loss of employment, but eviction at 24 hours' notice 
from the house. On the other hand~ if a housing scheme were put into operation. 
which would make a worker the owner of his house after some years, the hope of 
bettering his status would react upon him greatly for the good. An urgent Tesolution 
was adopted by the Corporation of Madras nearly two years ago that about 400grounds 
of military land in PeramburBanacksshould be acquired by the Corporation. But it 
was sold almost immediately after the resolution was passed to Messrs. Binny &: Co. 

A considerable proportion of the mill workenJ live in the neighbourhood of the 
mills. Tbe problem of housing is a most acute one. The workers are compelled either 
to crowd into small bouses with their families, or lease a small plot of ground in one 
of the cheries; failing either of these two courses, they have to live far away from. 
their places of work. The insanitary condition of the cberiu is responsible. according 
to the Health Deparlment of the Madras Corporation. for the high mortality rate 
prevalent in certain parts of the city. The eluriu belong to private landlords, who 
feel no responsibility for maintaining them in proper condition.. The Corporation. 
likewise, does not feel responsibility for what is private property. Compulsory 
acquisition is the only remedy. But with the existing revenues of the Corporationj 

it would be impossible to undertake housing schemes on any appreciable scale. It is 
not at all surprising tb.a.t. with such overcrowding and lack of sanitation and proper 
conservancy, the health of the workers is extremely unsatisfactory. 

The latest Report of the Health Officer far Madras discloses a scandalous state of 
affairs. The birthrate for 19281ell from 46-8 to «-Sper mille. while the death rate 
increased from 42·3 to 50 -5 per mille. Tbe death rate was in fact the higbest since 
1905. excepting the abnormal influenza years of 1918 and 1919. Infantile mortality 
for the year increased from 237-6 to 286-8. The increase in the number of deaths 
was mainly under respiratory diseases~ dysentery and diarrhoea. Cholem. also was 
IeSpOnsible, to a certain extent. the worst afiected area being Choolai. the mill area. 

The Health Officer observed U over one-fourth of the population of the city of 
Madras is living amongst surroundings. without the fundamental requirements of a. 
sanitary existence, namely pure air. wholesome water, suitable nourishment. decent 
housing." This remark is made year after year in his annual reports. The water 
supply of the City is defeetive .. both chemically and bacteriologically_ There is not 
an adequate quantity of water for every consumer. The drainage system is very 
unsatisfactory in-many parts of the City. 

With regard to mousing. a systematic campaign was conducted to improve the 
condition of the slums in the City. Notices were served and prosecutions conducted, 
but nothing substantial was achieVed. Accordingtotbe Health Officer. itseemsalmost 
impossible to make the owners of these areas realize their responsibility. Housing 
accommodation is seriously defective and there is overcrowding_ Huts are springing 
up everywhere. More and more slums are created every day. Tuberculosis is 
spreading. The Health Officer observed that. unless .the housing problem is satis· 
faetorily solved, it is not possible to expect the mortality rate to go down. 

Attention may be drawn to the fact that the recommendations of the City High 
Mortality Committee have boon practically shelved. 

The following is a summary of the observations taken from the Report of the 
Committee. It was presided over by Colonel Russell, then Director of Public Health 
(1927). 

The total death rate in Madras is very much lrlgher than that of Calcutta 
and Bombay. although Madras compares favourably with the other two cities 
as regards housing and overcrowd.ing. The intestinal disP,ase rate is more than 
twice as high as that of Calcutta and Bombay. The respiratory disease death 
rate in Madras is similar to that recorded in Calcutta and Bombay. The 
infantile death rate in certain parts of Madras is over 500 per J,OOO births. 
Malaria is an additional factor responsible for the high death rate in some 
of the northern divisions of the City. Everything points to the fact that the 
conditions producing infant and child mortality in the City of Madras are gradually 
becoming worse. Diarrhoea and dysentery are responsible for 'a large number of 
infantile diseases. and there is an urgent can for the raising of the standard of sanita· 
tiOD throughout the City. It is also noted that the highest rates are to be found 
in those areas lying all around the outskirts of the City. OD account of the fact that in 
those areas piped water supply is supplemented from filthy tanks and wells. It may 
also be partly due to the poorer housing accommodation and also the lower economic 
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How little attention is paid to the needs of the poor workers is apparent to any
one paying a visit to the mill area. 400 grounds of military land were available for 
a housing scheme. But it was sold to Messrs. Binn,y &: Co. Across the road was an 
open piece of land which was used for many years by the young men of the area as a 
play-ground. But the Government has recently built Police lines over nearly half 
the land. 

To live far away from the mill area involves a daily walk of several miles to and 
from. the place of work. The problem can be solved by the State undertaking housing 
schemes in the suburbs. In fact. there should be large sums of money set a.part by 
the Government for housing schemes for all industrial centres. The needs of each 
industrial area should be ascertained and a comprehensive housing programme 
undertaken and spread over a period -of years, if sufficient funds cannot be diverted 
for the purpose in a single year. The railways can help by issuing specially cheap 
season tickets. A special contribution may be levied from the employers by the 
Corporation for providing workelS with houses. 

IV.-HeaIth. 
Detailed statistios regarding general health conditions of workers are not easily 

availa.ble. as no special efforts seem to have been made either by the Corporation or 
the Labour Department to collect them. But the general conditions are extremely 
unsatisfactory. The diet of the workers certainly calls for great improvement. 
Rice, particularly mill polished rice, a little dal and vegetables~ diluted buttermi1k
on these one cannot build strong bodies. Some workers occasionally buy a little 
fish and meat. Drink also is a somewhat heavy item. Large numbers o-f mstances 
have been brought to our notice of workers who spend as much as 30 to 40 per cent. 
of their earnings on drink. Toddy shops are open day and night> and the wOTkers 
have DO difficulty in getting their drink at any hour of the day or night. 'In a number 
of cases they get drunk before they enter their mills early in the morning. 

There should be working men's dubs to serve as centres of amusement and 
instruction in the evenings. Sche~ for adult education. temperance and food 
reform may be introduced through such institutions. We made an experiment in 
1927 with a cotfee shop on the premises of the union for providing the workers with 
coffee and some food at pra.ctically cost price. It bad to be abandoned after a few 
months. as we could not aJIord the monthly loss; and also it did not seem to us to 
have any appreciable effect on the drinking habits of the workers. All liquor and 
drug shops should be removed from the neighbourhood of the mills and areas in 
which the workers live. 

Regarding medical facilities, the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills have full-time 
doctol'S# while in the Choolai Mill ... doctor comes at stated hours. There are hospitals, 
but at a considerable distance. to which the workers go when they are ill and need 
medical attention. The complaint of the men in the Buckingham and Camatic 
Mills is that doctoIB are not free to make their own recommendations in regard to 
leave. and that the managers sometimes interfere with the discretion of the doctors 
in sanctioning leave. It is not all employers who can afford to keep full-time doctors. 
At the same time employelS must regard it as part of their own obligation to render 
free medical aid to their workers. We would suggest the institution of an independent 
provincial medical service under the Surgeon-General. Each employer should make 
a certain contribution to the State~ which would establish dispensaries and hospita.ls 
in the neighbourhood of the places of work. This would render the medical men in 
charge of such dispensaries and hospitals independent of the employers. At the 
same time. even small employers who cannot afford to keep full·time medkal men, 
will be able to provide medical relief for their workpeople. As.the indigenous systems 

(884) G-4 
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_"_ ...... _ .... even an interview for discussing the proposal. It bad therefore to be 
abandoned. and Messrs. Binny and- Co. acquired the site we had in mind for the 
maternity home. 

The union worked a ba.by welcome centre for about a year in 1928, but had to 
abandon it for Jack of funds. ·Since one of our secretaries became a municipal 
councillor in 1921, the needs of the division have been brought to the notice of the 
Corporation prominently. with the result that there have been established a child 
welfare centre in the mill locality. But there is urgent need for a maternity home 
in the area. 

We have reason to believe that the health of the workers suffers greatly as a 
result of their occupation, Workers should be mediea.lIy certifiedl in our opinion. 
before they are finlt admitted into a mill or factory. There should also be periodical 
inspections by health inspectms. so that the effect of the occupation on the workers 
may be recorded from time to time. 

Latrine accommodation is seriously insufficient in the residential areas. Tbue 
are cJuries~ where the insufficiency amounts to a serious scanda.J.. Public latrines 
are so constructed as almost to facilitate the spread of disease. Moreover. owing to 
the i.nadequacy of latrine aCCOJDmodation~ promiscuous use is made of streets and 
public places. as tbe workeIS bave to be in tbe milla by 6.30 a.m. 

With regard to drinking water. there are eheries round the- mill area which have 
only one or two taps for a hundred families, and women have to wait a long time 
before they can Dll their pots. 

"there should be boards of health to study the incidence of various diseases, 
particularly malaria, hookworm.~ tuberculosis and venereal diseases. which affect 
the health and the- efficiency of the working classes. There should also be free access 
given to officers of the Factories' and Health Departments into factories as well as 
plantations. Legislation on the lines of the recommendation of the International 
Labour Conference regarding sickness insurance is essential. But it would not be 
practical to introduce any scheme which involves a contribution from the workers.· 
We do not think there are any difficulties in regard to the non-acceptability of westem 
medicine. But Provincial Governments are themselves encouraging indigenous 
systems of medicine, and Indian workers have much greater faith in these systems. 
It is wrong. in our opinion .. to insist that a workman, in order to obtain sick leave. 
should be certified by the mill doctor. My certfficate by a registered medical 
practiti<?fier should be acceptable. 

Maternity benefits are allowed in the Buckingham and Camatic Mills to the extent 
of three months'leave with half wages. But there are few women workers in these 
mills. In the ChooIai Mill. maternity benefits have recently been introduced. 
Formerly, women were dismissed in the 6th or 7th month of pregnancy and were 
taken back to work a few days after childbirth as new recruits. This meant not only 
loss of wages, but payment of a fresh bribe at the time of r:ecruitment. In 1928. 
there was considerable agitation on account of the introduction of the two-loom 
system in the Choolai Mill. The men demanded 75 per cent. on the second loom. 
while the management was not willing to give more than SO per cent. Ultimately 
a committee was appointed by the Labour Commissioner which recommended 

• We would like to make it clear that while Under existing rates of wages it ~uld 
be very difficult for workpeople to make c::ontributions to any sickness insurance 
scheme. if the choice be between the introduction of a. sickness insurance scheme on a 
contributory basis and no scheme at all it weuld be better. in our OpinioD~ to have 
a contribution from the workers. We are forced to this conclusion because we know 
that workers get into ~bt during periods of sickness and lose far more money in 
this way than they wo~d by contributing to any scheme of sickness insurance 
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80 per cent. on the second loom. The management refused to accept the award~ 
but was willing to pay the 75 per cent. as originally demanded by the workers. 
A compromise was effected. the weavers agreeing to 75 per cent. on the second loom 
in return for various concessions such as privilege leave. etc .• one of them being 
maternity benefits for women workers. The management agreed to give three 
months' leave with one-third wages. But as the scheme is worked, the amount is 
not paid until one month after the woman returns to work, and in the cases which 
have come to our notice. the amounts range between Rs. 3 and 4. Maternity benents 
are not given we are told by employers in the mufassil. particularly where trade 
unions have not come into existence. We think. therefore. that legislation is very 
necessary. Women WOTkers should be given three months' leave with full wages 
and free medical attendance. The incidental expenses in connection with childbirth 
should also be home out of public funds, and an allowance to the mother for feeding 
the child should be given~ There should also be creches in the neighbourhood of 
mills and factories. . 

V.-WeIWe. 
Messrs. Binny &: Co. have undertaken welfare work on a large scale. There is 

scope for welfare work, provided welfare societies are not started as rivals to trade 
unions and the workpeople are not coerced into joining such societies. This is the 
main cause for friction between the workers and Messrs. Binny &- Co. 

lt may be of interest to note that in 1926~ soon after the union took llPworkmen's 
compensation cases, the Welfare Committee also followed its example. There are 
instances in which representatives of the Welfare Committee went to the hospitals 
to secure from victims of accidents their signatures for applications to the Commis
sioner for workmen;g compensation, so as to prevent the union frOm getting the 
credit. We have also had instances of such men asking us for our advice whether' 
they should 61e their claims through the union or through the Welfare Committee~ 
as the latter involved no risk of victimization by the employer. 

Another point which deseI'Ve$ to be mentioned is that the Superintendent of their 
We11a.re Committee was formerly a sub-inspector of the C.I.D .• who took a prominent 
part in bringing a.bout the breakdown of the strike in the mills in 1920. 

In regard to welfare societies, stores and schemes for the relief of indebtedness, 
the co-opetative principle should be regarded as vital. So long as the employer 
controls weUare work and shows hostility to trade unionism his motive is bound to 
be suspected. 

Welfare work, in our opinion. should be undertaken by philanthropic bodies 
such as social service organizations absolutely independent of the employers. We 
attempted in 1920 to starta small lending society for advancing loans to our members. 
But it did not succeed, as the amount was too small a.t our dispcsa.l, and also because 
of the difficulty of recovering loans. The experiment cost the union roughly about 
Rs.2,OOO. 

The workers have expressed & strong desire to have provision for old age and 
premature retirement. They would very gladly see gratuityiunds and bonus schemes 
replaced by a provident fund scheme. to which they would contribute something and 
the employer would also contribute something. 

VL-EdUCBtion. 
Facilities for general education in industrial areas are utterly inadequate. The 

vast majority of the workers cannot even read and write. and this makes work 
amongst them extremely difficult. It is also difficult to arouse in them a desire for 
improving their standards of living. Funerals. marriages. ceremonies are responsible 
to some extent for the indebtedness of the workers. Bribery also within the factories 
is a great factor in this connection. If the workers were educated, they could be 
trusted to resist these temptations towards extravagance and COlTUption. 

Moreover. owing to their lack of educa.tionk they are liable to deceit in every 
t:ransaction. They cannot keep accounts and therefore are charged exorbitant 
interest. In the monthly calculation of their wages only a few are able to chaUenge 
the figures given by the employer and have them revised. Adult education and 
education, both ordinary and vocational, are very necessary. Magic lantern shows 
are extremely popular with our workers. Instruction. both of a general kind. and of a. 
propagandist description such as in sanitation. hygiene, temperance, etc .• may be 
given by magic lantern and cinema shows. 

VU.-llafeI7. 
The number of accidents owing to failure to carry out the provisions of the Factory 

Act under the heading Safety could be minimized with gre<!ter care on the part of 
the employers. The punjsbments imposed on employers violating the provisions of 
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the Factories Act are much too light to have any deterrent effect. Accidents in 
non-regulated establishments could also be prevented to a certain extent if. wherever 
they are established. local OJlioers of the Public Health Department could be 
empowered to exercise supervising authority. The factories establishment is much 
too small to carry out efficient inspection. There should be a. considerable increase 
in the number of Inspectors of Factories .• The extension of the definition of the 
term if factory .. is very desirable~ if workers in sma.ll establishments are to be given 
protection. Factory Inspectors should have authority to inspect .any industrial 
establishment however run, whether by steam, electricity or in any other way; only 
then will there be a considerable improvement eftected in the conditions of factory 
labour. We are against the retention of a minimum number of workers for a factory 
to come under the provisions of the Act and against the limitation to power-driven 
industrial establishments. There should be propaganda campaigns in safety to 
instruct workmen how to protect themselves against accidents. 

VIIL-Workmen'. COIIlIl!lll&lion. 
The use of the Workmen's Compensation Act has been more frequent within the 

last few years§ as the statistics will show. But even now~ many workers are either 
ignorant of the provisions of the Act. or are afraid to take advantage of them for fear 
of dismissal. In one case~ a man who was entitled to compensation came to us for 
advice as to whether he shou1d file an application for full payment (which would have 
been B.s. 78t or accept Rs. 6 which were offered to him. We declined to take the 
responsibility of finding a new job if he were discharged from the place in which he 
was working and left it to him to decide. We offered. of course. to fight the case out 
before the Compensation Commissioner~ if he so desired. But he did not seek our 
assistance. In another case~ the employer. after asking a man who was entitled to 
compensa.tion under the Act to wait~ ftnally opposed his application before the 
Commissioner on the ground that the six months' time limit had expired. On 
examination~ the Commissioner found that the actual time was only six months and 
nine days. and used his discretionary power in favour of the workman. A panel of 
lawyers has been at work in Madras for a. few years undertaking cases arising out of 
the Act and generally on industrial matters, free of cost to the workmen. This has 
considerably increased the number of such cases. It would help. apart from amend
ments to the Act which have been proposed by the panel. to have publicity work 
ca.nied on by the Labour Department. All notices of a.ccidents should be sent Dot 
only to the Factories' Department. but also to the Commissioner for Workmen~s 
Compen.sa.tion~ who should provide the workmen with legal assistance free of cost. 
Non-payment of compensation should be made punishable under the Act.. In our 
opinloo# plaotatiOllS also should be brought within the scope of the Act. 

IX.--Bours 01 Work ill FaoIoriu. 
The number of hours worked is ten per day: the mills close on Saturdays at 

4 o'clock, giving a. total of 58 hours per week. There must be a distinction dra.wn 
between day work and night work,. as the latter imposes a greater strain upon the 
health of the workers. Six hours of night work should be regarded as equivalent to a 
full working day. Given satisfactory housing conditious# better food and more 
attention paid to the health of the workers and sanitati~ it should be possible to 
reduce the hours of work from ten to eight per day without any appreciable loss of 
production. The midday interval also should be longer than an .h<?ur. The eight 
hours' arrangement will give the workers more time for recreation ~d rest. and they 
would therefore be able to give better production. An hour's inteY:Val is too short. 
in our opinion. having regard to climatic conditions. We would suggest therefore a 
midday interval of an hour and a half. and also 15 minutes in the afternoon. We 
would suggest, for instance. 7 to 11; 12.30 to 2.30; 2.45 to 4.4-5. For a considerable 
time to come, workers will not be able to live near the place of work. In a large 
number of cases, they have to walk to and from their p~ of work many miles. 
In practice. now thereiore~ they are absent from their homes for 13 to 14 hours a day. 
It is. therefore. not surprising that they are not able to give a greater return of work. 
In all the three mills there is a system of privilege leave. But such leave is not easily 

.. We think it would be helpful to appoint a preventive staff of educated men who 
would conform to a certain standard.. We are encouraged to make this suggestion 
by the existence of a preventive staff in the Excise department. The unreserved 
extension of the term factory to all establishments may Ilot~ we realize. be practicable 
for some time to come. What we really have in mind is that unorganized industries 
may be brought under the scope of the Factories Act and the number may be limited 
for the present to about 15. • 
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obtainable~ particularly in the ChooIai milt although negotiations have been going 
on for over a year, At least]5 days'privilege leave in the year with full wages and 20 
days' sick leave on the production of medical certificate~ also with full wages and free 
medicat attendance, are necessary for all workers. irrespective of their years of 
service. 

Wome1l in F.u:tories.-Tbe conditions of the women workeIS are far more un
satisfactory than those of the men. Owing to the necessity to do. domestic work. 
they are unable to attend meetings -of the Union~ and their hardsh:ips are greater 
than those of the men. Tbeir wages are lower. and the absence of a woman jobber 
leads to many complications. The law must insist upon women jo-':'!v>rs being 
in charge of departments where the workers are women. There must also be \""),men 
Factory Inspectors. It need not be insisted in their cases that they should, r~ 
technical qualifications. Medical women. in our opinion. would be of greater r -.in 
women workers.· 'le 

There must also be provision for the education of children in factories. They must .. 
be provided with a midday meal in addition to education. Steps must also be taken 
to see that hall-timers are no.t compelled by their parents to work in other pit '""OS 
after their work in the mills is over. 

XJI.-w-. 
No precise statistics are available to us for comparison be~een the;. 

rates of wages. It may be said. however. in general that wages have gob-, 
industrial areas within the last ten years. From enquiries made of several hun, ! 
members of the Madras Labour UniOll# no money seems to be sent to tbG -rilla.g\.S. 
Wages are paid directly. Standardization of wages is absolutely DeGeSSa.ty1 and a 
start may be made in industries like the textile industry. There is considerable 
diJ!erence. for instance. in the wages paid in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills 
on the one side. and the Choolai Mill on the other within the same city-in fact 
within a radios of balf a mile. Th~ is also a dUference in the rates paid in Madras 
and in Coimbatore. Madura .. Tuticorin. Koilpatti and Ambasamudram. Generally 
speaking. wages are higher where trade unions are in existence. Almost an unfailing 
item in the demands put up by the workeIS when they first organize a union is an 
increase in wages. In fact. unions have succeeded in obtaining a general increase 
in wages. 

The details supplied with regan! to the cost of living lead us to the conclusion 
that it would be impossible for a worker to live on less than Rs. 85 a month. There 
is payment in kind of a sort in the Buckingham and Camatic mills~ as the worker.! are 
permitted to purchase their requirements from the stores run by the mills. up to a 
ce.rtain proportion of their monthly wages. ' 

We feel convinced that,. unless there is standardization of wages# labour is bound 
to suffer in the long run. The workers in the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills earn 
as a rule much more than those in the Choolai Mills. But according to information 
supplied to us from Coimbatore and further south, workers earn considerably less 
than in the Choolai Mill. 

We think it is not only possible and advisable but imperative to pass legislation 
fixing a minimum wage and also to standardize rates. Legislation on the- subject of a 
minimum wage would prove of great benefit n-ot only to the workers" but ultimately 
to the industry also. It will attract a better type of workman and tond to stabilize 
labour. The effect will also be noticeable in increased production. 

De4uctions.-There are direct as well as indirect methods of fining. There must be 
legislation to regUlate the levying of fi.nes and their utilization. There was a circular 
issued by the Government of India two or three years ago~ but no action seems to have 
been taken on it. Reference was made to it at meetings of the Union. It was pointed 
out by the workers~ however, that the complete a.bolition of the sys~m of fines might 
have an undesirable e:ffect of inc:reasing the number of dismissalS. Jobbers at the 
spinning department in the Camatic .Mill brought to the notice -of the Union heavy 
deductions from their wages soon after the circular had been explained at our meetings. 
If production went down below a certain figure. an extra man was put on the same 
work. with the consequence that a jobber earning Rs. 80 to. 90 per month-would have 
his wages cut down to about one-third of that figure. Representations were made 
through the Labour Com.missioner~ and although the charge was denied~ some alter
ation was made in the system. There were cases brought to our notice of jobbers 
who lost as much as- Rs. 40 to Rs. 50 a month for periods ranging from one week to 

• two months. and in a few cases even longer. After some agitation" the deductions 
were less heavy~ ranging from Rs. 25 to Rs. SO. At present~ so far as our information 
goes. the ptaCtice is being gradually abandoned. 
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Legislation ~egarding the levy of fines should be adopted as early as possible. 
If fines cannot altogether be abolished, at least they must be regulated and controlled. 
The amount of fine levied should not exceed a certain proportion of the total wage. 
The :fines should be utilized for the welfare- of the workers. The power to fine should 
be vested only in the managers and heads of departments. There should be a 
complete and detailed rules of aU fines. All offences for which fines could be inflicted 
should. be clearly defined and made known to the workmen. The withholding of 
'~ as a form of punishment should be legally prohibited. The system of compelling 

"Orken to take spoiled cloth should be abolished. Workers would co-operate much 
opre than ... :'lhey do in the maintenance of discipline and in giving better outturn of 

___ a~~~ ;: tlley were entrusted with responsibility therefore. 

in- _~_ '04 of Wage Payment.-The monthly system of paying wages is responsible. 
D & '\nsideTab1e extent. for the indebtedness of the workers. If wages are paid by 
.he ,-'k instead of by the month. this evil could be minimized. Some of our workers 
woul refer fortnightIypa.yment of wages. Thereis~ however, unanimity with regard 
to the treatment of unclaimed wages. In practice, wages for the preceding month 
are not· paid until about the 10th of the foUowing month. We know of instance 
in which the employer has coniisca.ted the wages for the preceding month (in the Choolai 
MilJ)# if the workers have been absent for more than a certain period in the following 
month. If for any reason a. worker is unable to be present on pay day. he has to 
wait for one week in the Chootai Mill. There should be no delay in the payment of 
wages.after they are due. The practice of retaining the wages for a certain number of 
days should be discontinued. Also. employers should have no right to keep back 
the wages of a worker who is discharged from service . 

.. Inikbl8dnltss.-We made enquiries from about 400 workers a few months ago and 
found that without exception they were all in debt. The amounts ranged trom as. 10 
to Rs. 400. Where property is mortgaged the rate of interest was from 18 to 36 
per cent.; but in the large majority of cases. it was much bigher and reached even 
ISO per cent. The workers being ignorant cannot reckon the rate: the usual method is 
to calculate it on a monthly basis per rupee. A big effort should be made by the 
Government and. the employers to solve the problem of indebtedness by the co
operative method. Trades Unions would most gladly help. but they cannot undertake 
the task on their own resources. 

XDI.--lntllUtria! EfIIcien.". of Workera. 
It is not possible for us to give any precise information regarding the points under 

this Ilead. But,. with adequate housing. better food~ a shorter day~ the spread of 
education among workers and the institution of a living wage~ we have no doubt 
that the industrial efficiency of the worker will show a remarkable increase. 

XlV.-'.l'tad. ComhinalioDl. 
Trade unionism is extremely popular among the workers in southem India. 

There is k~ enthusiasm among the workers and eagerness to enroll themselves in 
unions. Employers in general. are beginning to realise that trade unionism is an 
inevitable development; but there is still hostility on the part of some who regard 
it as an evil. Among the workers.~ there is also a widespread fear that membership 
of a trade union would mean loss of emplojment or some mark of disfavour from 
the employer. If employers would recognize at least trade unions registered under 
the Act~ it would make a considerable difference. Our union has: discouraged the 
idea of resorting to strikes. except as a last resort; it has prevented many strikes 
from materializing. and the workers have shown a remarkable senSe of discipline# 
both in refraining from going on strike- and in carrying out the decisions of the 
executive committee, when a strike has become inevitable. Trade unionists may 
generally be trusted to keep within the law~ even when they are on strike. Unions 
are not yet in a position to start scheme!t for mutual aid and benefit. unemployment 
or sickness for lack of funds. We give death benefit in our union of Rs. 20 to the 
families of those who have been regular members. We make representations on 
behalf of the workers to the employers as well as the Government and assist them 
generally in ways which do not involve much expense. Vi1len witnesses in cues 
are dismissed, we compensate them for loss of employment. 

The Madras Labout' Union is the oldest union in India. having been in existence 
since April. 1918. Exce~ in the very ear.ly bt:gin~g. i.t bas been a union ~sisting 
exclusively of the workers m the three textile mills lD Madras# namely the Buckingham. 
the Camatic and the Choolai Mills. It owes its origin to the fact that the workers 
began to feel the pressure of the high p~. during ~e latter part of the.war ~d the • 
frequency with which assaults took place mSlde the mills. The umon was m a VIgOrous 
-c:ondition for two or three years. "but & prolonged hig strike "and lockout in the 
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Buckingham and the earn.tic Mills in the years 1920 and 1921 practically killed it. 
The union was actively revived in 1923. At first the men were afraid to join it and 
would not come to meetings until it was dark. But membership grew at a remarkable 
pace. The attitude of Messrs. Binny & Co. has been consistently unfriendly. The 
president interviewed the employers several times with a view to establish friendly 
relations. Their objection to the union was that, in the first place, there was no 
need for it~ since the Welfare Committee was doing all that the union was expected 
to do: and seoondly~ they could not recognize an institution on which there were 
outsiders. Another union called n the Buckingham and Camatic Mills Employees' 
Union" came into existenee in the year 1926~ and the firm conviction of the workers 
has throughout been that it is a union started by the employers as a rival to the 
Madras Labour Union. Its meetings are still held inside the mill premises. and its 
existence has been used as a reason for withholding recognition from the Madras 
Labour Union. We have been told by some of the office-bearers of the other union 
that~ although they do not like the eJQ.stence of two unions. they have to maintain 
the other one out of fear of the employer. Both unions are registered under the 
Trades Union Act. An effort was made in 1926. soon after the starting of the 
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union .. to bring about an amalgama.tion 
of the two. The conditions we then suggested were: (1) The election of oflice
bearers of the union to take place at a meeting exclusively of workers, but at a 'place 
outside the mill premises, The question whether the workers of the Choolai Mill 
also could be members of the same union to be decided at that meeting. (2) The 
union to be registered under the Trades Union Act. (3) All industrial disputes to 
be referred in the first instance by the office-bearers of the union to the manager 
of the mill concerned, and no public reference to be made to such disputes so long as 
negotiations were in progress. 

But the eftort at a.m.algama.tion failed. These conditions have been repeatedly 
stated at public meetings of the union. An eftort was made by the late Labour 
Commissioner in 1928 to bring about a friendly understanding. He suggested that 
if the present office-bearers of the union would resign. it might be possible to get 
the union recognized. The matter was placed before the uni~ which decided. th'at 
it could accept no dictation from the employer, so long as its constitution W'dS such 
that it was permissible under the Trades Union Act. From our experience of the 
Madras Lahnur Union. we would suggest that the Act Shnuld he amended in two 
ways: (al it should be made obligatory on an employer to recognize a registered 
union; (b) the Regisbar' of Trade Unions should. in doubtful cases. satisfy himself 
that a union awlying for registration is a bema fide one. 

The Chnolai Mill has latterly heen on friendly terms with the Madras Labour 
Union. The o:ffi.ce-bearers of the union are at liberty to enter the mill premises. and 
discuss questions with the management. This has had a good efiect and recognition 
of the union has been respoDSible for preventing many strikes. 

Many of the workers of the. Buckingham and Camatic Mills are now hesitating 
to associa.te themselves openly with the Madras Labour Union. because they will 
shortly be entitled to gratuity for ten years of service. They express a fear tha.t 
membeTShip of the union may involve loss of the gratuity. One practical difficulty 
which arises from the institution of a bonus scheme twice a year and the gratuity 
fund. the iirst of which becomes payable after ten years of approved service~ is that 
they operate as a guarantee against strikes# After the prolonged disputes of ]920 
and 19216 such of the men as were taken into the service started with no tecognition 
of their previous service but as absolutely new men. A strike lIC'Ould automatically 
deprive them of any claim to gratuity. If there have been no strikes in the 
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills since ]921 .. this fact must in part at any rate be 
a.ttributed to the fear of the workers of losing their bonus and gratuity. It is wrong 
in principle that there should be an inducement of this kind against the right of the 
workers to go on strike. if they are dissatisfied with their conditions of work. 

XV.--IndUltrial Disputes. 
There were two big disputes in the Buckingham and Camatic Mills in 1920 and 

192], each of several months' duration. The latter ended with loss of employment 
to a very considerable number of the workezs in the two mills. Inadequate wages. 
ill-treatment inside the mills were the maiD causes of the strikes. Since then~ so far 
as the Buckingham and Camatic M:ilJ.s are concerned, there have not been any strikes. 
on an appreciable scale. Reference. however. must be made to the wholesale dis
missal of over 250 women in 1926. The union made an investigation into the 
economic conditions of several hundred of its memben~ both men and women. It 
was founcL as a result of these investigations. that practically all the women who 
came forward to give evidence were hea.vily in debt~ the rate of interest in a majority 
of the cases being 75 to 150 per cent. It may also be added that of the women who 
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came forward to give evidence the majority were from the Cboolai Mill,. and com
paratively few from the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills. The president of the 
union drew a.ttention in a public meeting to the hardships of the women workers~ 
la.ying stress on the fact that their lot was in every way worse than that of the men~ 
since they had two masters to serve, the employers as well as their husbands at 
home. He expressed the view that. in many mstances. the husbands were harsher 
than the employers. Messrs. Binny & Co .• acting presumably on a. distorted version 
of the speech. dismissed all their women workers. When an agitation was com.p:leDced 
for their reinstatement. the employers shifted their ground and justified their action 
on the plea that they were taking action upon an old decision of several years' standing. 
After considerable pressure was put upon them. they withdrew their Dotiees of 
dismissal. In the Choolai Mill. there have been several strikes within the last year. 
The inlluence of the union has always been exercised in the direction of preventing 
a strike~ if there was any hope of a. settlement by negotiations and conciliation. 
The pra.ctice of the union is to approach the employer in the first instance; then. 
if necessary. to seek the intervention of the Labour Commissioner. In the case of 
the Buckingham. and Camatic Mills. it is not possible to approach the employers 
through the union (because. although it is reg1stered under the Act. it is not recog
nized); nor can the Labour Commissioner intervene~ because such intervention is. 
apparently posslble only with the consent of both the partieo. It was hoped that 
the difficulty would be solved under the Trades Disputes Act. but so far no action 
has been posslble. 

In the- Choolai MilL on several occasions. the union has prevented strikes even 
when there was provocation. As an imtance. it may be mentioned that in 1926. 
the manager dismissed 26 men on a frivolous pretext, The men were prepared to go 
on strike the next morning. But acting on the advice of the president. they refrained 
from taking that step. when the manager agreed to reinstate 10 men immediately 
and consider the cases of the other 163 few days later. The promise. however, was 
never kept. The experience of the union in the ChooIai Mill has been for the last 
several years that. when representations are made to the local authorities. we are told 
that only the head office ~ Bombay can deal with the matter; when. however. the 
head office is a.pproached., we are told that the men OIl the spot must decide. 

The introduction of the two 100m system in 1928 was preceded by a great deal 
of diseontent among the men, who feared that there would be retrenchment on a 
large scale in consequence of this system, The weavers also protested against the 
offer of the management of a fifty per cent. wage on the second loom and the bad 
materials supplied, A committee was appointed by the Labour Commissioner .. but 
not until the men had downed tools after patiently waiting for several months. It 
is significant tbat~ while the men had demanded 75 per cent. on the second loom .. 
the committee appointed by the Labour Commissioner. after careful investigation ... 
came to the conclusion that the men should be paid 80 per cent. on the second 100m 
or .. 5 per cent. more than the original demand of the men. The Committee admitted. 
that the complaint of -the weavers was justifiable on account of u the low tensile 
strength of the warp material. bad si2in.g, inferior stores supplied to the loom.. 
frequent stoppages of the loom for repairs. breakages. badly prepared weft and a. 
large number of missing threads in the wea.vers~ beams ". The recommendations of 
the Committee were~ besides the 80 per cent. on the second loom; {al better quality 
of warp yarns; (b} greater attention to be paid to the winding. Warping and sizing 
processes; (e) rewound weft to be supplied to the weavers; (4) ~ stoppage of the 
looms to be reduced to a minimum by providing for an adeq,uate supply of weft .. 
and the supplying of a better quality of loom stores and securmg proillpt attention 
of jobbers; (0) the re-arrangement of the looms. 

The concluding paragraph of the report of the Committee may also be quoted : 
.. The Committee are constrained to observe that the management declined to 
furnish the information called for in the questionnaire which would have greatly 
assisted them in ascertain.ing the cost of production in the mill under the. two loom 
system and the extent the mill gain thereby. The Committee have .. however, made 
a close observation of the several factol'S in order to make their recommendations.'· 

The recommendations of this committee have not yet been carried out in fnll. 
although it is eighteen months since they were made. With regard to the payment: 
of wages on the second loomk the management refused to accept the recommendat:ioo. 
of 80 per cent .• but agreed to the original demand of the men for 75 pot cent. in return 
for certain concessions~ such as the grant of 15 days' privilege leave to all worker.J. 
with DYe yean' service and more. matemity benefits to women workers and the 
payment of aD allowance whenever there was stoppage of work owing to the break
down of the engine or any other cause beyond their eontrol . 

. We regret 1D state. however. tha.t the management has sought various pretexts. 
:for putting off the grant of many of these concessions. 
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T1t4 Tf'Ilde< D~ Ad.-The Trades Disputes Act was rushed through the 
Delhi session of the Legislative Assembly last year in. spite of strenuous opposition. 
The Government of India. made it appear that, unless the measure was immediately 
placed on the Statute Book. there would be serious consequences to the country. 
Nine months have elapsed since the measure was passed; but when the union applied 
to the Madras Government in January this year for the appointmant of a Court of 
Enquiry under the Act. a reply was sent after a delay of four weeks (and that too. 
after a reminder from the union) that as the rules were not ready~ the application 
might be renewed. at a later date. This is in contrast to the promptness with which the 
Bombay Government drafted the rules immediately after the Act came into operation 
and appointed a Court of Enquiry in May. 1929. to deal with the dispute in the 
textile industry in Bombay. Once again. the union is forced to the conclusion that 
the only incentive to prompt action in dea.ling with labour which is efiective with 
the Government seems to be a strike. 

The Attitude of t". Govwnm.nt.-The attitude of the local government cannot be 
described as sympathetic. No doubt, a special officer has beeIi appointed. known 
as the Labour Commissioner. The appointment was made when there was serious 
industrial discontent in the Presidency. But. no real effort has been. made by the 
Government to expand the department to meet the needs of the industrial workers. 
A perusal of the list of Labour Commissioners will convince the Commission how 
lightly the Government has regarded the duties of that officer. There have been 
Labour Co.m.m.issioners appointed. for a few days or weeks. In 1926, we led a deputa
tion to the member in charge of labour to suggest the collection of information relating 
to labour through the Labour Commissioner's department. but the req uest has 
gone unheeded. The Labour Commissioner is not in direct touch with labour. He 
gets his reports of meetings from the police. He has consistently refused invitations 
from trade unions to attend their meetings. although. apparently he has no objection 
to attend meetings of employers and Planters' Associations. There is little disposition 
on the part of the Government to take any action until an industrial dispute has 
eulminated in a strike. The conclusion is forced upon the union that until a. late 
stage is reachea. the Government is not willing to recognize the existence of a. dispute, 
So far as the city police are concern.ed. the union also feel feels bound to acknowledge 
the fairness with which the police have acted in recent years in 'all industrial disputes 
in whiCh the union has: been engaged. There has been no interference with meetings 
and no efforts to coerce the men to resume work during strikes. 

Representations have been made by the union in the past to the Government 
that they should invest the Labour Co.m.m.issioner with greater powers than he 
p< 55:: S s, and expand his department for the purpose of collecting data and statistics 
regarding industrial labour. No action has been taken on these lines by the Govern· 
ment. One of the difliculties in this Presidency is that industrial labour is absolutely 
unrepresented in the Legislative Council. This is perhaps the only legislature in 
India (barring the U.P. Council) where industrial labour is so unrepresented... The 
consequence is that labour problems do not receive anytb.ing more than sca.nt atten
tion from the Government. The Government was approached to nominate one or 
two members to the council after the general elections of 1926. but no notice was 
taken of the request. 

With the adoption of machinery for enquiry and conciliation, in the first part 
of the Trades Disputes Act. the union feels that the necessity has disappeared for a 
Labour Commissioner. He c:a.n intervene in a dispute only when he is approa.ched 
by both parti~ and his intervention is necessarily limited by the consideration of 
bringing about as early a settlement as possible on the basis of such data as are 
readily available or which both parties may be willing to place before him. Courts 
of Enquiry and Boards of Conciliation will wield. on the other hand. greater 
authority than the Labour Commissioner possesses and are likely to deal with 
industrial disputes more from the standpoint of a just than a prompt settlement. 
The combination of the functions of Labour Commissioner. protector of the depressed 
classes. registrar of trade unions and commissioner for workmen's compensation in 
a single officer is not desirable. There should be a separate officer to deal with the 
problems of the depressed classes. Likewise~ the collection of statistics and aU 
information relating to labour should be the work of a separate department in 
charge of an Indian with knowledge and experience of research work. It should 
also be one of the dutieS of the department to do publicity work. translating the 
var.iou.s labour moasures into the different vernaculars of the province, and to conduct 
a labour bulletin in English and the vernaculars. Without meaning to cast any 
reflection upon the present holder of these miscellaneous posts. we think that the 
problems of labour would be more satisfactorily handled by an Indian officer than 
a European. We must draw the attention of the CofDlIlission to the fact that since 
the post of Labour Commissioner was created. it has never been beld by an. Indian. 
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It need scarcely be added that the department of labour should be in cbaIge of a 
minister responsible to the Legislature. both in the provmces and in the Government 
mm~. . 

Although labour problems have been given prominence in the Legislative Council 
whenever there has been interference by the police. much attention has not been 
paid to purely industrial disputes. Generally speaking. there is not sustained interest 
displayed in the welfare of labour except by one or two members of the Legislative 
Council. We think that only by a wide extension of the franchise can fhere be any 
satisfactory improvement in the ~t state of affairs. At present hardly any of 
the workers have a. vote for the legislatures. Even in regard to municipal matters, 
only an extremely small number of workers have the vote. In 1927, the Madras 
Labour Union decided for the first time to .set up a candidate of its own for the 
16th Division of the Corporation. We made efforts to induce the Congress candidate 
to withdraw i}l favour of our own and to oontest the seat in the neigbbouring division. 
But as the Congress Party refused to accept our suggestion~ we had a strenuous 
fight. Our candidate poned 819 votes as against 220 for the Congress candidate. 
The enthusiasm with which the members of the Madras La.bour Union worked during 
the election campaign is proof of the interest they feel in civic a.fiairs.. In 1928 we 
contested the seat from the 13th Division; but our candida:te was defeated. this 
time by a member of the Justice Party. There is a small group at present working 
in the Madras Corporation on behalf of labour. But it is too small yet to have any 
appreciable infiuence. Nevertheless. our representative succeeded in getting a. 
resolution passed recommending special representation to labour in the Madras 
Corporation. A scheme was drafted for giving labour such representation; but it 
has been shelved. Workers. especially in urban areas. have a sufficient understanding 
of the reactions of legislative and civtc activities upon their lives and eonQitions of 
work to appreciate the value of the vote. Trade unions. in. our opinion, should be 
given the right to elect their own representatives to the various legislatures (including 
both Houses of the Central Legislature) in adequate numbers. There shoeld be 
reservation of seats for labour in all the legislatures and municipal and IocaI bodies. 

J SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM OF THE MADRAS LABOUR 
UNION. 

The Madras Labour Union is the oldest organized trade union in India.. It is 
also one of the 1irst unions in India to be recognized under the Trades Union Act. 
Its first meeting was held on April 13th7 1918. under tbe auspices of the Sri Venkatesa. 
Gunamrita Va.rshani Sabha (a religious association) with Mr. B. P. Wadia as chairman. 
of the meeting. Three factors were responsible {or the suggestion of suchan organiza
tion :-{a) The extremely short recess for the mid-day meal of 30 minutes (the
recess was extended to 40 minutes immediately after the suggestion of a trade 
union);- (6) the freqUt;ncy of assaults on the workers by the European assistants in.. 
the Buckingham Mill; (e) inadequate wages in the face of rapidly rising prices. 

On 27th April. 1918. the Madras Labour Union was formally inaugurated. Mr. 
Wa.dia. spoke to the workem of the dignity of labour and the necessity for cultivating 
a sense of self-respect and self-reliance. The Government of Madras began to take 
notice of these meetings attended by several thousands of workers from all the three 
mills. On the 18th of May. Lord Pentland (then Governor of Madras). sent for 
Mr. Wadia aad expressed disapproval of his line of work. Mr. Wadia said that he 
could not discontinue it" unless the suggestion came from the labourers tbemselves~ 
He was then requested to see Mr. A. P. Symonds. of Messrs. BiDDy &: Co., which 
he did on the following day. On the 24th of May Mr. Wadia wrote a letter to the 
Private Secretary to the GoverDor~ in the course of which he obselved that Mr_ 
Symonds was a little surprised at the view His Excellency took. In the couxse 
of that letter Mr~ Wadi& observed :-" I am grateful to His Excellency for thus 
bringing about a friendly relationship between Mr. Symonds and myse.11. for I am 
sure it will greatly facilitate my work among the 1a.bourel'S# which I believe to be of 
great value to the country and the Government. H Mr. Wadia went rollIld the mills
with Mr. Symonds. It is si.gni1icant that. after seeing the Buckingham and Carnatie 
mills, Mr. Wadia wrote: As tc 1M generlll neellen' ron4iJi"" of yOIW mUls. s4nilaty 
antl oIMnuisa. I Aaw notJJiKg bui praise. I •• 1101 iJtSf>ecl4d many 1fIills. bvI of rUt ,Jun. I Ita". Inn. is no doubt ." my mind UuU yow,.,. afford facilities .nd comfort 10· 
,,,. labotners UuU olANs do 1101. 

He then made certain concrete suggestions to Sir Clement Simpson, the head of 
Messrs. BiDDy &: Co, :-(a) The mid-day recess of 40 minutes should be extended 
to an hour. (b) An increase of wages by 2S per cent., as in Ahmedabad. (c) Better
treatment of the labourers by the European ofIicers. and removal of racial feelings~ 
(Nol8.-It may be noted that there were seveml cases of assault in the mills by the. 
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European ma.na.gers and assistants. some of which ended in conviction in the police
courts. In one case a European assistant was convicted for branding a worker with 
a red hot iron bar and fined Rs. 35.) {d} Regulations for the dismissal of workers. 
Mr. Wadia. said: .. At present petty officials dismiss men. while the manager only 
should possess the power to dismiss." (s} Payment of wages on the 7th of each 
month, instead of on the 22nd. (Pay for May was given to the workers OIl June 
22ncL) (f) Payment of wages when the machinery gets out of order. 

Mr. Wadia concluded that he was prepared to discontinue the meetings of the 
Madras Labour Union while Mr. Symonds and Sir Clement Simpson were considering 
his suggestions and. in fact. did so. U Labourers will not approve of this. I fear." he 
said ... but I am eager to do all I can to meet your wishes." On 28th June Mr. 
Wadia wrote to the Private Secretary to the Governor:-u One fuU month has 
elapsed. and my promise has been kept, for during the period I have not addressed 
a single meeting of the labourers at Perambnr. As advised by His Exeellency. I have' 
tried my best to co-operate with Mr. Sytlloods. but I regret I have not been helped 
any way.H :Mr. Wadia·s complaint was that his letter of May 30th Ul4S .ilm 
replied 10 • ..." ..... tl&!i1lDflliUg.d by Mr. Symonds. On 30th Juno the Private Secre
tary wrote a brief reply. expressing pleasure at hearing that meetings had been 
suspended even temporarily. But there was no answer from Messrs. Binny & Co. 
A largely signed petition from. the workeIS suggesting a strike was reeeived by 
Mr. Wadia: at a meeting on July 3rd he observed :_H If by going on strike you 
were affecting the pockets of Messrs. Binny & Co. I would. oot mind. for they are 
making plenty of money; but by such a step you will injure the cause of the Allies: 
our soldiets. who have tobeclothed. will be put toinconvenience.and we have no right 
to trouble those who are fighting our King's battles, because a few Europeans con
nected with these mills and this Government. are acting in a bad manner. Therefore. 
we must have no strikes. n 

Tile Fi.sI Lock-md.-In October. 1918. there was the lUst lock-outiu tbe Bucking
ham. and Camatic Mills on account of the objection of the men to obey the rule of 
being present at the mills at 6 a.m. It is enougb to quote the following passage 
from Mr. Wadi.:. speech during the lock-out on October 29th. 1918 :_U Taking iuto 
consideration aU the aspects of the ease. I give you, as a sincere friend of YOUl'Sz the 
advice to promptly and implicitly obey the order of the mill inanager and the 
employers. I understand that yesterday the order was that you should go there 
at 6 o'clock in the morning. My answer to-day :is that if you want to be true to 
your principles and ideals of the Labour Union, be present there to-morrow morning 
at 6 o'clock. !f ~ow SW Clemen:l SimJnrm fW his assistants gWs you an ordAr 
_ y"" sMlI be jwe"",' '" 5.30 in lite """"i"ll.1>lea.u $U ,hal ,lie dq;y at""'_ 
yov go fIJI 5.30 .a.",." 

At the same time. he said .. we have had no stri.ke; a loek-out .is forced upon us 
for no fault of yours. For this lock~out the employers of the mills and they alone 
are wholly responsible." In concluding the speech he said :_<6 Let us suffer, let 
us be strong. and prove to the Government that in war~time we have looked loyally 
to its requirement'S. and that if there is anyone to be found out for a charge of 
disloyalty-they must look elsewhere. in otber directions than in the direction of the 
Labour Union. That is my advice to you, and I hope that you will follow it the 
first thing to-morroW' mmning." 

Following Mr. Wa.d.ia~s advice the workmen were at the gates at 6 a.m. The 
union had by this time been definitely est&blishedz and an office was opened in the 
Perambur Banacks for registering complaints. A store for the supply of clieap rice 
was also opened. On 31st October. commenting on the lock-out and the manner 
of its ending. New Iuilz wrote editorially as follows :_u We elsewhere publish a 
report of the occurrences at the gates of the Buckingham. and Ca.rnaticMills. Though 
the men were ready at the gate prior to 6 a.m.~ many of them had to come from. 
long distances drenched in the rain-they could not all get in because of the narrow
ness of the entrance. and those who remained bebind were kept out. 'Whose fault 
is it that the gate is too narrow for the men to enter in tjme? The trouble will be 
more serious at noon, because th.:: people who could not enter this morning have to 
go out; take their food, and enter again within the same period~ Is that feat humanly 
possible? U 

On 9th November the Union passed a resolution a.ppealing to the Government to 
conserve the stock or foodstuffs by an immediate p'rohibition of all exports and take 
more effective measures to secure its proper distribution in the country. 

Celebrating the Armistice in November. 1918. Mr. Wadia advised the men to 
realize what labour was doing in Germany, in Russia, and in Turkey. how the masses 
of the people had worked up to a. point where they gained.freedom for themselves . 
•• StUdy," he said .... the conditions of your country and of yourselves and like men 
stand UD for your own opinions, your own ideas .. your own rights. and your own 
liberty:' 
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The &c,md Loclt-<Jut.-On the morning of the 27th NovembeT. 1918. a. second 
lock-out was declared by Messrs. Binnyand Co. New India •. in its issue ofNovember~ 
1918. wrote on the causes of the lock-out :_u The Buckingham and Carnatic Mills 
have ordered a lock-ont on the ground that the manager and the accountant of the 
first and the weaving master of the second mill were assaulted yesterday and Monday 
last. respectively. The identity of the person who took part in the mischief could 
not be made out in spite of the best dort of the jobbers and the maistries. We 
understand that a number of suspected persons were produced before the assaulted. 
but without result. The assault took place# according to our information, at obscure 
places, and seems to have been the work of a few individuals. The bulk of the 
workmen are disgusted with such acts and several of them are actively trying to trace 
the culprits. Needless to say~ the Labour Union takes the same view of the mischief. 
At almost every meeting Mr. Wadia. has been strongly impressing upon them that 

. under no circumstances should. force be used. or the least sign of i.ndJscipliue shown. 
and every effort is now being made by- him to find out whether any member of the 
union was even remotely connected with the assault. U 

Procee<ling. NItV India asked whether it was fair to penalise the vast ma.jority 
of innocent workmen for the guilt of a few. On 28th November, at a meeting of the 
WOTkers. 5~OOO people being present~ Mr. Wadia said :-" I am very sorry to note 
that the advice of mine has not been followed in this particular instance. So far 4$ 

thai acticm goes, yov may 1Wt pel'bapsJiJte my saying SO~ my sympathy con 6Mnly willi 
tM mill autJwritiu. No factory, ftO GOn"", nnplcyin~ hundreds or flwustMtds 0/ labour.... ..... a[f<Wd '" 1>'" up wiU, 'ndi."",I;'" of u,at ki..a .. of Ihol dw;riptWtt. 
And. therefoTe .. because of our duty ~ members of the Labour Union, with definite 
principles. we must help the mill authorities as well as the police authorities to 
trace the culprit3 and treat them according to the la.w of the land." 

The following resolutions were passed :-(J) That this meeting of the Madras 
Labour Union records with extreme regret the reported assaults on the European 
officers of the two mills and appeals to all its members to put the principles of the 
union into force by belping the police to trace the culprits. (2) That this meeting 
of the Madras Labour Union regrets the action of the mill authorities in ordering a 
lock-out of the two mills. thereby causing intense suffering to labourers in these hard 
times of economic dist::ress~ and hereby urges the mill authorities to resume work.'~ 

The Union opened a alief fund on 4th December, On the 5th a notice was 
put np by the authorities of the Buckingham and Camatic Mills tha.t the mills. with 
the exception of the weaving department, would run. But the weaving shed would 
continue to remain dosed. except to those who were willing to express regret for 
recent misconduct. On the 6th December the union passed the foUowing resolu
tion, :-" This meeting of Madras- Labour Union views with great regret the: notice 
issued by the managers of Buckingham and Camatic Mills t.o-day~ as the plan 
suggested to the Ja.boureIS tberein will tend to divide their unity. This meeting 
reaffirms its regret at the action of some who committed the assault and are sony 
the culprits have not been caught~ and hereby appoints 18 men as a special committee 
to negotiate with the authorities and bring about an amiea~le settlement. U 

On the 7tb~ 18 representatives went to see the authorities of the mills and put 
forward three requests :-(0) Pay for the days of the lock.out. (b) The restoration 
of the gratuity fund to the weaveIS. (e) The re-instatement of men who were sus
pected of complicity in the assault. 

The authorities. however. refused to ac<ept these conditions. Mr. C. F. Andrews 
arrived in Madras. on the suggestion of -Gandhijt to effect a settlement. The 
meeting passed a resolution appointing 18 members to meet the authorities of the 
mills. with Mr. C. F. Andrews to lead them. on the following terms ;-~l) An expression 
of regret for the recent assault on Europeans and a promise to do their utmost that 
this shall not happen again. (2) A promise on the part of the manager that he 
would do his utmost to promote good feeling and deal strictly and .impartially with 
any cases of ill-treatment or harshness that might be brought before him and proved 
to be true. (3) That. subject to the behaviour of the'laOOl'J'elS being found satis
factory. the manager would restore the quarter-share of gratuity fund declared 
forfeited for 12 months from the day of workmen returning to work. (4) That the 
mills would. if possib1e~ resume work a.t 24 houn~ notice being given of acceptance 
of the terms by thia deputation. (5) That the managers undertake that there would 
be no victimization. 

The Union also agreed not to claim pay for the days of the Iock-out and the 
reinstatetIl6l1t of the dismissed men, and requested Mr. Andrews to intercede on their 
bebaIf a.fter the opening of the mills. 

Sir Cement Simpson would not accept the arbitration~ but gave hope of favour
able consideration regarding wages to the men for the days of the lock-out. at any 
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rate~ for 7 da.ys~ as a matter of concession.. and a. part of the gratuity fund being paid 
at the end of the year conditional upon good conduc~ Mr. Andrews was also gi~ 
permission to interview Sir Clement Simpson at any tiltJ.e.. 

[Although a slight digression~ it would be of interest to note in connection with 
the early phase of the Trades Union movement in India to make a. reference to the 
establishment of the Madras Tramwaymen's Union on December 5th. 1918, Mr. 
Wadia being also responsible for the union.J 

In a. statement in the Mtulf'lIS M4il on 10th December Messrs. Binny & Co. 
narrated at length the circumstances under which the Madras'Labour Union was 
started. The following passage occurs in the statement :_H Messrs. Binny & Co. 
quite appreciate the fact that labour unions have come to stay and would cordially 
meet more than half way a pr~ly constituted union of their workpeople. but a 
union. such as the present one~ Wlth representatives who know absolutely nothing of 
labour conditions in :Madras or over the rest of India. and whose primary object is 
politics. can serve no useful purpose as regards either employees or employers, and~ 
as bas been proved already. is eansiog untold mischiet misundezstanding. and 
needless suffering. o

, • 

They also observed :_u To illustrate the fact that wages are sufficient it is 
pointed out that the supply of labour is ample and that the mills have hitherto been 
able to engage all they require at the gates without special recruitment." 

Mr. Wadia replied to Messrs. Binny &: Co. in a long statement in which he 
observed :-" Why should Messrs. Binny &: Co. object to a politician taking up 
this questiOll 1 Are not labour leaders politicians in Great Britain? Home Rulers 
are blamed by Anglo-Indians. officials and non-officials. for being regardless of the 
masses; when a Home Ruler endeavours to work for a portion of the masses he is 
objected to, for his primary object is politics. U 

He also asked :-" Messrs. BiImy &: Co. would oordialIy meet more than half
way a properly constituted onion: but who is to decide the propriety of the con
stitution 1 Imagine Mr. Lloyd George telling Mr. Hendezson • I will cordialIy meet 
a properly constituted union not headed by politicians.' It is for the labourers to 
say who should be their leaders. and what shall be the constitution of their union; 
it is not for Messrs. Birmy & Co. to dictate:· 

Mr. Wadia received at this tim. a largely signed petition from the workers ;". the 
following terms :-" The European officers of the above mills ill-treat us in every 
possible way. Whenever we ask them for oil and other necessary things for work, 
they say : • Go to Wadi&. he will give yon oil and all other_gs you want: In the 
rainy season we go there completely wet and used to dry the wet clothes inside the 
mills. Now the officet'S as soon as they see the clothes hanging. tear them to pieces:-

Referring to the gratuity fund. he said that .. while he ~ad no doubt about the bon. 
fid<$ of Messrs. Binny &: Co. he asked: "Do they look upon this fund in the light 
of an insurance- against strikes ?. He also asked :_u What is the use of recreation 
grounds and night schools and museums when men's self-respect is killed and they 
are desired not to show it? What is the good of educative and pleasure-giving 
institutions when the very soul of the labourer is crushetL when he has no time from 
6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Labourers do not want attractive tops when their stomachs are 
empty. their limbs are weary~ their spirits are crushed." 

An effort was made at this time to establish.. under the auspices of the Labour 
Union. an employment bureau for :finding employment for those who hI\(} been 
turned out of employment for joining trade unions in the city. As the lock-out 
was stilI continuing. a public meeting was held;'" Gokhale Hall on December 15th. 
with Mrs. Annie Besant presiding. Mr. Wadia said in the course 01 his speech:
.. Because they want to disband the Labour Union they have tried various methods 
into the details of which I do not want to go as the matter is under discussion. But 
step by step we have proceeded. and we have now come to a position where m~ 
yesterday afternoon; after consultation with me and among themselves. have come 
to the resolution that they will not go to the mills unless Messrs. Binny &: Co. 
accept arbitration/' . 

Relief measures included the sale of cheap rice at 31 measure per rupee and the 
opening of a bank for the benefit of members who would get loans at a rate of interest 
not exceeding 2 pies in the rupee. 

After the Jock-out was over Mr. Wadia. concentrated his attention on the stores 
and the bank. A committee of nine men was formed to give relief to the men who 
had suffered in the loek-out. 

On 14th April. 1919~ the Madras Labour Union celebrated its fust anniversary. 
Mr. Wadia spoke of the great progress that Labour had made during the year and 
impressed upon the men the necessity for cultivating self-reliance. 

TM rrGmW4,.. Strik~.-About this time. or to be more accurate. m March; 1919. 
there was a. strike of the tramway men. At a public meeting on. 23rd March.. with 
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Mrs. &sant. in the chair, the following resoJ1l;tion was adopted ~_H This public 
meeting of the citizens of Madras, in view of the frequent industrial troubles now 
occurring. requests the GoVernment of Madras to devise immediate measures to 
prevent them by the creation of Arbitration Boards for the settlement of an out
standing difierences:1 

In moving the resolution Mr. Wadia. said :_H In this fight between Capital and 
Labour there must be taken into a.ceount the factor that labourers are human 
beingo. The labourer has begun to stand up; he knows the streugth of his feet. 
and he will nO more go down on the ground and merely entreat. If you do not 
organize themk the expression of the spirit of the mob would be more of a danger to 
the country .. and such .an expression none of us wants to see in India. Those who 
deride these organiza:tions. as mischievous or political in character, talk in a manner 
which only betrays their ignorance. The danger to the country, to industries. to 
the trades. would lie in a disorganized mob full of the new spirit. I think that 
Government intervention is necessary at the present stage. Capital and Labour 
have at present no connecting link between them. The capitalists. Indian as well 
as European, have their own interests, and those interests na.turally cIasb. with the 
interests of the labourers. It is necessary that some organization with a certain 
amount of authority should step in and give a. helping hand in the creation of 
machinery which is going to produce harmonious. relationships between Capital 
and Labour." 

. Laterinthecoorseofhisspeech,Mr. Wadiaalsosaid :-" Any party which objects 
to an arbitration 00a.rd admits that the wrong is on its side. If the employer objects 
to an arbitration board. it is clear that the empJoyer is in the wrong and is a.fraid to 
go to arbitration, which is impartial and unjust. If the labourer does not want an 

. arbitra:tion board, the case of the labourer must necessarily be weak>' 

Towards the end of April. Mr. Wadia.left for Europe to appear before the Joint 
Parliamentary Committee on the Government of India Bill on beha.l1 of Indian labour 
and also to attend the International Labour CoDfereru:e at Washington.. Speaking to 
the Madras Tramwaymen's Union-by this time the strike had been settled-Mr. 
Wadis. said :_u To me the victory that we have won by the help of the Tramway
mens' Union lies in the fact that, Joy t1u fWst flfIU oj" 1M slrvggie bettDeen employers 
and 6mpltYfles, 1M very s(mt' cosw# of eommc III II deMon by 4ft. 4I'bilraiicm board 
appointed by' botlJ ptwlie5 is a/very great !lalWIJM imparl41fU.'· 

By this time the M.S.M.R. Worksbop Union had also been organized by Mr. 
Arundale. The Railway Workshop Union had given about Rs. 8,000 for the relief 
of the men during the lock-out. Mr. Wadia advised the Workshop Unien; to extend 
its organization and have branches of the union s.U along the line :_u You are going 
to raise a magnificent building; but take some time and make your foundations very 
strong. and I would. therefore~ advise you to put all your thought and energy into 
thatwoJ:k"~ 

Memo1'tmtlum III T. U. Congt'e5S in GlasgOflJ.-Two other unions which bad come 
into existence on a definite basis during the year were the Printers~ Union and the 
Rickshawallas' Union. Mr. Wadia presented a memorandum on behalf of labour in 
Madras to a session of the British Trade Union Congress held at Glasgow in September, 
1919. He concluded that statement in the following terms :-" The Government 
of India is au autocracy. 'Pte Indian Reforms under discussion in Parliament 
plainly indicate that the present machinery of autocracy will be maintained. The 
ears of autocracy are always deaf to the groans of the sutierer. The voice of the 
poer factory labourer will not even reat:h those ears. for it will be drowned amid the 
droning of the machinery of the rich capitalist. and the latter is the friend of the 
Government. There is a serious attempt to establish a living bMtherhood of the 
labourers of the world. and the Indian labourers fondly look to organized labour in 
the United Kingdom to champion their cause. As their spokesman • .on their behalf. 
I am putting forward this condensed statement. I appeal to those who hold the 
cause of la.bour and trade unionism. sacred. to stretch their hands of fellowship to 
their comrades in India. Remember that the cause of·labollf is one.u 

Mr. Wadia submitted a statement to the Joint Parliamentary Committee in 
August. 1919. He made & reference to the 12 hows' day in factories. the low wages. 
labour being a reserved subject in the provinces. Referring to the last, he said :
.. This is actually to sow the seed of future discord. and I think it my duty to strike 
a note of warning. Trade unionism is bound to grow fast in India; the settlement 
of labour disputes will be claimed as one of their rights by trade unions on bebalf 
of the labourer. and if it is in the hands of Government. it will bring the unions into 
con:flict with Government and will inevitably lead the labourers to regard Government 
as on the side of the employers. The Government should limit its work to the 
creation of permanent boards of arbitration. to which labour disputes can be teferred. 
on lines similar to a Labour Board suggested by some of us last October for Madras." 
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He demanded legislation for the recognition of trade unions and the transfer of 
labour to ministerial -control. In support of this he quoted. Mr. Montagu, who, in 
speaking so far bacltas 1911. on the Indian Budget in the House of Commons, said :
<C The leaders of Indian opinion must set their faces against the degradation of labour~ 
and they need to be specially vigilant because India's working classes. besides being 
themselves unorganized, are notdirectlyrepresented on the Legislative Councils, whose 
Indian membeIs come almost exclusively from the landlord and capitalistic classes. U 

Frandaise jew LtWCtIW.-With regard to the franchise and the creation of special 
electorates for the capitalist classes, he said :-" In the Bill before us I find no attempt 
made to introduce any measure of reform. which will give the labourer any voice in 
safeguarding his own interests; in no way can he better his own conditions; he will 
have to rely. as in the past, on the goodwill of others* be they foreigners or be they 
his own countrymen; he has been exploited in the past. and will continue to be so 
exploited. But what is worse. the people who exploit him are coming into greater 
power. Take Madns-the FIaDchise Committee recommended a provincial legis
lature of 120. of which 13 are unalloyed capitalistic seats. A factory manager. a 
shop-owner, a planter, can not only vote, but get elected from his chamber of 
commerce. his trades association. his planters' association.. Capitalists will fonn a 
powerful element in the provincial council; and under the system of franchise 
recommended by the Southborough Committee, the labouring classes will not be 
able to infiuence the elections . 

.. I am speaking specially with reference to the factory labourer, and Bombay 
affords a better example; the Millowners' Association returns a member, but no 
labourers' association exists. Commerce and industry have eight seats--excluding 
landholders' seats-and not a single seat is made available for a representative of 
labour. I will grant at once that labour organiza:tions do not exist to any great 
extent; but is that sufficient reason for allowing the exploitation of Indian labour 1 
Is there no way to bring the Indian labourer into power r I maintain that the Indian 
labourer's interest must be safeguarded, and the process of safeguarding them must 
be put into his own hands and into no one else's. I beg to submit that the masses 
in India--a.nd among them are the factory labouretS-have a culture of their own. 
Their power of understanding political and economic issues and suggesting proper 
remedies in a practical manner is well known to those who have worked for and with 
them. Their political instincts are clear and stroog. The factor to be borne in mind 
is that the Indian labourer loathes the idea of slavery in any shape or form. The 
Indian labourers want to have schools for their children, houses for themselvess 
better wages and shorter houzs..-all as a matter of right and justice, The efforts 
on the part of the employers or the Government to patronize the labourezs are seen 
as fetters of slavery, albeit golden ietters instead of iron ones~ This new spirit is in 
evidence among Indian labourers. and it is well to recognize that even the golden 
fetters are resented and the Indian labourer feels that he is not only a • hand~' but 
also that he has a head and. a beart, and aspires to come to his own, • 

H Now, how is this to be done? What weapon can the Joint Committee put into 
the hands of the labourer to defend himself 1 The only adequate means that I can 
suggest is the vote. Enable the Indian labourer to send his own representatives to 
the provincial councils; let an mattere relating to his we1fa.re and betterment be in 
the hands of responsible. elected representatives who have the confidence of the 
labourer. H my suggestion made above that all indusbial matters, including the 
welfare of labour, be t:ra.nsferred to the popular half of the future provincialadminis
tration~ is given efi'ect tn, we shall be on the rigbt way to a solution and we 
immediately have to coDSider the enfranchisement of Indian labour." 

He suggested the following for the purpose of the vote :-(l) All those who pay 
income tax or profession tax; (2) graduates of aU Indian a.nd foreign universities 
recognized by their respective Governments; (3) any person paying land revenue 
directly; (4) occupants of houses and premises of the annual rental value of Rs. 48 
in municipal areas and Rs. 24 in non-municipal areas; (5) tenants of Zamindan 
and Raiyatwari holdings paying Rs. 10 rental. 

He also demanded that all labourers working in factories with a wage of Rs. 15 
and over should have the vote, In Bombay and Calcutta the figure will be higher. 

In the course of his memorandum. he said that, so far as labour is coneemed~ 
Hindus of all castes, members of other communities, such as Moslems and Christians~ 
an and do work harmoniously together for their eommon welfare without the least 
difficulty. 
~ by Am",o/i"".-Sooo. after Mr. Wadia's departure for Europe and 

America, Mr. Arunda1e became preside-nt of the union, and for the- rest of the year 
1919 there were comparatively speaking quiet organization. In February, 1920. 
the union drew up a list of grievances and sent it to Messrs, Binny &: Co. There 
might have been a strike but for Mr. Arundale's persuasion. After discussions 
between Messrs. Binny & Co .• and the Rpresentatives of the Uuion. the following 
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concessions were granted on 12th February :-(1) (a) Increase of 10 per cent. to 
those who drew Re. J and above per day. (b) 15 per cent. to those who drew between 
9 annas and Re. 1 per day. (&) 20 per cent. to those who drew less than 9 annas ; 
(2) 2 annas per rupee as rice allowance to those who drew between Rs. 25 and Rs. 75 
per month, and 3 annas for those who were drawing up to Rs. 25 ~ (3) houses to be 
built for the workers; (4) gazetted holidays and 15 days' privilege leave with wages ; 
(5) increase in the bonus to 10 per cent. . 

The union was dissatisfied with these and there was again talk of a strike. But 
Mr. Arundale made an appeal to the Labour Commissioner for a Court of Enquiry, 
which gave the following award :-(1) 4 annas rice allowance per rupee; (2) increase 
of 20,25, and 30 percent. in wages; (3) full pay for gazetted holidays; (4) a minimum 
wage of not less than 9 annu and 7 pies a day; (5) a fortnight's privilege after five 
years'service; (6) the establishment of a provident.fund instead of the gratuity fund. 

There was some dUference of opinion as to the interpretation of the award and 
consequently there was a strike on 23rd March. Mr. Arundale advised the men to 
resume work. and Lord Willingdon, who was then the Governor of Madras, promised 
a sympathetic consideration of the case. Ultimately~ the men accepted the interpre
tation of the award by the Labour Commissioner. Mr. Wadia returned in August~ 
1920~ and resumed charge of the union. In October, serious difficulties arose over 
the neglect by Messrs. Binney & Co •• of the claims of some leading members of 
the Executive Committee of the Union. for promotion. 

(1) Natesa Mudaliar. who was a weaver with excellent qualifications; on 30th 
April, 1919, Mr, F, Southworth, weaving master, c:ertified: .. Natesa Mudaliar was 
entertained at the mill in January. 1911, IDs lmowledge of theoryis unexceptional, 
and I think he will make a goodjobber~n On IstAugust~ 1919. the weaving lecturer 
certified: U Natesa Mudaliar was attending the weaving classes in the joint school of 
the mill for the last two years. He is very regular in attendance. His knowledge in 
theory is good, and he is fit for the first year's course of the City and Guilds London 
examination. He is an intelligent and persevering young man. H On 5th September. 
Mr. F. Howard, the weaving master, certiJied: U Natesa. Mudaliar has attended the 
evening classes for cotton weaving for many yea.IS with very good results. He is fairly 
good with his English. but wishes to improve, and will be a good reliable student 
under any teacher'" 

Mr. Natesa Mudaliar's claims for promotion to a side jobher'. place were over
looked. because. as Mr. Bentley told him, he was one of the ring-leaders who sent a 
petition against the brother of the manager, and that he put up notices of the 
Labour Union. 

(2) Another active member of the committee. Varadarajulu Naicker. who was a
head jobber and in the service of the mill for 35 years. was dismissed. He also held 
excellent certificates from various weaving masters. 

(3) Vedanatha MudaIiar. another member of the Executive Committee. who had 
been in the service of,:the mill for 29 years and had risen to the position of head jobber, 
was reduced to the position of 8. side jobber, 

Viaimirali01l.-Victimizat:ion of the1eading members of the Executive Committee 
of the Union led to the outbreak of trouble. The men denied at the time that they 
assaulted the weaving master. A certain amount of passive resistanee was, no 
doubt. resorted to. Mr. Wadia. the president,. disapproved of these tactics. and 
admitted that the men were in the wrong in his evidence in the proceedings against 
him instituted by Me:ssnL Binney & Co •• in the High Court. It is, however. on record 
that Mr. Bentley was in possession of a. revolver for which he "had. no licence. It 
belonged to a deceased European employee of the mill and was loaded at the time it 
was snatched. away from him by the workenJ. He admitted in his *Widence in the 
High Court that be had it with him for four heun that day. Mr. A. P. Symond3, 
who appeared on behalf of Messrs. Binny &. Co •• in the High Court~ admitted in the 
course of his examination that all the weavers, 1.400 in number. were locked out of 
the Buckingham mill for the alleged assault committed. it was admitted in court. by 
not IIlOl'e than a 100. Mr. Symonds also admitted that -he bad not read all of Mr~ 
Wadia's speeches and was unaware of the fact that Mr. Wadia had severed his. 
connection with New India newspaper more than a year before the proceedings W~ 
instituted~ and that he 'Was ignorant of the resolution of the Madras Labour Union, 
moved by Mr. Wadia. condemning the assault on the manager of the Buckingham 
miU the previous year. It is significant that Mr. Symonds also said that th~ repre
sentations of the Madras Labour Union to Messrs. Binny & Co.~ regarding the 
grievances of the men were helpful The judgment o-f the High Court was in favour 
of Messrs. Binny & Co. On 2nd December an order was issued against Mr. Wadia 
and the Lock~out Committee, prohibiting them from holding meetings of the workmen 
oj the mills. The lock-out. however. continued. and on 9th December there was 
collision between the police and the workers, with several casualties. The Govern~ 
ment issued a communiqu6. which departed in several important respects from the 
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reports of the disturbances which appeared both in New IndiG and the Hindu. 
The same night the military secretary to the Governor wrote to Mr. Wadia that His 
Excellency would like clearly to inform Mr. Wadia that, if any unfortunate incident 
should arise owing to collision between the police in the performance of their duty. 
~d the rioters. then a large share of the responsibility for such incidents must rest 
upon Mr. Wama. a.nd those who with him claimed to control and represent the 
interests of the workers in the city of Madras. Mr. Wadia promptly replied. drawing 
His Excellency's attention to the indiscriminate firing and other high-handed methods 
employed by the police. and said that he must express his surprise and regret that 
His Excellency chose to say that the responsibility for such incidents as happened 
the previous day must rest upon him and those who with him claimed to control and 
represent the interests of the workers in the city of Madras. and that His Excellency 
must be well aware that his (Mr. Wadia's) colleagues and himself. who had been 
interesting themselves in their humble way in ameliorating the lot of the work-people 

. in the city of Madras, had been obliged. not to approach the work-people of the 
_ Buckingham and .carnatic Mills (referen~ being to the injunction of the High Court). 

After a prolQnged dispute, it ended upon the mediation Qf Mrs. Besant and Mr. 
(now Sir) Purshott&mdas Thakurdas. 

No one regrets more than the union does the deplorable incidents of incendiarism 
and other manifestations of disorder whicb marked the later stages of these disputes. 
But it is the conviction of the Union that. if MessnI. Binny & Co. had adopted 
a friendly and sympathetic attitude, instead of making efforts to break the unio~ 
there would never have been cause for strikes and lock-outs. 

OfAllweaks of ViQlenc&.-Tbe later developments after the injunction against 
Mr. Wadia and the Lock-out Committee were of a serious character. resulting in 
several casualties. There was incendiarism and other manifestations of lawlessness. 
We have no desire from this distance of time to apportion the blame for those out
breaks of violence. It is enough to point out that a perusal of the proceedings of 
the Madras Legislative Council on the fuing on the crowds at Pulianthope would be 
sufficient to prove that at last there were two sides to the case presented by the 
Government and the employezs. We may, however, be permitted to express our 
conviction tbat. if there had not been a heavy and continuous strain on the men, who 
were driven to starvation by the prolonged lock-out and the removal of the restraining 
in1luence of Mr. Wadiaand big co-workersin the Lock-out Committee.. these outbteaks 
of violence would not have occurred. 

S'_gu for RecognitiOK,-Tho next phase of tile struggle of tho Madras LabouI 
Union to obtain recognition from Messrs. Binny & Co .• commenced in ]926 with the 
active revival of the Union. It is significant that. although as early as 1918~ Messrs 
Binny.& Co .• had. expressed their willingness to meet more than half way a. properly 
constituted Union. no organization came into existence until after the passage of 
the Trades Union Act. We shall ofter no comment on the fact that the Buckingham 
and Carnatic .Mill Employees· Union. although it came later into the field. was able 
to obtain registration before the Madras Labour Union. We cannot however .. 
help pointing out that§ as soon as the Madras Labour Union undertook to file 
compensation cases free of cost to victims of accidents, the welfare committee 
followed our example :in the newly started union. Pressure was put upon such 
victims to apply for compensation through the welfare committee rather than 
tbrough the Madras Labour Union.. In some cases, even while submitting their 
applications through the welfare committee. they took the precaution of consulting 
us to ascertain and make sure that the amount suggested by the welfare Committee 
was the full amount payable under the Act. When the wel1a.re committee found 
that some of our members persisted in applying through the union. the authorities 
resorted to the device of depositing even small amounts with the Commissioner. 
In the annual report on the working of the Act for that year, the Commissioner 
(Sir George Paddison) observed :-" A leading employer* who was hitherto paying 
to his workmen full or half wages for the whole period of temporary disablement. 
has now begun strictly to adhere to Section 8 (2) of the Act~ with the result that 
workmen obtained no ~ for the days of their disablement and thereafter obtained 
only half-pay although poor to the adherence to the strict rule of law. those workmen 
obtained in some cases full wages. This is causing great dissatisfaction to the 
workmen. but nothing can be done for them." 

We would observe that, soon after the publication of this report. the welfare 
committee abandoned the practice of filing compensation cases. Moreover, it may 
generally be stated that the welfare committee has taken several hints from the 
Madras Labour Union in regard to its activities, In 1922. a. store was opened. 
soon after the Madras Labour Union has opened a cheap grain stores. Compensation 
cases, as already pointed outz were taken up in 1926 following the example of the 
union. In 1927. the Madras Labour Union made a strong attempt to have a. well
equipped hospital established in the mill area.. The president of the union interviewed 
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both Lord Goschen, then Governor of Madras. and the Minister of Public Health. 
They expressed their sympathy with the proposal He was asked to apply for an 
interview with the Surgeon~General and place the scheme before him. The interview 
was, however. refused. and Mr. Shiva Ra.o was informed later by Mr. G. W. Chambers 
of Messrs. Binny & Co., that he had spoken to the Surgeon-Genera.t about it. It is 
interesting to observe that at this very moment the welfare com1llittee, which had 
also begun to agitate for the establishment of a hospital in the mill area. apparently 
abandoned the schem" as soon as the Surgeon-General refused to take any action in 
the matter. 

M()1Je for Amalgamatim.-That our efforts have throughout been to maintain 
friendly rela.tions with the employer and to avoid a. split with however small a 
fraction of our workers must be obvious from the efforts made to bring about 
an amalgama.tion of the two unions. The efforts failed, not because of any 
difficulties of our creation. When the International Textile Delegation visited 
Madras in December. ]926~ Mr. Tom Shaw. its leader, suggested that. without 
going into the controversy of the past. it would be desirable to m.aJre one more effort 
to bring about an amaJgama.tioo. He wrote a letter embodying this suggestion to 
the president of the Madras Labour Union, and also, we believe to the president of the 
Buckingham and Carnatic Mills Employees' Union. Mr 5hiva Rao, on his retorn 
from the executive committee meeting of the All·India Trade Union Congress in 
Calcutta in December, 1926. immediately wrote to the president of the Buckingham 
and Carnatic Mills employees' Union conveying Mr. Tom Shaw's suggestion and 
proposed amalgamation on the conditions of which Mr. Shaw had approved. These 
conditions are set forth in our main memoradnum, and need not be repeated. It is 
sufficient to say that there was absolutely no RSpODSe from the other side to that 
letter. 

In giving evidence before the Royal Commission on Labour, we desire to state. 
on behalf of the Madras Labour Union for Textile Workers. that we have had to 
encounter serious difficulties in preparing our memorandum. Soon after the 
questionna.ire of the Commission was issued. we translated the main points into 
Tamil and issued about 4.000 copies to members of our union. Although we 
repeatedly pointed out the necessity for precise and complete information in regard 
to the several points mentioned in the questionnaire. we did not receive more than 
400 replies; most of them were written with tho _ of our office eIorb. 

It is not possible for a union, circumstanced as ours is, to make any detailed 
statements with regard to the conditions of our workers. The hostility of Messrs. 
Binny & Co., to the Madras Labour Union. since its early beginnings in 1918. has 
been such that members of the union drawn from the Buckingham. and Carnatic 
Mills show the utmost unwillingness to come forward with statements. Jest their 
publication involve them in trouble. The union made an attempt to study the 
economic conditions of both the men and. the women workers of the union drawn. 
from &II three mills in May. 1926. Sovezal hundnd budgets were prepared with th& 
assistance of some outsiders. Particular mention must be made of the work of some 
members of the Women~s Indian Association who took charge of the enquiry so far 
as the women from the three mills were concerned. It was found with regard to 
the men, that over 95 per cent. were in debt. paying an interest from 12 per cent. ro 
ISO per oent. It was significant also that milk and its bye-products (exclu-ling 
diluted buttermilk) did not figure in more than one per cent. of the budgets as an 
item of iood. With regard to the women, 195 came forward to give evidence, of 
whom 172 were from the Choolai Mill and 23 from the Buckingham and Camatic 
Mills. Commenting on the position of the women in a public spe6cll on the 8th June.. 
1926, Mr. Shiva Ran made the followiDg observation ;_U In his absence from Madras. 
during the last two weeks. an elaborate enquiry had been conCtlcted into the 
grievances of the women workers in the three mills. He was shocked. he said. to 
see that they had terrible difficulties. The men, at any rate. had only the em~yers 
to deal with; but the women had to serve both the employers and their own 
husbands. In some cases he fea.red the latter were even more unsympathetic than the 
employers. He wanq,d the men to realize that, unless the women were well treated. 
at home. they (the men) should not expect better treatment from the employers. 
If the Trade union movement was to grow strong and beaJthy~ there should be in. 
it women in much larger numbers than at present. •• 

These observations came towards the end of a speech the grea_ part of which 
was devoted to the condition of the workers in the plantations and the necessity for 
the repeal of the Madras Planter's Labour Act. On the 11th June. that is, two days 
after the report of the speech appeared in the Madras papers. Mr. Kay. the Maoaging 
Director of Messrs. Binny & Co., wrote two letters to Mr. 5hiva Rae, one in regard 
to several compensation c;ase$ which had been referred to him and the other dealing 
with complaints from various departments in the mills. There was absolutely no 
reference at all made to the speech 01 8th J ~ and, 01 c:oune. no resentment; 
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expr jed. Again~ on the 15th and 16th of June. there were two short letters from 
Mr. Kay. But neither of them contained any suggestion that the speech of 8th 
June was ofiensive to the authorities of the mills. There were indications of trouble 
for the first time on 24th June. when in a speech at the Buckingham and Camatic 
Mills Employees' Union. Mr. T. V. Subramaniam Pillai. Deputy Vi~President of 
the Union said :_u It was true that compulsion had been used in order to get mem
bers for the Buckingham and Camatie Mills Employees' Union. His justification 
was that. except for Mr. Kay. everyone else, including the manager.;; of the mills. 
was a. labourer. and. therefore, there was no harm in one labourer asking another 
labourer to join the union." He also said that~ .. Being in touch with the employer 
he was in a position to state that all the women workers in the Buckingham. and 
Carnatic Mills (abour 250 in number) would be dismissed with effect from 1st July, 
for < their folly in joining the Madras Labour Union.··· He asked whether these 
women workers would be found employment by Mr. Shiva Rao-. Continuing. he 
asked if the men were also prepared for the same fate by being members of the Madras 
Labour Union. Immediately after, Mr. Shiva Rao wrote to Mr. Kay asking him 
if the women were going to be dismissed and for the reason that he had {as it was 
supposed) made certain allegations against Messrs. Binny & Co., in a speech on 
8th June. Mr Kay replied. on the 29th that the statement was not in accordance 
with £acts. without answering the question. however. whether the women were 
being dismissed. or not On the ~ NtJ1IJ India wrote as follows :_04 We trust. 
for the good name of Messrs. Binny & Co., that the report of their women workers in 
the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills being dismissed from 1st July is untrue. Several 
of them have been in the service of the company for more than 15 years, and dismissal 
• for the folly of joining the Madras Labour Union' as the Deputy Vic,e..President of 
the rival union stated, would be an unjust and vindictive step on the- part of the· 
employers. n 

On the 1st July all the women were served with a month·s notice. 
No doubt, a belated denial. was sent to the {l'apers by Mr. Subramaniam Pillai 

that he bad made the statements attributed to him on the 24th June. But Messrs. 
V. S. Rathnasabapathy, V. A. Manickam and M. Krishnamurti Rao, who were 
present at his speech. confirmed the report in & letter to the press. Particular 
attention should be drawn to the concluding paragral'h of thet letter. Mr. O. C. 
Srinivasan, who presided at Mr. Subramaniam Pillai's meeting (and who made 
certain uncomplimentary references to the Madras Labour Union), =s(wmed /his 
versios and aulhorized its pSIblication." At the request of the women who had been 
served with notices of dismissal, Mr. Shiva Rae wrote to Mr. Kay on the 4th July. 
in reply to which, for the first time he made a reference to the speech. of 8th June. 

On the following day, however~ in an interview to the Hindv which protested in 
an editorial paragraph aga..i.nst: these. wholesale djsmissals; Mr. Kay said that the 
action of Messrs. Binny & Co •• was not because of the women's membership of the 
Madras Labour Union but was based. on a decision of the Bu.ckingham and Camatic 
Mills not to engage women workers. That decision. it appeared. from the same 
interview. was taken in 1911. and put into operation in 1926. A public meeting was 
orga.ni%ed under the auspices of the Women's Indian Association in Gokhale Hall to 
protest against Messrs. Binny & Co.·s action. But a few minutes before the meeting 
was to commence, however. an announcement was made that 00 the intervention 
of the welfare committee of the Buckingham and Camatic Mills. the notices of 
dismissal had been cancelle<l. N ... I"di4 wrote in its issue of 9th July, congratu· 
lating Messrs. Binny & Co., on having shown a sense of faiIness. 

There cannot be the slightest doubt that the intention of the management was 
clearly to intimidate the members of the Madras Labour Union bymalrlng an example 
of the women workers for daring to give evidence before & committee set up by the 
union. Since then. the women workers of the Buckingham and Carnatic Mills have 
severed their connection with the union. The effect of this episode ha& been so great 
that even now the men are most unwilling to <:e0le forward to give evidence. 

MR. B. SHIVA RAO, PRESIDENT, MADRAS LABOUR UNION. 

[I have already expressed my views on several points raised in the questionnaire 
in the memorandum submitted by the Madras Labour Union. I have also taken 
part in tbe discussions which preceded the preparation of the memorandum of the 
panel of lawyers on the Workmen's Compensation Act. In this note. I wish to put 
forward certain considerations which seem to me to have a vital bearing on the 
problem of industrial and plantation labour in India.] 
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1IeaIth. 
There are certain outstanding points which must be borne in mind in dealing with 

the problems before the Royal Commission on Labour. Although the importance 
of health has been stressed over and over again by Commissions and. Committees. 
it has. so far received very little serious attention. The Indian Factory Labour 
Commission appointed in 1908 made certain recommendations. some of which were 
carried out in the amendment of the Factories' Act in 1911. But Dr. Nair bad 
pointed out the health aspectot the problem in his minute appended toth. Report. 
He quoted Major Street's evidence based on his experience at the J. J. Hospital in 
Bombay:-"1 am sure that tubercular glands of the neck are particularly 
common in young operatives, and have frequently pointed out to my students that 
they (the operatives), and fuemen on board ship produce the large majority of the 
cases we see," According to Major Gordon Tuckel, Physician in the same Hospital, 
U phthisis is very common among them (the mill operatives). Speaking broadly. 
the ordinary case of tuberculosis seen in bospital would be a mill-hand. while the 
ordinary case of malaria would be a coolie. Contrasting the physique of these two 
classes. the milI·hand came out badly." 

The Industrial Commissicm's VUtv.-During the Great Wa:r:, there was appointed 
the Indian Industrial Commission in 1916. Although the problems relating to 
labour were not specifically included in the terms of reference of the Commission, it 
devoted a certain amount of consideration to the human aspect of India's industrial 
development. In coming to the conclusion that Indian labour in organized industries 
is much less efficient than in western countries. and not always as cheap. in spite of 
the considerably lower wages. the Commission observed :-" It is true that inferior 
physique and tropical conditions contribute to this state of afiairs. But there is 
grave reason to believe that the former is to some extent the result of preventable 
disease, whilst other causes which are even more remediable are factors that 
unnecessa.ri1y increase the difficulties of our labour problem:· 

Another reason urged by the Commjgsion was the contentment of Indian labour 
with a very low standard of comfort. 

Renuaies hopOsM.-The views of the Commission on the remedies to be applied 
to make labour more e8icient are contained in paragraph 236 of its Report:
~. There is substantial agreement between the best-informed witnesses that the 
remedies for this state of affairs are a rise in the standard of comfort and an 
improvement in public health. These ends can be attained only by educatiOn. 
improved housing and a general policy of betterment. in which an organization for 
the care of public health must pJay a prominent part. Ii the children of workers 
are provided with education under tolerable conditions of life. a new generation of 
workers will grow up. who willieam to regard mill work as their fixed occupation. 
Better housing is a most urgent necessity, especially in the large congested industrial 
cities. Facilities for health. amusem.ent. shorter bours of work (though a reduction 
of these may for & time decrease output). and other measures for economic better~ 
ment, such as- cheap shops for the sale of articles req1lired by the mill-hands. and 
co-operative societies. are almost equally important. The conditions under which 
industrial operatives live and work.in this country ought. if efficiency be aimed at. 
to approximate. as nearly as circumstances permit. to those of temperate clima.tes. 
Continuous factory work in the tropics is. at certain seasons of the year, far more 
trying than similar W01"k in northern countries. The needs ·of domestic sanitation 
in large towns are most pressing. The problem, not only on moral grounds. but also 
for economi. reasons. must be solved with the least possible delay. if the existing 
and future industries of India are to hold their own against the ever-growing 
competition, which will be still fiercer after the war. No industrial ediftce can be 
permanent. which is built on such unsound foundations as those afforded by Indian 
labour under its present conditions.·· . 

More thaD eleven years have elapsed since the report was written. and many 
changes have occurred in Iodia during the period. But so far as the diagnosis of, 
and the remedies for, the maladies of Indian labour are concerned. the vn
enunciated by the Industrial Commission still remains substantially true. 

IttdusWiai Hygiem NegkcUd.-In an admirable note on .. 'Industrial Development 
and Public Health U which was published as an Appendix to the Report 01 the 
Industrial Commission. Major Norman White (then Sanitary Commissioner with 
the Government of India). laid stress on the fundamental importance oJ public 
health in industrial development.. He said :_40 In India. where labour is less 
organised tban in the more advanced countries of the west. where the preval~ce t;f 
parasitic infections and serious epidemic disease is excessive. and where climatic 
conditions and environment are general1y unfavourable, the neglect of public ,health 
brings an immediate and striking punishment. In spite 01 this, the su~ect.of 
industrial bygiene has received remarkably little attention in India. until qUite 
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recent times. and to-day its importance is not fully recognized in any part of the 
country. The main cause of this neglect of so important a matter would appear to 
be due to the fact that labour in India has been in the past both plentiful and cheap. 

Comparing the health of agricultural with that of industrial labour, he said:
~~ Living an outdoor life. engaged in agricultural pursuits. the raiyat is able to put 
up with the considerable degree of parasitic infestation so commonly seen; malaria 
and hook-worm infection. for example. is- not incompatible with a fair output of 
agricultural work in such circumstances. Transference to large industrial centres. 
however. involves a change of environment which. apart from other considerations, 
COnnotes increased liability to disease. A more confined atmosphere, crowded 
insanitary dwellings. lack of out·door recreation are certain to exercise a baneful 
inftuence and render the factory employee more liable to fresh infections and to 
upset the compromise that his body has been able to effect with the parasites that 
it harbours." 

He expressed his firm conviction that an improvement in the general health 
conditions was a necessary preliminary to industrial as well as to aU other forms 
of development. In his opinion, "the inefficiency of Indian labour is almost entirely 
a health problem." 

Causes of lfUfficiency.-He gave prominence to three diseases: malaria. book
worm and tuberculosis, the first two being almost certainly the two most potent 
causes of inefficiency. .. Both are almost univen;ally prevalent in India; both 
exercise their malign infiuenoe from earliest childhood and seriously interfere with 
bodily and mental growth and development; both. by undermining the constitution 
render the body more prone to infection with other diseases. Directly and indirectly. 
they are responsible for an enormous mortality bill. Tuberculosis has been included 
because of the special risks. with regard to spread of infection. entailed by large 
aggregations of labour in any but the best hygienic Stlrroundings. In India a low 
degree of prevalence of these three diseases indicates a satisfactory environment and 
a. high level of personal hygiene. The three diseases together can in fact be used as 
a reliable gauge of the sanitary and health conditions of any Indian community"· 

In the Madras Presidency. at the time at which the note was written. little short 
of 100 per cent. of the rural population was infected with book-wonn. Instances 
are not wanting to show that remedial measures for the eradication of h-ook-worm 
have produced appreciable increase in the efficiency of labour. How much an 
intensive campaign can achieve. he showed by citing American experience in a jail 
in Manilla, where the death rate was brought down by the introduction of all the 
ordinary sanitary improvements from 234 to 75 per mille. The administration of 
thymol further brought down the rate of mQrtality to 13'5. Similar.instances can 
be quoted with regard. to the remarkably good results of anti-hook-worm campaign 
in India. 

Heall/t. Campaign Rms1CnM'Glivo!.-It would be of interest to refer to the 
observations of Dr. Neil Leitch. medical officer of the Assam Company Limited~ 
contained in a paper which he read before the Seventh Congress of the Far Eastern 
Association of Tropical Medicine held in Calcutta in 1927. These observations are 
based upon an examination of 7,.000 men, women and children. and the results are 
of the utmost interest. For 972 children alive, there were 931 dead, ~. a ghastly 
legacy of ignoran-ce or indifference~" he observed. The height. weight. chest and 
girth measurements were considerably below western standards. due. as he thought~ 
., to adverse economic conditions and a poor state of health. U 

VI'hat is particularly of value are the suggestion. obtained from Sanitary 
Commissioners and earried out in the plantations. Some houses were rebuilt on an 
improved plan. The water supply was looked after. and a better system of 
conservancy introduced. Sanitary gangs were started to work and maintain 
earth-drains and clear away the rubbish. Other preventive measures included 
emergency medical boxes and surgical apparatus installed at convenient parts all 
over the gardens and replenished every month. Every fortnight the workers were 
examined and put under trea1n.ent. Their education in matters of health was not 
neglected; by means of placards and posters and frequent demonstrations. they 
were made to appreciate the advantages of preventive work. Expectant mothers 
were given at least four months' leave with extra food~ milk~ cod liver oll.. malt and 
a tonic mixt:nre three times a day. Babies were brought to the hospital daily for 
two or three months. A central hospital was constructed 'On up-to-date lines. 

Now. we may tum. to the results of this work. The most significant fact was the 
increase in the number of workers who turned out to work daily. While before the 
introduction of these improvements. during the most busy seasoD~ 76 per cent. of 
the total labour force turned out for work~ in places where these changes were in 
fuU action, the number was raised to 83 per cent.. and was still on the increase. In 
time, the proportion is expected to reach 90 per cent. 
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As regards diseases. smaU.pox had become almost unknown; malaria bad been 
reduced by SO per cent.: spleen index was below 10 per ~t._ whereas three yean 
ago it was over 20 per cent. There was only one case of cholera in 1927. although 
it was widespread in the district. Dysentery had been reduced by 40 per cent. 
Hookworm was rapidly disappearing. There had been a. big rise in the birth-rate 
and a. fall in the death-rate. 

Among the conclusions he, drew from this experiment were :-(i) A good water 
supply and conservancy system. (li) Adequate housing and sanitation. {ill} A first 
class hospital and :full equipment. . 

As he remarked, U the cost of disease is enormous, necessitating. as it doesl the 
recruiting of new labour to replace wastage, outgoings in sick pay and attendance 
and lack of labour just when much health is needed to assure a large crop." He 
estimated the cost of disease at Rs. 3: per head per month. while the cost of prevention 
did not amount to more than Re. 1 per head per month. 

Tlu Effect of InRtunza.-Nothil:fg CoUld have constituted a greater Proof of the 
accuracy of Major Norman White's analysis than the terrific ravages of the influenu. 
epidemic ~:..l.rin a. few months of the publication of the report of the Industrial 

- Commission. Official estimates themselves agree that a death roll of 12 to 13 million 
within less than a year as the result of the epidemic is .. a conservative estimate:* 
How devastating the epidemic was is borne out by the figures of the census report 
for ]921. While the total increase in population during the decade 1901-]] was 
7-1 per cent .• between 1911-21 the increase was only]·2 per cent. In certain parts 
of India there was actually & decrease in population during the decade as a result 
of the epidemic. 

Malantl,-Mala.ria still remains a formidable problem. As Major Norman White 
remarked with perfect justice :-'* When a military rorce, however smaIJ. takes the 
field. the necessity of a sanitary organization and precautions to safeguard the 
health are never overlooked, It is realized that their neglect is urtain to lead to 
disaster. Quite as elabora.te precautions are called for in many of our large 
constructional works; but. with few exceptions. the measures taken in the past have 
been most inadequa.te. or altogether wanting. a neglect that has involved both waste 
and sometimes disaster. Large projects of the nature alluded. to are Tarely referred 
to a health expert at any stage of their inception; their probable U financial .. 
cost is estimated to a rupee; their probable cost in human life receives no 
consideration whatsoever. The Panama Canal was a triumph for the engineer; it 
was a. still greater triumph for preventive medicine which made the engineer's work 
possible; for once the health official was not subordinated, but given plenary 
powers: and he made good. Is it not an irony that the most important research 
of which.the results were applied with such profit in Panama. was research work 
don'e in India,. work which has done so little for India as yet? u 

Without burdening this note with further quotations from Major Norman 
White's thesis, I- would observe that there has been no more graphic or accurate 
analysis of this important factor in the la.bour problem in India. And ew:n at that 
comparatively early stage of India~s industrial development. he saw the danger of 
the great disturbance in the sex mtio in Jarge indtlstrial centres, and the likelihood 
of the spread of venereal disease, 

MOt'bidity 0/ Malan5.-Regardi.ng the devastating incidenoe of malaria. the 
Public Health Commissioner of the Govunment of India wrote that in 1923 nearly 
31 million deaths were recorded as bein, due to fevers. Colonel Graham, the Public 
Health Commissioner. remarked on this fact :-'" The application of an arbitrary 
conection figure of t for fever mortality figures still shows ovt't' a million deaths 
for malaria, the morbidity of which is very great. As we have a record of nearJy 
eight million people being trea.ted for it at our dis~ a.a.d hospita.ls. we 
can Stlrmise how appalling is the maiming due to It. Further. its relation to 
agriculture is very close through methods of cultivation and canal irrigation which 
may lead to final depopulation. It is of primary importance in opening up jungle 
tracts to tea. coffee and rubber~ whilst its connection with rice cultivation is a 
very complex one and occupied the attention of the recent International :Malarial 
Conference at Rome.. 

Colonel Christophers.. in estimating the morbidity said that. for one million 
dea.ths in adult males between 15-50 years of age. there should be at least two 
million constantly sick. and the equivalent of fifty million admissions to hospitals. 

In 1926. we find the Royal Commission on Agriculture establishing a dooe 
relationship between agriculture and public health :-" Malaria. slays its thousands 
and lowers the economic efficiency of hundreds of thousands; plague and cholera 
sweep the country from time to time; hook~worm disease. kala-azar and diseases 

• Presidential Address. Eleventh Indian Science Congress~ Medical Research Section. 
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arising from diet deficiency insidiously reduce the labour power of the cultivating 
classes. Any enquiry. therefore. into the general condition of agriculture and the 
position of the cultivator must take account of the public health aspect of his life: 
of the suitability of his diet; of the sanitary conditions under which he lives and of 
his general rural environment. U 

These remarks apply with equal force to industrial development. 
A N01l-0fficial View.-Not less important from the point of view of the- general 

health of the Indian popula.tion, is the resolution of the All-India Conference of 
Medical research workers passed in 1924 and again in 1926. It affirmed :-" that the 
average number of deaths resulting every year from preventable disease is about 
ftve to six million; that the- a.verage number of days lost to labour by each person in 
Indi~ from preventable disea.se~ is not less than a. fortnight to three weeks in each 
year; that the percentage loss of efficiency of the average person in India from 
preventable malnutrition and disease is not less than twenty per cent.; and that the 
percentage of infants born in India who·:reach a wage-eaming age is about 50~ 
whereas it is quite possible to raise this percentage to SO to 90. The Conference 
believes that these estimates are under-estimates rather than exaggerations. but 
allowing for the greatest possible margin of error~ it is absolutely certain that the 
wastage of life and efficiency which result from preventable disease costs India 
several hu_ndred crous of rupees each year. Added to this is the great suffering 
which affects many millions of people every year . 

.. This Conference believes that it is possible to pre-vent a. great proportion of this 
waste at a cost which is small in eomparison with the expenditure. . 

.. The recent census shows that the position in India is one of grave emergency. 
The Conference recognizes that the problem is very complicated and involves oot 
meTely medical research.. but also questions of public health. medical relief. medical 
education. propaganda. and social and economic considerations. 

''The Conference belieVES that the greatest cause of poverty and financialstringency 
in India. is loss of efficiency resulting from prev;entable disease. and~ therefore. 
considers that lack: of funds. far from being a reason for postponing tbe enquiry. 
is a. strong reasoo for immediate investigation of the question. u 

Promncic:U Rudeets and Public Heall1.-Yet. what are the amounts spent by 
Provincial Governments on medical relief and public health 1 I have taken the 
figures for the budgets of the various Provinces for 1926-27. 

Madras 
Bombay 
Bengal 
U.P. 
Panjab 
Bihar and Orissa 
C.P. 
Assam 

Total Revenue 
(in lakhs of rupees) 

1.634 
1.629 
1.093 
1,494 

478 
590 
661 
256 

Expenditure on 
Medical Relief 

7() 

49 
61 
32 
47 
36-
16 
11 

Public 
Health 

41 
25 
38 
23 
31 
19 
5 

10 
These figures have not altered appreciably since that year. According to the 

Government of India's official publication, ~. India in 1927-28.>6 out of every Rs. 100 
of revenue. 27 are spent on the Army, 15 on general administration, 5 on education 
and only 1 on medical relief and public health. In Madras. where the organization 
of the Public Health Department is belieVlOd tn be more extensive than in almost 
any other Province. in the revised estimates for 1928-29 and the budget estimate 
for 1929-30. we find the following figures :-Out of a. total revenue of 1807-49lakhs 
and 1807 ·09 lakhs respectively, the expenditure on medical relief and public health 
is 85·971a.khs and 37·74 lakhs for 1928-29; and 96·20 lakhs and 47·62 lakhs for 
1929-30. 

It is noteworthy that the expenditure on public health in 1928-29 was reduced 
by 10 lakhs, the budget estimate !or the year having been 47·83 Iakhs. 

It was a natural concluSion that the recommendations of the Indian Industrial 
Commission regarding labouT~ and particularly the views of the Sanitary Com
missioner with the Government of India, reinforced as they were by the disastrous 
experience of the infiuenza. epidemic. would have induced the authorities in this 
country to regard the labour problem in its right perspective. One would have 
expected that one of the first things to which the new Government, under the 
Reforms. would turn its attention was the problem of public health. Instead. a 
Fiscal Commission was appointed in 1921 to consider the question of affording 
protection to Indian industries leaving out of account the labour aspect of industry. 

A M i#Js"" of H NltA.-I believe that the only remedy for the existing indifference 
to the problems of health is to create a separate Ministry of Health, both in the 
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Central and Provincial Governments under Ministers responsible to the Legislatures. 
The creation of this special portfolio alone will give this subject the importance that 
is due to it. Otheiwise, I fear that the reconimendations of the Royal Commission 
on Labour will receive little attention. The Minister of Health in a Province 
should have in ru. charge the departments of public health and medical relief. The 
question of diet is an important one, and it should be the aim of the Ministry to 
develop and encourage research work on human nutritionz with a Central Institute 
on an All-India. basis. as recommended by the Royal Commission on Agriculture. 

Drink.~losely related to the problem Of health is that of drink. One estimate 
of the drink bill of the working classes alone in the Madras Presidency is about 
Ro.1S crores (P1'OhibUion,January, 1930) per year. Propaganda_instintemperance, 
or even in favour of total abmnence. can produce- no satisfactory results so long as 
toddy shops are in the vicinity of the residential areas of the working classes. It is 
a. scandal that in Madras, the revenue from excise in the Budget estimate for 1929-30 
is Rs. S5· 38 crores out of a. total revenue of Rs. ISO· 71 crore5; in fact, next to land 
revenue, it is the highest source of revenue to the Provincial Government. The Indian 
Taxatipll Committee reckoned in 1925 that the average annual burden of taxation 
on the urban wage-eamer through drink had risen from Rs. 1-4-10 in 1911-14 to 
Ro. <1-14 annas in 1922-25. The total burden had risen during the period from 
Rs. 4-10 a.nna.s to Rs. 8-1-7. How much more heavily he is taxed in comparison with 
the landless agrlcu1turallabourer is apparent from the figures in the same Report. 
His average had risen from Rs. 0-13-5 per annum to R,s, 1-10-ll. The figures for 
drink alone were Rs. 0-6--10 and Rs .. 0-9-9 for the two periods. In other words~ 
the urban wage-.arner spends OD. his drink more than three times the amount spent 
by the agricu1turallabourer. The institution of working men's clubs by Municipalities 
with subsidieS from the Government, if necessary. is an imperative need. These 
clubs will not only provide amusements of a healthy kind for the workers after 
factory bours. but may be used as centres for adult education. for food reform and 
temperance propaganda. 

A p.,ouimial Medical Se1Vie,.-Under the Minister for Health in the Provinces .. 
1 would also suggest a separate Provincial Medical Service for the use of industrial 
labour. For obvious reasoos, it is desirable that doctors connected with industrial 
establishments should be independent of the employers. The institution of such a 
.service will not only remove the influence of the employer over the doctors. but also 
enable smaller employers (who are more numerous as a class and who cannot afford 
to provide medical facilities for their employees) to do so by means of contributions. 
The expenditure incurred in this connection should be borne by the employers. 

Medical lnspecmnt of Fac.torNs.-There should be. on the lines of the medical 
inspection of schools, also medical inspection of factories. Officers of the Public 
Health Department .boold be deputed to make a special study of industrial and 
occupational diseases. 

Populatitm.-The problem of population also must be considered as part of the 
general problem of health. 

According to the Royal Commission on Agriculture :-" in a belt stretclring from 
the Madras Presidency to Bengal, Bihar and the United Provinces. the problem is 
definitely one of superfluity of agrk:ulturalla.bour. The Famine CQDlmission of 1880 
observed that the nun:tbers who have no other employment than agriculture are 
greatly in excess of what is really required for the thorough cultivation of the land. 
Since tha.t date, population has increased coosiderably~ especially in Madras and 
Bengal and to an appreciable extent also in Bihar and Orissa. From the agricultural 
point of view. the labour problem is to lessen the pressure on land, more especially 
the extreme pressure which at present exists in Bihar and in the deltaic areas of 
Bengal and Madras and in certain parts of the U.P. < 

EmigrGlio,...-The Commission also considered the possibilities of relieving the 
pressure of population on land by emigration abroad. There are at present over 2 
million Indians resident outside India, but within the bounds of the British Empire. 
They are distributed a.pproximately as follows:-' 

Ceylon .. 
British Malaya 
Mauritius 
South Africa. 
Trinidad 
British Guiana. •• 
Fiji Island 
East Africa 

820.000 
660,000 
274,000 
161,000 
126.000 
125,000 
61,000 
55,000 

There is, however, a limit to the possibilities of emigration. There are economic 
difficulties as well as political ones. India is growing increasingly sensitive about the 
political disabilities of Indians resident abroad; there will be less inducement~ in 
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consequence, for Indian labour to migrate. In fact. there has already been com
menced a policy of repatriation; -and though the number of repatriated Indians is 
still small, there will be a gt9.dual increase in the years to come. On the economic 
side. taking Ceylon and British Malaya together, to which territories emigration is 
practically entirely from the Madras Presidency. the annual amount of emigration. 
is,. at present, roughly over ]OO,QOO. As regards Ceylon, it seems to be the opinion 
of the Agent of the Government of India that Ceylon has already reached .. satura
tion point U in absorbing Indian labour on the estates. Moreover. it is clear that in 
Ceylon and British Malaya. the question of political disabilities also is coming into 
prominence. Burma, which has heen another outlet for superfluous labour from the 
Madras Presidency. is contemplating the possibility of separation from the Indian 
Empire. Improvements in agriculture and the fostering of rural and cottage industries 
may offer a certain amount of relief. Outbreaks of epidemics like inftuenza. and 
famines may also mitigate, if in a drastic and tragic form. by a little. the pressure of 
over-population. It is in a sense unfortunate that the enquiry of the Royal Com
mission on Labour precedes a new census. The census report of 1921 was drawn up 
under abnormal conditions. The country had not recovered from the effects'of the 
influenza epidemic of 1918-19; and at the time of the census. therewas a widespread 
movement for non-co-operation which did not exclude work in connection with the 
census from the sphere of its operation. The next census in 1931 will reveal how far 
the statistics for 1911-21 were a deviation from the normal. But the problem of 
over-population does exist even to-day~ in spite of the heavy mortality among adults 
and the still heavier mortality among clilldren. 

Birth Control Clinics.-With the more extensive organization of public health 
and medical relief. the spread of education. the creation of a. sanitary conscience and 
the elaborate attention devoted to ma.ternity and child welfare. India must be pre
pared for a still more rapid growth of population than she has witnessed in the past. 
The only remedy~ in my opinion. for this is the establishment of birth control clinics. 
In March, 1925. the Sixth International Neo-Malthusian and Birth Control Con~ 
ference placed on record that :_u The penalties of unlimited human reproduction are 
most severely visited upon the toiling masses. Population pressure produces war 
with its resultant world-wide economic instability. Children of exploited workers 
are forced into fields, factories, mines and workshops. These same children. later. 
as adults continue as competitors for jobs in an already glutted labour market. 
The very folk whose unhappy living conditions render small families imperative are 
the ones who because of restrictive birth control laws. are unable to become familiar 
with the principal means of alleviating their lot as individual human beings, and as 
members of the working class." 

There must be undertaken extensive propaganda among all classes of the people 
and particularly among the working classes in regard to the methods of birth control~ 
and clinics must be established at certain centrcs as a beginning. 

In India. such work of propaganda should, in my opinion, Qe undertaken by the 
State. I attach great importance to the problem of over-population; for while 
legislation on the fixing of a minimum living wage and the standardiution of wages 
is necessary in India and sbould be adopted as early as possible, legal enactments by 
themselves cannot solve the wages problem. If the supply of ]about" be heavily in 
excess of the demand, the economic law of supply and demand will overcome the 
e1lects of human laws; particularly will this happen in a country like India, with 
trade unionism still in its infancy and the mass of the workers illiterate, involved 
hopelessly in debt and una.ble, therefore, to demand their rights. 

TM p,.oblem of Housing.-The pro-blem of ho-using bas not been generally recog~ 
mud iu practice as having a vital connection with the health. welfare and efficiency 
of labour. It is not nec~ry to establish the close relation that subsists between 
disease and unsatisfactory housing conditions. I do not think that Municipalities 
can undertake housing schemes for many years to come, without financial aid. I 
am not sure that even Provincial Governments can- do so, on their present resources. 
It should. in my opinion. be the ma:n concern of the Minister of Labour in the Govern· 
moot of India to set aside large sums of money for housing schemes in the industrial 
centres of India. It may be mentioned that British estimates for 1927-28 contained 
provision for over £9 million in respect of housing subsidy. There should be a 
National housing scheme in India. and Provincial Governments, Municipalities and 
employers should also make contributions. 

Educatic:m.-With regard. to education. which I place next in order to health, but 
as of equal importance~ I am of the o-pinion that it is not enough to put fOIWaro 
schemes for the spread of primary education. The removal of illiteracy, which is at 
present the greatest handicap of the Indian working classes. will, no doubt. prove a 
great boon. At the same time. it is necessary. in the interests of India's industrial 
development on healthy lines, that there should be a we11-conceived scheme for tech
nical educatio-n. As the Report on Trade and Technical Education in France and 
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Germany observes, U Germany has aimed de~tely at the building up of a great 
industrial nation by the systematic tta.ining of all grades from leaders to workmen. 
The State and the Municipality. the employed and the employe!'. have all come to 
believe in education of all types, including compulsory Continuation education. The 
State and the parents have both adopted the long view. the former iu looking for~ 
ward to the ultimate value of the work of the schools. and the latter in foregoing 
immediate wage returns of their children for future prospects." In Ireland also. 
steps have recently been taken for securing a sound and uniform foundation for a 
system of technical education commencing from the primary schools. There is a. 
movement for the introduction of continuation schools and classes. attendance at 
which. whole-time or part-time, according to circumstances, will be compulsoty up 
to the age of 16. 

The expenditure on education in India has increased remarkably during the last 
ten years, as the Auxiliary Committee on Education to the Indian Statutory Com
mission has pointed out recently in its report. The total expenditure, direct and 
indirec:t. on recognized. institutions by the Provinces rose from Rs. 11-29 crores in 
1917 to Rs. 24·st!croresin 1927. There is no doubt that this expenditure will increase 
still further, if there is to be a well-organU.ed scheme for technical education. But 
such a scheme will, in the long ron, prove remunerative. It will. also, atb'act towards 
industry many of those who belong to the middle classes, and thus gradually solve 
the problem of unemployment among the middle classes in this countJ'Y. It will. 
generally speaking, introduce a better type of workman to industrial occupations. 
The Hartog Committee has shown clearly that ~~ the main educational problem at 
the secondary stage in India is to provide varied forms of training for life and em
ployment. All sections of the community with their different occupations, traditions 
and outlook and with their different ambitions and aptitudes have little. if any, choice 
of the type of school to which they will send their children. There is nothing 00JTe
sponding to the exodus to the English -=d.ry schools into every practicalUfe or 
into vocational institutions. n In the latest Reuiew of 1M P'O&,US of EduulWn 1ft 
I~ it is stated that there are 68 institutions for instruction in manual WOTk in 
Madras, 22 in Bengal, 11 in Bihar and Orisaa. 17 in the Central ProviDcesz 3inAssam, 
and 9 in the United Provinces. These:figures are sufficient to prove the utter in
adequacy of the provision for technical education in the country. 

The following table will prove the truth of the assertion of the Hartog Committee 
that U it is not yet realized in India that the industrial and the ordinary schools are 
complementary to each other in a properly co-ordinated educational system.'~ 

The figures for 1926-27 summarized in the following table are illuminating. and 
show the inadequacy of the numbers that receivea technical or vocational education. 

Kind of Institution. 
Art Schools 
Medical Schools .. 
Engineering and Surveying 

Schools 
Teclmicaland Industrial Schools 
Commercial Schools 
Agricultural Schools 
Medical Colleges 
Engineering Colleges 
Agricultural Colleges 
Commerce Colleges 
Forest Colleges •• . • 
Veterinary Science Colleges 

Total 

Number of Pupils. 
Boys. Girls. Total. 
1.964 I._ 
5.438 315 5.753 

1.635 
20.784 
6.381 

498 
3.7tn 
2.009 

198 
1.516 

129 
330 

45,269 

3.753 
324 

67 

4.459 

1.535 
24.537 

6.705 
498 

3.854 
2.009 

198 
1.516 

129 
330 

49.728 

On the other hand, the Dumber of those that were quallfyiog themselves for the 
two professions of Law and Teaching were 35.772. 

The figures for Germany are interesting as affording a contrast to the conditions 
of education in India. There are (accordiDg to the Europa, Year Book). 1.743 con· 
tinuation schools teaching 329.000 pupils and 2.167 secondary schools teaching 
751.000 pupils. As regards higher education. theTe are 10 technical schools with 
20.000 pupils. 47 higher tta.ining colleges with 14.000 pupils and 23 UIlivetllities with 
72.000 pupils. 

The Hartog Committee also drew a.ttention to the fact that the universities and 
colleges in India. are at present turning out a large Dumber of gr.aduates wbo caonot 
find. employment. 
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Mr. N. S. Subba Ra.o, the head of the Education Department in Mysore, put for
ward the following proposals in a recent address on economic change- and educational 
adjustment in India:- . 

•• (I) VQCational education and its financial requirements should in no manner 
be allowed to come into conflict with the imperative need for expansion and improve
ment of primary education. It will probably be necessary to organize a se1f-contain~ 
course of primary education of six years' duration . 

.. (2} Till the primary course can be extended and consequent changes made, the 
middle stage of the Anglo-Vernacular course should precede any scheme of differ
entiation in studies. • 1:he examination at the end of this course should be the 
graded school junction and clearing house by which means boys would be drafted 
into aline of study for which each appears to be most suited,'· 

.. (3) The high school is the pivot of the situation. and the much needed differ
entiation in curricula should take place at this stage. Not only should the general 
course provide for instruction in subjects like handicrafts and domestic science, 
but there should be also alternative courses of a less academical type. such as 
Engineering or Commerce. in which, while .the vocational bias is strong, general 
education is not neglected. It is also desira.blethat, as far as possible, the alternatives 
should be available in the same institution, partly to get over the prejudice that clings 
to the realistic courses as intended for boys of lower capacity, and partly to permit 
transfers from one to the other. 

f. (4) Technical schools which give instruction in the principles underlying the 
practice of any particular trade, and trade schools which prepare more directly for a 
given branch of industry. should be an integral part of the educational system. The 
Indian Industrial Commission expressed itself against the control of technical and. 
industrial education by the Department of Public Instruction. but the difficulties 
it laid stress on are not insurmountable, while 'the benefits of a unified control are 
m&ny. 

Of (5) In order that the proposed realistic courses may fulfil their purpose, educa
tional administration should be in close touch with representatives of industry and 
trade as well as of labour. 

If (6) Technological education of the univeTSity standard will be wanted only 
to a small extent till our agriculture and industries develop considerably, and the 
immediate need is for such education of the secondary school and diploma level . 

.. (7) As. great part of agriculture and several branclles of industry will continue 
to be on a small scale and will require recruits who have not merely to produce but 
also to sell, the training given in the vocational institutions should envisage not only 
the needs of the worker divorced from management, but also of the artisan or th~ 
small proprietor who is a seller . 

.. {8} Agriculture will continue to remain the most important single occupation, 
and the village the home of the great majority. Agricultural education will. therefore. 
claim prominence, and a rural bias should be given to instruction in the general 
schools in rural areas." 

Th' PoIifuol hOOk .... 
Certain political considerations are necessarily of relevance at the present juncture. 

when the future of India~s political progress is under consideration. The recom
'mendations of the Royal Commission on La.bour will come up for action before the 
new legislatures which will be created as a result of the political changes now in 
contemplation, Unles$ labour is assured of adequate representation in every legis
lative body. and particularly in the Central Legislature. which will deal with the 
subject of Ia.bour legislation, the investigations of the Royal Commission will bear 
little or no fruit. These points cannot obviously escape the attentions of the 
Commissioners. . 

Singularly little attention has been paid in the past to the need for adequate 
representation of the interests of labour in the Provincial as well as the Central 
Legislatures. Representations were made in 1919 on the subject before the Joint 
Select Committee of the two Houses of Parliament which considered the Government 
of India Bilt, but with very little result. The franchise was so devised as virtually 
to ignore the claims of the labouring classes. Tlie size of the constituencies was so 
unwieldy that representatives of labour could hardly expect to be returned to the 
various legislatures, As though these handicaps were not sufficient, landlords and 
employers' organizations such as the Millowners' Associations. Chambers of Commerce. 
etc., were provided with special electorates- for returning their repn:sentative5. But 

• Qui"'l ....... iol R .. "'" oJ 1M Progre .. of EdU«Jticm in 1110 p,."jab, quoted by the 
Auxiliary Committee on Education to the Indian Statutory Commission. 

(B84) H 
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the claims of industrial labour were treated with the scantiest of consideration. In 
the Central Legislature, there is but one nominated member un behalf of labour in the 
Assembly. while in the Council of State there is absolutely no representation. In 
the provincial sphere, the maximum number of nominated members in any Council is 
three, while Madras enjoys the unique distinction (with the possible exception of the 
United Provinces). of never having bad a representative for industrial labour 
throughout the period of the existing Reforms. 

Tiu Ref(WtIJ$ Enquiry Committe,. 1924.-An attempt was made by a labour 
deputation befOt'e the Reforms Enquiry Committee in 1924 (presided over Sir 
Alexander Muddiman. then Home Member of the Government of India) to secure 
better representation for labour in the legislatures. Both the majority and the 
mh\ority reports sympathized with the demand, and the latter recommended the 
introduction of the elective principle for labour, Nevertheless,there was no appreci
able change made in the position of labour as a result of these proposals. 

Tin Ctnt-ral Committee's P¥oposals.-A reference to the proposals of the Indian 
Central Comll):ittee presided over by Sir Sankaran Nair is of interest in the consider~ 
anon of this problem. With regard to labour in the Provincial Councils, the 
Committee observes :--*' We have devoted considerable attention to the question of 
the adequate representation of labour in the legistatures. We recognize that Ull
organized labour. which term includes the vast majority of the labouring classes in 
India., must remain 1ll1I"epreSented until the franchise has been lowered to a sufficient 
degree to enable them to win representation in the general constituencies. We 
believe, however, that India is on the threshold of a great industrial development. 
and we regard it as of the highest importance that means should be provided by which 
organized labour may be enabled to make its wants known in the legislatures through 
representatives of its own. The best means of attaining this object will. we consider, 
be by establisbing separate electorates for labour wherever possible.~· 

The proposed strength of the various provincial legislatures is as follows :-

Madras •• 
Bombay (excluding Sind) 
Bengal 
U.P. 
Panjab 
Behar and Orissa .. 
C.P. 
Assam 
Burma 

Total. Labour. 
150 I 
114 4 
200 3 
182 2 
150 1 
150 . 2 
125 2 
75 3 

120 0 

To take Madras alone, the Committee suggests the reservation of one seat for 
industriallabonr and none at all for agricultural labour. in a House of 150 I But 
landlords in Madras are to have 7 seats, planters 1. representatives of trade and com
merce 6. Europeans (woo invariably vote with the employers) 2. In the Central 
Legislature. of a total strength of 273. labour is to have only 5 seats. while landlords, 
Indian Commerce and the Associated Chambers of Commerce are to have 10. 8 and 
3 seats respectively. These proposals constitute, in my opinion, a serious warning 
that the interests of labour, both agricultural and industrial. may receive now no 
better treatment than they did at the time of the inauguration of the Montagu 
Scheme of Reforms. 

AttitfUU of 1M Govemme1tl.-I do not deny that the Govemotent of India has 
placed a number of labour measures on the statute-book during the past decade. 
But without lessening the credit that is due to the Government for its efforts, it may. 
however. be pointed out that in the early period of the reforms. there- was considerable 
industrial and political unrest. The Government was anxious to prove. in the face 
of a movement for the boycott of the legislatures. the value 01 the new reforms. It 
was also a period of many strikes in various parts of the country. Again. labour 
legislation in India was considerably behind that in other cOuotries which were mem
bers of the League of Nations. Internal pressure# political as well as economic. and 
external pressure from Geneva, were largely respon..u.ble for the attitude of the 
Government of India~ and to a certain extent of the Provincial Governments as well. 
In Madras, Bengal and Bombay, Departments of Labour were created and com
mittees appointed to investigate the causes of industrial unrest. So far as Madras· 
is ooncemed~ political considerations. unfortunately. prevented labour organizations 
from co-operating. and the local Government withdrew its offer of an enquiry-. 
Nevertheless. a Labour Commissioner was appointed. wbose functions were to be 
enlarged, according to a promise made in the Legislative Council by Sir K. Srinivasa. 
Iyengar. when he was in charge of the subject. The committees in Bombay and 
Bengal carried out their investigations and made reports. In 1922-. the Government 
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of Bombay actually introduood a bill in the Legislative Council to carry out the 
recommendations of the committee. But the Government of India prevented the 
local Government from going further with the measure on the ground that it was an 
All-India ma.tter~ and a. Bill was actually published by the Government of India. in 
1924. though no further progress was made until 1929~ when it was revived in a very 
different form in the Trades Disputes Act. 

Vi"hen one reviews the actions of the Government of India and of the local Govern
ments during the last ten years. olle conclusion seems to emerge clearly. The interest 
of the authorities in labour has synchronized with periods of industrial unrest. The 
administration, whether Central or Provincial. has shown little inelination to act. 
unless compelled to do so by a series of strikes. To take only the most recent instance .. 
the Trades Disputes Bill became law in April. 1929. Soon after, there was an industrial 
dispute of a serious nature in the City of Bombay. In consequence. the rules under 
the Act were drafted with remarkable promptness by the Bombay Government and a. 
Courtof Enquiry was appointed underthe: Act. But in Madras. the casewasdifierent. 
When the Madras Labour Union approached the Labour Commissioner in December .. 
1929, for a copy of the rules under the Act: we were informed that the rules were not 
ready. but that the draft rules of the Government of India might be utilized. An 
application was made in accordance with the suggestion of the Labour- Commissioner 
on the 1st of Janua.ry~ 1930~ to the Madras Government. A reminder had to be sent 
three weeks later, and at last on the 28th of January. an answer was received that 
the rules were not ready-aine months after the passage of the Act-a.nd that the 
application for a Court of Enquiry would have to be renewed at a later date. 

One cannot help noting the enormous 1a.pse of time between an assurance of 
action and its fulfilment by the Government of India. Reference has been made to 
the Trades Disputes Act. seven years intervening between the introduction of a 
measure by the Bombay Government and its passage (in a. bighly contentious form) 
by the Government of India. To take another iDstance~ Sir Thomas Holland promised 
action in 192]~ on behalf of the Government of India~ for the registration of Trades 
Unions. But the Act did not come ini:O foree until 1926. Possibly~ in the field of 
labour legislation, as in many other spheres~ the -intervention of the India Office 
has been responsible for the slow pace of reform. But the circumlocutory method of 
consulting local Governments is equally responsible~ in my opinion~ for the long delays 
and has afforded the GQvemment of India. eQt\venient excuses for postponing action. 
Local Governments, as a rulel have not been friendly or sympa:thetic to labour 
interests: labour is a reserved subject in charge of a member of the Executive 
Council who. as at present in Ma.dras~ is also Home Memberin charge of law and order. 
The official conception of the obligations towards labour is often limited to the 
maintenance of law and order. 

We have~ in Madras. an officer who is styled U Labour Commissioner U and whose 
duties Mel presumablYI to acquaint himseU with the conditions of labOur. But so far 
as I am aware~ he has refused to come into direct relations with trade unions and 
contented himself with reports of meetings by the C.I.D. He has DO objectionl 
however. to be present at meetings of employers' associations such as the United 
Planters' Association of Southern India t . 

Indeed. it seems a legitimate inference from the course of events under the 
reforms that the political implications of labour problems have loomed more 
prominently than the economic. This observation applies as much to the non...afficial 
elements in the legislatures as to the Government. Debates were often enough 
initiated on the Boor of the legislatures on the conduct of the police or the military 
in the settlement of industrial disputes. But there was Qot I must observe on a. 
general survey of the work of the legislatures. the same evidence of interest displayed. 
in the purely economic side of such disputes. . 

ReaJizing. as I do. that far-reaclling changes in the Constitotion are impending, 
I hold that it is even more important to see that labour is assured of conditions which 
will not handicap its development than to suggest specific lines of legislation. Political 
freedom has not absolved industrial workers in other countries from the necessi~ of 
organizing themselves for the protection of their interests. I have no reason to believe 
that India is going to be an exception in this respect. During the period of the reforms, 
there has been organization on both sides. workers as well as employers. But the 
latter. possessing the advantages of greater resources. have built up powerful bodies. 
such as the Associa.ted Chambers of Commerce and the Federation of Indian Chambers 
of Commerce. It is significant that while membeTS of the Government of India have 
been present at the annual meetings of these bodies~ even taking part in their 
discussions. and the Viceroy himself has. on more than one occasion, opened their 
sessions, no such importance has been attached to the meetings of the All-India 
Trade Union Congress or to its decisions; in ta.ct, the only representatives of the 
Government have been a. large number ot policemen in unifonu an:d in plain clothes. 

(S84) a. 
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With the introduction of politi~l changes in the near fatun: I foresee a radical 
regrouping of politieaJ. forces: labour, both induStrial and agricultural on the one 
side and the capitalist and landlord on the other. The natural line for the European 
employer, when he perceives the weakening (possibly the extinction) of the authority 
on which he has SO long been dependent. will be to make common cause with his 
Indian colleague. 

E~sicn of tM Suff,.age.-While I recognize that universal adult 'suffrage is 
impracticable. in the present conditions of India... as the next immediate step. the 
extension of the franchise, so as to include a. considerable number of the working 
classes is, in my opinion. of essential importance. This will place some political power 
in the hands of the masses. and compel candidates for the various legislatures to pay 
more attention to the needs of labour than they have been accustomed to do in the 
past. Politicians will necessarily shape their programmes and policles in accordance 
with the wishes of their masten, the eleetorates. 

R6servation of Seals.-It is manifestly unfair that the propertied classes. which 
are well able to look after themselves. should be given special protection, while those 
whose needs are obviously greater because of their economic and educational back
wardness and of their political disability. should be denied such proteGtion~ 

The demand comes most inappropriately from those whose principle in the 
economic sphere is protection for struggling industries. The reservation of seats~ 
if at all it be decided upon, should be only for industrial and agricultural labour 
through special electorates consisting of trade unions and tenants' and raiyats' 
associations. 

Mi1Iisl"Y of LtIbour.-In order to give prominence to the problems relating to 
labour. I strongly urge the creation of a separate Ministry of Labour, both in the 
Government of India and in the Provinces. The department should include~ in my 
opinion, labour. factories. industries and agriculture. . 

Slaiislical BswelJv.-Underthe Ministry of Labour. I would advocate the formation 
of a Central Statistical Bureau under the Government of India and Provincial Bureaus 
under the various Provincial Governments. As the Indian Economic Enquiry Com
mittee pointed out in 1925. statistics is already a central subject in British India, and 
a Central Statistical Office has been in existence for several years. although it has now 
been reduced in status and strength and placed under the Director-General of 
Commercial Intelligence. There is also no distinctive connecting link and no real 
co-ordination between the Central and Provincial Governments; and .. therefore. it is 
not possible to obtain an accurate indication of the true economic trend of the people 
or of the status of British India as an economic unity. The aim should be. as the 
Committee observes. ~. to provide a common purpose and a central thinking office on 
the ·subject of statistics and to bring the statistics of all the departments both of 
the Central and of the Provincial Governments under the su~n of one central 
authority. who should be the adviser 01 the Government In statistical matters:~
In paragraph 84 o{its Report. the Committee assigned the following duties to the 
Central Statistical Bureau :-(t) to arrange for. supervise and control the taking of 
periodicaJ censuses. such as those of population and large industrial establisbments. 
and industrial wages; (2) to collect &nnually. or at sborther intervals. statistics 
relating to the economic condition of the people such as production. income .. expendi
ture, wealth. prices. etc.. either through Provincial Bureaus. or direct from the 
departments concerned; (3) to collate. scrutinize. tabulate and summarize the 
information collected and to publish it in a presentable form; (4) to compile and 
publish a Year Book on the lines of the Dominion Year Books; (5) to supply statis· 
tical information to Government and the public, when requested to do so; and (6) 
to undertake special statistical enquiries for Government when necessary. 

AdvisOf<Y Boards.-I think that the recommendation of the Cammittee for the 
formation of AdvisoIy Boards consisting of non-officials to be associated with the 
officers charged with the work of economic survey deserves favourable consideration. 

LabOUf' tn 1M [ndiOft SI4les.~There is one other point which cannot be left out 
of consideration in the changing circumstances of India.. Tb~ constitutional position 
of the Indian States has recently been di!acussed by the Butler Committee. The 
question of labour legislation in the States has ah.o been given prominence. notably 
by reason of its frequent mention in the debates at the twelfth session of the Inter
national Labour Conference at Geneva in t929. But as early as 1908. the Indian 
Factory Labour Commission had its attention drawn to it. Paragrapb 119 of the 
Report is as follows :-" Although we consider that the efiect of our proposals will 
ultimately be to improve materially the position of industries in India. yet we are 
conscious that there will be a transition period during which the disadvantages of 
the limitations we propose will be felt. while their advantages will not then have 
become apparent. During this period factories in British India may possibly suffer 
so some extent from the competition of ~djacent factories situated in the Native 
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States. and not subject to the restrictions which we desire to impose. This is more 
especially the case as regards cotton ginning. spinning and weaving ,factories. The 
question is one of considerable practical importance; and we would suggest that the 
Government of India should consider the advisability of making arrangements under 
which the conditions in these territories would be assimilated as far as possible in this 
respect to those obtaining in British India. U 

The Indian States have not so far mtmed any of the Conventions of the Intel'~ 
national Labour Conference. There is. in consequence. a growing disparity in the 
conditions of labour in British India. and in the Indian States. A warning has already 
been conveyed through one of the members of the Indian Employers' delegation at 
Geneva that unless the Indian States introduce the same legislation as is DOW in force 
in British India. the Indian Legis1ature may not hereafter support legislation 00 the 
subject of la.bour. Questions of constitutional propriety do not aBect economic 
considerations. The existence within India of large territories where labour is 
exploited without any safeguards constitutes a menace to the legitimate interests of 
labour in British India. The problem must engage the a.ttention of the Round Ta.ble 
Conference in London at which the Indian States will be represente.d. . 

Plantation Labou,.. 

With regard to the plantations, I have received the following account from a 
worker who has had nearly 15 years' of actual experience of various plantations in 
Southern India . 

.. For more than one decade. I have worked in some part or other of Southern 
India on plantations under European companies. Very few JXople have a clear idea. 
of what a pla.ntation is. Generally speaking. it is an area of forest land in a hilly 
tract cleared and cultivated mostly by European planters. who form joint stock 
companies. Tea. forms now-a-days the chief crop: coffee. pepper, rubber. cinchona 
come next in order. There are now many Indian-owned estates a1so~ but my experi
ence is confined only to European plantations." 

1l-feans oj Comftumication.-Untila decade ago. communications were very difficult. 
Pack animals, carls drawn by animals or sedan chairs were then the luxury of the 
well-to-do. But now, owing to the gradually improving conditions of roads and the 
advent of the motor omnibus. lorry and car, this difficulty is tending to diminish. 

TM Food Problem.-As plantations are in many cases I't mov€d from the towns. 
the employees. that is, estate labourers, maistries. the subordinate Indian staft 
such as clerks, conductors. dressers, etc., have to rely on the nearest markets or 
shandies, which in many instances are a few miles away, for the necessaries of life. 
At these sbandies. the meagre requirements of the common labourer can be obtain£d 
at considerably high rates, as the dealers exact double and treble the prices current 
in the nearest town. But on some estates. where the Managers take some interEst. 
a bazaar man will be given the contract. though this does not go a great way towards 
helping the employees. . 

• Labour Conditions and the System. of R""uiting.-Tbe Madras Planters' Labour 
Act was indeed a wicked piece of legislation. Not a little was the tyranny, the 
oppression and the cruelty in:ilicted on the poor cooIy by the hard-hearted middleman. 
the kan~ani. and the unscrupulous planter. The method of recruitment was per. 
fe-ctly dishonest. In the majority of instances ignorant and inexperienced men. 
women and children were OD some pretext or other. decoyed to the estates fr9m their 
villages by the presentation of a very fascinating picture of estate life. The lack 
of proper cultivation, cotta.go industry or any other occupation in the villages natu· 
rally added to the ease "itb which such deception could be practised. The oppression 
of the low castes by the high castes in some areas was also another factor which 
helped easy recruitment. Now that the Madras Labour Act has been abolisbed, 
there is some hope for the future. ·But the condition of recruitment is not any the 
better for the abolition of the Act. because the labourers are illiterate. For tho 
matter of that. partly literate persons are helpless when they are decoyed by fair 
promises to foreign places by an artful and treacherous maistry or /l4ngani. I would 
here mentioD. my personal experience of a plantation in the Mysore Province. Here 
a few coolies were recruited by a maistry and subjected to inhuman treatment .. 
They were literate people (petty schoolmasters) who were forced to do hard manual 
labour such as digging. though they were promised clerical posts at the time of 
recruitment. Deprived of their village and home comforts these poor victims. at 
the time I saw them, were undergoing the worst difficulties. Many of them were 
reduced. to skin and bone, stricken down with maJa.ria, scabies. anaemia. and dtypSy. 
The heartless maistry would Dot allow them to communicate with their villages. 
Constant watch and ward was put over them to prevent their escape; and if they 
represented their grievances to anyone. woe unto them. Girls and young women 
thus decoyed meet with their terrible fate. The attention of responsible authorities 

(Be.) HS 
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to this state of affain is the nrst and the most essential thing needed. During my 
fifteen years' experience I have nevw seen or known a single instance of a Government 
official or a responsible public man visiting the estates and enquiring very closely 
into the conditions of workers on the plantations. There is, of course, the health 
officer or ta.etory inspector .on his routine rounds of inspections. But much cannot 
be expected from these men alone. Have you come across any account of prosecu~ 
tions of estate managers under the Factories Ac~ though many breaches of the Act 
are likely to .occur .often OIl these estates? The visits of the health .officer have" nc 
constructive value. 

Wages.-The average daily rate of .ordinary labour is 7 annas for men and 5 annas 
for women. In some districts the rate is lower still, the men getting 6 annas and the 
women 4 annas per day, It goes without saying that in these days when living is 
costly and the- waDts of even the poorest labourer are increasing. a. cooly cannot 
make both ends meet on this pittance of 6 or 7 annas a day in a locality far removed 
::from town or city, where the everyday necessities of the eclaIr have to be paid fer 
·at twice or three times the- rates. Many estates are in malarial tracts, and the 
physical conditions of the oooly deteriorate, as·he- usually becomes subject to frequent 
..attacks of malaria. This should mean more food and a better quality of food. On 
:tea estates women and children get alternative wages at three pies on a pound of leaf 
"plucked. Thisz on an average basis, works at a loss to the woman. as more wages 
would require nimble linge'" and a high degree. of health. Weak, devitalized, 
unskilled women <:annot make up their daily wages at the pound rate. It is high 
time that wages were increased all round. It should be possible for the planter to 
increase wages when he makes enormous profits. There is also a certain amount of 
fraud in recording the amount of leaf plucked, the discrepancy being justified on the 
ground that dry leaf weighs much less than wet leaf. There is no settled principle 
on which the entries are made~ it being left to the person concemed to decide upon 
the proportion of deduction. 

EsItUe Conctssions to LabOW'.-These vary with the different estates. A decade 
ago. housing conditions werevery miserable. Labour was provided with low. dingy~ 
dark and damp houses or "lines Z with low roofs and ill·ventilated rooms. The 
conditions have improved a little now; but further improvement is still desirable. 

Water Supp/:y.-Considerable attention has to be paid to water supply. At 
present most estate labour has to depend upon running streams or shaHow pits for 
drinking water supply. The risks and dangers of contamination are great. Few 
estates provide- pipe water for aU their labour. which is of the utmost importance, as 
labour is illiterate, with hardly any sanitary ideas. The planter complains that he 
has not the necessary funds for this purpose, though he can lind funds for electrifying 
his billiard room or club house and for paving his tennis court with fine flooring tiles 
and ·spending large sums of money on other comfortS and luxuries for himseU. 

Medical Aid.-This is met by the appointment of compounders and dispensers 
on the spot with a central hospital for a group of estates under a European doctor. 
The dispenser. of ceurse, is a very 1lSe'ful person on the spot. as in the early stages 
of.& disease. such medical aid as lies in. his power is of help. Moreover. he looks after 
the sanitary conditions of the cooly lines and attempts to create in the coaly a sanitary 
conscience. But this should not free the planter from his responsibility for providing 
"",re qualUied medical aid. 

Sa1rila1iotJ ami Consnvancy.-Most of the labourers are ignorant and superstitious, 
indifferent to medical treatment till the eleventh hour. The majority have a pre
judice against the western system of medicine. and these illiterate folk have very 
quaint notioas of health and disease. It is a very difficult task to instil into them 
ideas of sanitation and clean living. 'When I fust began to work on aD. estate a 
lavatory for tho cooly lines was an unknown thing. I ca.n say without any hesitation 
that on every estate I worked I had to suggest to the planter tho construction of 
lavatories for cooly lines. I am confident that they will learn to appreciate the use 
of lavatories if persistent efforts are made to educate them. 

W,l/srtI Work.--Owing to the ~. illiteracy and ignorance of mothers as to 
the proper care and feeding of theu- children and to the fact that the cooly mothers 
are obliged to work from morning till evening in the fields. they cannot give their 
children the necessary supervision. Moreover. their vitality is often low on account 
of malaria. Infant mortality. therefore. reaches a very high percentage on the 
estate.!. 

EtltfUllion.-As far as I can see no steps have been taken by many planters
there are exceptions--for giving primary education to the children of labourers; nor 
are· the parents. being illiterate themselves. interested in the education of their 
children. 

MalaritL-Some estates are carrying out an anti-malarial campaign. But if it 
is to be of any practical benefit. it should be done systematically and steadily. Here, 
again, the planter is confronted. with the bugbear of expenditure. 
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s.ttk_ of W", ... -The wages of labourers are settled weekly. A food advanc:e 
of Re. 1-S annas for men and Re. 1-4 annas for women is paid to such of the coolies 
as have worked six days a week. the balance being credited to their check roll ;, 
less wages, of course, for a smaller number of days in the week. Sunday is supposed 
to be a weekJy holiday; but, on tea estates., the coolies are indirectly induced to do 
Sunday work en ready cash pay system. This is compulsion in disguise in most 
estates. If the cooly is not willing to tum out on Sunday he cannot escape the 
vigilance of the maistry. At the end of ]0 or 12 months there is a general settle
ment, when the accounts are gone through and the balance is paid to the cooly. 
together with any present, such as the cost of a blanket if the cooly has regularly 
worked for the above period and a small railway charge to -return to his village and 
enjoy his holiday. On some estates the settlement is made monthly. The difficulty 
of the cooly here is that the European planter pays his wages not necessarily to him 
directly. but through his maistry. If the maistry is a cheat (as most of them are), 
the cooly has to sufter in silence. He has no means of complaining. nor will anyone 
listen to his complaints. The planter has no responsibility as long as he pays the' 
wages to the maistry. In many instances the coolies go without any balance being 
paid to them. if they llappen to be absent {rom work owing to disease. The maistty 
scrutinizes his account very minutely, taking great care not to leave out even the 
cost of a pot of toddy. a dram of arrack or a copper thrown to him to buy his tobacco 
at the time of recruiting. The settlement of accounts is often a protracted affair. 
Although the coolies may have worked out their fun term, the settlement is not 
eftected if the season is a busy one, or the amount of labour inadequate. A common 
practice is for the maistry to be away from the estate on a pretended. campaign of 
recruiting or the illness of his grandfather. Should the cooly ha~ the courage to 
approach the planter~ great sympathy is expressed. but the answer is, • I am. very 
sorry. 'Vhat can I do? Your maistry is a.way. I shall wire to him to come up 
soon.' 

Treatment 0/ LabOlW.-The planter is not directly responsible for any cruel 
treatment of the cooly. It is the kangani who is solely responsible. But the planter 
exhibits a studied ignorance of the methods of the Jumgani. Among the methods of 
ill-treatment may be mentioned striking off the names, cutting down the pounds of 
leaf plucked. withholding payment in full of the weekly advance. beating and 
kicking. In the case of young women~ indecent overtures when. not complied with 
will be meted out with severe and secret punishments. 

My opinion is that the middleman between the planter and the cooly should be 
wiped out entirely. The rate of wages should be enhanced. Transport facilities 
and marketing conditions should be very considerably increased. Water supply, 
sanitatiOD~ medical aid and anti-malarial measures should be UDdertaken~ and a 
better class of subordinates should be entertained. in all the estates. 

The Subordinate Stalf.-There is yet another class of employees, the Indian 
monthly paid subordinate staff, the estate office clerks, :field writers, doctors. apothe-
caries, dispensers. tea and rubber makers, fitters, mechanics, electricians, etc. Their 
position is. speaking general1y, much better. But their tenure is unsettled, and at 
any moment they may be sent out of the estates, irrespective of their length of 
service. Their general educational standanls vary. Improvement in their condi
tions can be effected. 

The average planter dOes not like the educated subordinate, for he cannot curse 
and swear at him without receiving an answer. He expects undue respect from all 
subordinates. The head clerk has to address him as 'm~ter,' just as he is addressed 
by his maistry. BeiDg accustomed to deal with poor and illiterate coolies, he is 
unable to associate on free terms with the better class of Indians. There are a few 
good planters, but unfortunately very few. 

Renudiu S-ugg~$ted.-I have been informed that the above statement is sub
stantially correct that conditions in the Anamalais are said to be even less satis
factory. There should be, in my opinion, a thorough enquiry into the conditions of 
pla.ntation labour by a separate commlttee, hut judging on such data. as are available 
it seems to me that the recruitment of labour for the plantations should be the work 
of special labour boards or co-operative agencies in the districts from which such 
labour is now recruited. A registe1' should be kept in each village for purpose of 
record. Officers of the Health and Factories' Departments should have free access 
to aD estates for purpose of inspection. There should also be in suitable places in 
the estates protectors of plantation labour with functions somewhat similar to those 
of protectors of emigrants. In addition, I would a.dvocate the appointment of nouM 
official visitors who should be empowered to visit plantations and. ascertain the 
actual conditions of labour. As in regard to factories, so in the plantations, I would 
suggest the .. tablishment of dispensari .. aDd hospitals by the State out of contribu
tions from the estates and the creation of an independent medical service. 

(884) H4 
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I have been connected with trade unions in Southern India for the last eleven 
years. I was on the Executive Committee of the Madras Labour Union in 1919. 
I helped in the forma.tion of the M.S.M.R. Workshop Union at Peram.bur in the same 
year. In 1920 I went to Arkonam at the request of the men in the workshop who 
had gone out on strike. In the same year I formed the union of the workmen in 
the Reliance Foundry and took part in the formation of the Electric Supply Corpora· 
tion Worket'S' Union (now am.a.lgamated with the Tramway Men's Union). r was 
away from Madras for a few years. When I returned I resumed my work in 1926 by 
accepting the Pcesidentship of the Madras Labour Union. a position which I still 
hold. In July. 1921. I went to Coimbatore at the invitation of the textile workers' 
uni.on to negotiate with the employers for the settlement of a big strike. In 192:7 
I intervened in the strike in the P. W.D. Workshop. and also MessJ"S. Massey and 
Co.'s workers who had made attempts to start.a union. Early in 1928 I went to 

. Ranipet, where the workers of Messrs. Parry and Co.·s pottery. sugar and chemical 
works were on strike. I advised the men to resume work on a promise from the 
employer of considera.tion of their demands. to form a union and have it registered 
under the Act. In March, 1929* I was invited to Nellikuppam. where the workers 
of Messrs. Parry and Co.·8 sugar works wanted to' form a union. In January~ 1930. 
I visited Madura.~ Tuticorin and Koilpatti. aU textile centres, and advised the workers 
to form unions of their own. A union has already been formed among the workers 
at Madura. and I expect there will also be unions at Tuticorin and KoUpatti. Within 
the last few weeks new unions have sprung up, or old ones have been revived-among 
the kerosene oil workers. the match factory workers at Emavoor on the northem 
outskirts of Madras, the Port Trust and Harbour workers, and the workshop em
ployees of Messrs. Binny and Co. and Messrs. Richardson and Cruddas. 

At Ranipet and Nellikuppam I found that the employer (Messrs. Party and Co.) 
was in no way unfriendly to the formation of unions. The men were. informed that 
a registered union ~ld be recognized and representations received on behaU of the 
workers through the union. The men are convinced that representations properly 
made receive serious consideration. But I cannot say the same of many other 
employers. who are sus}'kious of trade unions. and even hostile to them. Some are 
uncompromising in thelI' attitude, and go so far as to foster a rival union among their 
workpeople. 

The general causes of strikes in Southern India aTe low wages. harsh treatment. 
heavy fines, the lack of provision for medical relief and privilege and sick leave. In 
very many cases there have been strikes as a protest against the dismissal of men 
who have taken a leading part in the formation of trade unions. I do not believe in 
the plea usually put forward by employers that men go on lightning strikes without 
any previous notice or a proper formulation of their demands. The fact almost 
invariably is that the complaints of the men are either brought to the notice of the 
employer through e.nonymous letters where no unions exist, or through the office
bearers of unions. usually outsiders. and are therefore rejected: or the intermediaries. 
such as jobbers and maistries, prevent representations from being made. There 
is a sense of discipline among the workers in Southern India. which is far above what 
one would expect from men who are uneducated and unaecustomed to membership 
of organizations. I am bound also to state that'in mufassil towns the police pla.y 
too prominent a part in industrial disputes. At Ranipet. for instance. in 1928. I 
found that oral instructions had been issued by the police to the strikers that they 
were not to hold any meetings. The impression is created amnng the workers that 
the police look upon the formation of a trade union as an undesirable thing. They 
approach the men when a union is about to be formed and dissuade them from joining 
it or attending its meetings. When there is a strike I have been toformed by the 
workers that the police exercise their influence upon shopkeepers to stop the supply 
of foodstuffs on credit, and the more zealous among them put undue pressure on the 
workers by threats to resume work. Sometimes employers are in the habit of 
rewarding the police for services at the end of a strike. I fee-I compelled to come to 
the conclusion that the activities of the police are not confined only to the preserva
tion of order. but are inimical to the growth of trade unionism. 

CotteIMSion.-In this Note I have raised only some of the main points which 
should engage the attention of the Commission. India is essentially an agricultural 
country; 74 per cent. of her population depend upon agriculture and only 10 per 
cent. on industries. The instincts of the people, even of a. majority of those who have 
taken to industrial pursuits. a.re still agricultural. Indian labour is developing on its 
own lines. a.nd it will be very many years before we have in this country a large 
number of exclusively industrial workers. In the whole of British India. only about 1. million workers are employed in factories which come under the definition of the 
term in the Factories Act. This is only a very small fraction of the total number of 
even the industrial workers in the country. Generally speaking. it may be laid down 
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tha.t the smaller the establishment. the worse are the conditions of labour therein. 
The provisions of the Factories' Act and of labour legislation practically make no 
difference to the overwhelming majority of the industrial workers in the country. 
But even assuming that the recommendations of the Commission will improve the 
status of all the industrial workers. it set:ms to me that the probl(m in India is 
essentially one of del-eloping agriculture and the fostering of cottage industrits. 
However much India's industrial development may take place. agriculture will 
continue to be her most important occupation, Some of the evils of indiscriminate 
industrialization are already apparent in the ghastly social probltms of Bombay. 
Calcutta. and other industrial cenms. The habits of the Indian -p<ople are such that 
life in a crowded city creates problems which are not to be found in the rural areas. 
It is, therefore. essential that when industrial development is still in its initial stages~ 
an effort should be made to take a comprehensive view of the problEms of industrial 
labour. 

The danger to-day is that industrial development is rEgard(d as an urmix<d 
blessing. and hardly any notice is taken of the social. Economic. and hEalth problems 
which have come in its wake. Frtsb burdE.ns are bEing placed on 1he shouldEIs of the 
consuming classes through the operations of the Tariff Board. The pl"EHnt policy 
is, in fact, to view industrial development as thougb it was the concun only of the 
capitalist. 

The neglect of the interests of labour has' been SErious Enough in the past. but its 
effect will be more serious in the future as a usult of the sprEad of industIY from the 
urban to rural centres. There is a definite tendency noticeable in II:.dia towards 
such migration. Coimbatore. Madura~ Tnticorin. Ambasamudram. Koilpatti in 
Southern India. are all growing centres of the textile industry. Wages are consider
ably lower than in the industrial cities: the problEm of unfmployment is so acute 
that the workers are content with astonishingly low wagES .. The conSEquEncES win. 
I fear be the spread of the poison which at present is corroding the life of the ptople 
who are condemned to earn their livelihood in the industrial cities to the country-side. 

A new orientation must be given to India's economic life. Special efforts must 
be..made to carry out the recommendations -of the Industrial Commission for the 
encouragement of cottage industriES. The fact that the hand loom industry in 
Southern India. on which about three million people depend. shows signs of vitality 
to-day in spite of depressed trade conditions and SE.Vere competition, is fun. of 
significance and hope for its futurP. As the Royal Commission on Agriculture has 
truly remarked. the village is the centre of Indian life. It is on the develop~nt of 
the village that the greatest stress should be laid. The adoption of universal and 
compulsory education. the fostering of cottage indust:ru:s. the developIllEnt of agri~ 
culture. the relief of rural indebt£dness whieh. according to the Economic Enquiry 
Committee, amounts to about 600 aores, and other measures will. to a large extent~ 
lay the proper foundations for the solution of those problems with which the Royal 
Commission on Labour is dealing. Legislation will. no doubt, efiect some improve
ment in the conditions of the industrial workers. But unless such legislation is 
supported by eHerts on the lines I have suggested, it would be futile to look for sound 
and enduring progye8S. • 

j THE EMPLOYERS' FEDERAT,lON OF SQUTHERN INDIA. 

FORWORD. 

The Employers' Federation of Southern India was founded in the year 192{) by 
several large employers of labour in Southern India. The aims and objects of the 
Federation are to encourage and promote a better feeling between employers and 
employees, to encourage the payment of fair rates of wages. to obtain the removal of 
grievances and to arbitrate on matters in dispute, to encourage and secure united 
action amongst employers, to communicate with public authorities or kindred 
associations. and generally to promote and protect the mutual interests of employers 
and employees. and specially to safeguard the interests of employers against mis~ 
guided and unfair action by employees. At present thirty-six of the leading firms 
in Southern India a.re members of the- Federation, and they employ between thirty
five and forty thousand employees. 

Included amongst the members of the Federation are certain large companies 
engaged in the textile industry. As conditions generally in that industry are in a 
great measure different to those. found in the works and establishments of other 
members of the Federation, we have deemed it advisable to confine our answers 
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-to the questio~ire to conditions prevalent ill establishments not engaged in the 
textile iDdustry~ partieularly in view of the fact that tht COQlpanies concerned have
submitted -a sepaute memoraudum.. 

Although the Employers' Federation ltDIUbers amongst its lDembers companies 
not si.tuated in MadtaB City and its neighbourhood, we have. exCept where expressly 
~entiOnecL confined our replies to the que;,tionnah'e to -conditions existing in Madras 
.Clty only. as we undentand that the Commission 'Will be visiting the principal 
Industrial centres in the Presidency. whet'e they will obtain information at nmt 
hand regarding conditions. 

Although mentber9hip of the Employers' Federation of Southern lndia is open to 
aU reputable employers of upwards of one hundred employees, it is apparent from 
tnefact that at present all members are Eurnpeanemployets. that, generally speaking, 
the large Indian employers of labour are either not in sympathy with the aim:!t and 
objects of the Federation or unwilling to in~ur the ftnancial e~t\tte necessa.ty. 

l.-~. 

. 1. Labour employed in Madras, being engaged locally and from villages near the 
Clty~ is not. to an appTeciabte extent. tnigb,tory. M far as industrial concerns in 
other par:ts of Soutbem India. M~ ~. the factories and mills are scattered in 
more or less rural surto1Uldings~ although as in Madura. Co1m batore, and Mangalore. 
in the suburbs of hllrly large towns~ sueh <:.Oll~ros are able to oJ>tain their labour 
requireDlents from the adjoining population. . 

There is no evidence of mig:ra.:tion on a large scale from rural to urban areas. 
though th~ is considerable emigration to Bunna, the Straits &rtt1ements. and C&ylon 
due to economic causes. hlgber ra.tf:s of wages being. the a~tion. There is. also a 
constant stream of migration to the planting _Is of Southen> India nom rural 
areas. The eDligration abroad and move:Ilktnt of rural labout' to planting districts 
has increased of recent years, owing to the larger requirements of increasing tracts 
of country being opened up for cultivatiQIJ, and the spread of knowledge by returned 
la'OOut' of the ad"antages to be gained by the labourer who is prepared to l.eave bis
village. 

2. (i) As ."plained above. the greater part of labour is employed near its home 
and contact with tlle village is never broken. As regards labour recruited for the 
planting districts. it returus for two to three months each year to its Viliage. . 

(ill The permanent force in industrial concerns of Madras I1umbeIs about 95 per 
ot:ent. 01: the whole. 

3; (i) Skilled labour is engaged after" practical test supervised by a. responsible 
assistant. Unskilled labour is engaged on the bctsis of appearanCe, general inteUigen<:e 
and 'Physique. Special labour~ such as watcbmen. door-keepers, etc.. is at times 
reentited :from anny pensioners through the pension paymaster. 

(ii) The present system appeaB to work quite satisfactorily and the federation 
~ suggest no improvement. • 

(ill) \a) The employer bas no difficulty in securing unskilled \abouT and 
comparatively little in obtaining skilled workmen. there is therefore no need on his 
part iOT employment agencies. Owing to the large employable population of lndia, 
such. an agency would find it impossible to obtain work for ev6n a small percentage 
of those who WOllld appear on Its books. 

{b) lmy scbeme for public,employment agencies would haVe to be Wldertaken 
by the Government. who would have to form 3 separate department with an e:rte.n~ 
sive Qrganlu:tion, spread over the whole country and not merely coclined to towns. 

A ttrramencement might be made in respect to skilled and clerical labour~ but 
'We are of opinion that results 'WOuld Aever justify the expense and eitort. 

4. Extent and effects of disturbance of family life. Praetically l1one. 
7. (i} There is Without doubt considerable unemployment among the labouring 

classes in the sense that withotlt being in actual want tbere are a great n:uJIlber who 
"auld a.ccept 'Work if it could be found. Of recent years there has been coo:tinual 
unemployment in respect to the partially educated s.tudent class which ha:s been 
produced in greater quantity than the.re is demand fOt' Its service$. 

{ti) (c) 'Unemployment among the labouring class is due to the present depression 
in trade wbich bas been: preval6nt during the last few months and to the small 
n.umbet of factories at p:resent working in and around Mad~ 

Unemployment among men with a. fslr education is of a more permanent naturE!. 
The supply of such men is greater tbau the demand for their services and the 
lIlajOfity 3.T1'J unwilling to take up any form. of manual work. nor ate they pre-pared 
to go through any modified form of 3l'prenticesbip. 
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(ill) As regam. the manual workeT, the chief hope of alleviating and remedying 
unemployment lies in the development of agriculture~ which is the maiD. industry 
of the country. so that the number of labourers fully employed on the laud may 
be greatly increased. 

The alleviation of unemployment among the semiweducated classes is largely in 
the hands of the workers themselves. H young men of good birth and education 
am be induced not to consider manual Jabour derogatory. more work could be 
obtained of a skilled nature. A certa.in amount of progress in this direction has 
been made in recent years. and it is not, now ~ uncommon to find high caste men 
working as skilled motor mechanics. 

(iv) In this Presidency there is little if any complete destitution among the 
working classes, either manual, clerical. or skilled. It is the custom of centuries that 
when a man is out of employment and has no money, he goes to live with some other 
member of the family. even to the extent of distant cousins if he has no nearer 
relative. Under present conditions the 'Workman feels no necessity for un
employment insurance, and would be unwilling to make any contribution to that 
end. From the employers' point of view the machinery necessary to carry out 
any system of unemployment" insurance would be so complicated as to make it 
uneconomical. . 

Under the present conditons existing in India~ there does not appear any urgent 
necessity for such unemployment inSUJa.D.ce.. 

8. (i) The Employers' Fed ..... tion has no figures available from which it is possible 
to calculate the average duration of employment;. but one large employer gives the 
average as approximately twelve years. 

{ill The average employment of casual labour is about 5 per cent. of the Dumber 
permanently employed. 

(ill) (a) The general experinence in the Presidency is that~ as wages ha.ve risen~ 
absenteeism has increased. bearing out the assumption that Indian labour prefers 
Jess work to increased prosperity. with the result that the percentage of absenteeism 
is very high~ averaging as much as 15 per cent. per diem in certain cases. 

The principal causes are festivals~ marriages~ domestic occurrences~ and ill health~ 
attendance being most unsatisfactory throughout the year. It is at times so bad as 
to cause disloca.tion in factones and works. The number of religious feast days 
during the year. -of which Government recognize forty exclusive of Sundays, and the. 
many othezs observed by the w-orker but not sanctioned by Government. make it 
almost impossible to give regular holidays as is .done in Western countries. 

(b) In Madras absenteeism is particularly marked immediately after pay-days and 
to a certain extent during any period of inclement weather, but there are no very 
marked seasonal differences. 

IL-Btaft Organization. 

11. The managing staff of industnes snpporting the Federation is almost entirely 
European and imported.. As qualified Indians be-come available. they are to a.c;e.rta.in 
extent replacing staff imported from other countries. An obstacle to the more 
rapid Indianization of the higher staff in industries is the objection so often found 
amongst educated Indians to augmeut their theoretical kuowledge by a thorough 
grounding of practical experience in the lower ranks of the industry they aspire to 
manage. 

12. There are hardly any industrial concerns in Southern India which. provide 
facilities for training of workmen, and in few cases would the standard of education 
of the labourer provide an adf3'luate foundation for training him for the higher 
administrative and managing statf. On the other h.a.IJd employee .. with very little 
educational equipment have risen to. and have efficiently performed the duties of 
superior foremen and supervisors. 

13. The experience of the Federation is that the relations between staff and rank 
ahd file is both satisfactory and cordial. Any manager or assistant who failed to 
maintain cordial relations with his workmen would be dism:isse(l. 

14. The general system followed is for attendance to be checked by means. of 
tokens or time-checks given at the main entrance of factories and works. and for a 
further check to be made by the foremen of different departments. 

Wages are paid in cash either by the manager or a cashier. 
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m.-IIouaing .. 
16. Although the housing problem for workers in Madras City is a distinctly 

serious one in that there is a great deal of profiteering by landlords. and workmen 
~enerally have to pay relatively far too high rents for very indifterent accommodation. 
It is impossible in most trades for :firms to provide housing accommodation for em
ployees. The only possibility of providing housing for workers would. be in the 
cases of large factories situated in the suburbs or outside the city. 

Government provide housing accommodation for its superior staff and for the 
police foree. It is from the private landlord that the worker. in general, resident in 
,the city obtains his living accommodation. In villages the worker often owns his 
own house. 

17. No facilities exist for the acquisition by employers, other than Government~ 
of land. for the purpose of erecting houses for labourers. 

18. Natu"e of accommod4lion {wOfJided in etJCn dass.-(i) I" relation 10 fJI(W/lffS' 

4emands.-(ii) In • .LID"" to besJ Iyp. f.om heallb Poinl of vuw. 
Neither of these points receive consideration, the worker must get whatever 

accommodation he can, as near as possible tams place of work. The landlord i~ not 
interested in the health of his tenants as long as he can let his premises. 

(iii) Provisicn made JOY lighting, conservancy. and watw-supply.-In no case is it 
usual to provide lighting. with the possible exception of the new Corporation. buildings. 
the supply of which must be provided by the tenant. In the City of Madras conser· 
vancy and water-supply are provided by the Corporation .. but in the surrounding 
villages no arrangements_ are made as regards these. 

19. There is not as a gene-ral rule any difficulty made by labour in utilizing 
accommodation provided, although in rural areas comparatively new buildings are 
not infrequently abandoned on the plea of being haunted. 

21. Sub-letting and accommodation of relatives. in no way connected with the 
employers' business, are the most frequent causes of overcrowding. 

22. Difficulties are always experienced at first to enforce proper use being made 
of conservancy arrangements and in the economical use of water. Undoubtedly. 
where decent conditions of living are insisted upon. the moral effect upon the labourer 
must be advantageous. 

IV.-Health. 

24. (i) Free medical attendance is provided by practically all European employers 
of labour both in the city and mofussil districts, many of them maintaining special 
dispensaries for fuEl. use of their workmen. 

(il) Govern~nt maintain a large number of hospitals and dispensaries both in the 
City of Madras and in the rural districts of the Presidencv. At these both .. in •• and 
•• out" patients are treated. . 

(ill) Several hospitals and dispensaries are maintained in the rural districts by 
medical missions. The South Indian Railway and the Madras and Southern Mahratta 
Railway have hospitals at Trichinopoly and Pemmbnr, and dispensaries at other 
centres. Planters maintain hospitals and dispensaries on all large groups of estates 
for their labour. .. 

(iv) The Federation while knowing that the number of women doctors and trained 
midwives is steadily increasing has no d.efinite information on the :?ubject. 

25. Where medica.l facilities are provided by the employer. they are usually 
fully utilized both by men and women, 

26. Sanitary arrangements and water-supply are now controlled and supervised 
by Government Inspectors under the Factories Ad and are fully utilized by laboUT 
where the supervision is adequate. In the usual workers' home. partk:ularly in 
villages, they are either non·existent or of a most primitive type. Rural labour in 
particular, and urban labour to almost as great an extent. have no sanitary sense, 
and education on this vitally important .subject is one of the most crying needs of 
Southern India to-day. 

27. All· plantations in the Presidency are open to inspection by a special Health 
Offic:er a.ppointed by Government for the purpose. 

30. Sickness insurance would be very expensive and most difficult to work. Indian 
labour is not sufficiently educated to appreciate having part of his wage deducted to 
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form a fund possibly to alleviate future trouble of his OWUz but from which possibly 
he might never benefit. The institution of any scheme must be regarded as premature 
in the present general state of labour in this part of India. 

(ill) It is not the general experience of employers in Southern India that Western 
medicine is not acceptable to the labourer. 

31. (i) Some firms grant maternity leave on full-pay for varying periods before 
and after childbirth, but this naturally depends upon the financial ability of the 
employer to do so. 

(iii) We do not think that legislation to enforce this is desirable. 

V.-W_ (other than BeaIth and HousiDg. hut illclllding Education). 
32. (i) It is extremely difficult to carry out any efficient means of welfare work 

among employees, especially amongst ~dian employees. owing to their houses being 
scattered in di1Ierent distncts in Madras. With large works situated in a village or 
outside the city. where most of the employees live close by. it would be easier. There 
are however several .firms and companies which maintain recreation and athletic 
clubs for their workmen. 

34. There are several firms and companies which maintain recreation and. athletic 
clubs for their workmeD. 

36. There are decided possibilities 101' the provision of technical schools in the 
engineering and automobile trade. One of the difficulties in this connection is that, 
after considerable expenditure on training a. man, he may leave immediately after
wards. There are one or two quite good schools for motor mechanics in Madras, 
under the. supervision of Government. and it is understood that the results obtained 
have been satisfactory; this system might possibly be extended. 

37. The provision of pensions or gratuities to employees who have to retire 
owing to old age or sickness must obviously be governed by the financial ability of 
the company or firm. Many companies and firms have pension or gratuity funds; 
but old age pensions. as a State a1Ia.ir. as in most western countries. seem to be im· 
practicable a.t present in India. for the reason that the workman, who. aU his life. 
has been used to support the incapacitated members of his family. will object to 
contributing to any such fund. relying on the immemorial custom of the country 
for support in his old age by younger relatives. 

The case is completely different as regards the clerical staff, for whom some 
firms and companies run provident funds contributed to by both employer and 
employed. and which are greatly appreciated by the class- for whom they are main· 
tamed. This gives hope that in time the workma.n. will learn to appreciate making 
provision for old age, but that will take many years to bring about. 

VIII.-Workmen'. CO __ oa. 
51. The Indian Workmen's Compensation Act at present extends to persons 

employed on tramways, to workmen as defined in the Indian Factories and Mines 
Acts, seamen, workmen loading and uoloading ships. building and demolishing 
buildings, including bridges, workmen employed on telegraph and telephone lines 
and overhead electric cables. work in sewers and on fire brigades. 

The effect on industry Bas so far been negligible. The Act was brought into 
force in respect of those industries which. before it was passed. already made a 
practice of paying compensation to their workmen in case of all accidents. It is 
doubtful whether the Workmen's Compensation Act has been of as much value to 
workmen as the framers of the Act·hoped it would be, Lump sum payments, now 
made to dependents of deceased workmen, are almost invariably squandered in the 
course of a very short time. . 

The Act being the first of its kind, insurance companies, in order to safeguard 
themselves. fixed rates at a level in excess of what experience proves to be necessary. 
It is not economically sound for any large concern to insure its risk at present rates. 
but it is desirable that small concerns should insure if rates are reduced to a fair level. 

52. The Act might be extended to all hazardous employment even though the 
number of employees is less than 20. A recent case in Madras, where there was a 
fatal explosion at a fireworks factory. and the employer was not liable for compen
sation. suggests that the Act does require some amendment. At the same time it 
must be taken into consideration that probably DO insurance company would accept 
such a risk. 
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A.-FIIdoriu .. 
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55. All factories and large works como within the provisions of tho Factory Act. 
which restricts the usual working hours to lO per diem and 60 per week. But the 
Federation has DO knowledge of any institution in Madras where the tull hours 
allowed are worked. 

56. Days WQI'ked P. Wet'k.-Six~ although in most caseS work is so arranged 
that the workman has a half holida.y on Saturdays. The enfon:ement of the pro
vision of the Factory Act that Sunday. or a day three days before or three days 
after. must be observed as a full day's holiday is not appreciated by workmen, who 
coming to work OIl a Sunday~ in order to earn extra money. are forced to take a 
holiday that they do not want. In this connection consideration should be given 
to the remarks made regarding holidays in reply to Question 8 (iii) (a). 

51. The 60 hours' restriction has had no material e:ffect,. as in the industries which 
go to make up this Federation~ it was not usual before the Act came into force 
for that number of hours to be worked. 

58. The remarks made in the last paragraph equally apply to the effect of the 
daily limit. 

59, If the restriction in number of hours worked is ever to be made applicable 
to the smaller industries. in which the need of control is so much greater. it is not 
advisable to reduce the maxima. until experience has been gained in respect to 
those industries. 

60. Im..vals-(i) Existing practic<>-(a) In relation to fatigue. This appears to 
be quite satisfactory. (b) In relation to worker.!' meal times. The usual interval 
allowed is one hour between 1 and 2 p.m. on five days of tho week~ and on 
Saturdays. when work ceases by 2.30 p.m.~ hal£ an hour between 12 noon and 
12.30 p.m. 

(ii) Tho intervals as provided for under the Indian Factories Act are found 
suitable in practice. 

(iii) Time of work and tho definite time for intervals laid down under the 
Factories Act have been adjusted in all busin ..... and work satisfactorily. 

(iv) Although leave on full-pay is granted in some cases, usually for public holida.ys 
due to festivals. the workman takes so many holidays for the same purpose that no 
fixed annual holiday is generally given. 

S!' (i) One and a half days per week, usually Saturday afternoon and Sunday. 
(ti) The law is quite suitable from western standards but is not appreciated by 

the Indian labourer, who likes to take holida.ys when he thinks fit. 
62. In the opinion of the Federation. no Act can completely cover seasonal or 

peculiar conditions to be met with in various industries~ aDd it is absolutely essential 
that exemptions should not be curtailed in any way. 

It.-Women. YOlIIQI Adults. and ChildND. 
A.-F~, and C.--CIloer EsIab&,._. 

The question of the employment of children is amply covered. in the ease of 
factories, by tho Factories Act. and the Federation does not consider there is any 
necessity for further alteration or amendment. 

There is a great deal of undesirable employment of clrildren in workshops. that 
do not come under the Factory Act. and if the interests of India as & whole are to 
be considered by the Royal Commission, this is & point whieh Bright !>e given serious 
consideration. 

X1L-W-. 
96. (i) In Intlu.sIry-Madras-LaIKnIr."s-

Unskilled young adults (men) Rs. 
"" adults (men) 

IS to Rs. 14 per mensem. 

Semi·.killed adults (men) •• 
SkiUed adults (men) 
Piece-workers (men) 
Unskilled workers (women) 

(ii) Itt A .... <Wlt_ anas ... Itt-tuslry-

IS 20 
.. 23 25 
u 3S 00 

30 40 
.. 14 18 

Unskilled adults (men) . • Rs. 10 to R •. 18 per mensem . 
., (women} • • 8 15 

(ill) The Federation has no figures relating to cost of bonuses. medical attendance. 
etc .• which would enable It to work 'out the difterence between IIlODeY wages and 
the value of all earnings. 
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97. (i) The wages of all classes of labour bave since 1914 increased by 50 per cent. 
to 75 per cent. 

(ii) The inereased cost of living due to the rise in cost of food-stuffs and grain 
and a slowly growing. wish for luxuries by the labourer. 

(iii) Immediately preceding the war. wages and the >cost of living balanced. 
Post-war wages have sit1ce increased by 50 per cent. to 75 per cent., and the coot 
of living by 45 per cent. to 50 per cent. 

(iv) Actual wages have not fluctuated with profits. but many fum! have. when 
profits justified their doing so. paid bonuses. 

99, No employers connected with the Federation pay in kind any part of the 
labourer's wage. but it is Dot uncommon for employers to allow their own work· 
people to purchase goods produced by them at cost price. 

100. It is not the practice in Madras for factories and large works to pay wages 
otherwise than direct to the worker. The members of the Federation therefore have 
no experience as to what the effect of s~th a system would be. 

101. Wages are fixed in accordance with the prevailing rate paid in the neighbour
hood. Ability and length of service are also taken into consideration, 

103. Overtime and work outside the normal hours of work is paid in accordance 
with the provisions of the Factory Act. 

104. There has been little if any eilect on the supply of labour, as there is ample 
unskilled labour available; an unsatisfactory feature of the increased wages now 
being paid is increased· absenteeism. At times there is some difficulty in obtaining 
all the skilled labour required. 

105. The statutory establishment of a minimum wage is, in the opinion of the 
Federation. very inadvisable. Wages must depend greatly on the worker's power of 
pn;xiuction. and. if a minimum wage were fixed by legi'ilative enactment. employers 
would in self·defence be obliged to replace all slow working men by others more 
efficient. 

106. (i) An enquiry, made at the time the Government of India called for parti.cu. 
lars on this matter, showed that the inciden~ of fining did not exceed. 0·6 per cent. 
·of the wages paid. Tbe practice is used very sparingly and only in eases of gross 
negligence and late arrival at work. 

(ii) Other deductions may take the form of rent for houses belonging to the 
employer. repayment of advances made a.gainst wages. 

(iii) Fines are Usually credited to a special account and used for the benefit of 
the workers. 

(iv) In the opinion of the Federation legislation is uncalled for. Fining for late 
attendance is often in the interest of the employees as much as the employer. Late 
attendance of one man may throw a whole gang out of work until his arrivaL with 
consequent loss of wages to all engaged on piece-work. The alternative is dismissal 
.which is not in the interests of the·1abourer. 

107. (i) Wages are paid on a daily basis but are distributed monthly by agreement. 
(ii} The period varies between 7 and 14 days. according to the time taken to 

compile the wage sbeets~ write out the wage chits and make up wage envelopes. 
(tii) (4) Legislation would appear to be unnecessary. Attempts made to intra· 

duee more frequent payments have had to be- abandoned at the request of the 
employees.. 

(b} There is no evidence of unneCessary delay in the payment of wages by the 
class of employer which this Federation represents. 

(iv), There is no established common practice in regard to unclaimed wages among 
employers in Madras. In some cases the amount unclaimed is credited to the same 
special account as fines and eventually spent for the benefit of the labourer. and in 
other cases~ after being held for a period. which covers legal liability. it reverts to 
the employer. 

108. Madras is in no way di1ferent to other parts of India in that practically the 
whole labouring population is heavily in debt. partly due to debts being handed 
down from generation to generation and to the inherent want of control which makes 
the Indian unable to resist the temptation of borrowing and spending unduly large 
sums on maniages and funerals. 

110. The question of leave has been' answered in the earlier parts of this 
memorandum (ttid6 No. 8). Workmen with or without the consent of the employer 
take frequent casual leave. without pay. to attend festivals and their domestic 
affairs .. Although some employers grant an annual holiday on fun pay. it is not 
usual to do so. 
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XlIL-Indami&l ElIIcienC)' of WorkeR. 
112. Among unskilled workers no marked increase of ~fficiency has occurred 

during recent years~ but there is greater general knowledge of machinery and 
engineering among the skilled Jabour. 

113. The efficiency of Indian labour is definitely lower than that of most civilized 
foreign countries. This:is borne out by the fact that. notwithstanding low wages. 
many industries in India could not exist if it were Dot for protective tariffs. 

XIV .-Trade CombiDatiODl. 
117. (il The Employets' Federation of Southern India. to which most of the 

leading industrial concerns belong. has of recent years given considerable time and 
study to labour legislation. No necessity has arisen for it to take part in any 
industrial dispute, but it is prepared in certain circumstances to do 90. The United 
Planters' AssociatioD_ of Southern India confines its interests to matters affecting 
tbat industry. 

(0) The trade union movement is in its infancy in Southern India. and at present 
is, amongst the uneducated classes from which industrial labour is drawn. chiefly 
regarded as an organization for the purpose of conducting a strike. Such unions 
are apt to be dissolved immediately a strike is over. There cannot yet be said til 
be any general trade union movement in Sout ... India to the extent tha.t any large 
class of labour engaged in the same trade. but under various employers. have united 
to form a union. The unions at present in existence are formed of the employees 
of one employer and very often. where one employer controls various factories in 
different parts of the Presidency~ there are separa~ unions fur each factory even 
when the factories are engaged in the same industry. • 

118. (il The efleet so far in the south of India has been generally detrimental. 
(il) No real advantage has yet accrued to the workers as a result of attempts 

to establish trade unions~ The avera.ge intelligence of the skilled or unskilled Indian 
is such that he does not appreciate or understand the sounder reasons for trade 
unions. The chief factor against the successful working of trade unions in the 
Madras Presidency is that the average- workman is not sufficiently well educated, or 
of the requisite intelligence. to make a capable exe<:utive officer of a union. The 
result is that the actual management of most trade unions is in the hands of lawyers 
and others unconnected with:the industIy, which the union is intended to represent. 
The class of individual who has never done manual work frequently is unable to 
realize labour problems from the worker's point of view and has no appreciation of 
the problems of the employer. The result of their interposition has so far been to 
foment strikes, and when started to prolong them and hinder a settlement between . 
employer and employee. 

119. Nalu,,~ of ,T,fIiU Unicm Activities--{i) Mutual aid WMfd scMmn.-The 
Federation knows of no case in the Presidency in which any trade union has made 
any advance in this direction. 

(ti) 01"'" Aetivilks.-Politiea1 propaganda fonns the bulk of the activities of the 
existing labo,ur organizations. 

120. (iii) Employers are loath to recognize any trade union which is not C?m
posed of and managed by the actual workmen they employ, but trade uDions 
complying with those conditions are recognized and receive every (;onsideratiOil. 
from employers. Employers, however, generally do not object to a few outsiders on 
the committee- of a union. provided they are not well-known political agitators. 

]21. (i) Since the Trade Unions Act was passed in 1926. ten -Onions ha.ve been 
registered under it and of these one is already defunct. Between the 5th February 
and the 25th October, 1929. no further a.pplications for registration were made. 

(til From the report of the Commissioner of Labour on the working of the Act. 
it seems probable that the control exercised as regards accounts may have the effect: 
of reducing the number of outsiders exercising inftuence on the activities of registered 
trade unions. The commissioner notes that,. although the influence of outsiders still 
predominates, there is a growing tendency on the part of workers. at least in the 
smaller unions~ to .rely more on themselves. 

122, (i) In the present state of the trade union movement in the Presideney~ 
the employed almost invariably wish to conduct negotiations with their employers 
through the medium of a third party,. usually an outsider who had interested himself 
in. or organized~ their trade union. Some of these outsiders appear to be acting from 
genuine altruistic motives. Others~ either 'Working to obtain notoriety or in the 
pursuance of the spread of communist or perhaps extreme nationalist political views. , 
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have been very detrimental factors in the settlement of disputes. An excitable and 
easily misled body of labourers with real or imaginary grievances is often influenced 
in the most dangerous directions by the glib tongue of the professional agitator. 

(il) Attempts at co~operation between employers and employed have been made 
in regard to welfare conditions. but little. if anything.. has been done to co~perate 
to increase efficiency of produdion. beyond probably a fairly general use of some 
form of bonus given by employers on qua.ntity~ or quality~ or both. of manufactured 
articles produced. 

Tj BUCKINGHAM AND CARNATIC MILLS 
MADRAS. 

L-Reoruitment. 

EMPLOYEES UNION, 

I. (i) (ii) and (ill) As far as our workpeople are concerned there is practically 
no migration. A large percentage of wockpeople have come from other parts of the 
Presidency but when once they came they settled down here permanently. 

2, (i) About 25 per cent. of the workpeople go to their villages once a year. 
(il) PracticaUy the entire workpeople. 
3. (i) and (Ii) Children of workpeople who receive their education in the min 

school are recruited as half-timers when they are 12 years' old and are promoted as 
full-timers when they complete their 15th year. Adult workers are recruited on a 
small scale, i.e., about 5 per cent. of the strength of the mills. They are taken on 
by the mill managers or o-ther members o-f the managing staff. Preference issometimes 
given to relatives of deceased or invalided workmen. A medical examination is 
held before taking on a new man. There is no proper system of recruitment, and no 
attention is paid to the previous character of the recruit. It would be better if 
recruitment was done in a more systematic manner. We suggest that recruitment 
should be entrusted to an employment department. whose duty it would be to 
register applications, go into their merits and the previous characters of the applicants. 
give necessary tests to the applicants, etc. 

(iii)(a) and (b) We do not think that public employment agencies are desirable 
at present. 

4. Since the vast majority of workpeople have settled down permanently there 
is very little disturbance of family life. 

7. (i) and (ii) (a) We cannot say exactly how many .of our workpeople are 
unemployed. In 1921 there was a prolonged strike, when about 2,000 men were 
thrown out of work. Of these many have found work both locally and outside. 
About""8 per cent. of the workpeople get out of the mills. either through dismissals 
or voluntarily. Some people have also gone out on account of retrenchment and intro
ducti.on of improved machinery. as Northrop looms during recent years. We cannot 
say how many of such men are actually unemployed. 

(il) (c), (Hi) (iv) and (v) We are of opinion that a scheme of unemployment insurance 
on a compulsory basis should be started. In view of the insecurity of tenure and 
the consequent high percentage of labour turnover in many factories and the hardships 
caused to workpeople by reduction of staff due to retrenchment and introduction 
of improved machinery. a national unempJoymentinsurance scheme is quite necessary 
in the interests of the working-class population. 

S. (i) Twenty to twenty-five years-provided no serious industria! ttoubles happen. 
(ii) Very rarely. When construction work takes place casual labour is employed. 
(iii} Absenteeism in the mills works out at about 9 per cent. on an average. of 

which 8 per cent. is absence with leave. and 1 per cent. withoutleave. The average 
attendance of work:people had been showing steady improvement in recent years. 

C4usu.-(I) The social life of the Hindus. who form about 90 per cent. of the 
workers, is .responsible for a very large percentage of leave taken. Their joint family 
system and the social conventions which force them to attend quite a large number 
of ceremonies in connection with marriages and deaths and the large number 
of feasts and festivals which they generally attend, account for the major portion of 
leave taken. (2) The poor health of the workers account for about 3·5 per cent. of 
medicalleave. Sickness in workers' families is another factor which contributes to 
absenteeism. (3) Unforeseen family difficulties and workers coming from a distance 
turning up late at the mills also account for a small percentage of absenteeism. 
(4) It has also to be admitted that a. small pen;entage of absenteeism is due to the 
indolence and laziness of the less responsible section 01 workers who generally absent 
themselves after pay-days. 
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IL_1aH 0rpnizaII0ll. 
10. The adininistration of each mill is carried 'On by a Dl2llager. who is assisted 

by an accottntant. storekeeper. etc, The mill is dWided for administration purposes 
into three main parts: (I) textile. (2) engineering. (3) dyeing. 

(1) Under .. Textile" there are live departments: Carding. spinning. sizing and 
winding. weaving~ and warehouse. 

(2) Engineering. u·nder a chief engineer. with assistant engineers in charge of 
mechanic: engine and boiler; electric and building. 

(3) Dyeing. under a chief chemist, with about b.alf-a~dozen assistants. 
All the above noted members of the maUaging staff are Europeans. In each 

department there are one or two Indian or Anglo-Indian assistants under the European 
member. In each department in the textile branch there are about 30 jobbers. 
except in weaving. where there are about 60 jobbers, each in charge of a· side 
of 24 looms. Engineering and dyeing departments have about 20 maistries -in 
"""h. 

11. The managing ageJlts select them. 
12. (i) Until a few years back, members of the Indian superior supervising staB' 

(assistants) were recruited from men who had passed out of the Victoria Technical 
Institute, Bombay. But now the company have adopted the policy of promoting 
men from the rank and file to such jobs. This is a move in the right direction and 
we would like to see that educated responsible workers are given further -chances of 
promotion. 

(ii) In the mills school there is a technica1 section, in which carpentry, blacksmith's 
work, tinker's work, turning, fitting. and hand-loom weaving, etc., are taught. There 
is also a class for machine drawing, etc. A small number of apprentices attend 
the Gov.emment trades school. Recently a weaving class .. for training up jobbers, 
has been started. in the mills. At one time there used to be classes in the mill school 
for training up maistries and jobbers in other textile sections also. We would suggest 
the re-opening of these classes. and also that increased facilities be given to responsible 
young workers to improve their prospects by sending them to institutions such as 
the textile institute for picking up bigher technical knowledge. . 

]3. (i) Relations between the staff and rank and file are somewhat more sans
factory than' hefore: but we wish to .... memhers of the .talI .... peeting the feelings 
of the workpeople still more. Individual workers make complaints to the staff re 
leave, transfer. promotion. and general treatment, either directly or througb their 
departmental welfare committee members. In serious cases, such as dismissals, one 
month's notice, leave for emergency purposes, etc., the welfare superintendent also 
intervenes on behalf of the workers. The executive committee of this union have also 
taken up several snch serious cases with the management. We suggest that the 
employers should see that every member of the staft gives full opportunity to workers 
and their representatives to make complaints, and when such complaints are made 
that they are propetiy investigated and justice meted out. 

(il) We have no such system; itis an undesirable system which leads to corruption,. 
indiscipline, etc. 

(iii) In our mills there is 8. works committee called the B. &: C. Mills Welfare 
Committee. with the chief director of Messrs. Binny &: Co. as president. two other 
directms as patrons. mill managers as vice-presidents, nine members of the managing 
staff, including one of the joint principals of the mills school, and 26 representatives 
of the workpeople as members. and the welfare superintendent as ex-officio secretary. 
The labour representatives are elected every year by ha1lot. Meetings of the com
mittee are held once every fortnight and the labour ..representatives meet a few days 
before every meeting to frame the agenda. In order to be in touch with the doings of 
the welfare committee. our union sends four representatives to attend its meetings. 
but we reserve to ourselves the right to dissociate ourselves from any resolution 
that the committee may pass~ which our executive committee does not approve. 

The committee discusses all questions concerning conditions of service. except 
wages and hours of work and also questions relating to social welfare of the employees. 
The committee's representations have resulted in acme holidays being granted with 
pay, and arranging earlier payment of wages. Questions of leave. dismissals, medical 
treatment, workmen's compensation. promotions. transfers, etc., have been discussed 
and some improvements effected. All social welfare activities are organized by its 
branch committees and reports of their activities are read once every month. The 
committee is constituted on the labour side, on the principle of communal represeDta~ 
tion. We should like to see communal representation abolished, sinee the object of 
the committee is to discuss matters concerning the welfare of an employees without 
distinction of caste or creed, We would also like to see that the welfare committee 
has a .set of rules to guide its procedure, in order ·that its membeB may do their work 
as representatives of the workpeople mote efficiently. 
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Wo consider it necessary that in the first instance) a works committee such as we 
have in the miUs. should be established in all factories. Where conditians permit~ 
larger councils also should be established. 

(iv) There are no works councils or industrial councils here. We consider it 
necessary to establish such councils wherever possible in order to thrash out queStions 
which arise from time to time between employees and employers. 

14. Ii) These are kept by the clerical staff of the mills and ebecked by members 
of the managing staff. We have no complaints to make about the system. 

(ii) By the managing stall di=tly. Pay-slips are issued one day previous to the 
pay-day in order that discrepancies, if any. may be attended to. 

m.--HousiDg. 
16. (i) About 450 houses. and other in course of construction. 
(ii) Nil 
(ill) About 90 per cent. of the workpeople ~ living in houses of private landlords~ 

Of these~ a considerable number are living in mud-wall huts in U cheries." In most 
cases the land belongs to the landlord and the huts are put up by the tenants. 

(iv) Only 1 per cent.. of the workers have built houses for themselves. 
17. No facilities eiist for workpeople to acquire land for constructing their own 

houses. There are plots of land lying vacant in.Vyasa.rpadi. Perambur. Sembian. 
Ottary. Tawker's Chowltry. Kosapet. etc., which Government can acquire and sell 
out to the workpeople. We suggest that Government sho~tld take steps to start 
building co-operative societies especially for labourers. in order to enable them to 
pun:hase plots uf land and construct bonses. We prefer this sebeme to Government 
or Corporation constructing .. Chawls u or •• bustis .. or .~ villages:' 

18. (i) Empl&yws' H014Ses.-One room, one kitchen~ one veran~ and a 
backyard. Workpeople think that the accommodation is insufficient. 

Priv416 Lan4lcrds.-Ordina.rily. haIf-a-dozen tenants live in one bouse. One 
family has generally ODe room only. Accommodation is very unsatisfactory. In 
the .. Cheri .. huts there is generally only one room and accommodation is scanty. 

Workerr houses accommodation suffi.cient~ about "rooms one koodamz and 
vexandah. 

(H) Employ"",' houses-fairly good; lindlords' houses-very UOSa.tisfactory ; 
workers' houses--5atisfactory. 

(iii) Employers' housing-provides street lighting but no house lighting. Common 
latrine. separate for men and women. Street taps. 

Landlords' houses-notight; one small latrine for an tenants. very-inconvenient, 
and water taps. 

In •• Cheri" huts, no light: conservancy very unsatisfactory; common taps. 
Workel's' houses-wa.ter and conservancy arrangemen~ satisfactory. 
19. All available accommodation is utiliZed. 
20. Employers' houses-Rs. 1-8 a.n.nas per month. 
Landlords' houses-between Rs. 3 and. Rs. 10 for U Cheri n huts; -a few anuas 

as quit rent. 
21. Sub-lettiog. Employers' honses-no; landlords' hoos ....... yes.· except 

.. cheri .. huts; workers' houses-yes. 
~upation of emploYeI8' houses by WorkeI3 in other employ-no. except when 

a father occupies an employer's bouse and his $Oll works under another employer. 
Eviction: EmpIoyers~ ho~ne month's notice; landlords' houses--one 

month>s notice. except in ~. Cheri H houses. 
22. The moral effect on worker of industrial housing conditions is# generally 

speaking. very depressing. But there is an improvement when the worker shifts 
from ordinary dwellings into emi>loyers' houses. The int&nal admininstration of 
the .. viUage U is vested in a Panchayat. elected by and from among the residents 
themselves. In the village halls.there is a reading room, classes for young children, 
and a small~. Lectures and magic--lantem shows are sometimes given in 
the halls. Speaa11ectures for women on maternity and child welfare and on health 
subjects to the residents generally are also given. The committee's work and contact 
with better class of people have tended to improve- the moral life of the workers 
living in the village. 

IV.-Heollb. 
23. (i) Less than 1 per cent. of work ... die every year. But ligures uf mortality 

of workers' families are not known. 
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(iii) (a) T~ugh gen;eraUy satisfactory. conditions in carding and spinning depart
ments are not conduC1ve to good health and caD. for impr,ovement; (b) not very 
satisfactory except in employers' houses. 

(iv) In the morning the low-paid workers take cold rice or ragi rr kanji:' while 
superior workmen take coffee and bread. At mid-day rice. pepper water. dboU, 
chutney or curry. At night, rice- and fish or vegetable curry. 

(v) Generally weak. 
(vii) Mortality :figures in houses of private landlords are much higher than in 

employers' houses and workers' own houses. . 
24. (il There is a. dispensary attached to each mill in the cbarge of a full-time 

doctor. Medicine is given free. not only to workers but to members of their families 
also. There is also a small dispensary in the mills school, and in each of the villages, 
in charge of traine4 midwives who attend to ordinary ailments. 

(ii) The Madras Corporation has two or three dispensaries in the mill area, and 
families of workpeople get treated in these dispensaries also. Serious cases are 
treated _ in the Government hospital. Royapuram hospital, ophthalmiC hospital, 
tuberculosis hospital, Gosha hospital. and hospital of Indian school of medicine. 

(iii) There is one Ayurvedic dispensary run by the Chengalvaraya Naicker's 
Charities, where families of workers are treated in large numbers. 

(iv) There is none but the corporation staff. Midwives for delivery cases in work
people's families are available from the child. welfare centres of the corporation. 

25. (i) and {til Available medical facilities are fully utilized by \yorkers and 
their families; but owing to the difficulties poor workpeople and their families meet 
with in the Govemment hospitals, it is desirable to oonstruct a special in-patient 
hospital, with a lying-in hospital a.ttached to it~ in the mill area. 

(26) A, _kplaus. A, nom •. 
(i) Satisfactory. No; though in employers' houses they 

(ii) Satisfactory. 
(iii) There are some facilities, but not 

quite satisfactory. 
27. No boards of health. 

are more sa.tisfactory. 
Satisfactory. 
Not conve{kient. 

The mill doctor, factory inspector,. and factory surgeon inspect the sanitary 
arrangements inside the mills from time to time. The sanitary arrangements outside 
the mills are supervised by the Corporation staB. Sanitary arrangements in the 
industrial area call for improvement and there should be stricter supervision. 

28. Steps are taken to control tempera.ture and ~umidification in the mills as 
laid down in the rules under the Factory Act, but temperature in some departments 
in hot weather is felt to be too high. The effect of heat is increased by the zinc: 
sheet roofing. Temperature should be further controlled. 

29. (i) There is he industrial disease prevalent in the mills. but in the carding and 
spinning departments a few people are found suffering from tuberculosis, which 
requires investigation. 

(ii) Cholera and small-pox break out almost once every year. Malaria afiects 
about 10 per cent. Hookworm also affects about 1 per cent. of the people. 

30. (i) (ti) and (tii) We think that the time is ripe for instituting a scheme of 
sickness insurance in the country. The Legislative Assembly turned down the 
proposal to ratify the Convention of the International Labour Conference. since 
they were of opinion that the introduction of any comprehensive scheme on a national 
scale was not a practical proposition in existing conditions. After a deep consideration 
of the difficulties in the way of introducing a national scheme. we think that the 
Assembly were not wrong in the view they took. We think: that a scheme on a 
compulsory basis. applicable to workers in organized industries. should be immediately 
started. Legislation should be Central and Local Governments should be empowered. 
to declare the region and industries to which the scheme shaU apply_ At the present 
stage of trade union growth in the country, and in view of the very low level of wages 
prevailing in most industries. workers wiU not be able and willing to contribute any 
substantial amount towards the cost of the scheme and their contribution should 
for the time being be fixed so as not to exceed 25 per ceni. of the 'oontribution of 
either the State or the employers. 

As fur the difficulties mentioned: (1) Workers' objection to taking western 
medicine is disappearing in the country_It may also be seen whether some recognized 
practitionen of indigeneous systems-which are being systematized--cannot be 
jncluded in the panels. (2) Paucity of medical men will not arise to any very great 
extent if the scheme operates only in important centres and industries. (3) Migration 
of labour is decreasing-in our Presidency it is not a factor to be reckoned with at all. 
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In any case the difficulty is Dot one which cannot be overcome by suitable provisions 
being made in the scheme for the purpose. (4) We consider that the emp)oyen; and 
the State have a duty by labour in the matter of looking after their health and 
giving them necessary help during times of sickness. and so the necessary :finance to 
wOTk out the scheme should be found by contributions from the employers and the 
State. with. of course, a small contribution from the workers, as stated above. 

31. (i) There are only about 150 women workers in the Mills. Three months' 
leave with allowances at a fixed scale ranging between 4 and 6 annas is paid as 
maternity benefit. 

(ii) and {iii} The provincial L-egislature has not made any attempt at legislation. 
The fate of Mr. Joshi's very desirable private Bill in the Assembly is too well known 
to need repetition. 

Legislation enforcing payment of at least S months~ wages. six weeks before and 
six weeks afte-r child-birth, is necessary_ 

V.-W.lfa ... 
32. (i) Welfare work is carried on in an organized mannerin the Mills. Educational 

~ork began as early as 1904. Subsequently an Institute with a Reading Room and 
Library attached to it was built. Cinema shows were given at one time in the In
stitute. The chutrams were also built for workpeople to take their food. A Welfare 
Committee was started in 1922 and a Superintendent of Welfare Work was appointed 
towards the end of the year. A Workmen's Store for supplying food-stuffs to work
people was also opened the same year. Orga.ni%ations for social welfare activities 
were su~uently started. e.g., Athletic Association. Dramatic Society, The Literary 
and Debating Society. Village Committee, Co-operative Society, etc. Io 1904 " 
Gratuity Fund was instituted. Compensation allowances are given to those who 
take leave. A Savings Bank has been in existence for the past few years though very 
few join it. Periectattendance bonus and privilege leave are also given. Half-yearly 
bonus on a basis of 10 per cent. of the wages has been given during the past few years. 

33. There is a separate department to look after welfare work under a Welfare 
Superintendent who has an Assistant and a Games Supervisor under him besides a 
staB. The educational work is under the special chaTge of two Lady Principals who 
are assisted by two Lady Superintendents and a staff of teachers. 

34. (i) (a) Refreshments are supplied in two stalls inside the two mills. These 
are run by contractors; the arrangement is capable of improvement and in spite of 
difficulties arising from caste distinction, a canteen may be successfully organized 
under the supervision of workers' representatives. 

There aTe two chutrams in front of the two mills for taking midday meal which 
may accommodated about 1,000 men in each. Accommodation is insufficient as is 
evidenced by the fact that many workpeople go to neighbouring compounds to take 
their food. 

There are no regular creches. As women-labour is employed only on a very small 
scale, the question is not of importance. 

(il) The Athletic Association is in charge of all athletic activities. Provision is 
made for football, hockey, cricket, badminton, volley ball and other group games, 
ping-pong and other indoor games. There are playing fields for these games besides 
a gymnasium. A Games Supervisor is present on all evenings in the grounds to.help 
in organizing group games. An Inter-Mill Athletic Sports Competition is beld every 
year and prizes awarded to winners. 

There is an institute with a Library and Reading Room where workpeople can go 
and spend their evenings. There is a Dramatic Society which gives monthly per
formanc:es--all actors being writers and other workers. The performances of the 
society are very popularly attended. The theatre is situated in a portion of the C.M 
chutram and is Dot a pucca theatre. Seating arrangement needs improvement. 
Admission is regulated by tickets on payment of small charges. 

(iii) The workmen's store where provisions are sold to workpeople is patronized 
by the bulk of the workers, the monthly tum~ver being over one lakh of rupees . 

. Rice. the staple food of the workers. and other necessa.ties are sold, generally speaking 
comparativeiy cheaply. Sales are on credit system. the value of goods supplied 
being deducted from the wages. of the month. 

Cloth is sold to workpeople in the Mills at 4ibs. per half-year at damaged cloth 
rate. 

A Health week and a Welfare Excursion are organized ~ry year. 
Ther~ is a. Literary and Debating Society. Some of the literate section of workers 

take part in the debates. 
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35. The welfare activities in the Mills have pr9duced very good results. In the 
first place, all social welfare activities are managed by C<lmmlttees on which the 
workers and management are represented. This has resulted in creating a sense of 
responsibility in the workers and given the activities the character of a co-operative 
endeavour of the employees and employers. The athletic activities have resulted in 
our young workers paying greater attention to physical culture. The dramatic enter
tainments have served the useful purpose of occasionally relieving the monotony of 
industria1life with its attendant cares and anxieties. The Literary and Debating 
Society has catered to the intellectual development of the literate section of workers. 
The wOTkmen~s stores and co-operative society have helped the workers economically~ 
Since the purchases in the stores are on credit system the average worker does not 
refuse to give the house-wife an indent for the necessary food stu1is for the month. 
The average workman is very reluctant to part with hard cash and would also'-spend 
a part of his earnings on personal luxuries. At present he gets very little to spend 
on such luxuries. but a regular supply of necessary food-stuffs for the family is ensured. 
When the welfare movement of the mills is considereti as a whole we have DO doubt 
that it has benefitted the workpeople to a. considerable extent6 physically, morally .. 
intellectually. and materially. 

36. (i) There is a night school section in the mills where adult workers are taught 
the Vernaculars, English, Arithmetic, Hygiene, etc. About 500 persons attend this 
section. of whom some are boyS who have passed through the day school and wish 
to continue their studies after becoming full-timers. 

(ill The mills school which was started in 1904 was primarily intended for balf
timers. Almost cent. per cent. of half-timers attend the school. Vernacular reading 
and writing. Englisb~ arithmetic, drawing. hygiene, etc., are taught. Boys coming 
from a distance are given food during midday. Attention is paid to physical exercise 
and also some medical aid is given when they fall ill. There are about 850 half
timers in the school. 

(iii) In the day school one section is set apart for workers' children. About 6SO 
boys are studying in this section. Subjects are the same as those for half-timers .. 
also technical classes. 

(iv) Educational facilities are fully used by workers. Iu fact many children of 
work-people have been waiting for admission for a long time. 

37. We consider it very necessary that employers should institute a Pension 
Fund by which workpeople of approved service of, say at least 25 years, should be 
paid at least 25 per cent, of the monthly wages as pension, if they are declared unfit 
by the Doctor. Such men as· have to retire prematurely should also be in a position 
to receive at least a small amount by way of pension. Fines and penalties may be 
credited to this fund. 

3S. A Co-operative 50cietywas started in the Mills in 1927. It is registered under 
the Co-operative Societies Act. It bas now on its rolls about 1,000 mem bel'S who have 
taken up about 4,008 shares of Rs. 5 each. Loans have been disbursed to the extent 
of Rs. 28,000, the interest charged being only 121 per cent. per annum as against the 
60 and 70 per ~ot. of the moneylenders outside. The Society is now growing in 
popularity with the work-people. 

The Workmen's Store abbve referred to is not ron 00 -Co-operative lines; it was 
originally annOlJoced that it would. be ron ~ a Co-operative Store. Work-people 
desire that the Store should be organised on a Co-operative. basis. 

VL-Edueal:iOD. 
40. (i} Besides half-timers. about 650 of such boys are taught in the mills school 

as stated above. There are about half-a-dozen elementary schools fo'r boys and girls 
opened under the compulsory Education Scheme of the Madras Corporation. There 
a few mission schools also. 

(ii) Mill school only_ 
(iii) Night sehoo1 is conducted by the mills where about 500 men are being taught. 

Voluntary organisations conduct a few night schools in the mill area. 
41. No facilities exist for industrial or vocational training. except for a few in 

the mills school. We suggest that an industrial school in the mill area is quite 
necessary in the interests of the labouring population. 

42. Standard of living and industrial efficiency have improved as the result of 
the education imparted in the mills school during the past two decades or more. 

VlL-Safoly. 
43. All provisiona of the Factory Act regarding wety are given eflect to: 
44. About 200 cases of accidents falling within the Compensation Act evety year. 
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45. ti) Owing to exhaustiou on aceount of long hours of work and poor diet. 
(ill Owing to carel ........ on the part of the men. (ill) Unexpected happenings. 

46. Notices are posted wanriDg workpeple against interfering with guards and 
also cleaning machinery whilst in motion. "'When. new workpeople are employed the 
rules are explained and their signature is taken to attest to the same. Safety-guards 
are provided for the machines wherever possible. 

48. Fint-aid appliances are provided in each department and St. John's Am
bulance certificate holders are put in charge of thera. The medical officer attends to 
injuries. There is an ambulance car to take serious cases to. hospitals. 

49. (il Regular inspection is held and regulations are strictly enforced. 
SO. Long hours and po<>< health aliect safety adversely. Light and working 

conditions do not afiect it in our mills. 

vm.-Wor~'. COmpe"satiOL 
51. (i) As far as our workers are concerned. the Act is fully used. 
(v) We consider that all employers of Factories under the Factory Act should be 

compelled to insure their workers to an extent sufficient to meet all contingencies 
which may arise from. claims under the Compensation Act. 

52. The scope of the Act shOuld be extended so as to include workers in small 
industrial establishments. Tea. Cofieez ete.~ plan1;ations and workers under con
tractors. 

53. (i} We do not think that the provisions relating to compensation in the Act 
are suitable. We suggest the following scales for compensation :-(1) Where death 
results from the injury Rs. 2.500 and in the case of a minor Rs. 1.250. (2) Where' 
permanent total disablement results from the injuty (a) in the case of an adult 
Rs. 3,500. (tt) in the ease of a minor also Rs. 3,500. (3) 'Where permanent partial 
disablement results from the injury. schedule rates of above amounts. (4) Where a 
temporary disablement takes place, half-monthly payments from the date of disable
ment (a) in the case of an adult of a sum equal to half his monthly wages. (b) in the 
case of a minor also a sum equal to half his monthly wages. The waiting period of 
ten days should .be done away with. In our mills. full wages were paid as compensa
tion from the date of disablement before the Act came into force and such payments 
are still in vogue. . 

(ti) In the case of exceptions mentioned in Sec· 3 (6) (til and (ill) half of the com
pensation laid down for the particular class of injury should be given. 

(iv) (v) Under Sec. ]9 of the Act, the Commissioner can consider cases only in 
default of agreement by the parties and under Sec. 22 no application for the settle
ment of any matter by a Commissioner shall be made unless and until some question 
has arisen between the parties in COllllection therewith which they have been unable 
to settle by agreement. These provisions are defective in view of the illiteracy and 
ignorance of the Indian workers and the absence of strong trade unions to enforce the 
worker's rights. The Commissioner should in our opinion be empowered to initiate 
proceedings on his own motion. and the employers should send to the Commissioner 
copies of accident reports which they are obliged to send by law to the Factory 
Inspector. 

Sec. 8 requires employers to deposit compensations with the Commissioner in all 
eases of fatal accidents. From the report of the working of the Act in this P~ency, 
we find that some employers disregard this provision. Again according to Sec. 16 
all employers have to submit returns to the Commissioner specifying the number of 
injuries in respect of which compensa.tion was paid by the employers, during the 
previous year, and the amount of such compensation together with other particulars 
"the compensation. Quite a large numberofemployersin this Presidency do not care 
tosend in their returns. We are of opinion that penal provisions are quite necessary 
in connection with Sec. 8 and 16. and unless penal provisions are incorporated 
employers will not be wanting who will not comply v.:tth the above provisions. 

IX.-Houro. 
A.-FlICIDri ... 

55. Fifty-eight hours per week, 10 hours a day. ex<:ept on Saturday. 81 hours. 
(n) There is a very little difference between normal and .. actual hours. 
(ill) Since our industry is one of continuous production~ the houlS are all hours 

worked. There are no hours when the wQ!ker is on call. 
56. Six days. 
57. (il In addition to fatigue and its attendant evils (vide 58). there is no leisure 

time to attend to family affairs or take to measures for self-improvement. 
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58. Ten hours work imposes too great a strain" on the workers a.nd causes ex
cessive fatigue. It also curtails rest and sleep time. To get rid of fatigue, workers 
resort to drinking. It also increases accidents and rate of production diminishes. 

59. We think it possible to reduce the maxima to 50 hours per week and 9 hOUIS 
per day, Saturday 5 hours. 

60. (i) (a) One hour between 11-30 and 12-30. Not very satisla<:tory. (b) 
Satisfactory. 

(il) We have no comments to make since the workers prefer the present arrange
ment. (ill! Suitable, as the law stands at present. 

(iv All Sundays, 10 genera.! holi!ia.ys and 3 special holidays for Mahommedans 
and I special holida.y for Christians. 

61. (i) Sunday is a holiday. Any workman who works on a SUDday is given a 
. holiday on one of the three days immediately preceeding or succeeding the Sunday. 

62. We are inclined to think that in many small factories exemptions have been 
abused. The working. of exemptions must be carefully scrutinized. 

X __ pecrial Queolicma zelaliDg to Womeu. Young Mulls and Children. 

A.-Factories. 
81. No effect, as far as our mills are concerned. 
83. Yes. suitable. 
84. (i} In our mills, children work for 5 hours in the day. We suggest that the 

law should fix 5 hours as the maximum. The provision about interval may continue 
as before. 

(ii) No alteration is required at present. 
85. We know of no such cases in our mills. The provision made in the Amended 

Act of 1926 to prevent this abuse is a. wholesome addition to the law. 
86. FacilitieS are given for training for apprenticeship mostly in the Engineering 

branch.· Greater laci1ities should be given especially to workers' children$ in textile 
branches. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

89. (i) and (ii) Women and ebildren work in soeb factories for long hours. say 
12 and even 16 hours. Local Governments should make iocreased use of Sec. 2 IS) (b). 

XIL-Wageo. 
96. (i) We give below a statement of particulars of wages of some of the most 

important classes of workers in the mil1s--both as they were in 1914 and as they are 
at present. The figures given represent the minimum wages in each class. It must 
be stated that the bulk of the men baving more than 7 years' service are at present 
receiving more th8f the minimum wages. 

Females .. 
Half-time boys .. 
Full-time boys .• 
Coolies 
Machine tenters 
Carding: various class of workers 
Spinning hoys ,. 
Spinning piece works 
Winding 

Roving 
Intermediate 
Slubhiog 
Winding 
Weaviug (Ordinary) 
Weaving (Northrop) 

Coolies •• 

Blacksmiths } .• Carpenters 
Fitters 
Painters 
Turners 

Writers 

PUce W OI"klfs. 

Writers, 

1924. 
Rs. a. p. 
7 13 0 
256 
596 
896 

10 2 6 
960 
576 
Nil. 

S 9 6 

9 6 0 
10 4 0 
13 2 ·0 
9 6 0 

13 0 4 

8 9 6 

12 8 0 

14 1 0 

1929. 
Rs. a. p. 
11 11 6 
513 9 

11 II 6 
19 9 0 
19 14 9 
24 9 0 
\I \I 6 
16 O. 0 
I!' 9 0 

22 0 0 
24 12 0 
33 6 0 
2214 0 
31 2 0 
40 13 3 

19 9 0 

24 S 6 

31 4 0 
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(0) Six to eight annas per head per day for men and fout' to six annas per head 
per day for women. 

(iii) Money value of all eanrings is about 25 to 30 per cent. more than the money 
wages. 

97. (i) and (il) Movements in the level of wages during recent years have all been 
in the direction of increases. During and immediately after the war, wages were 
increased to some extent owing to the abnormal increase in the prices of necessaries 
of life. There was agitation from the Labour Union side in 1920 rB wages and as a 
result of the award 01 a Court of Enquiry appointed for the purpose wages were 
increased at 20 per cent. for those who drew Re. 1 and above per day and 25 per cent. 
for those who drew between A:4. 9 and Rs. I, and 30 per cent. for those who drew less 
than As. 9. Besides. a rice allowance of 25 per cent. of the wages was also given and 
the same was consolidated with the wages in 1923 by the management. Annual 
increase in the wages of all workers whO' have not reached their maximum are given 
every year-though these are D()t to be taken as a movement in the level of wages. 
Occasionally a general increase is given to an including those who. have reached 
their maximum. Such an increase of 21 per cent. was given in January. 1928. 
Piece workers' rates are also increased. 011 such occasions. We are not in a position 
to say with any degree of a~y to what extent wages have increased from their 
1914 level. From a comparative study of the minimum wages of di1ferent classes 
of wor1reIS in 1914 and 1929. we find that increases in wages have ranged between 
50 per cent. and IS(} per cent. The annual increases above referred to were given 
during the last few years on the following scale.:-

1929. WriterS'. Rs. a. p. 
Pay.-Rs. 50 and under. calculated on 26 days; increase 0 1 0 

over Rs. 50 to 60 0 1 3 
SOto7S 0 1 6 ., 75 0 2 0 

WOTkfnople 
As. ]0 and under. calculated on 26 days; increase 
Over As. 10 to Rs. 1·4 annas 

.. Rs. 1·4 annas to Rs. 2 
•• Rs.2 

003 
006 
009 
010 

(iii) From particulars we have been able to gather, we find that the average 
cost of living for a family consisting of a husband. wife and three children in 1914, 
was Rs. 12·8 annas and to-day it is !lothing less than Rs. 30. We have not been able 
to find out accurately what the average wage of workers in 1914 were. As far as 
enquiries go. it was between Rs. 9 and Rs. 10 and at present is between Rs. 22 and 
Rs.25. 

98. About 21 per cent. of the wages. 

99. Payment only in cash. 

101. By employer.;. 

102. One and a quarter day's wages for Sunday work (7 hours) ; for ~e on 
working days 1 t hour's wages for every one hour. 

]Q3, No real .f standardisation U of wages, . Employers have fixed some standard 
rates but workers have had noth.ing. to do with it. 

104. Increase of wages has resulted in a supply of labour much above the 
demand. . 

105. We think it advisable and possible to establi'ih Trade Boards to make 
detailed enquiries into the wages and conditions of workers in at least a few 
industries in which very low wages are paid and to introduce a Minimum Wage Bill 
for such industries. 

106. (i) Fining has been considerably reduced in the mills. Average amount 
per month is ·02 per cent. of the wages. 

(ii) Penalty is levied for absence. Every man who absents himself from work 
without leave has not only to foneit his wages for the day but to pay a penalty at 
a .fixed rate, te .• at the same :rate at whic.h allowance .is paid for medical leave. 

(iii) Fines are said to be credited to the gratuity fund. 
{iv) As fining exists to a great extent in many factories. legislation should be 

made. limiting the amount of fines permissible for any offence or group of offences 
within a given period of time. and preventing the use of fines for any other purpose 
except for the benefit of the workers. 
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107. (i) Wages are paid once every month. The bulk of the men are paid for 
dliily work. There are some men who are paid. on monthly rates. 

(ii) Ten to sixteen days after the period. 
(iii) (a) As far as our mills are concerned we cannot say for certain whether the 

workpeopfe would prefer any system to the monthly payment system. The evils 
of the monthly payment system are not felt owing to the existence of &, workmen's 
store from which workpeople purchase their food-stuffs for the month. But the evil 
effects of monthly payment on labour in general are such that legislation would be 
desirable for fixing payments on a fortnightly basis. 

(0) Legislation· is quite necessary for this purpose. The system of keeping 
the wages in the employer's hands for 2 or 3 weeks after the period gives an undue 
advantage to the employers and puts the workmen to great losses. 

(iv). We cannot conceive of any circumstances in which workmen would wiUingly 
forego their wages. Wages should be paid to workers even though c1a.imed after 
the lapse of a long paned. Such wages. if any, as are not claimed should be utili.zed 
for the benefit of the workers. 

lOS. Atl..ist 75 p""cent. of the people are indebted. On an average, indebtedness 
is to the extent of 200 per cent. of the monthly wages. 

109. (i) A gratuity fund was started in the mills in 1904 on a non-contributory 
basis. At the end of the 1st ten years' continuous service & sum equal to 5 per cent. 
of the total wages of each employee is paid to him; at the end of seven years after 
completion of the 1st fund period a sum of equal to 71 per cent. of the total wages 
of the period is paid as the 2nd fund. On the completion of five years' service after 
the receipt of the 2nd fund a SUm equal to 10 per cent. of the total wages of the period 
is paid as the 3rd fund. On the completion of another five years' period the 4th 
fund is paid also at 10 per cent. of the wages. If conditions of work are satisfac
tory the management douhlP.S the amount paid every half year. 

In cases of death occurring after two years' service the amount standing to the 
credit of the employee in his fund is ~aid to his nom.inee. In cases of medical 
unfitne....o:zs, a proportionate amount is pa.1d, but only after :five yean' service. 

Half-yearly bonus is paid at 10 per cent. of the wages of every six months at the 
diseretion of the employer.;. This has been paid regnlarly during the past several 
half-years. It serves the pmpose of clearing debts so far contracted in whole or in 
part. 

(ii) There is a ~us on production in weaving departments" but Dot more than 
a dozen men get it. We would suggest the institution of pro:fit sharing schemes 
wherever possible. 

110, (i) Fifteen days' privilege leave with pay after five years' servke, 20 days' 
doctor leave with compassionate allowance, all Sundays, 10 days holidays. Holidays 
and privilege leave are almost fully taken but about 25 per cent. take doctor leave. 

(ill Generally speaking employers do not stand in the way of workeIs' taking 
such leave. 

(ill) We know of no instance of back-lying-wages being lost by workers since 
workers take only about a month's leave. 

111. We consider it very desirable to include the Fair Wages Clause in public 
, contracts making the scope of the same wide enough to cover not only all public 

works invol~ expenditure of public funds but also aU Government contracts and 
orders for the manufacture of supplie;'! to Government. 

XlIL-IndUllrial EffIeien.,. of Work_ 
112. Efficiency has increased at least I. times during the last ten years, 
113. We have no experience of foreign workers but from reports of their 

efficiency we conclude that theirs is higher than. our efficiency . 
. 114. (i) Migration plays no part at all as regards efficiency as far as our mill 

workers are concerned. since there is practically no migration. 
(ii) This may, to some extent. a:fIect efficiency. 
(ill) Ditto. 
(iv) This may also aifect efficiency thougb,.., cannot say for certain. 
(v) The poor physique of Indian workers is one of the most import:a.ot reasons 

for their comparatively low efficiency. The average Indian worker is a weakling 
due to lack of proper food and long working hours and his efficiency must naturally 
be lower thaD that of the foreign worker who takes better food. rest. etc. 

(vi) The poor health of the average worker. due to the prevalenc. of tropical 
diseases and want of facilities for best medical treatment eJlects efficiency to a con
siderable extent. 
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(vii) As education bas been spreading amongst our work~. efliciency has been 
increasing. The illiteracy of the large number of workers is a factor affecting 
efficiency. 

(viii) Low stalldards of living also affects efficiency. 
(ix) The hot and enervating climate of Iodia is not helpful to efficiency and this 

is one of the important reasons for our comparative inefficiency. . 

115. (i) Reduction in working houts in the past has not materially afiected 
production. We are of opinion that if working hours are reduced. production will 
still be kept up. Due to fatigue. workers do not work intensively during the 
concluding hours of the da.y. 
• (li) Improvements in other working conditions will result in increased production". 

(ill) and (iv) We have no doubt that money spent on improving the health of the 
workers will be repaid to the employers in the form of increased production. Dirty 
dwellings and life 10. insanitary -surroundings affect th.e working life to a great extent 
and employers can do nothing better to increase efficiency than to provide decent 
houses, facilities for medical treatment. etc. 

(vi) If wages are increased production: will increase and if decreased. production 
will go down.. Wages produce a great moral efiect OD. the worker. 

(vii) Factory laws promoting the health and comforts of the workers increase 
production. 

(viii) The present dietary of our workers is not helpful to sustained work.. An 
improved dietary will certainly increase production. 

(ix) Use of alcohol and drugs affects production adversely. 
(x) In the case of our workers. fatigue plays a very important part in production. 

If metho~ for reducing fatigue could be devisedl production is sure to increase. 

116. (i) Employers should get into closer touch with workers and make special 
efforts to undet"Stand and remove the causes of discontent. By freely discussing 
matters with them and ensuring fair treatment in the matter of wages and other 
conditions of service and by eonvincing the workers that unless their efficiency is 
increased~ industry cannot be sustained. they can induce workers to put forth 
increased elIorts. 

Organizations for the peaceful settlement of differences would also conduce to 
increase efficiency. . 

(ii) A fair piece-rate wage bonus on production and other profit-sharing schemes 
will be helpful in increasing production. 

(ill) Better housing and sanitary arrangements which would improve the health 
of the workers would also tend to increase production. 

(iv) Intensive welfare work in which every worker feels that personal interest is 
taken in his welfare will go a great way to increase production. . 

XIV.-Ttade OcmbinatiODl, 

117. (il) Two unions as far as these mills are concerned. 
118. (ii) Generally speaking. workers have benefited by organizations. But it 

must be admitted that workers have also suffered unnecessarily as a result of 
uncalled-for strikes. 

119, (i) This union has ma.de provision for benefits such as unemployment. 
death and legal assistance. 

(ii) Representations are made to the employers re: grievances of workpeople as 
to the conditions of service. etc. In cases of dismissals. etc .• employers have been 
appToached and dismissed men re-instated or notices cancelled. 

120. (il (Vide special note on page 223). 
(il) This union was as stated above started with the purpose of establishing the 

right of the workers to control their own organi%ations. Since it was the first time 
that such an idea was propagated among the workers. outsiders who have been 
eontrolling worker's organizations led a c.rusad.e against this union and poisoned the 
minds of illitel'ate workers by saying that this union was brought into existence 
by the employers. A section of our work:people are still carried away by such 
pernicious PTOpaganda but we have about 2,000 members who have appreciated 
the work of this union and its activities. The union stands for the principle that 
workers should control their own organizations and we have an executive committee 
composed of elected representatives of the workers. We do not discard the advice 
of outsiders and in fact with a view to receiving their help and ~peration have 
formed an advisory committee. . 
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(ill) The employers have recognized this union and every facility is given to the 
committee to make representations direct to the managing agents or the management. 
We have made several such representations on behalf of individuals and groups of 
workers and the employers have met such representations on many occasions. 

121. (i) The Act bas been only partially utilized. The number of unions 
registered under the Act is still few. 

(ti) Trade unions have got a. status and position in the eyes of the Government 
and the public and they are in a position to deal on equal terms with employers. 
The funds of the union are sa.fe from inroads of interested parties. 

(iii) Mutual aid benefit funds should not be liable to be attached for the tortious 
acts of the union officers. Only general funds should be liable. 

122. (i) By direct representation to the employers; also by representation of 
the union on the welfare committee. 

(il) No attempts have to our knowledge been made in this direction. We con
sider it quite necessary that employers and employed should make attempts at 
co-operation in order to increase e:fficiency of production. 

XV.-IudnatriaI DiIputeo. 
123. (Vide statement on page 224.) 
124. (i) No conciliation and arbitration machinery has operated before. 

We consider it desirable to establish conciliation board and arbitration committee. 
(il) Labour commissioner has helped to settle disputes. 
(iv) Only the welfare committee as far as the mills are concerned. 
(v) Opportunity is given to workpeople to make representations through the 

weUare committee and this union's executive committee. 
(vi) Trade boards and joint industrial councils can and must be established in 

the country in order to avert strikes and lock-outs. -
125. The second part of the Act which contains penal provision for striking work 

in public utility concerns without one month's notice is of a one-sided character. 
Workers are penalised but employers are not touched; and there are no special 
privileges given to such workers. Moreover.no provision is made for the establish
ment of a machinery for negotiation. 

The third part cf the Act relating to illegal strikes and lock-outs is also harmful 
to the interests 01 the labour movement in the country. 

126. (n) The Government are anxious to end industrial troubles when they break 
out. Their action in the inteRst of public_peace is often taken by labour as helping 
employers. 

XVlI.-AdminiIbatioD.. 
133. The Provincial Legislature does not tackle labour problems at all. The 

central legislature has generally been sympathetic, though in a few cases like 
Maternity Bill. Weekly Payment Bill, etc .• their attitude was not quite sympathetic. 

136. In the Madras Government. there is a. special officer called the Labour 
Commissioner who tries to settle differences between employers and employees. 
But he is saddled with so much of other work that he is not able to devote his whole 
attention and time to the labour question. 

138. Very few workers are conversant with factory legislation. 
139. (i), (il) and (iii) From the number of factories that;lre not inspected, every 

year, we are led to think that the staff is inadequate. 
The factory inspection stall should have men with medical qualifications also. 

The present arrangement of Public Health Department inSpKting the •• Health u 

side 15 not satisfactory. Women inspectors also should be appointed to supervise 
conditions of women labour. 

(iv) Prosecutions do not produce the desired ellect since the magistrates take a 
lenient view more often than otherwise.' Unless maximum penalty is imposed at 
this stage, the desired etfect would not be produced. 

XVM.-InteIIigen .... 
143. (il. (ii) and (ill) } 
144. No reliable statistics are availab1e~ 
145. (i) and (ii) 

as far as this Presidency IS concemeci.- It is desirable that a Labour Ga.uJU like the 
one issued by the Bombay Government be issued by every local government in which 
accurate details of cost of living and working conditions. etc... are detailed from 
time to time. 
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TNJiIe CombiJO<Uiofts. 
12(). It was in 1918~ that the :first trade union was started in Madras. It was a 

union primarily intended for the benefit of the employees of the textile mills. Under 
the leadership of Mr. B. P. "'0adia.. •• The Madras Labour Union U was responsible for 
the improvement of the conditions of the workers to some extent. 

In 1920# Messrs. Binny &: Co .• instituted a Civil Case against .Mr. Wadia. and nine 
others who formed themselves into a lock~ut committee; Mr. Wadia at the conclusion 
of the lock-out left India and since then the affairs of the union were not managed 
in a satisfactory manner. . 

In 1921. as a result of a series of departmental strikes by beys in the spinning and 
carding departments a great industrial trouble occurred in these mills. The workers 
were out for a period of more than five months and sutf-ered. untold hardships. 
Murder. incendiarism and other acts of violence were resorted to and what was an 
industrial trouble in the beginning grew subsequently into a communal fight. There 
were complaints that the funds of the union were mis-spent. no proper relief was given 
to the men on strike and DO proper accounts of the funds of the union were rendered: 
The troubles ended in October. 1921. the workers resnming work unconditionally. 

After the mills were reopened the management set up a welfare committee in the 
mills. The union was defunct. The welfare wmmittee was the only place for 
workpeople to ventilate their grievances. 

In a.bout 1925. the same set of outsiders who practically ~aged the aftairs of 
the union before the strike~ resumed their activities. The response from the work· 
people was very meagre~ since they apprehended that disastrous results would 
ensue by their joining the union. Some of the responsible employees of the mills 
thought it their duty to help in organizing the union on proper lines and therefore 
went to the meetings of the union but no proper opportunity was- given to them to 
express their views. When they subsequently convened a meeting to acquamt the 
workpeople with their views. they were assaulted. Finding all their attempts a.t 
reforming the old union unsuccessful they set up a fresh orgaitization. Agitation 
was immediately started and the minds of the workpeople were poisoned against this 
union. Uni<mnded allegations such as that the union was brought into existence by 
the employers were made against it and intimidation and threats and even assaults 
were freely resorted to in order to frustrate our activities. The union was formally 
started on the J9th March. 1926. in a meeting held under the presidency of the 
Honourable Mr. Ratnaswami. then president of the Madras Legislative Council. 
The purpose for: which this union was started are as follows :-

(I) Since it was detrimental to the interests of workpeople in these mills, as they 
were then situated. to boycott as the Madras Labour Union wanted. the welfare 
activities of the management in the mills, it was considered necessary to co-opera.te 
and enjoy their benefits as. far as possible. 

(2) The workers should organize themselves and improve their conditions 
without having recourse to strikes since they had had enough of strikes for good,. 
bad and indifferent reasons and enough of starvation in the past. It waS feared 
that the activities of the Madras Labour Union would again result in uncalled-for 
strikes. 

(3) The workers did not want to be exploited by any political party. The Madras 
Labour Union was then allied to one political party whose views they propagated 
from the union platform. 

(4) The atlairs of the union should as far as possible be looked after by the workers 
themselves who would no doubt receive the co-operation and help of responsible 
leaders from outside and its fund3 should be controUed- by the workers. This could 
not be done in the Madras Labour Union as then constituted. Despite abuses. 
vilification and even assaults on our members and workers no less than 3 or: 4 thousand 
members joined the union. Realizing that a division in the ranks of labour was 
detrimental to- our interests~ attempts were made by us to bring about a rapproach
ment with the Madras Labour Union. but Mr. Shiva Rae. the president of the Madras 
Labour Union, was resolved that he should be the leader and since we were not 
convinced that it was to the interests of the workers in these mills that he should 
be the leader there was no possibility oT any reconciliation being effected. The union 
was recognized by the employers and W&S registered under the Trade Union Act as 
No. 1 Union in the Madras Presidency. It has a membership of about 2~OOO and its 
fuods have come to Rs. 1.500. Owing to the initial disadvantages we had to over
come in working up an institution on the principle that workers should control 
their own organi%ation. we have not been able to tum out as substantial work as 
we would have otherwise done. V\'e are convinced that the formation of this union 
has not only exerted a beneftcient influence on the conduct and organization of the 
Madras Labour Union. but it has also opened the eyes of the vast majority of our 
workpeople to the- necessity and advantages of workers controlling their own 
organizations. 



STRIKE STATEMENT. 

--------~--------~------~--------~----------------~---------

I. Trouble. 
(Lock ... ut) 

II. Troubl •. 
(Lock ... ut) 

III. Trouble. 
(Lock..,ut) 

IV. Trouble. 
Lock·out in B.M. 

and sympathetic 
strike in C.M. 

\
24th January, 
921, to 26th 

January, 1921.) 

V. Trouble. 
l..ock·out in C.M. 

Buckingham Mill 
sympathetic strike 
20th Juno. 

Cau .... 

\\teavers refusing ~o turn out to work 
at 6.1S a.m., according to the 
notice of the management at 
6.15 •. m. 

Assault on mill officers ana the 
management's insistence on the 
names of assailants being given, 
which the workers did not do. 

Grievances ,e wages, bonus, privilege 
leave, holidays. etc. 

• Owing to an acting jobber not being 
given a aide jobber', place, which 
the worken thought was due to his 
eonnection with the union a.nd 
management'aa.id was due to there 
being senion. 

Departmental strikes of carding and 
spinning boys due to a spirit of 
indiscipline. 

Duration and 
character. 

28-10-18 to 30-10-18. 

Men w~.!' quiet. 

27-11-18 to 16-12-18. 

23-3-20 to 26-3-20. 

20th October, 1920, to 
26th January, 1921. 
Assaults, .hooting. 
etc.. The company 
filed civil Buit against 
the lock-out com
mittee and injunction 
order was issued. 

25-1i-21 to middle of 
October, 1921. Sym
pathetic strike in 
June. Murders. in .. 
cendiarism. assaults, 
etc. The trouble as
sumed the character 
of a communal tight. 
The peace of the city 
was conSiderably dis· 
torbed. 

Nature and method of 
settlement. 

On 31-10-18 the men resumed work 
and torned out at 6.15 a.m. 

On 17-12-18 men resumed work on 
the advice of Mr. C. F. Andrews. 
Seven days' pay was granted as an 
act of grace. The management 
refused to take back dismissed men. 

Through the intervention of Labour 
Commissioner. Increases. rice 
allowance, holidays. privilege leave. 
etc., granted as a. result of the 
.. award" given by the Court of 
Enquiry . 

Evidently by mediation. Thirteen 
men finally dismissed. civil case 
withdrawn on Mr. Wadia agreeing 
to leave the union. 

Unconditional surrender. 

Lo .. to industry 
and labourers. 

30,000 working days. 
About Rs. 15,000. 

l60.000 working days 
lost. 

About Rs. 80,000 
wages. 

40,000 working days. 
Rs.20,OOO. 

390,000 days. 
Rs. 3,95,000. 

1,100.000 days. About 
Rs. 10 lakhs. 

'~ 
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MEMORANDUM ON THE RELATION OF FOOD TO THE PHYSICAL 
EFFICIENCY OF INDIAN WORKERS, BY .BREVRT-COLONXJ. R. McCARRJsoN. 
C.I.E .• K.H.P .• M.D .• D.Se .• LL.D.: F.R.C.P .• I.M.S.. DIRECTOR. NUTllJTJONAL 

R.EsltARCB. I.R.F.A .• PAsTEUR INSTITU'IE. CoONOOR, SoUTH INDIA. 

IV. Beallh. 

23. Gettnal Health of WorkMs.-(iv). Dietary ad (v) Physiqus.-The level of 
physical efficiency of Indian workers IS. above all -else, a matter of food. No other 
single factor-race, climate. etc.-has so profound an influence on their capacity to 
sustain arduous labour and prolonged muscular exertion. Nowhere in the world 
is this outstanding infiuence of food more conspi(:uo-usly illustrated than in India. 
As we pa.~ from .. the north-west regions of the Punjab down the Gangetic Plain to 
the coast of Bengal. there.. is a. gradual fall in stature, body-weight. stamina and 
efficiency of the people. In accordance with this decline in manly eha.racteristics it 
is of the utmost signiftca.nce that there is an· accompanying gradual fall in the 
nutritive value of the dietaries. and more especially in the average level of protein 
metabolism attained by the people of the Punjab, United Provinces. Behar and 
Bengal." Lt.-Col. D. McCay of the Indian Medical Service reached these conclnsions 
some 20 years ago as a result of his nutritional researches; my own investigations 
have served. to confum. their accuracy. This decline in physical efficiency extends 
also to inhabitants orthe southern and western parts of the Indian Peninsula. It 
depends almost entirely on the gradually diminishing value of the food with respect 
to :-(0) The amount and quality of its proteins. (b) the quality of the cereal grains 
forming the staple article of the diet, (e) the content and the quality of the fats in 
the food (dJ the vitamin and mineral content of the food. 

In addition to these questions of quality there is the further one of quantity. In 
regard to the latter little need be said since it is obvious that if a worker is not getting 
enough to eat he cannot be physically efficient. Unfortunately~ the numbers who 
do not get enough to eat may be counted by the thousand. 

(a) The 4fn011.1ft 41fd quttlity oj ~teiKS.-While there is some difference of 
opiDion as to the amount of prote-in needed by man undn varying climatic 
conditions it is generally agreed that for one doing moderately hard work the 
protein fraction of the food should not be less than 100 grams per day. For 
those doing very hard work it should be considerably more; it invariably is more: 
when the individual doing the work can secure it. It is principally on protein that 
the organism depends for muscular development. muscular and nervous energy 
and efficiency. The protein most suitable for these purposes is that derived from 
animal sources--fiesh foods~ mi1k~ cheese, fish, game, poultry. But these sources 
of protein are expensive and it is not needful that all the protein in the diet 
should be derived from them. It suffices that one-third of the total protein be 
derived from animal sources. the remaining two-thirds being made tip from 
vegetable sources. It is a canon of Nutritional Science-so far. that is to say, as 
the study of this Science has progressed-that vegetable ~oteins jJw se cannot fully 
satisfy the physiological needs of the body; the requlSite proportion of animal 
protein "leaveneth the whole lump ". There is. perhaps. one exception to this rule: 
the protein contained in soyo:-bt"n is of relatively high .. bi('llogical value. U it is also 
rich in fats. and as a source of these two essentials it appears to be unsurpassed by 
any other vegetable food. For these reasons it is largely used in Japan and China.. 
Its production on a large seal. ill this countty. its supply to the workers at a cheap 
rate, and the popularizing of its use, are matten which should engage the serious 
attention of the authorities coneemed: for any efficient substitute for animal 
pt"?tein is a matter of great importanee to the Indian WOTker. In this c.onnection 
It is necessary also to emphasize the importance of increasing the production of milk 
and milk-products throughout India; for there is no source of protein (not to mention 
other essential food substances contained in milk) which is so admirably suited to 
the needs of the Indian people. Fisb~culture is another very important means of 
increasing the protein supply of a country in which the use of meat is looked upon 
with sucb disfavour by ~ many of the inhabitants. 

(b) T1t6 1Iutrinu$ t1QJue of Uf'eal gYtftHs.-The nutritive value of the cereal grahis 
used in India varies considerably. The basis of the diet of every worker in India is 
a cereal grain of one kind or another. No cereal is in. itse1f a complete food; and 
without adequate supplementation by other food-materials it cannot support man 
in physical well-being. All cereals are deficient in certain food-essentials (suitable 
proteins, ea.lcium. iron, sodium, phosphorus and some of the vita.min!iO). Some are 
more deficient in these substances than other.;; and according as the supplementary 
articles of diet serve or do not serve to make good the defects of tlle staple cereal 
so will the diet as a whole' be .. complete" or "incomplete ". (A "complete diet" 
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is one contammg everything needful for physiological processes). The cereal grains 
of higher nutritive quality are wheat and certain millets (f'Q(i. cambu); those of 
lower nutritive quality are maize and rice. Apart from differences in their chemical 
constitution the food~value of these cereals varies also with the manner of their 
preparation for human consumption: thus in the manufacture of white flour from 
whole wheat the final product loses much of the nutritive value of the original gram. 
Unfortunately. the use of white dour is rapidly increasing in India-: ready made 
loaves are easy to procure and they save the trouble of grinding the whole wheat 
into alia and making chaPattis therefrom; but the increasing use of white flour 
means that the users of it start to build up their dietaries with a staple of much 
lower nutritive quality than aJta. If their health and physical fitness are not to 
sufter they must spend more money on supplementary articles of diet, in order to 
make good the deticienci~ of white flour, than if they had started with the more 
nutritious whole wheat Hour (atta). Fortunately. certain others of the cereals (the 
millets) cannot be made into refined flours and must be used whole or after grinding 
into a coarse flour. They thus preserve the nutritive qualities with which nature 
endowed them. Whole wheat is too heating for use as the sole cereal in the southern 
and hotter parts of India. though ideal for the northern areas and an excellent 
addition to the rice-eater's diet. One reason why wheat is of higher nutritive value 
than certain other cereals--such. for example. as rice-is that the U biological 
value H of its proteins is higher. and these proteins are absorbed from the intestinal 
tract in greater proportion.. • 

Whole rice-wheu properly supplemented-is an excellent food, well suited to 
the Use of dwellers in those parts of India where it is grown. It is the stapJe article of 
diet of about one-quarter of India's inhabitants. But it is subjected to a number 
of processes before use by the consumer. all of which reduce--some to a dangerous 
degree-its already sparse supply of certain essential nutriments. It is parboiled, 
milled or polished; often all three: and white polished rice like white, refined flour 
is thus deprived of much of its protein. and nearly aU -of its vitamins and essential 
salts. Home-pounded. unpolished rice is the most nutritious; polished rice the 
least nutritious: while parboiled rice occupies an intermediate position between 
these two extremes. The quality of riee-proteins is tow; their quantity is small ; 
and owing to the large amount of rice which must be eaten to provide a satisfying 
meal, absorption of food-essentials at tho intestinal threshold ill greatly interfered 
with and fermentation processes. harmful to the individual, are thus set up in the 
intestine. But used in moderate quantity and adequately supplemented with other 
food·materials it is a very useful constituent of the diet. AU too frequently it is not 
adequately supplemented with other foods. 

Cereals used in various parl$ of In4i4.-The chief agricultural staples of 
n-orthem India are wheat and barley. They occupy nearly 60 per cent. of the whole 
food-producing area. in the United Provinces. In the Punjab wheat is a still more 
important crop. It is also extensively grown in parts of Central India.. northern 
Deccan and Bombay. and in these places as well as in northern India it forms the 
chief article of diet of the inhabitants. Wheat is extensively used by the more 
well-to-do classes in those areas. barley by the poorer classes; while certain races 
use both rice and wheat. In lower Bengal. parts of Madras and Bombay. in Burma 
and in districts where the conditions of soil and climate are suitable to its abundant 
productionl rice forms the ordinary food of the people. Throughout the ust of 
India the staple cereals are the milletsl some of which. especially c .. mbu~ are very 
nutritious grains. Broadly speaking the physical efficiency of Indian races is greatest 
in whea.t-ea.ters~ least in rice-eaters. and intermediate in tltose whose staple article 
of diet is one of the millets. The varying nutritive quality of the several cereals 
thus plays a considerable. though not a predominant. part- iu bringing about this 
result. 

(e) Tlu quality of III. fats in /Iu food.-Tbe content and the quality of the fats ;., 
the food is a matter of great importance: not so much from the point of view of 
their fuel value-for in this respect vegetable fat is as good as animal fat-but because 
animal fats contain two very important vitamins (A and D). the insufficiency of 
which in the food leads to very serious consequences (llide infra). It is principally 
to avoid these consequences that the quantity of animal fats must be maintained 
at a certain level. The proportion of animal to vegetable fa13 should be about 1 
to I. The great sources of animal fats available for non-meat--eaters are milk. butter 
and ghee. Meat-eaters derive them from the fatty pa.rts of animals~ In general 
the quantity of animal fats in the dietaries of the Indian people diminishes steadily 
from the north to the south of India: and this diminution is an. important contri
buwry cause of diminished physical efficiency. 

(Ii) Th. vil4min-wnltn' of l1tr food.-In addition to those food essentials (proteins 
and mineral salts) wh-ose function it is to build and repair the body·tissues and to 
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assist in the provision 01 muscular energy~ there are other substances called vitamins 
which add little or nothing to the weight of these essentiaJs~ since they are present 
in such minute amounts. but without which the normal Chemical processes of 
the body are impossible. They are, so to say. the .. spark u that ignites the 
fire of nutrition. Of these there are known to be five: Vitamin A. which is' 
abundant in milk. butter and ghee (or ought to be if the cows are properly 
fed); Vitamin B (lately divided into B, and B,) which exists abundantly 
in yeast and in whole cereal grains. but not in the refined products of these 
grains (such as white Bour and polished rice); Vitamin C. which is present 
in aU green leafy vegetables and in fruit; Vitamin D~ which exists in certain animal 
fats; and Vitamin E. which exists in meat and cereal grains. Of these five 
vitamins the really important ones for India are A# B and C ~ for besides being 
present in certain animal fats Vitamin D is generated by the action of sunlight on 
the skin and there is no lack of sunshine in India. It is only under Purdah 
conditions. where sunlight is excluded. :that the insufficient supply of this vitamin 
becomes of importance to the women and children. The risks of vitamin D dejciency 
in India are. therefore. trifiing to castes not observing the Purdah system. 
Insufficiency of vitamin E-that vitamin which is responsible for the efficiency of 
the reproductive functions-is not a. matter of any concern to India. Clearly the ' 
workers get enough of it. There is in general a gradual reduction in the total 
vitamin-content of the food of the people as we pass from the north to the south of 
India; this reduction plays a conspicuous part in lowering their physical efficiency 
and brings into active operation the factor of H deficiency disease H vide {29} 
DisetJSe.: 

Physical ~ffic.ieno/ of difftrent Indian "aces ~lati1Je to 'heir ftwd.-With this 
preliminary survey of the main factors in food responsible for physical efficiency let 
us see how certain races in India fare with respect to the content of these factors in 
their national diets :-

The Sikh... the Pathan, the Rajput and other races of northern India. are aU 
wheat-eaters. and some of them great milk-drinkers; while vegetables and fruit 
enter largely into their dietaries. Their food thus contains. when they can get the 
food they want, abundance of those things that matter from the point of view of 
energy and pbysical endurance. In conformity with the constitution of their dietaries 
they are amongst the finest races not only of India but of mankind. But it is only 
in so far as members of these races adhere to their complete national dietaries that 
they retain these characters. Once the Sikh or Punjabi agriculturalist fails to 
consume the quantities of .milk and milk-products to which his forefathers were 
accustomed. he rapidly deteriorates in health and physieal efficiency. As we pass 
from the north to the west. east and south. rice begins gradually to replace wheat; 
and so long as milk and milk-products are consumed in sufficient amounts or a. 
sufficiency of animal proteins and fats from other sources are ingested. together 
with fresh vegetable foods .. there is no dietetic reason for physieaJ. deterioration. 
But when we reach Bengal and Madras we find that the protein ingestion~ e;;pecially 
that of animal protein. is in general reduced below the level at wbich optimum 
physical efficiency is possible. The consumption. t-oo, of animal fats is reduced to a. 
low level while the vitamin-content of the food has fallen to a dangerous degree. In 
confonnity with these changes in dietetic habits-some of them imposed upon the 
people by their circumstances of 1ife.---a marked fall in the level of physical efficiency 
is at once apparent. In short it may be said tllat acroYdinl! as UJ.e IJni-mal protein. 
1M mmal fat and the mlamin.-eontent of IAe food- diminis" .so do tlte .pnysictJJ e.lfu;iency 
m«l Malth of tM Indian fl.lMMr diminish. This truth will proba,1;tly be best appreciated 
by reference to an experiment ca...-ried out in my laboratory some years ago. with the 
object of determining the rela.tive value of certain national diets of India: albino 
rats, as is customary in nutritional work. were employed in this test; and lest it 
be objected that results observed in rats are not applicable to mankind. it is 
necessary to say that this is not so: rats resemble men m being omnivo-rous and in 
the chemical nature of their nutritional processes; their cycle of development 
takes place about 30 times as quickly as in rllan. so that the experiment about to be 
described, which lasted 140 days. corresponds to the observation of human beings. 
under the same experimental conditions, for a period of nearly 12 years. Groups of 
20 young rats of precisely the same age. sex distribution and body·weight were 
caged in large. roomy cages under precisely similar conditions of life. To one group 
the diet. as prepared and cooked by the Sikhs. was given; to another- that of the 
Pathans; to a. third that of the Maharattas; and so on through Goorkhas, BengaJese 
and Kanarese to Ms.drassis. The results. on the eightieth day -of the experim~t .. 
are shown in the accompanying cha.rt*; from which it will be seen that the variOUS 
groups, starting so to say from scratch. ranged themselves in the following order 
of growth. First came the Sikhs, Pathans and Mabarattas, one after the other but 
in a close bunch. followed at a considerable interval by the GooTkhas: then came 
the Ran ..... and the Bengalis, followed at a distance by the Medrassis. At the end 

• Not printed. 
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of 140 da.ys the animals in each group were weighed and an average taken of their 
aggregate weight. The rat which conformed most closely to the average for its 
particular group was photographed side by side with the average rata from the 
o~er groups. The accompanying photograph is the result." 

Compositicm of s14J1dtwtl diu.-For a. man doing a good day~s work the composition 
of the diet should be as follows ;-

. Proteins : 100 grams. of which not less than 33 should be animal 
protein. 

Fats: 80 grams. of which not less than 40 should be animal fats. 
Carbohydrates: 500 grams. 

The whole yielding 3.200 calories. 

Recent· observations in the Congo have fixed somewhat similar figures for hard we,.: 120 grams of protein. 90 grams of bts. 550 grams of carbohydra..... yielding 
3.5OO"'-1ories. 

During the hot weather. and in tbe hotter parts of India thooughout the year. 
the fats may be reduced to 50 or 60 grams. provided the major part of them be 
derived from animal sources; the carbohydrates being increased proportionately in 
accordance with the amount of work to be done. While in general the average 
fTOtein~content of the food should be 100 grams. it will often have to be oonsiderably 
mcreased aocording to the nature of the work and the climate. Thus, in the northern 
parts of India more proteins are needed; while in the south of India a fair grade of 
physical efficiency can be ensured on diets containing approximately 7S grams of 
protein. 50 grams of fats and 450 grams of carbohydrates. 

Exam-pus of ff)8U~alan&'tl4iets-.-Examptes of well-balanced diets~ constructed on 
these estimations. are appended. The diets of Indian workers are rarely so well
halanced as these. 

(al Non-vegetarian ~ater·s diet (Madra!Si). 

In grams. 
i 

Quantity 
in 0%9. 

I I Car~ . Proteins. Fats. hydrates . 

Unpolished rice · . .. · . 20 46·00 \·70 446·00 
Dha! .. .. .. .. .. Ii 3·25 0·50 8·10 
Fish .. · . .. .. S-50 \·15 -
Mutton .. · . .. .. II 8-96 2·97 -
Ghee •• .. .. .. .. \ - 2S·\0 -
Milk .. .. .. · . 6 5-64 6·\2 8·16 
BntteImilk .. .. .. · . 10 8-50 1·40 \3·80 
Vegetable oil · . .. .. t - 7·00 -
Vegetables .. · . .. . . 4 2·86 0·16 S2·60 
Cocoanut . - .. -. .. \ 1·61 . 14·S1 7·90 
Fruits .. · . -. .. 2 0·90 0·06 4·52 
Jaggery (raw sugar) . . .. r - - 12·50 

Total .. · . .. .. - 83·\6 58·47 533·38 . 
ADima! origin .. .. .- 28·80 34·14 -
Less 10 per ceDt. for waste - 8·S1 5·84 53-3S 

Balanoo .. .. · . - 74·85 52·63 460·05 

Calories · . .. · . - 306·885 489·459 1.968·205 

Total calories, round numbers - - - 2.765 

• Not printed. 
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(b) Lacto.vegetarian ri<:e-eater's diet (Madrassi). 

In grams. 

Quantity 

I 
mens. .1 Car~ Proteins. Fats. hydrates. 

Unpolished rice · . .. .. 20 46·00 1·70 446·00 
Dba! · . · . · . · . i 3·25 D·50 8·\0 
Gbee ~. · . · . · . · . I - 23·10 -
MillI: .. · . · . .. 12 11·28 12·24 16·32 
Buttermilk .. · . · . · . 20 . 11·00. 2·80 21·20 
Vegetable oil · . .. .. ",I - 7·00 -
Vegetables .. .. · . .. 2·80 0·16 32·60 
Cocoanut · . .. · . · . 1 1·61 14·31 1·9(1 
Fruits .. .. .. -.. 2 0·9(1 0·06 "'·52 
Jaggery .. · . .. · . I 0·04- - 12·50 

Total · . · - .. · . - .. 82·86 61·87 555·14 

Animal origin ., .. · . - .26·28 38·" -
Less 10 per cent. for ~ · . - 8·28 6·18 55·51 - · . .. · . - 74·60 55·69 499·63 

Calories · . · . · . - 305·86 517·917 2,048,483 

Total calories, round numbers - - - 2,872 

(c) Non-vegetarian Iagi-eater's diet (Kana.rese). 

In grams. 

Quantity 

Protei= I in 0%8. I Car~ Fats. hydrates. 

Ragi (ldillet) .. .. .. 20 55·60 9·20 467·00 
Mutton .. .. .. · . 2 11·94 3·96 -
Ghee •• .. .. .. .. I - 23·10 -
Milk .. .. .. .. 6 5·64 6·12 8·16 
ButtenniJk · . .. .. . . m 8·50 1·40 13·60 
Fish .. · . .. .. i 2·75 0·08 -
Vegetable oil .. .. .. i - 14·00 -
Vegetables .. .. .. .. '" 2·80 0·16 32·60 
Dhal ., .. .. .. .. l 1·62 0'25 4·05 
Fruit.! .. · . · . .. 2 0·90, .0·06 4·52 
Jaggery .. .. · . · . i 0·04 - 12·50 

Totsl .. · . .. · . - 89·79 58·83 542·43 

Animal origin •. · . .. . - 26·83 34·86 -
Less 10 per cent. for waste .. - 8·97 5·83 54·24 

Balance .. .. · . - 80·82 52·50 483·19 

Calories .. .. . . - 831·4. 486'S 2,001·6 

Total calories. round Dumbers - - - 2,821 
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(4) Wheat ..... Ws diet (Punjabi agriculturist). 

In grams. 

~tity 

I 
moa. I Carbo-Proteins. Fa.ts. hydrates. 

Atta (whole wheat tlour) .. .. 20 78·00 10·80 407·00 
Dha! .. .. .. . . 1 6·50 0·99. 16·20 
Vegetables .. .. .. .. 10 3·10 0·80 5·40 
Sugar .. .. .. .. .. 2 0·16 - 50·00 
Curds . • .. .. .. .. 4 5·80 4·00 3'20 
Butter .. .. .. .. 2* - 51·10 -
Milk .. .. .. . - 20 18·80 20·40 21·20 
Buttermilk .. .. .. .. 40 34·00 5·80 54·40 

Total .. .. .. .. - 146·16 100·09 563'40 

Anima! origin .. .. .. - 58·40 87·70 -
Less 10 per cent. waste .. - 14·61 10·00 56·34 

BaIa.nce .. .. .. - .131-55 90·09 506·06 

Calories .. .. .. - 539·4 631·8 2.074,8 

Total calories, round numbers - - - 3.452 

(0) Maharatto. diet (Mixed grains. etc.)_ 

" 
In grams. 

Q,uantity 

PrOteins.! Ih~. - mezs. 
Fats. 

Rice .. .. .. .. 10 . 23-00 0·85 223-00 
Wheat . - .. .. .. 6 23·40 3-24 122·10 
Dha! ._ .. .. , - .. 2 13·00 1·98 32·40 
Cambu .. . . .. .. " 14·56 5·52 11·80 
Vege.tables .. .. .. .. 6 4·20 0·24 48·90 
Sugar. _ .. .. .. .. 1. - - 26·89 
Vegetable oil .. .. .. 1 - 28·00 -
Mutton .. .. .. .. 2 IH14 3·98 -
Curds .• .. -. .. 4 5-80 4-00 3·20 
Buttermilk . 20 17·00 2·80 21'20 .. .. .. .. 
Milk .. .. .. .. 6 5·64 6-12 8·16 
Ghee •. .. .. .. .. I - 23·10 -

Total. .. .. .. .. - 118·34 19·81 569·45 

Anima! origin .. .. .. - 40·18 39·98 -
Less 10 per cent_ for waste .. - 11-63 7·98 56-94 

Balance .. .. .. - 106·51 11·63 512·51 

calories 
. - 436·1 668·0 2.101 . . .. .. 

Total calories. round numbers - - - 3.206 
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(f) Bengali diet. 

In grams. 

Q1umtity 

PIoteiDs.j lD 0%8. I Cax~ Fats. hydzates. 

Polished rice · . · . .. 10 17·90 1·30 260·90 
Atta . . · . .. .. S 23·40 3·24 122·10 
Dhal •• .. · . · . · . i 3·25 0·60 8·10 
Veg_bl .... · . · . · . 2·80 0·16 32·60 
Vegetable oil .. .. · . 1 - 28·00 -
SUg ...... . . · . .. .. 1 - - 28·30 
Fish .. · . .. .. 4 22·00 4·60 -
Meat ~: .. .. .. .. 2 14·40 1·60 -
Eggs .. .. · . .. 2" 7·58 . 5·94 -
Milk .. . .. .. .. .. 16 15·04 16·32 21·76 
Butter or ghee .. .. .. 1 - 23·10 -

Total .. · . .. .. - 106·37 94·66 473·76 

Animal origin .. .. .. - 59·02 51·46 -
Less 10 per cent. for waste .. - 10·63 8·46 47·37 

Balance .. .. .. - 95·74 76·20 426·39 

Calories .. .. .. - 393 709 1.746 

Total calories, round numbers - - - 2.850 

29.-Disca.s __ (i) Mal"vlrifion lIS a: cau..Y' oj diseast.-Malnutrition is the most 
potent of all ~producing agencies in India; the most potent of all agencies 
unpairing the physical efficiency of Indian workers. It has been said, in evidence 
before this Commission. that malaria holds pride of place as India's greatest foe. and 
80 far as:figures are concerned they are impressive enough, both. as regards its incidence 
and power to kill. But I venture to think that ofte major reason why malaria. has 
gained such a strangle-hold on this country b because of the malnourished QOD.d.iboD. 
of the multitudes it affiicts. A census of the malaria-stricken with respect to their 
standard of living would. I feel sure, provide much instructive infurmation: such 
records. in this regard, as do exist point to the important influence of malnutrition 
in fostering malaria. And if we consider another endemie disease, kala4Ar, which 
is so prevalent in certain parts of India. do we not also find that it reaches its greatest 
pitch of prevalence aftm- periods of famine or following in the wake of some debili
tatins pandemic I Leprosy. also, is found to increase in prevalence from the north to 
the south of India. in a IDlLImer very 5aggestive of .. relationship to tho increasing 
incidence- of malnutrition. A precise study of the- "relationship of malnutrition to 
endemic disease is this country is much needed. 

There ..... two aspects of malnutrition :-(tll The insufficient consumption of 
food. and (b) the efiecta of consuming food whlch though suJlicient in quantity is 
lacking in quality. It is with regard to the second that I am chiefly concemed. 
The effects of malnutrition may he considered under two beadings: gener.U effects 
and specilic effects. 

(il) G ..... al effect. ~f -..vtrilitm.-The general effects include poverty of the 
blood; it is low in nitrogenous constituents and total solids. deficient in haem.oglob~ 
and is in ~uence a poor supplier to the tissues of those nutriments-including 
oxygen-on which health and strength depend. Pulmonary function is djminished ; 
the heart's actiolllacks vigour: the circulation is poor, and the blood-pressure low. 
The body-weight is reduced and the musculature poorly developed. The body is 
indifienmtly built, always in need of repair, and wean out rapidly. The malnourished 
individual has a low capacity for sustained mU9Clllar effort and his vitality is low. 
His expectation of lifeis short and he falls areadyvicti.m to disease. Maladies of the 
... ute inflammatory kind, sueb as diseases of the lungs, intestines and meninges of the 
brain cause great havoc anlOIlg$t the malnourished. Thus in the Presidency Hospita1~ 
Calcutta. Major (now Sir Leonard) Rogers foand the ratio of deaths from acute 
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inflammatory diseases of the lungs amongst Hindus~ Mohammedans and Europeans to 
be as 74·6 ,19·4: 3·4; that from acute meningitis to be as 75 : 17·5: 5. NOIl
meat eating Hindus in Bengal suBer more from kidney disease. from gall-stones 
and from cirrhosis of the liver than the better nourished Mohammedan or European. 

It is not only in physical but in mental attributes that ill-nourished individuals 
com~ so unfavourably with the wen-fed. Perhaps thriftlessness and inertia 
d~guish them most. Their attitude to life is that of the ancient Hindu proverb ~ 
.. It is better to sit than stand. to lie than sit. and to sleep than lie; but death is best 
of all." But here it mUst be added that provided they are not too far advanced in 
years and their malnourished state has not induced disease beyond repair their 
response to good food is rapid. How to provide nutritious food for India". mal
nourished millions is without doubt the paramount problem in India to-day. 

(iii) Sf>ecift< eff- of mal_"".-Research during the past twenty yea .. bas 
brought to light a new cause of disease: -deficiency in the food of certa.in substances 
on which normal metabolic processes have been. found. to depend.. Of these sub
stances the most OOIISpicuous, because they ha."" 80 far. been most studied • ..., the 
vitamins; but it is to be emphasized that they are by no means the only substa.nces 
whose -deficiency causes diseases of specific kinds# Deficiency of mineral salts may 
also do so. If, therefore. I choose vitamin-de5cleney in illustration of the production 
of .. deficiency diseases n it is -not to say that an. equally impressive tale could not 
be told were I to- choose· deDcleney of mineral elements for illustrative purposes. 
Food deficiencies cause disease iD one or other of two ways :-(a) By. reason of the 
effects of specifu: deDciencies on various organs and tissues of the body. and (b) by 
admitting of the operatiOll of some pathogenic _to bacterial or protoooal . 

. (iv) Deficiency dismus.-A .. , deficiency disea:se" is one due to the insufficient 
aupply in the food of some ...... tial ~t or ingredients. In India deficiency 
diseases of almost every kind abound: keratomalacia, night~bJindnf!S9. scurvy, 
.beri-beri .. gastm-intestinal diseases lung diseases, anaemia~ stone in the bladder. 
osteomalacia. rickets~ and many other forms of ~~heal~ to which it is difficult to 
attach a diagnostic l&beI.. Thus eye diseases. due to deficieDcy of vitamin A. cause 
a vast amount of su1fering. often culminating in blindness. Let me explain how 
this is brought about. The conjunctiva. and the nearby glands of the eye produce 
secretio~tea.rs. mucous-having an anti-baderia.l imluenee: an inBuenee exercised 
by virtue of their a>ecban;<al action (as of the tears) and of certain inhereut '!.ualities 
unfavourable to bacterial growth. Now if there be not enough vitamin A in the food 
these secretions are not adequately produced. the tears, for example. dry up and the 
mucous secations 01 the conjunctiva fail. This is due to the cells which produce 
these protective secretions becoming horny or keratinized and thus losing their 
power of secretiOll. The eye is thereby robbed of the protection afforded by the 
secretmns bathing it. Then comes the mkrol»laden dust of India, from which the 
seed of disease is implanted in the non-resistant tissues of the orbit. Softening of 
the cornea occurs. infla.mma..tion is set up and the eye may be wholly or partially 
destroyed. All 01 this tragic sequence of events results trom the deficiency in the 
food of a factor I;'resent in butter. gbee. fish oil and other animal fats. but not present. 
at least in suffiCIent quantity • .in vegetable fats~ . 

The effects of deficiency of this vitamin are not limited to tho eye: they occur 
in all muooua membranes througbout the body-those lining the respiratory. the 
gastro-intestieal and the urinary tracts. Disease of these tracts is produced in much 
the same way as in the eye: the kind of disease depending I)D. the pathogenic micro-
organism that happens to be present in them. Bronchitis. pneumonia.broncho
pneumonia. and tuberculosis may arise. or their ooune be .fa.voured.. in this way; 
thus may acute intIammatory conditions develop in the intestines. and stone in tho 
urinary tract. Given .such an unprotected state of the gastro-intestinal. trac.t patho
genic agents find the soil made ready for their 'Ullrestricted growth. In my own 
laboratory dysentery bas been produced experimentally in this way in mookeys who 
happ""ed to harbour the causal agent 01 this disease. . 

The blood is another tissue which suffers in a similar way with the resultant 
production of severe anaemias. In brief, the mechanism of disease production as a 
result 01 vitamin A deficiency is a combioa:tion of deteriorative cllanges in the tissues 
and the unrestrained action of ~atho.ge:nic micro-orga.nisms. 

(v} Diuas"11# 10 tkji&i ... tty ./_ ..... B.-Disease of another order is caused by 
delicieney of vitamin B in the food. Of this vitamin there are two fractions, B, and 
Br; One function of the first is to maintain the effi.cieney of nerve and muscle 
throughout the body. Its insufficient aupply leads to impairment of Derveiunetioll; 
to thle there ;, added. in eertam part8 of India. the action of poisOlls produced either 
in the body itself or in deteriorated rice; the result is a d.iseaae called lwf...bm 
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which is wry prevalent in the east coast of this Presidency. But when there is " 
sufficient supply of this vitamin in the food tho nerves remain healthy and (eSistan.t 
to poisons causing beri-beri-Iike maladies. 

The COnsequences of an insufficient supply of vitamin Bt on the neuro-muscular 
mechanism of the bowel are evidenCed in a lowered capacity of this viscus to empty . 
itself -properly. and constipation. with all its attendant evils. results. 

Deficiency of the other fraction of vita.min B-vitamin B. as it is called-is 
evidenced chielly in the unhealthiness of the skin. causing a disease called Ptll4gra. 
This malady occurs in India though not so commonly as in certain other parts of the 
world. I do not doubt that many of the very prevalent skin diseases to be seen in 
India are fa'\>Oured in their development by denciency of this vitamin either alone 
or in combination with deficiency of other vitamins; for it is r.ue that only one of 
these £acton! is lacking in the diet. Mote often two or more of them are in default. 

(vi) Dis__ .... '" tk~ of vi/ami" C.-Deficiency of vitamin C causes 
SC14"'!Y; a condition very common throughout India. amongst those who do not 
include enough green vegetables in their food. -The wag~r in India. who is 

. .not himself a cultivator. finds it very difficult to secure. at a:reasonable cost. a suffi
ciency of fresh vegetable food; consequently if he does not actually suffer from acute 
scurvy he very often suf[ers from a suf>..acute. form of it. 

• (vii) DisHSe due '" tk~ oj _i" D.-Deficiency of vitamin D is not .. 
serious menace to the Indian worker whose body is exposed. daily to the sua's rays. 
But. as previously mentioned. it may be a very serious menace to his wife and 
children if the Purdah system is observed in his family. Lack of this factor causes 
rickets in children and ~ or softening of the bones, in the more mature. 
The latter is a source of an immense amount of suffering amongst Purdah women 
during child-birth. and is one of the chief reasons why a system pess ring SO little 
to commend it should be abandoned by au enlightened India. VItamin D occurs in 
milk. butter. ghee and especially in cod-liver oil. 

(viii) Yita"''' E tk~.-Delicieo.cy of vitamin E needs no further comment. 
In addition tD the named diseases which are caused by food deficiencies there is an 

infinite variety of states of impaired health~ owing their origin to the same cause, 
but to which no diagnostic label ean be attached. Th~ no less than the named 
diseases. are responsible for: a vast amount of discomfort and physical inefficiency. 
I do not doubt that if malnutrition were effectively combated amongst the Indian. 
people the genenJ health would be improved by at least 80 per cent.. and the death
rate reduced enormously. which much-tQ..be desired result would m.ake still mOIl!; 
apparent the need for eugenic regulation of the population-&. matter which is. 
however. outside the scope of the present memorandum. 

(ix) Need for .......mm of ....... "cA ... Nutrili .... -Before leaving this subject it is 
necessary to emphasize anew. as I did in my evidence before the Royal CoJlllIlissiOll 
on Agriculture. the urgent need for the eXtension of research- on nutrition. not only on 
the part of the Central Government but of every Provincial Government. The 
problems involved in this study are of enormous economic, agricultural and hygienic 
importance; and at the present time India. is ill-equipped to deal with them. Every 
Province bas its own particular problems deiermined by climatic. racial. agricultural 
atJd other considerations; and every Province should have its own. Institute for 
Nutrition to deal with them. Such problems are: the survey of food resources and. 
the means of improving them; the culture of the most nutritious foods oompatible 
with climate. soil and irrigation conditions; the chemical composition of available 
foods: the food-value of materials as determined by biologieal assay; the fixation 
of food·standards suited to residents in the province and to various classes of labour ; 
the discovery of vegetable foods which may in some measure act as substitu~ for 
the expensive protein and fat-bearing foods of animal origin; the more extensive 
study of malntrbitional diseases; the education,of the medical profession and the 
public: and the training of young Indian scientists for research on nutrition. These 
and much else dema.nd the exercise 01 urgent effort, an effort which will yield a. rich 
reward in the increased well-being of the population and ill the increased output by 
them of agricultural and other produce. 

At the present time. both in this and other countries. theI!l is a tendency to regard 
the science of nutrition as metely the handma.i.d of medicine. In a limited sense it is. 
But it is much more. Life is a chemical function and nutrition ensures its proper 
exercise. The function of medicine is to maintain mankind in healthful existence. 
Nutrition must~ therefore,. be rega.rded as the very foundation of medical science. 
and the science of nutrition be accorded its deserved place as an instrument of the 
highest wine to humanity: .. The future 90ciaI organization will be the product of 
the land, the population. the development of the arts and sciences and the staudaId 
of living .. (~ ..... Taylor).· . 
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Foo4 aaually .- by """,in .... k.,. •. - The fono.<mg are examples of dietaries 
actually eateu by various classes of workers :-

1. A Jat Sikh family-Punja.bi agriculturist. 
Family consists of father. mother and 4 cbildren-S boys aged between 5 and 10. 

and ODe girl a.ged 31 years. 
Daily food consumption by family , 

Whole wheat IIour (atta) •• 112 ouuces 
Pulses (Dhal) 15 
Jaggery (ourefined sugar) 6·7 
Pumpkin •. 16 
Curds 16 

.. .. 
Ghee and butter • 12 .. 
Milk 48 
Salt 1·2 _., 
Condiments 4 
~~~ 1 

This diet yields for the adult male: 120 grarus of proteiD. ,70 grarus 01 fat and 
560 grams of carbohydrate: giving a fuel value of 3.440 calories. The amount of 
animal proteins forms. however. only about one-seventh of the total proteiD ingested 
and in this respect the diet is faulty. otherwise it is excellent. 

2. A Jat Sikh lamily-Punjabi agriculturist. 
Family consists of 4 men and boys over 14. 2 wcmeu. 2 boys aged between 6 and 

12. and one baby girl of 2 yeam old. 
Daily food consnmad by family :-

Whole wheat !lour (atta) • • 200 ounces 
Pulses (Dhal) 16 
Jaggery (unrefined sugar) 9·9 
Pumpkin •• 16 

.. 
Curdled milk 18·7 
Butter and ghee 16 
Milk 64 
'Salt 1·3 .. 
Condiments 0·6 .. 

This diet is of much the same value as the preceding one; and e%Cept that the 
animal proteiD is disproportionately low it is otherwise welI·hala.nced and provides 
a suflicieney of calories for the hardworked adults. 

3. An AraiD family-market gardeners. mostiy occupancy tenants and cultivate 
small plots. . 

Family consists of "men and boys over 12. 3 women and 2 girls over 12-
Daily food consumption by family: 

Whole wheat IIour (alta) •• 
Pulses (DhaI) 
Green gram 
Curdled milk 
Ghee and butter 
Milk 
Salt 
Condiments 
~ 

]91-8 ounces 
10·6 
5·3 
4·6 
8·0 

46·0 
H~ 
().l 
1·3 

This diet is low in animal protein but is otherwise well..bWLnced and of good 
calorie-value. 

4. Family of Julahas (Weavers)-Punjah. 
Family consists of one man. one woman. one son of 11. two daughters of 4 and 6. 

and one baby, 
Daily food consumption by family : 

Whole wbeat !lour (atta) 128·0 0UDCe9 
Pulses (DhaI) 9·1 
Radishes • . 11· 5 
Gram 5·) 
Putatoes •• 9,) 
Green vegetables .. 2· S 
Ghee 8·8 
Salt. condiments. etc. 2·5 

This diet is wholly l~ in animal proteiD otherwise it is well· ... l·noed and of 
fair calorie-va1u~ . 
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S. Farmhand (Madras). 

Daily food conSumption ,-

Home-pounded rice .. ... 24 65·2 2·04 535·2 
Dha! . . .. .. .. 1·10 0·65 0·1 1·6 
Fish .. .. .. .. 1·4 1·38 0·3 -
Mutton .. .. .. .. 1·8 0'75 0·25 -
Buttermilk .. . . · . .. 2·5 0·$4 0·05 -

Calorie-value = 2.222. 

This diet is low in protein of which the major part is rice-protein: it is vezy low 
in fats and disproportionately rich in carbohydrates. It is deficient in vitamins ~ 
B aDd C. The man suffered from /Jni..I;eri. 

6. Policeman (Madras). 

Daily food consumption :-

Q,uantity I Prot.' In QZS. InS. I 
Fa.ts. I Carbo-hydIates. 

Polisbed rice .. .. .. 28 50'1 3·6 730·5 
Dha! .. .. .. .. 2·7 1·9 0'3 4·6 
Vegetables .. .. · . .. 4·7 0'4 - 4·7 
Fish .. .. '" .. 2·7 1·6 0·3 -
Mutton .. .. .. .. 2·7 1·7 0·6 . -

Calorie-value = 2.975. 

This diet is low in :protein of which the major part is rice protein; it is very low 
in fats. and disproportionately rich in carbohydrates. It is deficient in vitamins ~ 
B and C. The man suffered from bm-beri, 

7. Coolie (Madras). 

DaiI: food consumption :-

I ~:~ I Proteins. I Fats. I h~~. 
Polished rice .. .. .. SO 53·7 3·9. 782·7 
Dbal •• .. .. .. . . 1·5 1·3 0·2 3·2 
Vegetables .. .. .. .. 2·5 0·3 - 3·3 
Fish .. .. · . .. 2 11·0 2·3 -
Muttoo .. .. .. .. 2·5 2·4 0·8 -

Calorie-value .... 3.226. 

This diet is low in protein of which about one-lifth is of animal origin. it is very 
low in fats; aDd it is de6cieot in vitamins A. B and C. The man sullered from 
bffl·bffl. 
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" 8. Carpenter (Indian Christian). 

Daily food consumption :-

I Q~!:y I Proteins. I Fats. I Carbo-
hydrates. 

Unpolished rice .. .. · . 18 33'1 3·9 470 
Dbal .. . . .. .. · . 1 6·5 1·0 15·2 
Vegetable oil .. .. · . I - 28·0 -
Vegetables .. . . .. . . 2 hI 0-1 16-3 
Cocoanut _. -- .. -. I 1-6 14-3 7·9 
Jaggery (sugar) .. -- _. 2-5 0·2 - 52'5 
Milk .. . - .- -- .- 3 2·8 3-1 4·1 
Fish _. -- .. .. I 5-5 1·2 -
Mutton" _. .. -- .. 2 11·9 3·9 -
Ghee .. .. .. .. .. i - 11·6 -

Calone·value = 2.923. 

The total proteins in this diet is on the low side~ but is well proportioned. Oil&
third being from animal sources; the total fats is su:1iicient, but the amount of animal 
fats is on the low side; in ~ respects it is weU-baJanced and contains a sufficiency 
of all vitamins. The man is of medium stature* does a hard day's work and is in 
good health, thnugh not a perfect specimen of manhood. 

9. Tea-coolie (Nilgiris). 
Daily food consumption :-

I ~:!~ I ~ins.·1 Fats_ 

PoUshedriee -- · - oo 8 14-3 1·0 
Rag; (millet) oo oo oo 12 33'4 5-5 Dhal __ 

oo oo oo oo 1 6·5 1-0 
Onions oo .. .. oo I 0·2 -
Vegetables .. , .. .. .. 1 0-7 -
Vegetables oil .. .. oo i - 14·0 
Mutton .. · . -. t 3·0 1·0 

Calorie-value t:= 2.303. 

I Carbo
hydrates. 

208·7 
280·2 
16-2 
1·5 
8-2 
-
-

This diet is low in protein of which animal protein forms but a small proportion. 
It is low in fats. Its calorie-value is low for a coolie doing a hard day's work. It is 
deficient in vitamin A and C. The man is of poor physique. 

10. Mechanic (NiIgiris). 
Daily food consumption !-

I ~~:~ ! proteins·l Fats. ! Carbo· hydrates. 

Unpolished rice oo oo .. 14-5 33'4 1'2 323-4 
Polished rlce .. .. .. 1-5 2-7 0-2 39·1 
Dba! •• .. .. oo .. 2·0 13-0 2-0 32-4 
Gram oo oo oo ... 1·0 5'7 1·3 15·3 
Vegetable oil oo oo .. \·5 - "42·0 -
Yegetables ... oo oo · . 6·0 4·2 0·2 48·9 
Jaggery (sugar) .. oo · . 2·5 - - 67·2 
Cocoanul:" .. oo .. .. 1·0 1·6 14·3 7·9 
Ghee •• oo .. oo .. 0·5 - U·g -
Mutton . " oo .. oo 8·0 5·9 5·9 -
Eggs oo oo oo .. · . 0·5 \·9 1·5 -
Millo " oo oo · . oo 6·0 U·6 6·1 8·2 

- . Calorie--value == 8,060. 

The total proteins in the diet are sufficient: one-fourth are of animal origin which 
it on the low side; the fats are sufficient but the animal fats are on the low side: 
otherwise the diet is well-balanced, rich in vitamins and gives a sufficient yield of 
calories for a moderatel:y hard ~a..y'. work. The man iJ of small stature. active and 
hard-working. 
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11. x.n_ Coolie (Nilgiris). 
Daily food consumption :-

I ~: I ProteWs·1 Fats. I h;:"~. 
Rag; (millet) .. .. .. 17·0 47·3 7·8 396 
Unpolished rice .. .. .. ·lI·O 25·3 0·9 245 
Vegetable oil .. .. .. 0-25 - 7·0 -
Vegetables .. .. .. 2·5 . 1·8 1·0 20 
Jaggery (sugar) .. .. .. 0·5 - - 12 
Onions . .. .. .. .. 3·0 1·1 - 9 
Mutton .. .. .. .. 1·5 .8'·9 3·0 -

Calorie-value = 3.000. 

The total protein in this diet is sufficient. but the proportion of animal to vegetable 
protein is too low: the total fats is much too low, the animal fats being very low. 
The -caloric-value is sufficient for a moderate day's work. It is deficient in vitamin A. 

V.-Welfare. 
34. N_. of Welf ... A_il1es.-(i) P>ovisi<m of re.fr8sA.....u..-It is doubtful 

whether the average Indian workeT. if he possessed the. means to provide himself 
with a diet which would satisfy his physiological needs. wonld actually spend his 
money on suitable food.. The suggestion is. therefore. put forward that where 
poss1Dle workers should be provided daily--as part of their eamings-with a. properly 
eonstituted meal or that they receive part payment in kind in the form of food~ 
materials. . 

I ventnre to think that the trouble involved in so doing would be amply repaid 
in increased output of work. 

XIIL-lnd_ Efllciene¥ of Worken.. 
115. Etfect on production 01-
(viii) Dkwy.-It bas been shown that the physica1 efficiency of the Indian worker 

is above all else a matter of the constitution of his food. Output of work is in direct 
relation to physical efficiency. This is well exemplified by difierent Indian :races 
whose efficiency. as has been shown. varies with their dietaries. The Thibetan 
Bhutia. for instance~ whose dietary often yields 6,000 calories and has &. protein 
content of from 150 to 200 grams per day, is capablf'! of almost tireless, hard la.bour. 
His, or her~ feats in the carrying of heavy loads in mountainous country are common 
knowledge: it is said that a young Bhutia woman of 18 years of age can carry. for 
long distances and up hilly tracts. a load of 200 Ibs. Other Hill Bhutias exhibit a 
similar capacity for endurance and hard work depending largely. as McCay has so 
clearly demonstrated, on the leve1 of protein meta~olism to which their food enables 
them to attain. The Punjabi agric1Uturist who oonsumes. on the avemge. about 
130 to 150 gmmsof protein a day is. at his best. another striking example of capacity 
for untiring labour. A twelve-hcQr~ay is. I am assured, no unusual thing for him. 
These are sufficient examples of Indian races who have attained~ by virtue of their 
food. and racial characters. to a high level of physical efficiency. 

But the capacity of the ill-fed Indian for hard work is very low. The foUowing 
Table-taken from Colonel McCay's book and modified from the Report on Factory 
Labour in India.-briugs out clearly the relative productive capacity of the better
fed. English worker and the poorly-fed Indian worker :-

Operatives per 1.000 spindles •• 
Operatives per 1.000 looms • • •• 
Annual outturD of yarn per operative 
Weekly outtum of cloth per operative 
Working hours per week 
Working heurs per year 

England. India. 

4·2 
43 

7.7361bs. 
767yds. 
SSt 

2.715 

28 
125 

4.000100. 
24!lyds. 

SO 
4.120 

U Indian labour ~ lacking in continuous application. punctuality. energy-and regu .. 
larity. Men have to be employed in.lndia for work that women will do in England. 
The Indian workers have little skillor educatiQn~ and consequently make mu'Ch waste; 
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their sense of discipline is i.mperleet; their attendance irregular: and they take 
long intervals for rest. smoking. etc. n (commercial Supplement of the Times) {from 
McCay's book}. This statement. in so far as it is true, would seem to be applicable 
only to ill-nourished and not to well-nourished labour . 

.. The coal mines of Europe and Bengal are perhaps the best comparative test of 
the capabilities of the two classes ofworkeB (Europeans and Bengalis). The conditions 
are all in favour of the Bengali; he cuts coal from thick seams : the mines are at no 
great depth. and a large proportion are worked with inclines. no shafts beingnecesM.ry. 
The following figures give some idea of the output per man (wen-fed European and 
ill-fed Bengali) yearly :-

America •• 
Englaod 
Gennany 
Bengal •• 

... 
589 tons {simple mining). 
300 tons 
243 tons 
80 tons 

The physical conditions are all in favour of the Bengali. and the result is an 
outtlm! barely 27 per """t. that of the European .. (McCay). 

These examples will serve to indicate that the output of work by the Ib.nman. 
machine is closely related to the quality of the food. with which it is provided. 

a A~ from any question of humanity the 'proper care of the working classes 
would. 1D the long run, be a paying proposition ~ {Speech by H.E. the Governor of 
Bombay. 13th December. 1926). In this II proper care U no single factor is of such 
importance as good nutritio~ food. 

J 
MESSRS. T. STANES II; CO.. LTD ••. COIMBATORE. 

We are members of the Bombay"Mill-owners Association and since last writing to 
you we have received a copy of their memorandum submitted to your Commission 
(Bombay witness. No. 41) and with the exception of details applicable to local 
conditions, we are in weem.ent with the general statements embodied in that 
memorandum, as they apply to aU cotton mills in India. 

We have aIreadysubmitted toyou a brief statement· of local conditions of labour 
and take this further opportunity of referring to the SUbject of absenteeism. which we 
consider to be a point on which great improvement can be efiected by the education 
of labour along right lines. 

Under the sUbject of recruitment enquiry is made regarding labour turnover. with 
the subject of absenteeism, its exteqt~ character, and causes, and the time and wages 
lost; these points have recently received our special attention and we find that the 
percentage of absentees during the months May to September. 1929z represent 9-28 
per cent. of the total strength of the mill, while the average amount of wages lost 
by the workpeople in consequence of this absenteeism represents 10·2 per cent. 
of the wages earned during the period. 

It is di.fficult to state exactIy-the causes forthis absenteeism but we attribute it to 
principally three causes :-(1) General s1aekeess: (2) Festivals: (3) Family Claims. 

(1) Slackn4S$.-Frequently the largest number of absentees takes place after 
pay day. and we presume. after receiving their wages~ many coolies do not see.urgent 
necessity for work: it is possible they absent themselves also through intemperance. 

(2) Festivals.-Very frequently absenteeism Is due to 19cal andgeneml festivals ; 
it is the custom. to allow holidays for well-known public festivals, but frequent 
absence from work is due to local festivals. . " . 

(3) F"",Yy clai ..... -Aheentees under this heading are principally noticed during 
the marriage season~ when the monthly percentage is high& 

The figures we have given above emphasize the loss to labour through absenteeism. 
but it also results in loss in productiou in the mills and in ronsequeuce handicaps 
local producers. According to a very careful estimate. the loss in ])I"Oduction in this 
company's mills during the five mOllthsin question is 185.850 Ills. o(yam representing 
value of Rs. 182.418-.2 annas. 

We bring forward these points to emphasize the necessity of educating Indian 
la.bour to realize that the remedy for their own betterment is principally in their ()W]l 

hands. 
We believe it is ,eneraUy agreed that the comparative efficiency of Indian and 

Lancashire worlters 19 about ~. three to one'" but we believe that there is a slight 
improvement in the efficiency of Indian workers noticeable during recent years. and 

• Not printed. 
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if this were continued with a diminution of absenteeism., the Indian workers woUld 
greatly increase their wage earning capacity and at the same time put Indian mills . 
in a better position to compete with foreign trade. 

With reference to the subject of trade combinations we have to state that no 
organized trade union is at present in existence in this place; there was a trade union 
in existence90me yea:rs ago, which however came to an end owingtotheunsatisfactory 
mis!umdling by outsiders who had no real interest in the welfare of the workpeople. 
Proposals have recently been made for the resuscitation of the trade union which 
we have agreed to recognize provided It is representative of the workpeople. 

/ THE LABOUR UNION, COIIIfBATORE. 

This Royal Conunjssion does not come in a day earlier thaD needful. The terms 
are fairly wide and presided over by an experienced labourite like Mr. Whitley and 
supported by persons of long experience with labour conditions in India and Britain~ 
it is hoped that real good will result both to employ..". aDd employees. 

The problem of labour in this country is mainly economic and political. Labour 
is a neglected field amongst Indian politicians. Labour problems are occasionally 
taken up for the purpose of sec;uring support for non-labour activities and taken for 
other considerations than that of the improvement of labour itself. British rule is 
itself highly capitalistic. and being a foreign one has allied itself with capitalists-
Indian and foreign, and with the landlord classes. Whenever i.nstalments of reform 
are given there has been special representation in local and legislative bodies for the 
landed gentry. the Chambers of Commerce. Trade Associations~ Plantations. etc.,. 
and though claims have been made for special and direct representation of labour 
they have always been overlooked. 

In fixing of the franchise, payment of income tax, profes:.ion tax and IaDd revenue 
have been the basis. The great mass of agricultural labourers~ who form the bulk 
of the population in this oountry, go absolutely unrepresented. The industrial workers 
who mainly contribute to the production and distribution of wealth ha.ve no voice 
in the municipal. local or provincial bodies. Their comfort. their health, their con
ditions of WOI'k~ housing. education and other important needs of theiIs, are never 
seriously dealt with. Petty grievances of capitalist and landlord classes loom large; 
while the vital needs of large masses of labour people are neglected. 

The neglect of labour is patent even in the Report of the Central Committee 
presided over by Sir Sankaran Nair. Compare the representation suggested for 
trade. commerce. landlords and other interests and that provided for labour, both in 
number and method of selection. Abput SO per cent. of population in towns and 90 
-per cent. in the urban areas~ are left uncared for. . 

The cry of elementary education is nised not so much for the improvement really 
of the labouring classes but for securing popular support for political agitation. 
Unless adult franchise is introduced. right from village panchayats, up to the 
Imperial Assemblies. DO progress, or even security of the minimum conditions of a 
citizen's life is possible in this country. Some will say that the labouring classes are 
ignorant and that they should not be entrusted with the vore. They may be illiterate, 
but as a class they are intelligent. honest. God-fearing and possess natural -capacity 
lor good citizenship. They have .. better sense of public welfare, and are less selJish 
in their outlook,. and if only entrusted with political power. they will be able to solve 
their problems. and those of the country more quickly and eftectively than when 
political power rests mainly. in the hands of the monied and landlord classes. The 
future of India. is not in the communities. classes or interests-religion, or property. 
but in the hands of Indian labour which knows no distinction based on religion. caste~ 
creed, colour, opinion or other grounds.. 

As regards the economic condition-the labourers in this country occupy a low 
position. Though legal slavery has been abolished there is real slavery amongst 
the lower ranks of labourers. 

The agricultural labourers are alwaYS indebted to the landlords of the village. 
Their houses which are poor huts mainly are usually not .theirs and half-hearted 
attempts for securing bouse sites in the Presidency in districts like Tanjore. Malabar 
etc., touch only the fringe of the problem-this is done by the Labour Department 
whose objectives and methods of 'Work leave much to be desired. In the plantation 
areas like the AnamaUais and Nilgiris the .,..hole outlook is the estate it,self. They 
hllYe no local interests. no houses. no property and they are in a state of semi-slavery. 

The agricultural labourers do. not get any medical attention. The sanitation of the 
ftegregated quarters in which many of them live is deplomble--&ickness. old-age are 
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not provided for. For birth of their children. for marriage. and other necessary 
ceremonies. they borrow from their landlords at extortionate rates of interest Tbey 
work for the repayment of the debts all through their life. They die indebted and 
lose both this worldand next (for-thelndia.n ideais that a debtor never goes to beaven). 
If monthly paid-their wag .. are paid in kind-the stuff is poor-there is both false 
measurement, and 10as in weight. The CJ.uality of grain they get is nearer the cbaiI. 
The village ohopman adds to the exploiting of the labourers. He charges dearer 
than he does for the landlord or money lender. and on rough calculations the 
labourer geta only 60 per cent. of what he ought to get from ohopmen. All this is DOt 
limited to agriculturallabOurero. but _ends to urhan labourers also. The urhan 
labourers are always indebted. The rate of interest runs from 7S to 100 per cent. 
in towns. Where labour is working in factories~ either their ma.istries or kabulies or 
oth~ usuren swarm round and suck up a goodly portion of the wages. a. five rupees 
borrowed is six times paid over in the course of the year and yet the principal remains 
unpaid. . 

The labOurers are subjected to another prey-that is the tavern keeper. The 
Indian labourer in the past. excepta minority belonging to th.lowest cast'"', always 
abstained from intoxicating liquor. hut thanks to the excise policies of the State. the 
activities of the lan410rd and the advertisement of the OWDel' of beer and &aa.ek 
factories. to enlarge their scope and profits actively supported by a Govemnient 
which is increasing its expenditure~ raising the salaries of their ofiiciafs. and depending 
for more than 40 per cent. of their revenues on the proceeds of drink. This problem 
is assuming grave proportions. The drink revenue is mainJy contributed by labouring 
classes. In the Madras Presidency the drink revenue is next not only to the land 
revenue, the main basis <?f taxes in this province. 

So before the lot of the labourer is i:m.proved~ in the minor details 01 recruitment
organization. welfare, housing, hours of work, etc., these three problems :-(1) 
the e.nsIavement by the usurers: (2) the exploitation by the petty shopkeeper, and 
(3) the plunder by the drink revenue. must be faced honestly. ~ortheDrstand second 
the remedy lies in a sincere policy to create a large number of ~perative banks and 
stores. so that the indebtedness and the e>.ploitation by the shopkeeper may cease. 
Nine per cent. inten!st and 10 per cent. profit 011 goods will not be grudged-the 
reform in this line should not merely be on paper but in practice. The Government 
is afraid of facing this, and co-operative banks and stores e%li on applic&tion by 
IabOurera does not ¥!p them. 

M regards the drink, and the toll by it "pon labour, its health, its domesti<: life, 
its efficiency. prohibition must be resorted to. and though it cannot be carried out in a 
day there must be quick, gradual diminution and final·extinction of this source of 
drain. . 

Unl ... the Government takes the lead and works out these three remedies. of 
co~perative banki:ng. co-operative stores. and prohibition, any amount of legislation 
regarding conditions will be of no avail. (D I am examjned orally-we are prepare4 
to substantiate the above so as to convince the C<pnmission). 

Now goin, to the terms of reference. it is unfortunate that only conditions of 
l&bourers in mdustrial undertakings. and plantations in British India. should be 
enquired into. The cooditions of agricultural labour which is greater in volume, 
worse in its poo\tion ...... cared for. by Government or politicians, should ha .... been 
included, and in writing the memorandum, we have as a ba.ckground the large mass 
of agricultuIallaboureili. 

Taking uP' the subjects as per printed form. our views are as follows: we also 
adopt the memorandum submitted by the Madras Labour UDio&·and by the Bombay 
Textile Union in geneml points :-

L-BocruibnaaL 
I. Industrial labOur usually migrates from villages to the town. Bad agricultural 

seasons, desire to escape the money lender. social ex-communication. oppression by 
the landlord class ... contribute to the migration except in ofd cities like Pondicherry, 
Madras and Madura. where you have a perman_ woridng population. 

2. As in this Presidency, the main volume of urhan labour !lows from their 
villages. there is constant contact by means of visit of relatives or going bad< to the 
villages for ma.rriageB. ceremonies or other festivities. These visits are the only 
check upon the undermining of the health of the urhan Iabo"""" and oller their 
only rec~!:ion. In opite of all difficulti .... the labourers in the oountry parts live 
under sunshine 8lld au. are Jess supervised in the work-there is less monotony in 
their occupa.tion~ and atta~ent to mother earth. en.sUI'CIIS certain amount of good 
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health. denied to the labourers working in factories under closed doors. exactitlg 
supervision, and engaged in monotonous work practiea.lly the whole of the day and 
sometimes at night. 

S. There is no scientific method of recruitment, failure of seasons brings a rush 
from villages. They get through the maistry or job-clerks-usually pa.ying them a 
bribo-theyare taken in ha.phazardz and they are discharged when their services are 
not required. There is a system known as the compulsory leave system in many 
factories like the cordite factory. Aruvangadu. the extinct engineering shops of the 
Southern IndJaD. nulway, Trichinopoly, where there is ala.rge mass of trained labour 
kept waiting and the needs of the factory determine the employment. When the 
factory needs a oert:a.iD. supply is utilised. The others are expected to wait on the 
offchance of getting work, they get wag .. only for the days they work and enjoy 
what is known as compulsory leave. 

The position of the domestiG labourers, garden servants, cooks. butlers and others 
who work in houses of families. is much better with regard to,wages. leisure~ treatment .. 
healthy surroundings. leave. pay, ~dence and clothing. 

8. (ill) As regards absenteeism in factory (thet-e is a certain amount of avoidable 
absenteeism) it is due to the labourer visiting his relations for a.ll sorts of reasons
his excessive hours of work-the effect of the employment upon his health-the 
worse than jail-like conditions under which he works and long homs of work compel 
him to take more holidays than one wou1d wish, and they desire to relieve themselves 
from the oppressing condition of work by being absent. 

Svgt:ediotJ r~ ,.~.-1t is easy to devise some recognised employment 
bureaus with beadquarters in the district with subordinate agencies in: each Taluk 
to look after the recruitment. Prevention 01 bribe by job masteIS and maistries, 
oontact between these bureaus and the factories is essential could easily be established. 

IL~ 0rganizaIi0ll. 

Industrial undertakings are either under Indian or European or mixed manage
ment--in many cases there are managing agents who get a rommission on the turn-out 
irrespective of profits. The touch between the bosses and the labourers is slender. 
They are thrown to the tender mercies of the cleTks~ overseers, maistries or under6 

foremen. The so-called jobbers. what we call in this part of the country, maistries 
are as a class quite a bad lot .• There must be in every factory, some organization. 
by which the labourers and the supervising staff and directorate are kept in touch. 
There are few contractors of labourers utilized in industrial undertakings. A good 
labour union utilized by the employers is a necessity. 

UL-ROIIIing. 
This problem is a neglected one. In Coimbatore where tllens are a Dumber of 

spinning and weaving mills there is no provision in any of these to accommodate 
the worker. The clerks and mana.gers. who are well able to look after themselves. 
are given dwellin~ quarters. . 

Slum life in cities like Coimbatore~ Madura. Madras. are mainly contributed by 
the labourers. This hits liard and a1fects the health of the la.bourers who live away 
from their villages. Legislation must be introduced for purposes of co-operative 
housing. both employers and Government must contribute. . 

IV~RealIb, 

23-25, Except labourers living in the suburos. and attending their faetories. 
the health of the others leaves much to be desired. Medical attention exists 
in some factories and it is only nominal both in personnel and in stocking of dispen
saries; there is much need for improvement, Compare hospitals for policemen at 
headquarters with these so-called dispensaries, The women workers are not given 
any leave for pregnancy~ or their monthly course; this affects theit health very 
severely. and the mortality oflheir children is very higb~ babes are left tmcared fer 
or doped. There is midwifery for them unless the worker suffers from an accident 
under the Indian Factory Act: the employer does not very mu.ch c:are to provide 
medical facilities. Government servants are somewhat in better position, the facilities 
offered for the lower classes of government servants are not-offered to the manual 
labourers in the factories. In railways. in the important stations there is fairly good 
medical attention provided for, Labourers are prepared to a.vail themselves of 
medical facilities, and there is no unwillingness about it. • 

26. As. regard. sanitary arrangement in work places, there must be provision for 
inspection by local authorities assisted by the labour conncil eJected by the labourers..· 
They must be authorised to report to the inspector of factories, and legal and penal 
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provision, made to ensure attention to the defects. In the cotton mills the tempera
ture. sanitation. prevention of cotton dust and dirt flying about, ventilation. latrine 
arrangements. drinking water ---all these must be subject to supervision of the 
local authority and the labour council. There is ~rdly any provision for bathing 
or washing. Legislation must be introduced in the factory Act for the purpose of 
bathing and washing arrangements. 

29. Lung disease. diseases of the stomach and other diseases caused by work 
inside factories prevail. 

The disease problem may be well met by proper medical arrangements and 
sanitation of the factories. 

30. Sickness insurance must: be provided for. Legislative enactments on the 
model of insurances in Europe regarding sickness. insurance against accidents must 
be introduced into this country. 

31. There isno maternity benetlt at present. Six weeks before and after childbirth. 
women must be given leave and paid for by the employer. Provision must be made 
for midwifery and nurseries. 

V.-Welfare. 
32. Except in Buckingham Mills at Madra. there is nttle interest takeu by the 

employers in welfare work. Civic associations engaged in welfare work are very few. 
they have neither funds nor the training. There are not even meeting places for 
labourers. They take their midday meals under trees and as for physica.l culture. 
recreation and amusement there is none. The hours of work are so long (they start 
work in factories at 7 a.m. and continue till 6 p.m.) so that they have not the time 
for any welfare, recreation. amusements, general meetings. etc. Unless the hours of 
work are reduced to S hours. efforts in this direction will be futile. 

36. We do not believe in education facilitieS by employers. The education must 
be entirely under the Government subject to advice by labour councils. There must 
be a separate Government Inspectorate to look after the education of the labourers. 
The suhjects of study. the metbods of teaching. provision of housing. schoolo;. choice 
of teachers. hours of work must necessarily differ in the schools for labourers and 
their children from that ol the leisured classes. 

37. The provision for the old-age and premature retirement is closely associated 
with the problem of insurance. to the worker. The provision must be made by the 
employer 'aDd the ~tate by a general scheme of insur.mce. 

3~. The co.operative department. as it is worked. is practically useless to the 
labourers. There is no sympathy to the labouring classes. Most of the ills of the 
labourer coutd be cured by a sympathetic and broad minded work of oo-opera.tive 
activities. The problem of house building, the problem of lending and sa~ the 
problem of the buying of the necessaries of living for a. fair price and of good quality, 
medical attention. all this should be solved by means of co-operntive societies. The 
labourer win respond to this actively and full-hea.rtedly. 

VL-Edueation. 
Methods of labour schools in England, America and other ooantries should be 

studied and with necessary changes introduced in this 'COUntry. The schools must 
be so conducted. subjects and teaching so attended to. that there must be provision 
for training labourers for particular professions. ~d being a usefuJ citizen. 

VII.--&afIrty. 
During recent yeaTS there is much improvement on this head. Over and above 

the factory inspectorate there must be provision for the laboUr .eouncil to have their 
say in the matter. Their- recommendations~ if approved by the inspector. should 
be enforced by penalty. . 

VIIL-Workmen .. Com_lion. 
51. The provisions of the Act are far from being liberal. The scale of compensa

tion as embodied in the Act must be increased. by SO per cent. and the occasions for 
compensation must be enlarged. We adopt the memorandum supplied by the 
panel of lawyers at Madras. A copy of the &'Ccident report should be directed to be 
sent up to the Government pleader of each district and the application of labour 
council on behalf of the injured man should be legalised. The claims must be adjudged 
by sub-courts in a summary manner* Dot by th4l La.bour Commissioner. as the same is 
eoatly an~ causes delay in disposal 

The-re is absolutely no insurance for laboureT5. Compulsory insurance of workmen 
by payment of one third of the premium by the labourer, one third by the employer 
should be arranged for. Govemment must contribute 011 equal quota. Insurance 
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must be compulsory after three years of work in the factory. If any person changes 
his occupation altogether from factory work his premium may be returned with 
some reasonable interest. unless he enters another factory in which case the insurance 
may be continued. La.bourers must be insured for age 50, or death earlier. The 
insurance scheme on a comprehensive scale to all workers may be arranged with 
the help of the co-operative de~eDts. 

IX.-Houra of Work. 
Ten hours a day is too much. To start with 54 hOUIS a week, or 9 hours a day. 

may be provided for and in the course of two years it should be reduced to 48 hours 
a week. As it is, the worker has to get up early in morning at 5 a.m, and return to 
his bouse only at 7 p.m. This gives him little clla.nce of looking after his children or 
his family. He is so fatigued that he is unable to improve himself or his people; 
he has no time ~ any activities. 

Night work must be abolished. Working under electric lights affects the eyes, 
and the health of the operative is seriously injured. If night work is to be permitted 
five hours a.t nigbt must be made equal to ten hours a day. 

60. -The number of holidays must be the same, as in the Negotiable Instrument 
Act, and these holidays must carry wages.. Casual leave of 7 da.ys per year with 
full pay, and 15 days per year privilege leave on full pay and 15 days on half pay 
should be provided for by legislative enactment. One day of rest with wages every 
week must be enforced. and on Saturday evening the labourer must be discharged 
not later than 4 p.m. There must be DO exception with regard to days of rest. 

C.-Railw"Y" 
The hours in the workshops are all right. In the traffic and engineering depart

ments. amongst the lower paid and what are termed menial services--coa.l coolies. 
porters. ShunteIS, water-tank men, etc.-the 8-hour day should be enforced. and 
leave on pay as a.bove must be legislated for. The poor coDdition of the menial staff 
was one of the main reasons for the Southern Indian xailway strike. It is a source 
of perpetual discontent among railway workers. 

XIL-W-. 
Textile IndflStry.-The wages obtaining in Coimbatore Mills !

Warping •• 
Blow room 
Dyeing 
Carding 
Slubbing •• 
Intermediate 
Rolling 
Spinning •• 
Spinning .• ., 
Mixing and other kinds of work 

Rs. 
25 
12 
15 
12 
22 
21 
16 
19 
12 
12 

a. 
o 
o to Rs. 16 
o 
o 
o 
o 
8 
o for 2 sides. 
o for 1 side. 
o 

Women on an average draw Rs. 12 per month for spinning. reeling, and widening. 
Wea.vers who were formerly doing single looms attend now to two looms and 

draw from Rs. 22 to Rs. 26. Fitters. ca.rpenters* and machinemen and others make 
from Rs. 20 to Rs. 30 per month. 

(1) In the agricultural area near Coimbatore. an adult manual labourer, if .. 
man, gets 8-10 a.nnas a day for about seven hours work, & woman 5-6 annas. and 
boys and girls 4--6 annas. . 

(2) Skilled labourers. like carpenten! and blacl<smiths. get from Rs. 1 " annas 
to Rs, 2 8 annas eo day. while well-diggeno an<\. earth-workers get a minimum of 
Re. I per day. 

(3) Agricultural labourers employed by the month get at least Rs. 15 a month. 
either in grain or cash; they get presents for occasions like marriages and funerals .. 
also during harvest they get a. free feed for their cattle and help when they build 
houses. These people usually work 7-8 hours a day~ 

(4) Tafttlenn.-These must be included as factories. and brought under the 
Factory Act. The men employed are usuallytbe depressed classes. men get 6 annas, 
women 4 annas. The conditions of work are very hard.-as bad as in the plan
tations. The Indian IXlaSter is always worse than the European master. 
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The Government. whatever may be its professed policy. allows the executive to 
thwart labour: the use of Section 144 is alway$ made to refrain labour activities. 
Workers, are imprisoned. militaty help is called for~ and shooting is permitted. 

97. There has been a. steady increase in a.ll wages except industrial. In the 
weaving mills a deduction was made of IS per .cent. in 1926-27 and another 5-10 per 
cent. in 1928-29. There have been two deductions during the last few years and 
this. though life is as costly and dearer than before. This is said to be due to bad 
trade and poor profits. The wages have also suffered by one man a.ttending to two 
looms instead of one as formerly. The rate of wages in spinning mills has been 
stationary. though the calculation has become stricter. 

The wages above stated, if compared with those obtained in. Buckingbam and 
Carnatic Mills, will show that there is 25-30 per cent. less wages in Coimbatore. 
Coimbatore .is costlier than Madras. as rice, grain, chillies, tamarind, and other 
necessaries. including clothing. are dearer than in Madras. Fnel is the only thing 
cheaper in Coimbatore than in Madras. The mills do not provide any house rent; 
in spite of reduction in wages in weaving mills and the stationaty wages in spinning 
mills, while aU-round manual and skilled labour gets mOTe wages, the mill workers 
continue to work in the mills because they are too weak. for any other kind of labour. 
and having been longer in the mills they are useless for' any other kind. A local 
committee should enquire and give a report to this Commission. 

98. The wages are too low for aCtual living. no saving is made or is possible. 
Labourers get into debt even for mere living and so no amount is sent to the 
villages, in fact those who have contact with villagers chaw from their families and 
relations. 

101. The wages are fixed by the employer without any contract with the labourenl# 
and there is no particular standard by which this is fixed; the clerical and the 
maistry stafi play havoc. There must be standardization of wages. 

102. Night work must be paid fur at twice the ordinary rate for the same number 
of hours. More than five houT> night work (equal to ten hour.; of day work) should 
be prohibited. There is no specific provision for Sunday and overtime work. 

103. It is desirable to have a regular standardization of wages. 
1'04. The:change in the wages does not affect labour supply as the latter is due to 

agricultural distress and inflow of rural population into towns. which after a time is 
unable to go back to old occupations. 

105~ It is desirable to have some statute fixing minimum wages on the basis of 
fair living. In Coimbatore. the average cost of living for a man and wife is as 
follows :-

Rs. 
House rent 2-3 
Rice and grain 10 
Savoury and other necessaries 4 
Fuel -- -- 3 
Clothfug 3 
Sickness 2 
Butter~· milk, ghee, etc. 4 
Dhobi' . I 
Other expenses, marnages,funerals. etc. 3 

Total .. Rs. 33 

This does not provide for education either for adults or children. 
-Apart from expenses for children. extra expenses.and other- things, a man and 

wife would require at least Rs. 30 per month. The extras would cost ~m at least 
Rs. 5 per month. Police constables and policemen. start at least on Rs. 18. get 
free quarf;ers and some allowances. They pay no rent. 

So, for adult manual labour Rs~ 30 for males. Rs. 20 for females and Rs. 12 for 
minors would be the minimum. This must be fixed by legislative provisions. 

106. ENUftt oj Filling.-Rs. 2 a month out of the salary is called bemus for regular 
attendance and is lost even for trivial reasons. One or two days' absence fur un
avoida.ble reasons or coming late to work entails the loss of these Rs. 2. There is 
fining for al180rts of faults. quite disproportionate to the same. A tine should never 
be more than 4 annas. It is desirable to abolish fining altogether and introduce 
a system of bla~k marks. Fining low..sa.Iaried people is morally unjustifiable. 

(2) Other deductions are made for breaking articles.· defective work: and so on. 
Very often the brea.ka.ges may be due to no fault of. the workma.n~ A fair set of rules 
must be printed and published, and subject to control hy the inspector of f""tones 
and the labour council.. . . . 
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(3) The.....arl<mell do not know how the fines are utilised. In the railwaY" they 
are utilised for general purposes. They must be paid to the workmen"s union for 
common benefit. 

(4) It is desirable to have some legislation for deductions, fines aDd using of 
same. The workmen must have the final control over the spending of the fines 
for their own public good, except in cases of sabotage when the fine or deduction 
may be- used for -compensating the employer. 

107. The wages for textile labour were alwaY" paid by the mooth. Formerly 
they used to be paid by the third week of the next month, sometimes as late as the 
26th of the following month. Now they are paid on the second Saturday in the case 
of those who have beeD. regular and the third Saturday in the case of th06e who have 
been irregular. Often times people dismissed in th~ middle of the month are not 
paid their wages which are kept back. In the strike of 1927 some of the mills 
withheld paymeot for 23 or 24 daY" of the following month. Theemployeesthreatened 
the agents with civil suits. and only after the strilI;e ended was payment made~ There 
should be no interval between the wages to be paid and the :first of the following 
month or fortnight. In cases of those dispensed with in the ~d1e of the period the 
wages should be paid within three days. Legislative provision must be made for 
application without stamp to the local magistrate. and they should be empowered 
to direct payment within three daY" failing which penalty should be levied from the 
employer. The poverty and helplessness of the wage-earner and the obstinacy of. 
the employer necessitate such legislation. It will punish the unjust employer and 
not inftict any harm upon the just one. It is desirable that wages sbould be paid 
at least every fortnight; it will cpntribute indirectly to reduce the indebtedness of 
the labourer and his J}eeessity to borrow before the month expires. Fortnightly 
payments are the rule in railway workshops~ and they work very satisfactorily. 

108. Indebtedness both in the village and industrial areas is due to marriages • 
. funerals. sickness.lowpay~ and other inevitable causes like child-birth~ and also to the 
system of buying provisions on credit necessitated by delay in payment of wages. 

(i) Indebtedness does not weigh very heavily in the village because the creditor 
is usually his landlord. and if he wants ~the labourer for the future be collects less 
interest. makes concession even in the principal and gradually collects his dues by 
taking the wa~r'. cattle. products of labour. etc., and by extending time of 
repayment. If the labourer IS disliked m the village he 15 smashed more summarily 
than in the factory. 

(il) In industrial areas a. debt once incurred never gets fully repaid. Interest 
ranges from 15 to 75 per cent.~ and whatever the wage-earner is compelled to pay 
goes to the interest. The average indebtedness of a labourer is Rs. 100. On occa
sions the debt is incurred for building. the house itself is usually pledged for the 
same. Generally the house itself is lost for the principal and interest. A scheme 
of 'C~tive saving and lending must be d~ by Government with·the help 
of the co-operative department. If such a system is introduced the problem of 
indebted~ess would be solved and wage-eamers would have opportunities of making 
some savmgs. 

J09~ There is no bonus or ?rofit~shar.ing scheme. . The so-called bonus is only 
salary withheld. There are divided equalisation funds for the shareholders but 
there is no fund fbr against fall of wages. • 

In strikes they meet together and act iD concert to break the same, and they are 
successful. 

XlV.-'l'rade 00m1lina1ioDll. 
~17. (il) Among LGbowr,rs.-5ince 1920 there has been a labour unio~ but con

sequent upon the employers threatening the workers and taking all sorts of means 
to stitle the union the same is working by tits and starts. The main objection stated 
by the employer is that outsiders are in the executive. The Trade Union Act permits 
waiting for the day when the labourers themselves will be able~ under present 
conditions of hours~ wages. want of education and other disabilities. to manage their 
unions will be waiting for the millennium. 

Long hours of labour with no leisure to attend union meetings~ poverty. indebted ... 
ness. interference by the maistries~ unprepared strikes~ have affected the even course 
of the work of the labour union. There are not enough people among the wage
earners 'themselves to have the time or capacity b:) run the union. The work of the 
union has to be done by outside workers. Shortly after the starting of the union 
a labour bank and stores was organized for the benetit of the workers. but unfortu: 
na.tely~ owing to bad management. the nonooC(H)pera.tion movement and faction' 
amongst the labourers there was Ioos. The failure 0t1 the part of the leaders of the 
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public to take interest in the stores and banks had also its part in the failure. The 
bank and the stores passed from the hands of the labourers into the hands of country 
ryots, and they in their tum have wound up the same. Unless- there is a class 
.of trained workers. as in England~ paid for by the labourers themselves and unless 
there are improvements in wages. shortening of hours of work and education. the 
future of trade union activity in this country must be very dismal. The workers are 
very enthusiastic. but mere enthusiasm is futile. Trained trade union accountants 
and clerks must take charge of their funds. The hostility of the employer and 
the machinations- of the maistries must cease. 

The local union has not been registered under the Trade Union Act. It was 
partly due to the effect of an extensive strike in 1927. the arrest of the president. a. 
most comprehensive order under Sections 144 and 107 of the Criminal Procedure Code 
'Struck tenor into the hearts of the labourers. and they have Dot recovered from the 
shock. Further. in the Kaleswarar Mills a peculiar form of agreement was forced 
from the employees. In the Kaleswarar Mills they have got a compulsory union 
controlled entirely by the clerical staff .. each labourer is compelled to pay if he 
<=DSRs. 10 and above. 4annas ; RlI. 15.6""" .. ; Rs. 21l.6annas; RlI.25.100nn ... 
Usually no labourer gets more than Rs. 25; '"the fund thus realized is lent out at 
IS per cent. interest on loans up to Rs. 100 .. covered by pro-notes from the debtor 
and two other employees. The loan is repaid by deductions :from monthly wages 

. for ten months. In the Kaleswarar Mills they supply rice, deducting from wages 
at 6f measures perrupee-, the average price in the bazaar for cashis 7. to 6j- measures. 

The workers are afraid they would be dismissed if they are active in the union. 
Mere registration would not do. There must be legislative provision for the recog
nition of "the union by the employer and the Government. and some liaison must be 
-created between the trade union. Labour Commissioner ~d the co~rative depart
ment. 

122. If the trade union becomes a. legalised entity. recognized by the employer 
and the Government. collective bargaining will become a matter of course. There 
will then be co-operation between the employers and the employed. Labour placed 
-on equal terms with Capital always coI}tributes to real efficiency and smoother 
w~rking. Employees in State industrial concerns, like the Col'dite Factory, have 
been forbidden to join the All-India Trade Union. The freedom to affiliate should 
be restored even to unions attached to Government factories. 

XV.-InduIIriaI Dilpulu. 

The Trade Disputes Act must be modified so as to provide for compulsory 
arbitration. The Labour Commissioner mnst not be merely one in name, but should 
nave legal status in industrial disputes. The local Government is not sympathetic 
in its use of the Trade Disputes Act. It.is. mainly due to the fact that workers have 
not their men in the legislative councils to espouse their cause, or in bringing pressure 
upon Government. A vacancy in a high office creates more sensation than wide 
lock-outs or extensive strikes. 

123. There have been a number of strikes in various departments during the last 
""ten years. Invariably the labourers have failed because they have no savings to 
fa.ll back upon nor are the ~blic sympathetic. The politicians ~ little interest. 
The gains have been quite disproportionate to the loss caused by the strike. 

In 1921 there was a big strike which happened all of a sudden. the immediate 
. -cause being petty prosecution of a few labourers. The real causes were long hours 

of work, want of good sanitary conditions. cut in wages by 15 per cent .• in heavy 
fines, persecution by maistries~ and want of sympathetic treatment by the superior 
staff. The strike went on for 23 da.ys. The activity of the workers was inter-

'-fered with by the imprisonment of the president. and oIders under Section 144 of the 
"Criminal Procedure Code against any speeches. writing, or other activity. The strike 
broke. but labour did not gain any of its points. A very large number of labourers 
alleged t& have taken part in the activity of the URion were dismissed. The victimiza
tion was so general and hard that the workers have not yet recovered from the 
-shock (Section 144 is often misused to prevent legitimate activity. and it is due to 
this fact that employers have got very great influence with the authorities both locally 
and in headquarters. The Commission must by this time be aware of the use . of 
Section 144 within the last few weeks in Madura and Coimbatore.) 

Nearly 400 to 500 men who wel"e taking very useful part in the union have left 
t:oimbatore for Bombay. Madras. Pondicherry. Colombo. Singapore. and other 
pJaces. 

This bas caused. such a shock that few la.boureni now otIer even in public meetings 
to work as committee member&· or other office-bearers. 
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Trealnun' of Labow,. by Govenuntnt OJficMs.-A copy of order under Section 144 
TeeCntly issued by the District Magistrate of Coimbatore to the president is sub
mitted. The courtesy of language. the tone of the whole order and mis-statem.ents 
regarding the notice (copy of which is also submitted) leave no room for comment. 
A copy of the order of 1927 will be submitted. 

XVIL-AdmlnioIralion. 
The provincia.llegislatures constituted as they are at present with franchise based 

on payment of land tax and income tax are not likely and do not as a matter of fact 
care to study, or tackle labour problems. The only remedy is to enlarge the franchise 
and give adult suffrage for all. The power of the vote will secure for labour what it 
needs and that alone can. This applies to local and 1egislati~ bodies. 

136. A word about the Labour Commissioner. He is a highly.paid officer of 
Govemmentl travels from one end -of the province to another and draws a heavy 
hllAUa and travelling allowancel which on one occasion drew attention even of the 
legislature. He does no real labour work, except that he is a registrar of Trade 
Unions and has to do some work under Compensation Act. He does very little 
when strikes take place. He has got few functions in the Labour movement. though 
he is ca.l.1ed Labour Commissioner. He is always a bureaucrat and does work in 
the acquisition of land for the depressed classes. Even amongst them on many 
occasions he has not commanded confidence. One of the MinisteD must take full 
control of the Labour Department.. and a special officer .. preferably an Indian with 
tTaining in Europe and experience in trade union work in Europe should be appointed 
-then only the Labour Commissioner will be one not merely in name but in fact. 

IS9. Factory inspection by Government Inspector is no good unless he is assisted 
by a small body of Labour representatives to help him. these must have statutory 
positions and powers. Factory laws in this country must be brought to the level 
of the English la.w. 

142. PltmtGlions and oIAtI,. Industrial Establishments.-A separate note has already 
been given regarding Anamalais plantations. The -conditions in the Nilgiris is 
somewhat better than in the Anamalais because the estates are not close preserves 
where the planter has got full sway. The Nilgiri estates are situa.ted in the midst 
of other lands and are subject to public influence. But the main SUggestiODS for the 
betterment 01 labourers apply to the Nilgiris also. 

The condition of labour in tanneries. which are numet'ous in Coimbatore. are 
deplorable. only the so-called depressed classes serve in the tanneries. A special 
committee must be appointed to investiga:te the condition of labour in tanneries. 
Their hours of work in the tanneries sometimes run to 12 and 14 per day. Their 
occupation is unhealthy and proper steps must be taken regarding their health. 

Their wages also are lower than manual labour in the surrounding areas. the 
supervision is always harsh and -the pity is their low position in society ~ders any 
progress. and few public workers care for them. 

Tin HtsntlkJom, W~avM'$.~mbatore is an ancient and famous weaving centre 
for country cloth .. particularly lace and silk. capitalists advance moneys. silk. yam 
lace to weaving families. get the produce giving them wages. The weaver is always 
poor and in. debt. the whole of the weaving of Coimbatore town is in the hands 
of a number of capitalists~ formerly local and now Marwaris from North India have 
invaded. The weaver is charged certain value for raw material: if he returns any 
unused material he is credited only half value, if there is brisk cloth trade he gets a 
certain rate. if business is duil and finished article is not taken. the weavers are 
usually addicted to drink and curiously enough are blessed with too many children. 
A visit to a weaver's house will show their poverty. insanitation. and poor health. 
There must be a. special enquiry regarding their conditions. which are sometimes as 
harsh as slavery. Attempts for oo-operative societies for them. both in Coimbatore 
and outside. have failed because many of the capitalists are their own caste people. 
and they are & very clannish class. 

xvm.-InteDigenae. 
143. There are no statistics in this presidency. In Bombay the Labour Depart

ment does some useful work in this line. The Labour Commissioner must be directed 
to do the needful fur securing statistics regarding unemployment movement from 
village to towns and t1iCd W1'stJ. rise and fall in wages and prices. ehild·b~ mortality~ 
and dioease. 

(One point has been omitted in the a.bove. namely. provisions for tiffin shed in 
factories. The labourers sit on the roadside or open land and take their mid-day 
meal amidst dust. dirt sunshine and noise. this means disease and bad health. 
There must be provision in the Factory Act for good tiffin and dining rooms.) 
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'This memorandum- has been prepared after issuing a questionnaire. copy of which 
is herewith supplied. About l~500labou['ersin the textile mills have filled in the form. 
The memorandum was also placed before a meeting of the labourers and adopted by 
them. 

In the Court of the District Magistate of Coimbatore. 
Present :-E. F. TIiomas. Esq" C.I.E" I.Cs.. District Magistrate. 

MiscellaoeoWl Case No.2 of i930. 
Ordor unde. Sufitm 144. Cri",in<II ProC4llwo Cod<. 

To M. R. RY. N.S. RAMASWAMI A YYANGAR, AvI" B.A.. B.L .. High Court Vakil. 
Coimbatore. 

I have received information from the Sub-Inspector of Police. VaJparai Station. 
Anamalais~ that a notice has been broadcasted in the Anamalai planting area by 
one~ N. S. Ramaswami Ayyangarz calling a monster meeting at about 4 p.m. at the 
Maidao Valparai to better the prospects of male. female and yoUng coolies. The 
notice further states that the misdeeds generally done by the maistries· and clerks 
will be discussed. The notice states also that from 9 in the morning private inter
views can be bad with the convener. 

The notice is obviously provoca.tive~ coming from one who has or does not claim 
any knowledge of planting conditions~ and wbo has dabbled before; with ill-results 
to labour. in labour troubles. 

Sunday is the shandy day at Valparai. at wbich a very large number of estate 
employees# estimated at 2.000 and more. usually purchase their requirements for 
the weeli. These labourers are of a11 castes and creeds~ and there has apparently 
been no Jocal demand on the part of any considerable body of labourers for the 
agitation of this gentleman which is thrust upon them from outside. The floating 
population of labourers includes a considerable number of Mappillas~ who have had 
experience and suffered from agitation of the kind in their own country. and the 
police report indicates .. strong probability that this class of labour may actively 
resent the agitation thus introduced into the planting &rea, 80 mut;h 80 that the 
secnrity ... d life of the convenor may be difficult to aafeguard. The report further 
represents that a considerable proportion of the employees on the plateau are 
definitely opposed to agitation 01 this kind. and in the excitement of the moment 
may lose control of themselves and precipitate a serious riot. 

From the police ~rt. the substance of which is summarised above. I am satisfied 
that in the interests of preserving the public tranquillity. action for immediate pre
vention is desirable; therefore I hereby order theabove mentioned N. S. Ramaswami 
Ayya.ngar not to bold any sort of conference or meeting at ValparaL or within 

. sixteen miles of Valparai.. This order will hem. force for two months unless rescinded 
by competent authority~ -In view of the fact that the notice is for a meeting to be 
held on Sunday~ 23M February. 1930" and of my absence in camp at Bhavani. 
sixty-two miles from Coimbatore. where counter-petitioner is resident. this urgent 
order is passed u ",Mis the counter-petitioner* , -

Gi..., uuder my hand ... d the seal of the Co_ this Twenty-first day of February. 
1930. 

E. F. Thomas. 
camp Bhavani. District Magistrate. 

To the Inspector of Police. Coimbatore Town. for immediate service and report. 

NonCE. 
ToIM~.A_E_. 

To ascertain the grievances of men. 'WOlDen and children Working in th e tea, 
ooffee and other ~tates on the Anamalais to remedy the ~ a meeting will be heJd 
in the Midan at Valparai on Sunday the 23rd from 12 to "p.m. The grievances of 
maistries and clerks will be discussed and steps taken. 

Steps will be taken for ventilating grievances befure the Royal Commission and 
secure redress. 

As this is an important occasion for redressing the grievances of the above said 
cooli~ maistries~ and clerks everybody is refJuested to attend. without failure. 
From morning 9 a.m. t~ undersigned may be mterviewed and spoken to by those 

who wish to do so. '\ N. S. Ramaswamy A vyangar. B.A .. B.!. .. 
• Advocate-Vakil. 
\ Labour Union President • .. Coimbatore. , 

"In Tamil. 
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Mr. N. S. RAMASWAMY AVYANGAR, PRESIDENT, LABOUR UNION, 
COIMBATORE. 

A Nou on Ammtalsi Pltmlalions. 
_4J1 the estates on the Anamalais are entirely owned by European :firms and 

managed by European p1a.ntets. The total acreage~ under cultivation, is 52 to 35 
thousand acres of 'Which three to four thousand are coffee, cinchona. and cardamoms~ 
and other minor products. 

The Planting Directory, available at Messrs. Higginbotbams. gives correct 
information as to the acreage of tea, coffee. cardamoms. and other products planted, 
and the names of firms owning the estates. 

Climalit; CondititmS.-Tbe climatic condition, on the Anamalais is somewhat 
extreme during the seasons. There has been decrease of rainfall during recent years 
said to be due to clearing of jungle. From March to June, a large _tag. of 
residents are ill with malarial fever. From the middle of June to the early part of 
October, is the south-west monsoon. From the middle 0{ October to the end of 
November there is good sunshine during the day and showers of rain in the afternoon. 
This period is somewbat healthy. From the middle of December to the end of 
February, is the frosty season; dUEing this period the heat of the day is trying~ and 
the cold of the night is unbearable. 

op.ni"IJ of"" EsI4U.-An area of 200 to 800 acres of land is felled evety year up to 
the acreage dhtwkasted by anyone company. Felling and burning of jungle is usually 
undertaken by Moplah labourerS of Malabar district. and is done in February and 
March. After felling and burning is over, preparations are made for planting, a 
fortnight earlier than the south-west monsoon sets in. 

The land is obtained from Government by Dharkast, i.e., by grant. The estate 
begins to pay taxes, usually at the rate of Rs. 2 per acre, after the 5th year; when the 
estate Mgins to pa.y. Usually the Government does not collect tree value. The 
rules of Dbarkast. i.e.~ grant are in contrast with the rules obtaining in the plains for 
the ordinary ryots and are very liberal to the planters. The planted area comes into 
bearing after four or five years. It roughly costs about Rs. 800 to make an acre 
yielding tea. and the time taken is five years., 

The planning of an estate depends upon the taste and temperament of the 
manager, but generally it is as follows :-

Manager's bungalow.-These bungalows are costly. tastefully built. and 
luxuriously furnished. They are built on hill tops. and :fitted with hot water tanks. 
and cold water pumped by hydraulic rams from the foot of the hill. These bungalows 
are also fitted with the latest sanitary conveniences. 

Sinna Dorais~ bungalow.-These are European assistants' bungalows .. They are 
almost on the lines of the manager's bungalow ODly smaller in size. These 
,. SiDna Dorais ~. are generally unmarried men and are from. 18 to 20 yeam of age. 

Indian- Subordinates' qua.rters.-These quarters are scattered over the estate. 
They are located either by the roadside for convenience ~ work, or near swamps. for 
convenience of water~ This is so, except in a few estates with a pipe system of water. 
supply. Except in a few~ the furniture provided is scanty and consists of two chairs. 
a table, and in some cases. cots. If the subordinate is influential he furnishes himself 
with extra furniture. Unlike the .. Dorais .. the Indian subordinates are not supplied. 
with mattresses, pillows, blankets. or household utensils. 

Other buildings.-on most estates, the factory, rice and tool stores are situated 
on the factory site. The estate offices are as near as possible to the manager's 
bungalows, and there are other minor buildings~ such as dispensaries, etc.. of lesser 
im portanee. 

L-Recollment. 
The Planters' Association. popularly lmown as the U.P.A.S.I. (United Planters' 

Association of Southern India) has its branch in every district, aDd as a part of their 
organization, they have their labour department. Agencies 'Of this department are 
to be found in all labour centres, viz" Coimbatore. Salem, Trichinopoly. TiDneveUey, 
Puducottah (a new connection). Madura, Mysore and Malabar, The different districts 
are divided into divisions. They are all under Euwpean management, and are 
stafied with Indian subordinates. . 

The labour department recommends a man of inil:uence and property as a re
~iter. He 1e eal.led a maistry or kangany. Should-the estate manager consider 
anyone as a capable maistry he refers him to the labour department. Tbisdepartment 
enquires about his financial status in his village and gives him such sum as- he may 
require for making advances to the labourers. This person becomes a mllistIy and is 
called kangany. 
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. The ma.istry advances the money either to the labourers individually or to 
families (the number alters) taking a pro--note in his name for the money he advances. 
In most cases he pays half the money entered in the pro-.note and promises to pay the 
other half, on arrival at the estate. This is scarcely done. If after arrival at the 
estate he claims the other half he is summarily dealt with. Mter paying the advance 
and taking the pro-note. the maistry arranges with the labour department of the 
U.P.A.S.I. for the purchase of the necessary railway tickets. for the recruited ooolies 
and the agent sees them off by train. Once the coolies are entrained and until they 

. rea.ch the estate, via PoIlaclti (the railway terminus); the maistry has full control 
over them. The coolies are also paid batta by the Ia.bour agent according to the <lis
tances they have to travel from the railway station. 

The rates of advances f.or coolies from different districts are as follows :-
Districts. Individuals. Families of 8 to 10. 

Coimbatore Rs. 5 to Rs. 10 Rs. SO to Rs. 100. 
Trichinopoly Rs,5 to Rs. 10. Rs. 50 to Rs. 100. 
Tinnevelley" Rs. 10 to Rs. 20. Rs. ISO to Rs. 200. 
Malabart Rs. 5 to Rs. 10. 

There are practically no Moplahs as permanent coolies. 
On anival at Pollachi the coolies report themselves either to the estate agent or 

to the labour agent of the U.P.A.S.I. Some estates provide motor-bus fares for the 
coolies to reach the estates. Generally the coolies walk the distance of SO to 60 
miles from Pollachi to the estates. They take two or three days and reach the 
estates in an exhausted condition. On the way they have to shift for their food and 
shelter. Should their journey be during the monsoon months of June. July and 
August. as it often happens to be, it is miserable. Since the agitation in 1924. however. 
there is an inn (chatram) at the 14th mile toa.iford shelter. For some time there was 
food given but now it has been stopped-there is a dispensary in the chatram (inn). 

Having arrived. at the estate the coolies are entered on the estate register. Mter 
this, their wages are fixed either by the manager, sinna doral or conductor. The 
rate of wages is 6 or 7 annas per diem. in the case of men, 5 annas for women, 4 annas 
for girls, and 2: or 3 annas for clilldren under 12 years of age. Rations are issued to 
the coolies at the following rates per week :-

Rice, seven measures per Re.1. and either cash of 8 annas or an order is issued 
on the estate ba"::!ts (With this amount of 8 annas the coolie has to provide himself 
with cooking ut " chatty pots. etc., vessels which cost more than glassware 
on the plains) for the first week and 4 anna.s for the succeeding weeks. 

Each coolie is supplUod with a blanket (cumbly) which. for a male adult is charged 
Rs. 3--4 annas, for women Rs. 2-4 aunas. and for children Re.1. 

The above items are debited to the coolie's account in the check roll. The cum bly 
is intended to protect him while work in rain and to cover him during the chill nights. 

The wages are not usually paid to the coolie but credited to his account. The 
maistry has to get ba.ckhis advances and other monies due to him. Tbeaccounts of the 
coolies are settled once in ten months. There is ample scope for the maistries to give 
wrong accounts. The coolie has no accounts of his own and. so he is at the mercy 
of the maistry. 

Coolies reside in rooms built in so-called U lines U which consist of 10~ 12 or 16 
rooms, formerly with no verandah or with only a small verandah in front. In each 
room two or three families or 10 to 15 people live. Thete a"" DO locks to the doors 
and hence no safety. 

The coolie is usually given one day to register himself and g'et.1Us rice and cumbly 
issued to him. On the following day, or the day after. he has to commence work. 
In the case of new coolies it takes them almost a week or more to recover from the 
exhaustion of the walk from Pollachi to the estates; and it takes them a further 
month to get settled down. Within that tittle they usually contract malaria for which 
they are treated. Medicine. usually quinine. is given free but food supplied to the 
coolie during illness is debited. to his account. 

C4fl.$6$ of Migration 10 1M P~.-The planter advances & maistry or 
kangany sums from Rs. 100 to Rs. 4.000 for recruiting coolies. The kangany or 
maistry goes about village fairs (sbandies) and festive places and paints a rosy picture 
of life and wages on the hills. The outcasts~ the immoral womenk the op}XeSSed 

• 1;his high advance is due to the fact that more women (who are generally good 
pluokers Qf leaf) come from this district. 

t This small advance is due to the poverty and distress in this district, consequent 
on bad SOa.lOIl8 and the eftects of the Moplah rebellion. 
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coolies of the village. men and women who quarrel with their kith and kin~ 
disappointed people and such sort are easily prevailed upon and they respond to 
the call of the kanga.nies. Failure of rain~ bad seasons. agricultural distress. and 
degrading treatment alforded to Audi-Drivadas in the viIJag.es contribute to the 
migration. 

Moot of the coolies are Audi-Drivadas (depressed classes) belougiug to the districts 
of Coimi>atore. Salem. Tricllinopoly. Madura.Mysore and Malabar. It issignmcant 
that the Vellala Gowndens. Naickens and other caste HindtlS who are the bulk 
of the population of the Coimba:toR district in which the AnamaIais are situated 
do not care to serve on the p1antations~ This shows that proximate and local labour 
does not :respond .as the conditions of service 8.Ri bad and people are better off iD 
their own villages in spite of bad ~ loeal oppression and distress.. This 
circumstance alone proves the unenviable conditions of wages. hours of work and 
other points relating to the coolies dealt with in this memorandUDL 

S~s1e4 Ifft.pr~ i.1h Me0w4 of R~.-ID my considered opiniOll 
the employment of mjddlemen. maistries • .kanganies or labour suppliers should be 
abotished. A special labour board should be appointed in importaot centres and 
supervised by local and non-official bodies and worked with the help of the local 
lmulch of the U.P.A.S.I. Labouren desirous of going to the plantations should 
apply to this board for employment. This must be done by the Government with 
the help of DOD.~cials. During the war t:flere, were recruiting committees manned 
mainly by repre;entative Indians and presided over by the Taluk Tahsildar. They 
were- quite successful. similar bodies must be created for the recruitment of,labour. 

n.-8IaIf ()rganisaIiOD.. 

For an acreage of over 1.000 acres. 
M~n.-5alary. Rs. 1,000 per mensem; allowances .. Rs. ZOO per mensem: 

bonus, Rs. 8.000 to Rs. 10.000 per annum. 
Ewropuft Assis_ -For the fir.;t three to four years. salary. Rs. 300 to 

Rs. 400; allowances, Rs. 75 to Rs. 101); bonus. Rs. 1.000 to Rs. 1.500 per annum.. 
and after that period the rate of increase is. Rs. 25 to Rs. 50 a year until they receive 
Rs. 600. Then they become _en;. 

Offiu EmClisl ...... rI. 

Hud ClnA.~. Rs. 75 to Rs. 120 per men ........ Allowances on few estates 
at Its. 15 per mensem. 

AssistmU Clnks.-For an estate of 1.000 acres, one head clerk and one assistant
very za;rely two assist:ants.. The rate of saIa.ry for these is from. Rs. 25 to Rs. 50 in 
few cases more. 

COJIdMdors.-Rs. 75 to Rs. 100. & little more in a few cases. 
AssislMd Conductors or K~s.-Rs. 15 to Rs. 35. 
Tea-tIIlIAers.-In a factory which produces 3 to 6 lakhs pounds of tea per annum, 

Rs. 80 to Rs. 13(). 
Tall-MBAers' Assisl4tsts.-In a factory which produces 3to61akhs pounds of tea 

per IimlUm, Rs. 2S to Rs. 70. 
S/or.-lruper.-Rs. 3() to Rs.60. 
Af><>IIou4ry5-UnMJIly I""_-Rs. 50 to Rs. 101). 
CIm! M..m.l OjJian tI1I4 ./oeUo Establis_.-Their salaries usnalIy mount up 

to half of the medical expenditure of the group of estates for which there is a chiet 
medi<:al offi<er-his salary ranges from Rs. 1.000 to Rs. 1.500. He gets an allowance 
of roughly Rs. 500 per meosem.. 

Visili~ Agnats.-At the tate of Re. I per acre per mensem for the acreage they 
visit. 

Group- Martag"s aM IMir OjJice EslablisImleJd.-These are paid Rs. 12 per acre 
per annum. These represent Board of Directors of the estate and they get per month 
Re. I per acre. 

Coo/y Labow.-Men. 7 annas; youths, 6 annas; -en. 5 annas; girls. 4 
annas; children 7 to 12 years of age. 2 to 3 ~ 

i"aistriu or LGbovr Swpplins.-seven to eight annas wages per day plus 10 to 
15 per cent. commission on total earnings of the coolies per mensem. In a few cases 
these maistries are paid a monthly salary of Rs. 20 to Ro. 30 a month instead of 
daily wages. 
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If during~e rains or unhealthy seasons the coolies outturn is poor. the commission 
is reduced from 10 to 7+ per cent. It will be noted that as the wages for ,the coolies 
depend on outturn. he must necessarily protect his own interests, a.nd exact as much 
WOl'k as possible from the coolies. 

There is no prospect for any Indian to rise to anything higher than a head clerk. 
He can never become even an assistant ma.nager. 

Suggestion.-The service for Indians be regulated and opportunities for improve
ments so- offered that young men who enter as clerks or conductors and tea-makers 
sho.nJd have prospects of rising some day in their life to the position of at least an 
8SSlStant manager. 

DL-H01IlIiDg. 
Housing of the managers and European assistant is a. matter which needs no 

mention as it is quite satisfactory. . . 

Housing for the Subordinates.-This is also satisfactory in many estates but the 
scanty furniture supplied to most of them require some attention. For convenience 
of water and work, many of these quarters are built by side of swamps and roadsides 
and invariably they are unhealthy. Improvement is possible by draining the 
swamps. 

Quarters for Labourers-Lines.-These lines a.re scattered all over the estate. 
and most of them stand by the side of swamps for ensuring water convenience. No 
bathing or washing arrangements exist. They are merely single rooms built in a 
line of l(i, 12 or 16 rooms. There is neither- enough space Dor pdvacyin the rooms. 
Each room has t<> be occupied by 10 to 15 I":I'SOnS or 2 or 3 families whicl) usually 
total 12 to 15 persons. Men,women and children aU have to live in these rooms 
together. Childbirth and other functions have to take place in these crowded rooms. 

Suggestion-Improvement.-I would suggest that the lines be on the following 
pIan-each set for a family should CODBist 01 :-(1) Kitchen, (2) store-room, (3) 
dwelling room with front and back verandahs enclosed. 

Each line must have a long bathing shed with partition for women and there 
must be arrangement for supply of hot water. soap or country power so as to ensure 
a bath evety evening after work. At present the coolies men and women go to the 
swamps or streams and endanger their health by exposure and bathing in cold water 
during all seasons.1 Their clothing is scantyl and they have no change after their 
bath. Better wages will enable the labourers to supply themselves with enough 
clothing . 

. Housing and Property.-Alm.ost aU the planters secure theh: lands from the 
Government on grant on nominal terms. They pay only an average of Rs. 2 per 
acre and that too after the tea comes into bearing. During the :first five years no 
tree value is collected at all and none of the darkhast rules which apply to the Indians 
on the plains are applicable to planters. There is no reason why there should not 
be a system of co-operative effort by which a labourer after 15 to 20 years of service 
could become the owner of some ~lot of paddy or other land for many of the swamps 
and the lower portions of the hills in which tea or coffee could not profitably be grown 
may be converted into holdings. that ean be awned and worked by employees for 
raising paddy. vegetables. etc. A si.m.ilar system is alleged to have been in vogue 
in British Guiana. There must be a method by which coolies after some years 
own the houses they live in. Government must contribute and the co-operative 
departments of the Government can easily solve this with th~ help 01 the employer. 

lV.-HeaIth. 
Even the defective medical records of the estates will show tha.t SO per cent of 

the incoming coolies get attacked with malaria and that within a few months of their 
arrival. As the lines are near the swamps. their liability to malaria. is great. 
Malaria is a wasting disease. and it takes ye&nl of careful attention for complete 
CUTe which is seldom. Appetite for food is lost and the a.fter-effects are depressmg. 
Next to malaria. pneumonia and influenza. make a very heavy toU. During the last 
]0 years there was only one epidemic of cholera. Dysentery and diarrhoea 
occasionally occur and it is due to bad and immature rice. 

Figures 01 Mortallty.-No reliable figures are available. It is quite easy to 
devise methods by which each estate may report casualties to the police station at 
Valpara.i and to have a register there 

Birth Rate and Infant Mortality.-It is quite an easy matter to arrange for 
registration of births and death statiS-tics# and the same may be published onu & 
year in the .District Ga#tt~ 
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R6Mediu.-AlI these diseases in the plantations could be pre-vent~ Vlhen the 
European sta:ff enjoy good. health there is no reason the coolies should not also do so. 
The swamps must be clearedz jungle lands made open by removing undergrowth, 
good protected water supplied, clothing to prevent the eflects of cold and cbill and 
enough lood provisions 01 good quality ensured. . 

Physique.-The conditions of life are so poor, the attacks of disease so constant, 
the climate and living. the food taken, the absence of all recreations. the non
pa.rticipation in any festivitiesz all th~ contribute to lower the physique and reduce 
average life to 10 to 15 years oistay .. To save his life the coolie runs away after 2 or~ 
years of service on the hills. If he bKomes ill and not useful he is sent away and 
thrown as a beggar. on the plains. This created a big agitation in 1924~ 

Dri1lAi"lf WaIer.-Unless good protected water supply is ensured the health of 
the labourer can never be satisfactory~ 

Baillittg au Wasmftg.-As I have already mentioned there is no convenience 
at aU and this must be attended to. I 

Spuiol B_d of H.aUIt.-Government aid must be given. Inspection of health 
oi the coolies once a year, even as it is done- in the case of schools and colleges should 
be enforced.. 

LdlJ'ifl6.S.-The latrines in existence on the Anamalais ue built of timber~ which 
after one or two years rots into the earth. The coolie goes and commits nuisance all 
over the place~ including banks of streams. contamina.ting the water he drinks. 
Pucca la.trines with flush ammgements~ which is quite possible OD the hills. ample 
and spacious enough.. with separate apa.rtments for women should be introduced. 
They should be cleaned with disinfectants twice & day. The latrines for the work
shop people at Gqlden Rock (Trichy) s.l. Railway may be taken as a model. 

Sex Probkm and MIWoIiIy.-As regards the European stall, there was a pmc:tice 
of importing girls from Cannanore an.,. Tellicheny for the use of these, but this 
practice is not now countenanced. V 

Amongst coolies the proportion of men to the nu.mher Of women working in the 
hills is v~ry low. Social out-caste. ex-communica.tion, vmagers setting up their 
face against immoral women, bad treatment by their busband& and near relatives. 
absence of widow re-marriage. and false promises of the maistries: these alone, are 
responsible for women leaving their homes and going to the estates. Overcmwding 
in single rooms, sometimes running to IS, prevents sexual morality. 

The number of married women who live with their husbands will. only be about 
50 per cent. The position of women is miserable and ought to secure public sympathy 
a.ud pity. This leads naturally to the prevalence of venereal diseases in a large 
measure. Married men and women often times live outside their rooms at nights 
preferring the clrill. the cold and the dew to living inside crowded rooms. where 
privacy is impossible. 

Die""", Ric<.-The rice supplied to the coolies is of inferior type costs Rs.12 
to Rs. 13 per bag 01160 Ibs. and bought in large quantities 015 to 10.000 bugs. During 
the monsoon the rice deteriorates and is unfit for human consumption. Though it is 
said to be seven measures per rupee-the actual quantity after cleaning. comes to 
4i to 5 measures per rupee. Each coaly is expected to live for the six days in good 
health on the 41' to 5 measures of unhealthy rice. The coolie therefore gets neither. 
the full value nor quality for his rupee. On the plains good. cleaned Samba rice is 
available at 7 to 7. measures per rupee. 

Provisimu.-The weeIdy cash of" annas given to the oooly is very smaU, particu
larly as things cost in the hills 50 per cent. more than they do on the plains. 

S_"ti"",.-The supply of rice by the estate must stop. The salaries of the 
coolies must be pitched a.t a living wage. Co-operative stores must be established and 
the estate management must take an interest in these- stores. capital must be supplied 
by Government and employers' help taken. The coaly must purchase his own require
ments direct from. the stores and not in doles as at present. 

V.-Welfare. 
Creche.-The meals are only worth 3t pies which is Dot likely to do much good. 

Their condition is poor. 

VL-Bdncallcm. 
There is nothing to be said under this head as there are no schools for adult men 

and women. 
Each estate has what is known as a part·time -school for children. They are no 

good, the staff is poor and untrained. Tho Government must take up the management 
01 these schools and the public treasury must pay. The estate must be _ of this 
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expenditure, If this is done, the necessary improvement will be effected, A proper 
curricula of studies fit for labourers must be introduced and trained teachers 
employed, 

At present the schools 'work from 2 p.m. to 4 p,m. and the children get some 
kanji (ric"'genorally) of which the less said the better. 

JX.-Boun. 
HOU1"9 of work do not vary in estates but are 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. There is DO break 

during the day for midday meals and very few coolies carry any food. 
On some estates women are allowed to nurse their babes during the day-in most 

cases this is not allowed. The creChe as it is at present is poor and insufficient. and 
Government supervision and conmlmtions are necessary. 

There is no concession duriIig monsoon in this season. Even then the cooly is 
expected to be in the field throughout ft'Om 6 a.m. teo 5 p.m. New coolies are not 
given any concession but are expected to work as old coolies. It takes them not less 
than three months to clear off their initial check roll debt. i.e' l cost of initial rice and 
cumbly during this period they become ill and very often they run .. way from estaUs. 

These belUS of work apply to the Indian subordinate staff also. 
Svggestiot}:.-There must be legislative pt:ovision for reducing the hom!! to a 

maximum of eight per day with one and a half honr interval for midday food. 

XIL-WI8" 
The system of daily wages is obnoxious. legislative provisions or some formal 

agreement with planters is essentia1-ea.ch &dult male must receive not less tha.D. 
Rs. 25 to Rs, 30 a month. an adult woman Rs. 15 to Rs. 20, and minors Rs. 12 to 
Rs. 15. These wages. must be paid once a fortnight as in the case of railway worksbops 
-directly to the wage- ea.men, without any reduction whatever and without the 
intervention of a maistry or clerk.. 

Supply of rice and cumblies or pa.ying advances through ma.istries must stop. 
It will be quite possible to arrange for oo..operative societies working two branches. 
one' branch being for supply of necessa.ries~ and another braneh working as a bank 
for the pw:pose of accumulating tho .avings of tho labourers and for leuding money 
to the labourers for their needs under certain fixed rules. II necessary, the expenses 
for such improvements ought to be contributed to by the State also, instead of making 
planters bear the whole. 

Special clothing allowance of Rs. 12 per year payable in two instalments should 
be made and system of supplying cumblies and debiting be abolished. If the clothing 
allowance should become the rule, the Co-operative Society stores suggested will see 
to the- supply of good blankets and clothing. And the coolies will have the option of 
even spending something extra according to their requirements. At present the c::oolie 
has no option but to accept the blanket given to him like the prisoner in jai1-the 
latter at least receives a better blanket than the coolie. 

Holidays aM Leaw.-When a person becomes sick. as one does very often, owing 
to the nature of the climate, the heavy rain and the malaria. he is sent out of the 
estate, and both in his own interest and in the interest of the estate. he has got to give 
place to a. healthy man. who in his turn shares_the same fate. There is no leavegiven~ 
either casual or privilege. Every year the same number of holidays that are given to 
the subordinate staff in the postal, telegraph. railway and other services should be 
enended to th .... coolies. and legislative provision should be made that the employer 
does not cut away the salaries of these coolies during the perIOd oi such leave as may 
be settled upon.. Seven days easualleave and month"s privilege leave with :full pay 
lIhoold be introduoed by legislation. . . 

Cow Slauglltn's.-This is due to the fact that no vegetable are grown for local 
consumption. Usually very poor and unhealthy cows are brought np by private 
butchers and the beef is supplied by them. It will be quite possible for the employer 
to give a portion of land to the labourers in·which they can cultivate vegetable and use 
the same for their consumption. if not for marketing. 

Every labourer in the country keeps his own cow or bu1Ia.lo. This is a source of 
profit or income for him. His wife or child looks after this and the proceeds of the 
milk will be an addition to his income- and used for the babies. A cow is therefore a 
boon to his income. It will be desirable that the labourer is encouraged to have his 
own cow and buffalo. At present a labourer cannot keep any cattle. This ensures 
milk for the little ones. and extra source at income witbo.t any detrimont to the 
planter-or to the estate. It is said in America amongst the Negr0e5s Booker WashingtoD 
used to preech for each Negro keeping .;:,s!. and be calculated that in the conrse of 
20 Y""'" the Negroes own four million worth of pigs. At present the Iabo ...... 
in the pla.ntationa is a mereslave ~king for the estate. 
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GenemL 
Apart from suggestions made under the various heads. I have to submit the follow

ing also :-It is highly desirable _that a registered labour union be Jormed on the 
Anamalais and Nilgiris. etc., and that the authorities of the labour union be permitted 
to visit estatEs a.t; often as possible and be given the powers and privileges accorded 
to the official visitors of jails. There must be a. separate ministry fur labour in the 
province. Labourers must be given direct representation in the local and legislative 
bodies. like the planters and it must be by, electioo by labourers themselves. 

The objectofreform U).ustnot merely be to improve labourfOl' securingefficil.'!'ncy. 
Labourers must be made citizens and all the privileges of citizenship must be extended 
to them. Attention during babyhood and youth, education. acquisition of property$ 
saving. recreation, social amenities~ religious f&cili.ties and all rights and privileges 
which we possess should be afforded to them. In the note prepared by Mr. C. V. 
Venkata.rama.na Iyengar a.t the instance of the planters this objective is entirely 
overlooked. His suggestions will only make the labourer a. more efficient workmaD 
for the planter. 

Co-operative stores. saving and-lending societies. insunmces against death, and 
disabling diseases. provident funds, provisions against sickness and accidents. 
prospects of a gyadual rise both in salary and in position. all these must be provided 
for. To start with every labourer should be given a vote for the local bodies and for 
legislatures. 

At present there is not much distinction between the life in jail and life on the 
estate. The latter is more hard. To start with the worker enters a plantation by 
receiving an advance from a maistry. which he has got to work off on the estates. 
Indebtedness is in practice worse than slavery and that has been so throughout tho 
ages. He leaves his village and surroundings. He has no society of his own. His 
whole object and end in life is to work on the plantations. His conductor. his maistry~ 
and his supervisor all look upon him. merely' as a working animal. His food is poor. 
he has to cook for himself when. unmarried. and his clothing is scanty. He has no 
amusements. He has no temples or churches. no festivities for him. no village assem· 
blies and nothing to cheer and improve his Die. 

In jail a prisoner works only eight hoW'S. He gets three meals and is clean and. 
healthy; the slightest ailment is attended to by competent doctors. His condi1lon 
ill always attended to by agitation in legislatures. He gets good clothing. ample 
room to live in. excellent lat:rines~ sanitary bathing arrangements and instructions 
in profitable arts such as weaving. spinning. printing. etc. Now-a-days there is 
provision also for moral instruction and news IS communicated to the prisoner by 
means of jail ma.ga.zines and other papers. The recent change in jail rules is significant 
except that the prisoner cannot enjoy the company of his wife and children. his 
position is in every respect better than that of & cooIy in tho plantations .A slight 
out-break of cholera in any jail will create an uproar, and. yet you will find in the 
plantations overy oooly contracting malaria.; some dying of it and almost aU weakened 
for life by its effects. 

The main body of the population of the hills are the poor Audi Dravada3-the 
IO-Called depressed classes. hardly able to fight their rights on the plains and much 
less on the hills. Is it too much to expeet that his oondition on the plantations sbould 
at least approximate: to that of a. convict in jail 

P. AUDIAH NAIDU. LATE TAHSILDAR OF PARLAKIMEDI. 

Savans. who reside in the Agency tracts attached to Parlakimedi Taluk. form 
the chief labour recruits for Assam from Ganjam district. and I confine myself to 
Savaras in dealing with the subjects relating to recruitment~ etc. 

L---Becrnitment. 
1. (i) Agency tracts of Parlakimedi Taluk and portions of Ramagiri·Udayagiri 

Taluk. 
(ii) ( .. ) The Sa"""", live generally on slopes and on tops of hills. They .... food 

of podu cultiva.tion (cultivation of hills) rather than plains.. as the former is less 
costly and more productive.. All the- hills in the Agency were at their disposal. At 
the end of 1908, reservation of portions of hills in the Agency tracts of Parla.kimedi 
was commenced by the Special Fores-t Department under the late Mr. Welchman. 
and the area has been restricted. Thus the restriction is one of the causes. 
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(h) The Sa"""", believe in .. Goddess worsl<ip," and every Savara village has a 
worshipper (Poojari) popularly known as .. Bhuyya." When a Savara is sick, he 
attributes his sickness to the wrath of the Goddess and seeks the advice of his 
Bhuyya. who proposes sacrifices: first a fowl, next a goat, then a. pig. and lastly 
a he-buffalo, to the Goddess until he is cured. In the forts of the Agency trac'bi there 
are .. Panos H alias U Dombos .. who are the Sahucars of the Savaras. The Savara 
goes to his Pano Sahucar for the articles he ,requires. 'Fbe Sa.hucar supplies the 
articles at exorbitant rates on condition of repayment of the values in grain at the 
time of harvest, and in case of default. he charges penal interest not less than 25 per 
cent. The debt swells as time goes on and cripples the Savara. When the Sahncar 
p ....... for repayment, the Savara, out of despair, goes to Assam. This pressure of 
the Sahncar is another cause. 
. (&) The Sa""", in the Agency tracts is very rude and uncivilized, and has only 

pieces of cloth for his loins and for his head. The Assam returned Savara wears 
pants. coats, etc. Thus an instinct to get himself civilized arises in hi~ and thiI! 
is another cause for migration. 

2. (i) Recruitment i. extended to all the vilIag .. of Savara Agen<:y. Every year 
Savaras go to the gardens and return to their villages. There- is~ thus. constant 
current of labour moving in and out. 

3. M.fhods of R ...... u......I.-(ii) Paid recruiting system is not in use. It is a 
dangerous one and should be condemned, as it leads to illegal recruitment owing to 
greed for money. At present, sardar licences are being issued to Agency people, 
including the Oriyas, who settled in the fort villages. The Oriya settlers are 
~~ Patnaiks." .. Maha.ntis ..... Paikalis:' •• Btahmins," •• GowdllS." The Oriya settlers 
are intelligent and mischievous. It is on account of these people that complaints of 
illegal recruitment are being -received. I. thereiore~ propose to issue sardar licences 
to Savaras who work in the gardens only and not to other people in the Agency. 

(ill) Ca) Not necessary, as the Government are supervisiDg the work: (b) NiL 

. 4. Not affected according to the present scheme. as the labourer can return at 
any time he likes. . 

6. ReeruimM"I fOf' Assam.-(i) The Govemment control, as at present. should 
be retained as the Savaias. who are wholly uneducated and uncivilized, are liable to 
be deceived while being recruited. 

(ill) I leam that the Board consists of a certain number of supervisors and a 
chairman to supervise and inspect the oflices of the various- local agents~ regarding 
the conduct of recruitment, hy perusing the prescribed ooolies' and samaro' registers 
and the samaro' diari .. maintained hy the Iacal agents, and that the Boatd pointa 
out and sets right any irregularity in recruiting, I am not aware if the Board has 
control over the 'WOrking of the gardens to ascertain the grievances of the workers 
as well as the employers. If the Board has not this control in the interest of employers 
as well as workers it is well if the Board is vested with such powers. I presume that 
the Board has some Indian members; if not. one or two Indian members may be 
added for this purpose. 

(iv) According to the existing system, registration of recruits is entrosted to the 
local agents, who are the servants of the gardeners and who are naturally interested 
in their employers. It is not free from doubt if they exerCise such scrutiny as was 
exercised in the past by the sub-divisional magistrates or the district magistrates 
when they ~ the registering officers. I. therefore. propose that the registration 
work may be done by any magistrate instead of by the local agents. 

/ Mr, E, G. POWELL, PRESIDENT, THE CORDITE FACTORY LABOUR 

UNION, ARUVANKADU, NILGIRIS, SOUTH INDIA. 

In response to your invitation dated 4th August, '1929. The Cordite Factoty 
Labour Union desires me to submit the following memorandum for the information 
01 the Commission. All the point!! and evidence covered by the memorandum have 
been fully considered by the managing committee of the union at its sittings on 
lOth aod 11th September, and endorsed hy the general body at its meetings Oil 
16th Septemher, 1929. - • 
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CordiU FIICkwy.-This is one of the units of -the various ordnance factories in 
India. It was established in the year 1902. The number of persons employed are 
961, including 20 women; the employees are rated as follows :---Staff. about 44 ; 
clerks. 43; =- temponuy. 667; temponuy. 90. 

L Be mj'ment 
3. (i) Ditect. 
(ti) It is desizable that some machinery should be established for enabling workers 

with a practical knowledge of their work to qualify theoretically (by classes and 
examinations) for promo~on to higher grades instead of. as at present. recruiting 
from outside. 

R.-staff Organisation 

12. (ii) The method ef recruiting and training of supervising staff. especially 
with regard to subordinate staff, has been defective, inasmuch as such recruitment 
has genetally been from outside. The introduction of the apprenticesbip system in 
the year 1920 is an improvement. but it is felt that the choice for promotion to the 
superior staff in any department should be made from workers in that department 
who have by years of experience acquired a practical knowledge of the work done 
in that department. who are by chara.cter or other way qualified for higher 
responsibilities. It is therefore suggested that some kind of machin~ should be 
estamished for enabling such work"", to qualify theoretically by classes and 
examinations. 

13. (i) The relationship between the management and the union (which in our 
case means practically all the workers) has. we are glad to ""y. been very cordial 
and on the whole. satisfactory since the union- was formed in the year 1924~ Both 
superintendent and the manager have recognized the union from the outset and 
have shown it every respect; we are satisfied that the union is capable of meeting 
the needs of the men in almost every respect. Our great difficulty is tha~ as we 
represent only a small fraction of the men in all the ordnance factories in India 
whose grievances and demands are on many matters identical with OWS~ there is a 
tend~ on the part of the Army Headquarters at Simta. to shelve our demands 
on the ground presnmably that we represented only a fraction of the ordnance 

. factory workers. As an illustration. our union made a demand for the introduction 
of a gratuity scheme on the lines obtaining on State railways as far back as 1924, 
and though this (union) request has been favourably received and supported by the 
management of the factory and by the Master-General of Supplies~ and a scheme 
for starting a provident fund has been approved by the Government, the matter is 
u still pending.H The remedy, of course, is in having a strong union in each of the 
ordnance factories, in federating the same, and in pressing mattelS of general import 
on the Central Authorities by and through the Fed~tion. 

IIL-B_g 
17. We suggest that the Government might build workers' houses outside the 

factory compound., and introduce a scheme (similar to that in operation in connection 
with some of the textile mil1sat Nagpur, and managed through the YoM.C.A.). whereby 
the workers might acquire their own houses. 

18. The accommodation for workers in the lines has hitherto been very defective. 
In some eases there has only been one room for manied peop1e~ size 10 ft. by 12 ft. 
and 8 ft. by 11) ft.; bat in response to repeated representations by the union. a scheme 
for house improvement has been sanctioned and is in progress.. We suggest as a 
minimum of convenience. two rooms, size 10 ft. by 12 ft., with one kitchen. one bath. 
room and one verandah, with a little space for garden. 

20. The Government provides a number of quarters for the workers (not all) 
who are charged. rent on the basis of half an anna in the rupee. In this connection 
some injusti-ce is felt by the better paid worker. who has to pay a higher rent than 
his lower paid comrade for the same class of qua.rtel's. A man drawing Rs. 15 per 
month. pays. for example. 8 annas rent, while a. worker drawing Rs. 80 or Rs. 100 
per mooCh has to pay, say, Rs. S. The higher paid worker is thus paying something 
out of his wages towards the house rent of the lower paid. This principle might 
conceivably be acceptable if it applied to the superior staff, but in their case they 
not only do not pay anything towards the house rent like the worken. but they 
have their quarters rent free. We are of the opinion that the best l\mledy would. be 
free quarters for all. 

IV.-Bealtb. 
24. The facilities provided by the Government (one dispe"""'Y and three doctors) 

are felt to be somewhat inadequate. We suggest that in ~er tn meet the needs of 
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the workers and their dependeDts~ six beds should be set aside especially in the 
1a.ctory hospital, and if a woman doctor cannot be appointed in addition to the 
three assistant surgeons employed by the factory. then one of the assistant surgeons 
should be a woman~ and that provision for a segregation camp be also made. 

29. We submit that the acid, gun~cotton. nitro-glycerine and plumbet'sections of 
the factory should be brought under legislation that would provid~ for workers 
whose health is impa.ited and whose lives are shortened as the result of inhaling the 
poisonous fumes. 

31. (i) There is no provision for maternity benefit. and legislation on a national 
scale providing this should be introduced without delay. We have at present only 
20 women workenJ here, but it is expected that this number will increase considerably. 

V.-Welfare. 
36. (iii) There is a night school only for workers' children; what is wanted badly 

is a day school for ~ and also a night school for adults. 
37. Absolutely no provision is made for old age Rd premature retirement, and 

this is felt to be one of the greatest and most urgent need of the workers. In this 
connection we would call the special attention of the Commission to the fact that 
those in the factory who are named .. Temporary" workers (all the daily paid men. 
roughly 70 per cent. of the factory) are liable to have their services tenninate4 or to 
be dismissed at a moment's notice and are regarded merely as U Temporary n hands, 
though in actual facts they are a permanent and necessary part of the concern. 
Many of them having as many as 20 and even 25 yea.IS' service to their record. 

For e:xample~ one ~. T~mptJ'Ary" man in the plumber section has served Z7 years. 
On the ground that he is now less efficient than he was formerly he has been reduced 
in pay from Rs:70 to Rs.50 per mensem. He has a good record and was the first 
plumber in the factory; at present he bas no redress. no provision for old age or 
retirement and can be dismissed at any time. 

Until the union agitated the u EJltra TB11tporlD'jl ,~ men were liable to be sent away 
for'three or four days at a stretch without pay. of course, and had to return for duty 
at the end of that period on pain of dismissal. As Government employers coming 
under Government rules. the workers naturally feel that they have a right to partici
pate in some gratuity scheme. similar to those operating in other Government con
cerns in India~ which should be t'eb'osjJeetiv. and ,-eali,ra/M at a certain age or at 
premature retirement, This should apply to all workers who have put in ten years' 
service. Nothing. except perhaps a minimum living wage. is felt to be more essential. 
than this. 

VL-lldncatioa. 
41 and 42. In the opinion of the union the introduction of industrial and voe&

tiona! training would greatly affect the standard of living and raise the industrial 
efficiency of the workers. and the union would welcome some such institution in 
connection with the factory. 

vm.-Workmen'. Com_lion. 
53. (i) The woo is of opinion tha.t the scales of compensation should he raised. 

IX.-HomI. 
55. (i and ill Though the custom is eight hours a day. under the Factory Act we 

have to work sixty hours per week before we can claim overtime pay. The union 
feels this unjust and n:q,uests that the legislation be introduced specially to allow 
overtime pay after working 48 hours per week. 

60. (i) There are men working on shifts and when it comes to meal time nQ 
satisfactory provision is made for a meal or rest hour. • 

XJL-W-. 
96. As the cost of living in the hills is greater than in the plains. theUUiOD requests 

that a hill allowance be given as given to the other Government servants. and rail
wa~ and post officers on the Nilgiris. 

105, The union considers that the minimum wage paid in the factory is not 
sufficient to meet the cost of living in the NiJgiris. 
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Below is the living cost of a family .. husband and riel in the hills. bUt the: minimum 
wages. Rs. J3·8 annas. or 9 annas a day. working 24 days in the month (without 

. taking any leave or being absent or from sickness). This figure is only a rough 
estimate as lIUlDy other ib:ms are omitted. (such as milk. etc.) :-

(The pay is Rs.13·8 annas. or nine ann .. per day. and the cost of living is Rs. 45. 
while the pay is as good as in the other firms on the Jt.1lgiris. we oonsider that the 
mjnimum pay is Dot a li'\-"iug wage). 

Quantity. 

8 
8 lb. 

4 bottles 
Ii measures •• 
I measure 
lib. 
I .. 

3 •• 
S .. 
1 
2 
2 
4 

4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
4 
4 
2 

i lot .. 

1 

Description. Amount. 

. Rs. a. p-
Rire. 2 measures for meals at 6 measures for the 

rupee 
Cuny stuff. etc. 
Coffee 
Dhall at 4 measures per rupee 
Meat (mutton) twice a week at 7 annas 
Vegetables at 6 annas per week 
Soap and soap nut (for batbing and washing) 
Kerosine (a 00_ per week) • • • • 
Gingelly oil (per month) 
Lam.p oil u 

Cocoanut oil u 

Ghee .... 
Betelont at 3 pies per day •• 
Flour (I viss) 
Sugar (1 viss) •• 
Blanket for I y.ar at Rs. 3 each 
Mats for 1 year at 12 annas each 
Bed sbeets for I year at Re. I eaclI 
Sames. for J year at Rs. 2·8 .annas eadl and 

Rs ... each for a woman •. 
Jackets for I year at Re. I each. for a woman 
Half-arm. jackets. 8 annas each. for a woman 
Skirts. Rs. 1·4 ann .. each. for a woman 
Sui'" (cotton). Rs. 8·8 ann .. each for a man 
Dhoties. Re. 1·4 annu each for a man 
Bannians. 10 annas each for a man _ . 
Sbirts (cotton). Re. 1·8 azmas each for a man 
Turbans. Re. 1·8 annas each for a....... •• 
Barber (monthly) • • •• • • • • 
Breakfast in early morning at 1 anna 6 pies per day 
Fuel for one month .. . . . . _ . . . 
For amusements 
House rent (size 8 It. by 10 ft.) 

Grand total 

(Say Rs. 45 as round figw<s.) 

10 0 0 
400 
300 
200 
380 
1 8 0 
100 
o 14 0 
1 7 O. 
o 14 0 
080 
100 
080 
o 8 0 
090 
040 
020 
028 

I I 4 
05" 
028 
050 
168 
034 
034 
o 8 0 
040 
140 
2 13 0 
'1 8 0 
200 
100 

44 13 4 

108. Pnu:lically every worker is indebted to the CCH)perative society in connection 
with the fartory and to outside moneylenders. 

110. With regard to casual leave. the union feels that the daily paid men shoold be 
treated on, the same basis es the- monthly paid men. 

XIV~-Tnt1e CombinetiODL 

118. It is the opinion of the management of the faetory that the union has been 
mutually beneDcial. 

J 19. (i) The union has a benefit call fund providing against old age and death. 
It bas been approved by the management~ the superintendent being the president of 
the fund; 58 penoos being helped by this fund and the amount Rs. 1345. 

(il) The 1lIlioo also bas a panchayat court. through and by which per.;onal and 
other disputes are- gettled out of court. this has proved very useful to the men. 

122. ti) Repftsentations from the nnion are receiv<d by the DWlag'>ment when 
occasion arioos and geqeraUy speaIcing this method bas _ satisfactorily. 

" 
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ltV.-In~ DiIpnlea. 

126. (ii) In the opinion of the union the general attitude of the Governm~t it 
connection with the industrial dispute bas not been satisfactory~ but it is hoped tha' 
the Trade Dispute Act will remedy tbe defect. 

XVIL-Admjnitt:ratiOL 

133. The union feels the need of adeq~ate representation in the central ancl 
provincial legislatures, and it suggests that one M.L.A. might be nominated OJ 
elected to represent the Ordnance Factories in India.. 

134. In order to more adequately reap the benefit of the International LaboUl 
Organization at Geneva this union feels the necessity of the UDions of Govemmen1 
workers being allowed to affiliate to the All-India Trade Union Congress. which is 
the only workers~ orga.nization in India that sends delegates to the conference at 
Geneva. 

MR. A. C. WOODHOUSE, COLLECTOR OF NELLORE • 

.PYelimift4ry note.-Nellore district:~ Madras Presidency. has a population of 
lAOO.OOO and is 7.948 square miles in extent. Mica deposits occur throughout the 
district but mainly in Rapur. Gudur and Atmakur taluks. Rapur taluk having the 
highest output in the district and the best quality. The country. round mines~ 
is usually da~ sometimes covered with scrub jungle but more often bare. The land 
is not very fertile, and if crops are grown. only the Jesser millets like ciliolam (Sorghum 
vulgare) are cultivated.. The country in the neighbourhood of mines is thinly 
populated. From returns submitted$ the daily average number of mine-workers 
was-:-

In 1925 1.988 men and 2.657 women in 82 mines. 
In 1926 .• 3.246" .. 2.136.. .. 114 
In 1927 •• 3.498.. .. 2.656.. .. 116 
In 1928 2.577 n .. 1~790.. u fY1 u 

Roughly to every three men there were two women workers. Abo~t seven per 
eent. of the population of Rapur taluk or less than half per unto of the population 
of the district is engaged in mica-mining. If, therelore~ mining suddenly c£aS(:d~ 
comparatively few people would be affectedz and the few thus affected could tum to 
other occupations, like ~culture~ for a livelihood. and 'WOuld speedily be absorbed 
in those occupations. Even now. mine-workers sometimes engage in agricultural 
pursuits as a subsidiary occupation. 

L BeomiImeDc. 
1 and 2. Labour is wholly local and comes daily from. villages within four miles 

of mines. Except a watchman. or two, and three or four families of coolies the rest 
of the labour is non-resident at the mine. The resident labour at the mine is intended 
to protect property at the mine against theft and to check the spread of fire. The 
labour force is 70 per cent. Matas and Madigas. 20 per cent. Yanadis and 10 ~r cent. 
others~ like Muhammadans, Woddars. etc. The Yanadis are nomadic in theu habits 
and move from mine to mine or elsewhere for reasons of tbcir own. The other classes 
Malas2 Madigas. Muhammadans. Woddars. etc.~ are more reliable. They generally 
live in villages adjoining the mines. The Yanadis sometimes camp on the mining 
plot. and sometimes neat' the local villa.ge. 

3. There is no recruiting agency. The snpply 01 labour is usually grt"ater than 
the demand. AJJ. the force is local.. mere intimation in the village that more labour 
is needed, Ja sufficient to attract additional coolies. 

4. As the force is locaL there is no disturbance of family life. Coolies return to 
their homes daily. Husbands and wives usually go to work together. . . . 

8 (i) Mines keep open throughout the year. The amount of labour required 
varies with the output and the output is regulated to suit market eonditiOD5. The 
market is very, irregular and unsteady. 

n. _ ()rgaDDaliou. 

12 (i) The supervising staff may consist of a supervisor if ODe owner has three or 
four mines in the locality. a..manager and & maistri or two or thre:e .ac:cordiog to the 
size of the mine.. Very few supervisors are employed. Usually. there is only a 
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manager and one or more maistris. Members of the staff do not undergo any sort 
of technical training. They are men who have gained experience. The staff is very 
poorly paid. and cannot be expected to superintend any but the most elementary 
work. Ordinarily. methods of extraction of mica are crude. Labour is wastefully 
used and simple la.bour-saving devices are practically unknown. Some years ago. 
Europeans were engaged in mining. They employed engineers and trained men. 
Their successors. the Indians. have copied imperlectly the methods of -extraction 
employed previously by European OWRern. 

(il) The Indian miner does not seem to be anxious to adopt economic methods of 
working and there are no signs of his willingness to Ie-invest even a portion of his 
profits from mica in actual working~ 

13 Ii) Relations between the members of the staff and the labourer are generally 
cordial. 

IS Mica is not extracted on conttaet. 

m. HOlISiDg. 
18 As the labour. comes daily from surrounding villages. it is unnecessary for the 

employers or Government or private landholders to provide houses. The very small 
resident labour force at mines (resident chiefly for protection against thefts of mining 
property and fire) erects its own houses close to the work spot. The houses are 
a.lways of the type that the people are accustomed to live in. The houses are bell
shaped and consist of a single room. They are very insanitary. Except when it 
rains or when it is slightly chill. people sleep out of doors. The miny and cold days 
are very few in the year--perhaps 30 days in all. 

22. I understand that when Europeans owned mines they attempted to provide 
model housing for employees but failed to make such housing popular. 

24(i) Under section 18 of Act IV of 1923 owners are required to keep medical 
out6.ts and stretcheYS at mines. 

(il) There are Government dispensaries about seven or nine miles away from the 
furthest mine. Government has now on special duty a sub-assistant surgeon for 
bookworm treatment. 

25 (il The Indian rarely takes proper treatment till his illness is too bad to be 
cured. Till his illness becomes serious he prefers Indian quack-rem.edies. This 
aversion to proper treatment is common to the majority of people and not to the 
mine-worker alone. There is very great difficulty in persuading people to' undergo 
hookworm treatment. 

26 (i) Government insists on the provision of proper latrines (of the borehole 
type), but people prefer to resort to the open fields. Many mines have no latrines 
at aU but steps are being taken to enforce the rules whicb only recently (February. 
1929) camp into force. 

(ti) Owing to fum. action to enforce the rules# mine-owners either have sunk wells 
where fresh water is obta.ina.ble. or have provided drinking water under a special 
coolie at work spots.. • 

27. The district health officer visits & few mines once a year but health inspectors 
go round more often. 

29 (i) There is no disease peculiar to mine-workers prevalent .in the district, to 
the best of my knowJedge. 

, (ti) Cholera and smallpox are rare and spread. to the mines only when there is 
an outbreak of the disease in the district. Hookworm and malaria are prevalent in 
the mines and in the district. These diseases are not peculiar to the mining area. 

Accidents are few. 
VII. Safely. 

48. Thongh the rules require OWDeYS to have people trained in first aid at the 
mines. such knowledge is very imperfect or nothing. Consequently if accidents 
occurred.* nobody would be able to render any assistance. 

49. Mines are frequently inspected by mica inspectors and sub-divisional 
magistrates and an ins.~tor of mine$. NeitheT mica inspectors nor snb-divisi.onal 
magistrates have much knowledge of teclmical details connected with mining. The 

(8M) XI 
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inspector of mines comes once a year, usually August-5eptember~ aDd inspects 
working mines, not aU mines. I should not be surprised to hear that some mines 
closed down a. month or two before the inspector of mines' visit to avoid inspection. 
As owners know exactly when the inspector of mines is due, they c:an close down 
mines to avoid inspection. Fortunately, most mines work on the open cast system. 
So, chances of accident are few. There are only 24 mines worked by tunnelling 
against 205 mines on the open cast system. 

IX. HourI. 
B. M ...... _ (i) Normal hours are 7 to 12 and 2 to 5 far.ix days in the week. 
(il) Overtime is the exception. 
64. Since the rule came into force on lst July, 1924, mines work six days a week. 
66. There is no a.ttempt to overwork the labourer and the present working day 

is not harder than in other oc:cupations like agriculture. So, special legislation for 
local mines is uIU4eeessary. 

69 (iii) Besides the weekly holiday on Sunday, some festival days are holidays. 
70. Sunday. 

X. Speeial. QIlIIIIiODl relating to WOIll8ll. 
B. Minu.-91. Since July, 1929, women are not being employed underground in 

mines. The prohibition came into force only then. It is too early therefore to 
express an opinion on the suitability or uDsuitability of the regulations, and its 
probable efiect on the industry or workers. In this district among the lower classes. 
wives are accustomed to aecoIP.pa.ny their husbands to work-perhaps because the 
husbands are afraid to trust their wives out of their sight-and a deputation of 
mine-owners which waited on me on the 5th September. ]929. orally represented 
that the prohibition would adversely afiectthe industry and the workers economically . 
I have found it very difficult to get mine-owners to obey the rules about sanitation. 
drinking water~upply. etc. (obviously because they have little or no interest in the 
welfare of their workers). so their representation about the economic effe.ct of the 
prohibition on the workers seemed somewhat insincere. It was urged too that only 
women could carry the spoil to the surface. But as I have already stated there is 
room for improvement in the working of mines in the district aDd the adoption of 
suitable labour-savillg devices. ,. 

96 (i) In mining, men 6 to 8 annas a day, women 4 to 5 annas. 
(iil Men 5 to 6 annas, women 3 to 4 annas. 
97. Wages increased about 1922 with the general increase in the cost of living 

after the war. 
106. Deductions not made for disciplinary purposes or short work. A man is 

made to do his legitimate day's work and usually does it. 
107. (i) Paid fortnightly as a rule. 
(ill) Comp}a.ints regarding non-payment of wages are rare. There is no statutory 

provision under which the collector can interfere in such disputes; so disciplinary 
action was taken. :tIL one case the collector declined to allow a consignment to be 
passed till the wages oispute was settled. and in another the mine-owner was informed 
tba.t his certificate of approval would be recommended for cancellation. Such action 
was effective and resulted in a settlement of the wages dispute. 

I do not know if legislation affording the labourer speedy redress for delay in 
payment is possible. . . . 

j MR. A. G. GREEN. SUPERINTENDENT, GOVERNMENT PRESS, MADRAS. 

My experience of Indian labour has been solely iu connexion with the printing 
trade and extends over 22 years, the first six with the Times Press, Bombay~ 
employing up to 1,200 hands, and the last sixteen with the Government Press. 
Madras, employing over 2,000 workers. 

Although printing does. not occupy as high a position as a skilled industry in 
India. as it does in Western civilized countries. its close connexion with education. 
business, political and 9Ociallife, and general culture. makes it evident that it should 
be sufficiently developed to keep pace with and assist the progress of all these activities. 
It must necessarily become increasingly important with any advance. in education. 
An extensive increase in literacy alone would bring with it a prospect of very large 
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expansion, and if to this is added a development of authorship and literary patronage 
and modem business methods. the status of the industry should very definitely rise 
from its present low position in extent and quality of production. If well organized. 
it should be well able to compete with foreign work as regards cost. and still allow 
more than the average local standard wage for skilled workers~ as it does in other 
countries. The impression now seems to prevail that printing demands a quality 
of workers rather below that of a minor cl~rk, It has consequently not been regarded 
as suitable for a youth with more than the average intelligence and education, and 
the standard of wages rather reflects this opinion. In the report of the committee 
on remodelling the Madras Penitentiaty the committee state that they are satisfied 
that printing is a suitable jail industry. and there are about 450 convicts employed 
in jail presses as printers and binders. More than 50 per cent. of these were 
agriculturists, coolies. or petty shop-keepers before admission to the jail, and the 
employment of this considerable number. which is to be increased. cannot fail to 
have some effect on the labour market. 

L-Recruitmeat. 
1. As a minimum amount of education is required of most employees. it is 

natural that the main source of supply should be from centres where primary 
education is more general-the vicinity of large towns. The greater extent to which 
English is taught and used in Madras. accounts largely, I believe, for the free supply 
of compositors in this Presidency, and for the fact that Madrasi compositors will be 
found in large numbers in the cities of other Indian Provinces> Burma and Ceylon. 
My experience was that the best worker.; in Bombay were Madrasis, who leave their 
native province to obtain the higher wages offered elsewhere. The emigrants are 
of a higher average standard than those who sta.y at home: 

S. 'Recruibnent will in all cases be found to be by direct application of the worker 
to the works authority. The only possible improvement would be in thefonnatioo 
of an organization within the trade through which efficient workers could bear 
some evidence of their ability. Selecti9n is at present a matter of guess-work and 
trial, and as apprenticeship and training is undeve1oped, a large proportion of 
applicants will be found below the line of ordinary efficiency and are often altogether 
unsuited for the trade. At the Government Press, registers are kept of likely 
applicants and they are sent for when required,. 

7. Unemployment exists, and there is usually no lack of applicants to fill vacancies 
for compositors and binders. Skilled machine-minders and operators are however 
scarce, and it may be asserted that no really competent worker of any class need 
rem.ain long. if ever. out of employment. On my knowledge of the larger establish· 
menta I should say that reduction of staff is seldom necessary, but an appreciable 
number of men are continually dropping out to attend to private affairs. or on 
account of protracted ill-health for which they desire treatment by a native doctor~ 
etc. Their places in the meanwhile are Dlled up if workers are needed. • 

8. In small pr~ there wiU be much more casual employment for short periods 
as the peculiarity of the business in these shops is that ther~is no possibility of 
manufacturing for stock. or in anticipation of demand. A few extra workers have 
to be taken on when work is more abundant or urgent and they are then discharged. 
Absenteeism prevails particululy in the lower grades of wOTkers. Among the 
Government Press workers from. 7 to 15 per cent. are away from work daily. 

9. There is no generally recognized system of apprenticeship or form of indenture 
in the trade. Some of the larger establishments take lea.rners for more or less 
definite periods of training. The smaller shops take on boys for the sake of cheap 
labour. and. teach them as little as is necessary to make them profitable. The 
difficulties experienced in attempting to follow a. regular course of training in some 
sections of the Government Press has been that learners cannot be maintained 
by their guardians for any length of time and that the best sort of journeyman with 
whom an apprentice could 1earn the practical part of his trade is almost non-existent. 
Piece-workers naturally concentrate on their own eamings~ which would be ailected 
by any attempt at teaching. Partly-trained youths who can earn a. few rupees here 
and there will move from one press to another attempting to obtain a slight increase 
of pay at each change, and no efiective means of binding them by an agreement have 
been found. Machine-men are recruited from the more intelligent labourers, who 
first become layers-on, and then may show an aptitude for taking charge of a machine. 
A special form of agreement for the training of linotype-operators in the Government 
Press has been introduced, which gives the learner, wbo deposits Rs. 100 as surety, 
a course of instruction for !ix months. After this he _ continues to serve for three 
years if required on regular piece-work payment. 

K. 
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R.-lIIalf OrganizaliOD. 

10 to 12, The head of the works in several of the large presses is a European 
with technical qualifications~ who controls mainly through foremen of sections. 
The foremen are usually men who have worked their way up in the shop where they 
.are engaged and are well acquainted with the particular class of work which is done 
there. Working exPerience is their only form of training. There are grounds for 
suspicion that foremen abuse the power they possess over their subordinates, by 
demanding bribes, etc., and on the other hand it is DO less likely that they are offered 
gratifications for favours expected. The extent of the evil is difficult to estimate 
and is often made the ground of anonymous and possibly false accusation. 

I know of no case in which a standing works committee has been organized or 
even attempted. and hom what I know of the men, consider that it would at present 
be particulady difficult to achieve. The various departments of an Indian printing 
works contain men of marked difference in natural ability, eduea.tionand intelligence. 
and at times show- antagonistic tendenaies .• Co-operation would .be doubtful. A 
works committee excluding all beads of sections would not improve on the present 
opportunities which the men possess to make departmental representations. 

14. Wherever the number of men is sufficient to require it, the work of time
keeping, calculation of earnings, etc., will be done by the clerical staff. and workers 
would normally be a.ble to check the correctness of their accounts. 

m.-HoDBiDg. 
16. There are no housing schemes which are special to the industry. Workers 

mainly live with their families and relatives in sub-divided houses, and there is 
probably more domestic life in Madrns than in Bombay. Workers' homes are dis-
tributed among all the most crowded parts of the city, some of them at. a considerable 
distance from their workz and as wages do not.generally admit of the regular use of 
a i!ublic conveyance, there is, in this, a cause of fatigue. 

tv._eallll. 
23. No vital statistics are available. The sedentary nature of their occupation 

together with a general di.sinclinatiorr for physical activity in leisure hours, and poor 
or improper diet, is responsible for a standard of physique and health, which I should 
judge to be below the average: for all workers. Absenteeism is mainly caused by 
the minor disorders of a. poor constitution. and by mote serious sickness to whieh it 
-can offer no resistance. 

24. Public medical facilities are fairly extensive in. the towns where large presses 
exist, and workers who are in Government employ and are obviously ill are given 
requisitions to the District Surgeons and hospitals for treatment . 

. A health centre has been organized at the Government Press at which the advice 
of two private practitioners is given free, and a small charge made for medicines and 
operations_ This work has been instituted and is run by honorary workers among 
.the .taff. 

25. The workers in Government service resort to medical advice mainly because 
a medical certificate is insisted on before leave with pay on account of sickness is 
granted for more than two days. A large number prefer the treatment of their 
native •• doctor:' which i,s usually applied for in a request to go to their village and 
.. take oil." The health centre has not been very well supported, possibly because 
small charges are made while corporation dispensaries are free. and also that medical 
certificates are not given for extensive periodson asligbt pretext. Medical certitica.tes 
from private medical practitioners are submitted quite f.requently. but there is 
evidence tha.t these can be purchased without treatment when needed. 

29. Lead poisoning and. tuberculosis are generally regarded as industrial diseases 
of the printing trade. Of the former, I have known of no definite case. but the latter 
has been observed in a number of cases which may be due quite as much to living 
conditions as to OCc.upatioa. The Government Central Press is situated in the most 
crowded and unhealthy part at the city and is consequently affected by any epidemic 
that prevails. 

00. I do not consider that any general system. of sickness insurance is feasible 
at present. In the present condition af Indian labour and medical practice it woukl 
be extensively made use Q{ by malingerers, and among smaller establishments there 
would be insuperable difficulty in registration and collec.tiOll of contributions. 
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Y.-Welfare. 
32 and 34. No welfare work is undertaken by the Government~ and none that 

I know of by other press employers, The employees of the Go'rernment Press have 
a self-supporting recreation club which provides games, reading room, refreshments 
and occasional entertainments. It is run by a committee of members of the staff~ 
who are honorary workers. and a small building with grounds is rented from the 
Government for a nominal sum, about Qne4ifth of the standard rent. The clerical 
and supervising staff are its main supporters although membership is open to all. 
A mutual death benefit fund is making this institution more popular, but speaking 
generally it has not hitherto been easy to obtain enthusiastic support from the mass 
of the workers. Educational scholarships are provided from the club funds, and so 
far two have been granted to children of employ .... 

37. Government workers are eligible for pension and provident fund benefits, 
InIt I do not know of any other private employers makit>g such provision. It is a 
matter which must be left entirely to empIoyers. who mayor may not realize their 
responsibility and. the advantage of making conditions attractive to their workers. 

38. A very successful C<Hlperative cre<tit society has been instituted for Govern
ment press employees and there are other similar societies to which workers in other 
presses are admissible. • 

VI.-Edncalion. 
40. There are no special facilities provided for general education. 

41. There are a. few mission schools in the Madras Presidency which have printing 
presses as part of their industrial work. and the Lee Chengalvaroya Naicker's Technical 
Institute in Madras City. The work of these is of an elementary standvd. The 
Government Trades School gives courses in printing subjects and they are practically 
a continuation of the Government Press technical classes which were started in 1893 
and continued up to 1919. The school is_not well equipped with plant and the 
theoretical teaC'.h.ing is rather of the !rtereotyped question and anSWft' type. A pass 
in the technical f".xamination has been prescribed by Government as a qualification 
for readers. and men in other sections who have passed the technical examination are 
given preference for promotion in the Government Press. This probably accounts 
for the fact that 78 out oi 101 printing students at the school are employee$' of the 
Government Press. • 42. Education, and any development of intelligence, must inevitably raise the:: 
standard of efficiency of workers in a trade dealing with literary matter. and in which 
an appreciation of meticulous accuracy, systematic work among a variety of product, 
and some sense of form. design and colour. can alone make a good craftsman. In 
this direction there is very far to go. With the majority of workers also. such- general 
education as ha..'i been achieved has not yet led to the adoption of an hygienic standard 
of living. and prolonged social education wilt be needed to make an alteration in 
habits that are unclean and unhealthy, 

VlL-8a!eIy. 
43. The existing regulations and their enforcement are quite adequate in the 

printing works which come under factory inspection. 

44. Accidents are few, and -in nearly evmy ca.<re due to the worker"s _fail~ in 
familiar operations. to realize the imminence of danger to his person. The most 
serious cases that have happened under my charge have been with gliillotine operators 
allowing their hands to rest under a descending knife. and machin~men attempting 
to retrieve a sheet of paper which has gone astray on a geared cylinder or among 
roUers revolving at a high speed. Other damage is done by dropping heavy formes of 
type on bare feet. For most workers rough and ready first aid is available and 
hospitals are not far a.way. 

50. The working hours in presses are not excessively long. Physical weakness 
may contribu~ to !l1~or accidents in han~ing w~jghts. Many presses of which I 
know are defiCIent m bght. but 1 do not think this can be regarded as having any 
eiiect on accidents. 

VIIL-Workmen" OompeualiOll. 

51. Accid~ts being few, and serious accidents still fewer. the Act is but seldom 
in operation. Two t.ases of which I know were loss of fingers.. The men were &tiU 
employable. but received. compensation for partial disablement on my submitting 

(8E-4) x. 
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the cases to the Commissioner of Labour. It is quite likely that many employees are 
unaware of the existence of the Workmen's Compensation Act. If, however. accidents 
are fully reported and are followed up by the Labour Commissioner it will do more 
than paper propaganda. to .make its existence known. 

52 to 54. I cannot speak for industries generaJly. but so far as I can Judge the 
Workmen"s Compensation Act is suitable wherever it a.pplies. and its extension to 
small establishments is the only suggestion I would make until longer experience of 
its working has been gained. 

Jlt.-1Ioun. 
55. The normal working hours of the Government Press are 71 per da.yand 43" 

per week. Large private presses work rather longer hours. and small presses are 
probably variable to a .till higher limit. 

Overtime is unavoidable. but occurs only in intermittent rushes. It will often 
be desirable to overstep the ll-hour daily limit without exceeding tbe SO-hour week. 
and so far as the printing trade is concerned I should prefer a. weekly limit only. 
The difficulty is that there is DO organization by which additional suitable men can 
be called in at an hour's notice or less. In the case of their own work. Govenunent ~ 
and do, grant a temporary exemption from the regulations. I cannot say whether 
other employers feel the need for this. 

57 and 58. The restrictions have had no real effect on the workers or industry. 
They called for no reduction of the pre-existing normal hours in works large enough 
to be classed as factories. and except for the curtailment of a possible exceptional 
spell of overtime brought no change. . 

59. In the present condition of Indian industry I do nottbink it desirable to reduce 
the maxima. 

60. The practice before the Act of 1920 was either a half-hour or one-hour interval 
about the middle of the nonna! day~ with a short interval in the evening if overtime 
was worked. Indian operatives either :-(a) leave the factory to take their meals at 
he'!' •• (b) have their meals brought to the factory. or (e) have no midday meal. 

No printing presses have canteen arrangements. and those in classes (b) and (c) 
above are probably as numerous as class (a). To theoe one half-hourinterva1 in a day 
of not more than ~ht working hours is preferable as they can leave work earlier 
or start later in the'mommg. The effect on fatigue is. I think, inconsiderable. Objec
tions were raJ.Sed by one branch of the Government Press accustomed to a half-hour 
interval when a. one-hour interval was imposed upon thetn by the Ad. I have also had 
objections from workers to an arrangement of shifts giving them about four hours on 
and four hours off work. The contention being that they had either to be twelve 
hours without food or else had to undertake a fatiguing journey to and from their 
homes at some distance during their period of rest. 

Holidays with pay, except for piece-wor~. are granted for the principal Indian 
festivals. The principal presses in. Madras give from 14 to 17 days in the year. 
Casual leave for sickness or private affairs is also given. and Government employees 
can earn the fuJI leave privileges under the Civil Service Regulations and other rules. 

&]. Sunday is the general day of rest. and Muhammadans in Government service 
may take a two-hours' interval for prayers on Fridays. There is no need fur any 
alteration of this arrangement. 

X.-8pecial QneitiOllll BeJaIiDllIO Wo ....... 'f_ Adulll, I11III. ChiIdreD. 
86. The lack of adequate training if!. at the bottom of most of the difficulties which 

are experienced in the printing trade. Most if not all oi the smaller presses could not 
possihly train craftsmen in any case, as they are poorly equipped. and do not produce 
anything but cheap and bad work. Other difficulties have been referred to under 
section I (9). Hitherto, lads with a lamentably Jow standard of education have pro. 
vided most of the personnel offered for training. They are not bound by any agree
ment, but work as volunteers and as soon as they are worth anything to an employer 
move about in search of higher earnings. At one time when the Lawrence Asylum 
maintained a. large press and had a fairly permanent hold on their lads they maintained 
Il good system of apprenticeship. but from records which I have seen. only about 
25 per cent. made good, Those who did were able to secure fairly good posts as 
overseers and foremen. The records of the Government Press also show that at one 
time a considerable number of Anglo-Indian., and domiciled Europeans were employed 
as readers and foremen. These numbers have gone down considerably. owing to the 
gro~ of better paid appointments to be obtained with a shorter period of training 
on railways, telegraP.,.hs. etc., while the pay of the appointments held by them in the 
printing tm<lo has. if anything, decreased, and the number of Indians otloriug to fin 
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them has increased. A better type of workman is now being trained for work on type. 
composing machines. where earnings may be three or four times as high as those of a 
hand-compositor. The Madras Government~ and otherGovemmen.ts. have introduced 
schemes of training for student apprentices in printing as State Scholarships. Usually 
the scheme includes a period of training in England. and if these men maintain 
enthusiasm and energy, without the sole aim of obtaining" soft .. jobs at the end of 
their training, they should be able to do a great deal towards raising the general 
1evel of work in the larger presses when they return and take their place in the 
industry. 

The smaller presses cannot have much part in the development of the industry. 
In England the .. small printer" has been spoken and written of as a ~. dying 
phenomenon." and in India the improvement of the trade can only be brought about 
by well-orga.nized and well-stafied industrial establishments. which in their tum 
will only be able to exist and increase when a. higher status of the trade is recognized.. 
and a greater public demand is made for its services. 

XIL-Wageo. 
96. Thepresentrates of wages in theGovernment Press for ordinary workersare

Compositms (piec .... work)-.'l annas per 1,000 ens. Linotype-operators (piece-work)-
1+ annas per 1,000 ens. Imp0sers,-3 annas to As. S-6'per hour. Copyholders
Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 per month. RPaders-Rs. 30 to Rs. 150 per month. Machine
minders--Rs. 20 to Rs. 40 per month. Layers-on and Iabourer~.Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 
per month. Binders--Rs. 15 to Rs. 40 per month. Type-casters-Rs. 20 to Rs. 30 
per mouth. Assistant and Deputy Foremen-Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 per month. Foremen 
-Rs. 40 to Rs. 100 per month. . 

The posts on permanent pay rising to Rs. 60 and over are comparatively few. 
These .rates are generally higher than those in private presses in Madras hut 

lower than in Calcutta,. Bombay or Colombo. A man with rather more than a.verage 
ability may. however. obtain better wages in a private press than in a. press bound 
by the limitations of a Government establishment. 

fn. Since 1907. when grain compensation was introduced. the rise in workmen's 
minimum wages at the Government Press has been abont50 per cent.with incremental 
scales adding another 50 per cent. At the same time the employment of binding boys 
and type-foundry stoker boys on from Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 per month has been abolished. 
A few juveniles of between 15 and 18 years of age are now employed. on Rs. 10 per 
month. and the rule RgUding minimum pay is that no person of the age of ]8 years 
and over should receive Jess than Rs. IS per month. The last general revision of pay 
was in 1920. 

No statement can be made of the relation of wages to cost of living.. I have 
noticed that men on low rates of pay seem sometimes to be better oft than more 
highJy paid men. Debt and other encumbrances are probably the main reason fur this. 

The small printer, running his plant on uneconomic and unbusinesslike lines. 
makes little profit OD the work 01 his men, and lowers the standard of prices 
for better industrial establishments. It may safely be said that the normal prolits 
of the printing trade are small compared with the amount of ca.pital needed to engasQ 
in it. 

99. I have heard of payments in kind. bonuses of rice and cloth" etc... in Indian 
eUablk.hments, but I do not think they are sufficiently general to amount to a 
problem. 

101. Wages except on a Government establishment list. are :fixed generally on 
the basts. of the individual efficieney of the workman. which vari£s a great deal, and 
the rate 18 govem.ed largely. by the demand and supply of the loca.llabour market. 
Cities and towns which have to depend to any extent on imported labour have to 
offer higher rates to induce immigzants. 

]02. At the Government Press overtime rates are paid at 25 per cent. extra for 
two hoW'S before or after normal hours. 50 per cent. for other hoUIS. and double 
rates for Sunday or holiday work when compensation leave is not given. 

103 aDd 105. There is no standardization of wages. and in the present unequa 
state of the workers a minimum wage is not a practical proposition. A rule exists in 
the Government Press that a piece·work compositor who cannot earn a minimum. 
amount per month shall not be retained. In practice it is not rigidly emorced, as 
the supply of expert compositors is not equal to the demand. 

106. Fines are imposed at the GovemJDent Press, usually alter pn viGUS wal"nings 
as a disciplinary measure, ""d part of the c:oot of material spoilt by culpable negligenao 
is also I'e'COvered from pay_ No other deductions are made against the will of the 
worker. and departmental collections );,y supervisors for any pUlpose are discouraged. 
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1-0'j~ Wages are paid monthly, and are generally some days in arrears when,.paid. 
In Government establishments the requirements of pre-audit. and the submission 
of pay bills for sanction by the audit office occupies time. and is sometimes delayed 
by the occurrence of holidays. The permanent establishment on fixed pay is paid 
1rithin the first few da.ys of the month. temporary and day-extra men about the 8th, 
and piece-workers, whose accounts involve a good deal of calculation. about the 15th. 

The monthly period of payment seems the best suited to Indian conditions. 
Most of the regular workers appear able to obtain food supplies on monthly bills 
and rent is 'payable monthly. I do not think uniformity could be obtained more 
surely by legislation, or that anything but abnormal delay in payment could be 
prevented by legal means. Advances of a portion of pay earned are to my knowledge 
obtainable in some private establishments. but are not permitted by Government. 

Unclaimed wages revert to the employer. • 
, 108. Indebtedness is common, and serious cases are due to disproportionate 
expenditure on wedding and funeral ceremonies. the extortion of moneylenders and 
sometimes to imprudent backing of securities, or prolonged sickness. 

1{)9, I know of no scheme in operation for bonus or profit sharing, excepting 
tentative arrangements to give a bonus for production above an arbitmrily :fixed 
~tandard, which have not yielded very satisfactory results. 

110. Most printing works of any size grant a certain amount of leave with pay 
to workers and it often not fully availed of. Leave is most often taken for a day or 
a few days at a time for weddings~ funerals. ceremonies, or temporary indisposition. 
Longer leave is taken for pilgrimages or to fulftl vows, from which the worker usually 
returns less ntthan when he went away. 

Leave is not definitely encouraged by employers, and the idea of an annual 
recuperative holiday does not exist among workers, not do I think that as a rule 
they would use a vacation more profitably tha.n they do their ordinary leisure, 

xm.-ln4l11trial BIIloieD.,. of Workers. 
112, During the time that I have been in India.I think there has been a section 

t)f improvement in printed productions. It is not general. and the bulk is almost 
as bad as it ever was. It does not arise from the effort of erait pride of the worker 
but where it has occurred is mainly due to the provision of better equipment and 
insistence on better work by those who control and are tecb.nica.lly qualitied to plan 
and direct operations. These can seldom feel safe in dropping the burden of thinking 
out all details in any but ordinary routine work. I have come across not a few 
Indian workmen who can do very good work under guidance and supervision. but 
it still seems necessary for this guidance to be close and continuous. Foremen are 
not quick to check and correct faults of which they themselves are quite aware. 

113 and 114 .. The Indian printer has many disadvantages to contend with~ 
compared with the foreign worker. He is not his physical equal; he has not the 
same average standard of general education; opportunities for special education 
are few and not ea'iUy available even if he ha.d the will to grasp them; he works 
largely on a language with which he is very impedectly acquainted; and his social 
conditions must do much to rob him of any enthusiasm in. life. Nevertheless. it is 
a fairly light occupation. and his deficiency under weU-organized conditions is more 
in quality than in quantity. The a.verage hand-compositor on piece-work can earn 
Rs. 30 per month. His con~ in Britain would probably not earn more tha.n Rs. 40 
at the same rates iu the same time, but it would be better done. .J expect eventually 
to maintain an average OUtturn of 5.000 corrected ens pe.r hour throughout the 
Linotype section at the Government Press. The best men already produce OYer 
6.000 ens. On straight newspaper work in Bombay the average ,,-as 7,000 ens. and 
there are many linotype installations in England which d6) not reach these figures. 

Ou'"'machine work I lately took extracts from a statement of hourly outtum from 
an Am.'eriean trade paper. These aTe compared below .with OUtturn from. the same 
classes of machines in the Government Press :-

Fourteen Americal towns 
and cities. Government 

r A. Press 
Minimum. Maximum. Average. Average. 

Platen. small 969 1.:127 1.140 1.293 
•• large. . 721 1.077 918 986 

Cylinder. medium 989 1.424 1.189 1.162 
Miehle. vertical 2,127 2.242 2.185 2.152 

The Indian worker does not nurse and care for his machiDe with the jealousy 
and Dl6(fhanical instinet of a good operator and has little sense of shame over bad 
wotk •. 
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US. Inc.rea.sed efficiency will only be obtained by the recruitnIent ·of a higher 
class"bf worker for skilled operations. and the gradual development of a much larger 
nucleus of men who can properly teach and control the sections over which they 
have charge. The improvement of social conditions will. I think. help, but it is 
noteworthy that the British workman's reputation for sound workmanship was 
gained while his social conditions were, perhaps. at their very worst. 

XIV.-Trada CombiDati ..... 
111. There is practically no organization of either employers or employed. 
I ]9. Such organizations of press worken as have from time to time had a brief 

life have usually had a political itnpetus behind them. and. being formed in the 
excitement raised mainly over dema.nds for concessions, have subsided when this is 
over. There has been no attempt to restrict membership by technical qua.lifica.tions. 
and no provisions for any scheme of mutual benefit of any kind. 

Attempts at the formation of employers' associations have been abortive and 
not received with any apparent degree of mutual desire to co-operate. 

]20. The unions have not aimed at a general membership throughout the whole 
trade. but have been separately organized for one shop. or a small group of shops. 
The last Government Press Employees' Union became sufficiently coherent to obtain 
registration under the Trade Unions Act but was disbanded 00 the issue of the 
Government Order prohibiting Government servants from becoming members of a 
registered trade union. 

XV.-Indutria\ Diopulea. 
123. Strikes have occurred at the Government Press in 1897~ 1904, and twice in 

1920. 
The first seems to have occurred on the question of hours of employment, which 

at that time appear to have been indefinite and excessive. 
The second arose mainly over an attempt to increase the production of the 

machine, binding and foundry departments, though the question of working hotn'$ 
and holidays also arose and were connected with the dispute, which lasted from 
January to November. 

The third was principally on the question of an increase of wages. It was general 
in aU departments and lasted a week. 

The fourth was apparently because the Government took up some work for the 
Univezsity. whose cont:racl:ors were at 1;he same time on strike. though this was not 
stated. and it continued for about three months on the question of reinstatement of 
a few workers who were dismissed. Only compositors at one branch of the Press 
were involved on this occasion. Many workers complained that it was intimidation 
alone that prevented them from. working. 

Settlement in. aU cases came about by the return of the workers as a preliminary 
to consideration of their grievances. There was no organized union with which to 
negotiate, and it was often difficult to arrange discussions. This was particularly the 
case at the commencement of the last mentioned strike, when workers returned 
after their meal hour and sat idle at their posts. and no reason for their action could. 
be extracted from any of them.' 

The loss in the cases referred to fell entirely on the workers by loss of ea.mings. 
Strikes in other printing concerns have had a detrimental effect on the employer'a 

business. In the case of one :finn, employing some hundreds of men. strikes coupled 
with imperfect management were the entire cause of its ceasing to exist. In another" 
loss of trade and proftts during a strike have been very difficult to recover. 

XVIJ.-AdminisIraticm. 
139. I consider that factory inspection should be extended to smaller establish~ 

ments and in that case an increase of staff would doubtless be needed. 
My own experience is that inspection is now fairly thorough and complete. 
In general. the care of skilled industry and its organization has only comparatively 

recently come into contact with civil administration as &. matter of every~y concern. 
Governments in India. are, if anything, in advance of the workers and employers in 
adaptation to modem ideas of the place of labour in the State, but nothing they can 
do can entirely displace the effort needed from both employet8 and employees to 
work out their own salvation from within. ' 
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M. R. RY. DIWAN BAHADUR A. APPADURAI PILLAI AVARGAL. M.A .• 
DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIES. MADRAS. • 

In accordance with paragraph 3 of your circular letter, I have to confine my 
attention to the subject-matter which relates mainly to the Department of Industries. 
Mining industry is one on which reports and statistics are generally furnished to 
Government by the Industries Department. A statement of the conditions of labour 
in mines, prepared for the perusal of the Royal Commission on Labour. will be sent 
by Government separately to the Royal Commission. As this statement deals 
exhaustively with all the aspects of mining labour in this Presidency. I contine my 
attention in the accompanying statement to subjects other than mining . 

• 
L-Recroilmeat. 

9. The Apprenticeship Act, 1850. has remained a dead letter in this Presidency~ 
chiefly owing to the absence of provision in it for penalizing the enticing away 0[' 

employment of apprentices. The question was examined at length by the Committee 
on Technical and Industrial Education in 1922-23. The committee found that 
apprenticeship system was fairly fully developed in this Presidency. that apprentices 
are entertained in seve-ral large engineering workshops in Madras. in the railway 
workshops at Perambur. and in the public works department workshops at Washer
manpet and Dowlaishweram. and that the students of the various industrial schools 
scattered throughout the Presidency are also for all practical purposes apprentices 
under training. but the committee considered it desirable. however. to institute a 
system of apprenticesbip in those trades where no such system -exists at present, to 
regularize haphazard systems where such exist. and to have the Apprenticeship Act 
remadeHed to provide for the binding of apprentiees to serve their employers. for the 
proper training of apprentices by their employers, and for penalties to persons 
knowingly enticing away a bound a.pprentice without the consent of the employer. 
Government accepted the committee's recommendations and appointed. a special 
committee to examine the provisions of apprenticeship law and to submit proposals 
in the ma~r. 

This committee- after reviewing the course of apprentice law in India and abroad 
submitted a draft Bill recasting the provisions of the Apprenticeship Act of 1850. 
The committeo was_ of opinion that the Act should be worked on a voluntary basis, 
no compulsion being used to enforce enlistment either on the part of apprentices or 
of the management in charge of the concern. It was also inclined to fix 15 years as 
the minimum age for apprenticeship. though Government were in favour of reducing 
the age limit to 12. After some comideration. however. the Government held that 
the time was not yet ripe for the introduction of legislation 00 the lines recommended. 

U-staft Organisation. 
11. In the textile aod engineering trades in this Presidency. men of foreman 

rank are largely recruited from the United Kingdom or elsewhere. and works' managers 
are appointed by promotion from the ranks. while administrative sta1f are often 
recruited from the ranks of European assistants of the firms concerned. The same 
procedure is followed in Indian-owned concerns. Indians who have had training in 
textiles and engineering in India or abroad are now being largely employed in such 
concerns. The State Technical SchoJa.rshi.p Scheme affords ample opportunities for 
suitable Indians receiving training abroad to iit them after further experience in 
India for promotion to superior managing posts. 

12. (i) A large proportioo of the supervising staff is recruited from the United 
Kingdom but there is a tendency to employ suitable Indians as they become available. 
The Madras Trades School. the Textile Institute, the Leather Trades Institute, the 

.Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, Bombay. and the Indian Institute of Science. 
Bangalore. have provided adequate facilities to enable young Indians to fit them for 
posts of responsibility and trust in the supervising statI. In the railway workshops. 
1n particular. there is a tendency to utilize the services of Indi8llS4nd Anglo-Indians, 
who by regular apprenticeship. coupled with theoretical training at technical schools. 
have prepared themselves for preferment to such posts. 

(ii) The aided industrial schools. the vernacular classes in the Madras Trades 
School, the Preparatory Trades School, Madras. and the Government Technical 
Institute at Madura. have contributed to the training of workmen in this Presidency 
in industrial pursUits. Three new schools· at Mangalore. Calicut and DeUary. have 
since been opened and it is under contempls.tion to open two more schools of the 
kind in the Telugu CQuntry---one at Rajahmundry and the other at Berhampur-to 
cater for the needs of the'" TelugU lads. Although much has been done by such . . . . . .. . . . .. . 
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institutions in training workmen~ a great deal remains to be d()ne~ and this can be 
achieved only after education is made compulsory up to 12 years of age. Industry 
in this country labours at present under very heavy supervision charges. In 
several cases, salaries of the supervising staff exceed the cost of actual productive 
labour or wages of the operatives. The number of operatives placed under each of 
the subordinate supervising staff and the number of subordinate supervisors under 
the more senior supervising staff can only be increased as the supply of educated 
la.bourers and artisans become available to whom orders can be conveyed easily by 
means of writing. printing and drawings. and from whose ranks p.romotiou to the 
posts of minor responsibility caD. be made. 

VI.-Educatiou. 
~ . - . . . ,. . . . . . ,. ,. . 
42. There can be no doubt that an educated workman is bettertha.n his uneducated 

brother. and that as the standard of general educa.tion advances. there will be a 
corresponding increase in the standard of living and the general efficiency of the 
individual workman. thus enabling the employers to reduce charges of supervision. 
which at present contributes to the enhanced cost of the finished products in factories, 
at times out of all proportion to the net cost of the labour and material employed. 

XV.-Indulrial Dispuleo.. 
123. I have bad experience of strikes on a small scale among tannery workers 

in and around Ranipet, and among workmen at the manure and pottery works at 
Messrs. Pan,- &: Co .• Ranipet. During a period of two years there were three strikes 
of short duration. The strike on each occasion was not based on economic considera
tions. Enforcement of discipline on the part of the employeI8 with reference to 
defaulting workmen was the chief cause of the strikes. The workmen at times resent 
strict enforeement of attendance rules; employers punish the defaulters by the 
stoppage of pay for the days of absence. This is generally resented by the workmen. 
On occasions of strike it is usual for the workmen to demand concessions in the 
matter -of absence on leave. provident fund system and the like. So far as is known 
to me, the strikes have been short-lived and the- workmen generally return to labour 
when their enthusiasm subsides. From what I have been able to see, labourers are 
fairly well paid and the employers take care not to overwork or underpay them, 

They realize that it is detrimental to their interests to do so since strikes means loss 
to both the parties. In case of strikes it is usual for the concerns to make small 
concessions in the matter of leave with pay or the increase of daily wages. Non
official interference has not been detrimental to the interests of the concerns. 

Rev. A. ANDERSON. GUNUPUR. 

The evidence below refers entirely. if not stated otherwise. to conditions in the 
Gunupur Taluk of the Vizagapatam Agency, 

L-BecruiimelU. 
1. Labour is procured locally throughout the taluk. and there is usually no diffi

culty in getting the necessary workers for agricultural purposes- as well as for builQing 
work. road and railway construction. etc. 

3. Usually people offer their services to cultivators and other employers, but in 
not a few cases poor people are made servants (not to say serfs) on account of theIr 
inability to payoff debts contracted for some purpose or other~ e.g.z m.arriage. 
Naturally this means servitude for many years on account of the accumulation of the' 
original debt by constantly adding interest at a high percentage. 

6. Two or three years ago quite a number of people were recruited for work in the 
tea plantations in Assam. Those who have returned from there and with whom I 
have had an -opportunity to speak about the conditions in the tea. districts have ex
pressed their opinion very differenUy. Here at Gunupur I have heard & man speak 
wry highly of those conditions, while I remember that another (In my former charge 
at Koraput in the West Jeypore Agency of the same district) expressed & different 
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opinion. This difierence of opinion may be due to different conditions. in different 
gardens, but at least as much is due to the different types of workers recruited. The 
difficulty arises from the system of recruiting. This system itself may be compara· 
tively good~ and I have known Tea District Labour Association Agents at my fonner 
place (Koraput) who have done all they could to prevent misuse. but the way sirdars 
often persuade peop~ to go to Assam. or employ other unauthori%ed people to help 
them in their recruiting work for a. small consideration in money. does a good deal of 
harm. I have very often heard people. both in the Gunupur taluk and in the Koraput 
division. speak of .. selling men to Assam. U From my work at Koraput I know that 
family disturbances often occur in connection with this recruiting work. Men leave 
their wives and children behind penniless. and I remember how a father came to me 
at Koraput crying bitterly because somebody had .J>8lSUaded. his son to leave without 
his knowledge. Not a few go to Assam because theIr position in their old surround..inp 
have become intolerable on account of offences against the law ortheirown community 
and its rules. others because they are unwilling to fulfil obligations imposed upon 
them. Probably the- worst is the unauthorized trade in coolies for the tea gardens. 
As stated above6 sirdars sometimes employ othersJ to assist them, and such helpers 
after a while start business themselves without the authorization of the T.D.L.A. 
depots and manage to get the coolies duly accepted tbrough the help of one or other 
of the clerks in the depots. I have personally had to dismiss a mission worker who 
had become guilty of such an olfence. 

7. In this taluk. I am told., there is no real unemployment for people who are 
willing to work though they may not at all times be able to obtain the usual wages. 
Unemployment, where it exists. is chiefly due to aversion to work. and such aversion. 
I am sony to say, is not l:lDeommoD. 

8. In agriculture workars are employed for a year or more. especially when they 
are made servants in order to pay oft old debts 

Quite a considerable number of workers are casual workers. and among those~ 
e.g., when employed in building work. Me., absenteeism is quite common. Some leave 
work for a while because they feel that they have earned enough (1) to keep them for 
a short period. others because they work only on account of .bard necessity and wel
come any excuse for leaving 'WOrk for a while. From my experience at Koraput I 
also know that agricultural workers have disappeared to Assam at the most incon
venient time and caused their employers great dilIiculty. In any case the loss both 
to employers and to the workers themselves (perhaps most to the latter) is consider
able. but it is impossible to put that loss into.figures. 

COCHlN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. 

L-llecruitment. 
1. Entirely locaL 
3. (i) Existing method&--Coolie contractors supply 95 per cent. of labour. 
(ii) Possible improV1!Dlent-Appears satisfactory both to employ5S ami 

labourers. 

. . ~ . . 
15. (i) AU coil" yarn work. 

vn.-llafely. 
No possibility of accident whatsoever in the coir yam industry. 

lL-Bo ..... 
A.-Fadories. 

55. Hours worked per week and per day-Sl (8i). 
56. Six. 
60. Intm"valo-I2 to 1 •. 
jll. Sunday. 
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X.-8peeiaI Queati .... relating 10 Women, YOlllll! Adulla and Children. 
A.-FarlDries. 

82. Most important that women employed in the coir yarn industry as sorters, 
etc .• should be permitted to ~ their infants. as otherwise mothers with y-ou~ 
children will not be able to obtam work. The children spend the day largely m 
the open air, in healthy surroundings under the direct supervision of their mothers. 

87. No blind alley employment in ooir industry. 

Xll.-Wagea. 
96. (il Weav~IS. 10 to 14 annas per day; ooolies. 8 to 12 annas per day ~ youths' 

4 to 7 annas per day; women. 4 to 7 annas per day. . 
(iv) None. Wages remain nnchanged whether profits or l~ are registered. 

107. (i) Weekly . 
. eu) 36 hours. 

XIV.-Traae IlombiDatioDi. 
117. (i) Employers. (ii) Employed. noDe. 

Rev. H. STAECKER, JEYPORE, VIZAGAPATAM. 

General Relfla1"ks.-There is no real industry in the Jeypore Agency. The few 
saw and rice mills of the Maharajah of Jeypore are too smaU as to be classified like 
this. Most of the labourers are employed in constructing roads, bridges. houses~ 
and as servants of cultivators and other persons. The most essentiat question 
which concerns the labour problem in this country is the emigration to Assam.. 

1. (i) Out of the Christian population about 5 per cent. have emigrated to 
Assam. i.e., 1,000 out of 20.000. according to statistica1 enquiry. Concerning the 
whole population I have no information. but assume that the percentage of emigrants 
may be about the same. 

(ii) The cause of emigration is not lack of work. There is plenty of work in the 
country. and the want of labourers is hampering very seriously all undertakings as 
road, bridge and bouse building, etc. Reasons of emigration are :-(a) Desire to 
earn more money. This desire sometimes may arise out of a clear conception of the 
amount of labour and payment. the emigrants have- to expect in Assam. However 
often such a desire is raised in the emigrants by false and exaggerated tales of the 
sardars about labour and wages in Assam. (0) Indebtedness of the emigrants-the 
debtors see no other way to get rid of their debts than simply to run away to Assam. 
(c) Family quarrel-a man taking the wife of another. the daughter not wanting 
to marry the man the father had chosen for her, etc. (d) Crime--the culprit leaving 
the country in order to avoid punishment. 

Reasons (b) and (!:) are very often to be found. I think it .can be said that very 
seldom a man who is not pressed by reasons (b). (c) and (tlj leaves the country after 
careful consideration and with a. full and correct knowledge of the conditions in 
Assam, 

2. Quite a number of emigrants have settled down in Assam, having their own 
houses and <::ultivation. Others are returning as saniars, and in such capacity very 
often coming back after about nine months. Besides these there is a good number 
of those in Assam who have been there for more than four years who would like to 
return, but are hitherto not aUowed. Sometimes this policy seems to _be followed. 
that the husband is kept back when the woman and children go on leave, or the 
woman and children are kept back when the husband returns. thereby trying to 
compel the pa.rty on leave to return. 

S. (i) Some recruiting persons. i.e .• sardars. may p~rhap3 keep strictly to their 
rules. In many cases. however, the methods of recruitment employed by sardars 
are deplorable and causing a good deal of hann to the people. They are persuading 
them with the help of intoxicating drinks or as sometimes done in case of female 
emigrants they are proposing a marriage to a woman or girl without keeping the 
promise afterwards, being satisfied with having su<:ceeded in drawing her away. 

(it) Although tne above-mentioned methods are certainly not approved of by the 
superintendents of emigration depot. a certain improvement may be achieved by a 
~tt,:,r su~rvision of the ~rk o~ the sardars by the superintendent of the respective 
:unm.Jgratiou depot. Besides this I would welcome the rule that every emigrant 
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has to show at the emigTation depot a certilicate issued by the local poIke station 
showing at least the name and village of the emigrant. Such a measure would make 
it possible for the emigration depot to enter the correct name of the emigrant in the 
list, and it would be possible to trace him ot" her whenever necessary. Now it 
sometimes happens that the emigrant as weU as the sardar give a false name of the 
emigrant at the emigration depot. thereby causing a great amount of inconvenience 
and sometimes even harm to those who -wa.nt to or have to trace the emigran~ Such 
a rnIe would do away with all secretly disappearing of emigrants. 

4. Whenever a whole family emigrates no disturbance of family life takes place. 
In many cases, however. the husband emigrates alone and leaves his wife and 
children behind withoUt supporting them afterwards from Assam. thereby tbrowiog 
his family in a. deplorable state of starvation. besides bringing himself and her in the 
danger of living together with another woman respectively man, in case the separa
tion extends over a longer period. Not less destructive is the effect on family life 
whenever a man takes the wife of another or takes a girl without the consent and 
knowledge of her family and uses the emigration as a way to place himself out of 
reach of those against whom he has committed an oftence. Although from the 
legal point of view nothing may prevent a woman leaving her husband and going 
with another man to Assam. it showd be the policy of the superintendents of emigra
tion depots to strictly adhere to Section 9 of the Assam Labour and Emigration 
Act. i.e., no woman shoUld be sent against the plain protest of her husband asactually 
has been done. On the whole it may be said that the emigration is responsible for 
the destru<:tion of a. number of families. More regard towards family life on the part 
of the recruiting officen; would be a blessing to the country. 

6. (i) The existing control of recruitment. a1tboogh the same has not prevented 
the mentioned sad results of emigTation. is better than no control at an. and shoold 
be retained. 

The control should be more effective in the direction of supervising the work of 
the sardars, preventing the disturbance of family life and securing the return of 
those whose contract has tenniDa.ted. 

Mr, G. G. ARMSTRONG. O.B.E .• M.C., V.D .• M.INST.T .• CHAIRMAN. MADRAS 
PORT TRUST. 

L-Bearuit_. 
3. Labour employed by the Madras Port Trust is obtained from Madras City and 

the neighbourhood. Vacancies in the Madras Port Trost gangs are practically 
invariably filled by friends and relations of men already working. There L'i no 
necessity particularly to obtain labour from any speciaJ source. 

Deck hands for tho trust's vessels are selected locally from boatmen of the junior 
grade. whereas engine-room hands nnobtainable locally ..... reauited either from 
Bombay or Chittagong. 

In view of the low horse power of the trust"s vessels. more highly skilled men are 
not required and therefore no improvement is necessary. 

S. There is practically no recruit:ing of seamen at this port. 
S. (i) The average duration of employment is 15 to 20 years or even mOft. 
(ii) Casual labour is employed on the annual overhaul of tugs. temporary reliefs 

for boatmen. and on large capital works. 
(ill) There is very little absenteeism. It is found in the workshops that about 

S per cent. of the total number of employees are absent daily on account of sickness 
and during the harvest season about one N cent. absent themselves for two months. 

JI._ 0rganj0aIicm. 

14. Men are mustered by time-keepers. The permanent labour working in the 
Port Trust sheds is checked twice a day in a.ttendance registers. Men engaged on 
engineering works are checked by means of daily sheets and attenda.nc:e registers 
are maintained only for those on monthly wages. Time--keeping and checking is aU 
done UDder the supervision of overseers and auperintendf'Dts. These registers are 
checl<ed periodically by OffiC8IS. 

Daily paid men employed by workshops are shown on an attendance n>giste< 
wbich is periodically inspected by an officer. 

Wag .. are paid by ~ in the presence of an officer or an upper subonlinate. 
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15. The handling of cargo between ship and shed. and between shed and delivery 
to consignees is done by contract labour. Departmental labour up to 200 or 300 meD
is. however~ employed in the sheds as well to keep them clean and in. order. 

Most of the works in the harbour are done departmentally. The following only 
are done through oontractms: (i) Quarrying of stones. (ii) sand filling. (iii) sanitary 
installations, and (iv) con.struction of masonry buildings. 

There is no sub-coD.tracting. 
The trust does not exercise supervision over oontractors' labour or their working

conrlitionsi but as there is the trust's own labour working in all parts of the harbour .. 
the contract labourers get advantage of the same oonditions as others. 

Contract labour appean to be contented and on the whole turns out good work •. 

DL-lIonsiDg. 
16. The trust has provUIed houses for what is called an emmgency gang. that is, 

a gang of a do%eD. or so men who are required in case of accident on engineering: 
works. such as permanent way. It also houses a few scavengers. The rest of the
labour employed in the harbour is not provided with hnuses by the __ .... They
Jive in all parts 01 the city and suburbs. 

18. The accommodation provided is in relation to the worker's demand and. 
consists generally of a room and a veranda. Lighting is not provided but conservancy
and water are given free. 

lV.-Heallb. 
23. (iii) The working conditinns ,are favootable to bealth. the harbour being close

by the open sea. I cannot answer for the home conditions of the labourers, but 
the boatmen employed in the barbour live mostly in huts built by themselv$ near 
the seashore and. though attempts are made to keep broad passages open for air· 
between huts and to provide latrines, the conditions are not conducive to the best 
of health. 

24. No medical facilities are provided by the trust, but a free medical service
for the trust's employees is under contemp!a.tion by the Port Trust Board. 

26. Flush--out latrioes and fresh drinking water are provided at convenient· 
working centres throughout the harbour. At the taps provided there is also provision 
for washing. 

V.-Welfare (other than _ BDd lIonsiDg, ht iDcludiDg Bduoation). 
34. Accommodatinn has been provided by the trust at convenient spots in the· 

harbour for refreshment stalls and food vendors.. There is also & large tiffin shed' 
and ga.rden for labourers. 

45. Aecidents are almost invariably due to ca.relessness of workmen. The Madras. 
coolie is remarkably casua.l in the way in which he handles heavy cargo and deals_ 
with moving railway wagons. 

4ft The trust has done its best to prevtmt accidents by putting up notices at an 
places where there is danger from railway traffic and the movement of cargo. Further, 
all cranes. chains and wire ropes are tested regularly every three months. In the, 

. railway yards and on the quays there is constant supervision by upper subordinates. 
as well as freq ..... t visits by inspecting oJIicers. 

48. 111 the workshops first-aid is given in the case of accidents and if necessary 
an injured man is sent by wheeled stretcher or motor lorry to the hospital. Am
bulances fitted with first...aid cabinets are provided in the harbour under police
supervision. 

VDL-Workmen'a Compasation. 

51. The trust has its own practice in compensating its staff for injury. etc. The
compensation given to workmen is never less than that allowed under the Workmen~s_ 
Compensation Act~ and in some respects. e.g .• in the allowances of pay for short 
absences due to injury the trust is far more liberal than the- Act. 

IX.-BOII!8. 
A.-Facl<wiu (W .. ksAops). 

55. Artisans work 8l hours a day and 5 hours on Saturday or .71 hours a week. 
The actual working hours are the same except that occasionally overtime is worked. 
up to 2 hours. Their work is continuous. 
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57. It is considered that the 60 hours' restriction is beneficial to the workmen 
and results in better work. 

58. The effect of the daily limit is tha.t a. larger number of men are employed 
than would otherwise be the ~se. 

59. It is considered that no reduction should be made in maxima. 
60. One hour's interval is given in a day of 8. hours work. The working hours 

are from 7 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. and 12.30 p.m. to 4.30 p.m .• and the interval from 
11.30 a,m. to 12.30 p.m. It is considered that the present regulation'3 regarding 
intervals are equitable. The existing working hours are satisfactory. Holidays are 
given in accordance with the Negotiable Instruments Act, and it is considered tha.t 
this number is too large and unnecessarily interferes- with work. 

6J. All Sundays are holidays and if any worknun works on a Sunday he is 
given a substituted holiday. 

62. Only in case of urgent repair work we make use of the exemptions made in. 
the Ind.ian Factories Act. . 

C.-RailwJy. 
73. Eight hours for 6 days or- 48 hours a week. The actual working hours are 

the same, bpt there is no overtime. The work is continuous. 
75. International labour conventions are observed. Th.e hours 01 work are only 

.8 per day and one day's rest is given in a week. 
76. There .is no interval in this 8-hou.r day but the men are able to get their 

meals in their working time. 
The engine staff get 15 da.ys leave in a year, the shunting porters are daily paid 

men and get no leave with pa.y. The shunting masters are under the Fundamental 
Leave RuleS and get extremely liberal leave allowances. 

D.--Olher Esklb/ishmenls. 
78. (a) TraJftv-sW aHd yard caoIies.-Eleven hours a daYI th3.t :is from 6 a.m. 

to 6·p.m., with one hour interval from 12 a.m. to 1 p.m. The actual number of hours 
worked including overtime is 11 to 16 hours. The work is very intermittent, and 
actually the men work about 6 to 8 hours a day. Some of the men are called on to 
continue working ~ night. and care is taken to see that this overtime work is 
distributed a..c; evenly as possible. 

79. Six days a week. 
78. (b) Crmu staff a.nd coaling cooliu.-Eleven hours a day from 6 a.m. to 

6 p.m,~ with one hour interval from 12 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
The actual vo;orking hours are the same. These men do not get overtime lik~ the 

traffic coolies or only very rarely. The work is intermittent, 
79. Six days a week. 
78. ee) Artisans Ofdside warRsJwps, and COQliu employed 011 fVUJ works. eon.snvancy 

"nd smes yard tmd on gtntn41 mai#letumU,-Eight hours a day and seven hours on 
Saturday or 47 hours a week. The actual working hoUB are the same with very 
occasional overtime. Their work is continuo~ 

79. Six days a week. 
78. {d) La.sca,s in tugs and l(lunche's.-Tw~h!e hours a day or 84 houn a week. 

The actual working hours are the sa.m~. Their work is extremely intermittent. 
Lascars working in the tugs live in them and work as required. 

79. Seven days a week~ 
78. (e) Lascars of dTedgw. sounding boals. ha,ps and ce,iai .. of J!te /au1lCiws,

Eight and a half hOUIS for 5 days and 5, hours on Saturday or 48 hours a week. 
Men on the dredger work about 9t hours a da.y with overtime, but others do not 
get overtime. The work is continuous. 

79. Six days a week.. 
78. (f) Lascars of Pi/oJ and m~oring b:'nUs.-Tbese m~n are on duty for long 

hours, because their work is entirely dep~ndent upon the arrival and sailing of. 
steamers. They have actually to be in the harbour for 15 hours but only do 2 or 
3: hours' work. Theu-pa.y coven duty b.!tw.!en 4 o'clock .in the morning and 7 o'clock 
in the evening. Outside these hours. they get overtim.e and their overtime averages 
about 2 hours a day. but it would not be fair to infer from this that they work 
15 plus 2. or 17 hours a da.y for- seven days in the week, as this is not the case. In 
dealing with these men it may be pointed out that they a.re men whose whole life 
is spent by or on the sea, and have actually not a great deal of work to do. 

79. Seven days & week.--
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78. (g) E"C'ifN--FOOJIJ t".mxgs.-These work 12 hours on and 12 hoUlS off for seven 
days. with pra.ctically no overtime. They live on the ships OD which they work. 
Their work is Dot continuous. 

79. They work for seven days a week. 
SO. Any regulation in this matter is difficult to suggest. There is no doubt that 

the hours of work of certain categorU:s look almost fanciful on paper. but in the case 
of the boatmen. we are dealing with men who live on their work and. provided they 
are well paid. as they are, have nothing to complain about. The ouly complaints 
I have seen from them referred to a difficulty in getting their food sent to thEm at 
the time they want it and the absence of a convenient place in which to keep their 
boxes. These complaints wen: dealt with satisfactorily to the best of my knowledge. 

X. Special QuesliOllll relating to Wom .... YOUlIg .MulIs and Children.. 
A.-FtJClories. 

SG. W .. k ax4 r,ai .. "'t: Qf YOU"!: odNll.s i .. IIw Worksltops.-The numbe .. of 
apprentices is on a percentage basis. which under ordinary circumstances would 
provide sufficient men to meet our requirements of artisans. There are two classes 
of apprentices uA" and ~. B n. '~A" class apprentices are boys of not more than 
twenty years of age who have attained the fourth form or its equivalent; •• B .. class 
apprentices are bo}"S mainly recruited from sons of Port Trost servants who have 
attained the first form or its equivalent. and are not over eighteen years of age. 

XJL-w-. 
96 Generally speaking the coolie who works II hours- a day gets 13 annas, and. 

the coolie who works 8. hours a day 11 annas, women 8 annas~ The pay of artisans 
varies from Rs. 1-2-0 a day to Rs. 4. It is un~ that these wages are not 
lower than those given in other parts of Madras. 

100. Payment is made to coolies direct and not through contractms. sub-con
t:ractors or headmen.. 

102. The traffic coolies are paid overtime on the basis of their daily wage. according 
to the number of hours they work overtime. The engineering coolies also get the 
same. The engineering day is 8 hours and the traflic day is II hours. In the work
shops if .. workman works till 6 p .... during a weekday (nonna! working hOUIS 
being 7 a.m. to 4.30 p.m.~ with an hour's interval) he is paid one-fourth day overtime.. 
If he works on a Sunday the working hours being 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.~ with half an 
hour's interval. he is paid one full day overtime. Tindals and boatmen are paid 
respectively 5 annas and .. annas for each vessel attendt:d 10 on holidays and Sundays. 
and during night hours, that is~ from 7 p,m. to 4 a.m. 

106. (i) Fining is very rare, except in the case of workshop staff who are daily 
paid. 

(iiI On- dedMCI ....... -Provident lund up te> a maximum of 10 per cent. e>1 pay. 
(ill) Any fines imposed are creditul to works or revenue. The only staiI who are 

fined to any extent are the daily paid men from the workshops. The meManiQJ 
and electrical engineer states that the fines imposed by him average in the case of 
monthly paid men O·OS per cent. and in tbe case of daily paid men 0·08 per cent. 
of the total wages. 

107. (i) Wages are paid daily. fortnightly"" monthly. 
(il) In the case of labour paid daily the payment is made at the end of each day. 

With regard to fortnigbtly and monthly paid men~ the- traffic. Employees are paid 
without any delay at all: the engineering men are paid a week or ten days after the 
due date; workshop men are paid one week aiter the due date; boatm<D are paid 
one day after the due date. 

110. The traffic labourers get no leave. The engineering labourers are granted 
leave with pay for the King-Emperor's birtbday~ provided they are present on the 
pre"ious and subsequent working days. A ~ number of labourers go away 
for about two months during the barvest season. Boatmen come under the funda
mental rules and get veJY liberal leave allowances with pay. 

XV.-Iml_ Disputes. 

123. There has been only one strike dwing recent years in the harbour and that 
was a.m.o~ the scavengers in 19'26. The mm resumed duty unconditionally in about 
three ween. In the .a::trantime the trust bad to ft'cruit men from upcountty at some 
.-.. <:COt by paying them Iailway fare. ete. The strike was due to the tbsmissal of 
one of the scavengem whose attendance was very irreguIal'. 
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124-, (v) Nospecial measures are taken in order to afford opportunity toemployees 
-of the Trust to make representations. It is not possible to say for eert&in whether 
speci~ o~nities are necessary or not. But during the last year representations 
both In wnting and by word of mouth have reached the Chairman from various 
-classes of workpeople engaged in the Trust and from the manner in which these 
representations were made it did not appear to him that they experienced any 
.great difficulty in approaching the Chairman in person 

THE MADRAS UNITED SPINNING AND WEAVING MILLS CO., LTD. 

L-J!eeraitment. 
1. India. is primarily an agricultura1.country. There neither was nor has been a 

:skilled or an organized industrial labour class in the strict sense of the word as is usually 
met with in the Western civilised nations. Since recently farmers and other agri
cultural labourers went to the towns and cities to seek employment in Power In· 
dustries, prominent among them being cotton ginning and pressing factories and 
other big Textile concerns, and the reason which induced them for so doing was 
nothing else but earning a steady and regular wage throughout the year. This 
:advantage of a steady wage they could not get in agriculture wbich. in India. mostly 
.depended on regular and timely rains during the season. And with the exception of 
-few provinces in India most of them ca.rried on one crop agriculture and the labour 
of those districts and provinces bad to, while away their time indolently in summer 
.and other seasons. 

2. (i) Ha.ving no lands of their own. most of the labourers have come from the 
adjoining districts and villages and settled down in the cities with their families. 
A negligible percentage go to their na.tive places every year to look after their lands 
during the sowing and harvesting seasons while only about 20 to 25 per cent. go to 
-their villages 'during monsoon season with three objects in view. viz.-(i) They get 
good wages f-or working in the fields at that time. (il) To change the monot-ony 01 
tthe daily mill~life and (ill) to see their kith and kin. their relatives and acquaintances. 

(il) The labourers in our mills are mostly permanent and 25 per cent. of them have 
.become dependant 'on -our Textile Departmeni:&. . 

3. (i) Raw and sometimes trained labour present themselves at the gates of the 
mills every day through some one employed in the mills and get themselves introduced 
"to the jobbers. The jobbers place them before tbe departmental heach. who try them 
'8Jld give them suitable jobs. This, we have found, tends to bribery and corruption 
-in &pite of our efforts to. stop the same. Owing to the large numbers of unemployed 
labours we nnd it very difficult to stop the existing system of bribery and corruption. 

(il) Our management is trying to change the present system of recruitment 
'through the jobben. and in its stead introduce direct recruitment. i.e .• when the men 
.present ~ves for work a.t the gat sheet departmental beads with the help of 
their reliable assistants select men and take a trial. give them jobs temporarily and 
.if found satisfactory. :fix them up. We find there is some improvement in this method 
but the jobbers who had been accustomed to take bribes. find this system rather 
inconvenient to them and they try generan~ to find fault with such people and 
harass them in such a. manner as to gradually bring them round. 

(ill) No practical and desirable employment agencies can be set till we begin to 
get a better type of educated labour. At present educated people think it below their 
.dignity to do manual labour. Recently we find a little change in this mentality and 
"We are glad to say that students who leave their schools in the middle of their COUTSes 
.,owing to their inability to oontinue same. have begun to take an active interest in 
ioining the factories. We are preparing a scheme to introduce an apprentice class 
system for the above. 

8. Labour .. Turnover." (i) Blow Room. Carding Dept .• Drawing. Slubbing~ 
Inter. R-oving, Spinning. average 20 to 25 years; Reeling. 15 to 20 years: Winding. 
Warping. Sizin~. Weaving. Calendering. Folding and Packing. Baling, these depart
ments are working from 1923 only; Mechanic Shop, 20 to 25 years. 

II.-Btall OrgaDis&tiOD. 
10. Our Head Office is situa.ted at Bombay. We have- an Agent in charge who is 

responsible for the administration of the mills and factories in the Madras Presidency 
.and is assisted by the works manager. who is responsible for the executive function of 
the departments which are managed by their heads. Le .• engineer in charge of engine. 
boilers. mechanic shop. etc.. .. flpinning master in charge of blow room to spinning 
departments~ a weaving master ill' charge of winding to baling departments. 
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t 1.. Managing Staff and the heads of departments are selected by the Secretaries 
and Treasurers from experienced~ trained and practical men available. 

12~ (i) Intelligent and competent hands are selected from the workers in the mills 
and given a chance in the subordinate staff. 

(il) Educated and hard-working willing school students are being engaged as 
apprentices and given promotions just as they become eligible consistent with their 
capacity. 

13. (i) A number of ma.chines and men are under a jobber. Over a group of job
bers there is a head jobber over whom there are assistants. Our departmental heads. 
though they generally get the work done through their assistants, are in touch with 
the rank and· file who can easily approach the heads of departments to represent 
their grievances. if any. 

(ii) As the jobbers are in charge of a few men only with whom they have to move 
about in the day, can understand their difficulties a.nd help them better~ but if they 
do not attend to the workers' grievances. either the head jobber or the assistant goes 
to help them immediately his attention is so drawn. We nnd the present system is 
working smoothly provided the heads of the departments are good. compet.ntand 
thorough disciplinarians. 

14. Head time--keeper is responsible for attendance registers and time keeping. 
He is assisted by ten clerks in his work. Piecework calculations are done by the 
departmental clerks and sent to the time keeper fur checking and recording entries 
of wages in books and for preparation of pay chits or slips. 

(Ii) The workers are paid on every second Saturday of the month. The pay-slips 
or chits are given to them on the previous day to enable them to check same. The 
wages are paid by the cashiers in the presence of their respective jobbersz assistants 
and masters of the departments concerned. 

15. There are no coutra.ctoIS in any of our departments. 

IV.-Hea11b. 
23. The general condition of health of the labourers is fair, They subsist mostly 

en rice which is the staple food of Madras. They look to be weak when compared 
with the labour in other eenb"es of India. especially Bombay Presidency. but their 
enduring power and stamina are in no way inferior. 

24. (il A dispensary is atta,ched to the mills in charge of a qualified doctor who 
attends from 7.30 to 10.30 a.m. and 3 to 5 p.m.. daily. A compounder is in charge 
throughout the working hours. 

(il) General hospital is very near to our mills where serious cases of accidents. 
E'tc •• are being sent. 

25. One hundred and ten patients or 5 per cent. of our la.bour force is the daily 
a.verage a.ttendance in our dispensary. The women employed in the mills utilise the 
medical facilities in minor illness. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 

29. Malarial fever. 20; Malarial dysentery~ 6; Diarrhoea due to indigestion. 6 ; 
Headache. 10; Anaemia. 10; Dysentery. 6; Rheumatic pains 6. These are the 
general diseases with their a.verage number of patients per day :in our dispensary. 

31. (i) Maternity benefits are given to our women workers in the shape of one~ 
third of their wages for three Jl'0Irths on their resuming duty after lying-in period 
is over. 

V.-Welfare. 
34. (i) A shop is allowed to be kept on a nominal rent in the premises. where 

light refreshments, aerated waters. tea and coffee are sold to the labourers working 
in the mill. 

37. Workmen are paid gratuity when they retire owing to infirmity due to old 
age according to their period of service and capacity. at the di.scretion of the secretaries 
and treasurers. 

IX.-Houn. 
A.-FiJCloriu. 

55. (i) Ten hours per day, i.e .• 10 hours on weekdays and 81 hours on Saturdays. 
Daily working hours, 6.30 to 11.30 a,m. and 12.80 to 5.30 p.m. 

{ii} Same as above. Sometimes the engineering department works on erection 
work, etc .• with the permission of the factory inspector and in accordance with the 
Factory Act. 

sa. Fifty-eight and a half hOUIS per week. 
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59. Any reduction of the working hours will seriously aftect the production in 
the departments and increase its cost. 

60. (i) (a) 11.30 to 12.30; one hour for meals and rest. (b) meals are taken by 
operatives during the working hours in spite of our warnings, as they are accustomed 
to same. This practice. however, we are trying to stop. 

(iv) Every Sunday is a stop day. Besides holidays are given on important 
festivities. such as Dasara. Divali. etc., ete .• for which both the monthly salaried 
and piece-workers are paid 011 their average earnings. 

XII-Wailes. 
97. (i) Increases have been given in recent years. as 25 per cent. allowance, and iII. 

certain departments 10 per cent. increases have been given in the rates~ 
(ii) Owing to the cost of living going up. 
(ill) The increase in wages are more than increases of the cost of living in post

wartimes. 
101. Wages are fixed by the heads of the departments concemedz in COD5ultation 

with their assistants, etc. 
102. Overtime wages are calculated on the basis of 8 hours for 10 hout's~ i.e., if 

an operative works for 2 hours he is paid for 21 hours' wages. 
106. Deductio~-(i) Fines are i.nft.icted for late attendance. negligence. care

lessness. wilful damages, etc. In no case are they fined more than 2 per cent. Ot 
their monthly income during a month. 

107. (i) Monthly Wages.-Time and piece-workers are paid monthly on the 
second Saturday of the succeeding month. Temporary workcn in the engineering 
department are paid weekly CD. erection work, etc. . 

(IV) Unclaimed wages are very DIe in our mills as we try to pay them oft 
lOB. (ii) Most of the worlrels are in debt, owing to their spendthrift habits. 

OSJ>eclally in <!rinks. etc. They also incur large expenses during the marriage 
ceremoDies. ete.,in theirfamiliesas well as of their distant relatives and acqnaintan~ 

109. (i) Bonoses in the shape of one moath·s wages were paid in the boom. periods 
wh~n the mills were making tremendous profits. 

(ii) There was no fixed basis. A certain amount was &llotted ont of total profits 
and the same was used to be distributed among the workers at the discretion of 
the secretaries and treasure". 

110. (i) We have recently introduced a scheme 01 privilege leave for 15 days 
annually on half-pay for workmen who have been in service continuously and 
regularly for five years for recoupment of worker's health. Formerly they used to
take leave without pay for one or two months in the year for going to their villages 
during marriage and other festivities. 

(ii) Leave is granted liberally by us, although we incur a certain amount of losS 
in production due to changes. 

lDIL-Iml_ EfIlcienc:1 of Worken. 
112. The standard of living in Madras being vety Iow* the efficiency of workers 

is much lower than in Bombay. Ahmedabad. and other textile centres. We find that 
the climatic conditions also have a bearing in not allowing the workmen to work 
continuously for five boutS at a stretch and when they get tired they resort to 
loitering. The tendency of the labour nowadays. we observe, is to try to get the higbest 
wages for the least work. For instance. when we had introduced the system of 
one-loom per weaver, our production per loom per day was 15 lb. average, but wben 
we introduced the two-looms system our producOon has gone down to 111h. per day. 
Though the weavent may get more wages individuallYI mills lose heavily owing to
the loss of production. i.e .• less efficiency and consequent increase in the cost of 
production per lb. GeDerally~ we find the tendency at present among the workers 
is to get most for the least work by any meaDS. For example. our production 
in the roving department is shown as 18,000 lb. per day and the spinning 
production hardly 12.000 lb. per day. This difference is due to the stealthy turning. 
of the indicators by some ccntrivance on the frames by the tenters~ to show more 
than the aetuallegitimate production as they are paid on production basis. In spite 
of our repeated wamings- they do systematically change the indicators and any 
steps taken by the management to stop this mischief are considered injustice to. 
them and they go on ligbtnixlg strikes. and by intimidation stop the other departments. 
also. 
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114. (i) The yearly migration of workers to their native villa.ges- for the festivities 
.and their indulgence in partaking thereof do weaken them and consequently they 
give less production when they come back to work. The substitutes in their absell(;e 
.also give less production. 

(ii) All the modern machinery to increase the efficiency of the workers are being 
introduced. 

(iii) We are replacing the old plant lly new modem one in spinning departments 
and our weaving plant. including the prepa.t:atory. is brand new and up-to·da.te. 

(tv) We have changed our management recently with a better qualified and 
<experienoed. staff, and we await the results in better efficiency. 

(v) and (viii) The physique and health have to do a great deat In spite of the 
recent iDcreases in the wages we tind the WOTkers weaker owing to their dissipating 
habits. When they get more wages, instead of increasing their standard. of living. 
they spend more in cinemas, theatres, alcohol and drugs. which practically shatter 
their health. These habits make them more tired especially after the pay-day. the 
nett result being moYe absentees and less production after the pay-days and holidays. 

(ixl We w.ve dealt with the climatic ooDditiODS in paragraph XlII (112). 
120. We have in Madras a trade union by name of 4f The Madras Labour Union," 

to which some of our workmen have joined as members. It is not yet properly 
organized. The workmen follow their lead"" as loog as they get something through 
"them. The moment their leaders try to speak to them about discipline, etc .• the 
workmen disagree with them. The members list increases during sbikes and dwindles 

. down in normal times. The true value of tmde unionism is not yet well undeIstood 
by the workmen. They think by becoming members of a union they <:an do anything 
.and everything in the mills. In spite of their above attitude, our relations with the 
union are cordial. We always try to C(H)perate with them and render them all sorts 
..of facilities with a view to educate the labour. organize and inctease their efficiency. 

122. When there is any dispute or grievance. union .oflicials approach us and we 
-discuss with them in detail in our office and sometimes in the presence of the Labour 
>Commissioner. We both generally come to some understanding in these discussions. 
When we disagree. an expert committee is a.ppointed by the Labour Commissioner. 
'who go into the matter deeply and thoU8h their findings are not supposed to be 
binding on both parties. we gener.illy agree to their findings and act np a<:cordingly . 
. This creates satisfaction among labourers, though temporary sometimes. The real 
-diffieulty in this a.n:angement is due to the want of technical and practical knowledge 
.of the labour leaders. It will be better for the union and also for our management if 
.:the union leaders get themselves acquainted. with the working of the different depart
ments in the mills, so that they may be able to realise the difficulties of the manage
ment. and also they may not come to us with false representations that are made to 
"them very often. This would also remove a lot of misunderstandings and pave their 
-way in establishing their union on a sound basis... 

xv.-IDdUatrial 1lispo1al. 
123. There had been series of strikes. mostly lightning, due to misunderstandings 

.and rowdy elements. 
(ii) The strikes had been from a few hours to a few months. mostly peaceful, 

-due to the prompt and efficient help of the police ~ and also sometimes to the 
_"SOund advice of. the union president, Mr. B. Shiva Rae. We have found him very 
_reasonable and courteous, and it is a pity that the labour has not yet learnt to follow 
him implicitly and also some of his c:o-workers. 

(iii) We have dealt at length in paragraph 120 how we deal with the union and 
.... ttle the dispu"'" through the good offices of the Labour Commissioner and his 
Expert Committees. 

(iv) Both lose very heavily and our present depressed condition of the textile 
industry is to a certain extent due to the lightning sectional strikes which have 
.become the order or the day. Recently. labour union have promised to help and 
co--operate with us in removing the -causes of these lightning strikes. 

126. The attitude of the Government is always neutral in our disputes and the 
.beauty of it is they help us in protecting our property and preserving law and order. 

Mr •. H. M. HOOD. r.C.S.. REGISTRAR OF CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES. 
MADRAS. 

17. There are now _about 650 c:o-o-perative societies which have been organized 
-during the past ten years by the Co-operative Department and by ro-opemti ... 
-ollie... ww~ IUldcr .the Labour Department for purpose of facilitating the 
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acquisition on behalf -of farm labourers of the land covered by their hwses. The 
Government under the Land Acquisition Act acquires land for the purpose of hollSe' 
sites of field labouren" The Government provides the money for the ~isition io 
the first place and then recovers it in instalment5. from the eo-operative society 
organized by these labourers as members as though it were a loan from the 
Government to the society. The society recovers the amount from the indhridual 
members in easy iDstalments at a comparatively low rate of interest. Eacb labourer 
owns one house. These societies work under the direct supervision of the Labour 
Department. 

16. An attempt has been made to provide bouses for Iabouren. in Madras by the 
formation of two co-operative societies to construct buildings on loans obtained 
from the GovernmentJ the price being reeovered from the members in instalments~ 
On the complete payment of in&ta1ments each member becomes the owner of his 
dwelling. The experiment has not been repeated and cannot be regarded as a success, 
chiefly because the members occupied the houses and then failed to repay the 
instalments. It was found impossible to evict them and because more than one 
family occupied the same hou5eJ the congestion became even worse than it was 
before. The Government is now collecting rent from these quarters. The rent 
collected is at a rate lower than the previous instalment and there is no prospect of 
the occupant& becoming owners. 

A third system has been attempted in one or two village!, with reference to the 
colonies of labourers by granting loans obtained from the Government through 
eo-operative societies to the members to build each his oWIJ small house6 • the 
stipulation being that it should be CODStructed in a sufficiently substantial manner 
to be a. security for the loan for the period taken to recover the loan. In this way_ 
a considerable Dumber of houses .in the EUore Municipality were built after & 

quarter had been destroyed by fire. This system presupposes that the member.! 
are not the poorest of the labouring classes and that they can be expected to build 
smalll but substantial houses with tiled roofs~ instead of the thatched huts oecupied 
by many of the labouring classes. This method prouUses to be more successful 
than the seeohd. 

38. There has been practically no welfare work among the labour classes by 
any co-operative organization. 

:n. Each of the railway companies have a ~tive credit society with 
mutual benefit fund to which the labour staft of the railway may subscribe. 

There are also a coDSiderable number of co-operauve credit societies. about 50, 
of which the members are labourers of various kinds. e.g .... scavengers of mun.icipalities~ 
field labourers. shop employees. clerks in Government service. weavers. artisans of 
various kinds. etc. These practically provide for accumulating the savings of its 
members either in the form of savings bank deposits. or recurring deposits~ or of 
share-holding in the societies. The amount of money so deposited~ however .. can 
only be regarded as a trivial amount compared with what should be deposited if 
adequate provisions were to be made in this way for old age ot sickness. 

14, 15. 117 and 119. There are in this PresidencYI 63 labour contract societies 
including S~105 members wbo are actual workers and 676 members who are assisting 
the societies in various directions. The paid-up share capital is Rs. 22.000 and the 
reserve fund Rs. 28.000. They have in addition borrowed Rs. 1.15.000. Including 
the unfinished work left over from the last year~ the societies have carried out work 
to the value of Rs. 2 .. 29.000 during the year while at the end of the year .. work for 
Rs. 1,04.000 remained incomplete. Wages were paid by tbe;re societies to the extent 
of Rs. 5],000 to members and Rs. 43.000 to non-members. _ During the year" the 
societies worked on the whole at a loss of Rs. 4.000, some having made pront and 
some having lost money. 

These societies are 'Organized by the co-operative department and consist mainly 
of unskilled labourers with a certain number of skilled labourers. assisted by honorary 
presidents and secretaries and by a paid stat! of maistries and derks. They are thus 
able to tender for various works given on ·contract. In this way they have erected 
buildings. dug canals. supplied road metal. undertaken repain to roads and other 
works of a like nature. 

The majority of the members are unskilled labourers. but they take in as members 
or as workers various skilled artisans to carry out particular works with reference 
to the contract upon which they are engaged. 

The justification for these societies lies in the supposition that contraetors are 
generally people who make very considerable profits of which a larger share could 
go to the workman while at the same time providing adequately for the supervision 
and other charges n~ in carrying such works. Thib. has in fact been confirmed 
by the actual profits made by these societies in certain eases and in seveml instances 
societies have been able to pay material bonus to their members. at the end of the 
~ar in proportion to the work done and the wages earned by each member~ 
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The Government have in general encouraged the formation of su~ societies and 
"the attention of the district boards and others who have control of considerable 
works has been drawn to the desirability of their employing sucl1 societies. A 
weakness of these societies ties in the fact that they require in addition to the 
management which they themselves provide and pay for, constant supervision from 
the co--operative departmental staff. In the event 01 the local officers ceasing to 
take interest in these societies and stopping the constant attention and advice 
"given by them they would~ in most cases~ almost immediately. fall to pieces. While the 
members themselves have not sufficient education or business knowledge or business 
training to enable them to hold together and conduct the society properly. while 
the persons they employ would in many cases betray the interests of the labour 
societies in pursuit of some immediate gain to themselves. Persons having knowledge 
.and experience of the direction and control of the execution of sueh works are mostly 
<contractors themselves or men who aspire to be contractors. Their interests are 
opposed to the interests of these co-opera.tive labour societies and for this reason. 
any of them employed by the labour societies is constantly tempted to shape his 
conduct with a view to· his becoming the contractor with the members as his. 
workmen. 

j THE MADRAS ALUMINIUM LABOUR UNION. 

L--' 
1. The CeDSUS Report gives us the extent of migtation from the villages to the 

city. From those villages. where the law of diminishing return has begun to work. 
where on account of the poverty. lands could not be improved. or where the famine 
has devastated the lands or where the lands have been. ~o far sub-divided as to yield 
no profitable return, many people flock to Madras if they do not sail away to Penang 
and other places. From those villages which are in and about Madras people come 
here as labourers but do not settle down in Madras. They prefer to come from. and 
-return to their village homes every .day with the greatest imaginable difficulty. 
In one case a poor la.bourer preferred to come from Pallavaram, abot;tt 10 miles away 
from Madras. and return to his home there. That is because he cannot afford to 
pay any rent for inhabiting any house in Madras from the paltry sum of 6 annas 
paid to him as wages per day. This gives us a vivid picture of the grinding poverty. 

2. As far as the aluminium companies are concerned the labour force is almost 
pennanent. 

3. The existing method is the most primitive. The unemployed labourer comes 
and stands at the gate of the firm.; the employer admits him in if there is any 
vacancy and his body is well built. Under such circumstances the iron law of 
supply and demand works to the great detriment of the helpless employee. The 
establisbment of a public employment agency alone will minimise this difficulty. 

4. The family life is not. except to a small extent. disturbed; for. as has already 
been pointed out. people prefer to return to their village homes daily~ 

1. The unemployment is almost universal. It is only a few of the available 
labourers that are now employed. There is a still greater number of those who 
cannot get their proper employment but who accept, on account of this poverty. 
some employment or other to keep the wolf from their doors. The labourer.; who 
enjoy holidays but for which no wages are paid. are to that extent reallyunem.ployed 
Not only for these holidays but also for those days on which the company finds no 
use for these labourers, for example, for the stocktaking days no wages are paid. 
Th.e unemployment insurance will certainly improve the condition of those who are 
unable to be thrown out of employment. There cannot be any two opinions about 
the necessity for applying the international conventions. For preventing the special 
kind of quasi-unemployment on holidays. etc., mentioned above. the la.bourers 
ought to be placed on a secure basis and continuity of service they must be assured 
<>f. Like the clerks they must be paid for the holidays as well. The provision for 
holidays made in the Factory Act will be of real benefit to the labourer only when 
the payments for their holidays as well are made compulsory by a proper amendment 
of the said Act. . 

m.-JlOUBiDg. 
The employers have not made any arrangements fot" housing of the em.ployees~ 

nor have the Government taken any step in this direction. The housing schemes 
'Of the Madras Corporation have. not matured. as yet. except to a certain extent. 
Some of the employees OWD small houses of their own or superstructures or small 
pieces of land. On. account of their poverty they could not even repair their 
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houses. most of which are charged with some debt or other. Private landlords 
therefore provide almost all the houses required for the employees. But these do 
not provide houses which are sanitary and healthy_ They let out their age-long 
houses after partiti.on.ing every room and verandah into as many portions as there 
are tenants available. Many families of these employees cannot afford to pay for" 
more than a single room of the above description. Therein alone they will have to· 
cook their food and sleep in the night. 

It is easy to imagine the eftect of such a life of the employee and his family. It. 
is a miTacie indeed that most of the labourers. in spite of their living in the den of 
death should at all have any strength for attending their daily avocations. There
fore it is necessary that some kind of compulsion should be introduced for providing: 
houses for the labourera. The municipality and the employers should be compelled 
to bear a portion of the cost of this scheme. and the Government should also contri
bute its own share.· 

But the kind of barracks which are being built for these poor people by the
municipality and by some of the employers has already ~ tried and condemned in:. 
the continental countrieS. Garden villages, full of cottage bouses each surrounded 
by open space, alone will improve the health and moral conditions of the labourerS. 
In view of the abject poverty and the starvation wages they get. co-operative buildjng: 
societies cannot by themselves rectify the defects. -

IV.-Beallh. 
A graph- showing the birth. death and infantile mortality rate from 1908 to 1928,.. 

prepared by the Madras Corporation, is herewith sent. The annual reports of the-
health officer published by the Corporation of Madras will give all necessary infonna
tien. Tbe births and deaths are compulsorily registerable. In every municipal 
division there is a medical registrar to register the births and deaths. The working 
conditions at home. as already pointed out, are not at all 'Satisfactory. nor are the
workplaces any better as far as aluminium labourers are concerned. The aluminium 
factories are situated in antiquated and dilapidated bwldings. 

Tbe food. wh,ich the labourers take consists only of rice. The vegetables or 
mutton they take is almost negligible, because mutton or vegetable is taken by way 
of chutney and not by way of food. Necessarily the food is deficient in aU the
necessary requirements. Apart from this, when people start from their houses far 
away from the factories at about six in the mormng they cannot bring any food 
with them for the day. Consequently, after having had their cold rice in themoming .. 
most of the labourers starve all through the day and have their next meal only at. 
seven or eight in the night when they retum to their homes in the night. It may 
be unprecedented, but under the prevailing conditioos here it is necessary that. 
some compulsion should be introduced for making provision for supplying mid-day 
meals to these labourers. The factories at least should make arrangements for 
supplying food rich in all the requiTed quallties at cheap rates. 

Living in such insanitary dwellings as mentioned above. and on such poor diet: 
as pointed out, the physique 01 the labourers camlOt be expected to do anything less. 
than the average. _ 

There is a direct relation between the crowded ill-ventilated dark and insanitary 
houses and the high mortality obtaining in the city. 

The Madras City High Mortality Committee writes as follows :-" One of the: 
factors at work is undoubtedly the housing conditions in large areas of the city ;. 
many of the so-called houses being unworthy of the name. During our inspections 
we have seen as many as fiveorsix families living in one house. and-fivetoeight persons 
living in each room. We are convinced that overcrowding exists to an alarming 
extent. and that the evil conditions arising from overcrowding are largely responsible
for much of the- sickness and mortality arising from respiratory diseases in general ..... 
and tuberculosis in particular, and as we have already stated, for the diseases ass0-
ciated with the consequent lack of sanitation. Enquiry has shown that pneumonia is 
a very common disease throughout tho whole year, and many of the deaths among 
young children must be due to this and other respiratory affections caused by the 
lack 01 fresh air. and the generally insanitary conditions always associated with 
overcrowding. ,. 

The aluminium company employeI3 provide no medical facilities whatsoever. 
The Government hospitals are far away from the work spot. The municipality has 
free medical dispensaries in every municipal division. The municipality has made 
provision for women doctors and trained midwives in the child welfare centres 
In view of the accidents that usually happen it is necessary that every Jactory should 

* Not priDted~ 
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have at least a medical officer. Some of the fums and companies in Madras are 
already having medical officers for attending on their employees. Thetefore there 
<CaDnot be any objection for making this compulsory. 

The latrine anangemen1s are not quite satisfactory. But fortunately the 
Corporation is insisting on fiush..aut latrines being constructed. The number of 
seats provided. however. is not sufficient. The employers should provide fust·class 
latrines, 80 that the employers may realize the good effects of a. sanitary life. There 
is no provision for bathing. 

Sickness insurance ought to be introduced. 
To meet the difficulty arising from the non-aeceptability of western medicine. the 

Ayurvedic. Unanic. and Siddha dispensaries near the factory may be subsidised. 
As for the financial difficulty. if the Government. the municipality and the 

-employers co-aperate and co-ordinate their schemes~ it ma.y be to a certain extent 
solved. Bnt under the conditions prevalent in this country the State has toshoulder 
-the responsibility to a. much greater extent than in other lands. 

31. Of the two aluminium companies in Madras one alone employs women. 
There is no continuity of service at alL If women become pregnant they are grantt:d 
no leave. and their services are terminated. The labourers ought to be placed on 
1:he basis of the clerks providing for casual and privilege leave. and in the case of 
"WOlIlen making provisions for a.llowa.nces to be given before and after childbirth. 
Unless the State interferes by way of proper legislation the interest of the poor and 
.helpless women cannot be safeguarded. 

v.-Welfare. 
No welfare work is done by the aluminium employem. The Municipal Corpora.~ 

-non does it in a way. There is no provision for refreshment. physical culture, 
Iecrea.tion. and amusements. The- appearance of the factories are not at all inviting. 
If only these employers inspect the drainage pumping stations of the Madras Corpora
"tion they willnnd out how easy it is to make even a nasty place dealing with sewage 
-water beautiful and healthy. 

VL-Education. 
There is no provision for education by employers. Primary education in the 

whole of the city is compulsory. For the adults there are the night schools. For 
the boys belonging to the S<H:&lled backward communities the Government grants 
half-fee concessions. but to the boys of the other communities who are very poor 
tbere are no such facilities. The employers should provide for scholarships available 
for such boys of the labourers. It cannot be said that facilities for industrial and 
,"-oc:ational training are sufficient in the city. If the factories are near the schools, 
.and if the employers allow the children to get some kind of industrial training that 
may solve this difficult problem to a certain extent. . 

VlIL-\Vorkmou'l.CompODBlltion. 
- The Workmen's Compensation Act does not make provision for minor injuries. 
Some provision must be introduced for <:Olllpelling the (.mployers to grant leave with 
full pa.y for those who receive such minor injuriu. In addition they must be com
pelled to bear the medical charges. if the employers themselves do not make provision 
for such medical aid. The Act further dOES not provide any remedy for those who 
.contract some disease or other on ac:eount of the dangerous character of the industry. 
except in the case of lead and phosphorus industries. The aluminium labourers 
'GOOlplain that the metal is injurious to the human system: but this is a question 
which ought to be decided upon by medical experts. But iJ such opinion is obtain€d 
against the working in such metals, compensation should be provided for in the Act 
itself. with reference to labourers employed in such metal indu&tries. 

IX.-Homr. 
. ~be normal J:1ours worked per week comes to 48 and 8 per day in both the alu

mlDlum compalues. But the actual hours of work usually goes up to 60 in one of 
"the companies. 

In one company the work begins on all the six days of the week at 8 a.m. and 
ends at 5 p.rn. The other company begins.on aU the first five da.ys at 7.30 a,m. and 
ends a~ 5 p'.m., and every Saturday the work begins at 7.30 a.m. and ends at 1 p.m. 
"There 15 an lnterval every day between 12 and 1 p.m. In one of the companies when
ever there happens to be a holiday in the following week almost all the labouren 
.are requited to work on the previous Sunday. The 60 hours' restriction is neither to 
-;the benefit of the workerli nQr of the industry. In view ot. the law of fatigue the 
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hours oj work are to be reduced to 42 hours a week. The intervals must be much 
longer~ and their Dumber should be increased to three or four per day. but should be 
of short duration, except the one for the meals, which must be slightly longer. If 
this sytem is introduced there will be no more complaint about the laboure:s idling 
away their time on the plea of answering their calls of nature. etc. 

Except for the King's Birthday. and this exception applies to only one of the 
companies, no wages are paid for holidays. Day of rest is Sunday. Though most 
of the labourers may prefer Friday as day of restz Sunday does not work much 
hardship. 

xn.-wageo. 
The prevailing rate of wages is from 11 a.nnas to boysz .. and 6" a.nnas to WOD1eD 

and men. The maximum paid is Rs. 2 8 annas~ 
As far as the aluminium labourers are COIlcerned the difference between money 

wages and money value of aU ~8'3! is Jlj}~ . 

In one of the companies the basis of payment for overtime and Sunday work is. 
150 per cent. of the usual rate. The other company does not pay for the overtime 
or Sunday work at more than the usual rate. Law must compel the employers to 
pay for the overtime work a.t twice the usual rate. In view of the poverty of labourers 
and the large supply of labour. industry is not affected by any reduction of the wages 
That is what is actually happening in these aluminium companies. After the .strike 
of 1922 in one of the companies the rates of the wages were reduced. In the other 
company the rates differ very much to the very disadvantage of the labourers.,. 
Taking prevailing market prices the wages ought not to be below Rs.20 a month~ 
A resolution for .fixing the minimum monthly wage at Rs. 20 has been moved in the 
Madras Corporation. Unless by some statutory provision the minimum wage is 
fixed. the labourers themselves cannot safeguard their interests. To them it is a 
question of life and death and something is better than nothing. But by accepting 
the low wage they do not realize they are only postponing the evil day_ The daily 
wages are paid once a month. The 1iIles collected ought to be utilized for the 
welfare work. 

Almost a.ll the labourers are involved in debts, nmging from Rs. 3.000 to Rs. 20. 
They are in the clutches of the Marwadies. who lend sums at exorbitant rate& of 
interest. These Marwadies wait at the gate of the factory on payment days and 
are satisfied if they collect their interest. The aluminium labourers propose to 
open a co--operative bank; but if the employers themselves can lend at the pre
vailing bank rate, and deduct in some fixed instalments proportionate- to the amount 
lent from the wages payable monthly. they may go a. great way in improving tha 
material condition of these labourers. When the labourers had borrowed from the 
Marwadies much was not left for buying the neeessary articles of food. etc. In tum. 
they begin to buy on credit. and necessa.ri1y the rates quoted for credit sale is very 
high. In this matter also the employel'S by opening a provision .stores for supplying 
the necessanes§ even as it is done by some of the employers like the cotton mills .. 
should help their labour.",. The bank and the store will cost the employetll nothing. 
except that they will have to invest ~rtain amount on this account of business_ 
But they will get the ordinary interest: at the market rate. The result 00 the 
workers and on their out-tum will indeed be a miracle. 

Bonuses used to be paid pnMous to the strike. But now that ptacti<e has been 
discontinued. If the employers could realise that the bonus and profit-sharing knit 
together the employeIS and employees into a happy family where there is no division 
of interest. they will not be slow in introducing them. But unfortunately most of 
the empJoyeJ1l do not see beyond their noses. The employers should also realize 
that the socialists are objecting to these schemes on the ground that these are 50' 
many means of duping the labourer who" on account of the schemes forgets his real 
interest and becomes a mere tool in the hands of the employer to get the latter more 
pront year after year. 

If the labourers are absent without leave for more than a few days they do not 
get back their jobs. This works a great hardship in the case of the illiterate labourer .. 
who may fall ill and go to his native place for getting medical aid. The employers. 
should take into conaideration the illiteracy of the labourers. 

In aU public contracts the fair wages clause ought to be introduced. 

XIV.-'.l'rade CombinaliODL 
The Aluminium Labour Union""", started in the year of 1917. It was ODe of the 

trade unions which was admired by many. Tbere was a strike in the year 1922. but 
the strike "'''US not successful and the state ot the labourers became wone. After 
a long time the union began to wake itself up in the year 1927. ADd it was registered 
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under the Trade Union Act. The WOTkers are evincing very great interest and the 
meetings are all well attended and conducted. They are trying to devote greater 
attention to practical problems lilte :6nance~ auditing. etc. Except the president 
and the vice·president all the other members of the executive committee are all 
aluminium labourers.. 

Unfortunately in this country the employers~ as far as the aluminIum factories 
are concerned. do not view the union with favour. One employer took objection to 
this labour union announcing that they·are celebrating their twelfth anniversary. 
He does Dot like the idea that this union is only a continuation of the other union.. 
which existed prior to the strike. The Employers further think that these workmen 
are merely servants and slaves and no more, without any brains of their own. Objec
tion was taken by one employer to the union representing certain grievances with 
reference to the mode of taking attendance and to the union suggesting certain 
remedies for his due consideration. The employer teUs us in so many words that it 
:is an interference with his administration work ud that such letters cannot be 
replied to. After the revival of the union the labourers are not paid any wages 
for one hour's leave given at the end of the work w..yon some f~tive days. There
are not instances wanting of the employers and their subordinates dissuading the
workmen from joining the trade union and of attempts to punish important members 
of the oommittee. This has been brought to the notice of the employers, but they .. 
of course. loudly protest they are not against the trade union. . 

The labourus ought to be given sufficient representation in the locai bodies and 
legislatures. The provisions found in the existing enactments a.re negligible and they 
only help government wallas and not real labourers. 

RAO SAHIB V. KRISHNA MENON, B.A., SECRETARY. MALABAR DISTRICT 
CO--OPERATIVE BANK LTD .• CALICUT. 

1. From Mala.bar where I live, there is migration of labour to Ceylon. Strait 
Settlements, Kolar Gold fields. Mysore. Tea, Coffee, and Rubber estates situated 
on the western Ghats. There is migration of labour also to towns from the interior. 
where cotton-mills, saw-mills. oil-mills. etc., exist. Most of these emigrants belong to 
agricultural classes. I am sorry. I am not able to give any statistics on the subject. 

HinduB belonging to Nair and Thiyya castes, Christians and Muhammadans 
migrate to Ceylon for seeking employment as clerks and coolies. Hindus belonging 
to 'Ihiyya. caste who go to Ceylon take to tapping of cocoanut trees for toddy. 
Emigrants to Malaya States belong to all classes. some of them seek empToyment 
as clerks, others as labourers in estates.. Those who go to Kolar Gold Fields aTe 
genemlly more sturdy than other emigrants. Those who go to estates in Western 
Ghats mostly belong to depressed classes and Muhammadans. This migration is 
clriefty due to want. of suitable employment in their own villages at all times of the
year. 

When the head of a family contracts debts and he is unable to repay them. and 
when the means of livelihood. of bis family are insufficient. one or two of the family 
migrate with a view to augment the resources of the family. This desire is often 
intensified. by want of suitable agricultural employment in all times of the year. 
Rack renting and consequent ruin of agricultural families to a great extent is another 
cause for migration. . 

General level of agricUltural wages is rising in the interior and emigrants as a 
rule return to their homes after a period of two or three years with their savings. The 
depressed classes. such as Panchamas, who migrate to the estates -often come back 
with their health ·sha.ttered by maJaria and in a majority of cases, more harm than 
good bas resulted to these poor people. 

2. Emigrants always try to return home at the earliest opportunity and many of 
them emigrate a second or third time after spending sufficiently long periods with 
their relatives at home. 

3. The emigrants often follow persons who have knowledge of the place where 
they want to go. Sometimes contractors employed. by estates enlist the labourers 
and take them with them to their destination. Thoughtless young men and women 
are often deluded into the belief that they could get suitable employment after reach
ing their destination and they follow the -contractors without the knowledge of their 
parents and some hardships to these p"oor people and anxiety to their parents are 
generally caused. I suppose these inCldents are comm.on wherever emigration takes 
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place. It would be better. however. if the emigration officer at the port of 
embarkation insisted upon the production of a certificate from the headman of the 
village that the party migrates on his or her own account and DO compulsion or 
misrepresentation of any kind was resorted to in his or her case. I have no other 
suggestions to make for improving the method of recruitment. 

4. Disturbance of family life sometimes ta.kes place owing to the migration of a 
member of the fauilly. But. speakiDg in a general manner. 1 think more good than 
harm has resulted from migration. . 

7. When agricultural employmeots. such as sowing. tr.msplanting and harvesting 
come on, all the agricultural hands in the rural parts are fully employed and I do 
not think unemployment exists among the agricultural classes during this period. 
This state~ however. does not continue throughout the year. Very often they are 
thrown out of employment during the slack season aud they are compelled to .remain 
at hom~ satisfied with the insufficient food or go out of the village seeking 
employments in towns and other pla.ces.. Panchama women, who are very often 
attached to the land they cultivate. do not as a rule leave the village. Ignorance 
and fear of danger from going _ of the village and rigorous social customs compel 
them to remain in their own villages. and their condition during the slack agricultural 
season is miserable especially.men the villages wh"", they Ii"" happeo to be away 
from towns. 

23. Agricultural laboureTs in the interior have better health than the labourers 
working in towns. Agricultural labourers, when they go to work in factories 
generally lose health. although in towns they are able to take a larger quantity of 
food and get more comforts. After the introduction of the Factories' Act. sanitary 
arrangements at work places.. such as latrines and. drinking water. have improved. 

32. Welfare activities for the benefit of the labourers do not exist on a large scale 
and generally these activities do not reach the workmen. Employers in these parts 
do not aftord facilities for the education of workezs and their children. Health 
lecreres. lectures on co-opemtion and advantages of saving habits and temperance
movement will greatly benefit the workers. Children of the labourers are not as a 
rule able to secure the benefit of education in public schools above the primary 
standard, as high fees in schools and the low wages of the workmen drive the 
labourer"s children to the necessity of earning their livelihood without being able to 
get the lun beneftt of even the primary education. • 

51. The adVaIltages of the Workmen's Compensation Act ..... largely being 
understood by the workers and the fear for payment of compensation is a beneficial 
factor for inducing owners of factories to provide safety guard .. and other devices 
for avoiding accidents. 

96 to 107. Prevailing rate of wages in industries i. slightly higher than wages in 
the agricultural districts. Labourers always try to save something out of thetr 
wages, but very often ignorance of the rules of health and want of education stand 
in the way of workmen reaJising their wish. As far as possible. workmen in towns 
send their savings to the villages. Except in the case of employment in estates and 
railway lines, payments are made to labourers directly. I do not think that time 
has come for :fixing minimum wages. Fines and ether deductions are not common in 
the factories with which I am acquainted. :\\'ages are generally paid weeldy on 
appointed days and no grievance exists about delay in payment of wages. 

lOS. Indebtedne<1s exists to .. high degree in village·and in indWltrial areas. Some 
factories give bonus to workmen. 

112. I think Indian workers are increasing in efficiency and in punctuality of 
attendance.. 

117. Trade combinations of an organized kind do not exist. either among employers 
or among the employees to any great extent. But the spirit of combination is 
gradually developing among the workmen. 

j Mr. C. BASUDEV. B.A .• B.L .• PRESIDI;NT OF THE MADRAS GOVERNMENT 
. PRESS LABOUR UNION. 

I have the honour to state that I am the president of the Madras Government 
Press Labour Union. vice-president of the Indian Fabian Society~ and president of 
the People's Welfare Association and Madras Domestic Servants' Association. and 
that I am generally acquainted with conditions of urban labour. 

,1 am submitting this memorandum with special reference to the :Madras Govem~ 
ment Prws and the conditions of employment of labour therein, and 1 ohaII generaliy 
refec to conditions of labour in tJie city of Madras. 
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On 31st March. 1929, the total strength of the establishment at the Central Press 
and i13 branches was 1,659, eonsisting "Of 840 salaried. permanent employees. 
71 temporary salaried, 82S permanent and 282 temporary piece-work compositors. 
10 temporary piece-work binders~ 80 day-extra men, 41 men paid from contingencies. 
and 4 student apprentices. The expenditure for the establishments is 51lakhs of 
rupees out of a total expenditure of about 111 lakhs in the Press. The value of 
plant and machines has been computed at over 20 la.khs of rupees, and comprises 
among main items. many power printing. machines. hand presses, binding machines, 
linotype machines. electric motors, and type-casting and other machines.. In the 
year 1928-29. leave payments to workmen amounted t'O Rs. 4~993, whereas those of 
two officers for leave out of India came up to Rs. lJ,960, and the overhead charges 
are about three times the payments made to workmen. 

L-Beoruitm ... t. 
The employees of the Madras Government Press are mostly drawn from the city 

and may be divided roughly into two kinds-the salaried men and the piece-workers ; 
both are liable to be throWD out of employment either on account 01 retrenchment 
or as a result of punishment. The Government Press during the last five years 
passed through an epidemic of dismissals and removals and nearly 1,000 persons are 
now out of work in consequence. Retrenchment and punishments are arbitrary 
and in these days of struggle for existence. the workmen are only too ready to tip 
to obtain work. Arbitrary removals on the ground of either retrenchment or punish
ment easily give rise to suspicion of corruption. Arbitration committees would to 
some extent alleviate distress and remove suspicion. The piece-worker, in addition. 
bas another frequent cause for unemployment. He is paid. not for bours of attendance 
at the Press. but by the actual work turned out. and he very often waits for hours 
and now and then days without work being given to him and. therefore. without 
remuneration. Again, he. the piece-worker. is not allowed leave for even a Eecond. 
with allowance and the holidays on which the Press is closed are days of unemploy
ment to him. For this reason and for other reasons to be mentioned hereafter, the 
piece-work system should be abolished and all put on a salaried basis with time-scale 
of pay .. or. in the alternative, the piece-worker should be paid by the hour and should 
be granted leave and holidays with allowance and a minimum wage fixed. 
Unemployment insurance. if started. would considerably help the employees. 

IX.-Bonm. 
The 'Government Press works at four different places and the boms of work per 

day and per week, the days worked and the time of working, vary. In the Central 
Press Mint Buildings. 71 hours. from 9 a.m. to 5,30 p.m. for five days of the week 
and 51 hours from 9 a.m. to 3.80 p.m. on Saturdays. with an interval of one hour 
between 1 and 2 p.m. for lunch. come up to 43 hours and 6 days per week. In the 
Mount Road Branch Press, 71 hours, from 8.45 a.m. to 5.30 p.m .• with an interval 
of one hour between 1 and 2 p.m. of the five days of the week and 41 hOUlS from 
8.45 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturdays, and this comes to 43 hours and 51 days per week. 
In the Penitentiary Branch Press, 8 houra. from 7 a.m. to .. p.m .• with an interval 
of one hour between 11 a,m. and 12 noon for six days of the week. In the High 
Court Branch. 8 hours. from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., with an interval of one hour between 
1.30 and 2.30 p.m. for five days of the week and three hours. from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., 
on Saturdays. Health and efficiency require uniformity of bours and days of work 
in all the presses. The number of holidays given is only 17* days in a year, while 
the other Government servants enjoy 43 days, and the employees of firms and banks 
to the extent of 24 days in a year. .It is, therefore~ necessary that the number of 
holidays should be increased. . 

D.-staII Organisation. 
The sta.ff of the Press consists of the superintendent on a salary of Rs. 800-50-1,200. 

assisted by three gazetted assistants on Rs. 550-40-710. Rs. 5OO-~OO and 
Rs. 300-2()-400. and B publieation assistant on Rs. 200-10-250. There is also 8; 
linotype operator-mechanic, a gazetted officer, on Rs. 500-30--650. and a bost of 
supervising sta1f with salaries ranging from Rs. 60 to Rs. 200. The selection of the 
managing staB is arbitrary and outsiders are oiten imported to block the chances of 
the rank and file. 

Workmen have been taken into subordinating supervising staff but not to the 
superior ranks. No special facilities are offered by the Press to train the workmen 
fOf higher grades. Only recently the Press has taken in four apptentius with a view 
~ train them here and in England. These apprentices are not drawn from workmen. 
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Government technical examinations are prescribed for promotions to certain posts. 
but the claims of workmen who have passed these examinations are overlooked in 
preference to those who are in the good grace of the authorities.. 

Relations between the staft and the workmen are bad. Corruption and consequent 
partiali:ty, as also the determma:tion to suppress the spirit of union among the work
men, result in uneven distribution of work to the piece-workers, and the workmen 
are generally ill-treated and the language used towards them is far from desirable. 

A timekeeper marks the time of attendance of workmen. Token system is 
adopted to facilitate the marking of time. There is no check on the timekeeper~ 
Not even a single minute is allowed as grace after the appointed hour when the 
bell is rung. Hitherto, ten minutes were allowed for the workmen to come in both 
n the morning and in the afternoon, but now they are required to come .in ten 
minutes earlier. Even if a. workman is present at the gate at the proper time but 
prevented by the crowd to get in and drop his token. he is considered. as coming late. 
The worst of it is that if a workman is six times late in a month a warning is recorded 
against him, that if he is late on next occasion he is punished by fine, reduction or 
suspension. and if he is late again on the third occasion he will be dismissed. 

The cashier of the Press pays the workmen. The actual date of the paYment 
varies. The workmen, who are poor and generally live on credit. pay their whole 
earnings to the ereditors. who charge exorbitant interest if he is a moneylender or 
if he is a dealer of provisions supplies very inferior quality. Uncertainty as to the 
date of monthly disbuzsement causes great loss and inconvenience. The poor classes 
pay interest as much as 2 annas per month per rupee, and if an early date is:fixed 
once for all. much loss can be obviated. There are four branches of the Press in the 
dty and the cashier who is attached to the Mint Buildings Press makes the payment. 
()n. uncertain date he comes up for disbursing to the Mount Road Branch. which 
employs about 300 men. The man who is either absent or who does not answer to 
call will have to walk up to Mint Buildings. a distance of four miles. on some other 
working day to get his money, losing his wage for the period he is thus absent from 
work. This is a great hardship. 

m-lIouing. 
In the matter of the Government Press, the Government are the employers 

and they have done nothing towards providing houses to the workmen. much less 
have the Government interfered with any such provision in cases where an employer 
is a private party: Private landlords- are not sufficiently enterprising to construct 
workmen"s quarters, and the workmen are so awfully poor and ill-paid and so 
chronica.lly in the clutches of the moneylendetS~ that the great majority of them cannot 
dream of providing themselves with houses. The workmen are often sub-tenants, 
mostly in slum areas, The Corporation of Madras provides lighting a.nd water. etc •• 
but they are very inadequate. 

IV.-Healib. 
The general condition of the workmen in the Government Press is bad. The 

Corporation of Madras keeps the register of births and deaths. The Government 
Press suffers for want of proper accommodation; both at the Mint Buildings and at 
the Mount Road Branch~ machinery is crowded to the extent 01 causing da oger to 
persons passing through, and in the composing departments it is much worse; the 
frames are kept too close for persons to move about freely and heavy formes are 
kept 00. agaiDllt the other at all odd pI"" .. , and the atmosphere is heavy and impure. 
In addition, the roofing and the floor of the places where the employees are workingz 
are tin-sheeted and tarred, which makes them worse. 

At home, overcrowding often of a whole family into a single room. insanitary 
.conditions and low wages have undermined the health of the workmen and it is a 
wonder how he survives them. Rice water twice in the day is prosperity with them. 
Without food. without good air and housing. and with the anxiety and ill-health. 
no workmen can boast of any physique. Bad housing with the low wages is responsible 
:to a very great extent for early mortality. 

Absolutely nothing by way of medical relief is provided for tho workmen in the 
Press and outside interference is not welcomed by the Press authorities. The question 
~ utiliAtion does not, therefore. arise. There are public hospitals for the general 
public which are available to the workmen of the Press as much as to the outside 
public. 

At borne. sanitary arrangements are supposed to be looked to by the Corporation 
-of Madras. But it is a patent fact that slum areas are not paid the same attention 
.as the neighbourhood of the rich commands, and the sanitation of the locality where 
these workmen reside is far from satisfactory. FJush-out latrines are rare in the 
.city and the latrines in private houses are very bad and insanitary. 
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Water in this city is ,..thor scarce and the taps ate closed for a good portion of 
the day. The poor private houses very often cannot boast of a water tap. and even 

-if it has one or two it is not at all sufficient to meet the demands of the great number 
of persoDS living in it. Water for drinking and cooki~ is difficult to obtain in 
sufficient quantities, and as for bathing it is not possible for the whole family to 
bathe once in a day~ 

At the Press. where one expects better conditions with regard to latrines. drinking 
water and water for washing. the provision is very disappointing. Wam: of space 
at the Press is responsible for the undesirable proximity of the latrine to the place 
of WOl'k. No provision is made for the supply of boiled water for drinldng purposes.. 
The workmen have to take it from the taps only. which are very limited and from 
which water is not available at all hours of the- day. There is 110 place for bathing 
and washing and water is not at all available for these- purposes. In the Mount Road 
Btanch the employees have to take water from. the tapa in the latrine, both for 
drinking and washing during lunch time. 

Lead poisoning: is the comm.on disease to which compositors and type-casters 
often fall victims. Washing soap and good arrangements for washing must be made 
to lessen the evil. Malaria., hookworm and eye diseases are common and frequent 
among the workmen. Careful special medical supervision would help them. Sick 
leave does not carry allowance lor the piece-workers. and siclmess insurance is highly 
desirable. 

V.-Welfare. 
The employers who are in this case the Government are indi1ferent and do not 

pay any attention to the well-being of their employees. No welfare work is taken 
on hand and any attempt by outsiders is not encouraged. Work and welfare com
mittees with representatives of both the authorities and the workmen should ~ 
constituted to look after the welfare of the workmen.. 

In the Central Press and its branches no refreshment shelters are provided except 
a small shed outside the Mint Buildings Press premises to shelter about 51) persons 
while about 1,000 persons take their midday meal either on the road-side or in the 
neighbouring compounds. In rainy season the inconvenience is very very great 
and sometimes workmen have to throw out their food on account of rain and want 
of shelter. 

XIL-Wages. 
Following are the different sections in each of whieh dttrerent scales of pay are 

prevailing. At the outset the necessity of standatdizing working conditions is 
paramount in order to remove ttDjust inequalities- existing among employees in 
di::flerent Government presses performing same or similar nature of wOTk and the 
wages which are paid at present are not based on the principles of living wages. 

Composing Sut1on.-Foremen and assistant foremen. the supervising staft of 
the section which is wb-divided into g&%ette. revenue, public, vernacular. local and 
municipal. job and book departments. in each of which are employed one foreman 
and one or two assistant foremen, are graded on Rs. 60--4-100, Rs. 30--2-60 and Rsa 
30-2-40, while the compositors numbering a'OOut 500 are paid at three anna per 
thousand ens on piece-work scale. Their earnings therefore vary according to the 
work given and turned. out and they now get on the average less than Rs.. 25. 

The Piece-';'ork ~ is ihere!~ highly ·disa.d;""'~eo~ and' unp.-;,ftta.bie" to 
the eompositorsand it is prayed that the said system be aboJishedand theeompositors 
placed on a salaried basis. It may be mentioned that the work of the compositor 
requires skill and a knowledge of English and vernacular and involve considerable 
upenditure of energy and the.reJore fatiguing in its nature. It will not therefore be 
unreaoonable if Rs. 40 is saggested as the starting salary for a compositor rising up to 
Rs. SO. 

It may also be mentioned that the GovemmeJit in introduciDg the piece-work 
system in 1861 assured tbecompositon thatitwould mean increased income but that if 
it was found at any time unprofitable they 'Would revert to the salaried basis. In the 
beginning the piece-work system was cert:ain1y remunerative but as has been stated 
abo-ve the method ofea.lculatioDanda.ssessmentofworkandtbesystemofprintiughave 
since undergone considerable changes to efiect economy but with no corresponding 
safeguards to the interest of the compositor. "l"he Government are now practically 
extracting sweated labour in the matter of the piece-workers who are not in any way 
beneftted by their three memorials submitted. to the Government in the year 1927. 

The rest of the staff in the composing section consists of salaried. men as stated 
above. The sta.rting pay in these cases is very low and it must be made Rs. 35 iD 
the case of assista.nt foremen (despatchers) now on Rs. 15-1-30 and Rs. SO in the case 
of foremen and assistant foremen. 

(A detailed sta.tementof pay with ~ for higher minima is omitted here). 

, ... ) L 
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In the year 1919 or so the Government of Madras appointed a. committee 
which is since known as the Knapp Committee to go into the question of 
salaries. etc, The employees of the Government Press were not given the privilege. 
of placing their case before the said committee and they were ignored in the 
committee's report. 

The Government Press employees were very ill-paid, scales fixed 2S years ago 
being in vogue. Mter a great deal of agitation by the workmen between the years 
1918-20 in. which 24 of the top men had to suffer very heavily, the Government gave 
them some relief in 1920 and 1921 by raising the piece-work scale from 2 annas to 
3 annas and by placing the salaried men on graded scale. A3 the prices of the main 
articles of food and the other necessaries of life, the bouse-rent and consequently 
the cost of living are four or five times higher than the pre-war rates, the present 
rates of pay especially the minimum are very inadequate and. must be raised at 
least to the extent mentioned above. 

The basis of payment for overtime is 25 per cent. extra beyond the ordinary 
rate up to 8 p.m. and 50 per cent after 8 p.m. and for Sundays an4. other holidays, 
doubJe rates are paid to the piece-work compositors and the salaried men are granted 
compensation leave onlYI but have no additional remuneration. The overtime 
allowance is low and should be made one hundred per cent. in case of both working 
days and holidays. 

The ever-increasing supply of labour and decreasing demand consequent upon 
introduction of labour-saving machine have swelled the ranks of the ueemployed 
and made labour cheap. The employers cannot withstand the temptation to 
profit by these conditions. Even the Government have fallen a victim to it as is 
evidenced in the Government Press. The Government are extracting sweated 
labour and are responsible for a state of affairs with regard to labour that would 
shock the worst capitalist in the West. Unless the principle of living wage is 
accepted and minimum wage is fixed, there is no hope for the workmen. Having 
regard to the prevailing prices of food.stufis and rents I think Rs. 35 is the barest 
minimum living wage. It is highly desirable to have statutory establishment of 
the~e. 

Fines are inflicted to any extent indiscriminately and on ffimsy grounds on the 
mere report of the supervising .taft without any enquiry at all. the number including 
cases of stoppage o~ increment being over 2.000 during the last four or :five yea.rs~ 
and they are credited to the Government. There are also other deductions lor cost 
of re..,triking. re-printing. repairing. binding. paper. freight charges. breaking of 
formes, materials, etc. It is therefore highly desirable that they should be restricted 
to a defi.nite maximum percentage- and the infliction of fines should be further 
discouraged by introducing the merit and demerit system and the tines collected 
should be utilized for welfare work. 

The wages are paid once in a month. the salaried men being paid between the 
1st and 5th and the piece-workers between 15th and 20th. Something must be done 
to prevent delay in payment and the unclaimed wages now credited to the Govern
ment should. be utilized for the purposes of the welfare of the employees. 

The employees who are on the permanent pensionable establishment are admitted 
as -members of the Government Press Co-operative Society and almost every one 
of them is indebted to the Society to an extent of six times his monthly wage. The 
others resort to money-lenders who charge exorbitant rates of interest. In both the 
cases the employees suffer much, owing to the major -portion of their wages going 
towards the discharge of their loans and interest and again resorting to fresh loans 
on account of their scanty wages. The rules referring to tbe. indebtedness of the 
Government seT'V8.nts work great hardship on the ill-paid and -neglected employees 
and therefore should be suspended. 

The permanent and salaried employees are eligible to leave with full average pay 
pay for one month and with half average pay lor two months under the Fundamental 
rules, besides to an extent of 15 days' casual leave in a year, but the piece--workers. 
whether permanent or temporary. are not eligible to any kind of leave with pay, 
nor the temporary salaried. employees and men paid from contingencies who will be 
granted casual leave only at the discretion of the Superintendent. The inequalities 
should be removed and all workmen should be placed OD. the same footing. The 
leave is not availed of or granted to the extent eligible as it is not countenanced by the 
Superintendent. In cases of ill-health. medical certificates from registered medical 
practitioners are invariably not accepted and the applicants are directed to appear 
befo~ the surgeon. thereby causing much inconvenience to them. 

In the ma.tter of minimum wage:. periodical increments, leave facilities. provisions 
for old age and security of servic6 .. ,the Madras Government Press is the worst of all 
the Government Presses in India. 
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XIV.-Trade ilombiDaliODs. 
So far as the printing industry is concerned~ there was an organization of the 

workers of the industry in the City of Madras between the years 1918-20 and the 
workers of the Government Press also formed themselves into a union. To the 
former. there was a setback about the year 1921 and the organization broke. The 
latter also shared the same fate as the then Superintendent of the Government Press. 
Mr. F. L. Gilbert. had always looked upon the assertion of rights by labour as inimical 
to himself and attempted with all his might to put down men whom he merely 
suspected of taking the least part in the formation of affairs of the union, and 
dismissed 24 workmen. It was really a reign of terror that the superintendent had 
established and he managed to dismiss neat'ly 1,000 men between the years 1923-28. 
This necessitated the formation of the Government Press Labour Union in the 
begi.n.niog of the year 1927 which kept up an agitation among other things for 
increase in Tates, and petitions were addressed to the Government. This was resented 
by the said Superintendent who dismissed three piece-work compositors, because 
addresses on certain envelopes which contained memorials to Government were in 
the same handwriting and they were all posted in the same post office. After coming 
into operation in 1927, of the Indian Trade Unions Act of 1926, the employees of 
the Government Press started the Madras Government Press Employees' Association 
on 25th June. 1927. and registered it on 19th November, 1927, under the said Act. 
The office-bearers of the Association were drawn from the employees themselves who 
sought to have the Association recognized by the Govemment. On 23rd Decemberk 

1927, the Superintendent under instructions from Government informed the 
secretary- of the association that Rules 2 and 28 of the association should be amended 
and that the Government do not generally recognize departmental associations of 
non-gazetted subordinates. unless special reasons are shown which differentiate them 
from other non-gazetted officers for whom the Central Association exists, viz.. The 

• Madras Non-Gazetted. Government Officers' Association which has been recognized 
by the Government. The rules were accordingly amended and the Government were 
addressed through the superintendent, Government Press. on 8th February, 1928. 
to the effect that. as the Government Press Employees' Association is purely a. 
labour organization and trade union registered under the Indian Trade Unions Act, 
it stands entirely on a tiifterent footing from that of the Madras Non-Gazetted 
Officers' Association and the employees of the Press .are governed by the Factory 
Act and Rules and are subject to peculiar conditions with regard to service, pay .. 
pension. Jeave and other matters. The superintendent began to threaten and coerce 
the office-bearers individually with a view to break the association, while at the 
same time continuing his mad campaign against the employees by visiting them 
with varying degrees of punishment. Deputations to the superintendent and the 
Government were refused and the superintendent and his publication assistant 
openly used their official inftuence against the members. It was at this time that 
the association felt the necessity for an outsider to lead them. and did me the honour 
of electing me as its President. a procedure consistent with and within the scope of 
the provisions of the Act and articles of the association. Under my advice weekly 
meetings were held drawing the attention of the Government to the very unsati&
factory conditions in the Government Press. the large number of punishments and 
praying for recognition and relief. This evidently infuriated the Superintendent 
who dismissed from service, the secretary of the association on 5th May. 1928, on 
the sole ground of convening meetings while on leave and also the treasurer of the 
association who had put in nearly 30 yeat'S of semce and on the verge of retirement. 
The treasurer has since been reinstated by Government on appeal. while the secretary 
with 14 years of permanent and pensionable service to his credit found no relief 
from the Government. The Government were most unsympathetic and continued 
to insist on sweated labour and to support the reactionary policy of the 
superintendent and issued an order, dated 5th May~ 1928, prohibiting Government 
employees from continuing or becoming membel'S of an association registered or 
sought to be registered under the Indian Trade Unions Act. The following Jetter
sent to the Private Secretary to His Excellency the Governor of Mad.ra.s~ to arrange 
for au interview with His Excellency. proved. also {utile. 

Any n~ber ~f co~tinued inte~ations"in th~ Madras Leg;.sla:tive Co~il and 
even a resolution passed by the Council on 6th September. 1928. for a.ppointment 
of a. committee to- investigate into the large number of dismissals, suspensions, 
reductions and removals of the employees of the Government Press. the policy 
adopted by the superintendent in respect of the union of the employees and the 
conditions of remuneration, leave. etc.~ of the piece-workers had no effect on the 
Government who went to the extent bf saying that they refused to interfere and
that they would not accept' the council's resolution. When such is the attitude of 

• Not printed. 

L' 
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the Government towards their own labourers. the varied problems of health and 
efficiency of the workers. their economic positions, their housing :conditions and 
possibilities of settlement of their disputes by arbitration and conciliation are all 
out of the question. It was elicited in an answer to an interpellation in the COUllC-il 
OIl 20th October. 1927. that. out of a total of about 1,500 employ .... 879 were eitluor 
dismissed or removed from service during the course of 41 years. Almost every one 
of the punisbments was made a;rbitrarily and without enquiry as COIltemplated by 
the Government themselves and appeals to the Government against the orders 01 
the superintendent resulted in nothing. These dismissed mea appeal to you for 
protection' and welcome you in the fond hope that you will be the .in.stroment of 
justice being done to them. 

The Madras Government Press Employees' Association ceased to function on 
account of the said Government order and the certificate of registration was cancelled 
by the Registrar of Trnde Unions, Madras, on 4th November, 1929, and the present 
. union,· The Mad.ra,a GoVfl'DInent Press Labour Union. has been functioning from 

. t 11th December, 1929. The catalogue of grievances is increasing every day and the 
authorities are responsible for it. as they are unreasonable and deaf to even the 
ordinary demands of the workmen. "When the state 'Of affairs is so chronic and the 
-ccnditiOIlS of service are '90 very precarious even though appeals to Government 
against the orders of dismissals, suspensions, reductions and removals passed by the 
superintendent lay. the Government. from the beginning of the year 1929, ha~ 
empowered the gazetted 8.SSlStants of the Government Press with the powers of 
punishments varying from suspensions to dismissals and appeals lie only to the 
Superintendent. The position of the poor employees may therefore be better 
imagined than described, as they are eutire1y at the mercy of the Superintendent. 

XV.-Jnilustri&l Disputes. 

There were in an. three strikes~ one in tile year 1903 and the other two in the 
year ·1920. The strike of 1908 was of the workmen of the pr~ and machine seetioD. 
'Only, for exacting work from them till 1 p.m. without overtime payment. It lasted 
for about 6 months during which convicts from the PenitentiaJy we", brought and 
workexecut-ed,leaving the strikers to their fate. Aftermuch suffering and starvation. 
they returned to work. 

In the iint strike of 1920. all the employees of the Mint. Mount Road and 
Penitentiary Presses. struck work and it lasted for one week. The immediate 
cause was the suspension of a machine-minder who took an active part in the afiairs 
of the union of the Press, for alleged disobedience of an oral order to work 011 a. 
holiday. the general causes being the indUferent and unsympathetic attitude of the 
superintendent and the Government over the strong agitation .in the press and 
platform and the memorials of the piece workers in particular with regard to 
increased remuneration and the hostile attitude of the superintendent towards the 
memorialists, the union and its members. As all the Presses had to be closed and 
the intervention of the superintendent to settle the dispute proved futile, the 
Government found the wisdom and offered to receive a. deputation of the employees 
at the office of the chief secretary to Government of Madras who discussed the 
several grievances of the employees and promised to redress them in case the 
employees joined duty forthwith. They·a.ccordingly did so and thus the,strike 
endf3d in success on the part of la.bour because the strike was not pa.rtial. 

The second strike of 1920 was of piece-woTkers only. ·owing to the Madras 
University work being put in their hands for composing when the employees of the 
S.P.C.K. Press where the University work had to be carried out on contTact, were on 
strike, Again the intervention of the superintendent proved unsuccessful. He 
invited the chief secretary to interfere aDd settle the dispute. The chief secretary 
came to the Press, called representatives, discussed the situation~ advised the men 
to resume work. and went away. Meanwhile the superintendent prepared a list of 
25 men, passed 'orders dismissing those men and setVed the order of dismissal on 
them. When the dismissed men began to walk out, the others also followed. The 
Btrike lasted far about 3 months and much coercion was put on them by refusing to 
pay their wages earned before they returned to work. by intimidation. by catching 
hold of some weak elements and by recruitment from Tanjore and other distant 
places. At last they had no option but to resume work. 

Again in the summer of 1928. when the secretary and treasurer of the associa:tion 
were dismissed, excitement and indignation ran high and a strike was imminent but 

, fortuaately myself and aome oj my iriends in the Press had still ..,..,eJiDgering hopes 
in the Government and were able to prevent it. \Ve were very soon disabused. and 
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but for the announcement of the appointment of your Commissioo. there would 
have been a very serious recrudescence of the strike mentality. The workmen and 
the employees of the Pross amriously and fondly hope that your visit would usher 
in an era of peace, prosperity and contentment for labour. 

Mr. C. SUNDARSANA RAJU. Eti Koppaka.. Vlaagapatam District. 

I.--a-mtment. 
1. (i) Labour is recruimd from the district of Vizagapatam. with. the conditions 

of which district I am well acquainted. for the following purposes ~-(.) To work 
in. the docks at Rangoon. in the rice and other factories in and around Rangoon and 
in the Straits Settlements. (6) To work in the tea estates of Assam. (e) To work 
in the Tailway workshops at Kharagpur. Cd) To work at Jamshedpur. (e) To 
work in the jute mills of Nellimarla and Chittivalasa (in the district of Vizagapatamj. 
(f) To work in the harbour works at Vizagapatam. 

The labourers that are recruited for the purpcses mentioned in items (4). (b). (s) 
and (j) are ordinary coolies (unskilled labour) who are ordinarily agricultural labourers. 
The labourers recruited for purposes mentioued in items (e) and (<I) belong to the 
class of skilled labourers such. as carpen~. The number of persons migrating 
from the district for the above purposes is inCIeaSing year after year. and paucity 
of agricultural labour is beingfett. It is not easy to determine the number of persons 
that go for the purpcses mentioned in items (e). (d). (e) and (j) as they travel by train. 
It is easy to de~e the extent of recruitment for the purposes mentioned in (4) 
and as the emigrants go by steamer most of them leave Viza.ga.pata.m district by the 
ports at Bim1ipatam~ Viu.gapatam. Cocanada. and Calingapatam and in some eases 
even from the Madras port. The extent of migration and return is given in the 
statement* appended. The main reason fur migration is the payment of higher 
wages in industrial centres. Unfavourable seasonal conditions in the district of 
Vizagapata.m. which are very frequent on account of want of satisfactory irrigation 
works. continue m maintain the high level of Row of labour from. this district. The 
increase of migration of labour to industrial areas r.esu.lts in the payment of higher 
wages for agricultural labour. The tablest appended herewith. which are prepared 
from the accounts maintained by me gi~ the agricultural wages formale and kmale 
labourers, and the ligures for the months of February, March, April. July. August. 
and September. the busiest agricultural months. show a great tendency to increase .. 
The increase in wages in the case of male labourers is higher than those of female 
labourers. This increase is to be attributed to migration of male labourers for 
the purposes mentioned above. On account of increased recruitment for industrial 
areas the rates of wages in those areas are greatly reduced. and remittances by them 
are decreasing. This fact is proved by reduced remittances of money by postal 
money orders. The examination of money order remittances through the post 
office at Eti Koppaks (Sarvasiddhi Taluk. Vizagapatam district), the village where 
I reside. will support this statement of mine. Postal remittances received by the 
Eti Koppaka post office from Rangoon in the year 1927. am!unt to Rs. 18.160. in 
1928 to Rs. 16,994. and in 1929 to Rs. 11,200. Though figures are not available 
I. from personal knowledge. can safely assert that there is increased migration to 
Rangoon in those yean. . 

2, (i) The villages are permanently being depleted to a great extent on account 
of labour recruitment for the purposes mentioned in items (b). (e). (d) and (0). Those 
that go to Rangoon generally return after a stay varying from six months to one 
yea.r. But they do not easily take to agricultural labour even after their return, 
as the wages paid to them. in their villages are much lower than those paid to them 
while at Rangoon. They generally stay in their villages tin they spend away their 
savings and go back to Rangoon. In the case of labour recruited for the purpose 
mentioned in items (c) and ttl). the labourers generally migrate with the members 
of their families. but in the case of labourers that go to Rangoon members of their 
families are not taken by them. and their families suffer on account of non~remittance 
of money or by the remittance of very small amounts. and the family life is greatly 
disturbed. The labourer that goes to R~ easily takes to drink and other 
vices on account of the absence of the family mfiuences. Female labour is generally 
required for transplantation of paddy, and this is not much disturbed . 

• Appendix No. I. 
t Appendix No. II. (Monthly figures not printed.) 

L3 
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3. The migration of labour to Rangoon and Straits Settlements~ to Kharagpur. 
to Jamsbedpur. to Nellimarla and Chittivalsa is voluntary# but in the case of labout' 
recruited for the Assam tea estates the agents go to villages in the Agency tracts and 
reaui.t labour by deceptive description of the advantages of migration to the tea 
estates. 

6. Recruitment for Assam tea estates was closed abont the year 1901 both in 
Vizagapatam and Ganjam agency tracts~ while in Godavari Agency it was closed in 
the year 1908. but certa.in portions of the Ganjam and Vizagapatam were thrown 
open for Assam recmitment in the year 1916. and the whole area was thrown open 
in the year 1920. In the case of the Ganjam Agency reeruitment is very general. 
while in the case of the Vizagapatam agency it is confined only to the community 
k;nown as Dombs. The agency portion of the Godavari district was thrown open 
for reauitment in the year 1923. In the Ganjam agency alone the number of 
labourers who were recruited in the year 1920-2L is 1.454z in 192J-22~ toOl. and in 
1922-23. 716. From the Vizagapatam Agency in the year 1924-25. 2.500 labourers 
were recruited. When this large recruitment was brought to the notice of the 
Government examination of the question was promised, but no steps were taken to 
stop recruitment. Conditions of labour are not well explained to the migrants; 
very much exaggerated allurements are held out. and the labotu'er3 are taken to 
Assam, and in most cases there is DO chance of the labourers returning home on 
account of remoteness and the general simplicity of the migrant. The Agency 
tra<:ts are the most thinly populated areas in the Presidency. and there is necessity 
to retain the population in the area. I am told that the conditions prevailing in the 
tea estates of Assam are not a.t all favourable to the Agency labourers. The Assam 
Labour Board itself exercises control over recruitment~ but no e1Iect:ive signs of its 
control are to be seen in the actual recruitment of labour to Assam from the Agency 
tracts. The areas onder cultivation are decreasing in the agency on account of this 
.recruitment. In my view it is the increasing earnings in areas outside the district 
by the migrating labourer that really increases the standard of wages in the district .. 
and even from the standpoint of the landholding cultivator of this district this increase 
of wages is not working & hardship. and the question does DOt require any examination 
from his standpoint. The whole question has to be examined from the standpoint 
of the conditions of the labourer in the place whereto he migrates. The condition 
of labour in Rangoon is. I am told. Dot at all satisfactory from the labourer', stand
point. Though I ~ve no personal knowledge in the matter~ from my convenation 
with labourers who returned from Rangoon I gather that labour conditions there are 
not at all satisfactory. especially in the matter of their dwelling houses. environment 
and social habits. As far as recruitment of labour for Assam is concemed# in my 
humble judgment. it is to be stopped from the standpoint of the development of the 
agency tracts which ~ll be a great asset in the course of time for the coast districts. 

APPENDIX NO.1. 

Statement mowing tI!e migration and return of labo_ 
1926-27. 1927-28. 1926-29. 

Gopalpore 
Calingapatam 
Bimlipatam 
Cocanada.. 
Vizagapatam 
Persons of Vizaga
patam district mi
grating from Mad· 
ras to Malay States 

No. 
eailed. 
20.476 

8,895 
5.710 

26.298 
27,281 

No. 
arrived. 
18,501 
9.001 
3.589 

25.006 
16.625 

2.350 

No. 
sailed. 
19.120 
8.94BJ 
2.477 

26.632 
25,894 

No. 
arrived. 
21.419 

8,004 . 
3.257 

22.982* 
22.6311 

4.059 

APPENDIX No. 11 (Abridged.) 

No. 
sailed. 
17.238i 
7.386 
2.238 

.20.8541 
·24.438 

813 

No. 
arrived. 
21.302 

8.:Js7 
3.3001. 

28.9391 
20.792 

Statement Ihowing the average dailF wages paid lor mal& and _ agricultural 
IabllllrOll in tI!e \'iIIap of Eli Itoppaka, Barvllliddhi Taln1r, ViMppalam __ 

Yea.r~ 

1918-19 
1928-29 

Male. Female. 
Ro. &. p. Rs. a. p. 
o 3 8 0 1 Ii 
o 4 II 0 2 1 
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Mr. RAJAlAH D. PAUL. M.A., DEPUTY COLLECTOR ON SPECIAL DUTY 
AS FOREST PANCHAYAT OFFICER, MADRAS.-

L-Bearuitm ... t. 
1. Labour for industnal undertakings and for plantations in British India (and 

in certain colonies near it) is drawn almost wholly from the agricultural labouring 
classes in India. The agricultural labouring classes in South India supply the whole 
of the unskilled labour required in the factories. small and big. in the towns of South 
India. in the goldfields of Kolar, in the tea gardens of Assam~ in the tea. and coffee 
estates on the Nilgiri and Palni Hills, in the rubber and tea plantations of Ceylon, 
in the rubber plantations of the Federated Malay States and the Straits Settlements, 
and in Burma.. There is a steady exodus from the villages of South India to the 
towns, of labourers who seek. and obtain employment in the factories, and an equally 
steady and more voluminous migration to Ceylon, Burma. and Malaya. 

According to the census figures. while in 1891, there were for evety 1,000 persons 
in the Madras Presidency .. 96 living in II towns U and 904 living in villages. there 
were in 1921, 124 living in towns, and 876 in villages: and the fiow from the village 
to town has been steadily growing. 

1891 
1901 
1911 
1921 

Number per mi1Ie residing in 

Towns. 
96 

111 
!l8 
124 

Villages. 
904 
889 
882 
876 

The followintl figures show the number of Madrasis who have migrated from the 
Madras Presidency and who were found at the time of the different censuses, residing 
in other provinces or in other countries :-

Number of Madrasis in 

1891. 1901, 1911. 1921. 

Burma 129,345 189,806 248,064 270,993 
Assam 10,654 21,571 34,_ 54,536 
Mysore 160,743 236,775 263,417 269,675 
Hyderabed 91,19() 55,369 67,821 84,158 
Ceylon . , 259,516 447,334 
Federated Malay States 238,948 
Straits Settlements 76,732 
Other Malay States 50,368 

Except perbaps in the case of Hydenbad, the bulk of this very large number 
represents those who have gone out to these places to eke out a livelihood. and a 
great majority of them, no doubt~ as labourers. 

That the bulk of the emigrants are from the agricultural labouring classes is 
pnwed by the fact that while in 1901 there were 270 working labourem for every 
1,000 supported by other "8ricultural occupations, in 191! this proportion had 
fallen to 245; and in 1921 it was only 212. 

(i) (a} MignUiOtJ to towns 1M numningi"du..drial conctrnS.-No figures are available 
except the :figure reported in the annual administration report on the working of 
the Indian Factories Act. This shows that in 1928. there were 136.973 persons; 
(98.512 men, 32,095 women and the remainder children) working in the H factories" 
in the various districts of the Presidency. The total figure was 13.407 in 1927; 
127,411 in 1926; 121,114 in 1924; 110,193 in 1922 and 102,341 in 1921. A very 
large majority of these. if not all, must have come at least originally·from the villages. 

(b) Migration to esklus and .plantations !VitA." 1M Presid41f&Y.-No figures are 
available in any official publication. Perhaps the Planters' Associations can supply 
the figures • 

• The witness has close personal knowledge of the North Arcot district, where 
he servOO for seven years as a revenue officer. and for nearly two years as district 
labour officer; and of the South Arcot and Tanjore districts where he served as 
deputy collector. His present duties take him practically throughout the Presidency) 
but have. of course, no reference to the problems of labour. 

t ... ! L'. 
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«) Migr_ Ie Ceylon. Swails 5 .. #1.....",.. Ass ..... nc.-These being """trolled, 
figures are availabJ&, The annual flow of nnokiUed labour from the Madras Presidency 
to these places has been as follows in recent years :-

1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 
Straits SettIemeD.ts 95.616 48,188 78.174 159,061 
Ceylon •• 90,290 100.250 76.410 56,722 
Assam 13,684 8.575 

1927. 
133,007 
161,021 
11,376 

1928. 
80.134 

133.720 

We are, therefore, sending from this Presidency ~ y= on an average. 
100.000 labourers to Ceylon. 90.000 to the Straits Settlements. and 11.000 to .A.sam. 
besides .. large number to Burma. and to the estates &nd plantaboDs in &nd near 
the Madras Presidency. 

The emigrants to the colonies are practically all drawn from the T&mil agricultural 
classes. Those for Ceylon come chiefly from the distri<:ts of TrichinowIy. Tanjore. 
Salem and the Pudukkottah State. Nearly a third are Adi-Dmvidas. Those to 
Malay &lao come chiefly from the T&mil distri<:ts; North Ar«>t always sending the 
largest n~; Chingieput, Trichinopoly &nd Salem coming next in the scale. 
The labourers fur the tea gardens in Assam are recruited chiefly from Ganjam and 
Vizagapatam. Therefore the districts that chiefly contribute this labour are tbe 
lollowing twelve: Chingleput, South Arcot. North Arcot. Salem. Coimb&tore. 
Trichinopoly, Taniore. Madura, Tinnevelly, Ramnad. Malabar &nd Vizagapatam. 

eu) Ca ..... of .. igra# .... -It is weU !mown that the rura.I population of South 
India is one rooted to the soil; so tenaciously conservative and so averse to 
movement of any kind. that when we :find large numbers of them leaving their 
homes we have to conclude that they do so only by being compelled by force of 
circumstances. 

Pw~~Poverty, love of adventure &nd the desire to escape from the arms of 
~ law are the three obvious reasons which induce a mao to leave his native place 
&nd go elsewhere. Of these the last two operate. but in a minutely small number 
of~. When a man leaves his home and goes elsewhere to setlk fresh means of 
livelihood. it is obvious that his previous means of livelihood have not been adequate .. 
and that the pressure of circumstances ha.ve become too great for him to remain. 
at home. Poverty. in its relative sense, must therefore be held to be the basis of 
every kind of migration which is undertaken with a. view to increase one's earning 
capacity. 

The classes that make up emigrants both to near-by towns .... d to far-off plant&
tinus and estates are (I) the landless class which depends for its livelihood whoUy 
on the agricultural coolie work that is a.vailable in villages &nd (2) the class which. 
though classed as landowning. owns land too small in extent or too poor in quality 
to support the families dependent OD them. That this class is by no meaDS small 
is proved. by the fact that the great majoriv of our agricultural holdings are essen· 
tially uneconomic in cha.racter. A calculation was made by me, a few yean ago. 
for finding out wha.t constituted an economic holding, in that portion of the Presidency 
typified by the North Arcot district. The conclusion arrived. at was that three acres 
of medium-ciass wet land with an assessment of about Rs-. 20, or the correspondiog 
extents of wholly dry, or wet and dry mised land can be taken to be the economic> 
minimum. Any holding which was less in extent or inferior in quality was uneconomic. 
and insufficient to support a family of Average me depending upon it. The method 
by which this eccmomlc holding was calculated is given in Appendil< A.' Judgood by 
this standard. 95 per cent. of the holdings in such a district ... North Arcot are 
essentially uneconomic: and it follows that the families dependent OIl them must 
needs look to other means of adding to their mcome from land. if they want to live. 
The commonest method of getting this additional income is for some or all of the 
mem~ of the family to engage themselves either- in agricultural coolie work or in 
occupations other than agricultural in the village i~ or to go away from ~ 
village either to A neighbouring toWD or industrial centre. or to some distant colony 
where labour is wanted and is paid enough to enable some savings to be made and 
sent ov« to augment the family income. Poverty therefOH is at the bottom of the 
ntigration of our labouring claSses from villsges to towns and to the coloDleo. It 
may~ however. be further analysed as follows:-

First caws, oj mi~atUm--PrISSlWiJ of populatiOff Ott lMuI.-In other words the 
existing quantity of land and the income therefrom is unable to support the number 
of people depeadent upon it. That the populatinn of this part of the country has 
been increa.smg faster than the means of subsistence has long been apparent; but 
the actual extent of this pressure of the population on land mey be indicated by a 
few facts .... d Dgurea. • 

• Not printed 
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_ 14M in the 13 districts from whicl> recruits for 1a.bour ..... chie8y drawn and 
by simlIar extents of occupied and of actually cultivated 1and. 

District. 

NorthAroot 
SouthArcot 
Chingh>put 
Salem 
Coimbatore 
Trlcl>mopoly 
Tanjore 
Madura 
Ramnad 
Malabar 
Tinnevelly 
Vizagapatam 
Ganjam 

Number of pezsons 
dependent on 1.000 acres of 

Arable 
land. 

1,365 
1.236 
1,302 
1.179 

818 
1.163 
1.459 
1.138 

962 
1,281 
1.490 
2.056 

864 

Occupied 
land in 

{fasli 13301. 

1,591 
1,378 
1.400 
1.433 

892 
1.267 
!,534 
1.295 
1.098 
2.149 
1,519 
2,436 
1.073 

ActuaRy 
cultivated 

land in 
(fasli 1330). 

2.050 
1,615 

. 1.850 
1.823 
1.165 
1.584 
1,705 
1,591 
1.247 
2,446 
2.217 
3.115 
1.203 

In evezy case, the number of persons dependent in. these districts on a 1,000 acres 
of land is much larger tbau. the Presidency average of 778 persons per 1,000 acres of 
arable land and 1,293 persons per 1.000 acres of ""tually cultivated land. In 
Vi%agapatam. Malabar. Tinnevelly and North Arcot. an acre of cultivated laud has 
to support more than two per.;ons; while in Salem. Chingleput and Tanjore the 
number is very nearly two. 

. {b) Th4 g~tural incre-4SI i1l lan4 values throughout the Presidency is another clear 
indication that the pressure of population on land is increasing. The following 
figures in respect of the districts chiefly affected by labour recruitment show the 
tremendous increase which took place during the decennium 1910 to 1920 in the 
sale prices of lands :-

Avea.ge sale price of wet lands. Average sale price of dry lands. 

District. 1910. 1920. 1910. r920. 

From I To From To From To From \ To 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
NorthAroot .. 298 405 288 797 55 262 171 283 
SouthArcot .. 374 468 828 1.090 142 159 250 354 
Cbingleput .. 2111 - 832 - 56 - 138 -
Sa.lem .. 183 199 300 429 67 - 112 -
Coimbatore .. 574 - 1.372 - 57 - 140 -
TrichinQpoly ~. 273 689 465 1.255 53 198 142 122 
Tanjore .. 298 361 445 747 137 - 468 -
Madura .. 146 286 525 1.163 84 - 213 -
Ramnad .. 215 406 390 688 110 204 129 226 
Tinnevelly .. 343 1.129 753 1.582 60 88 99 172 
Vizagapatam. •. 133 - 370 - 81 - 137 

These figures sbow that the price of land bas doubled during the decennium 191 ()-20. 
The increase has continued during the years 1920-30 also; but no detailed.1!ta.tistics 
aTe available. It is also SeeD that. as is only natu.ral~ the better the class of land~ 
the more productive it is, the greater the increase in demand and ocmsequent in~ 
in prices. 

(el TM IIUI ./uU • ..." liU/o .. .u. 1_ is kft ,,~"d isanotbor indi<:ation 
that the demand fot' land to live upon is great and that the time is coming when 
there will be no more land to be newly occupied. and increases in population must 
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look not to land but to other means for their maintenance. The percentage of 
occupied land to the available arable land is as fo1laws, in the districts which are 
chielly concerned in the present enquiry :-

Nortb Arcot 87 
South Arcot 93 
Chingleput 96 
Salem.. 92 
Coimbatore 91 
TricbinopoIy 92 

Tanjore •• 
Madura ... 
Ramnad 
Tinneveny 
Vizagapatam 

95 
88 
86 
98 
95 

Every revenue official who has had. anything to do with the assignment of lands 
knows that the demand for Ja.nd for fresh occupation is much larger than can be 
met with the existing quality of unoccupied arable laud. 

(d) IncYease in the numbw of -welh.-It is also well known that a large number 
of wells have been dug in recent years in wet lands to supplement the irrigation 
sources in seasons of short supply. and in dry lands to enable more lucrative crops 
being grown on them; and that recowse is being had to intensive cultivation and 
to the growing of more remunerative crops such as groundnut. in the place of the 
traditional crops. This is another proof that owing to the pressure on land an attempt 
is being made to get more from. the Ia.nd than before.. 

Second cause of migrati(»l---/)a4 udSons.-This heavy pressure on land is further 
aggravated by reeuzring bad seasons. Emigration £gores show that the immediate 
and certain result of a. bad agricultural season is a, large. sudden and otherwise 
unexplained increase in the numbers that emigrate, because labour becomes scarce 
and the income from land fails. Late or insufficient rains in parts of the recruiting 
area mean at once an increase in the total number of labourezs ellli8rating to .other 
countries. 

To gi~ but one or two examples. there was a failure of the north--east monsoon 
during the year 1923-24 in the chief recruiting districts. This resulted in a large 
increase of emigration in the cold weather of 1~24. usually the slack season owing 
to harvests. As many as 8.250 went over to Ceylon in December. 1923. after the 
season was pronounced a failure, against only 4.200 iu November; and the higher 
figure was maintained in January and February. The total number of labourers 
wbo went over to Ceylou during 1923 was 90.290. Tbe same failure of the monsoon 
also accounted for ~he record emigration to Ceylon in 1924 (153.989 labourers). 
a figure exceeding that of any other previous year. The worst affected district was 
Salem which contributed 20.603 labourers. over four times its usual quota. 

Similarly there was a much diminished rainfall over practically the whole of the 
recruiting area during 1926: and the result was that the number of emigrants who 
went to Malaya in 1926 was 159.061. double tbat of the previous year (78.174). 
and the high figure was kept up during 1927, also (1l7.892). The number wbo 
emigrated to Ceylon was similarly high; 86.722 in 1926; 102.808 in 1927; the 
latter being a record figure. The districts that suffered most from this dearth of 
rain. North Aroot. Salem and Trichinopoly. contributed the la.rgest number of 
emigrants, and it is eurious to see how the number of emigrants is higher than the 
average just in proportion to the de1iciency of the rainfall below the average. 

Rainfall. Emigrants. 
District. 

Average. I I 1926. 1927. Averag"l 1926. 1927. per year. 

NorthArcot .. 37·69 32·90 32·28 13.788 40.326 28.488 
Salem .. .. 32·66 26·62 28·57 15.871 32.050 27.803 
Trichinopo1y .. 33·77 27·13 25·76 31,236 39.541 43.873 

It is therefore obvious that a bad agricultural season, because it lessens the chances 
of getting agricultural coolie work and reduces the income from Jand~ sends at once 
ala.rge D.umber of people away from the country. 

The same is the reason wby during the summer months there is always very much 
larger emigration than in the other months. This is the period when in our villages 
there is little agricultural work and employment is scarce. This is also the period 
when the effects of a bad season in the previous year are most aeutely felt. It is 
found that as many emigt'ants go out of the country in the four months of April. 
May. June and July as in all the other eight months put tugether. (Detailed figures 
are not given here. as being wmecessary. The emigration reports give the monthly 
Iigu .... for emigration every year.) 
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TO. frUJU8fWY of _ ........... -It is a. ma.tter of eommoo knowledge that in 
recent years the rainfall in the central and southern districts of the Presidency has 
been not oolyscanty but also unseasonable, and hence bad seasons have been frequent. 
An examjnation of the rainfall statisti<:a confirm this. On tabulating the rainfall 
figures for the eleven districts chieftyaffected by emigration for the yeam 1911 to 
1920. one :finds practically in every one of these districts in half the number of years 
the rainfall was below the average. 'When we remember that the av.erage rainfall 
is ca.lculated taking the figures of yeats of scanty rainfall also into account, it is 
obvious that any year in which the rainfall is less than the average must be a bad 
season. And taking the figures for the last four years (for which published figures 
are available) 1925 to 1928. it is found that most of the districts suffered from 
insufficient rainfall during these years. The:figures are given below:-

I 
Rainfall in the year. Avemge 

District. 

I I I 
rainfall 

1925. 1926- 1927. 1928. per year. 

North Areot .• .. .. 38·71 82·91) 32'28 37·55 37·69 
South Aroot •• -. .. 56·05 31·44 3~'28 57·79 46'01 
Chingleput. . . .. .. 61'SO 32·40 M·83 44·93 46·50 
Salem .. .. .. .. 25·44 26·62 28·61 30·61 32'66 
Coimbatore .. .. 29·05 26·114 113·82 27·91 26·56 
Trichinopoly •. .. .. aO-30 21·13 26·76 31'60 33·77 
Tanjore .. .. .. 51·02 W'04 27·86 57'49 44·94 
Madura .. .. .. 38·30 119·27 31·92 31i·81) 31·37 
Ramnad .. .. . . 35·77 24·22 32'68 31·39 31·08 
Tinnevelly .. .. .. 44·72 24·64 35·99 29·40 29'04 
Vizagapa.ta.m .. .. .. 47·97 34·62 43·63 52·26 40·02 
Ganjam .. .. .. 56·60 39·48 50'92 49·59 45·08 

(FtgUreS below the average are pnnted m Italics.) 

The economic conditiOil. of our villages is such that in a good year the people 
can live on their lands. though they can hardly put by anything; but in a bad year 
in spite of strenuous attempts to live below their own standard. a large number have 
to leave the village for getting employment and wages elsewhere. The chances of 
a good year occurring have become very slender of late years. On examining the 
rainfall statistics for the 10 yea.t'S prior to 1920, one finds tha.t in most of the districts 
what may be called a good year with copious rainfall occurred three times in the ten 
years. while in the others only two of the ten years may be called so. The life of 
the people in our villages has become a veritable ., gamble in rain." And this. more 
tha.n anything else, accounts for the very large a.mount of emigratino that has been 
going on in recent years. 

Third Caws. of Migt'eat(lffl--iftt,a&tjvemss of higher wag" cmd Gominuity of 
#fNploymem.-The attractiveness of higher wages paid by industrial concerns in 
towns, and by plantations and estates both in and Gut of India. and the continuity of 
employment assured by them, form the third big cause of the migration that is taking 
place of unskilled labour from agricultural work in the country to industrial occupa~ 
tions in towns and to the special kinds of labour available in plantations and estates. 

The following table gives the rates of wages for unskilled labourers in urban and 
rural areas as found by the Quinquennial Wa.ge Censuses of 1911 and 1916:-

Urban. areas. Rural a.reas. 

District. 1911. 1916. 1911. 1916. 

From I To From I To From I To From I Toe 

a. p. . a. p. a. p. B. p. a. p. &. p. a. p. a. p. 
Coimbato-re .. 3 7 9 2 S 3 8 0 2 0 8 0 2 0 8 0 
Cuddalore .. 3 7 5 0 3 0 6 0 1 6 6 9 2 0 7 9 
Madura .. .. .. 3 6 8 0 2 0 8 0 3 0 8 6 
Tanjore .. I 4 6 5 6 0 10 {) 3 0 8 0 4 0 8 6 
Salem •• .. .. .. 4 0 7 0 2 0 4 0 2 0 6 0 
Trichinopoly .. 3 9 10 2 3 0 12 0 2 0 6 0 2 0 8 0 
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Wages in 'Orban areas are distinctly higher than those in rural areas and an 
unskilled labourer can earn in a town very nearly twice as much as he can in his 
village. Another important fact revealed by these figures is that the wages in rural 
areas have not increased during the quinquennium 1911 to ]916 as much as wages 
in urban areas have done. Wages in rural areas do not generally increase adequately 
in proportion to the increase in the prices of food grains. 

A comparison of the wages obtaining in Ceylon and the Straits Settlements 
sim.ila.rly reveals a considerable difierence (even after allowing for the higher cost of 
living in those places) which is sufficient to attract labourers. added to which is the 
prospect of continuous employment. 

The average rate of wages in the districts o:f South India from which labour is 
recruited is as follows -

Sow"", and plantet9 
Weeders " 
Reapers •• 
Other kinds of agriculturalla.bour 

Men. 
a. p. 
6 9 
5 5 
6 I 
6 4 

Women. 

" p 3 10 
3 5 
4 :I 
3 ,9 

Wages in Malay States are as below 
Estate. store aad factory labourers 
Tapp"'" •• 
Fieldwork {

Men •• 
Women 

45 to 65 cents. 
40 to65cen~ 
35 to 40 cents. 
30 to 40 cents. 

The average rates for a working man. woman and ehild are, it is reported, 42 cents, 
32 cents and 20 cents. equivalent to 10; annas. 8 annas aad 5 annas respectively. 

In Ceylon the wages psid are as foil""" :-
Working 

Men. Women. child. 
cts. cts. cts. 

Rubber estates 35 to 40 30 20 
(As. 5-7 to 
As. 6-5). 

(As. 4-10) (As. 3-2) 

Tea estates •• 1 40 to 45 35 25 to 30 
(As. 6-5 to 
As, 7-2). 

(As. 5-7). (As, 4 to 
As. 4-10). 

The cnot of living in Malaya is higher by 40 per cent. than in South India, In 
Ceylon also it i. slightly higher than in South India. But in Ceylon pluckers of tea 
leaves and tappers are paid according to the quantity plucked or tapped. This 
enables labourers in certain seasons of the year to earn considerably more than the 
actual wages. Wbet'e conditions of work are unpleasant the estate sells rice to the 
labourers at cost price. Most of the estates also offer bonuses or extra pay to induce 
labourers to work extra time. Work is provided both in Ceylon and in Malaya on 
sIi days except Sundays aad a few holidays. 

It is therefore no wonder that labour in Ceylon and Malaya is attracting our 
agricultural labourers. The prospects of continuous employment and the higher 
wages which enable a careiullabourer to put by something out of his earnings form 
a great attraction. -

Recently standaId rates of wages bave been fixed in certain portions of Malaya 
and in Ceylon. The standard is 50 cents for men (A5. 12) and 40 cents for women in 
the Province of Wellesley. aad 58 cents and 46 cents (As. 14 and'As, 11) respectively 
in the inland districts of Pahang. This converted to Annas and reduced to equivalent 
purchasing power represent the following wages in India :-As. 8 and As. 6-8; and 
As, 9-4 aad As. 7-4 (in expensive localities). Similarly in Ceylon the standaId 
wages which came into force on 1st Jan"ary~ 1929. are:-

Low country 
Mid country 
Up country 

Men. Women. 
'SO cents (As. 8) 40 cents (As. 6-5) 
52 cents (As. 8-4) 41 cents (As, 6-7) 
54 cents (As. 8-8) 43 cents (As. 6-11) 

Child. 
30 cents (As. 4-10) 
31 cents (As. 5) 
32 cents (As. 5-1) 

These form a considerable advance over the rates previously prevalent and are 
bound to lead to a much larger volume of emigration than beton!!. 

The three main causes for the exodus from the rural tracts of South India are-
1. The pressure of population on land. 
2. Tho effect of frequent bsd seasons. aad 
3. The .. __ eso of higher "ages elsewhere. 
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2'~ {i) It is im:p€)EISible to say definitely, without an actual enquiry in one or more 
villages from which labourers ha.ve emigrated in large num bets .. bow soon and how 
often an emigrant returns to his village. 

No labourer leaves his village with the idea of permanently settling in Ceylon or 
Malaya or elsewhere. Even the person who goes away to a neighbouring town or 
industrial centre in search of work has no idea of living away all the time. Even 
during the time he is there he keeps in touch with his village. if he is near enough 
by frequent visits. He leaves his home and remains elsewhere. always in the hope 
of retuming after a period of stay out there. Of course his returning depends on 
many circumstances. Those who do not find the new climate suitable return soon 
and once for all. Those. who take their family with them do not return as soon or 
as often as others who do not. The nearness of Ceylon enables a very large nUID her 
to return and at shorter intervals than those who go to Malaya.. the cost of the 
journey from there prevents their returning soon or on frequent holidays. 

No definite coD;:clusions can be drawn on this point. however, from the figures 
supplied in the annual Emigration Reports. 

One of the conditions of emigration to Malaya and ceylon is that an emigrant 
who has been assisted to emigrate shall within one year of his arrival, On his satisfying 
the Agent of the Government of India. tha.t his return is desira.ble on the ground of 
iU-health. unsuitability of work, or unjust treatment by employer or for any other 
sufficient reason. be repatriated free of cost to the place of recruitment. The num eel' 
that is thus repatriated within a year of the recruitment is very small. This shows 
that generally labourers stay in the colonies'in the first i:nsta.ncek for a much. longer 
period than one year. 

The following ligures show the number of emigrants that retum in each of the 
years 1924 to 1928 from Ceylon, as against those that left :-

'Number returned 
Number emigrated 

1924. 

55.452 
100.250 

1925. 

52._ 
76.410 

1926. 

56.722 

1927. 

89.772 
161.021 

1928. 

97.031 
133.720 

The number of emigrants that return is rather more than a half of the people that 
leave India. So it may perhaps be calculated that emigrants to Ceylon come back 
in two years' time or once in two years. 

No figures aTe available for emigrants returning from Malaya. as they pay their 
their own passages and travel as ordinary pa.ssengezs. About thirty thousand. 
or & number equal to about a. third of the emigrants every year, are estimated to 
return every year. . 

The following figures show the n1llllber of old emigrants who have returned to 
India and have re-emigrated, and the percentage of these to fresh emigrants :-

Coylon. 

1924. 1925. \. 1928. 1927. 1928 . . 

1. Fresh emigrants .. 95.798 11.451 53.900 90._ 83.858 
2. Old emigrants retum- 4.452 4.953 2.822 12.442 12.212 

ing again to the 
Colony. 

Peroentage of 2 to 1 •. 4·7 1 5 13·8 14·6 

1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 

1. Fresh emigrants .. 50.052 65,878 137.443 112 .. 164 20.530 
2. Old emigrants return- 8.136 12.296 

ing again to the 
21.6111 5.428 3.447 

Colony. 
PeTCentage of 2 to] .• 16 19 16 5 2 

The number of old emigrants who retum to India and then again go back to the Colony 
bas been steadily risins in the ease of Ceylon mel has been steadily falling in the case 
of :p..Ialaya" . 
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3. (i) For manning the factories in towns. there is no active recruitment. Labour 
moves from the villages to these localities voluntarily. 

For manning the plantations and estates in the Palni and Nilgiri hills there is 
active recruitment by Planters' Associa.tions. It is not~ however~ officially controlled. 

In the case of the Assam Tea. Gardens recruitment is done by garden sirdars. 
working under duly licensed local agents of the companies in Assam tea districts. 
Recruitment is practically confiDed to the Ganjam and Vizagapatam districts. 

Emigration to Burma is uncontrolled. 
Emigration to Straits Settlements and Ceylon is being controlled since the year 

1923. under the Emigration Act VII of 1922. and the rules issued thereunder. The 
bulk of the labourers for these colonies are recruited by specially licensed kanganis. 
who must themselves have worked in the concerned estate before they can be licensed 
to recruit. When the superintendent of an estate proposes to send a kangani or 
recruiter to India. he fills in the (printed) licence form in duplicate and sends it to the 
ControUer of Indian Immigration Labour. Colombo, or the Deputy ControUer of 
Labour. Penang (as the case may be). who after satisfying himself that the details. 
·specially of wages, are correctly fined up. that the recruiter is not on the black list 
for previous misconduct. that the estate for which the licence is issued is entitled by 
contribution to the Immigration Fund and is not noted for maltreating labour, 
signs it himself and after getting it countersigned by the Agent to the Government 
of India. returns it to the estate superintendent who hands it over to the proposed 
recruiter. The licenceholder 00 reaching India presents the licence for counter· 
signature to the Emigration Commisc;ioner or his representative and then proceeds to 
the village or locality where he expects to get recruits. The maximum Dumber a 
kangani can recruit is 20 adults. In the case of Malaya. the Controller and the Agent 
of the Government of India interview the prospective recruiter before signing the 
li~nce. This has been considered unsuitable for introduction in Ceylon. 

The recruiters are remunerated by the estate superintendents at the rate' of Rs. 10 
to Rs. 15 for every recruit newly brought over to Ceylon or Mataya; and the money 
is paid in India by the Emigration Commissionk on a memorandum of advice from 
the estate superintendent. The estates are reimbuBed from tbe common fund at 
th~ rate of Rs. 10 per bead. About one4half .of this money is intended to be given 
to the reeru.it before he leaves his country to enable him to pay oft minor debts and to 
equip himself fur emigration. The amount to be paid to the recruit is, however, 
left to the discretion of the recruiter. with the result that very often the recruiter 
appropriates the entire amount to himself. A kangani recruits f.or a particular 
estate ~ but after arrivaL a labourer is at liberty to change his employer OIl a. mouth's 
notice. 

The kangani on securing a recruit is bound to take him to the village munsif of the 
village~ who is expected to see that the family and relations of the would-be emigrant 
know and approve of his going abroad; and to sign the tecruitment papers in token 
of this. The recruit is then taken to one of the emigration depots or agencies and 
passed on by the emigration sta.1l to the port of embarkation. 

A number of irregularities are committed by the recruiting kanganis and by 
village munsifs; but these are decreasing in number owing to efficient supervision 
and punishment of wilful default. The chief irregularities committed by recruiters 
are :-(a) Getting recruits passed by the munsif of a village other than that of the 
recruits; (b) not taking the recruits before the munsif at all but forging the signature 
of the munsif in the Ii_ce; (e) working up petty domestic quarrels between son 
and father, husband and wife~ and inducing them to leave their home in the heat of 
the moment; (4) seducing young men with the promise of getting them married in 
the colonies; {el catching recruits at the weeldy shandies; (J) matching strangers 
as brothers or other relatives; (d taking recruits as passengers or non..emigrants; 

In) misrepresenting the nature of the work and the rate of wages on the esta.tes ; 
·i) substituting prior to registratio~ one person in place of another duly passed by 

the village munsif. " 
The chief irregularities noticed in the work of village munsiis are :-(4) Declining 

to sign the entries in the licence on no ground at aU ; (b) Refusing to pass the recruit 
if he happens to be his farm labourer or that of his relative or friend: {c) demanding 
a fee from the kangani for each recruit; (d) passing a recruit without sending for 
and enquiring of his parents or relatives; (e) passing a recruit who does not belong 
to b.i..s jurisdiction; (f) signing the licence without seeing the w;ruit at all. 

All these irregulatities are~ however~ on the decrease. The rules are also being 
suitably amended whenever it is found necessary in the light of experience gained. 

Besides this recruitment by kanganis~ voluntary emigration of labourers without 
the intervention of kangaDis is also possible and takes place under Rule 30 of the 
Emigration Rules. • 
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Under this system. intending emigrants appear belore the Emigration Com
missioner or his assistant at the port of embarkation and deolare their intention of 
emigrating. These oflieersafter satisfying themselves that they are bona jitklabourel'S 
grant them a free passage to Malaya or Ceylon, as the case may be. On arrival 
at: Malaya they are paid at the rate of two dollars an adult or one dollar a working 
minor for sundary expenses. and are provided with free railway ticket to any 
estate to which they choose to go. While a recruited labou.rer has a definite place 
of employment to go on anival.. the D.Oll-recruited labourer has to go about in search 
of employmeDt. 

In 1926. nearly 20 per cent. of the emigration to Malaya was voluntary. under 
this rule; while in the case of Ceylon only 1·1 per cent. of the labourers were 
assisted to emigrate under the above rule. In 1928. 13.628 presented themselves 
fur assisted emigration to Malaya under this rule. bot as many as 8.080 were rejected 
by the Emigration StaJI or the Protector of Emigrants. Voluntary emigration to 
Ceylon continues to be very small. in proportion to the recruited. the percentage 
being about four. 

Even this form of emigration is Dot free from defects. A kangani sometimes 
manages to pass as non-recruited persons whom he has recruited in excess of the 20 
covered by his licence. Youngsters just over 18 years of age leave the country under 
cover of this rule, without the knowledge of their parents or relatives As Rule 30 
atands at present. voluntary emigrants presenting themselves at port of embarkation. 
escape the very salutory restrictions imposed by the rules on would-be emigrants 
who are brought to ul' country depots; e.g .• the village examination. the guarantee 
that their departure 15 known to their relations and so on. Proposals are said to 
have been made for rectifying the rules in this respect. It is not known whether 
they have been so modified.. or DOt.. 

(ii) Possible impovement.-Seeing tha.t emigration to the colonies is so popular 
among our agricultural labouring classes, it may be questioned whether active 
recruitment by kanganis or licensed recruiters should be encouraged; and whether 
emigration cannot be made wholly volnntaIy-though still controUed. The monetary 
inducement offered to the recruiters, seems to be at the root of all the :irregularities 
committed. It is true that most of the would-be emigrants will not have the where
withal to proceed to the port of embarkation for the purpose of offering themselves 
for emigration, but if some -system could be devised by which the local revenue officer 
(say the nearest sub-magistrate) .is authorised to interview such volunteers and on 
his satisfying himself about their bona:; ftdu# certify to the railway authorities~ who 
will. on the strength of it~ allow these persons to travel free to the port of embarkation 
just as the Emigration Commissioner now authorizes their free transport to the 
colony. there is bsrund to be a large increa.se in this kind of voluntary emigration. 
Such a system will eliminate the recruiter and the village munsif at: the same time-
the two individuals who are responsible for all the irregularities committed in :recruit
ment now. And seeing that colonial authorities are willing and eager to. encourage 
voluntary emigration as opposed to recruited emigration. it may be advisable to try 
to encoulage the former by some such means as is suggested above. 

If voluntary emigration is to be encouraged by some such method. there must 
be at the other end~ at the colonial port of disembarkation. an agency to meet such 
emigrants on arrival and to advise them and to arrange for their getting employment 
as soon after their arrival as possible. A kind of employment bureau possessing 
up-to-date information about the needs of estates~ plantations and factories in respect 
of unskilled labour. will be absolutely necessary-if these emigrants are not tQ wait 
lndefinitely before getting employment. Uris bureau should also be in constant 
touch with the emigration staiI at the Indian ports of emkarkation so that in case 
there is a glut of labourers at the colonial port of entry~ there may be no furtber 
despatch of labourers from here, till all of them have been provided fol'~ or are about 
to be provided for. 

4. Disturbance of family life is inevitable whenever there is migration. unless a 
family moves as a whole. This is not always possible~ much less so when. under the 
joint. family system# prevalent in South India. families consist of three generations 
and mdude co-parceners of even the second degree. Ordinarily, the disturbance 
caused by the break up of the joint family is not very serious; and is perhaps. to some 
extent. an advantage .in that the earnings of the wage-earning emigrant are conserved 
for the needs of his immediate dependents. The only serious disturbance that need 
be considered is when a husband and father is separated by migration from his wife 
and children. That this is the case can be inferred if among the total number of 
emigrants. the number of adult males preponderates and the number 01 adult females. 
is unduly low. But the figures furnished in the Emigration. Reports do not reveal 
any such condition of things. 

Under Rule 23 of _ the Emigration Rules. men who are unmarried or are 
unaccompanied by their wives shall not be assisted to emigra.te to anyone country 
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in anyone year to a. number exceedin'g one in five of the total number of persons so 
assisted; but power is reserved to the Governor-General in Council to exempt any 
speciiied countl;y from the operation of this ru.le~ or to modify the ratio. Under this 
proviso the Governor-General in Council has exempted Ceylon permanently from the 
opera.tion of this rule and in the case of Malaya the enforcement of the rule- is being 
postponed year by year. 

Nor does the rule a.ppear necessary in the case of these two colonies. judging from 
the coaditions t<>vealed by the emigTation ligures. From these figures it appears 
that there. is one adult female to every four persons (man. woman and ehild) emigratiDg 
to Ceylon; and ODe adult female to -ev&y ftve persons emigrating to Malaya and the 
Straits Settlements. For 1928. the figure ror even Malaya and the Straits Settle. 
ments~ was one in four. The proportion of adult males to the total number is as one 
is to 21 in the case of Ceylon. and as 1 is to something less than 2 in the case of Straits 
Settlements. To put it in other words, for every ten persons emigrating :four are 
adult men, two are adult women, and four are children in the ease of Ceylon, while 
in the case of Malaya. six are me~ two are women. and two are children. Or taking 
only adult m&les and females inti> """Duut, for every ~5 adult mal .. going to Ceylon, 
there are 35 adult females going with them; while for every 77 adult males going to 
Mala.ya, there are only 23 adult females going. The proportion between adult males 
and females is, however" becoming more satisfactory in the case of Malaya as is seen 
in the figures for 1928. 

But these figures do not give the proportion between men and women correctly. 
because women and children travelling later to join their husbands and fathers 
a.reclas9edas·· non-emigrants" and are not included in these figures; and the number 
of such women and children. is large in the case of Ceylon. though not so in the case 
of Malaya.. Any way the sex-ratio is not so disproportionate actually as these 
figures would indicate. 

The emigrant to Ceylon. lhough pn>£erring most1y to go alone first. generally 
gets his family to join him as soon as he finds that conditions over there are Dot 
unsuitable. The emigrant to Malaya. hawever~ does not generally take his family 
along nor does- he send for them later. Gwing to the greater proximity of Ceylon, 
during the agriculturally slack months even women and children of labourers cross 
over fur a temporary stay and return with the monsoon. (These are not classed as 
emigrants.) Hence no 'Very serious disturbance of family life is caused by emigration 
to Ceylon. But emigratioo to Malaya does separate a man from his family; but 
with no very serious··~uence. As pointed out before the emigrant probably 
returns home in three years time. 

No serious modification of the rules would. therefore. appear to be necessary 
in respect of regulating the proportion between men and women among emigrants. 

Miss MULIYIL JANAK!. REPRESENTING THE WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL 
LEAGUE. CALICUT. 

L-Bocruiim ... t. 
No labourers are recruited for service in factories in this area. Labourers 

employed in local industrial establishments are mostly from the neighbourbood and 
surrounding villages. There is thus no question of migration; nor is there any 
possibility of labourers returning to homes frequently. NO' -special methods of 
recruitment are prevailing. as the supply is often IDOl"e than the demand. There 
ha.ve been no ~anges in recent yeal'S (plantations excluded). ' 

m.-&uin/I. 
Arrangements ha.ve GOt been made by Government k other p1IhHc agency or by 

private landlords in the matter of hGuses fur the use of labourers. ezoept in tbe 
case of the Commonwealth Trust. Ltd •• which owns some houses that are given on 
rent to labourers and. the staif employed by it. Workers:find out houses for them
selves accordiog to their means and facilities. All for ","!uisition of land for workers' 
houses. no sucl1 facilities exist in this area. Whenever &cccwnmodation is available. 
the employees eagerly a.vail themselves of it. In the case of the 1irm mentioned 

• above. the rent rates are bed by it according to the sizes of the lutuses but J1?t 
accordmg to the wages earned by the workers, Eviction is not oommOll except lD. 

the following cases :-(1) Misdemeanour. such as thefts; (2) nuisance to neighbours ;. 
and (3) termination of the services in the:factory. No industrial housing condi:tioas 
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pcevail in this area.. 'We are.of opinion that bad housing increases- mortality# due 
to diseases of the lungs, and that provision of good houses by employers should be 
made. In the estate coolie lines, there should be separate cottages for families. 
consisting of at least two rooms. • 

IV.-Beal\b. 
General health conditions are far from satisfactory. Many workers are Slltiering 

from tuberoulosis. Po~ seems to bt< the reason. As for figures of mortality. no 
_tistics are available. There are no methods of registratioa with regard to birth 
.tate and infant mortality. Working ()ODditions at workplaces: are satisfa.ctory as 
regards the Commonwealth Trust. Ltd.~ and other factories in this ~ but not so 
at home. Ordinary diet is thrice a day but diet depends upon wages and the Aumber 
of inmates in the house. There are isolated cases of sawyeIS and weavers possessing 
good physique, but the employees in general are of poor physique. We are of opinion 
that insanitary conditicms in housing help to increase mortality. Extent .of medica.! 
facilities provided by employem is next to nothing. Employees go of their own 
accord to hospitals or Dati"" medical dispensaries. GoV<mllDent have provided 
hospitals in important towns. Other agencies ~ providing medical facilities in 
rural areas. Provision for "WOmen doctors and trailled midwives is made in all 
hospitals. Generally, all resort to hospitals for medical aid. In the case of women, 
the very poor among them go to hospitals for getting medicines free. Many who are 
a little better seek the native physicians. Workers are provided with good latrines 
in all factories, but at home the latrine system, in most cases, is very unsatisfactory. 
Oean drinking water. is provided in all factories. There are no arrangements in 
factories !Dr bathing and washing pwposes. These are performed at home by workers. 
The health officer visits the factories now and thea; so also the factory inspector.. 
Diseases such as tuberc~ rheumatism and heart disease, which may oome under 
the category of industrial diseases~ are prevalent to sdme extent. Malaria.. though 
not common in the towns, is very prevalent in the plantations, where the mortality 
due to it is very high. Even when the victims are free from it, the after effects of 
the ma.la.dy render them quite unfit for work. .Maternity benefits do not exist in all 
factories. except in the Commonwealth Trust. Ltd.~ where three months' leave is 
granted. ThOR is also a $iclr. and endowment.fuud in this factory. with -.. grades. 
in wlricll all the work .... can participate hy paying subacrip1ions .. t the mte of 
12 annas. 8 annas and 4 annas per mensem. Members are entitled to get Rs. 10, 
Rs. 7-8 annas and Rs.6 respecttvely during this period of sickness. We are of opinion 
that the maternity benefits obtaining in this factory will be very beneficial if adopted. 
by other factories. Working conditions for mothers should be improved. Medical 
facilities should be provided. Women doctors and midwives should be employed. 
especially in the estates. Leave on full wages shmdd be granted fur six weeks before 
and six weeks after child birth. In addition, free medical attendance and extra. 
amount should be provided for to meet other expenditure. The burden for p'roviding 
maternity benefits should be shared between the employers and the State .. 

V.-Welfare. 
Girls are taken as apprentiees in the embroidery department of the factory of the 

Commonwealth Trust. Ltd. There is a. creche in this factory with two women to 
look after the children. These children are given nourishments such as milk,· 
barley. etc. NUYSing mothers are allowed te nurse them. These tte<:hes should be 
in charge of nurses. Little children who cannot be left at home, should also be taken 
can- of whilst mothers are engaged in work. The- bigger children in the above factory 
are provided 'With. toys~ etc. There is a sports club consisting of outdoor and indoor 
games in this factory. There are also books and periodicals kept ior an to fl'lacL 
Pension or sick fund bonus is given to employees according to their period of service 
by this factory alone. We are of opinion that it is highly desirable that some 5uch 
provision should be made to persons who from boyhood to old age serve factories. 
First aid and medical relief are provided in some of the factories. The factories are 
inspected and regulations enforced. 

IX.-Jlou.n. 
A.-Fadoriss. 

There is work for 60 oou.rs a week in all factories except the Commonwealth 
Trust. Ltd .• where on Saturdays the workeno are oU at "p.m.. The hours of work 
are genel'8lly1rom 7 a.m. to 12000nand 1 p.m. to6p.m. There is no limit to overtime. 
Whenever there are urgent orden. workmen wiU have to do overtime work and they 
&repaid forextn. work. King's Birthday, Christmas-and New Year days are holidays 
ill which usual wa,ges are b!;::ing paid. 
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Mr. R. SURYANARAYANA. MEMBER, SERVANTS OF INDIA SOCIETY. 
CALICUT. 

L-Becrui_t. 

It is a recognised fact that almost all the land in. Malabar. including forests and 
waste lands. is the private property of the landlords. In the census of 1921~ only 
5-6 per cent. of the total number of workers were returned as landowners~ both 
cultivating and non-cultivating, as against 43 per cent. in the presidency. Even this 
may not give a. correct idea of the concentration of land in the hands of a few. In 
the book .. Some South Indian Villages" edited by Dr# Slater, economic survey 
carried out in two Malabar villages is given. In Watanamkurassi in Wallavund 
Taluk. 44 pattadars own 989·53 acres, of which one single pattadar owns as much 
as 645,.04 acres. In Kotha.cheria in Ponnani Taluk, 19 patta.da.rs own 851·86 acres. 
of which one pattadar owns as mueh as 718-80 acres. Moreoverl there is Dot much 
scope for extension of cultivation as much of the uncultivated land consists of hilly 
pla<ea and jungles. Besides pressure of population on land readies its maximum in 
Malabar district. While the number of persons per square mile of the total area in 
tlui presidency is 297. it is 535 in Malabar. Taking the area under cultivation alone 
it is 1498 in Malabar while it is 780 in the presidency. Considering only the 
agricultural population and the area. under cultiva:tiOll. the density is 90 1 in Malabar 
and 558 in the presidency. 

The system of land tenures which is peculiar to this part of the presidency gives 
room for frequent evictions from homesteads and cocoanut plantations. Haw far 
the Malabar Tenancy Bill recently passed by the Madras Legislative Council will 
prove a. remedy for arbitrary evictions. it is not possible to say at present. So the 
insecurity of tenure and extsting social conditions which place the tenants at the 
mercy of the landlords also contribute to migration from. this district. Rack-renting. 
which the Bill hopes to prevent, is also largely prevaient. 

The M 41'amaAkoll4yam system of inheri:tance is also to some extent responsible 
for migration. As Dr. Gilber Slater says~ U Economically the MfW4makkaltayam 
system of inheritance tends to a high rate of natural increase. and. to the multiplication 
of a class of young men who may be described as very poor gentlemen. The family 
tends to increase in numbers in excess of the resources of the family Propertyl but 
the young men aro.not trained to labour. and if they have to labour they prefer to 
do so far away from their native villages.u 

There is another fact that may be stated bere. There is seasonal migration to 
plantations from Malabar and South Kanara. In spite of the copious rainfall, during 
particular months of the year, people are very poor and have hardly anything to eat. 
Then the poor in Malabar and South Kana.ra are easily satisfted by the promises of 
the ever vigilant recruiter who oBets them all kinds of inducements. So they migrate 
to plantations.. 

2. A number of labourers who do regular farm work in their villages do not settle 
down permanently on the plantations. After cultivating the farms soon after the 
rains they go to the plantations, that is about July or A\lgust and return home just 
in time for the harvest.. After the harvest. in the case of fanners with single crop 
lands. they immediately return to the estates and work again for some months. 
Altogether they work for 5 or 6 months in the y~r on-the plantations. As regards 
those who have no lands of their own but are mere agricultural labourers. they 
migrate to work on the plantations lured by the promises of the active labour 
recruiters. They too invariably return to their homes. So. 'Factica1ly there is no 
permanent labour force on the plantations. During bad seaSons a larger number 
migrate to the estates. 

In the case of certain sections of the populations such as the Adi-dravidas. who 
are mere labourers and who are subject i:9 all kinds of humiliating social conditions. 
ofter of work on the estates is very attractive and they easily submit to recruitment. 
They generally spend 8 to 9 months on the estates. In the case of these classes, 
poverty and indebtedness are the causes for migration. The labour recruiter often 
oilers to pay 08 their debts. Incidentally they also hope to be rid of the social 
tyranny of their masters and the higher castes to which they are at present victims. 
The activities of the Labour Department have not had much effect in improving 
their economic condition. Co-operative societies ha~ not increased their earning 
capacity. In fact in many places they have contributed to increased indebtedness. 
The lands assigned to them by the Government in South Kanara are of so poor a 
quality that they can hardly be cultivated. If some of the lands are to be rendered 
fit 10r cultivation, large amount of capital will be required 10r the purpose. They 
are not able to secure it. :So they are compelled to migrate with the hope of bettering 
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their economic condition. Sometimes they migrate with their families and when 
they return. to their homes it is a pitiable sight to see men. women and children poor 
in their health having become victims of malaria on the estates. 

3. Labour is mostly recruited to plantations by the recruiting agents who 
receive advances from the estates. They receive liberal commission on the eamings 
of the labour they recruit in addition to their pay. As the remuneration is in 
proportion to the num her of labourers they recruit, they naturally adopt aU kinds 
of means in recruiting labourers. They Often promise to payoff the debts of the 
labourers which would only mean that these labourers will get into the clutches of 
the recruiting agent. They are also in some cases offered advances. They are told 
that things on the plantations WQuld be much better and that they could lead happy 
lives. The recruiting agents are very good propagandists and they stoop to give all 
kinds of promises which are not meant to be fulfdled. In the interests of the estates 
as well as the labourers it is high time that this system of recruitment is done away 
with. The system indirectly encourages unscrupulous recruiting agents. Once the 
labourers are satisfied by actual experience that the promises given by the recruiting 
agents are never meant to be fulfilled and that the conditions of living in the estates 
are not as easy as they are represented to be. recruitment is bound to suffer. It 
would mean that the planting industry Will seriously suffer. If labourers still ofter 
themselves for.recnlltment. it is out of mere necessity. So it is high time that these 
middlemen. i.e., the recruiting agents are abolished. Public Employment agencies 
may be set up which may be permitted to do propaganda for recruitment at which 
the labourer can offer himself for recruitment of his own free will. Before recruitment 
the labourer should be told of the correct and a.uthorized. statem.ent of conditions on 
the estate or place of work for which he is recruited and the conditions of employment. 
If he chooses to go to an estate where the conditibns of living are not congenial. 
merely because of the higher wages paid there, be does so with full knowledge. 
These agencies should be organized by the State and the estates and employers 
should be asked to contribute towards the expenses. This practically means that a 
LaboUT Department for the recruitment and distribution of labour should be created. 
A department :similu to that which exists in Malaya with such modifications as the 
experience gained there necessitate. may be organized. The State will then be in 
complete ~on of information of the needs of industries in the different parts 
of the country and a.lao the conditions under which labourers have to work. A 
scheme best suited to the needs of the industries of the country may be thought of 
which will adequately protect the interests of the labour population. 

4. As alnoady stated " f .... labourers only take their families to the estates and 
when they return to their homes they are mostly malaria stricken. 'When a large 
labour force is congregated in a few places there can be no question of the existence 
of immoral practices. Every inducement should be o1Iered to labourers to migrate 
with their families and conditions of living on the estates and workspots should be 
improved to promote family life. 

6. Migration to provinces and states in India except to Assam is not controlled 
by any law. Recruitment to the labour districts in Assam is made in accordance 
with the Assam Labour and Emigration Act VI of 1901. and the rules framed 
thereunder. Garden sardars are employed to reeruit la.bourers for the Assam tea 
plantations. They are under the local agents who are representatives of the 
employers. To these local agents the district magistrates grant licenses under 
Section 64 of the Act. The garden sudan are persons employed on estates in Assam 
and deputed by the employers to engage labourers under the supervision and direction 
of the local agents. They are supposed to explain the condition. of life, wages. ote., 
before the labourers are recruited. The evils of the recnriting system to which 
reference has already been made are existing in this system also. Naturally the 
garden sardars and local agents, who receive a liberal commission and a salary. will 
be anxious to recruit as many la.bourers as possible. No qualifications are prescribed 
for these local agents. The control that is- conferred under the Act is more or less 
illusory. Not only retention of control ior the enforcement of labour laws is necessary 
but also the system of recruitment should be abolished and the Public Employment 
agencies of the State should be set up. There can be no balf-way house between the 
present recruiting system and the Publk- Employment agencies. 

7. It.is difficult to gauge correctly the extent and ch.at'aeter of unemployment in 
general. It is mud! more difficult to say in what industries unemployment exists in a 
larger or smaller measure unless a special study of each indu8try is ca.rried out. It is the 
unemployment in agriculture that leads to .migration and unemployment in industries 
where there is- not sufficient demand for the sup:ply. depends on various causes. 
The extent of unemployment and in what industries can be correctly estimated if 
Public Employment agencies are started. Everyone who wishes to work should be 
provided with work. If unemploytn6nt is due to causes such as the unemployed 
are not fit to do the jobs in which employment is available~ it is the duty of the 
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State to provide necessary facilitia . The problem sbm!ld be taclded from two points· 
of vteW. One, to decrease the possibilities of unemployment, and two, to provide 
employment for those already unemployed. While in. times of prosperity for any 
industry the workers do not derive the full benefits to which they are entitled, in times 
of depression they are the :first to su1Ier. So it is the duty of tho State to devise-SODl4 
method to provide for the maintenance of the unemployed when owing 1:0 trade 
depression and other causes over whlc:h the workers have no control, unemployment 
:s the result. What is necessary is a statutory unemployment insurance scheme. 
In view at the e:x:isting low wages even in many a:f the well-organized industries. it 
is doubtful if the workers wil! avail them.orelves of any scheme on a. voluntary CO&
tribution basis. At any rate the contribution. from workers sboilkl be nominal while 
the major portico of the burden sbould be borne by the State and the employers. 
It is highly desira.ble and necessary that to the utmost extent possible the 1Jrter.. 
national Conventions relating to unemployment should be given efiect to inasmuch 
as they constitute the greatest cmnmon measwe of agreement between the varioua 
part:ies constituting the International Labour Conferences. 

15. As far as I am aware sub-contracting is a very usual occurrence especially 
where large works are given on contract to one contractor. 1 do not think any control 
is exercised over woddng conditions in regard to sub-coutracts. It win be advaa-. 
tageous if in givingcontracl:s.conditions of work on whicll workmen should beempJoyed 
are inserled. in the contracts and that the coutractom are made liable for the 
fulfilment of those eonditions even in regard to sub-con:t:ra.cts given by them. 

In the case of plantation'i!i aU kinds of work are generally given on contract. The 
estates deal with the contractors direct and payments. are made to them. The 
contractors extract as much work as possible from the coolies but do not pay them 
li~y. at any rate not even at the rates paid by the estates. The contractom 
usually withhold some- part of the wages in order to prevent the labourers from 
absconding. Being mostly ignorant and not knowing how to keep their atXOUIIt. 
they have to trust the contractor who _n malres all sorts of deductions at the time 
of settlement of accounts. 

IV.-HeaJth. 

23. The coolies working on the estates are ill-fed and ill-clad. They have not 
sufficient warm clothing to proteet themselves from cold. In addition they fall 
victims to malaria. They have not sufficient stamina: to withstand disease. 
Recouping power is much less. Most of them suffer from enlarged spleens or liver 
complaint. . 

I tulderstand a food advance of Rs. 1-4 annas to Rs. 1-8 annas is paid to eacA 
coolie who has worked for six davs iD the week. If the coolie is absent from wOrk 
even owing to sickness, his advanCe is cut oft. So in the interests of the family and 
himself. in spite of illness .he is forced to work. What bappens when a man is .ill 
during the whole week may be imagined. He has nobody to help him and his family. 
The recruiting ma.istrie has always an eye on the money advanced by him and w~ 
not be willing to swell the account, The estates should maintain the worker and ]lis 
family during the period of sic1m .... 

24. The estates have fairly wen organized medical reUd. There is generally a 
compounder attached to each estate witJl a central hospital serving a group. of 
estates. It will be advantageous if a woman aoctor also is- attached to each hospital 
and a trained mid~wife to eaeh estate. All matemity cases should be sent to the 
hospital. 

25. \Vhile a. great deal yet remains to be done by way of propaganda to remove 
the prejudice against the western system of medicine. r think if the labourers ~ 
made to understand that they will be entitled to JeCeive some allowance d~ 
sickness in ease they take advantage of the medical aid provided, more people 
avail themselves of this. help. Women. if given maternity benefits, can ~ induced 
to ta.ke advantage of the provision for medical relief. Of eourse some propaganda 
is necessary. 

26. Provisioo of latrines. ad_ate supply of drinking water through pipOo. 
bething ""d washing places are -"'Y. 

27. There is no adequate official supervision. These eRateJ should be ~t1y 
supervised if the labourers have to be- provided with absolute llecessiti9. A li<rt ~ 
estat .. and the provision made by them in regard to housing. 01<: •• if called for. wiD 
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show how far official supervision has been effective, How many estates have been. 
pzosocnted for not complying with the requirements of the Factories Act or of a.ny 
other- statute, is a point for the consideration of the Commission 

29. Malaria and hookworm are the common diseases, which cla.im often a heavy 
toll. 

30. From the account of conditions existing on plantations it is clear U1&t some 
kind of sick insnrance scheme is absolutely necessary. Same arguments a.pply to 
other industrial concerns also. It may be argued, as the Government o-f India did, 
that the International Labour Conventions on the subject are not suited to the 
present conditions in the country. "While I put in an emphatic demurrer to this 
position, the Conventions can be applied with such modifications as may be deemed 
nece.<;sa.ry. In fact Mr, ~. M. Joshi, M.L.A., ofiered to accept such a compromise by 
restricting their application to certain organized industries and plantations, There 
is no denying the fad that any sick insurance scheme founded on a contnbutory 
basis will be the best scheme, the person insured. the employeE and the State 
contn"bnting their share. But it is doubtful if in the present circumstances this 
will be a practicable scheme. The workers get: snch low wages- that they are 
hardly enough to maintain themselves and their families, even with minimum 
comfort. Contribution from the employees can only be POSSl'ble when the wages 
are received, leave a surplus, intended to be used for making provision for sickness. 
etc, So, for the present the sCheme should be on a non-contnbutory basis. At 
any rate this should be- the case at least in regard to workers who receive low 
wages. The employers-' share in regard to them should include the employees> 
share also. In the alternative the wages should be raised so as to cover the 
employees' share of the contribution. I prefer the latter course as by con
tributing their share the employees will feel the existence of a right to recelve aid 
instead of receiving doles. In regard to workers whose wages are above a mini
mum that may be- fixed for tlns purpose, a graded system of insurance rates may 
be introduced, 

Whatever may be the schema of sick insurance, the State an4 the. employers 
should recognize the necessity for providing medical facilitie..,:, and for improving the 
working conditions both at work places and in their homes. By so doing sickness can 
be minimized to a great extent and this will be in the interests of alI industries. 

The difficulties arising :from non-a.cCeptability of western medicine. paucity of 
medical men. migration of labour and finance are not insurmountable .if the State 
makes up its mind to introduce the scheme. \Vorkers are slowly realizing the advan
tages of the western medicine. A judicious combination of the Allopathic, Ayurvedic. 
and Unani systems of medicine. as is being attempted in the Goyernm.ent School of 
Indian Medicmel will be a.step in the right direction, Insistence on anyone system 
alone is not desirable, As regards the paucity of doctors. I do not think that is 
keenly felt in this presidency. The fact that the sche~ of rural medical relief, in 
spite of the very inadequate grants given by the Government. has been fairly 
successful in this presidency. makes US hopeful in regard to the supply of medical 
men in the future. There are in cities and towns a large number of qualified medical 
men who will be too glad to ofier their services for:in..surance work if decent.rem.unera-
non is paid to them: With reference to migration of labour, especially to the plan
tations, I venture to ~tate that a permanent la.bour force can be easily secured by 
each estate if the conditions of living are improved. The same will be the case in 
regard to other indusi:rW concerns. The most difficult question. to solve is one of 
:finanCe. It is for the State to tackle it. By improving the working conditions. 
paying living wages to workers. hf inaugurating sick insurance schemes. etc .• the 
efficiency of the workers is sure to mcrease and the industries are bound to prosper. 
The employers will produce more and derive greater proftts. As regards the State's 
contribution to any scheme of sick insurance, I believe the State wm have no diffi· 
culty to find necessary funds if judicious economy is ·observed in the present expendi
ture on the various depa.rtments and by an equitable adjustment oi the present 
system of taxation. \Villi the prosperity of the industries the State is sure to 
bene1it fU!:ancially also. In the case of plantations I ha.ve one defmite suggestion 
to make in regard to taxation. A small duty in addition to the present export duty 
may be levied on every 100 lb. of tea produced on the estates. I think the amount 
thus raised will be enough to meet the share of the State in any sick insuzance 
scheme. 

31. As far as I am aware there are no industrial concerns which have framed any 
maternity benefit schemes. If they are in existence in some form or other it can be 
safely asserted that they are not sufficient. Mere granting of leave for some time 
before and after childbirth is not enough, \Vhether full wages are given for the 
period in addition to other benefits is unknown. At any rate~ on the plantations. 
my information is no kind of beneJits are granted. Whatever m&Y be the present 
position in regard to this a1l4important matter. it is high time a definite ·statutory 
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provision was made by which the women workers not only got leave on full wages 
six: weeks before and six weeks after childbirth. but also got some additional benefits 
such as free medical aid, extra amounts to meet expenses during confinement. etc. 

It is well known that an attempt to get legislation merely accepting the principles 
of maternity benefits was defeated in the Legislative Assembly. I understand that 
an Act has been passed by the Bombay Legislati .... Council. But legislation applic
able to all India. is an absolute n~ity. In such legislation the principle of the 
State's liability for a share of the burden should be recognized. and that the period 
of prohibition from work should be six weeks before and six weeks after delivery. 
In addition to fuU wages for the period. tbe motber should recei .... all medical facilities 
and some amount towards the extra expenses. 

V.-WeUare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
85. The results achieved so far in regard to welfare work are Dot satisfactory at 

all. This is due mostly to Jack of sustained efforts in some cases~ while in others 
for want of real interest in the work on the part of employers. or for want of 00" 
operation between the employers and the agencies doing work. Where the employers 
themselves have shown real earnestness and have not grudged to spend large amounts 
on welfare work as in the case of Buckingham and Carnatic Mills" the workers still 
remain discontented6 and their discontent finds expression in various ways. It 
e&nnot be said that it is wholly due to agitators who foment discontent. Unless 
the soil is ripe no seeds of discontent sown can thrive. Somehow the workers look 
upon the welfare work with suspicion. They feel rightly or 'Wrongly that it is a 
device designed to tighten the grip of the employers upon the employees. That 
such a feeling exists among employees all over the world is evident from their attitude 
towards varioW! forms of welfare work organized by the employers. I know as a. 
matter of fact such a feeling existed among the employees at jamshedpur when I 
was there on behalf of our society doing welfare WOI'k. Such a feeling exists I am 
told among the employees of the Buckingham and Camatic Mills. It is strengthened 
when the employers help or recognize rival organizations in preference to those 
already existing. They see some sinister move on the part of employers. The 
employers also entertain the mistaken notion that because the workers strike they 
do not appreciate the efforts of employers in regard to welfare work. I ,ball not 
be surprised. also if some employers are under the impression that welfare work is 
a substitute for trade union work. and they feel annoyed and consider the employees 
ungrateful when they strike to secure redress of their legitimate grievances. The 
fact of the matter is the employers do not realize that whatever they may do, however 
sincere their efforts may bel their efforts fail to produoe the necessary effect unless 
and until they recognize the workers as human beings . 
••• ##,. •••••• ,. •• 

37. Provision for old age and premature retirement as a part of the system bas 
not been adopted by any industrial concern. Sometimes gratuity is given. but that 
depends largely on the sweet will and pleasure of the employers. Provident fund 
system. wherever it exist.s~ does not confer full benefits on the employees. In case 
of dismissal. they do not get any benefit at all. Moreover6 they are paid such low 
wages as to leave no margin at all to enable the workers to make their contribution. 
Anyhow, the provident fund system should be made compulsory for all employees,. 
and definite rules should be framed by the Government and enforced. So also the 
system of paying gratuity should be on a compulsory basis. If a workman after a 
few yeaIS of service is dismissed for the reason that tbe employers are dissetistied 
with him. it is not understood why for the period of his loyol services to the concern 
he should be deprived of the employer~s contribution to the provident fund. as also 
for the gratuity he would be entitled to according to rules framed for the purpose. 
Employers are so sensitive nowadays that. any attempt on the part of the employees 
to better their condition is looked upon with suspicion and the result is often dismissal.. 
The employee is deprived of all the benefits on that account. The present position 
results in killing all feelings of self-respect in the employees. . . '. . 

IX.-BOUfS. 

59. The present 6O·bour week and tb. lI·hour day practically lead to working 
at least for 10 hours a day. The period is too long. resulting in the workers being 
confined to the workplaces at least for 11 hours a day. The workers have no time 
at all to attend to anything pertaining to their homes and families. They are forced 
to leave their homes very early in the mornings and return home late in the nights. 
This is espedally the case where workmen have not been provided with houses near 
their workplaces and are consequently forced to live at a distance. Except on the 
weekly holidays they have. DO time to be witb their families. especially chiIdreD. 
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If overtime is the rule in some factories and if weekly holidays are Dot observed. the 
result is that workmen have no opportunities at all to spend even a few hours in their 
homes. I have lmown a. workman who lived at some distance from his workplace; 
he and his wife were both workers. They had to get up very early in the morning. 
ospecia.Ily the wife. to prepare food and had to leave their home fairly early. before" 
their children got up from bed. They returned home late at night. If the man 
stayed to work oyertime the cnildren were usually in bed before he returned home. 
So he had hardly any occasion to spend at least a few hours with his clUldreD~ All 
these circumstanoes are not conducive to· the happiness of the workers. Reduction 
in daily hours of work is very necessary. In regard to women workers reduction is 
more urgent and insistent>. 

60. The intervals provided at present. considered in relation to fatigue. are not 
satisfactory. Section 21la.ys down that no person shall work continuously for more 
than five hours. I think five hours is too long.a period from the point of view of 
fatigue. It should be reduced to three or four hours. and the interval in each case 
should at least be half an hour. and at mid..<Jay at least one hour. 

Most of the worke:rs have hardly time to prepare food in the mornings and finish 
their morning meal. Some time should be provided for their morning meal between 
the hour of starting the work and the mid-day. Half an hour may be enough. 
Then at mid-day the interval should be at least one hour for taking mid-day meal~ 
and rest for some time.- Again. in the afternoon half an hour should be given ior 
taking tea or some tiffin. All these intervals are necessary. In the case of children 
the maximum period of continuous work fixed at fOUT hours is very unreasonable 
and hard. It should be reduced to at least two or three hours. As five hours is 
_ period fixed for men the period fixed for children is very high. 

D.-Otiff &tab1isAments. 
78. (a) PJCbltations.-Estate labourers are generally required to work for about 

nine hoUrs a day. from 8 a,m. to 5 p.m. But in most cases they are given task work 
which they manage to finish within seven or eight hours. working continuously 
without enjoying rest during the interval. I undel'Stand that in some estates they 
insist on nine hours' work. and if any labourer manages to finish the task before the 
allotted time he is given extra work. But insistence on a compulsory rest period 
of at least one hour per day is necessary even in regard to task work. That is done 
by Government in the famine works. Famine workers are not allowed to work. 
during the rest period even though it is task work. Just as in the case of famine 
works. the quantity of work prescribed as task has been arrived a.t after considerable 
experience. in the case of task work on the estates it is necessary to arrive at and 
prescribe such task tables. This is necessary. as the task is generally assigned by 
the maistry~ who may be taking the work on contract from the estates. Tasks should 
be prescribed for different kinds of work in which the workers are engaged on the 
estates. 

79. Six-day week is .the general rule. and Sunday is a weekly holiday. But 
the maistries who take many works on contract often induce the labourers to work 
on Sundays on promise of payment of cash for wages. As the labourer is always 
under the vigilance of the maistry. to whom he is indebted in many ways~ he cannot 
refuse to work on Sundays if be is asked to work. 

SO. I have already suggested that Section 82 of the Indian Factories Act providing 
exemption from Sections 21 and 22 of the Act should be repealed and no exceptions 
should be possible in the case of indigo. tea, and coffee industries. All the provisions 
of and rules framed under the Indian Factories Actshould be applicable to plantations. 
In view of the very hard nature of the work on the plantations. rest period of one 
bour. nine hours of work per day, six days' work in the week,. and fifty-four hours 
of work per wee~ with no provision for overtime should be made compulsory besides 
the provision of other benefits suggested in other sections with special reference to 
plantations. Financial considerations do not count at aU. since the industry is 
prosperous~ as in 1928 the 'Out-tum of tea was the highest for the last ten yean. 

D.-Wager. 
96. The prevailing average rates of wages for various kinds of skilled and unskilled 

!about' are given in the Factories Administration Reports. J{QW far these figures 
represent correct state of things it is not possible to say. If sepa.rate figures represent 
correct state of things it is Dot possible to say, If separate figures for each district 
had been given it is possible to Dote the variations. III the reports for 1926, 1927. 
and 1928, every- year olle district has been taken for purposes of comparison with 
the average rate of wages in the Presidency. The wages vary considerably in certam 
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occupations, but compare faVOlllably with those paid outside the factories. It Is 
doubtful if the wages paid outside are as low as those given in the reports. Moreover 
wages in agricu1tutal areas are nat often the same during all seasons of the year. 
being more when the demand for field labour is great to :finish certain operationa 
connected with cultivation in time. Unless a wage census is taken it is not wise to 
arrive at conclusions.. 

The wages on the estates are 6 to 7 annas a day for a man and .. to 5 a.nnas for 
a woman. Only those engaged in special works get 1 or 2 annas more. 

97. A compa:ra.tive study of the wages given in the Factories Administration 
Reports shows that the variations noticed were slight 10 different years. In the 
districts chosen for comparison with the Presidency rates for certain classes of labour, 
there have been increases while in others they are either stationary or reduced. If 
the same distrjet had been taken for a number of years, it would have been possible 
to study the variations and note the causes for the same. Even taking the figul'efl 
given in the reports. it is possible to say safely that the wages paid bear no relation 
to prices and cost of living. While the prices of articles of food are not the same now 
as those in the pre-war period and the cost of living has also increased, the rise 
in wages has not been correspondingly large. Moreover .. in the case of labourers 
who work on the farms and fields in their own villa.ges. even if the wages received 
are less. they can manage somehow. But when they have to migrate to other places 
for work. wages required for their maintenance should nece$Sarily be more. I think 
in most industries the wages bear little or DO relation to pronts. \\t"hen the industry 
is prosperous the workers do not get all the advan,tages they are entitled to by way 
of increased wages~ while the employers are always eager to cut down wages when 
there is depression in trade or industry. 

In the case of p1a.ntationa there bas hardly been any increase in wages. As one 
observer recently stated in a. communication to the press. writing about the wages 
prevailing in the plantations in the Annamalajs, the wages have remained stationary 
:for the last seven or eight years. My information is they have been Stationary for 
a longer period. Evidently they bear 110 relation either to prices or.cost of living. 
With reference to the relation between the profits and the wages. the less said 
the better. Pmctically. profits earned by the plantations have had no bearing at 
all "On the wages. In this connection it may be useful to quote here what Sir L. C. 
Money wrote to the ., Sunday Observer" and reproduced in the ft Statesman 1# of 
80th October. 1924 :_u The demand for tea at home and abroad is increasing more 
rapidly than the output. The statistical position is thus all against the con...quner 
and in favour of the tea ccmpa.nies. which are enjoying unbounded prosperity. Not 
a few tea companies are DOW earning SO to 100 per cent. on their capitals and many 
of them. have accumulated ma.gnDicent reserves. Tea shares continue to rise, and 
in some cases are now worth five or six time the qaotatiollS of the lean period after 
the war." What Sir L. C, Money will have to say on the lnd.ian Tea Statistics for 
1928, when the out-turn especially was the highest for 10 yean, it is not necessary 
to guess. But during aU this period of prosperity the wa.geshave remained stationary. 

98. In plantations when the labourer's accounts are settled he finds he has very 
little left to his credit in the accounts after all the trouble and suffering he bas gone 
through. He retums home a disappointed man, weak in health and with very 
little money on hand, I believe it is the same case with labourers engaged in other 
industrial undertakings who have migrated from their bomes. If their families are 
Jeft behind in their homes, they manage to send some remittances, not out of surplus 
amounts, but out of the moneys necessary for their 0WIl living. denying themselves 
often even the very necessaries of life. 

99. Payment in kind is genemlly the custom in very mB.ny cases in agricultural 
occupations. \Vben converted to money value. the wages wiq appear low. But if 
wages are paid in money. the return they get for purchases is.far less thaD what it 
would be if the wages are paid in kind. 

There seems to be a system prevailing on the Annam a l ais to provide a weekly 
supply of rice and a sum of 4 a.nnas per week for other expenses. I do not know if 
this system is general in all estates~ and if so it is worth while to know the quantity 
of rice supplied and the price charged for the same. Instead of supplying rice ~ 
paying 4 annas for other expenses, it would be better if the laboureIS are paid theu 
wages every week and are induced to purchase rice in the estate stores. even ofiering 
at rates cheaper than those ~vailing in neighbouring shops if there are any. At 
present it is not known who IS to decide what kind of rice suits the labourers best. 
In effect the l&bourers are compelled to buy any kind of rice snpplied to them by 
the estates. The meagre sum of 4 annas now given for other expenses is a ~t 
prescribed arbiharily by the estates without reference to the workers' needs. ThIS 
system of doling rice out and payment of a few annas for other expenses is highly 
objectionable. as it results in keeping the labourer always at the mercy of the 
employe .... 
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100. The system of paying wages through the maistry, i.e., the head man, prevails 
in some of the estates. These maistries are not always reliable men. They will stoop 
to adopt all possible means to cheat the labourers. They have no means of redress. 
The employers should deal with the labourers directly. 

ro-1. No particular metbod is adopted in fixing wages in any industrial under
taking. l' do not beli~ there are negotiated agreements in many cases. The 
labourers have to receive the wages paid to them. 

102. Payment for overtime and Sunday wock has not been arrived at on any 
basis. In most cases the labourers are made to work on Sundays less number of 
hours tban usual homs on' weekdays and paid weekday wages. In order to prevent 
frequent working overtime and to give the utmost benefit for overtime working. the 
wages should be one and a half times the weekday wages instead of one and & quarter 
times as at present. 

105. In view of the prevailing low wages in almost all industries. which is the 
cause of discontent of workers. it is desirable to provide by Statute for the creation 
of bodies for fixing minimum wages for various trades and occupations. But as 
conditions differ in different places it is neither advisable nor possible to lay down 
the minimum wages applicable to diffe~nt industries in all parts of the counby. 
Wage fixing bodies should be established in difie.rent places which will take into 
account all the relevant (:Onditions in the trade and fix adequate wages. 1 think 
for the present the adoption of the recommendation concerning the application ot: 
the minimum wage :fixing machinery adopted at the Eleventh Session of the Inter
national Labour Conference may be deemed sufficient for the purpose. The 
recommendation should be adopted t'n tolo and no piece-meal legislation should be 
attempted. The procedure laid down and the various arrangement8 proposed therein 
for the enforcement of the decisions of the wage fixing bodies are all necessary. 
No industry or trade should be exempted from any or all of the provisions enacted 
for the purpose. Plantations should in no case be exempted. In Malaya. standard 
wages have been fixed. It is stated that in the estates other than those for which 
standard wages were legally introduced, the estate employers generally paid wages 
lower than the standard minimum wages. This points to the danger from either 
not applying the provisions to all places or making exceptions. 

In ally machinery" c:reated for fixing minimum wag .. the trade unions should 
have representation. This is necessary, especially as the workers are ignorant and 
are not sufticiently organized to represent their point of 'View~ 

106. Deductions on account ofiines for late attendance. short work and inefficient 
work must be considerable. Where the workers are ignorant these deductions cause 
heart~buming and result in discoutent. It is desirable in the interests of all concerned 
to regulate the system of fines in consultation with the workers.. It is also necessary _t the fines imposed should gu to .. common fund which shall be used for the beneilt 
of workmen.. 

107. It is desirable to introduce a system of weekly payment of wages. At 
present in many industries IIWnthly payment is the rule. Even then payments are 
made long after the month is over. It sbould be possible for employers to pay the 
wages within the shortest period after the elapse of the month. The difficulties are 
not great and insurmountable if they are required to do so. But 1 prefer ~y 
payments as that will keep the- workers above want. They are now forced to buy 
their- provisions on credit fFom the shopkeepers and as soon as the wages are paid 
they al'e almost left peJUliIess. I have myself tried. the system on a small scale in a 
carpentry workshop and I find -the men appreciate the system. Legislation for the 
weekly payment of wages for the days worked on every Saturday is desirable. 
Su:ndays will then be utilized by the workers to purchase their necessaries. ProvisiOl19 
shouJd be introduced. penalizing delay in payment of wages. fixing the maximum 
period beyond which payment should not be delayed. Unclaimed wages should not 
be written oflllnless and until every eftort has been made by the employefS to trace 
the workers. Reasonable period of notice should be given before paymentts refused. 
Unclaimed wages should always be credited to a common good fund, which along 
with the fines should be used for the bene6t of the workem. This fund should be 
managed. by a committee of workers with the head of the concern or his deputy 
presiding over its meetings. The deasions of the committee should always be camed 
out. 

lOS. My knowledge of the conditions prevailing in villages and in industrial 
areas makes me come to the conclu.sion that so 'far as indebtedness is concerned 
the lot of the worker is no better in industrial areas. Perhaps it is worse in industrial 
areas as the rates of interest paid ate higher in many cases. and as the worker bas to 
borrow from sowcanwho are least moved by sympathy and feeling afoneness which 
are generally present in the village moneylender. It is estimated that nearly 20 to 
25 per cent. of the earniDp are absorbed in paying debt charges. The worker in 
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industrial areas has often to pledge jewels, vessels, etc., to get loans. Owing to the 
existence of -communal feeling the villagers do generally get loans on personal security 
in the villages. Moreover, the needs of workers in industrial areas are greater but 
the wages are not coITespondingly higher. Therefore, I think the indebtedness in 
industrial areas is generally higher than in villages. The need for CCH)perative credit 
societies is more urgent it the worker has 10 enjoy the full benefits of even the so-called 
higher wages he is supposed to get in industrial areas# 

109. In the two weavers' co-opera.tive societies I am in charge of, bonus is paid on. 
the production basis. But profits also- are taken into account and the rate at which 
bonus is to be paid is decided by the societies taking into consideration the amount 
of profits available for distribution after paying the dividend and carrying the required 
amount to the reserved fund. It generally works out at half to one anna. per rupee 
worth of goods produced. If the bonus and profit..sharing :schemes are to be adopted 
in industrial undertakings, the rate of dividend on shares will have to be fixed as also 
the amount to be carried to reserve fund, etc. The balance of the profits should go 
to the workers in the form of bonus based on production. I realize -such a scheme 
would involve considerable work to the management. In many cases it may be 
impracticable to carry it out. But if a workable and reasonable scheme is to be 
framed. all such trouble is neeessary. The workers will then take every interest in 
the working of the concern and production also will increase. 

110. In view of what has already been stated .. r feel it is needless to say tha.t no 
leave of any kind is enjoyed by the workem. Nor do the employers assist or 
countenance taking of leave by workers. If forced by circumstances the workers 
absent themselves from work. I understand often they have to lose even wages for 
days already worked; at any rate~ for the days in the month they have worked before 
receiving wages :for the previous month. In fact# the employers delay payment of 
wages so that the fear of losing wages for the period they have worked. in the current 
month may prevent them from absenting from work. . I t is desirable that leave 
rules should be framed and enforced. 

111. The desirability of introducing Fair Wages·Clause in public contracts needs 
no special argument. Itis notoDly desirable but necessary in the interests of workers. 

, . 
XIV.~ade CombiDatiou. 

]17. Being few land weU--educated. the employers easily combine themselves into 
an organization, especially when they fear that attempts are being made calculated 
to affect their interests. Having large financial resources at their disposal they can 
organize themselves easily .. They also wield considera.ble influence and power in the 
counsels of Government, mainly owing to the riches at their disposal. For some 
reason or other the Government also shaw them. great consideration. We hear of the 
Viceroys and the Members of Government opening sessions of the Chambers of Com
'merce, receiving addresses from them, attending their sessions: and replying to various 
points raised in their discussions. We have yet to hear of an instance when similar 
consideration was shown to employees" organizations. However much we may 
regret, we cannot but take note of the fact that recognition by Government and their 
officers is useful in starting and conducting organizations. Moreover, the fear of 
the employers, who always misunderstand any attempt on the part of the workers 
to organize themselves. prevents the employees~ who are mostly ignorant and poor. 
from joining any organization. In spite of the .passing of the Trade Unions Act a 
feeling still exists that employees' organizations are looked upon with suspicion by 
the Government. I think there is some justification for it. as the meetings of work4 
men are attended. and watched by the police, and· trade union workers are served 
with notices under the Criminal Procedure Code preventing them from addressing 
workmen in the event of a strike or lock-out. \\<'hile the employers possess all the 
facilities for organization, the employees, on the other hand, suffer from many 
disadvantages. In these circumstances the extent of organiza:tion of employees 
cannot but be little. The planters are .. well~orga.nized. body. 

118. Ii the employers understand and appreciate correctly the spirit that actuates 
workmen in organizing themselves and try to respect their organizations the effect 
on industry is bound to be healthy But the motives are always suspected, and the 
result is strained feelings between the employers and the employees. Consequently 
the industry cannot prosper under such circumstances. Nor have the organizations 
of employees been successful in influencing the employers to improve the conditions 
of workers except by means of threat of strike or declaring strike. The whole Si~4 
tion is somewhat annoying, and this state of things will continue as long as there IS 

no ohange of heart on the part of employers. But it is a pity that owing to this 
misundentanding often the industry suffers. and the workers suffer when a strike is 
declared. 
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119. Except providing some help during the period of strike, I am not aware of 
any trade union that has attempted to start any other schemes. Perhaps a dismissed 
workman or a workman thrown out of employment for absence from work owing to 
sickness and other causes is now and then helped with some grants for maintenance. 
The trade unions have been fairly active in bringing to the notice o! the employers 
all cases of hardship resulting from actions on their part or their subordinates. They 
have succeeded in obtaining redress in some cases. But often such representations 
go unheeded. and in some cases workmen have declared strikes on that acoount. 
While it is not wise to declare strikes for ,redress of individual grievances. at present 
there is no other means for obtaining redress of such grievances. 

120. Three years ago I attempted to revive a railway workers' union at Calicut 
that was in existence. As the head of the locomotive section was against any 
attempt on the part of the workers to organize into a union. every attempt on my 
part to revive it proved futile. It was even difficult to get workers to attend meetings 
to discuss the situation. But as a matter of -fact I knew they were anxious to have 
a union. At any rate. that was the desire of fairly educated workers. If this is the 
&ttitude of the employers-I think this is a fairly good instuce-naturally the 
workers feel very sore. The attitude of the employers has never been in favour of 
trade union activities. Organization on the part of workers is discouraged in aU 
possible ways. 

The attitude of the local Government in regard to organization of employees in 
Government concerns is in no way better. By G.O. No. 417 Mis. public, dated 
5th May. 1928. the local Government have prohibited all Government employees 
from joining or continuing as members of any association which has sought or may' 
seek registration as a trade union under the Trade Unions Act. Any infringement 
of this order is to be dealt with as a. breach of discipline, This order was given effect 
to in the Govermn.ent Press. The Government Press employees, who were organizing 
a union for purposes of registration under the Trade Unions Act, were asked not to 
do so. If this is the attitude of the Government towards trade union activities, 
it is no wonder that other employers do feel it a breach of discipline to organize 
trade unions whatever may be the intention of the legislature in passing the Trade 
Unions Act. The local Government have set a bad example by their order. The 
Government Press employees feel very much for their helplessness. 

121. In spite of the discouragement by employers and in spite of the ignorance 
and apathy in general of Indian workmen it-is surprising that within a short period 
after the passing of the Act so many trade unions have been registered. Perhaps 
this would not have been possible but for the interest evinced by social. workers in 
organizing them.. These well-meaning social workers are dubbed. as agitators. 
however fair they may be. To the employer everyone connected with the trade 
union work is an. agitator. whatever may be his position in public life. Even the 
Government seem to be still under that delusion. The effects of the passing of the 
Trade Unions Act are not so great as it was once hoped. That is due to reasons 
I have already indicated. Still. but for the Act there would have been no organized 
unions complying with all the requirements of the law. Monies collected in the 
form of subscriptions from workers have to be aecounted for and their utilization is 
subject to the control of the union. In various waye to some extent the interests of 
the workers are protected both against the employers and of the workers themselves. 

122. The fact of the matter is that the employers are not bound to recognize the 
trade unions unless they feel inclined to do so. Nor do the employers recognize 
the tr&de unions for purposes of negotistion. They sometimes indirectly help the 
organization of rival unions and recognize only those unions which serve their 
purpose. The trade union officials should be treated as accredited representatives 
o! the workers, and they should be recognized for purposes of negotiation. 

M the trade unions are treated more as bodies inimical to the interests of em
ployers. there can be no question of co-operation between employers and employees 
in regard to any matter. Co-operation and recognition should take the place of 
distrust and suspicion. I have no doubt efficiency of production can be increased 
if the employers seek the co.operation of workers and treat them as partners in 
industry. 

I have already given an instance-Government Press employees--where the 
local Government by an order prevented their employees from joining any trade 
union. The position of employees in State industrial concerns in relation to general 
trade union movement is practically one of forced indifference. The employees in 
State industrial concerns should be free to organize themselves as workers under 
other employers, and the Government should set an example by recognizing such 
trade unions, deal with them for purposes of negotiation, and also seek the co
operation of such unions for increasing the efficiency of production~ 
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XVIL-MmlnimalioJl. 
133. The attitude of the Central Legislature on labour questions is not altogether. 

satisfactory. It is not possible to carry through any Jabour legislation except with 
the support of Government. All legisla.tive measures initiated by the Government 
do get through the Central Legislature. Efforts of private members to get some 
legislation passed or resolutions on labour questions adopted, if there is no backing 
of Government, have always ended in failure. The Central Legislature consists of 
members~ with a few honourable exceEtions. who represent certain interests. A 
nominated member represents labour in the Legislative Assembly. and there is 
none at all in the Council of State. His voice is often a cry in the wilderness. unless 
the Government take it up and echo it. The franchise for the Assembly has been 
so devised as to ignore practically the claims of labour. In the present circum
stances it will not be possible for labour to secure adequate representation through 
the general constituencies. While the employers are given special representation 
through various bodies, the labourers have been ignored altogether. In these 
'Circumstances it will be no exaggeration to saytbat the attitude of theCentral Legis
lature towards labour questions is not one of absolute sympathy and all that has 
been achieved so far is due to the sympathy and support of the Government of 
India. Even the Government of India is more solicitous of the interests of 
employers. 

As regards the provincia11egislature the condition of things is not so bad. But 
the fact is the local Governments consider themselves merely the agents of the 

. Government of India. "'"hen questions relating to emigration and labour are put 
in the Madras Legislative Council, invariably the answer given is that they aTe 
central subjects. Under these circumstances provincial legislatures ca.nnot actively 
interest themselves in labour qnestions, except when such questions come under 
·'law and order"~ as in times of strike or lock-out. The Bombay Council is the only 
provincial council. if my knowledge is oorrect. which has attempted some legislation 
and evinced keen interest in labour matters. Perhaps that may be due to the 
presence of nominated representatives of labour on the Council. Labour should be 
adequately represented on all provincial legislatures. In fairness to the provincial 
councils it must be said that they would have evinced greater interest. some 
memben at least haviug been elected with the help of labour votes. if thio plea of 
labour being a central subject had not been put forward. Here also the franchise is 
not sufficiently' law to enable greater numbers of labouren exercising the 
franchise. to 

134. It is no exaggeration to say that but for the fact that India is a member of 
the League of Nationsz the lot of the workers would have remained the~. As 
a member of the League of Nations, India has been obliged to consider and take 
action on the various draft conventions aftecting labour adopted at the Intematianal 
Labour! Conferences. There is no denying the fact that the Conventions of the 
International Labour Conferences have <:onsiderably in:finenced and moulded the 
various legislative measures. The Factories Act and the Mines Acthave beea designed 
.to meet the Conventions on the subjects. A Convention to safeguard young persona 
employed at sea has been approved by the Legislature. The Workmen·s Compensa
tion Act has been passed. The Trade Unions Act and the Trades Disputes Act- have 
been adopted. The recommendation of the Fifth session of the International Labour 
Conference regarding the general principles of the ocganization of factory inspection 
has received the attention of the Government. and steps have been taken to bring 
the factory inspection into line with the recommendation. Various other recom
mendations excepting those relating to maternity benefits and unemployment have 
received the support of Government and legislation has beed passed in cases where it 
was cOIl3idered absolutely necessary to resort to law for the enforcement of the 
recommendations. . 

From all this narrative it would appear that the attitude 'of the Government of 
India on labour questions has been very sympathetic and that a great deal of legisla
tion has been passed within the last ten years. While no one grudges to give the meed 
of praise due to the Government of India. it must also be said .. however unpleasant 
it may bez that the Government of India ha.ve beOll very slow in dealing with labour 
questions, To quote one instance~ though Sir Thomas Holland promised totakeaction 
in regard to registration 01 Trade Unions in 1921 it was Dot until 1926 the Trade 
Unions Act was passed. The plea that tha Local Govemmentsshould be consulted 
and the consequent delay in adopting labour measures has often tried the patience 
of workers. The same tale of inordinate delay in regard to the passing of the TIades 
Disputes Act can be na.rrated. The Bill published by the Government of India ill 
1924 became an Act only in 1929, When some Local Govemments like the Govern
ment of Bombay &ttempted legislation in regard to matters such as the Trades 
Disputes. the Government of India pnlvented that Government from doing so, saying 
it was an AU.India matter,_ The measure relating to maternity benefits passed by the 
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Bombay Legislative Council was adopted at the instance of a private member. It is 
something that the Government of India. did not refuse sanction on the ground that 
it is an All-India question. The attitude of the Government of India. 'towards ques
tions such as maternity benefits. weekly payment of wages. refusal to ratify the 
International Convention relating to unemployment are some of the labour questions 
on which their attitude has been wholly unsympathetic. 

135. As I have already stated emigTation and labour are treated as Central 
subjects at least in this Presidency and the Local Governments are simply carrying 
ont the behests of the Government of India but freely exen:ising the powers conferred 
on them by the Statutes in favour of the employers. The Madras Government have 
not shown the least sympathy for labourers. They consider that their obligations 
towards labour are only to the extent they &fleet the maintenance of law and order~ 
The Madras Government even take their awn time to frame rules which they are 
expected to draw up under certain enactments. Though the Trade Disputes Act came 
into effect from April, 1929. I understand as yet the Local Government ha.ve not 
framed the necessary rules. The attitude of the- Bombay Government is quite 
different. Within a. few months a.fter the passing of the Act not only the rules 
were framed but were also given effect to in the case of an industrial dispute. The 
leisurely manner in which the interests of labour· are being looked after by the local 
Government almost amounts to studied indifference.. So effective measures should be 
devised to compel the local Governments to carry out the duties and responsibilities 
entrnsted to them in an efficient manner. The Local Governments ha.ve not also 
used the power to grant exemptions in & responsible manner. In" India in 1926-27 .. 
it is stated N An unsatisfactory feature of the year is the increase over laSt year in the 
number of factories in which the ma.jmity of operatives are exempted from the 
various sections of the Act. The largest number of exemptions was granted in Assam. 
Provincial Governments have been asked to review the existing exemptions with the 
object of reducing them wherever possible." 

136. Bombay maintains .& special Labour Offi.ce~ In Madras there is a Com
missioner of Labour who is the Protector of Depressed classes and also looks after 
the criminal reformation work. The work rela.ting to depressed classes alone takes 
up much of his time as he is in.charge of work throughout the Presidency. He is in 
charge of all subjects relating to labour and emigration including the administration 
of the Workmen's Compensation Act. Anyone- who reads his annual administration 
reports on the various subjects under his control cannot but feel that time has come 
when he should be relieved of the work relating to depressed classesa.nd other-subjects 
to enable him to give his whole-hearted attention to the labour qUestiOllS. When 
the office 01 the Commissioner of Labour was created. it was created more in the 
interests of the work for depressed classes and to look after the management of the 
criminal settlements. SinGe then he has been made responsible for the administration 
of every act of the central legislature concerning labour questions. Inspection of 
plantations should be one of his main functions. The idea of creating a Commissioner 
of Labour in each provinee to administer all labour Acts may be seriously considered. 
When the Public Employment Agencies fur recruiting la.bour and solving the question 
of unemployment are set up, the Commissioner of Labour should be in charge of this 
.department also. 

137. Diiferences in law in Indian States and British India must dect the workers 
adversely. While the Indian States cannot be compelled to fall in line with British 
Indiain regard to labour legislation, I think pressure can be brought to bear upon them 
to follow in the footsteps of British India. If the Indian States persist in maintaining 
differences in law~ it is just possible there 'Will be unequal competition between 
industries in Indian States and British India. Some method should be found out so 
as to make aU labour Jaws applicable to the whole of India. An agreement to 
ratify them with such modifications as may be deemed necessary. should be arrived 
at between the India.n States and the Government of India. There are no restrictions 
at present regarding recruitment toestates in Indian States. 

138. It is very neceasa.ry that the woTkpeople should be acquainted with factorY 
legislation. It would be in the interests of employers to educate them. Safety posters 
in big charac~ illustrated with pictures should be posted in prominent places. and 
,. safety first .. booklets should be freely distrib_d. Factory laws and regulations 
mould be exhibited and distributed in the same manner. I have had occasion to 
visit a number of factories. Either the regulati.ons printed in English or the vernacu~ 
1&r rendering of it in very small characters is pasted on boards for the use of work
people. Neither of them is of any use to workmen. Even on a sunny day a tore.h is 
required to read the posters. They should all be in very bold cbaracters illustra_ 
with pictures. Near every dangerous part of the machinery there should. be directions 
how to avoid dangers. There is another reason for acquain:ting the worken with the 
factory act and rules. It is to avoid fraud being played on the workeIs by some 
unscrupulous employers. 
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139. The Factories Administration Reports indicate that the number of factories 
is steadily growing. It is true there is a. larger increase in the seasonal factories. 
But it will be admitted they need greater supervision as the likelihood of regulations 
being violated is greater in their case. In view of the various legislative enactments 
passed which necessitate frequent~ regular and surprise visits for their enforcement, 
I think the present staff in tlus Presidency i!J not sufficient. It must be gratefully 
acknowledged that even with the limited sta.ff the Commissioner of Labour and the 
Chief Inspector of Factories have coped with a. large amount of work and carried 
out a large number of inspections. As the number of women workers is increasing 
steadily the question of employing a Woman Factory In.<;peetor will have to be soon 
considered. Perhaps the addibon of two Inspectors and the creation of two more 
circles will Jead to better and more frequent supervision especially m areas where 
there is a Jarge number of seasonal factories.. 

(li) Application of the Recommendation of the Fifth session of the International 
Labour Conference will bring about uniformity of administration in different provinces 
if any differences exist now. I do not think there are many differences at present. 

(iii) 'The more efficient the administration is, the more rigorous it will prove. 
With the available personnel I think the efficiency has been fairly well maintained. 
As already stated the staff is not adequate to deal, with the steadily growing volume 
of work. Increasing strictness in the enforcement of the provisions of the Act is 
also necessary. I shall content myself by quoting a.n extract from n India in 
1926-27": U The prevention of accidents is. to a considerable extent. beyond 
the powers of employers, but greater attention to safety methods would in all 
probability have an important eifect in reducing acddents. In particular, the 
placing of unskilled persons in charge of dangerous machinery-a practice to 
which attention is called in one provincial report-shows either extraoulinary 
ignorance or a callous disregard of the dangers to which operatives are 
subjected. and the Government of India have asked provincial governments to take 
stringent measures against employers who neglect to take all reasonable precautions 
to secure the safety of theiremployees.t. "What stringent measures have been taken by 
the provincial governments is not known. How many prosecutions were launched 
against the employers for violating these instructions of the Government of India.. 
it·will be interesting to know. The Chief Inspector of Factories, Bihar and Orissa, 
reports that the lamentable feature of the year 1927. was U a series of ca:tastrophies 
due to technical incompetence." I trust steps have been taken to employ only 
technicaUy competent persons for occupations requiring technical knowledge, The 
employers should be required. to carry out the instructions of the Factories Depart
ment. The employers need education that the observance of regula:tions is in their 
own interests. 

(iv) It is doubtful either increase or decrea.~ in the number of prosecutions can 
be regarded with satisfaction.. "'While the large increase in the number of prosecutions 
may be taken as a satisfactory indication of increasing strictness in the enforcement 
of the provisions of the Act and regulations- as the Government of India. seem to think. 
it can also be said that the Jarge reduction in the number of prosecutions is an indica
tion of the fact that ;the provisions of the Act and regulations are being carefully 
followed as the Government of Mad1'8s seem to appreciate with satisfaction. As the 
number of prosecutions depends on various considerations. it cannot be considered. 
as a safe test regarding the strict enforcement of the Act and the regulations. Decrease 
in the number of accidents is a circumstance that may he talren into account. The 
number of convic:tions for contrawnUon of tho Factorif.S Act :is steadily growing. 
Whatever may be the number of prosecutions ending in conyictions. the punishments 
awarded are not deterrent, I shall only quote a few opinions and leave it to the 
Commission to judge the issue. . . 

• < There are still complaints from several proviDces of the inadequacy of the fint"S 
imposed. in some cases and the High Court at Rangoon found it necessary to issue a 
'circular drawing the attention of magistrates to the question. The Honorable 1 udges 
observod that • magistrates .•. in assessing the penalty should reftect that a light 
fine gives an unfair advantage to the uhscrupulous (who may be saving hundreds 
of rupees by breaking the Act) as again.<rt their more honorable competitors whose 
costs of production are inevitably raised by their strict adherence to the terms of the 
Factory Act: "-India'ft 1925-26 . 

•• Complaints as to inadequacy of fines.in some cases are unfortunately repeated in 
provincial reports although there are signs of improvement in this respect. There are. 
however. still a few cases in which a merely .nominal fine has been imposed for illegal 
employment of women and childrtm."-I1t4ia." 1926-27. 

[.' Unfortunately there- are still complaints in some provinces as to tbe inadequacy 
of the fin .. imposed by magis_ pau;icular1y in eases connected with tho iUogal 
employment of women RDJ,l children: -India ... 1921-28. 
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142. Plantations: More fRquent and extensive inspection of plantations is 
necessary. As they are mostly situated in far~ff places" fairly distant from the nearest 
railway station. visits paid bytbe inspecting staff are less frequent. There should be a 
separate Inspector for plantations whose main function should be to inspect the 
plantations frequently and see not only the planters observe laws but also do ~. 
thing possible- to promote the betterment of the condition of labourers on the estates. 
If the present system of recruitment of labour is abolished and if the a.pplication 
of the Workmen's Compensation Act is extended to plantatiODSz the need for frequent 
inspection will be greater. At present both the extent and nature of inspection are 
not satisfactory'. 

Mr. J. A. SALDANHA. MEMBER. MAD~ LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 
BELMORAL, KANKANADI. P.O; SOUTH KANARA. 

Having brought a bill to amend the Madras Planters' Labour Act, 1903-s0 far 
as its penal provisions were- eoncemed and arrest under a -penal. code-I had. the 
satisfaction or rather dissatisfaction to see its repeal wbolly including its humani· 
tarian provisions so far as the amenities of labourers were concerned. The question 
is whether we should replace that Act and the Workmen's Breach of Contract Act 
(previously repealed) by a comprehensive enactment by the loca11egislature-jjt"stly 
to meet the difficulties created by the repeal of the two enactments in recovering 
advances not only by planters but by industrialists. and seccmdly to provide com· 
pulsorily for amenities of life and comforts to labourers in estates and industries 
where they are neglected. 

L-Aa to Advauees. 
It will generally be impossible to replace the advances system of paying labourers. 

where it has been in force so long. by any system of payments on work done from time 
to time. At the same time in order to recover advances made. we must have a pro· 
eedure somewhat of II special nature, summary and expeditious. like the one enforced 
in the case of arrears of land revenue or of negotiable instruments. with a provision 
to disable the labourer agail:ist whom decree is passed to avail himself of the provisions 
of the insolvency enactments. Arrest and distress before judgment also should be 
specially provided for in suits for advances. If arrears of advance repayments are 
to be treated as arrears of revenue, the suit for recovery should be instituted before a 
Tabsildar of the Taluk or Deputy Tabsildar of a. Sub-Taluk. If on the other hand 
the procedure applicable to negotiable instruments is to be enforeed~ the suit should 
be filed before a Civil Court. 

No local legislature is likely to pass a bill which will penalise breach of contract 
by workmen or default in carrying agreements for labour. 

It-Ameniti .. of Life in Ealates. 
In his presidential speech before the United Planters' Association in 1924~ Sir 

W. P. Barton. the then Resident in Mysore State said_H Planting industries, however 
selfish their policy may be. are now largely organized on a scientific basis and the 
test of good staff work is the efficiency of labour force. To ensure efficiency. good 
food and housing. medical relief. special preventive measures against hookworm and 
malaria.. are essentials. Many utales at'~ wOt"keti Oft tk$e li1U$. B*" in many estates 
tltM'. is ,.oom jot imj;r0fJ6mtmt." After careful enquiries and ~onal inspection of 
several esta.tes in Wynad (Malabar District). I may say that smce 1924. many more 
estates are worked on scientific and humanitarian lines. But there is room for further 
improvement even in such estates, while there are estates in which some or other 
ordinary bumanitarian measures are ne~lected. I shall indicate some of the measures 
required urgently and essentially:-(1) Coolie lines in many of the estates- provide 
accommodation enough with a living room-IQ by 12 feet and back room-tO by 
4 feet for Cooking and a verandah in front-to accommodate about four personsk 

drains. excellent &I'T8Ilgements for water supply and sanitary latrines. But in many 
estates old coolie lines-witb only one room 10 by 12 feet without any window~ doors 
in some cases below the ground level, with unprotected well too close to the lines. 
no drains and iusanita.ry surroundings. The pace at which improved lines are erected. 
in some estates is too slow. 
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Z The provision of clothing especially Kamhli is iDadequate. One kambli is 
~ in Wynadestates at the cost 01 theestate which has toserve so many purposes-
Ca) as an umbrella during a. downpour of rain, always heavy on the hills; (0) as a. 
sheet to cover the body shivering from cold as also a. bed-sheet. A second kambli is 
therefore essential for pFOtection from rain and winds ovtdccw and another for use 
;ntio01'. 1 would also suggest a coat to men and boys. & Sadi (worth about Rs. 3 to 5) 
to women and a jacket to working children. 

3. As to employment of children in the estates. eveD. those belay the age of seven 
have to be sent to work in order to repay the advances and are thus prevented from 
attending a school. I think that no boy below the age of twelve or girl below the age 
of ten should be allowed'to do any work in the estates. except by 'Way of manual 
tIaining .• 

4. There are a few schools established by missionaries attended by a few children, 
15 to 30 in number. aided by some of the estates. Education is given in Mala.yalam 
generally; in one or two in Tamil; but nODe in Kanarese to meet the reqnirements of 
the large number of Kanarese speaking coolies from South Kana.ra and M}'3Ore State. 

5. NO' wages are given for da~ of absence on Sundays and on other da.ys OD ac
count of illness. I would urge that Sunda.ys and two days of casual leave on 
account of illness should be treated as working. days-with right to full wages. 

6. Wages generally 7 a1lIl3S in case of men and 5 a.nn.as in case of women and 5 to 
2 annas in the ease of children should be raised by at least one anna. The wages in 
the plains are as high as 8 a.nnas and more, and I would suggest that wages should be 
raised by about 10 per cent. In most plantations the coolies in the lines struck me as 
starving and underfed people~ They get too little of wages a week after dednctions 
on account of advances. for sufficient feeding and clothing al\d necessary stimulants 
like coffee and tea, all the more necessary on the Ghats than on the plains. whence 
most of them. come. 

In conclusion. I venture to propose that there should be leglslative measures for 
rules being made by local Governments as to provision 01 the necessary amenities and 
comforts of life to labourers, which planters should be compelled to carry out. de
fault.", being punishable by loss of the benefits of the special provisions for enforcing 
contracts. 

P.S,-The travelling allowance to labourers does not cover bos-journey. There 
should be corresponding increase. The question of a compulsory or voluntary 
provident fund to labourers is an important one and may be dealt with below briefly. 

The extra. one anna or more proposed above in the daily coolie wages may be set 
apart for Provident Fund on the labourers' behalf and a corresponding equivalent 
sum put in by the planter. The surrender may be allowed before the period fixed
which may be five years minimum at a. stretch-but a reduced amount (j-?) SO far 
as the planter's contribution is concerned. 

PrafeSSOl' N. G. RA.."lGA. B.Litt. (Oxon), PACHAIYAPPA'S COLLEGE, 
MADRAS. 

I.-Becruillllw. 
2 Ii) To take the emigrants to Bunna. it is largely true to say that many worken 

live there for more than two ye8.l'S~ althougb every one of them hopes to come back to 
his native- village sooner or later and to set himseU up as an independent !andoW'ner~ 
or fairly well-to-do tenant or a small business man. Most of the emigr-...nts go to 
Burma for a season or two and are therefore only temporary worken on the other 
side of the Bay. Similarly. but for a few thousands of workers~ who ha'W made 
Ceylon their permanent country. the others always look forwatd to go back wi~ 
their savings to their villages in Southern India. Moat of the workers employed m. 
the Coimbatore and Madura Cotton Mills and those working in the godoWDS of 
Coca.nada and Vizagapatam ports come from the near·by villages and are therefore 
living in their &wD villages. The toddy earners of Madras flO to the City for a stay 
of three to six months in the year and therefore expect to return to their villages. SO 
soon as the specially busy season is over. But the $C&veDgeIS in the Presideuc:,Y 
capital have mo~ cr less permanently settled down in. the city and therefore visit 
their native villages ODce or twice in every two or three yurs and that only for a 
:few days. The cart pullers~ rickshaw pullers- and many of the casual worken of ~ 
city of Madras are alsn drafted from the villaS"" but ther aiwayo keep on their 
rela.tions with their villages. On the other hand. most 0 the Adi-Dravidas aIld 
Adi-Andhras who have goD8 to the city for work. are usually very Rluctant to po 
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back to their villages since they have come to taste freedom in social matblrs which 
they are denied in the villages. Therefore the extent and frequency of return of the 
workeIs do 'Uot affect the efficiency of the en1:eIprises in which these temporary 
immigtants are employed both in Madras Presidency and outside. There is not 
much permanent· labour force in the tea and coffee plantations on the Nilgiris~ 
although each plantation has B. few more or less permanent workers attached to it. 
who bave agreed to work on it for a Jixed term of years. The cotton mills of Madura. 
and Coimbatore are mostly depend~t upon the workers coming from the 
neigbbouring villages and are therefore unable to work full time and at full speed 
during times of brisk work in the fields. But just because the workers live in their 
own houses. situated in their own villages .. most of them manage to keep on with 
the mill work for fairly long periods. We can therefore consider many of them as 
belonging to the permanent labour force. The Madr.is Buckingham and eam"tic 
Cotton Spinning and Weaving Mills maintain a small number of permanent workers 
in their own housing quarters and there is in addition a luge number of permanent 
workers living in their own houses .. situated in Choolai. Washermanpetand Pera.mbur. 
It is therefore largely true to say that the Madras industries are not b1l1'dened with 
the maintenance of a Jarge body of permanent workers. 

3. (il) The only way in which the present movements of labour from one part 
of the country to another can be improved, in so far as the agricultural industry is 
concerned, is by the establishment of the Labour Excha.nges~ maintai:ned by the 
State itself. Voluntary Exchanges will be of no use .. If these Exchanges are to be 
of any good at all, it must be made compulsory on the part of both the ryots and the 
workezs to make use of them. In fact these Exchanges should form an integral part 
of the State machinery' organized to better the economic conditions of the workers~ 
to create better relations between the workers and employers and -to minjmise the 
likelihood for _rkers to be degraded socially also. 

(iii) (b) A national. or provincial system of Labour Exchanges in addition to 
the upland and Delta Central Exchanges for each district must be organized. It 
shall be the duty of each village exchange to study the nature of the employment 
ava.i.lable within the ~the months of brisk work. the amount of labour needed 
from outside. the wages offered by the employers~ the months of slack season. the 
number of workers available for going to other plaees in search of employment. The 
information thus derived will be pooled in the two primary" District Clearing House 
Exchanges~ which will. develop a chart for the demand for and the movements of 
labour within the upland zone and delta zone of a district.. Similarly the Presidency 
Clearing House Exchange will prepare a. chart to show the possible demand in 
different weeks of the year in different parts of the Presidency. If the work is found 
too much for the Presidency Clearing House Exchange, the Madras Presidency can 
be divided on the census lines into four zones, the Northern Circars~ the Ceded 
Disbiets. the Western and the Central Districts and the Southern Districts. -Anybow 
the nature of the work to be done by the Central Clearing House Exchange will be 
the same. 

So soon.as the first indications come from the exchanges in the Deltas--Godavari.. 
Krishna and Cauvery-that the transplantation or reaping season is about to 
commence. the necessary steps will be taken to inform the particular exchanges in 
tho uplands about the demand for labour and to ask the uplands clearing house 
exchanges to decide upon the share that each village exchange should have in 
supplying the workers needed. The central uplands and Delta exchanges will then 
come into touch with each other to decide upon the exact movements of labour from 
one particular upland villa,ge .xchange to another deltaic villa,ge exchange in such 
manner that there will be no waste 01 either money or time or labour in effecting the 
movements of labour. Thus the losses now incurred by large numbers of workers 
who go to the wrong places and find that there is no work avai.lable will be 
minimised. while the employers can also be enabled to supply themselves with the 
necessary amount of labour~ without having to pay at times famine wages. By 
similar steps. the movement of labour from the deltas to the uplands in the 
harvesting seasons for chillies.. cotton., castor and groundnut can be regulated 
systematically. 

This system of • __ will also be extremely useful in regulating the 
movements of workers to and fro from the various towns in search of employment. 
The losses sustained at present by many workers in their ineffective trials to find 
employment in towns or villages. with whose conditions they an'! but little acquainted 
can only be imagined. while the employers OD their side are unable to get the most 
suitable workers. If the exchanges are expected to find the nature of the demand 
springing from the urban employers, it will be p<>sSible for the ... to place- tile right 
worken in the right places~ without any waste of time and dort. 

( ... ) .. 
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Moreover, most of the labour needed by the towns is very casual in it:! nature. 
Especially is it so with the urban transport industry which is demanding more and 
more labour. Most of therural workers who go to the towns are drafted into transport 
indusby and are thrown into employment market at very unexpected and short 
intervals. The harbour labourk needed in towns like Madras. Cocanada. and 
Vizagapatam is also mostly casual in its nature. It the economic conditions of 
these workers are to be improved at alt deca.sualization of labour must be brought 
about in such markets for labour and it can be more easily established, if a national 
system of employment exchanges is established. A careful study of the attempts made 
by me in the London and Liverpool docks reveals the fact that. difficult though it bek 

this problem of casual labour can eertainly be solved if the waiting lists for workers 
are developed and if it is made obligatory on the part of the employers to employ 
the same workers for at least a definite period of time. broken or unbroken. provided 
the workers have nothing to disqualify them seriously. The working of the labour 
exchanges and, the waiting lists is beset with many difficulties but sooner or later 
such difficulties will have to be faced. Since the problem of industrial labour is 
increasing in its seriousness and since the employers in this country are trying to 
exploit the workers in order to increase their profits. without trying to become 
more efficient emp1oyers~ it is better that these lnstitutions are established sooner 
rather than later. 

7 (i) It is surprising how wide-spread is this evil of casual demand for labour 
in various parts of India. and how little recognition and study has it evoked from the 
social workers and economists. 

(iil Most of the urban labour in the various cities and municipalities of the 
Madras Presidency is general in cha.racter and is able to obtain only casual demand. 
Therefore there is a very great need for establishing some machinery to bring about 
decasuaJization of labour. The dockyard labour of Madras. Tuticorin. Vizagapatam 
and Cocanada. suffers from the absence of any such machinery and the incidence of 
this casual and occasional demand for Jabour is intensified by very low wages which 
generally rule in the market. Even as regards the labour employed in brass 
manufacturing, furniture making, pottery trades and general transport. there is 
over too much of labour always on reserve . 

. It is ""'Y difficult to find any emploY'" who has made efforts to keep a certain 
number of permanent work"", in his employment and to bring about d .... ualUation. 
In fact~ many employers find that it is more profitable for them to keep large reserves 
of labour waiting for employment in their establishment rather than maintaining 
waiting lists of workers and thus bringing about the decasualization of labour. 

(iv) It may not be so easy to establish compulsory unemployment insurance 
in most of the industrial undertakings in the near future for the mere reason that in 
none of our industries in the South have there been developed large scale enterprises. 
But in agriculture, it is not impossible to bring about a certain amount of insurance 
for labour against risks of unemployment. As far as farm servants and customary 
labourers are concerned. there is~ indeed_ what is known as CJumatmUu system 
of payment which is the primitive method of insuring the workers against umenploy
ment. ACCOrding to this.. the ryot sets apart one or two acres of his land for each 
worker and he agrees to cultivate the land with his own cattle and leaves half or 
three-fourths of the gross produce from such land for the worker. The worker is 
expected to pay for whatever outside labour is employed. And his share of the 
produce is kept by the employer and is given to him in small instalments whenever 
he is found to be unemployed and therefore in need of such grain. Thus the worker 
is insured against unemployment and also starvation. H some such system is mtro-
duced into the agrieu1tura1 industry to induce ryots to maintain as many customary 
workem as possible to make for them the necessary provision against unemployment. 
~uch of the misery suffered by large sections of agricultural labour can be removed. 
~ilarly an attempt may be made in the textile industry to organize unemployment 
lIlSUra:nce with the aid and co-operation of the employers and the workers. But as 
a 1?'re~llD.inary to the establishment 01 unemployment insurance. a serious attempt at 
bnngmg about the decasualization of labour must be made in all the trades and em
ployments in the country. 

DI.-B0UBiDg. 
The housing of workers is everywhere most unsatisfactory. The only management 

which has tried to make some provision for the housing of its workers is Messrs. 
Binny a: Co., of Madras, which manages the Buckingbam and Camatic Spinning and 
Weaving Mills. But the spinning and weaving mills at Madura, Coimbatore and 
other towns have not so far made any attempt to house their workers either in tbeir 
own specially-built quarters or in rented houses. In the city of Madras there are 
many thousand. of people who are entirely homeless and are obliged to live on the 
streets. to sleep on the pavements. There an') many more people who only manage 
to improvise small huts or tents by the side of other houses in the Second and First 
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Line Beach Streets of Madras. and also in the maidans of the Fort. There are yet 
many more people including fishermen. tradesmen, tailors and transport workers 
and ricksha-wallas who are obliged to pitch small huts-low roofed, narrow and dingy 
-in very congested localities after paying annas fout' to one rupee per mensem to 
the landlord. in addition to paying tile usual city municipal taxes. Even the middle
class people are obliged to suffer mainly for lack of proper housing accommodation 
in different parts of the city and it is not an uncommon experience for one to find in 
many places more than 6 families hnddl~ in the same small house with not more 
than six rooms in it, And if anywhere an epidemic of cholera. or small-pox breaks out. 
it spreads with astonishing speed all over that particular part of the city and causes 
considerable loss of life. 

There is considerable difficulty experienced by the workers and the lower middle 
class as regards drinking water,latrines and baths. The Corporation of Madras takes 
very little care to provide these people with free and public taps, baths and latrines. 
And the provision made is so inadequate that it is made almost useless. since the 
latrines, baths and taps as very soon made unapproachable for people when crowds 
wish to make use of them. There are not even sufficient public parks and open spaces 
in the busy and congested parts of the city to relieve the otherwise miserable housing 
conditions of these people and to enable the clliIdren of the poor to play about and 
get a chance of breathing pure air. Consequently the effects of slum conditions are 
very much more keenly felt and more disastrous in their incidence in this country 
than in England, and other Western Countries. It is no exaggeration to say that 
similar conditions prevail in almost all the important cities of the south. Conditions 
are specially bad in Madura and Vizagapatam. 

If we tum to the rural areas in which factories are being established in very large 
numbers, it must be admitted that although no attempts are made by the factory 
owners at housing their workers. the housing congestion is not a serious problem. 
But it is a fact that factory managers do not make any attempts at enabling their 
workers to provide themsleves with better houses although it is comparatively cheap 
and easy for them to do so. It is even found that none of the employers has been 
enthusiastic about the attempts made :t>y the various Officers of the Labour Depart
ment of Madras to form Building Co-operative Societies and to enable the untouch
ables and others to have their own house sites and houses. 

V.-Welfale Work. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Recreation grounds for the workers and their children to play games and recover 

health and an amusement hall in which they can hold night classes, lectures or 
Bbajanas or dramatic parties are significant by their absence. In fact our workers 
are obliged to lead an entirely un-inspiring and empty social life. If at all they 
attempt to intToduce a certain amount of amusement and excitement into their 
otherwise monotonous life~ it must be by resorting to the toddy shop or by holding 
caste conferences and marriages and other festivals at a very great cost. It is really 
unfair to workers if we blame them for wasting so much of their money on drink and 
upon social ceremonies since their employers are not prepared to enable them to lead 
a pleasant and interesting life and th~e are no social agencies to help them to get 
themselves better educated, better cultured, and better amused. 

33. It will indeed be helpful to our workers if the District Labour Officers are 
provided with a. number of welfare officers to assist them in inducing the employers 
and the public to provide social amenities to workers, 

VIIL-'Yorkmen', Compensation. 
The Workmen's Compensation Act does not apply to the handloom weavers and 

agricultural workers and to those of many other industries in which there are not 
many large scale undertakings or factories. It is a great pity that it should be so, 
because there are very many accidents experienced by workers in such industries. 
and it is essential that they should be safeguarded and insured against accidents 
by extending the provisions of the Act. 

55. The number of bours worked by agricultural casual labour is coming down at 
present to only 6 or 7 bours a day. A day of eight hours has become for casuallabout 
almost an exception in the country parts. But the customa.ry labourers and the fann 
servants are often made to work for more than 12 h~rs a day with of course overtime 
payment, or some- special inducement like customary mamool. But in the rice and 
groundnut shelling factories. although the number of hours has been fixed by the 
Indian Factories' Act. a day of 10 to 12 hours is not unknown. And since the strength 
of the Factory Inspection Staif is not adequate. it has become possible for very many 
employers to try to exploit their workers. men. women. and children and to get more 

(SSt) J( 2 
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hours of labour out of them th8.n they should for the same wages, in spite of the 
existence of the Factory Act. But the workers get a holiday only on Sunday. without 
any pay, and no sort or long period of leave on inll pay during the year when they 
may be expected to go away from their villages or towns to another part of the 
country. in order to relieve the monotony of their lives. It is necessary that such a 
period of leave on full pay should be granted to every worker who is employed in 
any fa.ctory in addition to paying a minimum wage for Sunday also. If at all, the 
Indian workers are to be enabled to feel free from the worry of industrial work for 
at least a day in the week and for a short period in the year, and if they are not to go 
in sean:h of employment elsewhere on Sundays and other holidays. they must be 
gra.o.ted at least this privilege. In fact. what is happening to-day is continuous 
absenteeism oi workers generally to compensate themselves against the long hours 
of work and the want of a period of leave at sufficient intervals. Indian workem are 
so very much unaccustomed to continuous stress of industrial work for fairly long 
periods that they prefer to ta.ke leave from time to time even without giving any 
notice and thereby losing their wages. to continue to work with the hope of obtaining 
higher wages. There seems to be a tendency in certain quartets to decry this particu
lar habit of lndian workers. but such people do not.seem to have realised the necessity 
and the utility of brio{ periods of rest for Indian workers who are ander-paid and 
consequently under-nourished and badly housed~ and. who therefore need as much 
rest as possible. 

x.-WODlOD and Children. 
Women and children of all ages are employed as casual agricultural labourers. in 

the transplanting and reaping of paddy crop. Women are employed in the cities to 
pull and push heavily-loaded carts and to carry from one part of the city to another, 
di1ferent commodities including furniture and in laying out and repairiDg roads, eu;, 
They are not provided 'With shoes or special UDiform or head-dress and there seems to be 
no restriction upon the hours of work since they are paid by piece auo not by time. 
The domestic workers in the cities are mostly women and there is no organisation to 
protect their interests. Women are employed by the municipalities and the Cor· 
pm:a.tion of Madras on monthly or piece-rato basis in constructing and repairing their 
roads, in cleaning the latrines and in providing water for sprinkling upon roads. 
These workers are very poorly paid. This treatment from the public corporations 
tanta.mounts to unnecessary exploitation of this weak class of labour. As for 
children., they find· casual employment as messen~ carriers of loads. vendors of 
vegetables and cheap commodities and also as domestic servants. AlthougJl their 
number is not inconsiderable. no public or private agency has thought it nt to try to 
look after their interests and to provide for them a way out of their blind...alley 
employments and to educate them in Ollier to fit them. for better and nobler and more 
paying employments. It is really heart-rending to :fi.nd large numbers of women. and 
children being exploited in a merciless :maDJl.er by public and private employers in 
different parts of the presidency. . 

XIL-Wagas. 
96. Almost all the mill workers in the cotton spinning and w..aving mills are paid 

less than Rs. as per mensem per head. Even the workers who are paid on piece-rate 
basis are able to earn a.t best only Rs. 25 per mensem. Most of the women who are 
usually employed as rovers are able to get a monthly wage of Rs.. 15 only. It is 
largely true to say thet the wages paid in the Madras mills are at least 50 per cent. 
lower than those prevailing in Bombay mills. This difference is due not so much to 
the inefficiency of workers as to their lower bargaining capacity. 

If we tum to agriculture. we find that the workers are able to earn on the whole 
very much less. Although for two short periods of 30 da.ys· duration in all. the male 
workers are able to earn Rs. 22. to Rs. 30 per mensem. both men and women workers 
..., able to get a wage of only Rs. 12 to 20 per mensem. 

97. The wages paid to &griculturallabour have risen by more than ISO per cent. 
in the last 30 yean and by more than 250 per cent. in the last 70 yean. The wages 
of industrial workers have risen but slowly and the rise has not been more tha.n 
100 per cent. in the last 20 years. . 

One favourable thing is of course the fall in general level of prices of food COD
modities. while the wages paid to labour have remained unaltered, if not improved. 
This has enabled workers to deriw more real satisfaction and value lor their wages 
than is indicated by the money value of their earnings. They thcrefoze stand to 
lose considerably if the ""change rata is lowered ~ Is. 6<1. to I •. 4<1. 

105. I think the time has CODl& to make an attempt at fixing the minimum wage 
rates-time and piece WOT~. AJ5 a pre1i.minary for establishing legal minimum wage. 
the proposed Economic Enquily Boards must carry out detailed enquiries into the 
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wag05 paid, method of agreement prevalent between the employers am! the 
employees. If such a minimum wage is fixed, large llumbers of worken who ate 
to-day sul!ering from the weakness of their bazgalning capacity will be benefited. 

143. Government receives information from the factory !IllIDagfl<S con<eming the 
number am! kind of workem employed. the wages fixod or piece-rate paid to workers, 
the number of hoUIS put in and the horse power of the engines used. In view of the 
fact that many of the factory managers are unintelligent and untrained.. much of this 
information is unintelligilile while many managers do Dot send it regularly. The 
fa.ctory inspectors neither have the time nor the inclination to collect and compile 
such information. Therefore Government is entirely at the mercy o£ the clerks of 
the managers for i18 information. 

Under these circumstances it is difficult to attach much importance to the accuracy 
of the information thus sent up to Government. In addition to their inefficiency and 
ca.re1essness, there is the anxiety of the managers to give as favourable an account 
as possible a.bout the wages paid and the hours of work put.in. 

144. Statistics ooncerning the power used. machinery installed. different kinds of 
workers employed. the wages paid. the hours of work extractecL welfare activities of 
the management. can be best gathered, if a large number of weU-trained social 
workers is entertained and if every factory inspector is made to undergo the necessary 
training in social. work and if the staff is considerably strengthened. Then it would 
be possible to check the periodical information received from the management and 
to prepare comparative information on a national scale. 

145. Mr. Fmdlay Sbirras. has while Director of Statistics in Bombay. condncted 
a detailed survey of the budgets of workers in the City of Bombay_ But no other 
attempt has been made on such a scale in any other part of India. I have myself 
conducted detailed enquiries into the social and economic conditions of the workers 
in Singareni mines, the Cotton Spinning Mills of Coimbatore and Madura, the slums 
of Madra.s~ the hand-loom weavers of the South. the agrieultural worker3 of seven 
districts in the Madras Presidency. But since such enquiries were made in any 
particular locality only once, it is not possible to develop a study of comparative 
C9Bditions at different periods. Such an attempt is well worth making. in order to 
gauge the rise or fall in the cost of living. the wages earned and the .incidence of 
unemployment upon workers. 

145. (iI) I have made .. special study of cost of Jiving of workers in every oeotre 
selected by me. Certain very Importaot results have emergod out of my enquiries. 

(1) There has been a great progress in the oouditions of labour in the last 40 
years. 

(2) The wages paid to ordinary agricultarallabour have risen by more than ISO 
per cent. in the same period. . 

(3) The cost of standard of Jiving has risen by more than 200 per cent. wbile the 
standard of comfort <aU be said to have risen by at least 100 per cent. 

(4) The maintenance of agricultural workeIs of Guntur District costs slightly 
more than that of the hand-loom weaver on the margin of standard of living. 

(5) Both the ~ultural workers of the deltas am! the band-loom weavers 
all over the Presidency are under-fed. although the former are better- oft then 
the latter. . 

(6) The band-loom weavem and farm workers of the Ceded Districts, Le .• on the 
Deccan plateau. are very much worse off than those of the deltas. 

(7) The workers employed even in such small factories as rice mills are better paid 
than the field workers, and the mill workers in the cotton ginning and spinning mills 
are very much better off. 

(8) The m..iU workers of the cities are able to spend more money on luxuries and 
misc.ellaneous expenditure than the rural workers of all kinds. 

(9) The evil of drink is prevalent among both the -rural and urban workers. But 
whereas the rural workers go in for toddy and arrack only occasionally. the Urban 
workers need. it as a. daily item. We must however admit that the high-ca.ste Hindu 
workers of the country side very rarely drink, while many of their mbau brethren 
are Dot so scrupulous. On the whole, the hand-loom weavers and other semi-urban 
artisans must be considered to be wedded to drink. 

(10) Expenditure upon tobacco, paffStl(1an or opium forms a considerable portiOll 
of the family expeoditure of the working cI ...... of the Senth. 

(Il) The expenditure upon clothing has increased by about 100 per cent. in the 
last 40 yearo. ein"" the standard of comfort and decency in clothing has risen very 
appreciably. 

us 
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(12) The housing conditions of workers have also been improved, although not 
to the same extent. The standard of housi1>g has certainly risen even amongst the 
untouchables. although their poverty prevents them from having decent houses. The 
housing congestion in towns has considerably increased in this period. 

(13) The health of the worken bas, on the whole. been undermined by housing 
congestion. UDder-nourishment and frequent starvation. . 

(14) There is now a new desire amongst the rank and file of workers to improve 
their lot. 'The introduction of Christianity. the activities of the missionaries-Chris
tia.n and Hindu-the anti-untoucha.bility movement:. the Gandhi spirit. an have 
had their share in awakening the workers. 

(15) The general sanitary habits and sutronuilinga of workers have not yet shown 
any great sign of improvement. The various municipalities in: whose areas most of 
the :fa.ctory workers and artisans livek have not yet realised their responsibilities. 
NODe of the municipal authorities has thought of a housing scheme for workers. special 

. schoo_y, mgbt, edul~ lavatories and haths for work .... on & sufficiently 
larges~~ -

146. But if infonnation on these and other lines is to be gathered on a sufficiently 
large scale. special Economic Enquiry Boards should be organized. on some such lines 
as those sketched out by the Economic Enquiry Committee appointed by the Govern
mentor India in 1925. It shall be the duty of such Boards to collect information about 
the workers of select Vades and places for a number of years so that it will be possible 
in course of time to develop such studies as those conducted by Prof. Bowley to judge 
whether poverty has djminished or increased. 

In conclusion 1 wonld like to lay stress upon the followiog few reforms :-
(I) I must say that the hand-loom _wrs of the TeJugu Districts, whom I 

represent, Me strongly in favour of the establishment of Trede Boards and standard 
minimum wage. "'They are also in favour of tho present exchange rate since they get 
their yam cheaply. They are anxious that special protection is needed for them and 
therefore the import duties upon. higher counts of yam should be lowerod~ since 
most of such yam is consumed by their industry. 

(2) Estsblishment of minimum _ 
(3) Organization of Labour Exchanges. Trede Boards. 
(4) Est&hlishmeJOt of Decasualisation Schemes and Unemployment lnsurance 

Schemes. 
(5) Introduction of Fair Wages Clause in public oontracts. 
(6) Compulsory payment for labour on Sundays and for a short period Of leave 

in a year. 
(7) Provision of special umform, shoes, or heed drese for:worken while at work. 
(8) Free prov;.;on of _ and tiWn at midday. 
(9) Construction of sheds for workers to rest nuder, big enough lavatories. baths. 
(10) Provision by the employers and mumcipalities. housing for workers. parks for 

their children, schools~ enterta.inments~ etc.~ for working classes as a whole. 
(ll) Strengthemng the Factory Inspection Staft by appointing more olli ...... by 

introducing social workers. 
(12) Extending the op....Oons of the Factory Act to workshops in whieh more than 

10 w:orkers are employed continuously for a year; with suitable provision'i to ~void 
evastOnS. 

(13) Estsblishing 'I'tade Boards on a national ~. to protect the interests of the 
sweated workers. in the cottage and other industries. ' 

(14) Permanent or temporary Arbitration or Conciliation Boards or Committees. 
(15) Government must establish workshops in wbieh worker.! are given tec.hni~ 

training. . 

(161 Rural labour, incluWng the agricultural and cottage workers. must be 
assured of adefJuate representation in the Conference of the International Labour 
Office and also m the next Assembly. 

j P.W.D. WORKERS' UNION, MADRAS. 

PrefaGe, 
This union was organized in the year 1926~ when there was a widespread fear 

among the workers that the contract system, which has been causing great incon
veruenec and trouble. would be extended in the shops. Though the workshop and 
the atores attaehed to it belong to the Government and are administered by them 
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the wages and the worJting condition. of the employees have been thoroughly unsatis
factory. as this report will show. The necessity and the incentive for the workers 
to combine themselves and agitate for redress have always existed. Even in the 
beginning more than 500 workers joined the union. It was registered under the 
Trade Union Act of 1926 in the year 1928. 

L-BearWlment. 
Most of the workers belong to the city and its suburbs. About 25 per cent. of 

them come from the surrounding villages within a radius of 30 miles. Workers 
from the villages have joined the shops on account of the obvious unprofitableness 
of agricultural labour. Contact with the villages is not great. workers going to 
villages only during holidays for festivals. marriages. etc. 

There is no definite system of recruitment. Applications are invited for vacancies 
by announcements on the notice-board of the workshop. and when candidates appear 
in person before the shop authorities they are examined and appointed. The 
selection does not necessarily depend upon the qualifications or skill of the candidate. 
For the supervisory posts which carry higher wages outsidem are brought in when 
there are no qualified and capable men available in the shop. To some extent senior 
employees are also appointed to the supervisory grades. Even this is not done on 
the basis of seniority and service. There are employees of over 25 years' of service 
whose claims for places in the supervisory grades have been neglected in favour of 
men of less service and experience. The absence of grades and time scales is mainly 
responsibJe for this deplorable state of affairs. A number of educated young men 
are trained as apprentices in the workshop. but they are seldom given appointments 
after the period. of apprenticeship. A number of young men have been working 
in the shop as volunteers. But they are not absorbed into the permanent vacancies 
when they occur. It is thought that the constituting of an independent committee 
for recruitment. consisting of officers and representatives of the employees, nominated 
by the union would minimize the irregularities. Selection must be based 011 the 
qualiftcations of candidates. and the claims 01 the sons of employees should be shown 
due consideration. 

7. The unemployment in the country is great, but nO definite statistics are 
available. When there is not sufficient work in the ahop a tum system used to 
be introduced and the workmen were paid only for the days on which they actually 
worked. No wages are paid for holidays which are granted very generously to the 
employees. They therefore do not get any wages for Sundays and other holidays. 
It is not possible for them to engage themselves in any other jobs during those 
off..days, and the distress caused by the inadequacy of the net amount earned by 
them in a month may better be imagined than described, especially as the daily 
wages of most of the workmen are below 12 annas. Work is also given away to the 
contractors, who get it done by their own men. The services of these men are 
dispensed with by the contractors when they demand higher wages. Works which 
could be turned out in the workshop are also given out to the European firms such 
as Messrs. MasseYJ Binny., etc. If the work is done in the shop it could provide work 
for some more men. 

(iv) There is no provision at present. Some scheme should be introduced. The 
SOOller it is done the better it would be. 

8. (iii) The workers can ill alford to absent themselves unless it is absolutely 
necessary as absence would involve loss of wages. The workers in this shop have 
no casualk privilegeJ sic~ or any other leave. and absence even with or without 
permission is of no importance. On account of this the extent of absenteeism might 
be a little more in this &hop than elsewhere. The main causes of absenteeism are 
pet'SOnal illness, illness of near relatives. and necessary social and religious observ. 
ancos. 

1I.-BI&ft Orpnisalion. 

JO. There is a general superintendent for the whole workshop, and he is assisted 
by an assistant superintendent. Below them there is a general foreman who exercises 
supervision over all the shops. All the bi~ shops are in charge of foremen. Smaller 
shops are in charge of chargemen s:nd maistries. It is desired that men of service 
and efficiency shQuld be promoted to the vacancies in the supervisory grades. and 
that they should not be filled up with candidates from outside. Educated. appren. 
ti<;es trained in the workshop should be preferred. Opportunities should be given 
for capable worklnen to '!ualify themselv .. for higher posts. 

{084, 11.4 
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14. (i) The time worked is recorded by the timekeeper. and is supervised by the 
departmental and general foremen. There is some dissatisfaction among the 
workers in this matter. They feel that by the removing of the box into which the 
late-comers have to drop their ticJrets. before the lapse of prescribed time, the time
keeper is unnecessarily giving trouble to some workmen. It is a.iso felt that there 
is room for favouritism on the part of the timekeeper. Some better means of time
keeping is therefore suggested. When the workers work under the contractors, 
time is kept by the latter, and this gives room for a good deal of irregularities. It 
is only when the workers draw their wages for the month that they are able to know 
the amounts cut oft fOr late attendance, etc. 

(ii) Wages are paid to the workers by the assistant general superintendent. 
IS. (i) Contractors act as intermediaries in this sbop, and it is one of the out

standing grievances of the workers. It is desired that the system, which is 
causing great inconvenience and difficulties to the workers. should be abolished as 
early as possible. In order to set at rest the fears of the workem a. promise should 
be made to them that the administration is prepered to abolish the sysbom altogether, 
About one-third of the work is done on the contract system. which ez.itrts. in two forma. 
V'is.-(a) A piece of work is allotted to the contIactor, who employs his own mea 
to do the work. The material and the macltinery are plaoed at the dispoeal of the 
contractor. (b) A piece of work is given to the contractor. who is required to com
plete it within an allotted time and for a fixed amount. He is provided with the 
men (from the shop workers)~ machinery and materials.. The contractor is paid the 
stipulated amount generally on eompletion of the work. He is also entitled to 
claim a part of it when the work has made considerable progress. He is expected 
to pay the men for the period they work under him. but he does not do 80 regularly~ 
The men are kept waiting f01' long for the payment. and are thus subjected to a. 
good deal of suftering. They are also driven into the clutches of money-lenders.. 
On account of this system. if a worker is employed for ]5 days under the amtract 
system and for the other 15 days in the normal system he is not able to draw his 
salary for the month in a lump sum. The consequences of this are very distressing. 
The contractor is expected to take as his remuneration what is left to him after 
the .payment is made to the workers for their labour. The profits are generally 
substantial, and even grossly disproportionate to the trouble taken by the con
traetor-which is very little. Some of the present contractors, it is said, prefer 
their present situations to even responsible and remunerative posts in the workshop~ 
If the work is got dobewithout the intervention of the contractors the profits accruing 
to them at present would go to increase the profits of the workshop, which might 
inftuence the a.dministration to consider the rights of the employees for better wages, 
better working conditions, and otheI' facilities. 

It is claimed by the administration that they have to resort to this sysbom, with 
all its defects, .in order to cope with urgent or extraordinary work to be turned out. 
They therefore claim that the contract system to some extent or other is bound to 
exist side by side with the general syatem. The representatives of the union have 
had discussions with the authorities on this matter, but they have not been convinced 
with the arguments put forwam by them~ Day by day the amount of work done 
under this system seems to be increasing. though the authorities have assuzed the 
union that there is absolutely no l.ikel.ihood of the system being introduced for the 
wholesbop. 

Under the latter system nO' new bands are employed. The contractor sets the 
men given to him cn the work and supervises them, Very often even the foremen 
of the shop supervise the work Bnd the contractors ate not pTe5ent there throughout 
the day. Under the cireumstance& we fail to undeIStand the argument put forward 
by the administration for the necessity of the contractor coming as an intennediary. 
They eontend that the workmen, left to themselves would take longer time. and as 
sueh the required work may not be turned out in time. They assume that the 
workmen are slack and indiilerent to their work when there is none nearby to goad 
them. This assumption is unwarranted and amounts to a serious reflection on the 
integrity and honesty of the workers who have aften volunteered to undertake the 
work and finish it within the time allotted to the contractor. It is further contended 
that as the shop cannot afford to have sufficient numbet3 of supervising staft for 
coping with emergent and extraordinary work the contractor is brought in only as 
a temporary supervisor. We are ready to appreciate the diffi.eulties of the admin.i
stration~ We suggest that competent and senior- workmen might be placed in some
thing like & 4. selection grade n for supervisOIs' posts. and that from among the list 
one or two, &S the case may be. may be aPJ>O!nted as a temporary foreman to supervise 
such extraordinary work and see that it 18 finished within the prescribed time. This 
devk.'O would, besides helping the administration to get rid of the unpopular contract 
system~ would also increase the prospects of the workmen and the profits of the 
Government in conducting the shop. The following are some of the troubles and. 
inconveniences to which the workers are subjected under this system. 
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Irregular payment of wages. sweating and overwork. lack of a.ppreciation of 
efficiency and the consequent retarding of promotions. the break in service. the loss 
to the administration which might be ut:ili.zed for increasing the wages of the work
men~ the difference between the treatments given to the worker by the coutia'Ctors 
and the official supervisors, etc. 

The feelings of the workers ou this matter are very acute, and there ha.ve been 
strikes and lock:-outs on account of it. _ There was a lock-out of half a day recently) 
and as a result of the negotiations the general superintendent has promised. to abolish 
the system if the workers convince him of the troubles and d.i.fficulties to which they 
are subjected to under it. The president of the UD.ion has already explained to the 
superintendent those difficulties and inconveniences in person during the interview 
whieh he had. It is also desired that no work which could be turned cutin the work
shop should be given to any private ~ as this pra~ once introduced may 
gradually extend and jeopardise the interests of the employees of the shop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

16. (ill) Most of the workers reside in rented house"J.. With their inadequate 
income they are hardly able to get even a single room in the working .. class areas for 
the rent which they could &£ford. It is desired that thE' Government should construct 
quarters for them. For those drawing Rs. 30 and below DO house rent ahould 
be levied. For those whose wages for the month are Rs. 30 and above 6 per cent. 
of their wages or an amount equivalent to 5 per cent. interest on the money invested 
in the building of the quarters, whichever is less. may be collected. Some workers. 
especially among those who come from the villages~ may own houses of their own. 

17. No provision a.t present. Any satisfactory scheme would be most welcome. 

IV.-Bealtb. 
2.. There is no special hospital attached to the workshop for the exclusive use 

of the workers. But the necessity for one is keenly felt. as they are not able to 
get prompt and proper attention from the Government and Corporation hospitals. 
It is desired that a. hospital exclusively intended for the workers should be 
established with trained midwives and lady doctors for attending on the wives of 
the workers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

30. (i) No system obtains at present. Some scheme must be immedia.tely 
devised. India being a tropical country and owing to the lack of ·nourishment 
fevers and bowel complaints are common and workeIS who live from hand to 
mouth and who have no leave whatever with pay, are obliged to experience great 
difficulties. 

(il) A system where the Government contributed two-thirds and the employee 
one-third will work satisfactorily. . 

(iii) Wherever westem medicines are not suitable Unani. Ayurvedic" or Siddha 
system of treatment should be given. 

V.-We1fa!8 (0111 .. than Beallh and Bolllinc. but ilIclwliDg Education).-. . . ~ .. . . . . . . . ' . . . 
34. Nil. The tiffin sheds provided within the workshop for ta.king the principal 

mea) of the day have no suffici~nt ventilation. The space is not sufficient. In the 
matter of sanitary COJldition~ space, ventilation, etc .• there is: much scope for improve-
ment. 

SS. Nil. A night school for the workers and a. primary school for their children 
very near the workplace will be very useful to the workers. 

37. This shop is notorious for the absence of any provision for old age and pre
mature retirement of the workmen. There is neither a provident fund scheme nor 
gratuity scheme. though this is a Government workshop. Wor.kmen have to walk 
out on superannuation and entrust themselves to God. There are some workers 
who have honourably retired after long service. but are practia.lly in the streets. 
This is one of the outstanding grievam::es of the workmen which should receive 
immediate a.ttention. Either pension or gratuity should be given-the choice must 
be left to the individual employee. For those who are compelled to retire on account 
of health or other reasons before reaching superannuation. a proportionate pension 
or gratuity should be allowed. In short, rules governing Government employees 
should be made applicable to the employees of the workshtJp also. 

38. Nil. But the workers intend organizing a co-opera.tive society under the 
auspices of the union, and desire to enlist the sympathy and co-operation of the 
administration. A co--operative- credit society is a necessity and would be most 
welc;om.e. 
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VI. Educati .... . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . 
42. EHect of education on standard of living and industrial e:fficiency of workers. 
The union by its propaganda has increased the efficiency of the workers. More 

educational facilities. if given. will still further increase the industrial efficiency of 
the workers. For education would create a deep love for the better standard of 
living which in tum will increase the efficiency. In the higher grades of workers 
education has undoubtedly encouraged better living and efficiency in work. In the 
lower grades the increase in efficiency is not so marked. because no welfare work,. 
including education. has yet touched them. 

Compulsory primary education and grea.ter facilities for secondary and vocationa.l 
education of all lower grade employees will create a labour force with greater 
potentiality and aptitude for work. 

VIII. Workmen" Com_lion Aat. 
51. (i) Extent of use. The Workmen"s Compensation Act is a. beneficial measure~ 

but, in some cases due to the ignorance of the workers of the provisions of the Act .. 
cla.ims of compensa.tioD decided by the Administration are sometimes foood to be 
inadequate. The Act has indueed the AdministIatiou to take measures of safety to 
avoid accidents. 

(ii) Comparison with the extent of possible cla.ims, etc •. 
The workers are not averse to compulsory insurance against accidents, But the 

insufficiency of their pay prevents them from agitating for the same.. The authorities 
do not insure nor do the individual workers seem to avail themselves of those beneiits 
from the insuranu: companies. 

52. It would be desirable to extend the Workmen's Compeusatinn Act to the 
subordina.te supervising staff. 

The Workmen's Compensation Act a.t present applies to accidents onJy. It must 
be extended to the industrial diseases. 

53. In the machinery of the administration for the workmen's compensation. 
the union must be represented. 

IX. Hours. 
55. Daily 8 hours and 46 hours in a week (only six hours on Saturday). The 

continuous work for six hours 9n Sa.bmiay should be do-ne away with and the men 
should be made to work for only 4 h0ur51 this should not however afte« the wages 
which are paid for Saturday. When necessary the workers are called upon to work 
overtime within two hours. This is not however compulsory. The rates paid for 
overtime work on working days are" the same- as in the case of ordina.ry work-the 
workers getting for one hour overtime work wages for one hour only. In the ta.i1way 
workshops~ and even in private companies. overtime wages are paid at one fourth of 
the usual rate. For Sunday work double wages are paid in some establishments. 
But in this workshop only 8 hours' wages are allowed for 6 hours' work on Sunday. 
Rates for overtime on Sundays should be double the usual ra.tes~ because a day's rest 
in. a. week is indispensable to the worker. 

56. Days worked per week-6 days or 46 homs (oniy 0: houl'S on Satun:la.ys). 

60. (i) There is no interval in relation to fatigue" One hour is allowed between 
11-30 a.1IL and 12·30 p.m. for meal time, This is found" to be inadequate and 
should be increased by at least half-an-hour more. " 

61. One day in a week and two hours on Saturday, The workers however do 
not get wages fOJ" the off day_ Even the bonus for the two hours on Saturday is cut 
oft if a. worker absents himseH for one da.y in the week~ for late attendance on. any 
day above ten minutes or late attendance of even a few minutes for three days. 

t. :" 

96. The minimum rate of wages prevailing in the workshop is 8 annas per diem.. 
It is understood that a few ate employed for even below that rate. Maximum is 
only Rs, 1 14 annas. There are very few people who draw that amount or more. 
The following grades are-~ it is understood. sanctioned by the Government but they 
are Dot in vogue. 

(i) 9 ann .. to 12 annaa, (ii) 10 annas to Re. I, (ill) Re. 1 to Rs. 1 8 annas 
(iv) Rs. 1 8 annas to Rs. 2, (v) Rs. 2 to Rs. s. 
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VVorkers are indiscriminately recruited to the grades prevailing. The grades 
shown above not being in vogue. worken; do not get regular increments. There are 
many who have not received increments at all for years together. Promotion is not 
given on the basis of efficiency or service. It is desired that the lowest minimum 
wage should be fixed at. at least Re. 1 per diem, and suitable scales of pay and grades 
should be introduced. Workmen should automatically get their increments at the 
end of every year if their services are satisfactory. 'When the 'WOrkmen have served 
for more than three years at the top of.a grade they should be promoted to the higher 
grades. For promotion~ seniority and length of service should be taken into 
consideration. When compared to other workshops like the railway workshops the 
wages paid here are definitely low. There is not any great difterence between the 
wages of the agriculturallabourem in the surrounding villages and the wages of the 
employees:in this shop. 

97. (i) and (u) The increase is not appreciable and is certainly not proportionate 
to the rise of prices. cost of living. etc.. 

(ill) The coot of living. post-War, is decidedly higher than that of the pre-War 
rates. The wages have not heen increasing proportionately. 

ioo. Already.,.plained. The .";,,tracioIS d~ not-pay ihe..;.g.. ;'gu~ly. it is 
desired that the very contract system should he abolished. 

101. Wages are not fixed by »egotiation. They are fixed arbitrarily by the 
administration without any relation to the cost of living and the standard of life 
expected of that class of workers. 

102. The wages for overtime on working days are the same as the nonnal -rates. 
]04. No remarks to offer. No great changes have occurred in the rates of wages 

and labour supply remains constant. 
lOS. Minimum. wages must be fixed by a. Wages Board set up on the lines of the 

National Wages Board. in England. They should be based on efficient standard of 
living. The Union is of opinion that a sum of Rs. SO a month will constitute the 
minimum living wage under existing level of prices, Minimum wages in regard to 
different occupatioIl$-semi~skilled and skilled should be based on the efficiency of the 
worker. his qualifications, his status. etc. 

106. Deductions. Ft.ni.ng is not very much prevalent. Deductions are made from 
salaries of the two hoW'S bonus on Saturdays if the woxker absents himself with or 
without permission for even half a day in the week. 

The amount collected is not at present utilized for any scheme for the welfare 
of the workers as none exists. It is desired that this amount should be constituted 
into a separate fund and administered. by a body with union representativesforwelfa.re 
work such as hospitals, schools. institutes. etc, 

107. (i). (ii) and (ill) The muster rolls are closed on the first Saturday of every 
month and the wages are paid six days after that, The date of payment therefore, 
varies for every month. The workers have been agitating in vain for the closing of 
the muster roll on a particular- date and the payment of the wages on a fixed date 
every month. Payment must be made within seven days of each calendar month. 
Legislation if necessary must be availed of. 

(iv) When tho persons to whom the wages are due are not traced and no c1a.im is 
set up for such wages for a period of three years such unclaimed wage should be 
credited to special account and they must be administered for staff welfare work. 

lOS. Indebtedness. No dafinite i.n.!onnation is availa.ble. But it can be presumed 
that most of the workers are in debt on account of the insufficiency of their wages 
to make both ends meet. 

109. No scheme is in operation at present but will be welcome if introduced after 
due consultation with the employees. 

110. Annual or other leave. The workers are not allowed any kind of leave with 
pay. 

] 11, No remarks to offer, but it is desired that the contncto-rs should b6infiuenced 
to pay fair wages to their workmen. 

XIIL-Indul:rial Eftioieney of Work .... 
112 and 113. No definite information. but we consider that tho Indian workorwiU 

be certain1y as efficient as his comrades in the west provided he is given sufficient 
opportunity. The efficiency and the skill of the worker and his sense of responsibility 
have increased owing to very many reasons. 

114. Peculiar conditions of service and bad climate affect the physique and health 
of the workers. Regarding other factors no d~to information is availahle. 
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XlV.-Trada CombiDatkmL 
111. Nil. There is an organization of the employees known as the P.W.D. 

Workers' Union and this memorandum is submitted on behalf of it. 
118. (ii) The work"'" take a. greater interest in their duties than before and 

co:nsequently punishments and corruption have decreased. 
119. The union being in its infancy is not having any bene!it schemes for its 

members. But a oo-operative society and a death or retirement benefit fund are 
under contemplation. The UDiou's activities are at present confined to the ventilation 
of the workers' grieYa.nCAOS, both individual and general, requesting the administration 
for redress and negotiating with it for tIoIo same, etc. It is also interesting itself in 
anti-drink campaigus~ social service~ etc. 

120. (i) History of the union will be found in the introductory remarks. 
(n) The union has averted many st:rikes and lockouts. Even this month an 

unpleasant situation was avoided. OIl the intervention of the union. 
(ill) The administration is just beginning to show some sympathy towards the 

union. 
121. (i) The act is utilired by the workers. 
(il) and fill) No remark to offer. All registered trade unions should be recopized 

by the administrations. _ 
122. (i) No recognized methods. 

xv.-lnduatriaI Dilputeo. 
123. This union has experienced both strikes and lockouts. 
124. (i) No reoowse to arbitrary macl>inery in the past was made. 
(iv) No such machinery exists at present. 
(v) Opportunities are meagre. In many cases they are merely formal. 
(vi) Institutiuns as industrial courts, trades board, joint indDStrial councils, 

will be bene!icial. There are no special conditiuns _ will make their establishment 
imposSible in India. They will aid the growth of the trade union spirit in the country. 

125. Not necessary. 
126. The Government is indiff ...... t. 

j THE CORPORATION WORKSHOP LABOUR UNION, MADRAS. 

The union was started in 1919, of which all tbeworkmen of the workshop are 
members. An immense good has come to the labourers because of the union~ yet 
the following grievances are to be redressed:- . 

(I) Most of the labourers are eomiog to the workshop from different places 
ranging from 2 to 8 miles away. They ought to be inside the workshop by 6 3.m. 
If anyone of them happens to be a little late he is heavily .fined.. The amount collected 
thus goes to the purse of the employers. . . 

(2) There is no hope for emplayees of getting permanent jobs for them. We do 
not get even 25 days' work a month. We may say that they work only eight months 
in a. year-for the remaining four months they are employed occasionally. This 
affects seriously the daily life of the poor labourers. They get a monthly salary of 
Rs. 18. with which they have to conduct their families. Being unable to make 
both ends m.eet in their domestic life. they have to borrow money on heavy interest 
which. they are unable to repay along with the interest thereon.. 

(3) With regard to overtime, workmen &re paid only the exact wages of the 
hours they work but not extra wages for such time. 

(4) Newly appointed men are not entitled to casual leave. Such leave is granted 
only to those who have worked all the da.ys of a year for three yean continuously. 
Allla.oourers should be entitled to get privilege leave without any consideration of 
any kind. 

(5) W. are not gi_ the priv:ilege of takiog sick leave. Even on festival days 
we are not granted leave and it is granted only on loss of pay~ 

(6) Working hours are long; we have to work seven hours a day. Time allotted 
for mid-da.y meals is not sufficient. . Oat of eight holll'S in a. day we should have 
six hours' work and two howe' rest at mid-day . . 
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(7) We are not provided with a place to take our mid-day meals. Now we are 
to take it in the hot sun. A convenient place for that is absolutely necessary. 

(8) There must be arrangements for the education of the labourers and their 
children at the expense of the employers.. 

(9) As the wages of the labourers are very low they must be provided with houses 
at the expense of the capitalists. In case It is inconvenient for the employers to do 
so, they must pay the labourers house rent. Now the workmen feel much difficulty 
to allot a sum of Rs. 5 or Rs. 7 for the house rent from the scanty salary they get. 

(10) Permanent employees must be giVen provident fund gn.tuity. Those who 
have worked 30 years should be given pension. 

(11) Unlike the present system, gratuity should be paid within 15 days from the 
day a man retires from service~ 

(12) Labourers must get seats in the legislative bodies. Every labourer 20 years 
old must get his franchise. . 

This report is submitted on behalf of the welfare of the labourers in general and 
to get our grievances redressed in particular. 

Mr. NADIRSHAW COWASJEE WADIA, MANAGER. THE NEW COTTON 
GIN AND PRESS FACTORY. TIRUPPUR. DISTT .• COrMBATORE. 

At the very outset 1 should like to say a few words about the Bombay mill-hands. 
for though I am not in any way connected with the Bombay labour, yet I am & native 
of Bombay Province~ and naturally I would be interested in aiIairs of that Province. 
and secondly~ h"ving lived in Bombay for a few yearsz in Bombay mill area proper~ 
I had enough opportunities to study and observe the mill hands' modes of living. 

1. C~ and C<mkas/ _ .... Lab ..... prop .. and Etl_tl Lab""" Clas<. 
ali ... Ckrical Mas ... and/..- Mitltlh-d .... P.opk.-Before saying anything, I, in the 
very first instance, very much deplore that your enquiry is only confined to the 
labour proper only .. and no dorts have been made to enquire into the grievances 
and miseries of clerical masses of India. who, too, strictly speal<ing form labour class 
with slight difterent fUllctions~ and whose worrles~ grievances and miseries. would 
be regularly more than those of the labour proper. To my opinion~labour proper 
eam quite sufficientz rather more than needed. according to their modes of every-day 
life and living. and their hue and cry. general strikes and lightning strikes, are 
regularly meaningless and simply aiming at extorting more and more money to 
have more and more lUXUry. As they went on getting more money, they never 
QIed to make any solid provision. for their own future. but went on passing more 
and more luxuriant lives; so much so. that a mill hand used to eat. drink, move 
and do almost anything and everything better than " clerk would do. Happy is 
the man whose needs are but few, but when a man is addicted to luxury lii.s needs 
would constantly develop and increase with each and every day, and when he finds 
himself unable to cope with his thus increased needs, he would think of going on 
strike to extort more money to satisfy his luxurious habits; and especially there 
is no limit to such luxury of miU hands since. the last ten years. I'his is the tendency, 
in sbort. of mill hands~ and thls is 1M only r.ason of so frequent strikes. 

2. W cwknun' $ Co-ojJeraJiva Socitlies.-Though above lhave said somucb about the 
wages secured and earned by the mill hands, etc •• etc., still, however. I would say 
that a man who neverdesires tnsee the improved economic conditions of his country"s 
labour, is indeed.. not a human. Such an idea is neither humane nor logical. A 
.country can indeed never prosper unless and until economic conditions of the labour 
are improved. and as -such I would suggest that workmen's co-ope:rative societies 
should be necessarily introduced and opened not only in flVery province, but in every 
district and taluq. whereby the workmeD may get the sense of economy. Such 
co.operative societies, besides executing their UBual functions, should become and 
prove, a. medium and source of cultivating economy, and thereby the seese of 
responsibility amongst their members" for diligence and economy only can make 
·even a menial independent by bestowing upon him happiness. One anna. coin is a 
very smaIl sum indeed, but as many such one anna coins could be saved as possible 
if every possible care is exercised while spending every such one anna pieces. If 
a man thinks not, and does not exereise due care. while spending one anna piecel, 
it is but quite natural that rupee eoins 'W'ould be similarly spent a.way. Hence~ as 
said above~ if the- workmen'& co-operative societies were to become a. source of 
bestowing upon the labour the sense of duty either by propaganda. work or by some 
.other attractive schemes, they would indeed prove a lcng way in the interest of 
--workers. 
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3. Wages should be 1'aid not in cash, lnd j" cash and in kintl.-I am of opinion 
that the wor~ers should not be paid fat wages in cash. for they being ignorant of the 
proper use of money. squander away most oi the money illegally. The only best 
form of pleasure of a worker is drinking, and so faT he has money in band, however 
much. he would naturally waste in drinking and in such other ways. and the same 
old story of the miserable conditions amongst the workers would continue tin age 
long period. I would. therefore. take liberty to suggest that a workeT should be 
paid partly in cash and partly in kind. As for instance. a man who gets Rs. 50 per 
month might be paid about Rs. 20 in cash and about Rs. 30 in kind. By Rs. 30 in 
kind, I mean that in the course of a month the man should get Rs. 30 by way ot 
having proportiona.tely cheaper~y at cost price-rations. cloths and clothes 
from a mill he is working in. Of course, this would involve the mill management 
to maintain a depot of usual and every day rations. cloths and clothes; and to keep 
regular accounts as to what amount every worker under them has got the benefit 
of the said depot, so that the balance left out of the total amount earned by him might 
he paid in cash. It should he made incumbent on the part of every workeT that he 
should necessarily take the advantage of such a depot of the the mill he is working 
in to the minimum extent of 60 per cent. of his total monthly income. By so doing. a 
worker himself, his wife and chi1dren~ would get proper and sufficient food to eat. 
and clothes to put on, and just limited money for other domestic purposes. Since a 
small sum would be received in cash, no cash or proportionately smaller sums 
would be wasted in drinking. The mill management shall have to some extent the 
advantage of having their own workers with them only under such systems of pay- . 
ments. and the general tendency of a worker of leaving one mill and joining another 
very often would be. to a great extent, curtailed, for every worker. wherever he 
might be. hyvirtueof such a system of payment would findhimself happy and content 
at a place he is in. 

4. Weekly aavanus aM._ of Pl>Y on tJu firsl wu/J of tJu ... xt month.-The 
general tendency of a labourer is to spend what all he baa got in his hands. Instead 
of giving a. labourer Rs. 10 every forbright, it would be in his interest if he is given 
Rs. 5 every week. By giving Rs. 10 every fortnight the whole sum of Rs. 10 he w01lld 
spend away within the first week only. and for the second week. it would naturally 
go bard for him, under w"'hich circumstances he would be tempted to borrow some 
money. and theToby oultivate the habit of inournng debts. A labourer generally 
has not the good and enough sense first to buy for the who1e fortnight every-day 
necessaries, and ev~ if he has sense enough to think~ he would not be inclined and 
willing to do so, thinking that there is no reason why he should worry for the week 
which is not yet come, Ot is at a distance; or that for the next week, in the next week 
only he would see. On the other hand, if he is given Rs. 5 every week, he would 
spend that sum during that week, for he we11lmows that for the next week he would 
again get another equal sum. He would indeed try to form a proper weekly 
budget. and he would be much better by having Rs.5 weekly than by having 
Rs. 10 fortnightly. I have been connected with labour since the last five years and 
a haUz and this is the conclllSioD. from my persona! experience. 

Hence, weekly advances. partly in cash and partly in kind. should be made 
compulsory in each and every mill. and the cost of such advances should not exeeed 
two-thirds of a man's would-be monthly pay. The balance of the pay should be 
settled every first Sunday of the next month. So the whole scheme would work 
out thus :-Supposing there are four weeks in a month. on one week the labourers 
would get the balance of their pay of the previous month. and on the remaining 
three weeks they would get advances to the extent of two-thirds of their would·be 
monthly total wages. This two-thirds of their wages should be equaUy divided in 
three weeks. but when there are five weeks in a month, this two-thirds will be equaHy 
divided into four weeks. As for example. a man with an aggregate income of lb. 3() 
per month shall get Rs. 7. RI. 7, Rs. 6. in cash and in kind m~ns. say, Rs. 4 in kind 
and Rs. 3 in cash and so on; and the ba.la.nce of Rs. 10 on the fust week means 
Sunday of the next month. When there are five weeks means five Sundays in a 
month, the very man would get Rs. S. Rs, 5. Rs. 5, Rs. 5. say, Rs. 3 in kind and 
Rs. 2 in cash. and the balance on the pay-day. 

Aft such advances should be on Sundays~ and all the labourers should attend 
the mills to receive their weekly advances and/or final payments on Sundays. This 
would perhaps again involve additional work for the mill management. but in the 
interest of their workers they should volunteer to do the same. I am quite wniident 
that this system of payment would go a long way to keep the labourers contented 
and would improve their economic conditions .. 

5. Fo", WURs /I month mtd lhirlem monllJs 4~.-As is universally acknowledged 
the standardization scheme and the stabilization scheme are found quite necessary 
to be introduced. but some cut is feared in so doing. In my opinion, with such schemes 
coming into foree. the Gowo.-mment should make .some huge changes in the calendaN 
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and fix 28 days in a month; means exactly four weeks in every month and 13 months 
in a year. This would go to console to a great extent the labour generally. who would 
be able to make out. know and. -count and verify their own account as received from 
the mills; and the educated labour class (middle class people and/or clerical masses) 
particularly. 

6. FIICIory Act should be incvmbeni in 1M Nstiva States.-Factory Act must be 
necessarily introduced and made a regular compulsion in each and every state. This 
would not only relieve labourers in the states. where generally they have to work 
for 16 hollIS at a stretch every day, and that too without any overtime wages~ and. 
where the question of the employment of the women and children bears no con
sideration and significance; but also the undue advantage which the industrial 
concerns in the state enjoy over those in the British India would be to a great extent 
checked and put a stop to. The Factory Act to be thus introduced should be on 
the same footing as the ODe in the British India. 

7. SligIU iJt&?'ease ift. hours of fIJO'I'R tmd 4 sligAt decTeGSe in lbe period of 'u, $0 

fM as Gin and Press Factories Me conc:erned.-The verysame provisions of the Factory 
Act apply to the gin and press factories as to the textile mills. As everybody is 
aware. the textile mills .run for the whole year. whereas everywhere and anywhere 
gin and press factories run for a certain part of the year only_ Under the circum
stances I suggest that so far as gin and press factories and such similar seasonal 
:factories are concerned. eleven hours a day should be fixed and. allowed, not only 
because they are seasonal but also because such factories have to cope with pressing 
demands during the season when the factories ron in full swing for a certain period 
in the season. It would also be in the interest of the labourers of this particular 
trade who are mostly cultivators and/or employed by the cultivators. inasmuch as 
they would be able to attend the Jield work quite in time. 

Again, I would suggest one more change or rather concession to all factories 
described herein above. and that is that with eleven hours a day coming into existence 
the period of rest should be curtailed by bal!...a.n-hour only. My contention is that 
so far as gin and press factories are concerned. balf-an-hour period of rest is, i1 not 
more, at least quite sufficient, for from my personal experience I say that the 
labourers during the working hours find. and spa.re time. to take their meals. etc. 
These two changes are really felt quite necessary for the gin and press industry. 

8. Amendmml iff the Fackwy Act so far tIS Gin and Press Factories an con.. 
urne4.-Again. so far as gin and press factories are concerned, which are numberless 
in the whole of India., I would take liberty to suggest an amendment~ falling within 
the following purport,. should be necessarily introduced :-" So far as gin and. press 
and suchlike industrial concerns are concerned. all the merchants and/or contractors 
working in such factories would be liable jointly and severally as much as the owners 
and/or the managers of such :fa.ctories~ so far as their own persons (coolies engaged 
by them and to be paid by them) engaged in such factories are concerned under the 
Sections 21. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26. 27. 28, and 35." . 

Such an amendment is quite essential. for out of the total number of persons 
employed in gin and press factories, more than three-fourths belong to the merchants 
and/or contractors working in such factories; and unless and until they are made 
liable by legislation the interest of the labourer would not be properly cared for. 
By such a legislation. merchants and contractors working in factories shall heartily 
co-operate with the factory owners and/or managers in the proper observation and 
execution of the Factory Act. If. however. such an amendment is beyond any 
necessity in other provinces, it should be at least made incumbent so far as Madras 
province is concerned. 

9. Insp~ction of Factories in tlu Madras PI'winee.-The inspection of factories 
"SO far as Madras Presidency is concerned is rather too limited. A factory is not 
visited more than twice a year, whereas I would urge that at least -once in every 
two months a factory should be inspected by Government inspectors and/or assistant 
inspectors. T-o make this possible. assistant inspectors of factories should be 
appointed under all the inspectors of the several circles formed in this province. 
I opine that frequent visits of factmyinspectors would go a long way for the labourer 
in general and a great moral check on greedy factory owners. . 

Mr. GEORGE S. ISAAC, B.A .• L.T .• ENGLISH ASSISTANT, VOORGHEES 
{;OLLEGE. VELLORE. AND THE SECRETARY AND TREASURER. THE 
ADULT AND MASS EDUCATION SOCIETY, VELWRE. NORTH ARCOT 

DIST., S. INDIA. 

I beg to submit a memorandum on the subjects IV. V and VI as mentioned in 
your schedule regarding tho workers in mundi shops (whol<6ale and retail grain 
shops) and beedi factories (indigenous cigarettes). 
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Problems staUd.-Everyone is a.ware of the stupendous ignorance of the people, 

brought .. bout by the appalling illiteracy, only 8·2 per cent. of the people being 
literate, As if this is not enough there is another factor which destroys all our hopes 
in the existing schools which are intended to meet the problemr and that is the 
wastage in education which are of two kinds. viz., (I) retardation and elimination of 
pupils in schools and (2) relapae into illiteracy. .. Thus. half the pupils in the general 
mstitutions below college grade are in class II moro than two thirds -are below 
class III. and nearlyfour-Mths are below class IV." "In other words, of the 41 pupils 
in the average primary scbool~ 22 are likely to be in class I. 7. in class II. 6 in class 
III. 81 in class IV. below 2 in class V and just over 1 in class VI. Due to this process 
of retarda:tion and elimination. pupils do oot attain the kind of reading and writing 
ability that is likely to be pennanent." and whatever they bave learnt when they 
leave the school is forgotten and they slowly relapse into illiteracy within five years 
of their leaving school. This applies to 40 per cent. of school children in South 
India. Educationists face this situation which is mainly due to economic reasons 
which require these boys and girls to labour and add to theiz family income. 

It is with a view to meet these problems that this society was organized in 1928. 
and it has contined its activitles among the workers in the wholesale and retail grain 
shops and beedi factories. We have divided them under three categories:
(1) completely illiterate; (2) once literate but DOW relapsing into illiteracy; and 
(31 literates who are given opportunities to mai.a:tain their literacy. We are at 
present dealing mainly with cla .... 2 and 8. 

AimI aD4 Objects 01 the 1loeIe1y. 

Mass tducali"",-(I) to open reading rooms and organize circulating libraries; 
(2) to give open-air lectores on civics. geography, history of In<lia. hygiene, public 
heal~ scientific d.iscovenes and inventions and industries. with the aid of charts. 
maps and magic-lantern. 

Adult E4ucaUtm.-(l) more specific and detailed information 011 the subjects of 
useful interest; (2) to impart a knowledge of Tamil literature; (3) ability to 
understand English and to read. 

Our method of a.pproach has been to reach the workers in bulk and impart 
general knowledge by means of opeo-air lectures and with the aid of magic lanterns. 
and enrol in our Adult Educational Centres. such of those who are interested. to whom 
greater attention is paid accozding to their individual requirements. During the last 
year nearly 90 adults, theiz ages ranging from IS to 35 years. have passed through 
our centres. with all the handicaps which we have had, viz., apathy on the part of 
the public and also on thecta:!softhe employers. Yet we have been able to secure 
good results. We have from 6 to 7·30 in the monting. because they have 
no other time. Slides on travel over land and sea, Delhi Durbar. scenes from London 
and English life. British army and navy and industries such as coal-mining and 
paper-making have been used in our lectures. They have appealed to them aud 
roused their interest. We have to indent upon a limited supply of slides which are 
not intended for the kind of work we do. In this way we are able to reach nearly 
2,000 persons within a space of three months. Besides we have a small library of 
nearly 200 volumes mostly Tamil story books which are in great demand. Each 
adult takes two or three books per week. and these ore read not only by the students 
but also by tbeiz women-folk at bome, 

Vellore is .. municipal town of great importance, being tJU, beadquarters of the 
district. We have nearly * mundies and nearly. beedi factories, Boys with little 
or DO educa:tion are drafted into these two trades soon after they leave school. and 
thay have got to do so. beenuse thay add to the family incomes. In the grain shops 
they earn !rom Rs. S to Rs. 10 a month~ whereas the beedi rollers get from 3 annas 
to ]2 annal! per day aceord..ing to the number of beedis they can roll a day. ~ 
capitalists of the latter trade earn a very large profit and some ha~ become lea~g 
property owners. They ~rt large quantities also. The mundi workers put m 
12 to 14 hours a day with a break of an hour or so for lunch. The boedi workers on 
the other hand have to work as many hours as they can to earn a decent wage since 
their eaJ'l]ings depend on their output. 

Their working conditions are unhygienic and insanitary. 1 he mundies aR 
invariably godowns. each having only one entrance. The atmosphere is stuffy an~ 
pungent. there being no facility for tree circulation of air. "'rulo they sell the1l' 
wares in the open or under a roofed verandah in the front. the workers spend the 

" Figuree Dot supplied. 
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whole day in hot and impure atmosphere. The sanitary &mmgemOllts are deplorable. 
Both for the workers in the shops and also for the people who visit them. there are 
at the market·plaoe only two public (municipal) I&trines which are insufficient. and 
the workers answer the calls of nature wherever it is convenient. 

But when we come to the conditions of the beedi factory workets. one has to 
confess that they are thought of. not as human beings. but as automatons having 
neither body. nor mind. DOl' soul. Any p!a.ce is fit enough for them, and with a view 
to economy any number of workers will be crowded in. It is not surprising to find 
them in narrow lanes surrounded on three sides with private latrines and on the 
fourth the drainage channel oozing and giving off bad smell. Under such conditions 
boys of 5 to 14 years of age and adults work squatting on the lIoor and roIling the 
beedies day in and day out. Again these conditions are aggravated by the insanitary 
habits oi the workers themselves. These factories are scattered all over the town., 
and each is a potential danger-spot to the community. 

The one fact that will emerge in the mind of any public workct is the apathy of 
the employer towards the (;onditious of his wo['kers~ and the lack of public opinio~ 
No attempt is made by the employer either 1:0 improve his workers' SUJTOlUldings or 
to do anything to improve their lot in life. It is not their job. They do not-care for 
adult education. and they consider physical culture. recreation. and amusements as 
superfiuous. 

Most of the workers in beedi factories are boys. or rather children. Due to 
economic stress they lea'W the school before they leam the rudiments and are 
absorbed. in this trade. Hence arises a good deal of waste in education. The following 
figures from the AdministIation Report of the Vellore Municipality (1928-29). are 
illnminating. It is estimated that there are 4.247 boys of sehoo! age of whom S.764 
are at school. leaving 483 (i .•.• U·g per cent.) out of sehoo!. But the prospect 
becomes hopel_ when we consider the pereentage in each class to total strength. 

CIa.ss I 43·5 per cent. 
II 22·6 

III 17·3 
IV 10·' 
V 6·2 

The pen:entage of pupils in classee I and II is 66·1 of the total strength. This 
retardation and elimination of boys mean that they lea .... th. sehoo! with littie or 
no education and are absorbed in this body--destroying and soul-killing trade. And 
such of those who leam anything at all during a stay of 2 or S years relapse into 
illiteracy very soon. The Society aims at meeting these problems,. but it has not had 
the support and sympathy from either the public or the employer. In passing it 
may be mentioned that many of the adult students have had only 2 to 3 years. 
echooIing. 

R_io .... -(I) Mundis and beedi factories must be brought odOr 
factory rul .. : particularly the latter. 

12} The complete promDitioD of the employment of children. 
3) Hours of work to be fixed, giving tim. for recreetion. amnsement. and 

study. 
(41 Wages to be fixed. 
(5 Vigwous and periocfu:al inspection of working pllw!s by duly qualilied 

persons. 
(6) Colleetioo of a small oess from each of the employers for welfare work ettber 

by the mUllicipaiity or private agencies. 

Mr. R. SUBAPATll MUDALIAR. PRESIDENT. THE MADRAS PRINTERS' 
LABOUR UNION. 

We had to prepare this Dote at a very short notice. It is wry much regretted 
that the unions which were not registered have not been invited to send their memo
randum of evidence. 

In the beginning we start on a salary of Rs. 15 per month and out' maximum is 
only Rs. 20. After twenty or thirty years of bard work and reliable service o:De may 
hope to get, as a forem~ only Rs. 25. We do not enjoy half holiday on SatuTdays 
like our comrades in other industries. We go to our work early morning at 8.30 a.m. 
and return from work ordinarily at 5.30 p.m. The apprentice has to undergo training 
lor at least four months without any wage whatever. After four months he is 
started on a salary of Rs.2 a month. We do not get any compensation for any 
danger that may happen whilst working on the machine. There 15 no provision fur 
education. There are provisions for medical aid. We borrow and live. 

To represent OUE: grievances we. have no representation in the CorporatiOil or :in 
the legislative bodies. 
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THE COMMISSIONER OF COORG. 

1. Some short preliminary remarks as to local conditions are necessary first. 
Coorg is a very small province .. having an area of only about one-quarter of that 

of a. Madras district. It is situated on the Western Ghats at an average elevation 
of about 3.000 feet above sea.-Ievel. An a.verage figure for the rainfall would be 
about 120 inches in the year. but the actual rainfall varies enormously from place 
to place. On the seaward side. under the high hills. it may be over 200 inches in 
the year, while on the eastern side of the border of Mysore it will be so little as 
40 inches. 

Malaria is. unfortunately. very prevalent throughout the whole area, and this 
is a most important fact in connection with the labour question. 

2. Beyond an odd rice mill there are DO industrial undertakings in the province. 
3. The planting industry is the important one. There are 40,000 acres approxi

mately under coffee. about 3,000 under rubber. one agave plantation of an area of 
about 460 acres, one tea estate of an area of 415 acres. and about 5.000 acres dotted 
about 1lllder oranges. 

The orange gardens can hardly be regarded as planta.tions for present purposes. 
The rubber is grown entirely on three estates situated in the low country at the 

foot of the ghats on the western side. where the conditions are those of the rubber 
estates on the Malabar coast of Madras. 

Ptactica11y in this present memorandum only the coffee industry has to be dealt 
with, it being understood that tbe conditions of labour employed in the ordinary 
cultivation of the oountry-mainly rice-are beyond the scope of the enquiry. 

4. According to the census of 192-1 there were then about 57,000 labourers in 
Coorg, of whom 27.000 were permanent inhabitants of the country. and 30.000 were 
imported. According to a census ta.ken in 1927 by tbe Coorg Planters' Association. 
to whom most of tbe European owned estates belong. there were tbeo 11.000 coolies 
employed on tbe estates of their members, but tms left out of tbe large number of 
estates who do not belong to the association . 

. 5. There are no trade unions in Coorg. 
6. The Workmeu"s Compensation Act does not apply to the plantation industries. 
7. The main 9,uestion that causes trouble is the supply of labour. Perhaps 

because this cool Wet climate is very different from what they are accustomed to .. 
or perhaps because of the prevalence of malaria; or perhaps because under present 
conditions the labourers from the West Coast in pa.rticular are able to attend to their 
own cultivation in their own villages and in addition put in a period in the year on 
the plantations .. or because of all these reasons, labourers from outside Coorg rarely 
settle bere permanently. 

There is an annual fiow of labourers to and from the estates. The bulk of them 
seem to come from the adjoining Mad%as districts of Malabar and South Kanara. 
although a number come from Mysore and some also from BeUary and a few from 
tbe Tamil districts of Madras. And tbe bulk of the rice planting in Malabar and 
South Kanara is done before the labourers start coming back up into Coorg. 

8. The wages paid on the plantations are norma.lly 6 annas a day fur men .. 
4 annas for women, and 2 to S annas for children. but if any labourer works six days 
a week a bonus of 4 annas is given. This may be compared with the 12 annas a day 
given to Moplah l&bourers. who work on roads, on paddy fields,. etc., and to town 
labourers. 

But where paddy lands adjacent to co:lfee plantations were seen lying uncultivated 
and enquiry was made as to the reason, it was said that the work was too hard and the 
labourers preferred to work in coffee. It may be presumed that a-da.y·s work on a 
coftee plantation is not So hard task. 

9. A striking feature with regard to labour recruitment is the U advance U 

system. A maistri or some reliable peDioo. on an estate is given an advance and 
goes away to recruit labourers. He brings back as many as he can and in return 
is given a commission according to the number he brings. From this commission 
and from his ea.mings the advance is recovered.. Sometimes advances are given 
direct to individual coolies. 

At present tms sytem is sanctioned by tbe Coorg Labour Act (No. Iof 1926). 
Under this Act advances made against contracts to do work can be enforced in case 
of default by tbe penalty of imprisonment, but tms Act expires in 1931. 

10. There has been considerable improvement in the house accommodatiOD6 

sanitary surroundings. etc., of labourers on plantations in the last few yeats. The 
Coorg Labour Act empowered certa.in officers to inspect these things on plantations 
and to take steps where -their advice was not takeJl. but this Act.. as already 
mentinued. expires in 1931. 
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It is thought~ however. that other pressure will tend to have the same effect. 
There is increasing competition for the services of the availa.ble labour. and this 
is compelling estates who desire to attract an adequa.te labour force to provide 
better accommodation. to give medical a.ttendance~ to supply blankets. and otherwise 
to look after their labourers. It is also tending to raise the wages. 

11. There is naturally some feeling where labourers take an advance and bolt 
with it. and proceedings are taken under the Labour Ae~ but on the whole relations 
between the employers and labourers are satisfa.ctory. 

12. Education has not made much progress among the labourers. Separate 
statistics are not available. but in 1921 in the classes known as depressed classes. 
who wiU be practically alllabou~1'S. there were 4.979 boys and 4A69 girls of age to 
attend school. Of these the actual numbers attending school were 242 boys and 
58 girls. There are five schools intended exclusively for children 01 these classes, 
and they are also admitted into the other schools. but there is always likely to be 
opposition.; covert or otherwise. from the members of higher classes to tbis. 

But the main reason for non-attendance at school seems to be economic. Where 
a child can go to work when six Y""I" old and earn half as much as his parents can, 
the likelihood of his being sent to school is smalL 

13. The co-operative department ha.ve tried to start societies among the labourers 
but with little success. 

]4. The question of instituting some such Government agency to look after the 
depressed classes as exists in the Labour Commissioner in Madras is now under 
COllSideratit:m. but it is & difficult matter in. our tiny province. 

15. A memorandum kindly sent in by the chairman of the Coorg Planters' 
Association is attached.. 

COORGPLANTERS' ASSOCIATION. 

(Tn<m1>rwai·~·l 

Memoranda submitted to the Commissioner of Coorg in connection with the 
Royal Commission on Labour. 

L-Introduclion.. 
In presenting our memoranda in COllDection with the Royal Labour Commission 

we have to expJain that we are a self-supporting association of planters and we 
represent mainly producers of oofIee. though we have as minor products pepper. 
tea. rubber~ and cardamoms. We are affiliated to our parent association namely
The United Planters' Association of Southern India. 

In our constitution we are Dot an association of Europeans. but practically. in 
effect we are. for the simple reason that Indians in the same walk of life as ourselves 
have not felt themselves able to follow us in the self taxation we have imposed :in 
order to develop and protect our industry. though incidentally the Indians and the few 
Europeans who are aloof from our association have reaped almost :full benefits 
therefrom. 

The value of our association ca.n be realized by reason of all our scattered members 
being "bl. to take a close interest in an planting topics and with these sublects the 
welfare of our workmeu.. is .given every benefit. 

We consider that our care for tb~, our provision for medical comforts. our 
organization of labour department agencies all over Southorn India and other 
measures we have taken in the past, and are continuing to take, will show that we 
are making every endeavour to ameliorate general labour conditions. 

II. 
A census of coolies employed. on subscribing estates is taken in December annually. 

and as the figures for last year are not yet published. we can only quote those of 1927 
when it was found that we employed 11.120 coolies. • 

Coolies are engaged and brought 'Up to estates by their respective maistries. 
generally a senior man of their village. Assistance is given to them by our U.P.A.S.I. 
labour department agencies where. if necessary. they are abJe to draw money for 
payment of way expenses, etc. 

The main districts from which we draw our labour in order of precedence. are :
South Canara, Mysore, Coorg. Malabar, Anantapur, Coimbatore, Salem, and 
Trichinopoly. 

The castes to which our workmen belong are:-Gowda.s, Balagai. Yedagai. 
Yerwar.o. Kurbars, MopIahs. MaIayaIees. Tamils. and Cbristians. 
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The majority of our labour returns year after year .. though a.t times some sample 
the higher wage of tea but return after a year's experience. 

Labour Jiuctuates during the oooli .. ' harvesting seasons when they are permitted 
to return to their villages and the majority go to their homes for a holiday after 
payment in March. All labour is free to move anywhere and at any time, except 
those under advance when agreements are drawn up for a period of a year under the 
Coorg Labour Act I of 1926, which, incidentally, ceases after March 31st, 1931. 

Such parties as require money are advanced under agreemen~families are given 
from Rs. 10 to Rs. 100 and individualo from Rs. 5 to Rs. 50. Such advances are 
given either (a) to cover home expenses during their absence, (0) help towards 
marriage eo<peDBeS, (c) payment of assessment on th.eir own properties. 

The nature of work is as follows :-Men: general cultiva:tio~ shade lopping. 
pruning, and harvesting. Women and cbildren; weeding. handling, manuring, and 
harvesting. 

Work starts nominally at 7.30 a.m. and continues till 4.30 p.m., though they 
actually start working at 8 a.m. There is an unoffical break a.t midday for an hour or 
so. Whenever possible piece work is given. which enables the labourer to Dnish the 
day's work between 1 to 3 o~clock. 

During the mousoon season hours are shorter, and during h.......ting they are 
slightly longer. but it must be remembered that they are able to earn up to 2 or 8 
tim .. their usual pay in the latter period. 

At the bigger festivals aheen!:<> is permitted and for the minor feasts cooHes 
are allowed to go early from work. 

Dally wages which were raised in 1920 are as follows :-Men. 6 annas; wom~ 
4 anna.s; and clilldreok 2 to .3 annas. A weekly bonus of 4- annas to those who 
turn out for the six days. During harvesting season picking is on contract. and as 
explained above they are able to earn far more. This season laSts for 3 to 5 months. 

It is customary for managers or their assistants to payout weekly wages to 
maistries. who distribute it to their own coolies-but at the end of the year :6.nal 
payment is made direct to the coo1ie. 

The average coutract is from 1st June to 31st March, during which period the 
average total wage earned is :-men. Rs. 15; women. Rs.. 50; and children. Rs. 25. 
In addition to this wage, most estates issue a free cumbly and travelling expenaes 
to those who have to r<>tum to their country by train. 

At the end of ~ year, coolies pay up their debts iI they wish to, others who 
prefer to remain generally take the same advance again. 

The average cost of living per person per mouth is Rs. 4 or Rs. 15 per family of 
live. Pries of foodstujf and clothing has dropped considerable during the past ten 
years. . 

Practically all labour lives on the estates. Lines are ganerally built with bricked 
walls and tiled roofs and are scattered about the estates. Yerwa.rs and Kurbars 
prefer building their own thatched homes. Accommodation is one room per married 
couple plus verandah. and in the newer lines bath rooms are attached. Coolies are 
generally able to graze their cattle with those of the estate on .estate lands and where 
convenient are able to grow vegetables. etc., for themselves. 

Every consideration is given as regards medical attendance. 'Ibere are local 
dispensaries with suh-assistant surgeons throughout Coorg. to which most .. tates 
subscribe according to Government rate--others tnaintailJ. their own medical fund 
complete with dispensaries and qualified assistants. . 

All e.mtes keep a supply of the comDlO1ler medicines which they issue to their 
labourers when required. A special diet for sick coolies is ~ arranged for those 
who need it. . 
. Suitable allowances are made for maternity cases either in cash payments or 
weekly allowances. Anti·maIa.rial measures are receiving serious attention and OIl 
some estates spraying of likely anophelene breeding grounds was started in the 
manner suggested hy Lt. Col. McCombie YOD11g when he visited Coorg in March. [928. 

Hookworm treatment is given annually to the majority of our coolies. 
In February last we invited the Director, Ankyl<lstomiasis Campaign, Madras, 

to send u~ a representative and the required staff to carry out a seven days~ campaign 
in the mam planting areas of Coorg. complete with cinema to explain to our labourers 
the wisdom of taking hookworm treatment. All the organization of this tour, and the 
expense was paid for by this association. 

Ba.zaars for :food staffs and other needs are generally within a few miles of each 
estate. The prices are not controlled as the market is 1D the hands: of the supplier. 
though we consider Government control is essential' wheo. ou.tbreaks of plague, 
<hoi ..... etc., occur to prevent proJIteering. Liquor shope are under Government 
liceD.oe and are near to moat estate&.. . 
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IIL--flonclusiOD. 
We feel that it is necessary to point out that an coolies are free to go and come as 

they like, unless under agreement when absence is permitted if necessary. The coolies 
we employ are not only earning their keep hut also make money to take to their 
country which has a very important economic effect on such districts as Mysore and 
South Kanara. where incidentally they have their real homes. We consider that the 
Royal Labour Commission would do wisely to study labour conditions in" the coolies~ 
own villages and thus realize the advantages and freedom. they enjoy in coming 

- up to our estates. 

Mr. A. B. CHENGAPP~ L-__ 

I. There are no indigenous workmen in the.rountry. The suppo&ed workmenw the aboriglDal tribes, the Yeravas .... d Kurubas. who are supposed to baVe 
from Wynaad, and settled down in Coorg. They do not generally go out of _ 
ezc:ept in rare cases where they want to steal a big advance or to avoid a . . 
action.. This labour is so limited that: it is not enough to satisfy 10 per cent. 
reqWred labour of the countrr. There are other IaboureIs who come peri 
from the neighbouring countries, North Malabar, Mysore. South Malabar, p . 
Coimbatore and the adjoining districts to the various plantations .,....:r 
regularly a.:fter they .finish their work in their own place. These labourers .Db 
Jenmios in these districts. They are a.ttached to the plantations m Co . . 
Coorg Labour Ac~ but the method of recruitment is not at aU satisfac l.t .: 
is purely an agricultural country and as there is no permanent labo ~ a ...... S 
entirely d~dent OIl recruited labour from outside~ either special pro . ~~ copper
made to bind labour to come to the country. or Government show . "" _ " 
Labour CommissiOD~ establish depots in di:fferent centres where labour IS "a:vailable 
and try to recruit labour into Coorg. For want of Qrga.oi<ed recruiting. a lot of land 
is left uncultivated and after the Coorg Labour Act is repealed. if Government does 
not come to the assistance of planters. many plantations will become unproductive 
and will be abandoned, and many .... t lands will be left Wlcultivated. There an> 
no other industries in the province except paddy and coHee. For the cultivation 
of both of these a lot of labour is required. At this juncture when the Labour Act 
is to be ~ed Government should come to the help of planters and agriculturists. 
They must be -...ry liberal in their policy and try to eoooumgo seW"", from outside 
the province. when alone the lands now lying fal10w could be brought under 
cultivation. 

The method I would suggest is to establish labour commissions and depots in 
labour centres by Government, and to import labour to Coorg more as settJ.rs, and 
to work on the pianta:tion on the lines of Tra.vancore and Ceylon agencies and 
Labour Commissions. 

4. As the present imported labourers are only temporary men living here three 
to four months at a time there is not much disturbance of family life. The Yeravas 
and Kurubas always live with. their families and so their family life is not disturbed. 
There are a few Panchamas who are also permanent labourers and they form a small 
number. They also live with their families and in their own huts. 

7. The question of unemployment is out of the question in Coorg. Want of 
workmen is the general cry. As the major portion of Iaboun!rs are not permanent 
men, nothing can be done .in the shape of insurance. The Yeravas and Kurubas 
are sects so UJire1ia.ble that you may expect them to go away any day without notice. 
They live in huts of their own with their families and there is no hindrance to their 
rwming away. bag and baggagee without any notice to their employer. 

8. On an average the out·tum of \\.'"OI"k. among the Yeravas and Kurabas is only 
40 to SO per cent.~ but the labourers who come from the neighbouring districts work 
regularly and the average may be put to 90 per cent. Laziness is the caus& of absence 
from work among permanent labour. They are quito content working three days 
in the week. The chief cause of absence among imported labour is malaria.. and by 
tho lim appearance they get back to the country. 

IL-Blall OrganiatiOD. 
11. There is no orga.ni.zed staft to manage labour in Coorg. Labourers are brought 

:from different adjoining districts by work maistries who generally hold a big advance 
from proprietors. which amount is always paid back by commission accumulated on 
the pay of labour recruited by them . 

• Palgbat is in South Malabar. 
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13, 14 and 15. The ~ geru:rally gets the labour. and is paid directly by the 
propnetor. The malStry IS also paid by the employer, deduebng th advance paid 
from the commis..<don. There are some contractors who bring labour only for con
tract work. and the agreement is between the master and the contractor, in which 
case the labour is paid by the contractor. The attendance register with the work 
done is kept by the manager assisted by clerksk and the wages are paid by the 
proprietor or his manager. The work is supervised by the ma.istry and estate clerks, 
managers or proprietors. Where strict supervision by the proprietor is kept. as a 
rule very few labourers stick to work unless special inducement is given. 

DI.-lIo_lf. 
16. All labour is provided with housing except Yeravas and Kurubas. who always 

have their own huts, and under no circumstances will they live in tiled lines built 
on the estate. 

17. There is not much facility of acquisition of land by the labourer. It is here 
the Government should come for help. They must give land on very easy terms 
and induce labourers to settle down. It would be a great help to agriculturists if 
Government spent thousands of rupees on these settlers. Unless this is encouraged 

lany cultivated lands will have to be left fallow for want of labour, which means 
" of loss in revenue to Government. increase of lantan&. unhealthiness and increase 
uaIaria. thereby the whole country will become nnbealthy. 

q. Tiled clean houses are provided in the plantations with ample facility for 
. supply. Lighting is a.mmged by labourers themselves. Imported labour 
:- utilises the houses built on the estates, but Yeravas and Kurubas do not 
h ull,"hem. No rent is recovered but housing is free. Where labour is for the 

L-_ Ja.ul~us..:o. of paddy. the labourer always lives by tho fields he c.ultivates~ in the 
exp ~ iilt by the proprietor. The houses are always occupied by the tenant as 

~t ,is. -custGcnltivates the land free- of rent, and has to- evacuate the same when he 
does not cuftiVate it. Generally labourers live temporarily on estates and they 
evacuate the house whe!l tlwy·go tb their country. The houses are not kept qnite 
clean and in .sanitary condition wbere the labourers are living. The proprietors clean 
them periodically and they are kept clean as far as possible. 

IV.-1IeaI1b. 
23. The geneno! health of imported labour is good as they do not stop more than 

three to four months at a time on the estate. The birth·rate among imported labour 
is low. Infant mortality is very high in the province. There is DO special system of 
registration of birtbs on the estates. except the general SJ11!ten1 recorded by Pa_ 
of villages. Each labourer looks to his own dietary and in the majority of cases the 
physique is good. Drinking is the hobby among the labourers and they are convinced 
that by drinking they can avoid all diseases. Every market day. they spend a lot 
of their ea.mings in drinking. 

24. All estates subscribe to the nearest hospital in the village and medicine is 
administered. Every }!oprietor is very particular about giving medical aid. No 
special attention is paid by Government. except there are hospitals every 15 miles 
apart~ and labourers who come to the hospitals from unsubscribed estates are not 
given medicine and treatment. The whole province cannot boast of a woman doctor. 
nar any trained midwives. There are a few trained nurses who do not reach the 
women on the estates. On the care 01 childbirth and infant mortality vmy little 
attention is paid in the country and the plantations. . 

25. Many have been accustomed to undergo the English mode of treatment and 
this system is now above the average, but there are some wht> dread this treatment 
and prefer native- treatment. Medical treatment during childbirth is hardly taken 
by women. though in other disease they take advantage of it. 

27. After the Coorg Labour Act the official supervision is good on plantations. 
The civil surgeon often pays unexpected visits to estates and this has opened the 
eyes of proprietors to keep the premises clean. 

29. The only diseases among labour are hookworm.. ulcers. malaria. enlargement 
of the spleen. These are on the increase not only in the plantations but in the whoJe 
province. Cholera and plague occur very seldom. and the few cases are imported 
ones. which do not spread. 

VI.-EclnoalioD. 
As there are schools every five miles" radius. the children are sent to these schools, 

and as most of the labQurers are temporary men they do Dot take advantage of the 
schooling. 
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IX.-Ho ..... 
The number of hours worked on a plantation is from 8 a.m. to 4.30 p.m., with 

an hour's rest at mid-day; that is on an average of 7 to 8 hours. Tbey work 6 days 
in the week. The work turned out is not 50 per cent. of what it was 10 yean> back 
and not 35 per cent. of what it was 20 years back. As a rule. labOUIeIS are getting 
lazy and up to every kind of mischief. Now only piece-work is being taken by them. 
but even this is not satisfactory. They are much addicted to gambling and drink. 
and the whole night they spend on this. . 

XIL-Wages. 
96. The wages current are 6 annas per man and 4 annas per woman and boy 

pel' day. with a bonus of 4 a.nnas a week. When piece-work is done a coolie earns 
on an average 12 annas and a woman about 8 a.nnas under ordinary circumstances, 
but when picking of coffee comes. women labourers earn over a rupee &. day. so also 
men. People who woTk on paddy fields get free meals and" annas a day. There is 
a system current in villages where aU labourers working on paddy fiats are paid 
daily in kind and are fed twice daily. clothed free, fed during festivals. paid for 
marriage and funeral ceremonies in their family. and also given as pocket money, in 
kind. after harvest. 

97. When compared with pre--war wages the wages have inereased SO per cent. 
and the living cost is also on the increase. Since the war a. lot of new works have 
been started as a famine measure in the adjoining districts, also railway extensions, 
etc. The workmen get better pay in their own villages and hence there is not much 
attraction in Coorg. This province has become a home for malaria and fever. and 
labourers dread to oom.e. 

98. On an average every ordina.ry labourer sends Rs. 5 to 6 per month to his 
village, but a skilled labourer, such as carpenter, sawyer. blacksmith, copper
smith. etc •• sends home on an average Rs. 20 to 3() a. month. 

100. A contra.ctor does not generally pay the labourer properly. and we notice 
that a labourer who goes to work with the contractor one season never goes with 
him again. 

101. The wages are fixed according to the rate current in the province and it is 
stated in the labour bond itself. This rate is at times changed by the whim and 
fancy of the proprietor, according to the urgency of the work and is always paid extra. 

With the Yeravas and Kurubas any amount of increase oI paywiU not induce them 
to work more and regularly. With theincrea.se of pay they wish to work a less number 
of days. With outside labGur increased pay may infiuence them to come to this 
province; whether the proprietor ca.n meet both ends with increased pay is a matter 
over which I have my own doubts. Paddy is a crop greatly dependent on season, 
and with the heavy cattle mortality and unseasonable rain a cultivator will not have 
much to spare; and with coffee, which is practically a. crop once every four years. 
higher wages than what are paid now cannot be paid with comfort. 

106. On plantations the system of fines is very rare, and is used only in very 
extreme cases. 

107. Wages are paid weekly as a rule, but if the labourer is under contract to 
the estate he is given enough for his upkeep and paid in full at the end of the year. 
There is no unclaimed wage, as the balance due to any labourer is always paid to 
the maistry or contractor who gets the labour. 

108. Local labourers and other imported labour have got into the habit of taking 
loans in the village with the assumnce that they would come to work. Some~ at 
times. go to work without the knowledge of their permanent employer and others 
do not go at all. As this indebtedness increases the labourer will not go to that part 
of the village at his next rettu'Il from his village. Indebtedness among labourers is 
very great, and as Coorg is so much wanting in labour anyone will have money to 
pay a labourer if he says he is coming for work. no matter what the consequences 
are. Being a sect much addicted to drink and gambling. the indebtedness is on 
the increase. 

If Coorg is to be a. prosperous country the labour department must be well 
established. Government should take up the work of importing labour by estab
lishing depots, labour commissions, and give full concessions and inducements to 
settlers in the country. Coorg is purely an agricultural country and its future entirely 
depends on the permanent settlers from outside and also from outside capital pouring 
into the provinee-. If no labour help from Government is forthcoming, a lot of 
plantations, both coHee and paddy. win have to be abandoned~ which means Coorg 

.. will have very little revenue to handle for its management. The prosperity of the 
country is left with the labour question and if Government handles it with tact we 
will have a prosperous country. . 
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Mr. P. R. THlMMAYYA PUNJA. 

As a member representing the labouring cl ..... in the Coorg Legislative Council. 
I submit the following statement for oonsideration. Being a coHee pla.uter myself~ 
I am fairly conversant with the labour conditions preva.iling in this Province. 

L-Beeni!mODt. 
1. Until the advent of the pioneers of cotfee about three-quarters of a century ago, 

the annual import of unskilled labour was almost unknown in Coorg. and even if it 
did exist, it was on a very restricted scale. The landlords had enough of their own 
permanent labour settled on their lands, who were practically slaves or descendants 
of sla.ves, and they WenJ called U J umma coolies. U They could not cllange their 
masters as they chose. 'They were bound to one master and his land. That most of 
them, if not all. were not the sons of the soil is evident from the languages they talk. 
Some use the dialects of the West Coast, such as Tulu, Maiayalam, etc., and some 
Kanarese. the chief language of the Mysore country. Perhaps. these slaves were 
brought and planted here during the regime of the Rajahs~ and most of them, if not 
almost aU of them, belong to the depressed classes. The descendants of these form 
the chief indigenous labour population of Coorg. The labourers of the depressed 
classes of the west coast are also mostly descended from slaves. According to the 
Coorg eensus report for 1921 the total population of the depressed classes alone. 
who are an labourers, is 42.139. What portion of the imported plantation 
labour be10nging to the depressed classes is included in obtaining this figure is difficult 
to say. To these figures should be added the labourers of the agricultural _, 
such as Mop1ahs. Christians .. Mohammedans, etc. Most of the indigenous labourers 
are still sticking on to their homesteads and work on paddy fields as farm laboureTS~ 
and occasionally go to work in the plantations during the slack season in the farms. 
Therefore. I may safely say that about 90 per cent. if not more~ of plantation labour 
is all imported chieJIy from the adjoining districts of West Coast and Mysore. Coolies 
are also recruited now to some extent from Salemi Coimbatore, and Anantapur. 

At present there are about 41,000 acres under actual coftee c;ultivation. and about 
2.000 acres under rubber. There is one large tea estate and one agave plantation. 
Then, there are the cardamom, pepper a.ud orange gardens. An these depend almost 
entirely on imported labour. In addition to these, a large number of labourers are 
emp10yed by the Public Works Department and Forest Department. Therefore, the 
total labour popula.tion may be roughly computed at more than half a 1akh at the 
lowest estimate. 

The chief cause of migration from the villages to the plantations is poverty and 
the indebtedness of the labourer. as also the activities of the 1abour recruiter. Having 
no credit, the labourer seeks the recruiter to pay oft his debts in the village. Cases 
may not be wanting where labourem have migrated in order to evade paying oil their 
debts. or on a=unt of the tyranny of their masteIs. . 

In the villages. both hen> as well as the west Coast. labourers are paid in kind. 
but not in cash. Generally, he gets one mid..d,ay meal and a certain quantity of rice 
or paddy. So, the rise or fall in the price of the staple food does not affect them, but. 
in bad seasons, if the crop is poor. the landlords in the village do not get any extra 
work done on their lands. and in such years, a larger number seek the plantations 
to eke out their livelihood. 

2. Very few labourers settle down permanently in the plantations. Labourers 
who do regular farm work in their villages come to the plantations after eultivatmg 
the farms in July or August. and invariably return for barvest in September. Harvest 
work is most profitable in a good season, as the labourer gets a. certain percentage of 
the grain harvested by him~ and so he does not like to miss it. After harvest, he again 
returns to the estate and works for some months. Such labouTeB work only for 5 or 6 
months in the- year in the- plantations, the rest of the time being spent in their own 
villages. Labourers who have no farm work to do in their villages. stay on the 
plantations for 9 or 10 months in the year. However, every labourer wants to return 
to his native village once a year. at least after the final settlement of accounts in 
April ... all his family ties are in his village Therefore. strictly speaking. there is 
no permanent labour 1D the plantations. Even the few loca.ls or imported labourers 
who stay on, which is a negligible number. very often keep changing from one estate 
to another. 

3. At present, labour is. mostly tecruited through recruiters who are paid money 
in advance without interest and also a commission at the rate of 12 to 15 per cen~ 
on the earnings of the labour he procures. in addition to his pay. The remuneration 
being· in direct ratio to the number of labourers he procures, there is room for un~ 
scrupulous men to recruit and aecure men by fair means or foul. There ~ ~rso~ 
who recruit in hundreds. earning a lot of money by this human labour traffic. Public. 
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employment agencies may be establisbed. but there should be no room for the middle-
man to seduce labourers by fraud or false promises and enticements. The labourer 
should oiler himself of his own free will. 

4. As a rule. the labourers do not bring their families to the plantations. Of late, 
a few that stay on the plantation for- a year have begun to bring their wives and 
children, but the number is negligible. This separation of husbands and wives 
should naturally. give rise to sexual aberrations. 

D.-Btalf 0ri!anizatI0JI. 
14. Attendance registets are checked by managen or proprietoIS, and peyments 

of wages are also made by them. 
IS. Almost all kinds of work on the plantations are given on contract. but as it 

is cheaper to get the same work done by estate labour. it is resorted to -only when the 
estate labour is short. In contract work, there is nodirectdea1.ing between the labourer 
and the estate manager, and the contractor is the employer and payments are made 
to the latter. Genernlly, the oontractor manages to extract much more work from 
his employees than estate managers do, and the labourer is comparatively ill paid 
for the work he is made to tum out. and very often the men are not paid their dues 
fully. in order to keep them on with him, as he cannot advance them money under the 
Labour Act and have a hold on them. 

, !D.-Jlousing. 
16 In all plantations, coolie lines are built fortheacCOJDmodation of the coolies 

i.e.~ labourers. Each line consists of a number of rooms of various dimensions. A 
room is generally allotted to a number of males, according to the size.. At time, even 
8 or 9 persons occupy one room. If the coolie has his family with him, then he is given 
one room forthewbole family. No separate kitchen is provided for. and the labourers 
have to cook. eat and sleep in the same. room. 

18. From thehea1th point of view. the accommodation afforded isbothinsufficient 
and insanitaty. A number of peIBOnS are huddled up together in a small room, and 
during the cold and rainy season. practicallya.t all times except during summer, they 
sleep with dOOIS and windows closed to keep oil cold, "" they are very poorly clad, 
if not in rags. on account of their extreme poverty. 

22. It is morally objectionable to allow one or two families to live in a coolie line 
where all the other rooms are occupied by males, especially in a class much addicted 
to drink and without high moral principles. Married men should be provided with 
separate cottages consisting of at least two rooms in each. Needless to say it is 
moraJIy degrading to make the husband, wife and. c.hildren all to occupy one single 
room where, at times. even the accouchement does take place. 

IV.-Jlealth. 
23. Mortality is, undoubtedly, very high, but, as there is no compulso'7 

registration system, most of the cases of death go umeported. The village Patel IS 
expoeted to find out and report deaths and births, but he rarely visits the plantations. 
and so is :in blissful ignorance of the deaths in the estates. In spite of this faulty 
system of gathering statisttcs, the figures that come to light are very high. Only 
deaths in hospitals are duly reported. The registration of deaths should be made 
compulsory, as in municipal areas~ 80 tha.t~ if there b& any undue Ilumber of deaths 
in any particular estate, the medical authorities might investigate and suggest 
remedies. if any. The physique of the coolies is very poor and deplorable. Iu they 
are ill-clad and under-fed. they are very susceptible to disease and easily succumb. 
They have very little vitality left in them to combat disea.s& and death. A coolie 
gets about Rs. l~ annaa or Rs. 1-8 annas per week for his maintenance- if he works 
for six days in a week. but. when he absents himself from work. the weekly advance 
is cut short even if the absence is due to sickness, because the original advance has 
to be RItOvered by the end of the year, if possible. Therefore. a patient or & con
valescent is forced to keep himself QD the verge of starvation.. instead of getting good 
nourishment to recoup the health. If he is a man with a. family. even his little 
children have to suffer. In cases of real sickness. if a coolie is laid up for more than 
a wee~ in. all fairness he should be maintained at the expense of the estate and some 
allowance granted to his ch:ildnm. if any. The work done by these coolies is .almost 
of the same kind as they do in their homes. and not very hard. but they are very 
mucb handicapped by the ooId and malaria. from which they <amlOt properly protect. 
themsel..... A very large percentage of them ba ... enlarged spleens or Iiversn 
The conditioo of the Iaboaring classes in the villages in North Coorg is weISe than 
in the plantations. 
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24. A ffIW plantations covenng large areas have their own medical man and 
dispensary. All the rest depend upon the Government hospitals or private medical 
praetitioners~ if there be any close at hand. If medicines are to be supplied to the 
estates from the hospitals. the estates have to pay annually at the rate of 6 a.nnas 
per acre. or else the medicine supplied will be charged for and recovered from the 
estate. If the doctor is sent for .. the estate pays for his visit. There is no provision 
made for lady doctozs or trained midwives.. 

Generally. coolies are averse to go to the hospital for treatment. They have not 
much faith in allopathic treatment. As a rule, they try all sorts of quack remedies .. 
and only when their cases become very serious, they unwillingly submit to be taken 
to the hospital~ and this too not in all cases. They are very superstitious and all 
illness is attributed to the devil, and so, the first thing that a coolie does when he falls 
sick is to propitiate the devil by offering fowls or pigs. and perfonning .. pooja >t 

and making vows. 10 the minds of many, there is a lurking fear that the poor are 
not cared for. and that only a few out of the number that go to the hospital return 
alive. In a way, it is true .. because only very bad cases go to the hospital. and 
naturally. the death rate is high. Years back. there was a. feeling among the ignorant 
that patients were treated for a certain period. and if their disease was found to be 
incurable. they were being killed in the hospitals, and so they were- very much dreaded. 
They suspected that the Government would not unnecMsarily spend money for a 
long time on incurables. who might spread the disease among others. Perha.ps. the 
segregation of persons su:ffen.ng from contagious disea.se9 and the veterinary 
department were partly responsible for strengthening such curious notions. because. 
whenever an animal is found to be incurabIe~ its destruction is recommended. 
I have many a time been confronted with such notions. and it is difficult to convince 
these people that. i1 a medical man killed a patient deliberatly. he was criminally 
liable. Fortunately. such ideas are fast dying out. but yet they believe that good 
costly medicines are reserved for the rich. and. only cheap useless stuffs are tried on 
them~ and I believe they are not far wrong. As a. matter of fact, t'Mo annual grants 
to the dispeosaries for drugs is very inadequate. and often. towards the end of the year. 
they run short of most of the drugs. The average maintenance allowance for eaeh 
in-patient in the hospitals does not exceed two or three ann.a.s per day. This is very 
insufficient. and one of the complaints of the coolie is that he will be kept on almost 
._6on diet in the bospitals. Larger grants should be allotted to the dispensaries. 
and the hospitals should be better equipped. Surgical operatton. are dreaded most. 
Women are mo:e advene to gote tho hospitals as m.-patieo:ts than men. They doDOt 
like to be separated from the family """" for • few days. They prefer to die in the 
lines uncared for rather than go to the hospital In serioos ~ they are sent 
to hospital almost by compulsion. 

26. In the estates. DO special artaDgem""ts ani generally made for latrines. and 
the need is not felt. Water from springs or wc~ and in some cases from the streams 
or rivers. is used bf coolies far drinkiDg. washing and bathing pwposes. Of late. 
a few estates have m.troduced. the water pipe. 

2:1. Plantations are DOt inspected by boards of hea.lth. Such inspections will 
be beneficial to the labourers. i1 introduced. . 

29. Malaria is the chief enemy of the labourer in these parts. P.erhaps there is 
not a single person that has not had an attadt of malaria. Even children have 
huge enlarged spleens. Malaria, with its further complications, is the chief cause of 
the high mortality. and means should be introduced to check its ravages. Cases of 
cholera. are very rare. and are generally imported. cases. but pneumonia. dysentery 
and hookworm are very common. Influenza. and relapsing fever have claimed 
terrible tolls from these poor people. . 

30. There is no s:}'Stem of sickness insurance in the plantations. The introduction 
of the Ayurvodic. system of treatment would be welcomed by the IaboUTet'S. I dare 
say that these people. who are used to herbs and juices and quacks' treatment,. from 
childhood. will more readily take to it than to allopathy. 

31. At present, no allowance is paid either before or after childbirth. Individuals 
might pay in the shape of charity. but the", is no ru.le or general practice of paying 
towards maternity benefits. Legislation is necessary to enforce such allowances to 
labourers who haV& worked for more than a year in anyone plantation It may 
not be fair to compel the employer to pay these allowances to the seasonal worker 
who works only for a few months in the year and returns to her country. A 
female coolie turns out almost the same amount of work as a male coolie in most 
kinds of work. such as weeding. manuring. picking or gathering the crop. ere.., but 
she is paid only two..thirds of the pay given to a male cooly. and so, the employee 
being materially benefited6 ought not to grudge to give them these maternity be:nents 
that thoy an. enntled to. 
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V.-Welfare. 
34. Welfare work of any sort is practically unknown. There are no provisions 

for refreshments or recreations. Toddy and liquor shops are the only places that 
they visit frequently if they have the means to pay for the drinks. Of late, the 
curs& of gambling. i.e .• playing cards with money stakes. seems to have taken hold 
of many labourers~ and has even invaded some of the plantations. This is the 
ruinous recreation that some of them indulge In. The managers discourage it by all 
possible ~ no doubt. but it is played in secret and the managers cannot take 
strong steps to put it down or hand them over to the anthorities~ as they are likely 
to lose both the labour and the money advanced. 

There being no identity or pennanency of interest, the mutual relationship 
between the employ«- and the employee in the planta:tions cannot be very cordial 
or binding. The employer knows that. at any moment,. the coolie may leave his 
estate and go to anotherz and so, his sole object will be to exact work from him 
and try to recover the advance paid. The whole matter is looked at from a 
commercial point of view~ and nobody cares to spend money on welfare activities. 

36. No educational facilities are provided for in any estate for adults or children 
Certainly. education should be encouraged by all possible m..,.., but tbe difficulty 
is that the adults are generally disinclined to attend any class after a tiresome dayZs 
work. and, as fm: the children~ they cannot possibly a.1ford to keep them in school 
without work, as every member of the family is expected to earn his bread. The 
child, after the age of 7 or 8 years. has no leisure to attend school. If he cannot do 
estate work. be will be engaged to look after the small children and babies in the 
lines when the mothers go to work. These are literally born to work from the cradle 
to the grave. There is absolutely no use in keeping a boy in school just for a. year 
or two to teach him the alphabets, which he soon forgets. Real education will make 
them realise their rights as well as their duties and responsibilities, and for this, 
they should be sufficiently long in school. Their poverty is tbe chief stumbling block. 
Therefore-, these children should be maintained entirely at the cost of the Government 
or the State until their education is finished. It would be much better if these could 
be removed from their present unhealthy environments and placed in boarding 
schools for a number of years, and given useful education and some vocational 
training. II tbe employers are to be compolled to p.y and maintain tb .... children, 
I am sure most employers would not entertain labourers with children. Therefore. 
in this matter, it is the Government that should take action as early as possible. 

37. It is absolutely necessary that provision should be made for old age and 
premature re"tinmlent pensions. It is, indeed, a sad sight to see these persons, who 
have contributed to the prosperity of the country. left a.drift to live upon charity in 
their old age until their sufferings are- ended by death. Here again. it is the State 
or Government that should come to his reecue. The Government might levy some 
tax or cess, if necessary, upon all employers of labonr to meet the cost of these 
pensions. . 

VL-Eduealion. 
42. Most certainly. education does raise the standard of living. Labourers with 

some education. even of the deprESSed classes. live better. dress better~ and their 
cottages are also kept clean and tidy. 

~1L-8aIety, 

47. There is nne tea factory and one of agave in Coorg. A few coffee estates have 
oil engines for working·the pulpers and hullers. The rest use either bullock power 
or hand power, or else pound the cofiee. and there is not much scope for accidents. 
At times. accidents do take place while regulating the shade. The ooolies have to 
climb upon trees and chop down the branches. While doing this wor~ coolies are 
liable to fall down and injure tbemselvee. 

VIn.-Workmen'l Compensalion. 
52. The scale of compensation provided for in Act VIII of 1923 (Workmen's 

Compensation Act) may prove exorbitant for the employer in the plantatiODS, but 
it is desirable to extend it to the plantations for the benefit of the labouMr with such 
modifications as to suit local conditions a.nd with a reasonable scale of compensation. 
It is but fair that if a labourer is maimed for life, or rendered useless for work~ or 
dies through utter neglect of callous indifference on the part of the employer or his 
agent, that compensation should be granted. At present a labourer who is absent 
.from work. although due to an accident, is not entitled even to an allowance for 
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24. A few plantations covenng large areas have their own medical man and 
dispensary. All the rest depend upon the Government hospitals or private medical 
practitionrrs, if there be any close at hand. If medicines are to be supplied to the 
estates from the hospital<;. the estates have to pay annually at the :r:ate of 6 annas 
per acre~ or else the medicine supplied will be charged for and recovered from the 
estate. If the doctor is sent for. the estate pays lor his visit. There is no provision 
made for lady doctors or trained midwives. 

Generally. coolies are averse to go to the hospital for treatment. They have not 
much faith in allopathic treatment. As a rule. they try all sorts of quack remedies. 
and only when their cases become very serious, they unwillingly submit to be taken 
to the hospital~ and this too not in an cases. They are very superstitious and all 
illness is attributed to the devil, and so, the fust thing that a coolie does when he falls 
sick is to propitiate the devil by offering fowls or pigs, and performing .. pooja .. 
and making vows. In the minds of many, there is a lurking fear that the poor are 
not cared for. and that only a few out of the number that go to the hospital return 
alive. In a way, it is true, because only very bad cases go to the hospital.. and 
na.turally, the death rate is high. Years back. t.hem was a feeling among the ignorant 
that patients were treated for a certain period. and if their disease was found to be 
incurable. they were being killed in the hospitals, and so they were very much dreaded. 
They suspected that the Government would not unnecesnrily spend money for a 
long time on ineura.bles. who might spread the disease a.mong others. Perhaps. the 
segregation of persons suffenng from contagious diseases and the veterinary 
department were partly responsible for strengthening such curious notions. because. 
whenever an animal is found to be incurable. i13 destruction is recommended. 
I have many a time been confronted with such notions. and it is difficult to convince 
these people that, if a medical man killed a patient deliberatly, he was criminally 
liable. Fortunately, such ideas are fast dying out, but yet they believe that good 
costly medicines are reserved for the rich, and only cheap useless stnfIs are tried on 
them, and I believe they are not far wrong. As a matter of fact, the annual grants 
to the dispeosaries for drugs is very inadequate, and often, towards the end of the year, 
they run short of most of the drugs. The average maintenance allowance for each 
in-patient in the hospitals does not exceed two or three anna.s per day. This is very 
insufficient, and. one of the complaints of the coolie is that he will be kept on almost 
star-vation diet in the hospitals. Larger grants should be allotted to the dispensaries. 
and the hospitals should be better equipped. Surgical operabons are dreaded most. 
Women are more adverse to go to the hospitals as in-patienb than men. They do not 
like to be separated from the family even for a few days. They prefer to die in the 
lines uncared for rather than go to the hospital. In serious ~ they are sent 
to hospital almost by compulsion. 

26. In the estates, no specia.l anangements are _orally made for latrines. and 
the need is not felt. Water from springs or wells. and in some cases from the streams 
or rivers, is used bf ccolies for drinking, washing and bathing pwposes. Of late, 
a few estates have mtroduced the water pipe. 

'1:1. Plantations are not inspected by boards of health. Such inspections will 
be bene1icial to the labour_ if introduced. 

29. Malaria. is the chief enemy of the labourer in these pa.rts. Perhaps there is 
not a single person that has not had an attack of malaria. Even. children have 
huge enlarged spleens. Malaria.. with its further complications, is the chief caose of 
the high mortality, and means should be introduced to check its ravages. Cases of 
cholera are very rare. and are generally imported cases, but pneumonia. dysentery 
and hookworm are very common. Infiuenza. and relapsing fever have claimed 
terrible tolls from these poor people. 

SO. There is no srstem of sickness insurance in the plantations. The introduction 
of the Ayurvedic system of treatment would be welcomed by the labourers. I dare 
say that these people. who are used. to herbs and juices and quacks' treatment,. from 
childhood. will more readily take to it than to allopathy. 

81. At present. no allowance is paid either before or after childbirth. Individuals 
might pay in the shape of charity. but there is no ru..1e or general practice of paying 
towards maternity benefits. Legislation is necessary to enforce such allowances to 
labourers who have worked for more than a year in anyone plantation It may 
not be fair to compel the employer to pay these allowances to the seasonal worker 
who works only for a few months in the year and returns to her country. A 
female coolie turns out almost the same amount of work as a male coolie in most 
kinds of work. such as weeding. manuring. picking or gathering the crop. etc.. but 
she is paid only two-thirds of the pay given to a male cooly. and so, the employee 
being materially beuefited, ought not to grudge to give them these mat.mUty benefits 
that they are entltled to. 
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V.-Welfare. 
34. Welfare work of any sort is practically unknown. There are no provisions 

for refreshments or recreations. Toddy and liquor shops are the only places that 
they visit frequently if they have the means to pay for the drinks. Of late, the 
curse of gambling. ie., playing cards with money stakes, seems to have t.aken hold 
of many labourers, and has even invaded some of the planta:tions. This is the 
ruinous recreation that some of them indulge in. The managers discourage. it by all 
possible means. no doubt. but it is played in secret and the managers cannot take 
strong steps to put it dowrr or hand them over to the authorities~ as they are likely 
to lose both the labour and the money advanced. 

There being no identity or permanency of interest. the mutual relationship 
between the employer and the employee in the plantations cannot be very cordial 
or binding. The employer knows that. at any moment. the coolie may leave his 
estate and go to another, and so, his sole object will be to exact work from him. 
and try to recover the advance paid. The whole matter is looked at from a 
commercial point of view. and nobody ca.t'f$ to spend money on welfare activities. 

36. No educational facilities are provided for in any estate for adults or children 
Certainly, education should be encouraged by all possible means, but the dilIiculty 
is that the adults are generally disinclined to attend any class after a tiresome day's 
worl4 and.. as for the childreu. they cannot possibly afford to keep them in school 
without work~ as every member of the family is expected to ea.rn his bread. The 
child. after the age of 7 or 8 years~ has no leisure to attend school. If he cannot do 
estate work. he will be engaged to look after the small children and babies in the 
lines when the mothers go to work. These are literally born to work from the cradle 
to the grave. There is absolutely no use in keeping a boy in school just for a year 
or two to teach him the alphabets. which he soon forgets. Real education will make 
them realise theiT rights as well as their duties and responsibilities~ and for this# 
they should he sufficiently long in school. Their poverty is the chief stumbling block, 
Thenlfore, these children should be maintained entirely at the cost of the Govemment 
or the State until their education is finished. It would be much better if these could. 
be removed from their present unhealthy en'rironm ... 1s and placed in hoanling 
RChIXlls for a number of yean. and given useful education and some vocational 
traiDing. If the employers are to he compelled to pay and maintain th .... children, 
I am sure most employers would not entertain labourers with ehildren. Therefore, 
in this matter~ it is the Government that should take action as early as possible. 

37. It is absolutely necessary that provision should be made for old age and 
premature retirement pensions, It is. indeed, a sad sight to see these persons, who 
have contributed. to the prosperity of the country, left adrift to live upon charity in 
their old age until their su1ferings are ended by death. Here again, It is tho State 
or Government that should come to his rescue. The Government might levy some 
tax or cess. if necessary. upon an employers of labour to meet the cost of ~ 
pensions. 

VL-EduoaiiOll. 
4-2. Most certa.inly, education does raise the standard of living. Labourers with 

some education, even of the depressed classes, live better. dress better, and their 
cottages are also kept clean and tidy. 

V fL--Safel7. 
47. There is ODe tea factory and ODe of agave in Coorg. A few coffee estates have 

oil engines for working' the pulpers 'and hullers. The rest use either bullock power 
or hand power, or else pound the coffee. and there is not much scope for accidents. 
At times. accidents do take place while regulating the shade. The coolies have to 
climb upon trees and chop down the branches. Wbile doing this work, coolies are 
liable to fall down and injure themselvee. 

VIIL-W""kmen'. Co_IioD. 
52. The seal<> of compensation prov;ded for in Act VIII of 1923 {Workmen's 

Compensation Act} may prove exorbitant for the employer in the plantations. but 
it is desirable to extend it to the plantaUoI1$ for the benefit of the labourer with such 
modifications as to suit local conditions and with a reasonable scale of compensation. 
It is but fair that if a labourer is maimed for life. or rendered useless for work, or 
dies through utter neglect of callous indifIernnce on the part of the employer or his 
agent. that -compensation should be granted. At present a labourer who is absent 
.from work. although due to an accident. is not entitled even to an allowance for 
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maintenance during the period of absence from work. In serious cases, he is sent to 
the hospital for treatment. To the best of my knowledge or information~ there has 
been DO case of compensation being granted to any labourer at any time in Coorg. 

Although men employod in factories, in CODStructing, repairing or demolishing 
high buildings and big bridges, as also men employed OIl the telepraph lines are 
covered. by this Act. most of them do not seem to be aware of it. Therefore. it is 
necessary to give proper publicity to it through the revenue officers, so that these 
men may know their rights and claim them when such OOC8sjona arise. 

IX.-Homa. 
78. The labourer in the estates is expected to work from about 8 a.m. to 5 p,m." 

i.e., about 9 hours per day contionously. although it is not strictly eofon:ed. Usually 
task work is given,. ie .. a certain set amount of work is allotted to each. coolie and 
he generally manages to finish it in 6 or 7 hours working continuously. HOwevet'6 a 
leisure of an hour at mid-day will he very beneficial if made compulsory. Ie the 
ease of females with habies, it is necessary that they should he allowed to go to the 
lines at least twice dnring the working hours to suckle their babies.. 

79. Coolies generally work for six days in the week. One day in the week is set 
apart for going to the bazaar and bringing things necessary for .. week's consumptioe. 

·m.-w_ 
]05. The daily wage for an unskilled mal" labourer is 6 aDDaS and that of the 

female 4 annas. If the labourer works for 6 days in a week, a bonus of 4 annas per 
week is paid in order to induce the labourer to work regularly. The presea1: wage 
is hardly sufficient to maintain one:tel:f. much less 10 pay oft the debts orsave anything. 
and therefore, required improvement. 

107. The local and other labourers who are not under advance to the estate are 
paid their full wages weekly. Those wbo are under ad""""" are paid weekly 
Rs. 1-8 a.nnas roughly fur their maintenance, and their accounts are settled ODU: a 
-year in March or April Some coolies who take small sums as advanee are usually 
paid off once in September when they go for hazvest and if they rehun, again in 
March. If there he any unclaimed wages, they are paid to the iecruiter who procured 
that labour~ but ~uch instances are rare. 

108. A large majority of labourers are steeped in debt. 
110. No IeaVOl is granted to the coolies with pay and they ha ... no preocribed 

holidays. Only if they work they are paid, not otherwise. 

XlV.-Trade OombiDetionl 
117. The European planters haw their own orgaul%atioa, hut the Iediaa planters 

have none. There are no laboar unions or organizations of any sarto 

127. The repea.I of the Workmeo's Breach of Contract Act has been a bl~ 
to the labourer. The Act was being "bused by WlSCrupulous persons. and the poor 
illiterate labourer was being cheated. There was ample scope for fraud. as the bond 
had ouly to he witnessed by two persons to be valid, and the labourer was not only 
duped hut harrassed. 

From the employer's point of view, the repeal is not felt, as the Labour Act has 
taken its place. 

129. For enforcement of labour the r..aoour Act is made use of. 'I'ha followiDg 
figures show the number of eases under tbis Act in 1928-:29:

Offences reported .. 
Brought to trial 
Under trial. iacluding pending from previous year 
Acquitted or dischargad 
Convicted .• 
Died. escaped. etc. 
Bernaining under trial 

8,205 
3,972 
3.972 
1.484 

825 
16 

1,647 

IS], Although I must confess that the Coorg Labour Act is an improvemeat OIl 
the much detested Breach of Contract Act, I mast coutend that it has a demonWsing 
elfect on the labourers. Apart from the inhumanity and the iaequity of making 
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the nou-performance of unskilled labour a criminal ofience.. and the troubIes~ misery 
and hardships it involves~ it tenda to make the labourer a perpetual servile debtor .. 
and ultimately dri_ him to desperation. dishonesty and cheatiog. The process 
is very simple. Being endowed with but little forethough~ the labourer readily 
barters his labour for the sake of money. which is BOOn spent; and often money is 
borrowed without absolute DeCeSSity. At _ end of _ year he finds that his debt 
is not paid off; and then he aga.in borrows a larger sum. So the debt increases from 
year to year. He has only to give his thumb impression and he can get money 
easily. and so he borrows recklessly. ;Like the gambling craze. & craze for taking 
advances even without need is gradually created. .After a time he realizes that 
it is impossible to clear his debts. He goes to another estate for more money and 
takes advances .. stating that he is free~ and when the warrant goes from the first 
employer the second employer has no option but to payoff the first; as otherwise 
be loses his money. In this way the debt mounts up very quickly and the labourer 
becomes desperate and begins to borrow from all possible quarters recklessly and 
absconds. 

About a decade age the average amount advanced to a coolie was about Rs, 20 
or 25. but to~y he invariably demands about Rs. 50 to 100. and often even more .. 
although he knows fully well that he cannot work it out in a year. 

I urge that the above reforms are necessary for ameliorating the condition of the 
labourer. but at the same time I must admit that it may not be possible or practicable 
to give effect to all of them unless and until the mutual relationship between the 
employer and _ employee is properly defined. regulated and established on an 
equitable basis. 
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About 40,000 labourers are yearly recruited. Monies are advanced and labour 
bonds are taken under the provisions of the Coorg Labour Act. 

If a district is rich and prosperous and if sufficient work and reasonable pay can 
be had there alone, much labour cannot be expected by another from such district. 
It is only when labourers find it a necessity to migrate in seaTCh of labour for making 
money that they go out. Advancing system has its drawbacks. Notwithstanding 
the legal provisions for punishment the labourer has got the tendency to take advances 
from masters more than one; besides. they fail to keep their promises as the number 
of cases in courts will go to show. The Labour Act should go, and with it the advance 
system.. too. Then necessity alone will compel labourers to come to plantations 
there to work and then to get their actual pay. The _dency to take advances will 
then disappear. 

_ 3. (m) The United Planters' Association, South India. is the only established 
public agency for employing and recrniting labour. 

4. Mostly male labourers come to p1antatinua leaving their wives and children 
behind in their native places. Since they realm as above said twice a. year to their 
native pla.ces there is no room for any disturbance of family rue. In cases where 
wives and children are brought special accommodation is geneTally provided for. 

IIL-HOUIiDc. 
Owing to the long and continued. rainfall in the country it is necessary to house 

the labourers in pucca·built houses and lines at s. great cost to the employer; for 
the comfort of the labourer means regular and systematic work for the employer, 
It is the interest of the employer; therefore. to see to the comforts of his labourer. 

16. Since the labourers do not settle down permanently on the plantations they 
do not provide themselves with houses~ nor does Government or other public agency 
undertake to provide them with houses. 

Houses and lines are provided to labourers regard being had to their csste and 
religious prejudices as far as possible. 

Nowadays employers are careful enongh to provide their Iabouren! with good 
drinking water by sinking wells~ and in some cases by introducing pipes to convey 
water. Better houses with light and air are provided. No rent is recovered. 

IV.-ReaUb. 
Change 'Of pla.ce at intervals from plantation to native places and vi" tlef'StI. 

and working mostly in the open air during the day and sleeping in the houses or lines 
during nights greatly conduces to the health 01 the Iahourers. Rare are the com
plaints of any contagious diseases among labourers from any plantations in the 
country. 

Labourers buy their own provisions from the nearest markets and prepare their 
own food. There is~ therefore,. no control overtheir' di.etary. On the wholel labourers 
keep good health. 

24. The planters pay the nearest Government hospitals at a certain fixed rate 
proportionate to the ares of their .. late!!. Governmeut hospitals are generally 
engaged in the treatment of these labourers. 

Perhaps with the object of attracting more and more labour attempts by some 
planters are being made in that directiOll. 

Under the Coorg Labour Act sufficient provision is made for official supervision. 
29. (ii) Hookworm and malaria are the most prevaWng diseases among labourers. 

VI.--EducatiOll, 
No facilities for education of labourers in plantations seem to have been iDtro-

duced so fa.r~ and since labourers form a floating population no such anangement 
can reasoDably be oxpec:ted to be mad., and the purpose will bo very little served. 

VB and VlD.--lIafeIy anil Workmen" 00mpenat.iOD. 

No accidents of the kind that happen generally in factories are Hkely to happen 
in open plantations. Hence no question of compensation is ever likely to arise. 
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IX.-Boaro. 
(D) 78. Normally 8 hours a. day. with one day's leisUl'e in the week. Generally~ 

wheD task works are given labourers as a rule finish such works sooner and enjoy 
the rest of the day at leisure. 

XII.-Wagu. 
101. Wages are fu:ed by agreements. 
107, At the end of each season (cultivation and fruit gathering) pay is distributed 

after deducting advances. 

D.-Industrial Disputes. 
So far as planting indusbies are concerned. no dispute or strike of any kind has 

arisen in any plantation in Coorg. This only goes to show the happy rela.tionship 
that exists between the employers and the employees. 

XVI.-Law ollllaster and Bervant. 
131. This Act must go. It is only in the- kind. sympathetic and humane treat

ment of labourers, prompt and regular payments. timely and seasonal sending them 
to their native places. non-taking of undue advantage of the labourers' ignorance and 
illiteracy. these alone should induce labourers to be attached to their employers. 
No amount of legislation will avaiL. The laws are there only to be observed in their 
breaches by the labourea 

l'riD.tecl by H.1l.8.0. Pre.. lIarroW'. 






